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Summary of the Thesis 
"§ocial Structure o:f the kitNgipdo-speaking Peoples", 
presented to the University of Cape Town 
fo.r the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy 
by 
A.R.W. Crosse-Upcott. 
The main body of the Thesis treats the nuclear Neindo 
of the I.ii.wale area (southern Tanganyika), here 
designated 'home-Ngindo'. It comprises a general 
survey of the group under the headings Economy, Local 
Organization, Kinship, Ma.r.riage, Pagan Ritual andl 
Belief, Islam, and Over-all Characteristics. The 
home-Ngindo analysis is preceded by a relatively short 
section defining the Ngindo culture-area as a whole, 
and followed by a longer one-narrating the detailed 
hi story of the .region, examining the .relationships 
between the home-Ngindo and other Ngindo-speaking 
groups, and stating the theoretical conclusions .. 
The home-Ngindo, though mainly agnatic in 
their system of social organization, attach considerable 
importance to other lines of descent, a point 
illUistrated in the Thesis by an intensive study•of 
classificatory kinship-te.:rms, especially whEe:>e such 
tenns, derived from different lines of descent , 
compete with one another* Ngindo of all types favour 
marriage-by-service, at first uxorilocal but 
ultimately virilocal, associated with infant-girl 
betrothal .. Certain of the Ngindo 'outlier' groups 
have become influenced by their matrilineal neighbours 
to the extent of adopting matrilineal institutions, 
thereby invalidating the theoretical proposition that 
change from patrilineal to matrilineal descent 
is impossible ... 
The home-Ngindo live in miniature communities, 
here described as 'cells'. The main reason_ for their 
chronic fragmentation, long a headache for the 
government authorities;, appears to be a set of 
attitudes derived from the former institution of 
domestic slavery. Such a diagnosis accounts for 
several othe:rwise puzzling features in the Ngindo 
culture, and also throws new light on the topic of 
status in general and on the understanding of this 
• 'problem tribe' in particular.. The investigation of 
government evacuation-measures, which were aimed at 
eliminating the obstacle to development posed by 
political and territorial atomization, has relevance to 
current colonial policy and illuminates the allied 
phenomenon of migrant-labour. 
The home-Ngindo observe little ritual in their 
everyda·y life, but celebi1ate the 'initiation' of girls 
and boys with an extraordinarily elaborate cycle of rites 
which, in addition, marks the entry of infant-girl brides 
to full married estate. The Thesis gives an account of 
these rites, along with a commentary on their symbolism. 
The home-Ngindo, some of whom are known to have 
been hunters-and-gatherers almost within living memory, 
have a profound knowledge of their forested habitat .. 
Special attention is paid to this aspect, including a 
systematic survey of forest-utilization, based on the 
index of privately-owned beehives. 
The home-Ngindo were the ringleaders in the 
Majimaji Revolt of I905· Researches into this outbreak, 
as set out in the Thesis, besides producing fresh 
historical evid.ence, lead to a novel interpretation of 
its origins. They also lead to an appraisal of the 
411o 
Islamic factor in the Revolt and of its subsequent. 
evolution as the universal cult of the home-Ngindo. The 
unorthodox fonn taken by Islam in this environment 
provides data for comparison with other Islamic peoples. 
The Ngindo constitute a lingua-cultural entity. 
It is their speech which provides the best means of 
positive identification. To this end, the Thesis examines 
in detail the principal Ngindo dialects, on which the 
published material to date is negligible. 
Written sources on the Ngindo amount to pa·ss·ing 
references in a few explorers' journals, together with 
some superficial unpublished notes· compiled by government 
officials. The Thesis, therefore, represents an 
original contribution to the ethnography of' the area 
which, thanks to Ngindo diffusion, is extensive ... 
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Chapter I;. Definition of Ngindo. 
People. 
Ngindo are a people of mixed'Bantu,stock. Southern 
Tanganyika is their home. Communities of them, seldom 
continuous in the ethnic sense, lie dispersed all the way 
from the Rufiji in the north to the Ruvuma in the south, 
.from the coast in the east to Nyasa in the west; and yet 
further beyond these limits. Even where the country is 
solidly Ngindo, the settlements, themselves seldom more 
than 100 people strong, by no means link up. Ten miles 
is a not uncommon interval between them. Excepting under 
pof ... la.1'"10., - · 
artifiq~al conditions, NgindoLdensity does not exceed 
p~.,So~S 
three [to the square mile. · 'N"gindo1 has a primarily lingu-· 
istic connotation, and this is how I construe it. But 
from group to group it also has a variable E"imotive, religi-
ous, cultural, political, or territorial con.tent, the 
detail of which would here merely co.nfuse ~ .It will be 
elaborated lat er .. 1 Ngindo\', of which the inherent mean-
ing remains obscure, has been in currency for at least a 
century, and embraces a number .of vague but distinctively 
named sub-elements. These, seemingly linbrua-territorial 
by origin, lead to a superposition of categories, cutting 
across the existing Ngindo concentrations. The best known 
NJ.,wewe., 
a:te Magingo. Ndonde, Chobo, Ikemba,J!nd Hamba. Their 
detail must likewise await discussion. In addition, his-
torical and linguistic reasons prompt the inclusion of at 
least two major groups not ordinarily classed as Ugindo. 
These are the Ndendeuli of Songea and Mbunga of Mahenge. 
Note. 
g<'. 
Here and elsewhere when I use the present tense I 
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The country, inevitably over so vast a region, 
varies widely; but in its interior the predominant 
terrain is flat or undulating, with fairly abrupt valleys 
harbouring seasonal streams; the predominant vegetation 
dry open woodland, with considerable islands of dense 
thicket on higher ground. The whole belongs to the 
Indian Ocea:n drainage basin, this part of wh:i.ch possesses 
generally meagre water resources.. The Ruvuma and Rufiji, 
with its southerly Luwegu and Ulanga confluents, are vir-
tually the sole permanen~ rivers of any size. Big 
stretches tend to be arid,; , f.or .instance the northerly 
hinterland. Mean ra.infa.11 varies from 30 ... 40 j.ns. in the 
east to 50-60 in the west, precipitated almost exclusively 
during the months December to May; mean temperature from 
65-70 degrees F. to 60-65 .(minimum) and 85-plus to 70-85 
(maximum) over the same area/ (Ref .53: For this and sub-
sequent references see Bibliography in Appendix)~· Al-
though it is the dry-season which brings the heat, near-
frost conditions by night may mark the opening weeks, even 
no great distance from the coast ,. .. • the average height 
above sea-level must be about 2,000 feet. Geologically, 
Mesozoic formations predominate towards the coast, of 
Jurassic type in the north, Cretaceous in the south; 
giving place in turn to Archaeozoic Basement (lower com-
plex) inland and Palaeozoic Karroo in the centre1. Towards 
Nyasa there is recurrence of Basement, with some Karroo 
/ 
and Granite. Accompanying soils are 'Plateau' in the 
west, non-laterised Red F.arths towards the coast (Ref.53). 
Fertility on the whole appears low; perl'}.aps, though not 
comparable with the Scheme's handicaps elsewhere, a con-
tributory £actor to the Groundnut fiasco. The Scheme 
operated major installations in a typical environment 
around south-easterly Nachingwea.. Nevertheless a wide 
range of crops can be raised. Sorghum provid·es the 
.fs......_ll<..._51., 
commonest staple, but rice (north-west), fiageF-millet 
(west), and cassava (south-east) may take its place. 
Other millets~ maize, beans, pigeon-peas, pumpkins, cu-
cumbers, sweet~potatoes, and groundnuts are largely gro,'111. 
Everywhere one finds such produce as sesame, castor, and 
beeswax. Here and there favourable conditions permit , . 
the growth of sizeable industries such as tobacco (Songea), 
cashew (Newala), sisal (Lindi), timber (Rondo), cotton 
(Mahenge), mangrove, and copra (coast). Before the f.irst 
World War,rubber headed the exports, but/now no longer 
fetches an economic pr.ice. Gum-copal however continues 
/ 
to find a limited market. Apart from giraffe most of the 
8. 
big-game animals, and especially elephant, occur through-
out the area, much of which has actually been set aside for 
them in the form or sanctuaries or reserves. Tsetse-fly, 
with which a great deal of it is infested, have in parts 
produced outbreaks of sleeping-sickness, and almost every-
where· banish livestock. 
Ngindo communities. 
Into ~his setting, roughly at its centre, fits 
'Ngindoland', a 100-mile square tract between the upper 
Matandu and Mbwemkuru rivers. Ngindoland, comprising 
the Government 'Sultanate' of Liwale along with one or two 
southerly appendages /~Wtte le:t;t;er,I~mounting to perhaps a 
couple of thousand people, I do not generally include when 
speaking of Ngindoland ••• for instance demographically, 
where one cannot readily isolate the minorities in surround-
ing administrative areas, if at all , can be regarded as e4~ 
@ 
core of the Ngindo, of whom it must contain a homogeneous 
population of at least J0,000. These I call the 'home-
Ngindo', and to them I devote.the main body of this thesis. 
The remainder of the Ngindo 'tribe' , put at 85, 000 tota.l 
by the 1948 Census but probably well over 100,000 in my 
x F'ooT"loTc • 
J 
definition, can be assigned to seven principal units1 (See 
Population Map earlier in this section;). Of these I shall 
I 
for the present specify nothing beyond the ethnic type, 
~ocality, strength, a.nd dialect. They do not of: course 
exhaust the outlier Ngindo pockets, many of them in mini.a-. 
ture and tribally isolated; which are to be found almost 
throughout. Five of the seven consciously adhere to the 
Ngindo complex or are so close in speech and space as to 
form a continuum with Ngindoiand. Together with the home-
Ngindo I call them the iNgindo-proper', as opposed to the 
'peripheral-Ngindo t ,; namely the other two whose inclusion 
is less automatic~ The home-Ngindo are easily the biggest 
of the Ngindo-proper groups~ Why their numbers cannot be 
expressed except in round figures is because the 194$ Cen-
sus coincided with a Government evacuation scheme which 
completely upset all estimates and calculations made at 
. x 
that time; Immediately prior to the scheme a survey 
Footnote; 
x Liwale, or Ngindoland; used to fall within the juris-
diction of Kilwa District.. Main census figures therefore 
ref.erred tQ Kilwa as a whole i. . However the Li wale Di vi- -
sional authorities kept their own totals in their District 












i9;1 .. 21,s17 29.190 
(Ref.64) 
(Note that Liwale has in the meanwhile gained a slice of' 
territory £rom northerly Kibata, which used to be subordin-
ate to Kilwa as well, stepping up its taxpayers from 4,913 
in 1928 to 7,868 in 1935). 
' . 1941 37500 
(an unofficial boma. estimate) 
1948 16,177 
(residue of evacuati.on) 
47,197 
Whilst these figures permit no firm conclusion, it seems 
reasonable to suppose that this sector of the <tribe'11as 
increased over the period, and that some two thirds of its 
present 50, 000 members live in Ngindoland., many hav.ing 
returned thither .after the evacuat.ion. 
10. 
found the number of families for evacuation, ie. those of 
greater Ngindoland which besides native Ngindo contained 
only a handful of Pogoro and other aliens, to be 9,100; 
whilst by the end of 1952 the number of taxpayers on the 
reconstituted Sultanate's books (including those exempted} 
had settled down at just under 6,000 as compared with about 
9,000 in the early 1940s. The course of these adjustments, 
and especially that of the 'Closer Settlement (evacuation) 
Scheme' will be plotted later. As a result, Ngindoland 
has an unusually clear spatial definition nowadays, being 
bordered by game-reserve or uninhabited country east, north, 
and west. Its southerly political boundary is also an 
ethnic one, excepting for a sizeable lobe in the direction 
of Tunduru in the south-west and a thinner one towards Kilwa 
and Lindi in the south-east. As for its composition, it is 
highly mixed, comprising about three quarters ~'Iagingo 
(central Liwale), an eighth Ndonde (south}, and a trace of 
Chobo (north). Hamba (south-west),Ndendeuli (west}, and 
Ikemba (extreme north)x. Apart from a kiMagingo overlay, 
x Footnote: 
Census figures do not as a rule reflect the internal 
Ngindo subdivisions. However certain estimates of these 
have been made from time to time by administrators. 
Date. Magingo. Udonde. Chobo. Ikemba. Ndendeuli. 
1920 750("Ngoni") 
1928 12,570 2,165 911 222 437 
1931 16,334 2,047 1,497 l,6g5 254 
Difficulties of identification alone reduce any such compu-
tation to guesswork. The natives themselves, most of whom 
are third or fourth-ge~eration immigrants, are none too sure, 
hence liable to give conflicting answers, especially to 
official interrogator0~.f~14-To take an instance, the District 
Book (Ref. to be explafned,I} after a thorough survey in 1928 
concluded that "only about_,,O" Ikemba were left in their 
ancestral homeland, "the Muhinje triangle". Three years 
later these same Ikemba are credited with twenty times that 
number! This shows how different can be the findings based 
on more stringent requirements. Again the names themselves 
are treacherous. The 1948 Census, which wisely refrained 
from assessing the sub-groups, lists a "Cho'o" (same as 
Chobo phonetically) under the Matumbi tribe as well. Ikemba 
it spells "Ikembe". Hamba it altogether omits. 
its speech varies accordingly; in which respect the south-
erly l~donde zone is closer to the Ndo??-de outlier next to be 
delineated than to the remaining home-Ngindo (see table 
later in this sectionf ). 
Ngindo outliers. 
l. What ·I call the 'coast-Ndonde' extend· ove.r about 100 
miles !rom the south-east corner of Ngindoland to Mikindani 
on the coast. Nowhere excepting around Milola, and to a 
x 
lesser extent Ruangwa and Mchinga , do they amount to more 
than a trace amid the Mwera and M.akonde .inhabitants. In 
the aggregate however they must approach io.ooo. In Lindi 
-11. 
District the 1948 Census records 7 ,176 Ndonde and 2., 718 
"Ngindo" (probably Magingo, etc., or Ndonde who do not bother 
· to speci£y the .fact. This is a good example of the wide-
spread confusion over these names); to which must be added 
another 297 "Ngindo" in Mikindani (now Mtwara) District. 
These are almost certainly Ndonde. Demographically the 
area has been stable during the past generation ••• note 
that the 1931 Census put the "Magingo-Ndondett at 13,347,1 
UMore than a decade before, the Naval Intelligence 'Handbook 
of German Ea.st Africa' had found them 11, 000 strong.11). 
·Neither this nor the later figure is likely.to have been 
materially affected by the number of Ngindo coming from other 
Footnote: 
X Jisrr;c !-
Detail of principal areas of Ndonde distribution in Lind~ 
(Ref .54). . 
Place. Ndonde. "Nfliindo". 
Milo la 1,126 1,183 
Mchinga 1,965 325 
Ruangwa 1, .373 
·Ruponda 937 




2. . 'Southern Ndonde' • These are a smaller, but in Tangan-
yika more compact, group of Ndonde with Ndendeuli (peri-
pheral-Ngindo) leanings.. They live in the extreme south 
of the Territory, and indeed spill across into Portuguese 
East Africa, where upwards of a thousand are thought to 
be domiciled. The Tanganyika ones are put at only 6191 
(Ref .. 54) ~ · This seems on the low side ••• vide the 1931 
estimate of 2,575 ~Ngoni', as these southern-Ndonde like 
t.o be ca+led. Their speech closely resembles that of 
the coast- and o1iher Ndonde, with sufficient Ndendeuli 
and Makonde-Matambwe features to make it unique (see table 
iater in this section.} An enclave amid big Makonde and 
associated populations, their nearest Ngindo neighbours 
are the coast-Ndonde, who shade off to zero about fifty 
miles away. Some 200 miles separate them from Ngindo-
land. 
j. The neo-Hamba, despit·e the name, are Ndonde speakers. I 
call them 'neo-Hamba' to di.fferentiate them from the Hamba. 
(proto-Hamba t) of Ngindoland~ As a rule they themselves 
say simply 'Hamba'. Their home, which adjoins south-west 
Ngindoland; comprises the neighbourhood of Kilimarondo to 
a radius of about 30 miles. Notwithstanding linguistic 
and other ties with the home-Ngindo they stand strictly 
apart. Indeed there is ground for putting them in the 
'peripheral-Ngindo' category. Their nucleus numbers · 
l,911 (Ref.51,i,), whilst their satellite communities cannot 
exceed a few hundreds. furiously enough one of these, 
Footnote Continued: 
Kwama. (i.e. 'the people who drawl'). Nothing known. /',. , 
Ma.kale. They are mentioned by Weule (Ref .97,1906). Nothin~\ 
known. 
Ngende. Nothing known. 
though situated withi.n another Ndonde outlier (coast-
Ndonde) 1 preserves its Hamba identity. Considering 
.its evolution in other directions the main body speaks 
a remarkably pure brand of kiNdonde (see table later 
in this section}. , Incidentally the adjacent 'lobe' 
of Ngindoland south of the Mbwemkuru, southern border 
of the Liwale Sultanate, amounted to 1,093 in 1948. 
Togethe.r with a few hundreds in north-east Tunduru 
District, these are the furthest-flung home-Ngindo in 
that quarter. Before the second World War Kilimarondo 
was administered oy Ma.sasi boma. Whether the 1,272 
"Magingo-Ndonde" listed in that District in 1931 were .... 
one and the same as the neo-Ham.ba is not clear. 
4. About 100 miles north-west of Ngindoland, from which it 
is entirely insulated by game-reserle, lies another big 
Ndonde concentration which I call the 'western-Ndonde'. 
This is at Ilonga in southern Mahenge District, where 
some 5,000 Ndonde and associates are assembled. The 
1948 Census quotes the figure of 4,982 for the relevant 
area of "Ungindoni"; to which should be added another 
Ngindo-speaking group, the Ndwewe, incorrectly listed 
by the Census as a Pogoro sub-tribe and of unspecified 
strength. Ndwewe probably run to a thousand at Ilonga 
alone, allowing for confusion with true Ndonde. 'l:he.se 
Ndonde-Ndwewe ·speak a kind o.f kiNdonde very little 
14. 
removed from that of the Ndonde outliers already introduced 
(see table later in this section). 
5. Ilonga, which is the product of a Government evacuation 
scheme launched in 1941, has its counterpart 200 miles 
east at Njinjo on the lower Ma.tandu river, whither 
Ngindo were moved in and by force between 1946-8. They 
might therefore be called the 'exile-Ngindo'. It seems 
15. 
I0,000 
probable that at least~ Ngindo of various des-
criptions still live within a 20;..mile radius of Njinjo. 
As natives of what used to be outlying parts of Ngindo:.. 
land, most of them therefore qualify for the designa-
tion home-Ngindo; though in pre-evacuation. days certain 
of them shaded off into the Pogoro, Kichi-M.atumbi, 
western-Ndonde, and even Ndendeuli, who will be the 
ne~ for treatment. Their tribal composition within 
the Ngindo framework must be very mixed/, mostly Ndonde 
and Ikemba. 
6. Turning to the peripheral-Ngindo, the Ngindo-speaking 
Ndendeuli inhabit the eastern marches of Songea Dis-
trict. Likewise in part the subject of evacuation, 
some of them formerly linked up with the far-westerly 
Ndonde elements of Ngindolandt from which Ndendeuli 
country is now separated by a good 100 miles of game-
reserve. The 1948 qensus. which classified. Ndendeuli 
as synonymous with Ndonde; but in fact included most of 
them with the Ngoni, is of little help in determining 
their size. Only 3,539 Ndendeuli appear in the Songea 
columns, whereas it has been estimated that they can 
muster that number in taxpayers alon~. A confusing 
factor .is the prevalence of the kiNdendeuli language 
throughout the eastern-Ngoni chiefdom, a unit of some 
7, 000 taxpayers if the now autonomous •Native Authority' "-'<ea •. 
of Undendeuli be included. Therefore the 1931 estimate 
of 14,174 seems nearer the mark. Compare also the 
first World War one of 11,900 "Wadendauli" (Ref.~4). 
KiNdendeuli is definitely an Ngindo dialect. Consider-
ing the gulf between the two groups in other spheres, 
one ma.rvels at its similarity towards the. kiMagingo 
spoken in Ngindoland (see table later in this section.) 
7. An allied group, ~unga, occupj.es the extreme north of 
Mahenge District, where it enjoys the status of an. in-
16. 
dependent tribe. Its affinities lie wi.th the Ndendeuli 
some 200 miles south, scarcely at all with the less 
remote Ngindo-proper (the western-Ndonde are twice as 
close). Nevertheless kiMbunga has much in common with 
the Ngindo dialects spoken elsewhere, and its users 
warrant the de.signation 'Ngindo' on that score alone 
(see table below). The explorer Thomson's journey across 
Mbungaland. in 1878 brought firm evidence of the perm.an-
ence of this liaison. none of our porters, who had been 
x 
brought up in Gindo, spoke the M'henge (Mbunga) idiom 
quite easily," although he had never been in the country 
before" (Ref· .• 92,1$78). Estimates of Mbunga population 
have varied widely ••• 20-25,000 (1918); 9,756(1921); 
17, 709(1931); approximately 18,000 .(boma estimate in 
1946); and 10,034(1948). Tribal admixture may account 
for this .... the three so-called Mbunga chiefdoms run to 
7)200 in tax-payers alone. An ?Jfuunga offshoot at Kisaki, 
100 miles north-east of Mbungaland, stated by Morogoro 
boma to be 6-790 strong, finds no place 5.n the 191;8 Cen-
sus. Seemingly it corresponds to or forms part of the 
pocket of 1,904 "Pogoro" described by the Census as being 
present in that very chiefdom, namely Ukutu. 
xx 
Percent_age analysis of Wordlists. (a) 
Dialect. Identical. ( b) Similar. ( c) Different. 
Magingo (d) 92.4 5.1 2.5 
Neo-Hamba !'!6.a 8.7 2.8 
Coast-Ndonde 95.3 4.0 nil 
Southern-Ndonde 90.6 S.J 1.1 
Ndwewe (e) 6~.2 20.s lJ.6 
Ndendeuli 8 .7 s.5 2.1 
Mbunga 67.9 1$.7 8.0 
x Footnote: All single brackets like this are my own. 
Only when double brackets •• {( - )) • • • appear are they from 
the original quotation.Unless otherwise specified, inverted 
commas and dashes ( • • • )usec. in quotations are mine. 
xx Look overleaf for the notes here referred to 
by the bracketed letters. 
Notes: 
(a.) Consisting of a· basic 530.;..word vocabulary, including 
the commoner verbs, nouns, adjectives, etc.; Words 
coinciding with Swahili were e}Ccluded. To indicate 
the degree of proximity in construction and idiom, I 
give a short parallel text in the Appendix. Cross-
checking proved to be feasible only with Magingo, and 
to a lesser extent southern-Ndonde, informants. A 
full cross-check would undoubtedly have revealed 
further similarities . , The balance of each percentage 
omitted from the table represents missed or queried 
words. 
(b} By this is meant identical with the .majority or the 
other Ngindo dialects recorded/, or nearly so, i.e. 
where a word is simply aspirated, as in kiNdonde 
x 
tkuHELEHAt, to descend, £or kiMagingo 'kuELEYA'. 
(c} This includes a number of categories the details of 
which appear in the Appendix. 
(d) Ki~iagingo can be taken to embrace the other dialects 
of Ngindoland, of which the degree of variation in 
vocabulary is trifling; excepting in the ease of the 
kiNdonde spoken in the extreme south, which can be 
bracketed with coast-Ndonde speech. 
(e} This version of kiNdwewe is archaic, volunteered by 
an individual (for all the other dialects at least two 
informants collaborated) living in western MaJ1enge 
among the supposedly unadulterated Ndwewe • The bulk 
. of Ndwewe, even the most senior elders, speak what is 
virtually kiNdonde of the type evolved by the western-
Ndonde, whose dialect I had not the time to record. 
XFootnote on Native Names: 
17. 
KiNgiaeo tcms,·or those used by the Ngindo, are written 
iR eapitalo (stem only; partieleo, etc., in ordinary type); 
eneepting fer place, tribal, er ~eraonal na:tnes, or uni ... 
¥ersally known on.es ouch as 'safari', 'Ramadan', etc., 
s~·~ {oo\'""o'"e, Oft ~""-"Jt. 2.,. 
I 
Other pockets. That these seven nuclei, along with 
Ngindoland itself; "by no means make up th-e overall . 
Ngindo talJ.y can be gauged from the .fact that :those 
Ngind.o-speakers thought to be resident within them 
amount to something un~er 100,·000, on a liberal 
estimate; whereas., judging by the 1948 Census. figure 
of g;, 000 <Ngi.ndo-proper, the. true grand-total. must. 
be at least ten percent higher. Between Nyasa and 
the coast not a· District is without its sprinkling 10f 
Ngindo.: Kilwa £or .a eta.rt, which must still contain 
.Jr ....... ,, .. ai.. ~i..t.-. 
a.bout 2u,ooo Mg1ndo,. L Not all of these can belong to 
the Njinjo concen'tration. The Ngindo ·Of the next-
door Lindi and Mtwara Di~tricts are ·covered by .the 
scattered coast-Ndonde,, and in. News.la District by the , 
· southern-Mdond.e.. Masasi Di.strict is. thought to have 
pocket.s close' to the Ru'V'Uma, which may be ·regarded ,a~ 
' a prolongation -of the very extensive ·on.es further up-
st..ream it1 Tunduru District, Here District boundaries 
have long remained constant, so some idea o.r the Ngindo 
mil)orit1es' size .is to be had.. Ih 1948 Ndonde amounted 
I 
to"2.152 (mostly in'Nanyungu and Nakapanya chiefdoms), 
n.Ngindo" to 756 (most.ly in ~lanyungu and Msamala) ., and 
"Ngoni" to 4.328 (mostly j.n Mbesa, 1 .. igcma,. Nanyungu, 
-and Mlingoti, .in that orde.r) .• The latter, who occupy -
the north ... western part of the District and were rated. 
somel'1hat lower in 1931(3, 789) .; must be almost wholly 
Ndondeuli. Thus, though separs,ted by long stretches , 
of f'orest, they fc·nn part of the Hdendeuli of Songea. 
The JtNgindon and f~doude element~ intermi.ngle with them, 
st.ra.ggling over in the directi.on 0£ Ngind.oland and 
southwards to the Ruvuma as well. Songea itself; 
1..~s ..... ,."') • 
besides its n.ative Nden.deuli, L&betiftda in peopl~ of . 
Ngindo stoc.!k.; m.ostly thr.ough capture during the tribal-
19. 
war period. Few therefore retain their Ngindo charac-
ter.or admit to'"'Ngindo origin. About them the 1948 
Census is silent.. The 'Handbook of' German East Africa' 
mentioned l,635· Ngindo in Songea.; Mahenge District,, 
apart .from the western-Ndonde and Mbunga, appears to 
harbour some 4, 000 N~lndo of one kind or another ('by 
Chiefdoms:" 2, 75·2 in Umbunga; i. JJ6 in Upogoro; 392 in 
Ubena; and 312 in Ungoni ••• Ref .• 54}; and Rufi.ji Dis-
trict considerably more, over 6.ooo fl,51$ in Tawi; 
1~400 .in Mohoro; 621 .in Ndundu; 305 in Msomeni; 2·77 in 
Kibambo; 256 in Mchukwi; 228 .in Utete; etc ·•• Ref .• 54). 
Of these a high proportion may have been migrant·-
labourers., Rufiji, as opposed· to a.11 the other Di.stricts 
mentioned with the partial except.ion of Lindi, being,a 
ma.jor centre of employment; but the widespread distribu;... 
tion of its Ngindo shows them to have counted a great · 
~ t 
many settlers too. A thousand. 0£ them were thought to 
be present at the time of the f'irst World War (Ref.6Z.,). 
In the case of the more northerly Districts such as 
A . 
Uzaramo (6,815 N:gindo in 194$), Kilosa (.2,018), Moro-
goro (1,137), ·and Tanga- (522), migrant-labour, which 
rose to a peak around 1948, accounts for all but a hand-
ful. A problem ent.ry in the 1948 Census is 972 Ngindo 
in the Upangwa area of Njombe District. Seeing that 
the local authorities there have been totally unable 
to locate any Ngindo whatever thereabouts, let alone a 
thousand of them, t,his must be presumed an error~ 
Neighbours. 
At least ten tribes impinge on the Ngindo groupings, 
in view of whose multiplicity it is easier to discuss 
each neighbour in turn than. to define the tribal milieu 
of each Ngindo outlier separately. Looking from 
Ngindoland t}le nearest southerly neighbours are the 
~o. 
Mwera, a large and far more compact· tribe (99,415 not; includ-
ing the people ·o.r the same name on the eastern shore of Lake 
Nyasa ••• all statistics taken from the 1948 Census). The 
inter Mbwemkuru-Lukuledi.contains almost the entirety of the 
Mwera, though they encroach north into the Kilwa coast.al belt. 
Thus they not only give to Ngindoland its sole line of ethnic 
contact, but also embrace the coast-.Ndonde in their m:tdst and 
touch the neo-Hamba with their western flank. Only in the 
broadest outlines do Ngindo and Mwera resemble one another. 
Both are shifting cultivators with fragmentary social systems. 
But tp.e Mwera, as opposed to the home-Ngindo and in a lesser 
degree to the coast-Ndonde, are matrilineal ••• as it happens 
the neo-Hamba have now come to be largely matrilineal. Like-
wise in speech Ngindo and Mwera, though they belong to the 
same linguistic group (the 'Ye.o' group; comprising Ya.o, Ngindo 
and variants, Mwera, Makua, Ma.konde, Matambwe, Mawia.), are . 
mutually unintelligible. 
South again.from the Mwera lie the Makonde (281,320: 
presumably this includes the alJ.ied.Matambwe), who invest the 
Tanganyika southern-Ndonde and stand in a similar relationship 
to the Ngindo to that of the Mwera. They likewise_follow 
matriliny. The Makonde monopolise the area between the Ruvuma 
and. Lukuledi rivers· .from the coast to as far west · as the rim 
of the Makonde plateau. They are confined to the Tanganyika 
side of the border, though Matambwe sti~addle the mid-lower 
Ruvuma, south of which is Mawia country; but towards the 
. 
Lukuledi mouth they extend some distance north of that river. 
Thus. I ·was never able to discover whether the coast 1 Machinga-;r , 
~2~~~~ I 
Jlaround the Mbwemkuru estuary on the border between Kilwa.and: 
I 
Lindj . .Districts, but not to be confused with the Yao sub-
~ ... 0 ....... 1-.,4 ~ : 
group of the same name ••• figures for Kilwa District alon~ ; 
- I 
_______ , 
8,201. The Lindj .. contingent was not specified~~ere by in-
~~ra ,or ~.akonde. 
Im.mediately e.ast of both Mwera and Makonde come the 
Makua ( 95, 464 in 'Tanganyika), who touch the very south-
·western corner of Hgindoland along with the neo-Hamba. In 
the same way that the Makonde are thought to be closely 
related to the Portuguese East African Mawia, the Makua 
21. 
belong to a vast matrilineal tribal entity south of the 
Ruvumci., the r-.'Eeto, I.ornwe, ~md others.. Ngin do find kiMakua 
harder than any of the other t Yao' languages., Linguistically, 
however, the next. easterly neighbours, the ill of Tunduru 
District (126,744: plus 3,271 'Machinga' Yao., Other Yao of 
course live acroBS the border, and even as far away as Nyasa.-
land), are very close indeed to the Mwera. Though present-
ing only a fragment of frontier in the Ngindoland quarter, 
and contrasting with the Ngindo in such particulars as matri-
lineal organization, centralized chieftainship, etc., these 
Yao have had a considerable contact with them, tha.nks firstly 
to the northward movement of Yao immigrants and secondly to 
the reverse flow of Ngindo customers to tobacco-growing 
Tunduru. Going west again from there one enters the Nden-
deuli country of Songea District, still loosely referred ~o as 
'Ngoni'. The Ngoni are reckoned to be 102,994 strong; that 
is, with the Ndendeuli but without the westerly Matengo 
( 57, 637}. Another tribe who overlap largely with the Ngoni 
are the Pangwa (26,790) of the Livingstone mountains. Owing 
to the currency of kiNdendeu+i, which apparently bears strong 
resemblances to kiNjelu (the western Ngoni patois), k1Matengo, 
and the ot,her vernaculars spoken thereabouts, the affinities 
of Ngindoland are probably stronger in this direction than 
in any other. But though the Ngoni are patrilineal into the 
bargain, their system of rank and their culture as a whole 
makes them a totally different proposition; especially the 
western ones. Songea Dis·t.rict has a largish body of Yao in 
its south-ea.stern section; but these are merely part of the 
Tunduru Yao, just as the 'Ngoni' of Tunduru District can 
be regarded as a feeler thrown out by the Ndendeuli of 
22. 
Songea District. A like group is to be fou.nd in southern 
Ma.henge District around Kilosa {'Kilosa kwa Mpepo', i.e. 
nothing to do with Kilosa boma on the central railway 
line). Most of the 5,,193 Ngoni recorded in Mahenge must 
be members of this group. 
Bena HeM 
Leaving aside the big ~ and ~ tribes east 
a.nd north ·of Mahenge District who, though they border on 
the Mbunga, are too remote from the mass of Ngindo to war-
rant consideration here ••• both,incidentally,are patri-
lineal ••• the next group of any significance are the 
Pogru:Q. · 
POGORO (56,387: including the Rufiji District outliers) 
of central Mahenge. · The Pogoro differ markedly from the 
Ngindo in both speech and custom. Yet they now inter-
polate between the Mbunga and western-Ndonde and even 
prior to the evacuation schemes mingled with the north-
ernmost elements of Ngindoland around Madaba (now game-
reserve) • The Nj enj e, .sole Ndonde subsidiary to retain 
any coherence, seem to exhibit extensive Pogoro features. 
It seems that J.!!1e Pogoro, until a generation ago, were matrilineal. 
To their north, along the Ulanga valley and in amongst 
Ndamba 
the Mbunga, lie the NBA:Hi,\ (19,032}, about whom little 
vi dundait KI{frpy 
is known. Little more can be said of the VIBHNDA, . , 
Lugy.r_y 
and :blJGYRY who in the north-east complete the circle of 
Mbunga neighbours. At least one of these is matrilineal. 
Ruf iji 
Descending to and crossing the RHFIJI, south of the tribe 
Ndeng,ereko 
of that name with its associated NDEiNGEREKO (70,969 
together), come the final Ngindo 
Ki chi 
M.atumbi 
neighbours, the MATUMBI 
and KICHI (35,695 together) of south Rufiji and north 
Kilwa Districts. All four of these peoples appear patri-
. ~aramQ 
lineal, though to their north again the ZA!?M~O (173,518) 
have, at ?ny rate in the past,, been matrilineal~ Nowa-
days game-r.-eserve forms a buffer between Ngindoland and 
the northern neighbours, into whom they formerly shaded 
off. Only around the Njinjo centre of Kilwa District 
do they still overlap. Linguistic and cultural varia-
· tion between them appears abrupt. Hence the main Ngindo 
ties can be seen to be westerly and southerly; scarcely 
at all with the· north• brought into focus by adventi-
tious factors such as the northward irruption of the 
Mbunga less than a century ago, the direction of Govern~ 
ment evacuation-schemes, and the northward flow of 
migrant-labour.-
Historical -Outline. 
From the diversity· of Ngin.do and neighbouring 
groupings .it can be understood that it would be unprofit-
able to set out any detailed history at this stage. 
Therefore only its salient contours will be delineated. 
Before the nineteenth century scarcely any light was 
thrown on happenings in the interior. However the 
chronicles of the Kilwa empire, established in the early 
Middle Ages, reveal that African tribes occupied the 
hinterland throughout, by turns at war or trading with 
the Asiatic settlers. So the claim of the Ngindo to be 
' I . 
the foundation stock thereabouts can neither be disproved 
nor otherwise ••• their own memories are hopelessly short. 
Some of them were aboriginar· hunters a century ago. The 
term 'Ngindo' had caught on at least as long ago as that. 
Apparently the colonists of the coast applied it to the 
natives of the interior as a~ indiscriminate label. It 
was about then that two decisive forces made their impact 
on the Nyasa region, One was the intensified slave-
2J. 
trade following upon the transfer of the Omani Arab realm's 
centre of gravity to Zanzibar, turning Kilwa into the 
largest slave emporium on the whole coast. The other 
, 
was the onset of Ngoni invaders from the south. Bursting 
in on the ill-knit 'tr~bes' between Nyasa and the coast, 
they vied with the slave-trade (which they finally threw 
out of gear by their excesses) in. spreading ruin• 
It was the .Ngoni upheaval that threw up most of 
the far-flung Ngindo outliers. The initial explosion 
was almost spontaneous; for only a mild detonation suff-
iced to disperse the Ngindo-speakers, then mostly resid-
ent in eastern Songea, to the four quarters• The Nden-
deuli alone remained relatively stable as subjects of the 
conquerors, who settled down in central Songea, whence 
they ravaged the entire region.o Yet a massive Ndendeuli 
segment did become detached and moving northwards founded 
Spl .... ~c.... ')"O"fS 
the .Mbunga. Otherp /!!ent east to Tunduru. Next-door to 
the .Ndendeuli and.to their east had lived the Ndonde, of 
:1 fl.,'$ .... 2s 
':1h:>m_ o~~y _a_ ~r~~~~~J ••• Qtater to become the western-
' Ndonde (the kindred Ndwewe always lived in south ?-18.henge). 
" 
;;.;(fGmained stationary1 The remainder fled ea.st, to be 
spread all the way from Rufiji to Ruvuma, with relatively 
dense zones ·of settlement near the Kilwa coast (now accen-
tuated by the Njinjo evacuation}, in south Ngindoland, 
inland from Lindi .( 'coast...;Ndonde' ) , at the headwaters of 
the Lumesule and Mbwemkuru rivers ('neo-Hamba'); and on 
the lower Ruvuma ('southern-Ndonde'). Of the other 
Ngindo it seems likely that the proto-Hamba, Chobo, and 
Ikemba were in occupation of south, central, and north 
Ngindoland from an early date; certainly before the 
. 
Ngoni shock. On the other hand the Magingo probably 
moved thither from an intermediate westerly hearth between 
Ngindoland and old Ndondeland. 
During this period many of the present neighbour- ·I 
250 
ing tribes were on the move. Makonde, Mwera, and Makua came 
from south of the Ruvuma early'in the nineteenth century, if 
not before. The Yao followed suit later. A tribe thought to 
have preceded them, perhaps by many centuries, as inhabitants 
of the mid Ruvuma were the now lost Mang'anja, possiblJ' connec-
ted with the Nyasaland 'Nyanja' peoples. By contrast none of 
the northern neighbours has any accepted history· of migration. 
Pogoro and Matumbi for instance are reckoned autochthonous ••• 
little credit can be attached to the theory of the latter's 
Hebe derivation. For several decades all these, with the excep-
tion' of the toug~er Yao, were the victims of Ngoni depreda-
tions, which reached a climax shortly before the German occupa-
tion in H~88. The Mbunga took a leading part in the Afro-Arab 
'Bushiri' rising of that year, but suffered a crushing reverse. 
It was some while later before the Ngoni of Songea were brought 
to heel. Thereafter the Ngindo settled down wherever the tri-
bal wars had left them, excepting those that· shifted hither and 
thither in the Majimaji troubles of 1905 and those transplanted 
by recent evacuation-schemes. 
Home-Ngindo. Outline. 
Since the home-Ngindo alone can be described with a.ny 
thoroughness, certain ·facts about them should be stated before-
hand as a guide to the understanding of their specialised 
aspects. The home-Ngindo {hereafter called 'Ngindo') are sub-
sistence farmers living in widely scattered settlements, which 
are themselves internally dispersed• No longer hunters, they 
nevertheless have a great intimacy with the woodland and 
x 
thicket expanses which everywhere dwarf their homesteadJThey 
are generally poor, with nondescript h¥ts and other belongings. 
Reasonably clean and groomed~ though seldom adorned or tattooed, 
they wear unsewn lengths of trade material, mostly ugly black 
stuff. Physically there is no common denominator• Many 
Ngindo are stocky, dark-complexioned., Mongoloid; but one 
sees features that are pure Eaucasian; and pure l.egro. 
' . -· . 
x It is rare to .see Ngindo on the march without their 
bows and arrows, tipped with (officially banned) poison .• 
26. 
According preference to the agnatic principle,their 
typical politico-residential unit or 'cell' is a loose 
cluster of up to a dozen agnates along with their families 
and other dependants; but the overall balance of import-
ance attached to uterine kin is in fact fairly even. 
Apart from Government-appointed headmen they neither have nor 
had other authorities beyond the heads ·Of the territorial 
and kinship clusters just mentioned, or very limited 
agglomerations of them. Their kinship system is shallow 
in depth but .extensive laterally., thanks to .the utili.za-
tion of putative and fictitious links and to the recogni-
tion of all lines of descent. They favour a type of 
marriage-by-service ass9ciated with the betrothal of 
infant girls. Only after.the latters• initiation does 
marriage become virilocal, Bridewealth-payments in cash 
must.be made. Divorce, though easily obtainable, is 
infrequent. In that event the children follow the 
father or his agna.tic kin, as also when a widow refuses 
to be inherited. Widows stand under no legal constraint 
to follow this course. Though women occupy a subordin~ 
ate position in public matters and undergo a close sur-
veillance, adultery., adjusted by cash compensation (and 
a smaller.amount in fines if a Government court adju-
dicates)• occurs very frequently.. Polygyny is common. 
Almost to a man the Ngindo profess the Islamic faith, 
but nevertheless retain the bulk of their pagan prac-
tices and beliefs. Islam promote.a the use of ki- . 
Swahili, in which nearly all adult males and some women 
are bilingual along with kiNgindo, spoken for choice 
in the home. Irt addition the vernacular contains or 
has absorbed many Swahili features; but these·are 
scarcely recognisable owing to the Ngindo practice of 
accentuating the first syllable of the stem, as opposed 
to the penult.imate. Incidentally the Ngindo dialects 
27. 
follow SWahili in the hard pronunciation of the pre£ix 
'ki-' • This differentiates Ngindo-speakers from other 
members of the 1 Ya.o' linguistic group, who say 'ci-(chi-) t. 
Apart from the seasonal pageantry.of initiation .... cum-
marriage and occasional Islamic or pagan ceremonies to 
mark other events, their lives are sip.gularly devoid of 
ritual., Despite the fragmentation and backl.'1a.rdness of 
Ngindoland, its people are highly mobile, both in their 
internal visits and migrations, and in their outside 
sorties, Very few indeed a.re without experience of 
All know- the use of cash. 
migrant-labour./ By nature insular in the extreme, they 
nevertheless place an extraordinarily high premium on 
hospitality and polite behaviour f} amounting to a ruling 
status-complex, which has the paradoxical effect of induc-
ing further fragmentation. Violence is almost unknown. 
To most offences, with the notable exception of theft, 
Ngindo show themselves exceptionally tolerant. Disputes, 
unless ref erred to the Government-sponsored court 
(formerly courts), may be settled by discussion between 
representatives of the miniature social units. These 
Ngindo hang together by virtue of common speech and 
residence, emphasised by physical isolation; and by 
virtue of the fact that the bulk of them have long belonged 
to the same administrative unit of Liwale 'Bezirk• (German), 
'Division' (British between the wars), and 1 Sultanate' 
(post-war) • In relation to Mwera, Matumbi, and other 
neighbours, Ngindo have an entirely distinctive culture_. 
Finally their own conception of Islam, created in circum-
Revol t 
stances of great stress during the Majimaji, clearly sets 
I . 
them.apart both from groups with heterogeneous religious 
practices (i.e. mixed Christian and Islamic, Christian and 
pagan, or plain pagan) and even f'rom fellow Muslims such 




Little being kno'WT!, or even suspected• of' the true 
compleXity of the Ngindo situation, the initial ·field 
period of ten months went to the investigation of the. 
home-Ngindo. This was during 1952. The greater part of 
that investigation_ was carried on at a selected settle-
ment in north.-central Ngindoland;, Barikiwa·. The available 
mode of travel was by foot with costly porterage, so only 
temporary reconnaissances could be made elsewhere. By 
this means, together with similar journeys during the 
second field period, virtually the entire home-Ngindo area 
I 
was covered. At the beginning of 1953 c~.me a break of 
three months at the University ·Of Cape Town. On return 
to the field; the intensive study of Barikiwa went forward. 
Meanwhile village surveys were ·executed at five other 
selected points i~ the Sultanate, thus broadening the 
scope of the inquiry to embrace Ngindoland as a whole• 
Together with the time necessary for their selection, 
about a week was spent at ea.ch of these points. During 
this eleven-month period expeditions were made. to the 
outlier Ng.indo as well, including the coast-Ndonde, 
southern-Ndonde, neo-Hamba, western-Ndonde, Mbunga, and 
Ndendeuli, again averaging a week with ea.ch ••• remember 
that identification of the dialect in each case· demanded 
three £ull. days. The Tunduru, Kilwa.,. and Rufiji groups 
could be visited only in transit• Work on d9c'Umentary 
material wa~ done at old-Liwale, Ruponda, Nachingwea, 
Lindi, Newala, Masasi, Tunduru, Songea, Mahenge, and Kilwa 
bomas. Other such material was f'orthcoming.from Morogoro 
and Njombe bomas. Missionary authoritie.s were consulted 
wherever possib~e, and good use was made of ~he Dar es 
Salaam Museilm facilities. A short migrant-labour report 
was also compiled for Government• From this i~ will be 
obvious that nowhere excepting at Barikiwa could thorough 
observatiohs be made. Even there I do not claim to have 
·.achieved one .hundred percent accuracy or to have under-
st:ood perfectly the workings of social relationships 
within it. 
- - - -- ---~-- ---- ---
--~--~--~------~~~~---~~~---~~~--~~~--
x Footnote relating to Native Words{see context overleaf). 
·29. 
To accord with the linguistic ana1ysis in Appendix c., and 
to facilitate translation~ the stem of every kiNgindo word quoted 
is written thus in capital-letters., with the .remaining elements in 
small-type. But where a particle7 prefix:, or other non-stem ,element 
stands at the beginning of a sentence., its initial letter will then 
be a capita1-letter; unless such an element should consist of one 
letter only, in which case it will remain in small-type. Terms in 
vernacular languages other than kiNgindo area however~ written in 
small-type and placed in inverted-commas. Pl.ace- and p.ersonal-names 
too~ whether Ngindo or not, are writ ten in small-type; as al so are : 
universally known foreign terms, such as 'Ramadan' (of course, if the : 
context warrants it, the initial letter of such a term will be a 
capital-letter). I use underlining onl~ occasionally for special 
emphasis; for instance., the device occurs in Chapter I:• to make 
tribal names stand out clearly; and in Chapter VI to ·make the songs 
, do likewise. 
\ 
PART II. THE HOME-NGINDO. 
Chapter II. Economy. 
Physical.Environment. 
The topography of Ngindoland as it now stands 
varies widely. In the centre it is mainly flat, with 
Si,.t. )( 
abrupt valley-troughs . (tuKEMBA) at .intervals; in the 
east and south less indent~d·, with broad, shallow stream-
beds; in the north and west more undulating, with deeper 
and more grandiose valleys; in the south-west distinctly 
hi~ly I ( kiTUMBI' hill) • Here and there in the extreme 
30. 
south stands the odd massive koppie (ma GANGA, i ." e. boulders) • 
Geology., soil, drainage, and vegetation vary accordingly. 
"Most ·of the area is composed .of gneisses • • • but their 
surface is very rotted so that no solid rocks appear at the 
surface in the central part. Where the country is a little 
more undulating Murram laterite or quartz .rubble may a.ppear 
at surface indicating the proximity of solid rock• Towards 
the south, rock is seen on and around the hills; The west 
and north-west ••• is composed of soft sedimentary .rocks, 
chiefly soft mauve or reddish sandstone, lying on a bed of 
pebbles.and boulders of quartz, sandstone, and.flint. This 
in turn lies on rotted gneiss, which is just exposed in the 
Liwale valley" (Ref.22). Of the soil cover (liNDUP.I) the 
same source states: "The soils on the gneiss range from 
sandy on the rises to semi-Mbuga in the wide valleys, with 
all intermediate types• A widespread type is very .sandy, 
but is bound together by clay ··•Where the undulations of 
the country are more pronounced better sandy soils, some-
times reddish, occur on the tops and semi-Mbuga soils 
occur in the valleys. ·rhe sedimentary rocks give excell-
ent sandy soils, usually of a mauve-red colour; around 
Liwale, however, there is a sheet .of white sand". 
x See footnote on previous page. 
---- ·-------
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Regarding water (MACHI), "The only near-permanent 
rivers 0£ the area are the Mbemkuru (sic} and the Liwale, 
which flow most of the year and have pools for the rest. 
Streams in the sedimentaries flow or have water in their 
J~ • • 
beds throughout th~ year. There are numerous ponds near 
other streams.up till now, August, but.these will mostly 
dry up in a month or son (Ref .22). Massiveforest (11-
PUNGUTI) clothes thecentre~thinning away to relatively 
.open· terrain (MWERA} in the south and south-east, with 
the latter's distinctive bamboo and baobab. In the north , 
upland thicket (mHWITU.) alternates with woodland slopes 
(NJENGANI) and almost treeless valley-floors {ku,LUCHI) . . .. 
"From the air.it may be.seen that the margin of the thickets 
is usually polygonal and of shapes resembling native culti-
vation; in the thickets are frequently cl ea.red at"eas; on 
somewhat.higher .sedimentary.hills to the north, thicket has 
every appearance of being primary" (same ref).· In the 
west and south-·west, though uniformly spread, a sparser .............................................. 
n/p .r:'.r.e.s.t •• P.r_e.v0a0i0~~·.: Tsetse-fly (naPANGA), particularly severe 
in south-centre.and· extreme north, though nowhere in 
present Liwale has epidemic sleeping-sickn~ss (maLALE) broken 
out, are ubiquitous; as are the majority.of big game 
(NYAMA). Of these it is ·elephant (NDEMBO) which most 
concern the people •. Ngindoland's ivory returns show that 
kol.11e,Jr~ ..... 
since the war an average of over 250 of these animals~ 
· shot every year in routine · 'elephant-control' duties,. in 
which as a rul·e only a .dozen African scouts are engaged, 
In addition a further 1,000 lbs .of found-ivory comes in 
annually•·' By all accounts elephant have not always been 
part of the Ngindoland-scene. Elders speak of a time· when 
people made spec.ial trips to the w~st in order to verify 
that an .elephant was indeed as big as a hut! The influx 
of the creatures appears to have come not long after the 
.1 
gi dol d duri g the rai s t fu emkuru 
(a ov );- and hum.o (below)_, orossin • 
33. 
European occupati·on. Early in the present century 
Sutherland was in quest of them up and down the ar~a. 
As favoured bunting-grounds he specifically mentions 
34. 
the Mbwemkuru (southern border of Liwale) and Mbarang'andu 
(old western border) rivers. (Ref-S9). ·The ·District Bookx 
( 1928 material) repeatedly emphasised the past absence ·Of 
game-· Even in westerly Ndondeland "Grune was rare and 
there was no hunting".· In 'Ihnat is now Ngindoland "Game 
was scarce and elephant unknown"' This may have been 
somewhat exaggerated ••• another contributor queries t~e 
latter observation.- At any rate with the Mandate Ngindo-
land found itself beset. By 1932 the chiefdoms of Ngarambi 
(north) and Nyera (ea.st) were clamouring for Game Scouts. 
Communications are generally poor. In fact, for 
the best part of six months in the year.thanks to swollen 
rivers, Ngindoland gets wholly marooned to motor traffic. 
·Since walking is the universal mode of locomotion, and the 
head-load (NCHIGO, JJIHWIGO) the universal mode of transport, 
this makes little difference to the Ngindo themselves for . 
whom even bicycles are a great rarity. Some 200 miles of 
dry-season motor road are however cleared year by year, 
whilst excellent paths ( NDILA) co.nnect most settlements• 
Government runners maintain a regular weekly all-weather 
service across the Mbwemkuru. Amenities are very few~ 
Liwale-boma boasts court-house and offices, school, market, 
dispensary •• ~- all Afriqan-run•· It alone provides a trad-
ing centre of any pretens1.ons; all but one of its do.zen 
or so petty· retailers and exporters are Africans. Outside, 
a couple of bush-schools and a market have opened recently, 
and one encounters the odd.sub-trader or hawker. That is 
ali. There is no Christian mission or mission-inspired 
Footnote x By this is meant the old Liwale District Book 
(Ref. 55) .• 
r 
' . t -
activity. With the exception of the patrol~g Senior 
Game Ranger, many Ngindo do not see a European (NJUNGWA) 
from one.year's end to the next. 
The Fields. 
35. 
The Ngindo are ,conventional shifting-cultivators 
{NE?-r1I, · plur. akaLEMI) growing a wide range of crops. Of 
these sorghum ( plur. maPEMBA) .is eas.ily the most prevalent. 
In bulk, though not in value, it heads the list of exports. 
It also provides the staple food,. Very often the subsidi-
ary crops, including those not norm.ally.destined for home· 
·consumption, may be found planted. together (kulYULALILA). 
So the technique of tilling a sorghum-fEld {NG'UNDA)auto-
matically applies to all other crops excepting rice and 
such oddments as sweeti-potatoes. Fresh fields are hacked 
out of standing woodland (kuHENURIRA high, kuPETURIRA inter-
mediate) , ••• the plateau thickets no longer offer the same 
inducements as they did in the past, owing to their present 
remoteness from riverine homesteads and to the threat o.f 
animal pests (sing. kiKOKO), especially elephant • w through-
, 
' out the dry-season (NGUNGU); that is, from June to November 
- - - - ' .......... - - - - \ 
inclusive~ Most trees, felled by axe, have their branches 
loped\CkuTEYATEYA)_@with axe or bill-hook and piled on ______ ... 
t.op of the stump with its :fallen bole. Larger trees may 
be simply polla;rded (kuPANGULlLA), each erect trunk serv-
ing as support for a bonfire of its own limbs. Meanwhile, 
or later on, any grass or undergrowth is scraped off (ku..:. 
KAKARA, kuHAGALA,. kuKWALA) with hoes and made into smaller 
heaps (liTEMA or liTUI brushwood). Finally, when every-
thing is dried out, the farmer burns it down. (kuPAMBA) to 
ash, leaving the soil bare but undisturbed.; Sweet-potatoes~.~ 
alone have ridged beds (kuKEMULILA liTUI or liMBANGA). 
Fallows (plur. maHUNDO) '· seldom maintained more than two 
seasons, require clearance with axe and bill-hook, weeding 
\ . . , 
by hoe, and firing.. Farmers try to leave this till as 
late as possible so as to avoid doing the job a second 
)6. 
time~ should the vegetation sprout before planting (kuPANDA, 
kuBANGILA early, kuKOBERA late) can proceed. The pollarded 
skeletons of trees left over from previous seasons may be 
eliminated in the process (kuKUNGABILA meaning to refire). 
Ngindo think ash (~lYU) beneficial to the soil but pay no 
attention to fertilizat.ion as such; nor in the absence of 
·livestock. does manure enter the cycle,. Primarily, burning 
serves to remove the d~bris in the same way that grass-
burning ·clears the way for honey-hunters and the like to 
move freely about the forest. The .sole example of soil 
enrichment I noticed was a type of cucumber (liTANGA) with 
an abundant yield which, instead of being gathered; was 
left. to rot . on the ground.,; Only the dry seeds were utilized 
to make a relish, However I reckon this to be not so much 
deliberate conservation as a famine reserve •·• should 
famine conditions arise, they generally reach a peak shortly 
after this cucumber crop• Erosion threatens to grow seri-
ous owing to the retentlon of traditional plateau techniques 
on the abrupt slopes of valleys• 
Since the meaning of this riverine type of settle-
ment may not be clear; it should be explained that it is 
the result of a fifty-year process. During the Ngoni raids 
if not before,. that is to say through several decades prior 
to the European occupation, the people took to the thi·ckets 
for security. Poss.ibly the reason for the utter mutila-
tion of the Ndonde was the scarcity of such refuges in old 
Ndondeland. At all events, life in the thickets had 
become the norm when the Europeans arrived. Besides 
shelter there were other advantages in that life, remember-, 
ing that to some extent the extreme diffusion it implied 
continued to afford protection ••• against German discipline. 
Fifty years ago wild-rubber had already filled the pockets of 
the existing inhabitants and led to an on-rush 0£ new ones. 
The :rubber creepers (1\ffi.-WANGA) flourishing only in thicket, it 
was advantageous to live on the spot, and so peg a claim, as 
it were; not that any monopoly rights were held.· In those 
days, no one knows why, elephant.had yet to penetrf}te Ngindo-
land in force; so it was perfectly .feasible to leave fields 
unattended. Again, thicket soils were found to be kinder to 
such crops as eleusine, grown partly as an answer to the 
raiders who could not be bothered to appropriate very small 
grains; partly as a supply of food and surplus for brewing ••• 
no one dreamt of selling food for export as is done nowadays. 
Sorghum, then grown 1only for the spirits•, i.e. to provide 
flour for offerings, by·no means carried its present import-
ance. Since then,economic and bureaucratic forces have 
driven the Ngindo from their thickets. Not only did rubber 
(MPIRA)crash ••• never since the first World War has it com-
pared with other produce for return on the work involved, or 
even paid at all ;11 but the thicket crops, now a source of 
inco~e a.s well as subsist~nce, fetched ueagre prices by com-
parison with riverine crops, especially rice. At the same 
time o.f£icials, first .. German and then British, urged the 
~e 
adoption of a more compact pattern of settlement. L.eulmina-
tion of the policy was of course wholesale evacuation under 
the significantly named 'Closer Settlement Scheme' (called 
"Mdimu" by the District Book). Though the population almost 
without exception now occupies the valleys,in some of which 
the homesteads form intermittent chains of up to 50 miles in 
length, fragmentation remains the chief administrative prob-
lem posed by the ?tginqo, 
To resume the cultivation-cycle (kuLIV'.IA), planting 
of sorghum cone s first,~ preferably in advance of the first 
showers (HULA). Most of the other crops follow suit 
rapidly. These are maize (plur. maLO:MBE), groundnuts (plur. 
maLAVI), several varieties of beans (plur.NGUYA, MBWEO, etc.)· 
S~"'""A-' - - --- - - -
and peas fp1ur;--m.BEL1MENDE), pumpkins (t_iPOND9, l~f&.P..~J.WELE) 
cucumbers~ water melons (JliTINDILI), bullrush- / 
s ... ,.. ~· 
and .finger-millet (ULEYI); also sesame (UHONO) and castor- o;_t 
(MBARIKA) ~ Seed (MBEJUf 'is not broadcast but buried in 
shallow holes scooped out (kuTEMANGA) for the purpose. 
Cassava (MWIOGO)Jplanted from suckers, is placed ready in 
the ground so as to strike at once; otherwise it may not 
mature till the following season and be useless in emergency. 
It is cassava which generally closes the field-rotation. 
The pumpkins ripen first, followed by cucumbers, maize, 
finger-millet, and some of the beans; then groundnuts, which 
have to be sun-dried for some while; sesame likewise; 
finally pigeon-peas, sorghum, and bullrush-millet. Sweet 
s4oot 
potatoes (NGAMBA) depending on the moisture, may geminate 
at any time; as may any of the quick-maturing crops • • • one 
or two favoured spots in the Sultanate such as Mikongota and 
. .s~--~ · Ti.e. - o~L rla. ... t 
Nailala permit dry-season gardens (i!iTIMBE). l...6astorJ.!rows 
into a durable bush and behaves like planted trees. The 
s.: ... ,.. 
latter include bananas .(liTOCHI), mangoes (mWEMBE tree), 
1-
pawpaws (PAPAI), cashew· (KOROCHO), kapok (mSUFI tree) and 
coconuts (NAZI); but their output is negligible. Any 
----
tree left unguarded soon falls a prey to elephant. / The 
n./p threat of these animals leads to· virtual transhumance·. The 
individual Ngindo generally builds his hut (NYUMBA) in or 
close to his staple-field. But where, as often happens, he 
chooses to live within call of several agnatic kinsmen, or 
has no suitable ground on his own doorstep and hesitates to 
' rp.ove in pursuit of his fields, he must erect field-lookouts 
(kiLINDO) and maintain constant watch. Where the rields 
cover a large area, say ten acres, several lookouts may be 
necessary~ In them owners keep vigil whilst the crops are 
maturing and raise a din if the herds, which are generally 
nocturnal, can be heard approaching. The sorghum harvest 
•.--/ 
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(invariable plur. ,maHUNO) is 'the harV'est' •. Being last 
of all the major crops to mature, it closes the season.· 
Before it reaches shoulder-height it will have been weeded· 
(kuKURUGA, · kuCHEPA) twi.ce as a rule; and after this nursed 
(kuLINDIRA) by day against bird and baboon, by night against 
pig, buck, and elephant. But once its tall stalks have 
been felled (kuPETA) the fields lie neglected. Crafts, 
dancing, drinking, and aoove all the initiation-cum-marriage 
ceremonies, absorb the energies of the people. 
Rice (MPUNGA) on the other hand comes in a good deal 
earlier. Planted as soon ·as the valley-floors become 
saturated, it ripens fast. The typical low-lying vegeta-
tion being matted grass and reeds, seldom combustible, its 
removal entails extra labour. Thanks to favourable prices, 
ri<:e brings more money to the Ngindo than any other crop. 
Therefore they themselves scarcely touch it, excepting as 
the prescribed dish at Muslim feasts. Incidentally they 
find it lacking in body and object to having to live on it 
as a ration .• Thus, although exports of rice and sox-ghum 
weigh the same, total production of the latter must be 
vastly greater~ There are to be found one or two lesser-
known crops such as tomatoes (plur.NJWICHWI) and red pepper 
(NDAHA). 
. I 
I was unable to discover the Western names of· 
most of them, i.e. maNJANU, maNGUNGA, liLELE, etc,.,r To 
meet the keen demand for tobacco, used mainly in the form 
of snuff (kuHIPA ••• sniff ••• liMBAKU)~ a ·certain amount 
is grown locally,. But most of the supply has to be 
imported •. Scarcely any cotton (liTONJI) occurs·. Tsetse-
f'ly, it has been said, banishes stock from Nglndoland. 
There are no sheep, no cattle, and probably under fifty 
. 
head of goats (MBUI) in the whole country. Very occasionally ' 




people content themselves with doves (NGUNDA) and fowls 
(NGUKU). Even these, used mainly as gifts, festive-
dishes, and offerings, suffer-continual losses from 
carnivora. 
Not unexpectedlyJtenure of fields appears extra-
ordinarily loose. The population-density is low, political 
cohesion lacking·. the country tolera.bly well watered, and 
the level of fertility fairly uniform·. Positively no 
obligatj.on exists compelling a farmer to consult anyone 
when clearing either virgin forest or old fallows; though· 
it would be etiquette to approach the nearest neighbour, 
or alternatively an.y· person regarded as the senior local 
resident. The Ngindoland Council maintained in 1930 that 
"By our ancient law if a man enters our country, wishing 
to trade or settle, he must produce (an offering for) bless-
ing to give to the holder of the land (Swahili "Mwenyewe 
nchitt) so that he may sacrifice to the spiri.ts". The dis-
cussion centred about a plot used by an Indian shop-keeper, 
however, and cannot be considered typical·. To forestall 
possible repercussions nowadays some inform the local 
.) . 
Government-headman, who nevertheless has no disposal what-
ever of vacant land. The contingency of a stranger walking 
into a first-year .staple-field fallow without a~king the 
cult.ivator's permission ·seems highly improbable to' the Ngindo. 
I have never found a case .of it,-so can only quote the 
balance of opinion· on the subject H , which is that a claim 
for the retention of anything older than a first-year fallow 
would be neither admissible nor worthwhile testing in court. 
"'If>. The same cannot be sa.id of paddy-fields (kiCHATI} ~ where 
some pressure on t-he available .land-resources has begun to 
be felt. Out of over a. thousand 'Native-Court' cases 
examined>only one had to do with land at all, and that was 
a paddy-field near the native administrative centre of 
Liwa.le-boma.. In it the issue appears to have revolved 
arotmd a family tiff rather than serious competition 
for land, and both evidence and judgment are highly 
x 
confus.ed (AP 2/47). Certo.inly it justifies no broad 
conclusion. My study in depth treated an essentially 
upland settlement where no dispute had ever arisen over 
rice-plots; though certain owners had plainly been 
obliged to go some distance up- or down-stream in order 
to find room. Hearsay has it that claims and counter-
claims fly about in the broader valley-troughs, and that 
a newcomer can only with difficulty get a footing there·. 
I have no proper verification of this and would regard 
it as exaggerated·. It may be tha.t the volume of such 
conflicts is higher than the o.fficial records indicate, 
the:tr adjustment having been effected through local 
arbitration ;i.n.stead._. Po.ssibly in pre-European days 
settlers had to be more circumspect; though even this is 
open to serious doubt·. A European official·, reporting 
41. 
in the early 1930s when it was no longer so essential to 
dance thf.1 Indirect Rule jig as it had been at the policy's 
local inception some years before, ventured to suggest 
that the alleged indigenous authorities and social units 
x Footnote: 
i.e. 'Magingo-Ndonde' (rigindoland) Native Appeal 
Court case No.2·. of' 1947·. Unless obviously otherwise 
from the context or indicated by the abbreviati·on "ev" 
(evidence only h forthcoming quotations can be assumed 
to be extr~cts from judgments recorded in Swahili by an 
African clerk, signed by the native court holder, and 
checked by a European official;. The original proceedings 
were o.f course almost exclusively carried on in the verna-
cular-. The cases in question are those heard by certain 
of Ngindoland's courts, namely ••• 
ill Li wale (subordinate court)' • 
. KIP Ki pule, a few miles south-west·. 
BAR Barikiwa·, 25 miles north. 
!!£!!. Muh:inje Chini in the extreme north•east .. 
NJ N,jenje Juu, in the extreme west. 
!if. As above, sitting.at Liwale-boma. In 194S 
under tp.e 'Sultan',. formerly in charge at 
Kipule, it became the sole recognized court'. 
The court system is discussed elsewhere .(See 
Chapter IV, Agnatic Kinship.) 
had no say in land matters, He concluded that whilst 
"the family on the spot exercises the right of control 
over the immediate neighbourhood", "there is no such 
thing as clan lands", and that nknowledge of names of 
spirits leads nowhere in determining clan lands ••• many 
uninhab.ited areas possess no ancestral guardian spirits 
at all n ( Ref• 5 5 ) • 
42. 
Cultivators do however hold definite rights over 
ready..;;cleared or planted fields. Every mature woman 
expects to have a field to herself. Polygynists make 
separate arrangements for each wife, and the small sprinkl-
ing of unattached women, if still able ... bodied, get plots 
. .• 
from the male kinsmen on. whom they happen to depend. Like-
s•"''t· 
wise separate granaries -(kiKOKWE) are built s or compartments ....... 
made within a granary,, The only active cultivators who 
$~""h. . . 
possess no field are suitor bride-grooms (MKOSANO) who must 
£.-
as a rule work in the field of whichever female in-law 
is selectedf 
1 
usually the betrothed girl 1 s own mother. 
Rights over a given field are shared by husband and wife, 
but the latter gets a :fre:e hand in the allocation of the 
food (kiLYO) it yields. Several husbands told me: "I 
never know how much there is left in the granary until my 
wife comes and tells me it is empty". If she turns out to 
be foolishly wasteful; the solution is for a polyginist 
to enlarge., at her expense, the acreage for another 
steadier wife• In principle husband and wife have exactly 
-' 
equal rights over their joint field, as measured in terms 
of produce• If they quarrei or separate, each must get 
half~ Their rights concefn the crop rather than the land 
itself; but trespassers can be excluded on the ground 
that a loiterer may be practising sorcery. Elders, called 
in to adjudicate on this point, ruled that no one was 
entitled to cross another man's field, excepting in the 
----
dry-season when it lay fallow (MCH 50/43). Some such 
borderline.cases will emerge from the forthcoming dis-
cussion of beekeeping. A woman ma .. y· have more than one 
. ~"-1.t' ;$' 
field. Three are not at all uncommon; L-...a new staple-
field, a nearly exhausted field under cassava near the 
main household, and a rice-plot somewhere in the stream-
bed. 
Living-huts tend to play follow-my-leader with the 
fields. First the two coincide. Then, the owner reach-
ing out for more suitable ground, his choice dictated by 
many factors including kinship ties, the staple-field 
parts company with the hut, whilst a dense growth of cas-
sava around the latter makes for inertia4 Meanwhile the 
43. 
field-lookouts will have b.een lived in and the living-hut 
will have deteriorated. So., a season or two later, resid-
ence will switch to the now established outlier-field, 
which may already have been relegated to cassava. This 
delayed-action movement has much to do with the inter-
dependence of cassava, a plant that can profitably be 
left in the ground two or even three seasons, and the 
living-hut, the occupants of which both rely on the stable 
cassava supply in lean times and give protection to it 
throughout the year ••• flourishing cassava holds great 
~"':-at ~ ... J. o~l...a."" Se~ .... i:-
temptation for,l!>ests in the months when little other green 
stuff offers either in field or foresti The process 
appears erratic in detail, but a group such as a corporate 
lineage-cell can be seen to move in a definite, often 
circular, orbit within a familiar tract of woodland, say 
five miles square. Examples of this are the dominant lin-
eages in Forest-charts A and C (see under the next section: 
Forest). Otherwis~ they may jump further-afield, to come 
straight back to the old fallows close.on a generation 
later. I estimate that the regeneration of forest takes 
at least ten years. The reasons for such a jump are 
manifold. Very often it serves to save face. Thus a 
man who has by intrigue alienated the.affections of a 
neighbour's wife, then married her himself, will feel 
bound to shift. a token distance of two or three miles. 
Even though.the breach has healed and the men seem on 
the best of terms, the culprit will ., feel ashamed' liv-
ing cheek-by-jowl. As will be shown, concrete spatial 
considerations dominate Ngindo society. 
Since field-rotations are so short, and fallows 
44. 
so unimportant, inheritance of land scarcely amounts to 
an issue; excepting of course in the case of lowland 
paddy-fields. Yet, an ordinary woodland field recently 
cleared is an asset, and someone will assuredly want·to 
'pick it up' (kuLOKOTA). In theory the .deceased's wives, 
! .... LL-
physiea.l brothers, and sons should get the biggest.shares 
in the distribution of his effects. In practice the goods 
go in all directions. Any relative who lives nearby, 
whether on the agnatic side or not~ and who cares to press 
for it, will get at least something, if only a single pot 
or.an arrow. If informants try to work out a general 
scheme of inheritance they arrive at a fa.irly complete 
cross-section of the·available relatives. Here is a 
specimen. First heir is the_ son, second brother, third 
father, fourth paternal uncle, fifth paternal aunt, sixth 
materna.l uncle .....................................~ 
Belongings of a woman, who is unlikely to own-much ·unless 
she be a skilled potter or other specialist, will go pri-
marily to her hu.~band and children, only secondarily to 
her blood kin. Since marriage is virilocal the latter 
will usually live some distance off; so· here again 
territorial proximity holds the balance. Sometimes the 
parties will get equal shares. ffThey (the brother and 
• 
45. 
husband of the dece.ased} wlll share the food and utensils 
so that the plaintiff (brother) may get his sister's 
in~eritance" (BAR 5/37). An individua1·•s wealth, especi-
. - a. .. ct -
ally ii' he should; live to a ripe old age J he_nce ftake¢ a 
· '-. · sl.o ... l&. 
back seat in all matters save forma.l precedence, is -pi.ti-
fully small; . a field or two, probably cast-of£ cassava 
patches of younge~ men; a hut_, proba'f?ly in disrepair; 
a few ageing hives., vicariously kept; . perhaps some food; 
a modest collection of fowls, cloths, ~r shillings; odd 
pots., implements and weapons; that ·is all., In the case 
of a fixture like a field, residence is d~cisive. Though 
~ 
it means nothing to them to cover 50 miles a day on foot, 
Ngindo consider it abnormal to have to go more than a few· 
hundred year~ to draw water or cultivate• So whoever 
among the eligible kin livew nearest, hence takes an 
interest, will step in •. 'This is when the ground is culti-: 
vable but lying idle;. If ·crops stand on it at the time 
of the owner's death, these will gq to the joint owner_, 
namely husband., wife, or guardian. It seldom happens that 
a person (?f either sex. dies unattached ••• Ngindo say that 
a woman must necessarily be 'in som~one's hands'. Spin-
.stars are v~ry uncommon; abl1e-bodied ones almost unknown; 
adult bachelors.extremely rare• 
Statements of the ideal in all aspects of inherit-
ance b~tray hesitation. The old idea, and still the pre-. . 
vai.ling one, holds that the senior agna~ic survivor, .some-
times only a putative paternal uncle or cousin, should 
inherit. Against this the eldest son has ~ claim supported 
by supposed Islamic law; though any sensible son appreci-.._:~"" 
ates that he must remain 'in the hands' of .any senior agnate 
living within the same territorial cluster, and would there-
fore defer even if appointed heir by the deceased or some 
outside agency. Conversely, if the senior agnatic sur-
vi vor gets custody in the normal way,, he must likewise 
defer, acting as truste~ rather than personal beneficiary. 
Some of the goods he will distribute to mourners right 
away. The remainder will go into what amounts to a 
'lineage pool', of which he ~s the controller. Were he 
46. 
to abuse the wealth so inherited he would risk disrup~ing 
the very unit of w~ich he.is the head, hence undermine his 
own position. It is in his own inte~est to share •. Irregu-
la.r ~equests on the .lines of Islamic Waqf, though rumoured 
to have been tried at the coast without success, never 
occur here and would, think the Ngindo, be set aside if 
made. 
s~"t. 
Planted trees (mKONGO all species) belong ·to the 
~ 
planter, but only if h~ remains in occupation of the plot. 
on which they stand or in very close proximity. As a.rule, 
thanks to elephant, the question of absentee ownership 
never arises ·~· a common index of the frequency of 
aba~donred homesteads is the s.ight of mu~ilated mango-
trees at deserted spots in the forest. I neither witnessed, 
nor heard of., a dispute over sue~ trees, which in any case 
nowhere amount to plantations of any value. I.did find an 
·isolated case dealing partly with trees, but an inconclui:;ive 
one since the accused was found guilty of :the joi.nt o.ffence 
of taking, without the ?ccupant's permission, mangoes origi-
nally planted by himself; and of damaging crops, presumably 
in getting to the tree or di.slodging the fruit. (KIP l/J6}. 
He was ;ined Shs. 3/-. The inference clearly was, however, 
that an absentee planter forfeits his right over a tree. ~ 
Being for the most part an alien i.nnovation of the present 
frui t-tree:;s tend to be rep:J.i.l2ted by alien. rulirJp:s • . £_·.'1 
centurlj t_: • an old man to:J.d me that nis l.ntiroauction of i:. 
mangoes to his home settlement caused a furo~e, and many 
who at first predicted that he would succumb to occult 
forces thought· him lucky to escape with his life •!II 
fpait tFeeo tena te he. regl:llated by aliea rulings .• 
Seasonal h:f.re of a mango-tree has been known, The odd 
cantankerous owner prohibits picking.and even chases 
children away from the windfalls; but this is regarded 
. coast-behaviour 
li-7. 
as pure if'eeaet' and highly un-Ngindo. ·Note that perishable 
fru.it, which~has no appreciable cash value, is scarcely 
susceptible 6fl theft. This may be because Ngindo view 
even planted trees as adjuncts of t,he free forest. The 
disappearance ·Of an ·equally trifling household article 
on the other hand would lead to serious consequences. · 
Ownership and transfer of fields, field-products,, and by-
products, necessitates some general discussion of property 
(ULOI); which is why on this, the first encounter with the 
topic, I digress. Its further aspects will be elaborated 
gradually as each outstanding item of property comes into 
.focus. 
· Total output from the fields cannot readily be 
assessed. Virtually the entirety of produce such as 
- oil 
beeswax (SHERA), sesame., and castozz!s exported, hence 
measurable by means of' market returns.. Of such staple 
fare as sorghum on the other hand only a fraction leaves 
Ngindoland. The.indications are that each family sells an 
average 6£ 40 lbs of sorghum per season. . A family is lucky 
if it can muster sufficient so:rghum to last· throughout the 
calendar. However it seems fair to assume that in a 
reasonable year a family can count on having at its dis-
posal 1,000 lbs of sorghum ••• taking the average acreage 
under the crop to be only one per family, this would mean 
a yield of between five and six bags, or something over 
1,000 lbs (from an iestimate for Afrj.can producers in 
Southern Province, supplied by the 1'anganyika Agricultural 
Department#) • Even such conservative estimates as these 
~ -· -
.show the export of this particular commodity to be not more 
\ 
than five percent of output. Nevertheless a daily ration 
of only 3 lbs for something over two adults and two chil-. . 
dren, not allowing for grain used in brewing beer, cannot 
be termed excessive. Cassava (luNDIMBALE flour) and other 
subsidiaries do· of course fill the interstices. It would . 
be quite useless to work out the value of produce consumed 
at home ••• honey (BUCHI) for a start, insufficiently dur ... 
able ·for export though of the utmost value in point of diet, 
has a paltry cash price., Remember that the .Ngindo are to 
all intents and purposes vegetarians. Perhaps once a 
month a family will share a relish of poultry. The only . 
plentiful source of meat, elephant shot by Game Scouts as 
a crop-protection measure, they will not touch on religious 
t-k~:)' s~-...... . . 
grounds.. Likewise~ush-pig (liGULUBE), officially classed 
as vermin and therefore the sole authorised source of game 
Si"t. 
meat in the area. Odd semi-permanent ponds (liBWABWA,11-
L-
LABA) yield but few fish ( OMBA) • Probably in direct con-
sequence the health of the tribe, as opposed to its power 
of SUl"Vi,val, appears extremely poor. Of 1,146 men medically 
· examined during the war, only II •. 5 % were judged· fit for 
sisal work and 8.4 % for military service. Whilst endemic 
bilharzia (kiCHONONO) may have been responsible for many 
rejects, the figure of 80 % points to serious deficiencies. 
Ailments caused by mosquitoes (NJENJF.MA) and other para-
sites a.re equally preval·ent., 
If the home consumption remains a matter of guess-
work, exports can quite accurately be determined.. Here are 
mean figures based on Government statistics for the 1952 
x 
and 1953 harvests ••• 
x Footnote: 
They relate to all produce brought to Liwale•boma 
and Kibutuka markets, and to half" that brought to the Chil-
a.lo and Kihato ones. There can have been no appreciable 
leakage to destinations other than these markets.. .Allowance 
was., made for freak climatic conditions, etc•/ 
-., 
49. ' 
Rice 100 tons p.a., Shs. 100,000 
Sorghum 100 " " " 30,000 
Sesame 70 " ff 11 49,000 
Beans & Peas 1,5 " ft " 4,500 
Cassava 15 " n " 4,500 
Castor 10 " " Tf 5,000 
Groundnuts 10 " ( ·t Karanga' ) " 
!f 7,000 
Sun-flower 3 tr " 1f 900 
Beeswax 3 It n tr 18,000 
Maize 2 " n tt 600 
Groundnuts l " ft n 250 
( t Njugumawe' } 
Bull rush-millet 1 " n 11 250 
Finger- n 1 n " " 3QQ 
Total value ., ... 220,JOO 
Some of these products have a higher volume of output 
than is sho-wn here. Considerable quantities of the 
sorghum staple, of the principal bean relish (liKOLO 
vegetable as opposed to kiLILO meat, etc), and of cassava, 
must have been diverted to home consumption; ·lesser amounts 
of rice, groundnuts (of both types), and the millets. 
Like honey, pumpkins and minor crops have no place 
among the exports •. 
The Fore.st .• 
The immense forest, dwarfing the fields, is the real 
background of Ngindo life. It is the home of deceased, .and 
was till the present century that of some living, Ngindo. 
Even nowadays if one were to assess the· ratio of time spent 
to share. 
by them in the forest, it would amount/a not inconsiderable/ 
Beekeepers go out f'or days on end. Fuel, rope, pole, 
medicine, grass, clay, and relish gatherers spend hours of 1~ 
every day away from the homesteads. Travellers shuttling I 
between the remote settlements constantly traverse the 
• 
Forest Lor : ( bov ) dul t beek ep r, trailing bark 
lowering-rope, uses a propped branch to co ence the climb 
to his hive:(b lo) boy arch r plays t hunting~ bird • 
• 
forest. Lovers and sorcerers hold their trysts there. 
In it year by year initiat.es of both sexes, along with 
their attendants, live for weeks at a stretch. Children 
w1th their toy bows and arrows delight. to wander alone on 
its frlnges. In time of want the population simply takes 
to the forest en masse. For the forest is more friendly 
than hostile, s11pplying almost every physical need of the 
Ngindot who are essentially forest-mind.ed. Although the 
art of hunting has been in abeyance since Islam and the 
50. 
Game Laws came to be observed, their bush-lore remains 
unimpaired. Besides, even j_n the old days th~y were thicket 
trappers rather than coursing huntsmen. They are beautiful 
cl:tmbers and very handy with bark and wood~ Their botanical 
knowledge is remarkable. Plainly they feel more at home 
in the forest than afraid of it. 
In the sphere of forest-uti1ization, more than any 
other, I found it practicable to examine in detail only the 
- a:re..a.. 
one specime1%_Barikiwa. Prima facie Ngindoland has uniform 
· bcae ... keeping technology, which is not only readily measur-
al:>le but also the most · important single factor in fore st 
use. Y:et conclusions based on Barikiwa mate.rial have 
only limited relevance to such areas as the Mbwemkuru 
~ -· - ----~ -
where beekeepers must perforce use wooden inste13.d of bark 
hives, so markedly does the vegetation differ ,. •. the 
inferior durability of the bark-type hive and its ease of 
manufacture lead to its relatively high quantity and quick 
turnover. Again from output figures one must deduee great 
div~rgence from place to place. Under optimum conditions 
the seasonal yield of the Barikiwa environs alone might 
easily reach 300 kilogrammes of wax; that is, taking 20 % 
of 3;000 hives to be harvested. I know of a .single operator 
producing over 50 kg in an indiffe.rent year;. ·Now; total 
exports from the Sultanate are not more than ten times this 
Barikiwa potential; whereas its population must be fifty-
fold. 
LEGFlfl> FOR ALL FORE§!=CH.ARTS• ••••.•......•.•...... •.• ........................................... . 
Internftl Segmentation : 
ot SY!Dbol. · : 
(using round •new-hive•: 
symbol as an example) : 
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Shape ot §ymbol. 
(using blank 'Cell I' symbol 










2 year-old Hive. 
3 yea?'-old Hive. 
3-)Uue year-old Hive • 
Undated Hive • ct 
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X to XIV 
(numbered : 
in symbol): 
Other Markings on Symbol. 







stroke eometimee displaced 
sideways by other markings) 
stroke 
'J!rensfer-hj ve (hori zonte:l/ 
sometimes d1~placed up or 
down by other markingl!t) 
Hive occupied by bees. 
Hive vacated by bees. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Specimen Individual Owners of Beehives (three from each Forest-Che 
{using the~ ·ci:rc:hila-r· symbol as an example) · >< 
Forest-Chart. . I~t Owner. 2~d Owne~. 3rd Owner. - ---· 
"An·. • • •• 
"B" • • • • . 







• x Ea.ch of these Owner.a is the sole representative. o'E .his 
Lineage-Cell, so no identifying-letter is needed. 
50.b 
fa~1ioal Pe1t~re1 of ,th• l2l!1t-Chart .tre1e1 other tbal1 Beeh1.ve1 • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Symbol. Meaning. I SYJDbol. Mean ins. 
f!ZZ?J 
I Present eit• ot a 
Present fields. I 0 Lineage-Cell'• I ,,,-- J I cluster of hute Thicket. (exampleaCell I). 
'--- I 
Valley. I Po.rm.er hut-sites of (<. I Lineage-Cell !(only 
Path. I G 
those of thie nuclear ------- Cell are indicated . • 
Uninhabited I on each Chart, nwn-
( IO MILES country for I bered Ist,2nd,3rd 
I in the ohronologioal 
E"1 PTY IO miles in I order of moves made) this direction. I 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
S.YID.bol. 
Iiegend tor all Poreet-Chart Genealogies. 
Meaning. 
~ 0 Living man(lett) and woman(right). 
• Dead • • " " " • 
(ii) 
Q") 
Brother(lett) and sister(right), i.e. full siblings. 
Husband(left) and wife(right). They are usually plotted 
closer together for convenience in plotting, and some-
times reversed tor the same reason. 
Pe.rents and their two children, namely 
an elder son and younger daughter. 
Polyg~iet(centre) and two co-wives. · 
Widow(centre) with deceased husband(lett) 
and new husband(right). 
Illegitimate son(iii), bis genitor(i), his pater(ii), 
and his legitimate nalt-brother(iv). 
Individual hive-owner and his code-letter. These 
letters are always positioned below the owner'• 
symbol and slightly to the left. It a Lineage-Cell 
has only one owner represented, I mark him "a" 
in tne genealogy. 
Relationships not shown diagrammatically, especially 
cross-links between members ot different Oelle, are 
1-l 48 traced by means of code-numerals. These numerals 
C:l 0 always appear above the person' e symbol and slightly 
to the left. .Ae an example, it the man and woman , 
onosen a* random here, were tull-siblinge, they 
would be recorded ta.us in the commentary ••• 
•21-4a. Brother and sister•. 
In each generation, the n"1.ID.erals ascend from left to 
right, starting at the senior generation. 
NB. I record only such kinsfolk as are relevant to the topio under 
discussion. 
APPROX ONE MILE 
L I c; u 
. ·• Forest-Chart "A" (above). For Genealogy nAn turn overleaf. 
e •• ~. e e ••• •.••••• e. e e e ••••• e. t I e. a e e e e e • e e ••• A. e e e e e e •• e e e ••• e e e • t •• e e • e. 
Notes on the Forest-Charts and Genealogies. 
The three Forest-Chart area.s are homogeneous samples taken from 
the hive-covered environs of a large settlement, Barikiwa. How these 
areas lie in relation to one another can be seen from, the Thickelf- · 
Plan on page 115. \'!ith the exception of the odd ones denoting huts, 
past or present, all Forest-Chart symbols represent the same object, 
namely beehiv-es. However the symbols vary in accordance with the 
variable ownership, qi_~lt'fry, and type of particul~r hives. 
By 'homogeneous ~ ' I mean an area embracing the sum total 
of hives placed out by members of a. single nuclear Lineage-Cell (C:ell 
I in each case) in a particular locality ••• it is not unknown for 
members of such a Lineage-Cell to operate as beekeepers in two or 
more widely separated areas. In each area, so defined, every service-
able. hive has been enumerated, thus including a proportion of hives 
placed out by members of other interpolatin~ Llneage-Cells.. · 
Lineage-Cells in different Forest-Charts, but bearing like code-
numbers, are not one and the same units. Each series of numbered 
Lineage-Cells is altogether distinct. Also the number .of Lineage-Cells 
represented in each Forest-Chart varies considerably. ~"'orest-Chart nA" 
ha.s three; nan, fourteen; and "C", nine. 
NB. Hives without arrows had not to date been occupied by beeso 









CELL .. _. 
12 
· I~2. Same 'clan'' 
(int ezmarryi-i.1.g) • 
· ,3-4• Same ·•clan' (no 
int enna.rriage) • 
· 5-.r2. Master and slave.· 
, &-I3 • same person. 
7-Io.. :vt " 
a-9e ,ft ·tt ' 




R 0 ur.:--;H :---'---.., SCALE 2 I~ MILES~~~
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Sa.me 'ole.n' II-2Io Same person 
(intcnnarrying) o (inherited widow). 
Snme person. I2-3!o Same person. 
n " I3-I4. • tr 
Master and slaveo 15-44• tt tt 
Immigrant who ma..i-I6-4I. " " 
rj~ed into the est-I6-42o Sisterso 
ablished stock. 11-22.· Same persono 
Same 'clan' (no IS-46. " " 
intenna.rriage. 19-43· ff " 
Sisters. 20-26. " " 
23-33· fJ ff 
24-300 Same person(in-
heri ted widow) o 
27-29. Same person. 
28-32. Same tcla.n' 
(intennarrying). 
34-38. Same person. 
35-39. Sister and brothe~ 
36-40. Same person. 
:37-45· " ft 





.List of' Individual Hive-owners'( Cells,relatiori.shi;psland ·.hives. S-3 . 
. ·(Forest-Chart. "A 11). Each, Each Ea;oh 
Lineage Hive- man• s . Cell's· Chart's 
-Cell. Owner. gi's Desiooation. hives~ hives. hives. 
xx 84 Io 





Operator. • .. • • • • • . ,., · . SI• . 
b •. ~ 
e. 
. a's 'father's father's" Jl'-'brother. 6 ' 
b's .first son. 63 ~ ··' 





















.tt ' third. " • ' 47 
tt· . se eo.nd " • I 6 
e•.s. fl •.•ft • ., ·. ,r ; 22 
· n · · f. :" t · · tt · -z4 .,. · 1rs ··· · ·• . • · · ~ ; , . '·' .. 
a' s jui:U.or-b~ther (same 2' 
father,. ditferel').t ·mothers)• · :- · · ·' 
a' s first sister• s· husband. I 
·n;. second · ·• :.~ft:. .·.:: l''" · 
e*s wife's\ brother·• · · · · · ·r.; 
·Jf·' daughte:z•• s su.i tor. ·; . ·· ~L :g · · · 
g79 
··operator. 
· a:'s son. 
'.',"•t.l 1-·I l r 6 ··, ... '.. ~. 
. : . 
·. "' 4 ' 
:>"., '° ,. 
I6 . . 
son. 5 
" • IO: 
Operato.r. 
a' s father'' s er-brother'' s. i:st 
: .. : ' ~l!;" • .. · .: . "·2~d 
father' s slave' s son. 6 
• brother's(not ·certain ·whether' 
.half ·or .full brother) son. '· 
a:'s daughte:r'.s husband. 
tt senior classificatory sibling 
( sam~ exogamous ' clan·•). 





Total for Fore.st;...Cha.rt ~A" 
a' s sister's son. · ·-tt 
.(Forest-Chart "B"). · 
•. o , ....... •-.·.o·,· 
a. Operator.· 
b. a• s son( Juvenile). 
.. c. · ·" · 3unioz--brother(lep:rous). 
d. ·10 daughter• s suitor. 






Q.1 s first sono 
·n .second ·" • 
" sister's son .• 
Operator~ 
a:'-s· third brother. 
" second " • 



























only those of their hives· that l.ay within the 
areas surveyed. ., 
I use this tenn merely to indicate the Lineage-Cell's: , 
most active beekeeper,. or at lea.st the one by reference 1 
to whom the remaining beekeepers in the Cell may be 
stated. Su.ch an •opera.tor• should not be assumed to be 
the head, or even a leading member, of his Cell. 
. (Forest-Chart ttptt, continued) 
Lineage Hive-
S3.~ 
Each. Ea.oh. Each,· 
man•s'Cell's Chart's 
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" son( jlivenile),. 


































d's wife's father's brother. I 
Operator. 
a•s deed father's er-brother. 
b's Ist son(just deceased). 
.U 2nd ,If • 
fi 4th ., • 








e's wife's Ist son(by 
, ' 4 
ex-husband). 2 
ft " 2nd .. " 
Operator. 
a•s junio.i-brother. 
b' s son. 
Operator. 
• • 
" • • .. 
a's father. 
• n 's brother• 
a sister's husband. 
















_.,12 ....· I2 
Operator.. 3 3 
n • I I 





when a Lineage-Cell is represented by only one opera.tor, 
his hive-s3JI1bols carry no distinguishing letter. However, in the 
genealogies I found it necessary to mark him "a" in order to single 
him out from other males in that same section of the genealogy. 
This is why I place the "a" in brackets here. 
54. 
Turning to the honey industry with strict reference 
to Barikiwa; one notes a special.ised fe~ture, the preval• 
ence of thicket (see Plan towards the end of Chapter III). 
It is to thickets that human spheres of influence relate. 
But the boundaries be~ween them, many merging into one 
another, are imprecise. Also, though much of the thicket 
is primary., old overgrown cultivation fallows tend to blur 
the outlines. By thicket is meant an almost continuous 
stretch of tahgled scandents and shrubs, with only occa-
sional trees of any height or girth, and only ~ccasional 
glades of short, tufted grass. It is proof against the . 
seasonal man-made grass fires that rage through woodland. 
Though not impenetrable.' and relatively free from thorn, 
men find .1 t laborious and deceptive to traverse. 'Where no 
easier route .offers, tunnel-like paths, the work of axe 
and billhook, link the settlements. Thicket is confined to 
the plateau. The valley bottoms on the other hand are 
fairly clear. In between come the characteristic flora 
of the area, a dry open forest with moderate to tall timber 
·and a carpet of longis~ grass• 
The natives profess a theory of recognized forest 
zones, each the· monopoly of the lineage best qualified 
by long residence to conduct the spirit agency in the 
manner to be described later (see middle of Chapter VI, 
Subsistence). This is how the District Book can speak 
of the titular head of the nuclear descent-name group at 
Barikiwa as "Mkora Kirambo", priest of the land. But, like 
the Ngindo theory of neat ·r cl</anship', systematic zoning 
proves fallacious• The true position is confused, and 
unlikely to have been any more coherent during the past 
three generations; In the first place the social units 
allegedly controlling areas are themselves chronically 
55. 
unstabl~. These are the typical miniature patrilineage-
cells which, even if le.ft -t? their own devic~s, undergo 
periodic fission or re-orientation. Hence the'discrep- , ' 
ancy.b~tween the tidy clan ideal and untidy lineage pr~c"'.' 
tic;e of kinship, bears directly ~m forest tenure. y,et 
that id~alhas at the iineage,level a certain validity, 
as can ~:s f?een from the sample areas chosen for survey. 
In each, ·to show the·pattern of utilization,. I use the 
. s~"t'· 
index of beehives (}liKUNGWA) which alonE? amongst forest. 
products in situ are items of individual property. Even 
thougl1, for the.reason that no such thing exists, it 
proved impossible to show entirely separate preserves 
belonging to single gr0\1.PS and containing all the hives 
placed out by their members, :nevertheless certain.lineages 
obviously dominate ~erta.in areas. 
In t}?-e old days lineage members kept to themselves, 
and seldom s~rayed into neighbouring zones. They might 
grow up scarcely knowing the lie of the land beyond their 
immediate home thicket. TherEJfore it was no good tres-
passing. A lone wanderer would not only lack the requi-
s.i te knQwledge · to exploi~ the unfamiliar forest but also 
run t1;le risk O·f getting lost; literally lost, or kidnapped 
as a slave. \·Jorse,, he would be outside the protective 
radius of his own guardian spirits. So runs the stor:y, 
which adds tl}at the use or dangerous medSines,to immunise 
private beehives from the.ft rendered partition imperative. 
This contains the interesting implication that ;he fo~est 
originally lay open to all comers, a state of affairs 
consisten~ with t~e nomadic Ikemba and Hamba aborigines 
whose homes,, in noryh and south Ngindoland respectively, 
straddlilt the country... The aborigines, whose mysterious 
emegenee will be discussed later (see beginning of Chapter 
VIII) are one pointer to the forest situation. The tribal-
war refuges I have mentioned are another. They make up 
the overwhelming majority O·.f the present Ngindo popula-
tion and, whatever may have been the case before then, 
the chaotic manner of their arrival ·ensured fragmenta-
· tion. Their particles, like those of self-styled auto-
56. 
chthones, grew to or always did resemble the trees of 
their own forests; thrusting, competing, achieving matur-
ity; never, before piercing the uniform treetop level, to 
escape atrophy; and, once the cycle was complete, anony-
mous as a fallen log. 
Without .some prior indication of Ngindo attitudes 
the forest set-up cannot be understood. I must therefore, 
without advancing the full argument>anticipate some of my 
later conclusions. Essentially the Ngindo live within 
narrow confines of space, time, and rank. They have 
little interest in what happens a couple of settlements 
or a coupl,e of generations· away. Directly a kinsman gets 
out of range in space exogamy begins to crumble. Directly 
he gets out of range in time he will suffer oblivion; I 
have found a man making his honey-of'fering to his own 
physical brother not long deceased. It was explained 
that the spirit in question had been a good beekeeper 
and would appreciate present problems much better than 
some distant ancestor. Another, whom I taunted with 
being an immigrant or perhaps ~ven a slave, seeing that he 
could tra·ce his line only a short',,way back, exclaimed 
'--' 
impatiently: "It is only nondescript folk who have to 
reckon back to such and such a migration. The parent 
stock does not need to bother with ancestorst" Them-
selves abject, Ngindo sti_ll res~nt rank. A man holding 
important office declared: "People used to rise to 
their feet when I entered my court-house, but ~ told them 
not to. We Mgindo do not do things that way. The Mbunga 
(peripheralNgindo with an Ngoni authoritarian stamp) 
57. 
will follow a chief around like sheep. Why, even when he 
goes aside to urinate he has a crowd in attendancet" It 
follows that spattalt temporal, and structural links bind-
ing people and forest should be tenuous. Such-and-such a 
thicket belongs to so-and-so; he has a lot of hives there. 
Who did it belong to.before he founded a lineage ? Oh• 
there was someone else; he had nothing. but daughter.s. 
But how did it belong.to him ? He knew the spirits and 
how to address them. Could anyone else besides him 
officiat·e ? Yes, anyone C0'4ld if he knew the names and 
procedure. How did the present owner gain access ? He . . 
.. "' ... & ....... ,e. 
was a suitoijthere• and stayed on. Does he control the 
surrounding woodl~nd ··too ? Well, not the lower slopes. 
Here a third man's slave descendants, who adopted his 
descent-:name and totem and now live further upstream, 
could sacrif.ice; but there are no keen operators amongst 
them,etc.; ••• such is the typical .sequence of interroga-
tion leading from positive fiction to negative fact. The 
only remedy is to look at the situation on the ground. 
First a word on the beekeeping (kuBANGA) methods of 
the Ngindo. The detail of their knowledge and techniques 
has too little relevance to social structure to be inclu-
;$ cJ.. 
ded here. The hive~ are simply~oll~ of bark, pegged 
together to form a cylinder, fitted with a door-flap 
~ 
(kiKUPA)_, and wedged (kuqWIKIYA) in the branches of J.....treep. 
3,,..~. . 
Taboos (MHWILU) are such that only one may rest in a 
'--
single tree. Half a dozen barks are suited for hive-
making. Over ten times that number of trees will do as 
platforms (kuTULIKA). Nearly as many are thought to 
provide honey blossom (plur. maLOBA). Every hive is 
"'"' a. .. ~\o .. ~ Sc.I 
the property of an indivj,dual tribesman, and~ampering 
an-offence varying in gravity with the degree of spatial 
and kinship propinquity between owner and of fender~ The 
life of a hive seldom·exceeds five years• It is the 
"'A.I'\ - .... a.c(e. 
honey-bee (NJUCHI} which builds inLht:mttm hives. If .it 
builds_ elsewhere the n~st belongs -to the finder .. The same 
applies to other honey-producing insects, some of which 
' live underground.; Rights over trees, like hives, are 
heritable; but depending on continuous presence of hives. 
A harvester_ will climb,(k~UMBIRA, 'kuHUBAKILA) to the hive, .. 
mostly at night, using 1grass (kiMBUNDI) or bark (kiMBERE-
smo~~I)<ff'"' '-- s~"t· 
MBERE2.Jto repel the bees. Withdrawing the combs (~iHEGA) 
Iv ~r ... 's /..... 
w.ithin reach, the hive beingldoubleL~ length, he lowers 
them to an assistant on the ground• Beekeeping is a male 
occupation. Women have little part in it• Wax is in 
demand_ for its cash return, honey for its food and pres-
tige value• ' -
The b-eekeeping system of the Ngi11do cannot be 
discussed at length here. Certain of the symbols on the 
Forest-charts may therefore be disregarded, i•e• 'coeval' 
hives, those occupied by bees, etc.; Note that each 
symbol is more than 100 yards in diameter, leading to 
some distortion in tl'}.e plotting -of closely-grouped hives. 
As prelude to its social implications, only the system's 
salient features, which should appear prima. facie from 
the charts,_ need be stated. Opera.tors try to cover the 
whole of likely areas within a five-mile radius of their 
homesteads (plur •. maJUMBA i .. e; huts). The network of 
beehives so cast can best be described as a 'barrage'~ 
To maintain it new hives are placed out as and when 
required to £ill gaps§, not in any territorial rotation~ 
The accent lies on quantity and diffusion. Howbeit 
individuals and groups clearly concentrate on given areas, 
producing considerable clusters of associated hives. This 
can be attributed in part to mere accessibility and 
physical convenience. But to some extent it also vindi-
cates the forest-zone concept. Convenience likewise 
dictates the preference for hive-sites close to the home-
steads, provided conditions be right for beekeeping there-
abouts. As for the 'lag' of hives ••• their tendency 
to be massed thickly a.long' the path traced by successive 
hut.•sites in the past ••· familiarity of operators with 
the areas in which they grew up would seem to account for 
it. Other factors to remember when interpre'ting the 
charts are the enhanced honey-potential of thicket, the 
availability of trees suitable for hive-making and hive-
placing, of water supplies, and or forest trails leading 
to the honey-fields• The proportion of 'transfer' h.ives 
{or strictly, o.f the platform-trees in which they are 
placed), namely those passing from one owner to another, 
are only a fraction ( 5%) of the total., and their distribu-
tion inconclusive. An exception to the general expenda-
bility of hives is the 'granary' (same word kiKDKWE), a 
strong and .capacious hive securely housed .in a smooth-
barked tree, hence inaccessible to the honey-badger (MKULI)'> 
harvested without undue damage to swarm or combs, and kept 
as a reserve. 
Who are the people owning and harvest.ing the hives 
'I'he answer is most able-bodied men. Youths without hives 
a..4 $ c. ,..,e, 
are the exception, and even the high rate of ~eeenteciem 
caused by the recent wave of migrant-labour has done 
little to diminish the popularity of beekeeping. If any-
thing, thanks to rises in the price of wax, the number of 
participants is growing. They start young~, I have seen 
lads with 'toy' hives as big as themselves. One or two 
s~ ... a. 
become proficient operators . (MKUNDI or MPULI) well before 
I.-
they are judged .tit to pay tax. By that age most of them 
? 
can do everything short of actua.l harvesting. . There is 
' 
no filted apprenticeship. Very commonly it is when the 
youngster is doing his suitor-contra.ct (kuTEMBA) for his 
· ! .. ~ ... ~<& rc.la.t~ ... c.s 
infant bride that he learn;\; if his J2:n-law$ are bee-
ll,« ua.h· 
keepers, that is. Theoretically a suitor, who should do 
part-time work for several years, stands to get no fruit 
from his labour except board and lodging. On the con-
trary he has to keep his betrothed and himself clothed. 
But when it comes to beekeeping he frequently gets large 
concessions. I have found cases of the suitor being 
allotted for his own use fifty percent of his.output of 
hives. Since the institution of suitor-labour suffers 
~aH.e. .. 
increasi.ng stress these days, the conciliatory l-..in-law is 
in reality very astute. Suitors complain chiefly of 
their inability to earn money. Ma.ny simply default by 
' 
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abscondi.ng to the labour-centres. Knowing that cash is 
. 1-;J..t-i..~v- c:l~ ... ~i..i.~/s 
such an incentive., the ~ise 12-n-law not only 'anchors, his _J 
suitor but enables, him to raise money on the spot; whence 
the necessary clothing, and later bridewealth,· will be 
forthcoming. Again honey work, unlike cultivation, is 
difficult to supervise. A strict man would get cheated 
H,e_ " a. ,.c;,, -~ 
by ftie"L__suitor, loitering in the forest. Finally honey, 
being a . prime. delicacy., opens many doors to a young man. 
With it he can attract favours, particularly from lovers. 
Fifty years ago beekeeping had yet to become a 
community habit! ~t was then the business of a small 
·coterie of specialists, who could expect nothing from it 
in cash terms.· Although wax was a saleable commodity o_n. 
the Rufiji nearly a century ago, it does not seem to have 
been an articl·e of value. in Li wale before the first World 
War; nor to this day does honey command a regular pr.ice 
there. Even now competent operators of repute by no means 
predominate. There is a considerable passive element 
6L. 
composed of men who will stick up a few hives any old 
fashion in the hope that, a bumper season will come along~ 
Not a few, though hive-owners, have no head for heights 
and dare not risk attack by bees~ They get kinsmen to 
do their. harvesting~ Naturally elders find the exertion 
of climbing too severe. Ngindo are very partial to work-
parties, but not for bee jobs~ The one man who set a 
precedent in the matter, getting hives cut by communal 
effort, immediately become notorious throughout Ngindo-
land. Plainly he felt disconcerted at the publicity he 
had drawn. He was ill at the time. Also he belongs to 
..... ,l~ .... !> • 
the unconventional proto•HambaL2=nner eaolave. Incidentally, 
though beekeeping is primarily individualistic, it cannot 
be on this score that ,it stands apart from the work-party 
. ~i..oJc:. a.,H·c ... .t:",,_ 
category; for thatching-grass is commonly gathered byjsuch 
ov i. .. o c..... '°"'<'< .As ... _J.\u 
parties~ members going e.:_n searea .of' it alone, but assembl-
ing afterwards to .drink. 
The incidence of operators among the able-bodied 
men of Barikiwa .( 500-plus souls, of whom about a fifth are 
oJ.k- .koci 1<& 
JJ?:eti·:e males) appears to be at least go%. By 'operator' 
o'"' wl..o ow'\ S" is · 
I meant.:_ow.ning .hives and t:apable of harv;esting them~ From 
figures of hives owned,by individuals one can judge the. 
level of skill and experience of these operators • • • 
Under 10 hives • • • • .50 % 
10 to 20 " 15 % ,. ·• ... 
2.1 
7:0- to 50 ft 20 % •••• 
Over 50 n 1.5 % .... ' 
Note that these are computed figures based on the Forest-
chart material. They would give a grand total of some-
thing under 2,000 hives for the whole settlement; which, 
since those in the sample-areas alone exceed 11 000, shows 
the estimates per man to be on the conservative side. The 
74 o-wners in the sample.s included ·eleven normally resident 
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in other settlements; that is to_ say, ex-suitors and so 
forth. Thus it would appear that only half the active 
total are serious beekeepers; of whom the bulk own .30 odd 
hives apiece.. One should not forget elders and invalids. 
Over a quarter of all adult males a.t Barikiwa belonged to 
this class_, with a respectable number of hives to their 
name. Real experts owning 100 hives and more do not 
exceed 5% of operators. One had 159 recorded hives to his 
credit, probably .~1-S! complete tally, Another, with only 
71 in the area SU;rv:eyed, I reckon to have topped the 200 
mark. Big individual owners spread their hives throughout 
the zone utilized by their agnatic kinsmen. One does not 
find more than a dozen hives, owned by one man and grouped 
together, without interpolating ones in amongst them belong-
ing to others. 
Every hive has a definite owner without whose con-
sent it may not be disturbed. The owner need not make it 
himself. He may quite well engage someone to do the-task 
for him, a suitor perhaps. He may be given it by a living 
relative or inherit it from a dead one. He puts no distinc-
tive mark on or near it, nor are many trails blazed to out-
lying parts of the barrage. Opera.tors have no difficulty 
in ident.if'ying their hives in apparently featureless tracts 
of f·orest. 'l'hey go by trees and other details not obvious 
to the stranger. Real beemen can tell the handiwork of 
their colleagues, but generally speaking the owner relies 
on the news getting around that a hive of his occupies a 
certain tree. Despite its being one of a whole galaxy, a. 
new hive quickly becomes common knowledge..- The one-hive-
per-tree rule means that, as long as his apparatus remains 
in its branches, the own.er has exclusive control over tha.t 
tree.. The test of occupancy being the hive itself, even 
a tattered remnant constitutes a pegged claim.~ If as some-
times happens the hive gets dislodged by elephant.or other 
place a hive 
means, a newcomer would be courting enemies to o~e:p i11 
unannounced. As a rule the connection between man and 
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tree is too well known for any trouble to arise. Occasion-
ally, to warn people off., the owner will make irregular 
slffsh-r;narks on the bole of the tree. For it is not per-
missible to tamper seriously with an occupied tree; that 
:i.s, although a man may pick (kuTUNGULA) its fruit he must 
not strip bark for rope; o~herwise he might interfere with 
the swarm, if not destroy t}?.e tree. No tree can survive 
the loss of bark entailed by the cutting of a fresh hive. 
Now, most tjgindo rights are situational. Their ex-
ercise varies with the status and circumstances of the 
persOI?-S concerned! Thus, because h~ would not in the 
ordinary way prosequte a close kinsman., a man's hive in a 
sense bel_ongs to. his lineage as~ well as to himself• In 
,. 
his absence kinsmen manage his hives. On his death they 
inherit, them. Iri emergency, .if a person be lost or starv-
ing,. he may with safety rifle a hive. Prov:i.ded that he 
r~ports the matter on regaining.the settlements, no action 
• 
will be taken. Deliberate theft by an outsider·is quite 
another thing! The victim will not hesitate to brand the 
accused as a potential slayer ••• "Why not take a knife, 
or an arrow, or a spear and kill me that. way ?" • A reason 
given for putting hives aloft is security against thieves. 
"Height is the tribesman's padlock", s_ay the Ngindo, It 
is not of course the ~eal or even a cogent reason; what 
is there to stop a thief from climbing ?, Even children 
can climb, though they usually steer clear of bees. Ter-
mites (UMEA), fire (MOTO), elephant, and other pests are 
much more to be feared. The dogma of exclusive beekeeping 
areas is often construed by the natives as a safeguard 
against the conflicts arising out of theft; and against 
,, ... ~c.H't 
its antidote, lethal medecine.. A mai_:jplacing hives uRawares 
on another's doorstep is described as 'setting a trap'. 
Yet the fury occasioned by losses of .this sort, like that 
of a cuckold husband, is superficial compared with the 
intense abhorrence of domestic theft. Like an adulterer, 
a honey-thief bears no great stigma1 People readily 
bracket the offences ••• 'adultery of the trees' need go 
no further than the lineage-heads concerned e.nd warrants 
no more than a .few shillings' compensation. 
Since forest.products lie open to all and sundry, 
............ ~~e. 
the J.!:uHuu1 hive is regarded as being only a step away/, a 
solitary usurpation in a free domain., Finders can 
admittedly stake temporary claims by covering objects with 
green branches~·· this governs 1 'wild-bee' nests, includ-
ing tho.se of honey-bees lodged in natural cavities; also 
ivory (liPEMBE, i.~e., tusk); but .not unpicked bush-fruits 
(plur.miKONGOTA) ·f~ yet)such a claim must be followed up 
well before the branches wither. Ordinary forest treasure -
trove and honey rights sometimes overlap. If for instance 
a swarm establishes itself in a hive,-bearing tree, though 
away from the hive itself, it should be left to the hive-
owner. Where most ambiguities occur is around the huts 
and fields .• It is held that.a passer-by would be at 
liberty to dig for grqund-honey discovered in (;!nother man's 
field provided the planted crop were not disturbed. The 
aprl\c..s ~ .. 
same goo.a for wild-honey deposited in a tree left standing 
to 
in a cultivated plot;, but not of course ~honey in a 
""a."'~ ..... ae, 
LAtima:R hive so placed. The situation frequently comes 
about when farmers clear new fields. They must at f'irst 
leave aside the platform-tree and later allow access to it. 
Trespass, it has been shown, does·not in itself constitute 
an offence excepting in so f'ar as i~ gives rise to suspicion 
of sorcery. But Ngindo, who guard their women jealously, 
have no time for loiterers. To put another purely hypo ... 
1-. fa.sse.~-Jr0 c:o .. lJ. ... ol- ... :~"- 1..:..f' ....... a"3 l"~~<-
thetical case,0round-honey found by a passer by in an 
ant-heap (liHUGURUJ forming part of a planted field) 'flfOttlfi. 
sGarsely aemit 0£ aeiag re~ovea; for such earth may be 
prized as hut•plaster (liKANDO) and for its fertility. A 
farmer missing honey in his own field would have to be 
vc~'3 ~"o.kse. .. .,a. ... ~ . , . 
p:Fetty slap-dash, and I ~ever heard of r.he contingency 
L.J..c ... p ... J IO • ._'.\.., ... -a. ... b, · 
arising in practice. L.. tt provoked heated debate •. 
Scarcely any recorded litigation deals with hiv~s. 
Chronologically the first relevant case coming to my 
. notice concerned the theft of two hives and twelve honey-
combs.. Convicted, the accused was fined Shs. 7/- (KIP 
8/37), a heavy punishment by contemporaneous Ngilndo 
.. 
standards. The annual poll-tax then stood at Shs. 4/ ... 
In a case heard ten years ago the accused, found to have 
robbed a hive, had to pay a Shs. 5/- fine {MCH 22/43). 
He promptly riposted with a counter-charge, stating that 
he had acted in retaliation for a like offence committed 
by the plaintiff, who had damaged the hive into the bar-
gain. The judge, awarding him twice the previous com-
pensation, ordered the hive to be replaced? The normal 
procedure, sanctioned by usage, is to throw down an 
improperly placed hive. A more recent case ·comirig before 
the 'Sultan' appears to support the theory of beekeeping 
zones. It seems that the plaintiff, pro·testing that a hive 
of his placed outside his home•area had been pilfered, not 
only lost the suit b'l,lt was obliged to pay a fine. I have 
not read this case but merely heard verbal accounts • 
. Certainly the concept of zoning, though la.rgely erroneous, 
has wide currency and may have influenced the verdict• 
The plain-tiff was alleged to be working with a road-gang 
at the time, nowhere near his own place of residence. 
Conditions vary from sample to sample surveyed, but 
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the histories of each are too tortuous to warrant full 
no"\- e.1<l-st ..... t 
commentary here. If beekeeping zones ,are L._tt m~h, placing 
of hives .is demonstrably not haphazard. One can discern 
a kinship pattern in their layout. The sample-areas were 
of course chosen with an eye to showing such patterns; 
~l.ov'" ~l.ed l.<1e O\o~ e.>c:CC'jOh.; ... a.(. i. ...... t-i...a.t- r~S.fc'-1-. 
1....bat net te tl9.e extant of makiflg them untypieal. What is the 
intensity of kinship links between owners exploiting a 
comm.on area ? The f~ct that in ea.ch sample they can be 
represented on a single composite genealogy shows the 
intensity to be high~ Even though it stands to reason 
that, in a smallish settlement (MUJI, kiRAMBO) several 
miles from any other, a resident will be unlikely to count 
no relatives among his neighbours, and that outsiders will 
f'ind it impracticable to operate there; excepting where 
their hive-network extends further than usual so as to 
meet up with the huts of another settlement. This happens 
in sample B. It should be added that the .average Ngindo 
settlement is less than half the size of Barikiwa, which 
stretches ten miles from end to end. Within the complex 
fabric of relationships linking fellow .hive-owners • ~ ~· 
those I record are far from exhaustive ••• the .co-opera..:. 
tive unit emerges as.the petty agnatic lineage-cell (AKINA) .. 
~I.at · .. t ka. $ . 
The lineage ri·chest in hives, whilst denying lany 
power to eject intruders, regards itself by virtue of long 
occupation as the holder. When I say lineage .in this sense 
I mean a core of agnatic kinsmen owning the vast bulk of 
hives,along with a sprinkling of uterine kin, suitors, and 
other affines with one or two hives apiece. In point of 
fact the histories of occupation are confused, not over-
7 succession and inheri tanc'e 
long, and by no meanS) wholly agnaticJ. Incidental factors 
mar.ked by L 
greatly influence their course, much muddied by chance 
migrations, mediocre beekeepers, acquisitive personalities, 
and so forth. Specific claims relate to thickets, once 
the abode of lineage forbears, but now so remote from 
existing homesteads that the 'barrage' frequently only 
Or\.~O 
just·overlaps.(..them• This is the case in areas A and C. 
Each dominant lineage will have a connection with the 
thicket in question perhaps a century old, often dis-
torted by illegitimate or servile lines;:. The inhabitants 
see all this in zonal terms. Commenting on·the paucity 
of' hives owned by uterine kin and affines, an informant 
remarked: "They have their own areas". In the past,a 
feature of interest in the sequence of thicket transfer 
were, token payments f'rom immigrant to holder, implying 
a· concession of sacrificial rights.' Their medium was 
the old-fashioned ebony hoe ( NYAY~) ,; or occasionally a 
metal one (liHUKA). 
So each sample, though somewhat labyrinthine, 
shows a kernel of agnatically related beekeepers around 
whom are grouped.the other elements whose presence can be 
explained by kinship and residence relative to the nucleus. 
' 
Each nucleus has a claim to the area at least three genera-
tions old, though not necessarily by a.gnatic descent. In . ' ' 
the old days immigrant suitors, who naturally became 
uxorilocal once they came to rest, were the avenue of 
entry into supposed pristine presez:ves. Even nowadays 
it is suitor-contracts1 ,or at least marriages, which 
c , 
provoke and ratify beekeeping inroads·. . Nearly every 
operator listed lives i~ or near the area surveyed; those 
who do not are outside uterine kin and in-laws, especially 
ex-suitors who still maintain the odd hive during the 
regular visits prescribed £or spouses separated f'rom 
internal 
the~r own agnatic kin. One sees little in the way of I 
subdivision into lineage areas. The dominant beekeeping 
lineage merely embraces the others. \vhere one lineage 
appears to monopolise a given quarter it is because the 
others have relatively few operators, live somewhat far 
off, or .for some· other .fortuitous reason push out their 
hive-network in a differe.nt directioni- Localisation of 
the ghost.a (plur. maHOKA) of .former inhabitants goes 
no further ~ban particular thickets. Their grave-sites, 
if remembered at all~ have no bearing on present tenure. 
Offerings may indeed be made to them individually, but 
only as representing a significant facet of the corporate 
bod:y 0£ thicket-bound spirits. I shall not discuss any 
further at this stage the mystical or ritual associations 
of the forest or its exploitation, 'Transfer' hives ·throw 
some light ·on the kinship background of Ngindo beekeeping. 
Forty percent of known transfers were between agnates, and 
a. like proportion oo tween affines; · the remainder between 
uterine kin., 
Individual rights over hives are perfectly specific. 
But there is some ground for regarding thetn as lineage-prop-
erty too. Just as lineage-members will talk of 'our wife', 
they will say 'our hive'. To follow the analogy, even 
though a woman's allegiance be to her husband alone, 'his 
brothers 'know that she will probably pass on to one of 
them by widow-inheritance, that her children cert~inly will, 
and that her bridewealth is a matter of joint concern. It 
is rather the same with hives. Robbed, a hive-owner who 
wants to turn a blind eye may be overridden by .his kinsmen 
in the same Wf:iY that they may insist on prosecuting an 
adulterer whom the injured husband is personally prepared 
. . 
to forgive. I have already pointed out that unauthorised 
harvesting by a close kinsman would 8~unt to thef~ 
if the owner cared to make an issue.of it, and that in 
practice no public action'would be ta.ken. Just so, a hus-
band will take-a lenient view if he finds his wife in 
adultery with his younger brother (seduction by a senior 
'· 
brother happe.ns to be tabooed). In the double hive-
robbery case quoted earli~r one of the parties stated · 
in evidence: "This man is no kinsman of mine. If he 
was he would never have brought a charge ag!=linst me". 
The court seemed convinced by his argument. . 
Apart from their cash value forest product$ may 
have a potential far in ex-cess of the market one. This 
is especially true of honey. Its importance in court-
ship has been hinted. Ten years ago a divorced husband 
actually tried to get back "a jar of honey worth. 4/-"f, 
which proposal got scant sympathy from the court: "If 
you coax your wife, do not come and wail in court. This 
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is your own folly" (AP 13/45). Ng.indo strive to act the 
part of 'freemen', of whose behaviour they have a special-
ised concept. This persistent phobia about servile status, 
which I shall elucidate in the proper place (see end of 
Chapter VIII, Special Ideology) is fundamental to the 
understanding of many Ngindo characteristics. One of the 
principal attributes of a. freeman (mwuNGWANA) is that he 
should entertain all comers with food. So honey becomes 
a trump-card to the social climber. Another touching 
court-case relates the plight of a young wife who broke 
a large.jar of honey. Unable to face her husband she ran 
away to her own people (case-number mislaid). 
Since the.ir honey-industry hinges on privately-owned 
beehives, the Ngindo necessarily try to parcel out the 
forest. Yet even here the keynote has been seen to be 
diffusion, a tendency all the more pronounced in all 
other .forest activities. Not only does the £orest belong 
to every man, but every man turns the forest to account 
on his own. Modest parties may go in search of honey, but 
jt- <s 
a pair is the commonest team • .lf.ikewise with women when 
" ..
) an quenching thirst fro the sucoul nt 
eking h rd mKA1 G ANGU nu t with an axeo 
St""''b°. 
digging up edible roots (luKIGA). They go out together 
v 
for moral support and because their bushcraft is faulty 5 
whereas the expert, knowing the forest's wealth to be 
dispersed, goes alone. The extent of this collecting 
science can be gauged by the f'act that I recorded over 
., 
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a ·hundred distinct vari·eties of edible plants, and 
checked by obtaining specimens of most of them, The 
greater the urgency the greater.the diffusion. Thus in 
time of famine (NJALA] ••• living Ngindo have experienced 
it .in an acute form thrice\in their life-times (so-called 
· . ~evolt 
'famines that kill' accompanied\_~~e Majimajil_, World War I, 
and the Closer Settlement Scheme),·": and in a mild form almost 
yearly .;~iety literally.goes-~o .. pie?· All non-
. One.see~ ~ 
utilitarian activities cease. J!i-O visiting; no work-parties; 
no dances; no sacrifices, beyond prayers to the sky-god 
Chapanganya for rain, should drought be responsible; no 
initiations; abbreviated burials in animal-burrows. 
Unless directed towards the alleviation of hunger, all 
intercourse falls into abeyancej, sexual included ••• 
husband and wife avoid intimacy not only because desire 
is absent but also for fear of ·conception. A child born 
under such conditions would be a disaster, certain to 
perish for lack of mother's milk. After distribution of 
the day's haul, each member of a domestic family, in sharp 
contrast to normal pract"ice, eats apart. Until midday or 
late·afternoon, depending on the rate of locating bush-food, 
all except small children are away searching, leaving the 
homesteads empty. Some sleep out for days at a time in 
order to search further afield and more thoroughly. In 
poorly-integrated families tacit divorce occurs, the 
husband merely fend:tng for himself if not actually driving 
out his wife. Such·a separation may be permanent. In 
the event of a lucky strike the finder keeps the intelli-
gence secret, even from close kin. Disclosure might pre-
, , 
cipitate a sort of gold-.rush. The magnaminous man will 
produce the food discreetly, in sme..11 instalments; like-
wise the wealthy man who has trekked to another area to 
buy food~ He slips back unannounced at dead of night, 
buries the hoard, and sweeps the soil level obliterating 
his tracks. Otherwise money ha.s no power. In the event 
of theft (kuJIBA), ordinarily the gravest offence known 
to Ngindoland, no remedy exists beyond vituperation , •• 
. assault might easily result in the death of a weakened 
culprit. In the absence of assemblies no case can get 
a hearing; whence elaborate precautions taken by the 
holders of the only remaining form of wealth, food, to 
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guard their treasure, Great self-control, and vigilance, 
must be exercised in the matter of seed~ Famished neighbours 
might even dig up freshly-plante<:l groundnuts or bea.ns. 
Farmers plant as early as possible to counter the threat, 
and confine th ems elves to fallows rather tha.n attempting 
to clear· standing forest. 
Dispersal tactics such as these correspond exactly 
~OW' .... ~.( 
with the)._ Ngindo reaction. to tribal-wars. In hunting (ku-
WIMA) it was somewhat different... I use the past tense 
because hunting no longer flourishes. Very nearly all 
the bigger game are now protected, and not one in a · 
thousand Ngindo has the mea.ns, the will, or the authorisa-
tion to purchase firearms and licences.. Islamic .food 
taboos further limit the quarry open. Ngindo, who are 
. seldom without their bows (UPINDE), have long tipped 
their arrows (nCHALE) with poison (UCHUNGU) ; but, as at 
the pJ;"'esent day, these weapons were in the past largely 
defensive. Adapted to forested country where the game, 
itself di.spersed, ha.d unlimited cover,. Ngindo hunting 
technique was that of t):"appers; which in turn implied 
diffusion.. Even the aborigines favoured this method 
rather than the chas?-. Only :ln the case of man-eaters did 
I 
(both Hamba and Ikemba sub-groups reputedly. 
have a pure-hunting past) 
anything in the nature of a battue take place. Summoned 
by a drum-beat known as NGULA MTWE :(big head, i.e. the 
:_~ 
creature presumes to attack man), the menfolk fo~ a 
ragged pursuit~ When at bay the animal could be winged 
by archers stationed round about in. trees~ Failing 
official help, this is how they still deal with the 
menace. The illleit arrow-poison comes from a tree 
found only up the Muhi.nje, nearly 100 miles north of 
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Liwale-boma and now deep in game-reserve. !All the 
/ ' . n P- • • • • .. • • • • • -. • • • . • • • • ... • • . • . • • • • .. • .. • • • • . • . 
everyday collecting jobs in the forest are done singl·e-
hand~d; even though the proceeds may be pooled on return 
to the homesteads/, for instance the communally obtained 
thatching-grass, .each bundle of which will have been cut 
by a. different person in a different place~ Rubber-
tapping (kuGEMA) was also don~ piecemealf, as was the 
mining of gum-copal (TANDARUSI) •••. copal is found 'around . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Lukuliro in the north, currently game-reserve. :Apart 
nLp ••.•.........................•...••......•...••• 
from bu.rial and the initiations, perhaps the only human 
aggregations in the forest are the rumoured gatherings 
. s:""~· 
of sorcerers (mH'WABI), there believed to disinter the 
J-. 
bodies of victims, perform obscene dances, and hold 
cannibalistic feasts~ Sacrificial offerings (kuBIKA, 
ku.GONGALERA) to the ghosts should be made away from the 
homesteads; but these are private affairs staged by 
pet·ty lineages, or even individuals, a.nd poorly attended. 
Artifacts. 
The material-culture of the Ngindo is severely 
practical. It pays scar·cely any attention. to appearance 
or ornament! Take huts. Though the substantial square 
Swahili-type (liltUTA) dwelling occurs as much as any 
other, Ngindo devote comparat.ively little effort to the 
.creation of solid homes; doubtless because the site 
will need to be changed at least once a decade. In all 
Ngindoland I met only one man who was genuinely house-· 
.. -
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proud, panelling and roofing his home with na.iled bark 
cut to look like plywood. More often the householder 
remains content with the leaky, nondescript liTAKO lya 
MBUNDA (Zebra's rump} or humble liPATIK..A {log-cabin) 
models. Excepting sometimes,in the collection of grass 
for thatching>their erection calls for no group activity 
outside the domestic family. 11he same applies to 
granaries·; only there tends to be greater haste to get 
them finished •,. • they have to be ready by the tail-end 
of the .rains (kiHUKU) in order to receive the harvest, 
but should not stand too long beforehand getting satur-
ated.. Several outside kinsmen may be called in for the 
job. \'/here the Ngindo do take trouble is in sweeping 
the dust of 1-.he cleared-space (luBANJA) around the home~ 
stead, giving it a tidy air. The reasons for this again 
appear strictly practical. In the first place the fetish 
of entertaining callers must be observed outside, not 
indoors; ·in the second, footprints (luWAJO) reveal any 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I 
clandestine visitst : Generally versatile, the Ngindo 
n/-.p • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • : 
need the services of few specialists (PUNDI). Such 
~rafts as rope-plaiting (kuBUNDA ••• strip ••• NGOJI), 
rough carpentry (kuBACHA), basketry, wickerwork (kiPALWE 
sifting - tray, etc • .), and matting (kuLUKA liKAI small,. 
liHAf.IDI big) are very widespread; and their exponents· 
individually self-contained •. , Only in pottery (kuBUMBA), 
smithying (kuPULA), and the manufacture of more ambitious 
equipment like bows and drums (NG'OMA}, does the skilled 
craftsman emerge~ And even these by no means depend 
wholly on plying their particular trade which, against 
the background of subsistence farming, amounts to a 
remunerative hobby. The same might be said of herbalists 
. ( lt,,::r I "IS A) 
{amiTELA), circumcisors (aNYAGO), dancers (kuHINA), singe~, 
Muslim preachers (mwALD~U) , or other experts. Competent 
smiths are far from common. One of them may serve a 
num.ber of distinct settlements. Their w:ork, bound to a 
rough forge (kiPALA) and therefor~ sedentary as opposed 
to the itinerant skills of most other specialists, can 
be done virtua:).ly without assistance, Not so with 
pottery, which .is almost exclusively in the hands 0£ 
women and, for vessels of any size, localised around 
Barikiwa along with one other point, Mpengere, 25 miles 
west. At both is to be had exceptionally high-grade 
clay (U'rUPI) ~ Co-operation of women, or even men, may 
be enlisted by the potter in mining (uKUMBA) and trans ... 
porting the raw clay, at Barikiwa found in a single de-
posit some distance from present habitation. She 
commonly comes. to an arrangement with prospective clients 
whereby the _latter help throughout.,· get.ting in return a 
proportion of the pots (kiBIGA,etc .• ) fired. Principally 
a client must produce the clay, provide rations ••• flour 
is essential lest the potter should plead -inability' to 
1..f<Trk on the grounds· of household chores· such as pounding 
grain ~ •• and cut the wood for firing (kuJOCHA). Here, 
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as in other crafts, no formal instruction is to be had. 
Mothers frequently transmit their art to daughters; or 
daughters-in-law, since physical daught·ers usually part 
company with their parents at adolescence owing to the 
practice of virilocal .marriage. But heredital"Y sequence " 
need not be followed. Any girl may learn; though inevi-
tably through the medium of a close neighbour or kinswoman. 
A smith on the other hand stands to remain in contact with 
his· sons, who do frequently take over. Nevertheless the 
number of uterine successors is appreciable. 
Labour .. 
To be te9-ible both sorghum, and as a rule cassava, 
have to be converted into flour (UGWALI). Even beer 
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(UJIMBI) requires processed flour as one of 'its ingredi-
ents. 'fhis means perpetual wo1'k (liHENGO) for the 
womenfolk, over and above routine cookery (kuTELEKA) and 
brewing. Besides, they are responsible for cleaning 
(kuGULULA, uKUNG'UNDA) the hut and its environs; nursing 
children and laundry {ku~OYA , kul>ULA); collecting :fire-
wood (kuTINA HANJU) and maintaining the hearth (kiHINJA); 
processing all foods, including the heavy exertion of 
threshing (uKUBATA), pounding {kuLIBULA, etc.,) and grind-
ing (kuHAGA); drawing water (kuTEKA) and carrying loads 
of all descriptions; collecting the commoner bush..;·fruits; 
low-clearing, weeding, and guarding· of fields; planting 
and harvesting of crops; ·manufacture of pots; cutting 
of' gra..ss for thatching (plur .• maNYAI gu kuHIMBA), and 
plastering (kuGAND!KA} hut• walls with mud ••• a wife who 
failed to perform this service had to pay a fine of Shs. 
1/- (KIP 23/34). Whilst the men share in some of these 
activities, notably load-carrying (only males may do 
Government ,porterage); planting, crop-watching, weeding, 
and harvesting; grass-cutting and food-gathering; their _ 
specific tasks do not demand so much of their time. They 
are the beekeepers and, if need be, hunters ••.• Government 
sponsored battues for baboon (liJANI) are occasionally 
held, and man-eaters sometimes have to be despatched. They 
do the initial clearing and tree-felling; also a variety 
of crafts such as wicker-work, smithying, ba.rkcloth (biBINDA) 
beating, rope-plaiting, and sewing (kuCHONA). They 
collec.t the raw materials for and build (kuCHENGA) the 
· huts. Both sexes may act as dance-leaders, ritual experts, 
herbalists, diviners (kuLONDOLA), traders, mat-makers, and 
rubber-.t appers; but men generally excel. Litigation, 
tax-!'.'aising, and all public matters tend to be wholly mas-
culine concerns. 
Most of these tasks may be aided by communal 
effort. Work-parties., attracted by beer, are very pop-
ular. Participants '.from a mile or two around bring 
their O\'.i'Il ·implements and put in a morning's work before 
sitting down to the good che.er. Attendance i.s almost 
entirely territorial, and callers from beyond this 
distance will come only to drink. Here the sexes are 
segregated, but not necessarily so at work ·unless their 
tasks are such that they must keep apa:rt. Work-parties 
may be held for clearing of fields, planting, weeding, 
and harvesting; also for grass-cutting. Certain other 
jobs which warrant no beer may none the less be done in 
unison. Especially the actu.al brewing (kuTIPULA, etc.} 
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of the beverage~ The process entails the pounding of as 
much as a whole load of grain; so at that particular stage, 
falling on the second day of the four needed for proper 
fermentation• it is not uncommon to see a dozen or more 
women so engaged. Apart from anything else, this serves 
as publicity.. By then it should be common knowledge that 
a brew is under weigh, synchronised so as not to clash with 
other parties nearby! The re.cruitment of competent 
brewers helps to guarantee the success of a party; for 
should the beer turn out sour (kuBABA) the news is bound 
to get around beforehand,. with a con.sequent drop in 
attendance. A f'emale grain-pounding session, held at 
the party-giver's hut, may include her (to be specif'ic 
one must refer to the woman in whose field the work is 
to take place) pol.yg¥Jleus co-wives and t.heir female 
dependants; her husband's agnatic relatives' wives, and 
his own kinswomen; her mother., daughter, or other blood 
relative, if living within reach; .her daughter-in-law; 
in £act a comprehensive range of nearby kin. Unrelated 
neighbours may also join. This is entirely typical of 
attendance at no matter what Ngindo functions, even those 




offerings and burials. Territorial, not kinship, factors 
govern attendance. Continuous group-preparation of food 
and drink marks the initiations (UNYAGO, kuCHEZA, etc}; 
especially their coming-out phase; itself a week in dura-
tion. The ceremonies are held almost annually in every 
sizeable settlement. In them, al~hough flour for beer 
and porridge (also UGWALI) is prepared at home, the 
lengthy boiling or a brew goes forward at the forest-lodge 
(liWIGII), where each circle of relatives connected to a 
given initiate has separate quarters and a separate hearth 
standing in front. 
" Ngindo nowadays cannot get by without cash (plur. 
maPESA). With the exit of barkcloth, trade-apparel 
il "J 
(NGUBO) must be purchased, ~ported salt (~~/INYO) like-
wise. Poll-tax (KOLI) must be paid in cash, which has 
become the medium of both bridewealth payments (HETO) and 
compensation (kuJELILA for adultery) in disputes. Many 
lesser goods and services besides need cash for their 
procural··• To get cash the tribesman m~y sell his produce; 
but this, it will be shown ~n the forthcoming section, 
falls far short of satisfying basic requirements,; Or 
again he may sell his labour. Opportunities for paid 
employment inside Ngindola.nd, it will also be shown, fail 
to make up the leeway. Though this may not be the sole 
reason for its adoption, the remaining solution is to go 
in search of such employment elsewhere. · A trickle of 
Ngindo migrant-labourers had been finding its way to the 
centres ever since German days; but before the second 
./ World War it remained no more than that/, with the excep-
tion of a t-emporary spate during the Depression period 
in 1929 the Ngindoland Council was explaining to the 
. & . 
. . ·• 
District Commissioner: "The cause of delay (in raising 
tax) is that the people are not here. They have gone to 
! 
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seek(money) ": a.nd two years later/,"There.is no money 
and· no things (i.e. other w~alth). They (the migrants) 
cannot· go indiscriminately as they do now". At that 
same time Europ.ean offic.ials were remarking oh this 
I f \..._ • 
rn()vement.: ''As you know, a yery large numb~r o'!r Magingo 
are constantly. arriving in Kilwa'', wrote the District 
Commis:sioner, Kilwa, in 1929. Three. years later his 
.. colleague e.t Liwale considered that "Tax is coming in as 
~atisfaetor,ily as can be. expected whilst low. prices for 
native· produce prevail n .. (from correspondence files). Three 
years later agai.n. the we.sterly Ngindo were found to be 
mobile by comparison with their neighbours: "The Pogoro 
do not travel far from the District (r.ra.henge) • The 
Ngindo however supply plantat~on labour to the Kilwa and 
Tanga Districts" (Ref.34) .. 
After an intervening lull, tp.e past decade has 
witnessed a veri~able tidal-wave of migrant-labour. This 
appears clearly .from figures relating to Barikiwa. They 
cover all living residents ••• 
I . 
Present Age-groups of Men and Youths. 
' (pre-War trips) ·"post-War trips) 
I 
Centre. Under 35. 35-50,.' Over 50. ·Under J5. 35-50. Over 
Dar es 2 26 9 83 20 I 
Salaam 
Nachingwea (inapplicable) · 45 g I 





'Totals 5 27 10 t 144 JO 2 
Combined \ 
Totals 42,(c) 176 
No migran~-labour exper.ience at all: (Under JS) 14(d) 
(35-50) ll(e) 
(Over 50) 25(£) 
50. 
81. 
(a) Two of these were round-trips via Dar es Salaam as 
well.· 
(b) i.e • .:deserters' of whom trace has been lost. 
(c) A few pre-War migrants have since died; perhaps a 
dqzen. 
(d) Inclu~i~g 5 who have not yet reache.d t.axable age, I 
blind, I mad, I leprous, I at school. i.e. only 5 
fit and mature. 
(e) Including I ex-soldier, I ex-sisal conscript, I ex-
schoolboy, I Muslim preacher, I leper, I blacksmitp. 
i.e. over half invalided, skilled· at home, or already 
sophisticated• 
(f)" Including 4 Govt headmen, 2 Muslim preachers, I 
cripple,·I blacksmith. i~e. a quarter sophisticated, 
etc., 
.Ist Note: I regret that on compiling this table, and before 
adding the number of 'migrants' as opposed to 'trips', I 
mislaid the questionnaires. Most migrants have done one 
trip only; several did two; a few, three; one or two, 
four. The overall .average number of trips· per man works 
out at approx l.4. 
2nd Note: The size of the sample is I70 males capable of migrant-
labour either now or in the past. 
Scarcely any 'multiple trips' (i~e where an indi~i-
dual goes more than once). were done before the second World 
War. Also, at Barikiwa., migrants o.f that vintage amount 
to only 18% of total living migrant-labourers. Nor is 
there any question of a few chronic migrants accounting 
for the post-War rise. Even assuming, in this instance 
(which is exaggerated), that all pre-War migrants did one 
trip apiece and stayed at home post-War, the average of 
trips per man post-War still falls below 2. Taking the 
"' annual aspect, from an average of less than 2 trips per 
annum done by members of this same community·before the 
War the average has now shot up to over 20 p.;a. Again., 
.whereas over 8o% of young and mature men have done migrant-
labour at some time or another, among elders the ratio 
of those who have never experienced it is commensurately 
. high, namely 80%. The increased post-War tempo shown 
by the Barikiwa survey is borne out by questionnaires I 
'lb 
completed elsewhere. The numbe.r of trips done by the ~ 
men interviewed, in the period 1947-9 which was that of 
the evacuation crisis, equals the sum total of,-the.trips 
they did either bEfbre o.r since. Admittedly 69% of these 
questionnaire subjects are under 35 years old, and all 
arbitrarily chosen; but the inf'erence is clear. 
There can be no doubt that it was the 'Closer Settle-
ment Scheme' of 1945-8 which was mainly responsible for 
stepping up the .flow to an• unprecedented level. This 
therefore is the place to describe the Scheme. Anti-
fragffientation measures, it has been said, have long been 
tried by the European· administrators ·Of N~indoiand. As. 
early as 1931 one of them was proposing the drastic 
solution of total evacuation. A decade later, at the 
time'when trial schemes were going into operation along 
the western fringes of Ngindoland (see western-Ndonde, 
middle of .Chapter X), a pilot experiment took place.within 
its own borders. This was around Madaba in the north, 
where a genuine threat of tripanosomiasis existed ••• a 
pretext later to be somewhat leas scrupulously exploited. 
By the end of the second World War, plans were ready for 
the removal of a target 5,000 families, namely the entire 
estimated population of Ngindoland. Of'ficial sanction 
for the policy of "eliminating Liwale" (District Book, to 
which I am indebted for most of the details) had been 
~ 
granted two years earier; and an official report of the 
I.._ 
time advocating the Scheme stated that its aim was "moving 
the people to more favourable areas f'ree from the dangers 
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(of sleeping sickness) .... bringing them into closer 
touch with civilization •.•• abandonning 'Liwale a.s a sta-
tion .and forming.the area into a Game Reserve .for which 
it appears decj.dedly more suitable than it does for human 
habitation" {quoted by District Book) •. A preliminary 
a.cr .... a.L 
· reconnaissance found that ·9,100 would be the/number of 
families involved; that.Ndinjo, 100 miles east, would be 
the best reception-area; and that ea.ch family needed 21 · 
acres on which to.settle. Accordingly in August 1945, on 
a working basis of £15,000, the Scheme went forward. 
Great .initial difficu.lties were encountered however• 
Little over 1 1 000 families could be moved in that year; 
and in 1946 only a token 100 families. 
Considerable discussion between Ngindo and authori-
ties had preceded the decision; Indeed the report just 
quoted, after predicting that ."The 1946 operation will be 
much easier", aff.irmed that it had the support of certain 
of the Ngindo: "the Native Authorittes of central Liwale 
are keen to move'·' • Whatever the method in reaching this 
·assessment of opinion ••• the conciliatory_ overt behaviour 
of the Ngindo is not ,seldom deceptive .;; officials on 
the .spot thought otherwise. "At no time have the people 
of Li wale wanted to move" (Ref. 5 5) • And in fact t,here 
can be no doubt that the reaction was one of intense and i 
universal bitterness. The mere rumour that evacuation 
(kiHAMO) was mooted led to wholesale 'leakages1 .; For 
instance out of the original target of 1,900 f'amil.ies 
from the north (Nangue-Madaba, Lukuliro, Ngarambi, and. 
Matandu) only 1,200 could be accounted for. Again, at 
the beginning of 1947, the "number of fami:Lies in the 
Muhinje Chini area of Liwale .~. dropped from 2,000 
(actually 2,100 from Muhinje, Mkondo, and Mkwihi) to about 
1,500" (Rer.55); "Similar leakage" was reported else-
where. Note that when in 1942 the curtain-raiser Scheme 
had shifted the far-westerly Ngindo towards l'fiahenge, the 
Ngindola.nd Council l;:;;d. found.it necessary to issue an 
order for the arrest of unauthorised refugees from the · 
west. To return to the major Scheme, by now it was in 
trouble, having moved less than a quarter (1,920) of the 
families at a cost of more than two-thirds of the money 
, allocated• Yet, .in the face of mounting obstacles such 
as the ironic harvesting of a bumper crop in 1947, evacua-
tion, possible only in the dry-season months, continuedi 
A further 2,812 families from the centre and west (Liwale, 
NJenje Juu, Barikiwa, Muhinje, and ?-dkondo; also, presumably, . 
Mkwihi), scheduled to move in that year, apparently went 
(elsewhere the District Book mentions the figure of 3,661 
or .3,651., .families of whom "2,800 arrived in the settlement 
areas" ••. • possibly the grand total to date); leaving 
3,195 families in the south {Kipule, Nyera, Makata, and 
Mbembal to await their turn in 1948• That programme 
never materialised; for the Scheme had in the meanwhile 
come to a halt; 
The effects of the Scheme were incalculable. Not 
only had it banished from their homes two~thirds of the 
original population; but it was to have an unforeseeable, 
:though melancholy, sequel of physical distress. This 
arose out of the premature disclosure (by an Ngindo leader 
who had been taken into the confidence of Government, on 
condition of secrecy) of the decision to stop evacuation: 
In terms of that decision, whilst the bulk of the area 
cleared was to remain closed as game-reserve, portions of 
Ngindoland adjoining the untouched south (namely Liwale 
and Barikiwa),· were gradually to be reopened in the hope 
that the evacuees,· by filling it, would make Ngindoland 
compact. No sooner was the news out than, in the words of 
al). official account, "a mass exodus followed" (Ref.55)• 
Despite the provision of Government supplies for sale on 
a loan basis very acute famine developed in the reopened 
sector. No less disastrous may be the effect of the 
Scheme on morale, crowning the growing disillusion of an 
admittedly 'problem· tribe'. The Ngindo had been misjudged 
Rc>1olt" 
before; notably by the Germans before the Majimaji~ No 
one could have guessed their present tenacity• How high 
feelings ran can be gauged by the abortive attempt to send 
.a deputation to the Governor;; Though returned home for 
trial, on what charge it is not clear, those concerned 
received very light sentences from their own Native Court 
(AP 9/47} .• Incidentally the "Buy Liwale" fund alluded 
to by the District Bo~k appears a misconception. Modest 
funds were indeed raised t.o cover travelling expenses of 
petitioners; but informants reject the notion that they. 
meant to ransom Ngindoland from Government; nor is large-
scale embezzlement thought to have occurred. Since the . 
upheaval has yet to subside; its aftermath persists• So 
far as one can judge, the calculation that the bulk of 
evacuees from all quarters would opt to live in the 
shrunken Ngindoland has proved a fallacy. A post-script 
in the District Book, dated September 194C!, indicates that 
. by then 75% of the evacuees were back • • • probably by this 
was meant those who were native to the reopened sector~ 
If so, the figure could now safely be raised to 99%. On 
the other hand, of the former inhabitants of the perman-
ently-closed areas only a negligible quantity appear to 
have availed themselves of the opportunity, preferring 
to languish at Njinjo or elsewhere until another miracle 
comes along. Perhaps the most remarkable feature of all 
has been the revelation of a specifically territorial, 
yet firmly Ngindo, nationalism.; The shock has given those 
remaining in, or gravitating to, Ngindoland a heightened 
\ S?. 
awareness of their own mea~ing and .identity. 
As country, the evacuees did not find Njinjo to 
their liking~ Although granted exemption from poll-tax 
fo.r the first year, many became destitute and reverted 
to the wearing of barkcloth. ,Friction arose with the 
Matumbi and other inhabitants, swamped by these none too 
amenable newcomers. Few had the heart to cultivate . 
se'riously. Finally, Njinjo lies on the main artery of 
communication lea.ding t~wards Dar es Salaam, traditional 
magnet -of Ngindo migrant-labourers! The result was an 
enormous wave of migrant-labour! In 1948, when the wave 
was at its peak, over 16,000 Ngindo were reported to be 
in the relevant Districts on and north of the Rufiji 
{Rufiji 6,ooo plus; Kilosa 2,000 plus; Morogoro l,OOO 
plus; Uzaramo 6,000 plus; Tanga 500 plus ••• Ref 54.) 
Of these at least half must have been migrant-labourers 
and their families, an astonishing total considering that 
most husbands went alone and that something under 5,000 
'families' appear to have been transplanted by the Closer 
Settlement Scheme~ Of course these were not the only 
Ngindo to be disturbed. Those awaiting evacuation became 
.... ;')_.a. .... ·~ - lako..,,.c.,..s 
restless, creating the 'leakages'. Other# ,[_belonged to 
Ngindo outliers unaffected by the Scheme; that is to say, 
all· except the western-Ndonde who had suffered a like fate 
early in the War. Inside Ngindoland·the wave now seems to 
have receded; more so in the untouched south than in the 
reopened north. Indeed the ~wo are scarcely comparable. 
Ji...L~; ... "b i....... . 
L.:9oing on village-survey material, about 33% of adult males 
from the south have at one time'Or another done a spell of 
migrant-labour, whilst less th'~n ib0% are a.way at any one 
time. In the north the corresponding £igures are over 
double. 
One of the reasons for the contrast between north 
and south was the advent of' the Groundnut Scheme ( NJUGU ). 
which operated one of its biggest enterprises at Nachingwea, 
only 40 miles south of the .Mbwemkuru. By 1947 Nachingwea 
was using a labour-force of several thousand" and it was 
proposed to set up a sister-unit in Liwale, whither a 
.reconnaissance party proceeded in August 1948. Though 
nothing eve:t:• came of this plan, it may well have been 
instrumental in checking the Cloaer S.ettlement Sc~eme •• ., 
why denude what was shortly to become an industrial centre? 
At its peak. Nachingwea took on some 101,000 men a year, of 
whom al'proximately 5% ~ere Ngindo (taken from a sample .of 
approximately 10,000 men enrolled between November 1950 
and August 1951. Over 40,000 African employees had 
appeared on the Nachingwea books up to that date, not 
counting th9se engaged by the contracting firms). Even 
allowing for outlier Ngindo, therefore, Ngindoland itself 
~us.t have been contributing close on 500 men a year. Most 
of the.se came from its adjacent southern po'rtion-. Eviden-
tly, dµring the five years of major Groundnut activity, 
Ngindo had all the opportunities for employment they 
wanted, for in 1950 Nachingwea had to import several 
hundred Ngoni and Gogo labourers. Most of the Ngindo 
there· were unskilled, though a f'.ew drove tractors or did 
lesser technical jobs1 
Towards Dar es Salaam a.nd Kilosa, f.irst and second 
on the list of popularity, apart from the brief phenomenon 
of Nachingwea, Ngindo did next to·nothing but sisal work; 
No f'igures are to be had from employers,. but it is certain 
that one estate patronised by Ngindo employed many 
' 
hundreds of them at a time• Although wartime conscripted 
labourers (something over a hundred went from Ngindoland} 
spent lg months on the Tanga estates, scarcely any Ngindo 
go there now; Likewise very few enter the Lindi sector 
of the industry. Kilwa, though still frequented by 
.Ngindo,- has little to offer. Less than a generation ago 
Kilwa (Ki: v_inje-boma) was Ngindoland' s nearest produce-
market ••• in 1931 the Ngindoland Council complained that 
nthe common people .find it a hardship to go to the coast 
(MBWANI) to sell thei.r crops". ~·Jith the opening of home-
markets, the Ngindo no longer have occasion to visit Ki~wa 
regularly. At the time of evacuation some few worked 
the African-owned copra fMBA'l'A) plantations there; but 
this was in. emergency and under pooz· conditions. In ·the 
ordinary way, migrant-labourers do cas1J.al work for fellow-
Africans or other small. enterprises only in transit to 
or· .from the centres• Incidonta.1 factors . play a part in 
guiding the labour-flow. Thus on the route to Kilosa 
many Ngindo happen to have settled in Mahenge where, 
thanks to dif£erences in price-levels, it is profitable 
t:.o peddle salt• So migrants can take a load along to· 
cover travelling-expenses besides breaking their journey 
with fellow-Ngindo. Likewise, in the old days, migrant-
labourers bound £or Dar es Salaam could sell produce at 
Kilwa first before heading for the Rufiji. Even now, 
they are likely to have relatives at handy points along 
the line of march ••• excepting north of the Rufiji and 
Ulanga rivers virtually all trE!vel i:s on foot.. Out of 
130 trips done by the migrants I questioned fully, 52% 
were to Nachingwea, 3a% to Dar es Salaam (i .• e.- the whole 
Dar es Salaam regi.on as far south as the Rufiji. Relatively 
few Ngindo find their way to the township itself), 4% to 
Kilosa, 4% to Lindi, and 2% to Kilwa. 
Since migrant-labour has become .so much a part 
of Ngindo life in recent years, it is pertinent to state 
what is known of' its natur(;?• :Most departures from home 
take place early in the rai.ns when a man. has attended 
all the work-parties and clea.red, sown,and weeded a 
field, which can then be left to his wife or relatives; 
and when if a sui.tor he has done a modicum of toil for 
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4 ... ~ ..... e 
his L..in-laws: This is the case when he intends to return 
in a few months. Otherwise he may wait until the crop 
is safe inside the granarie.s and the big ritual events 
come round. But there is no fixed time. Another con-
sideration·is the need for raising tax. ahead of the 
harvest ••• the authorities generally campaign for early . 
collection, and would be embarrassed if no one paid ....................... • .................. . 
before the mid-year.: The journey to the labour-centre 
n/ ...... p • • • . • .. • .. • • . • . • .. •: 
frequently means the best part of a fortnight on the road. 
Over the longer routes migrants like to travel in pnrties, 
if possible all-Ngindo. They seldom go less than three 
together. Transit expenses do not deter them. Ngindo 
are phenomenal ~al_kers,, and during the mango-season will 
••••••••••• 
cover the entire di.stance without spending a cent! : On 
nl_p • • . • • . • • . • ... • • • • • • ..... • . • .. • • .. ·• . • • .... • • . • .. • • . • 
arrival, most of them enter the unskilled category and 
stay in it. It seems from my sampling that this applies 
to 80% of migrant-labourers~ The. balance included 12% 
drivers or mechanics and 3% domestic servants. Only 
12% succeed in earning· salaries of over Shs. 50/- a month. 
'l'hus the bulk of Ngindo migrants continue to do manual 
labour (kiBARUA). I estimate the general li.teracy rate 
among adult males to be not higher than 5%, including 
Arabic script (kiAtµBU), more widely used than Roman 
{kiZUNGU); and the number who have received any formal 
education to be much lower than this again~ Ex-scholars, 
war veterans, Muslim preachers, and the l:i.ke do tend to 
secure skilled posts; but by no means always. Anyway, they 
make up a minute percentage of the total; for instance, 
less than one percent of adult males joined up or were 
conscripted during the last War... Men who have learned 
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trades whilst doing migrant-labour are the exception; 
but artisans, and even a barman, are to be found in the 
depths o:t; Liwale? Sisal (liKONGI) work is the favour-
ite because of a number of things; because of its 
stability (! scarcely ever heard of a man failing to 
get enlisted, or being discharged against his will without 
cause); because it offers good terms (wages iNCHALA) 
stand markedly higher than those given by certain other 
employers such as Government departments., whilst estates 
almost invariably provide rations (liPOSHO) and qua.rtersj; 
because of its relative isolation which permits labourers 
to live quietly and save; and because there is provision 
for f.emale and juvenile work. The majority reckon farm• 
ing at home more arduous than paid labour at the centres, 
where many do . casual tasks after hours. Either they 
work for the estate staff' or 'make kinship' with local 
inhabitants, helping them with their fields and giving 
small presents in cloth in return for food and various 
services; especially where the labourer has dependants 
with him who do not get rations. Scarcely any till a 
plot of their own at the labour-centre; in fact at 
Nachingwea this was prohibited. Elsewhere one oT two, 
those accompanied bytheir wives, plant a crop and even 
make some money on it.-
For she.rt-term sorties since t.he war the average 
length of absence appears to be slightly over six months. 
As a rule the time spent at Dar es Salaam on a given trip 
exceeded that at Nachingwea. Therefore, since the latter 
no longer provides· a substantial volume of work the .future 
average can be expected to rise.· Here are some details 
relating to all centres •·•·• 
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. ·• . Under 3 months 
3 to 6 " 
ff 




(the size of the 
sample is I30 trips, 
done by 86 men) • 
7 to 12 






. ·• . 
Note: the S-month average used later includes 
, the ionger trips as well .• 
I have already discussed the number of trips made by indi-
vidual migrant-labourers. Anything more than two is rat-e; 
I 
f more than four, unknown. Those staying away from home 
permanently ('deserters'), reckoning from the start of the 
Mandate, nowhere attain 10% of total adult males, and 
generally fall far below this mark. Not a great many 
migrant ... labourers take their wives along with them. Only 
% . 5 ~ 18 of questionnaire-subjec~did so, whereas 65~ left 
wives or betrothed girls a.t home (two-thirds wives, one-
third betrothed girls). The number of polygynists among 
them, about 15%, appears markedly lower than the overall 
incidence for Ngindoland, which is more than double. I 
suspect that· polygynists, who are mostly mature men, do 
not migrate as much as monogamists or bachelors. On the 
other hand, of those accompanied by wives over a third 
were polygynists. · I found only one case of a man taking 
two wives. In principle polygynous migrants prefer to 
leave a senior wife in charge and take the y~unger as 
companion. About a third of the escorting wives did paid 
f'la.u. o~ c ... tlo")"'.c,""~ 
labour at the ~eatre. Most husbands are reluctant to let 
their wives work, feeling happier to have them busied in 
camp; but there is no stigma attached to their working. 
I 
Opinion has it that wives are an encumbrance .at the,.,... 
labour-centre, even if they earn extra money . - They get 
spoilt, frequently commit adultery, and have to be fed ••• 
. ~+~ 
remale labour does not always(-earry rations.. Worse, the 
monogamist taking his wife with him has n.o ff:.eld 
or hut to come back to. · Occasiona11y a wife will 
make an income on her otim ini tiat.i ve·. One baked 
cakes and sold thein ~n · camp. Another worked as 
a nurse-.maid. Sta.tistics on w.ives refer to the 
post-War situation .• Before the War fewer men 
took their wives with them:. The hardship of 
having to cook and do housework is sometimes re• 
lieved by taking a ·juvenile· relati.ve along, or, 
.if .funds permit, by engaging a local lad~, or 
acquiring a local mistress. Few can afford these 
· luxuries. In several eases migrant-labourers 
wanted to take their wives. but were prohibited 
from doing so by senior relatives o.r in .... la.ws. 
' 
Elders fear that a family migrating complete may 
. . ' 
well desert altogether, and disapprove of emanci-
pated ·daughters' or daughters-in-law. It is 
··common practice tor a husband. to .go along, then -
summon his wif,e once he is established, getting . 
a kinsman who intends to do rnigrant•labour to 
bring her. 
The eommon~st reason given for quitting 
work is accomplishment of the partic.ular economic 
goal in view. Frequently an ul:tirnat11m fro·m a 
senior relative curtails a trip• .It may be termin ... 
ated by illness or death in the .fam~ly, by marriage 
or farming concerns. A g·ood many migrant-labourers 
lose sight of' their objective and live from hand.. 
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to mouth until the time approaches for them to 
return. Then, ashamed to show themselves at home out 
or pocket, they start to save. One or two who were 
summoned. 
back urgently, hence arrived with neither cash nor cloth, 
explained the lapse in these very terms. Others .in the 
same position break their journey home to do casual work 
and accumulate a token amount. · In one case a man left 
work owing to friction with Mwera tribesmen who, he alleges, 
burned down his tent and tried to bewitch him. He wa.s a 
qualified tractor-driver, npte.E 
· Most migrant-la.bourers, when asked why they leave 
home, reply t.hat their objec_t is to raise money; but can 
. seldom specify an imperative need thllt had ·to be satisfied. 
·Several intimated that the sale of produce [NAFAKA) suffices 
/ 
to cover one or two items in the family budget;. but not 
all of them. They point out that crop-failure can happen 
to anyone, whilst such commodities as beeswax simply 
disappear in an off-season. Besides, not everyone can 
expect to get more than ~ month's local road-clearance 
(BARABARA) work or portera.ge {UPAGACHI). I shall be deal-
ing with this balance of payments presently. Certainly if 
cash were available close at hand they would r.ot go further 
afield in search of it//~ as instance the popularity .of 
Nachingwea. On the other hand I have heard men express 
dislike for jobs too near home on the score that kinship 
' 
obligations would make saving difficult, and, that one 
\would constan~ly be tempted to go off and attend to ~n~' s , 
.onn fields• .l:!iven at Nachingwea, some labourers were milked 
.. -
month by month. Poverty then, though it underlies the 
migrant-labour movement, does not set it in mo~ion• Other 
incidental stimuli do this• 
The role of the Closer Settlement Scheme in promot-
. 
:lng migrant-labour has been described.- From it the simul-
taneous factors of War-aft,ermath and Groundnut- development 
cannot .altogether be dissociated. But neither can be 
held responsible for the frenzy of migration which 
-occurred. No labour-recruiting organization operates 
in or near Ngindoland. Ngindo mistrust contracts and 
efficient arrangements.· I know of a case where a migrant-
labourer came back-home with the intention of raising a 
,band of companions •. He failed because the latter sus-
pected that he harboured ambitions of being made foreman 
over them/, a typically Ngindo reaction. Some informants, 
pressed for specific reasons for leaving home, remarked 
that they wanted to see the world• Whilst no criticism 
attaches to the stay-at-home, he tends to be uncouth by 
comparison with experienced migrants, Only the very timid 
and conservative f'ailed to mig:rate at the t.ime of evacua-
tion , •• even those who most obstinately resisted it found 
themselves compelled to seek work. One man who with his 
entire family circl,e played truant and hid in the fore st 
during the in~erregnum did two trips shortly afterwards; 
and his sons likewise.; To have made many trips is not 
necessarily a mark of prestige. The desire for escapism 
applies to only a section of the already minute chronic-
migrant element; some of whom are merely successful men 
who hesitate to throw away good jobs. The play-boy type, 
because his motives are largely sexual, soon grows out of 
it.- At home, though lovers are not hard to come by, and 
local girls .not reckoned inferior excepting in the degree 
of sophistication., youths can neither proceed so openly 
as at a labour-centre nor dress so extravagantly. ·Mark 
you, sisal-work is ne:it. her urban nor exciting. The pre-
dicament of suitors, deprived of income just when they 
most long to indulge in conspicuo.us expenditure, has been 
' 
touched on• 'l'hey dislike being dependant on parents for 
clothing and bridewealth, which the latter are frequently 
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not in a position to provide. Even when he gets an adequate 
allowance the recipient cannot himself choose the cloth. 
The first few poll-taxes add to his difficulties. Suitors 
accounted for 25% of the post-War trips investigated; 
whilst another 17% were done by unattached youths. Why 
··suitors have an incentive to migrate i$ because it affords 
f"'oSf?c.c.I'. .ic. 
them a pretext to avoid an .irksome commitment· •• •.L_in-laws 
seldom dare press for compliance through official channels 
seeing how controversial is the institution of infant-girl 
betrothal in the eyes of the authorities and outside cri-
pros~cti ve 
tics. Somel::n-laws make no fuss at all, and even accompany 
r:,~heir womenfolk 1 e 
t:uitors to the· labour .. centres. These are the .commoner 
reasons for labour-migration. 
Whilst the migrant-labour rate has been, and in 
parts still is, high it does not lead to serious denuda-
tion. Nor does it seTiously impede the near-subsistence 
cultivation of the Ngindo. Ngindoland is so uniform in 
productivity and amenities that physlcal factors do not 
in themselves lead to dif'f.erential rates of labour-migra-
tion. from part to part. It has not been my experience 
that returning migrants expect to relax and enjoy a holiday; 
nor have I found dependants living idly on the proceeds 
of a migrant-labourer's work• Migrants might_ be thought 
to absorb and disseminate progressive ideas. I cannot 
say I have seen this happen. Sisal-workers. of course, 
have little contact with such influences; but even 
apparent sophisticates revert to type immediately.. "Des-
, - ~ . l/t ·_ 
erters, I have said, constitute no problem. Since 1931 a 
ruling has been in force allowing automatic divorce with 
forfeiture· or bridewealth after a three-year volurtary 
absence without upkeep on the part of the husband• Opinion 
tends to be remarkably complacent towards illegitimates, . 
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who are attributed to the legal father without ado. I 
have seen only one or two divorce-suits brought on these 
grounds.; 1'he small patrilineage~cells ·which are the 
core of Ngindo society have far too much identity of 
interest to allow wives, children, or other dependants of 
absentee kinsmen to become destitute. Commonly a sort of 
anticipatory widow-inheritance.comes into play, a brother 
or 0th.er close .relative of the migrant acting in his stead. 
Personally the husband may object to this, as well as to 
oti+er.fo~s of infidelity, bµt is powerless to act• "I 
get cheated in any casE?l"t he compla5.~s,. ''so why not risk 
taking my w~fe along .with me ~? ". But he acquiesces. 
Polygyny quickly takes up the slack where a marriage has 
foundered, a.nd the law is definite about the custody .of 
children, who go to the agnatic kin of the legal father . 
or to ihe father himself directly they are old enough to 
leave their mothers. /Migrant-labourers, even the noisiest 
~\fl· of them, soon fall back .into the routine of village life. 
I have observed no significant breach o.f tribal discipline 
which can be laid at the door of' migrant-labour as distinct 
from other factors of change; Ngindo were always egali-
tarian; so the modest spread of wealth brought about by 
labour-migration cannot threaten the privilege ·of an 
elite. Suitor-contracfs definitely suff'er as a result of 
it; but migrant-labour is not the only force tending to 
impair that institution; For lack of data over a period 
one cannot say whether disease (UTAMWE) has gained ground. 
The major contact of Ngindoland with the outside is· too 
rec.ent for long-term · ef£ects. to manifest themselves~ 
Ngindo like to declare that scourges like leprosy (UKOMA) 
scarcely existed in the old days.~ I am inclined to believe 
this; but the tribe has been highly mobile throughout. 
Therefore infection cannot be blamed on migrant-labour 
alone.. If it has any direct ill effect on physique, it is 
l" 
in giving rise to the arduous journeys (MWANJA) to and 
from the centres., when travellers cut down food almost 
. t_o zero\' ... On the. other hand rations pro'(ided ·by employers 
. • t ( . 
probabiy contain bett.er nourishment than .the. home diet, 
' . ' 




Ngindoland is sufficiently small, isolatedt and back-
ward for .one to make tole!'ably .compl·ete e$timates o.f local 
, income ·and expenditure. . On ~he .credit side,. what do the 
people earn and how do they earn it? .The biggest item is 
• ~ < ' • ' 
sale of' ·p~oduce 1 as set out earlier; its ·value, Shs ... 220, JOO/-· x 
p.a. On the basis of\5,.000 .families , the average· income 
per family per annum frbm produce alone is Shs. 45/•, a 
little over dou.ble the poll-tax of Shs. 20/-,, Next in size 
are the Government salaries~ Detail ••• 
I 
Nat1ve Authority salaries 
and allowances~ 
Game Dept. 
·(Not including salary of' 
European Senior Ga.me 
Ranger) 
Other Depts. 
Central Govt\· " · n 
( inc;J..uding hal.f salaries 
.or African tax..;.clerks 
· on half-yearly duty)· 
x Footnote: . 
.•..... 
. ... 
. ·• . 
.... 
To'.tal 






. In 19.$2 the number . of ... Ngindo :(men}' paying tax. was 
5,J372 ... In 1953 I found the number of permanent-' .exemp,;,. 
tions to be approximately 500., It is reasonable. to 
xx . 
. suppose the ref ore that Ngindoland ·contains at least 5, 000 
. . 
families, each composed as follows .,. • 1 Husband 
l~ Wives ·(as per 
polygyny ratel 
2 Childre11-
xx Footnote: I deliberately postulate a minimum figure, lest 
I should. under-estimate local incoae-levels. 
Other items are roadwork, salaries from miscellaneous 
Government votes, porterage, wages from commerce, and 















Detail • •• . . ·• Shs. 15,904/-
" 4,160/-. ·•·. 
n io,ooo/-.... 
tr 15,000/-.... 
.. . ~ n J,600/-
ff 1,000/-. , .. 
fl 4,000/-. ·• .. 
" 25,000/-. •··. 
TOTAL " ' 79,200/-
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There being positively no other source of cash within 
Ngindoland, excepting at the expense of fellow-Ngindo, the 
total annual income can therefore be put at Shs~ 445,089/-. 
' .. 
After careful discussion with local people includ-
ing traders, I have assessed the minimum reasonable cash 
amount required by a family in the course of a year at 
Shs. 112/-. Detail • • • 
Cloth (husband) . . .. Shs • 24/-
(wives) " 36/-. ·• . 
(Children") tf . 12/-• • • 
Poll-tax . " 20/-• • • 
Implements, etc., tf ·10/-• • • 
Salt n· 10/-. ·•. 
TOTAI;i. ft 112/-
If each family maintained this standard, Shs. 560,000/-
would be required every year. So there would appear to 




What does a migrant-labourer stand to bring into the 
country ? Be:f ore the War, very few sent cash or cloth 
home in advance; about a third came back with a few shill-
ings; a quarter with about 50/•; the rest empty handed. 
Over half however brought back a respectable supply of 
cloth;that is, over 10 PANDEs (a PANDE is a.bout .2 yards). 
Cloth was of course much cheaper then than at present~ 
" 
Since the War somewhat more labour-migrants appear to 
have sent cash ahead of them, and somewhat fewer have 
• 
come back pannile.ss. Detail . ~. 
Men sending Amount Men bringing 
cash ahead. (in shillings) cash EersonallI· 
71% Nil 15% 
7% Less than 25 30% 
~ 25 to 50 26% 
>r 
9% §@:to 100 16% 
tot 
2% l:Qe to 200 11% 
J% Over 200 2% 
Note: some who faile4 to bring back ·cash 
compensated in cloth;. almost all those bringing in over 
Shs. 200/- had no cioth. 
The approximate value of these savings is Shs• 9,525/- for 
the 130 trips surveyed; giving an average per trip of 
Shs. "13/- .. Corresponding ffgures for cloth are ••~ 
Cloth sent Approx •. -1.Tal ue Cloth brought 
in advance in shillings PersonallI 
75% Nil 10% 
15% 25 45% 
sf,- 50 30% 
2%- 100 15% 
The approximate value of this cloth is Shs. 7,125/-, giving 
an average per trip of Sha. 55/-. Hence.total average 
savings per trip appear to be Shs. 128/-. 
x Footnote: this is the sample, embracing 86 migrant-labourers. 
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Migrant-labourers very commonly convert cash into cloth 
at an intermediate point on the return journey, especially 
if prices are lower than at home. Throughout they will 
have kept in touch by occasional letters delivered by 
hand, scarcely ever by post. Rost of those staying away 
any length of time pay poll-tax whilst still at work~ 
Others pay immediately on return• 
I also worked out the·gross earnings of post-War 
migrants int~rviewed. The amount is Shs. 52,899/..;, 
(about Shs• 407/- per trip), and the se.vings expressed as 
a percentage come to 31•5%; roughly a third; Migrant-
labourers, then, evidently spend over half their pay at 
work, a drain which the answers given by informants would 
not lead one to.suspect; many claim to be very close 
with theiz: money. The usual non-essential purchases men• 
tioned are relishes and extra food, tobacco and cigarettes, 
beer>, fancy clothes;, litigation, and prostitutes. Very 
few live at a consistently improved·level; that is, 
consuming sugar, cooking-oil, a.nd so forth. Absolutely 
none make major investments like bicycles. One should 
consider the cash-value of a man's upkeep during the time 
he maintains himself from· outside sources. Reverting to 
my earlier estimate, he need.s; Shs. 24/- p.a~ for elnthing 
and Shs. 20/- for poll-tax. To this I would add another 
Shs.- 16/- for odd necessities, giving Sha.· 60/- p.a.; Now, 
the aver·age length of trip being .eight months, each 
absentee would relieve the home resources to the extent 
of Shs. 40/- p.a. Hence the nett saving he effects is 
Shs • 16S/- p .• a. 
!£ this is the case, it would require 619 trips 
per annum to compensate Ngindoland's apparent leeway of 
Shs.~ 100,000/- between income and expenditure; This chain 
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of reckoning lies open to considerable error, whilst in 
reality Ngindo clearly ad.opt the metho? of lowering 
living-standards·. Nevertheless it would seem that, say, 
500 trips p.a.·. must be done in order to provide ·reasonable 
conditions. ·Note that the number of annual trips made by 
Nginao to Nachingwea at its .zenith approached· 500·. Labour-
migration of the order of 500 trips p.a·. would mean the 
absence of about 10% of adult males year in year out. 
There is the objection that the gross-wages per trip 
figure used above implies a suspiciously high monthly 
wage, namely Shs·. 50/-. But I have checked it thoroughly 
and find it an accurate'reflection of state~ents made by 
the migrant-labourers questioned, whose answers were 
neither improbable nor inconsistent. The explanation may 
l.ie in two factors. First, the predominance of well-paid 
workers in the long-term category. Second, inclusion of 
wives' ef4rnings •• ·• about 5% o:f . the trips in question are 
likely to have_ been affected in this way. If for the sake 
of argument the gross-earnings figure is inflated, the 
adjustments to be made are raising of the savings ratio 
. above one third of migrant-labour income,'and stepping up 
the nuinber of trips required to fill the gap in Ngindoland's 
budget. Neither ·of which upsets my conclusions·. The one 
would resolve the anomaly of an apparently excessive 
spending-rate by migrants at the centr~s·. The other would 




CHAPTER III. LOCAL ORGANIZATION. 
Ngindoland as it now stands is a. block of country 
about 100 mile.s square. Its estimated population amounts 
. .. x 
to J0,000. So the density per square mile cannot exceed 
' five. The people live in loose, elongated communities 
strung out along the valley troughs which occasionally 
fissure the otherwise uniform elephant-ridden woodland 
and thicket of tl?-e plateau. Internally these 'settlements' 
are only semi-continuous. That is, the fields, most of 
which contain their owners' huts, lie within reach of 
each other but not necessarily contiguous. Therefore I 
'lVOid the word village with its .implication of a ,compact 
unit• Barikiwa, for instance, stretches over a distance 
of ten miles including three gaps of well, over a mile. 
In this connection it is important to note t}?.at all central 
Liwale lies under tree cover. This automatically throws 
a blanket over human activities. Neighbours living a 
couple of hundred yards apart will not be able to see each 
other from their doorways. A man can enter or leave home 
and no one is the wiser. Ngindo definitely cherish this 
elbow rooll1:•· Their forest camouflage seems to exert a 
profound influence, helping to make them secretive and 
insular. - To measure the stature of the settlements 
against the environment, remember that at least· 99% of 
Ngindoland is standing forest. Certain major valleys 
have a trickle of population throughout their length. In 
them one can walk 50 miles as much .in the fields as out~ 
More· often the intervals between settlements are greater.· 
Ten miles is not unusual. So the settlement, although 
itself straggling, generally has a perfectly clear spatial 
de£inition in relation to other settlements. 
x Footnote: this is my own personal computation, in the absence 
of reliable Census figures. 
Against the extraordinary fragmentation of Ngindo-
land one must set the high mobility of' the Ngindo. The 
peoJ.le, women included, think nothing of walking 20 miles. 
They will commonly attend a beer-party 10 miles away, 
returning home the same day. Excellent paths connect 
most settlements and nearly all the frequented ones are 
by unpaid levies under the Jumbes 
hoed yearlyt._ Until the late thirties the nearest produce 
market was Kilwa 150 miles away on the coast, a journey 
then done by all and sundry year by year1o Evenenow a 
great many live upwards of 50 miles from the court-centre 
and marketatLiwale-boma, t9 which a member of each domestic 
family must re)air at least once a year in order to sell 
enough produce to meet tax, cloth, salt, and other necessi-
ties. In the outlying parts odd hawkers and petty traders 
only partially satisfy the local demand, especially seeing 
that clients must inevitably visit Liwale-boma with its 
dozen modest African shops. Not every settlement is self-
contained with Muslim preacher, herbalist, smith, and the 
like. Customers generally go further afield to seek the 
goods or services they require. For instance, the pottery 
industry, localised at two points in the Sultanate, attracts 
many visitors. Alternatively ambulant specialists, notably 
circumcisors, penetrate to every corneri Major rituals 
such as Muslim feasts ••• established mosques, as the map 
shows, are to be found only here and there ••• bring 
together a big outside attendance. This is particularly 
true of pagan initiation, which is an annual event at 
. x 
almost every settlement1_Even minor beer parties get their 
quota from the next-door settlement. Again local migra-
tion constantly distorts the shape of existing settlements 
and creates new ones; Ngindo say "we do not stay long 
enough to eat our own mangoesn, meaning that by the time 
a slow-growing tree has matured they will be bound to have 
moved on. This is primarily the result of shifting culti-
x Thanks to staggering of the rites at various points., 




vat ion. The short three-season rotation impels even 
stable folk to follow a slow orbit of perhaps a few 
miles a generatiotl.'. Clearly, Ngindo do not anchor them-
, ( 
selves firmly to one site, or even area. They have such 
short roots that they can readily be transplanted. 
High mobility is not the only means whereby the 
Ngindo embrace their country• Discussion of bush crafts, 
especially honey, has shown the stretches between settle-
ments, although uninhabited, to be not disused. But the 
people only partially surmount the physical barriers 
which divide them. In truth, contacts between settlement 
residents and outsiders are superficial compared with the 
constant come-and-go within the settlement itself. All the 
ordinary pursuits in which people combine, beer-brewing, 
work-parties, minor rituals, concern fairly close neigh-
bours, who alone can follow all the undercurrents, hence 
participate. in the community's life and grasp it fully.; 
An outsider can never be altogether up to date, and I have 
constantly noticed settlement members' ignorance of affairs 
in the next settlement• 
There seems to be a certain optimum size beyond 
which a settlement will.cease to operate as such on the 
quotidian level. l put this at three mile.s from end to 
end. If the occupied belt extends further, the whole 
tends to split assunder along any substantid gap between 
one lot of fields and the next around about.that critical 
·distance. If no such convenient no-man's-land or buffer 
offers, the whole will form a series of overlapping spheres, 
each a settlement for the purposes of daily contact and 
work. To give an example, people further up or downstream 
than the effective limit will come without implements to a 
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work-party, just to join in the drinking afterwards; where-
as true settlement neighbours will co-operate as a team. 
Whilst this is so, the intensity of relations throughout 
an isolated or composite settlement, as just defined, is 
lower than in the cliques which go to form it. How are 
these circles within a eircte disposed ? The answer is, 
around kinship groupings. The basic units are petty 
a.gnatic lineages, ea.ch the nucleus of its own spati9'1 
cluster and observing exogamy. To denot;e the territorial 
µianifestation of such a lineage I use the word 'cell', of 
which the pictorial definition can be seen later in this 
section (Field. and Thicket-Plans). Patrilineage-cells 
of this type, though perfectly evident on the ground; are 
not so explicit in their title, Their designation is 
1 AKINA so-and-so', being-the name of the founder coupled 
with AKINA, an elastic term for groups or categories of 
people. It is a.J.so found in Swahili. People have diffi-
culty in specifying what they_mean by lineage without 
reference to the bigger unit to which it belongs• This the 
natives call kiRABWA (plural iRABWA), and I call 'clan'; 
strictly a misnomer, for the kiRABWA has littl,e in common 
with the corporate clan as generally understood. It might 
better be described as a 'descent-name group'. But for 
convenience I use clan. For the·present I am concerned 
with its ,distribution alone and will dwell on no other 
attribute beyond stating that.the clan has a name, totem 
avoidance, and theoretical exogamy; 
Cl.ans have scarcely any spatial consistency and 
repose in fragments the length and breadth of the country. 
( - C¢1l' 
.Members of any one fragment. (i.e. lineag~ recognize agnatic 
kinship with one or two others, seldom more. .I would say 
that aniHUKA, one of the few outsize ·clans, probably has 
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. a-'-h.Uildr-ed_.miniatur-e ,.:,b:ranches ·at- varioas-. pei-nts ~. ·n--Bar-ikiwa 
settlement alone has four., each of them free to intermarry 
.... and several hundred odd females married out besides" 
Slave adoptions and imperfectly known totems add to the con-
fusion. For these reasons, and because such ·enquiries aroused 
suspicion disproportionate to their value, I found systematic 
·plotting of clans to be impracticable. However I recorded a. 
glimpse of the situation in one corner of Ngindoland #,I.# 
(Diagram overleaf - Top}. The four major clans represented . 
may have had other branches in the settlements concerned, and 
odd female members were not recorded. It would have required 
a prolonged stay in each to pin down all the inhabitants. As 
can be seen, a lot. of settlements between camping places were 
skipped. Those investigated were found to contain over twenty 
other clans, probably an under-statement. The number of clans 
alleged to be present.in Ngindoland is just under a hundred 
which, with an estimated 30,000 population, gives an average 
of about 300 men, women, and ·Children per clan. 
Clans appear to have been localised to a greater extent 
in the old days; that is, be.fore the wholesale raiding began• 
But· the height of dislocation occurred in the Ngoni wars the 
best part of a century ago. And no one can tell what happened 
before that, However, I located a clan seemingly unique for 
the multiplicity of its known branches and for its tenacious 
hold on a home area. This is NJOWU of Barikiwa. NJOWU is 
emphatically the only Ngindo clan which could be explored 
through a single source. Any other would have entailed 
separate enquiries £or each of an indeterminate number of 
branches. Even NJOWU coverage has not, I suspect, been one 
hundred percent; not at any rate outside Ngindoland where the 
names, but nothing more, of several branches are known.· I 
have come upon traces of the same clan name, apparently 
unconnected, as far away as the Portuguese East A£r,can border 
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NjoW\l is glaringly untypical nowadays. On the other hand .it 
may be the one clan in the country which approximates to the 
,k 
pristine Ngi11do clan; hence~in a sense typical.;· The recorded 
total living membership of some 350 tallies with the hypothe-
tical ~verage clan strength. But informants had lost track 
of the whereabouts of half these members, indicating that 
many were domiciled outside Ngindoland. Over 90% of unlocated 
members were female. Those.adult male members of the clan 
whose abode is known to informants at the centre are seen to 
be distributed within a 50 mile radius for the most part; 
They include only such branches as allegedly observe exogamy, 
the remainder being too imperfectly known to warrant plotting. 
Generally the density of clan members is highest at the centre, 
falling ·Off towards the-periphery. A high proportion of males 
have emigrated locally leaving only a moderate core behind. 
The scatter of f·emales is still more pronounced~ About, one in 
ten lives at the centre as compared with one in three males. 
The big overall preponderance of females seems fortuitous;. 
• 
................. 
Having indicated its clan context I now return to the 
lineage. As a rule a particular clan is represented by only 
one lineage in a settlement'• But the larger and more ubiqui-. 
tous clans may have several branches in a big settlement·, 
permitting intermarriage between members of one. andc3 the other 
some ;eaee1-· .. ·iag eJEogamy, some not. Where lineages. of the sam4 
clan in different settlements have ma~ntained exoga.my and 
awareness of mutual relationship, there is some ground'for 
regarding their totality a.s something typologically, different 
from the single-branch 'local-lineage', namely a 'scattered-· 
lineage'. But the cohesion of such scattered-;J.il)eages is so 
weak that they remain merely nominal units, the component 
lineages of which carry on precisely as if they were pure and 
s~x;ttple local-lineages. If their separation in space persists 
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they will probably, with the consequent lapse of exogamy, 
become true local-lineages. If they f'oregather after being 
apart they will tend to telescope and to resume exogamy where 
formerly it had fallen out of use. The local-lineage is 
a manifestation of clan and scattered-lineage impotence in the 
face of physical distance. 
The local-lineage, which I henceforth·c.all plain 
'lineage', comprises a man and his sons, or _a set of brothers 
and their sons, or a similar grouping. As a residential 
unit or lineage-cell, it rarely attains a "dozen domestic 
households ••• ·a man likes to build a separat·e hut when once 
he has taken delivery of his bride, and sometimes earlier. 
If' it is his first marriage he will be about twenty years old 
by then-. Polygynists usua.lly provide each wife with her own 
accommodation, often with their huts facing onto the same 
courtyard or arena; but sometimes a couple of minutest walk, 
couple of miles, or even a couple of' settlements apart. The 
line,6age-cell is the typical residential unit; but not to 
the exclusion of all other types or combinations. One finds a 
considerable minority of cases where uterine kin or affines 
form appendages to agnat.ic nuclef• mostly in the shape of 
suitors who have stayed on as uxorilocal husbands, their 
issue, as uterine relatives of the old inhabitants, belonging 
there permanently'! There is also a sprinkling of elderly, 
ailing, or needy persons who have become satellites of their 
more robust, but not 
commonly finds a man 
necessarily agnatic, kinsmen. One 
I • ~ 
ancl(1is youthful sons building in a tight 
cluster, but seldom mature brothers, or.men and their mature 
sons·. A forty-year-old, though not deserting his lineage 
fellows, will generally build a couple· o.f hundred yards away~ 
or if surrounded by his oWn. dependants a good deal further 
than that. Eating arrangement~ are on a hut by hut basis. 
If two or three close kinsmen live within a stone's throw 
a 
of one another they may serve £ood at each of their huts in 
turn, but more often they feed independently, 
Both clan and scattered-lineage are acephalous except-
ing in so far as the two have been influenced by Indirect 
Rule's hypothetical ''clan-head', a subject to which I shall 
return. (See Chapter IV, Agnat.ic Kinship) • I bracket clan 
and scattered-lineage here because they were in practice 
synonymous when it came to attempting to choose native leaders. 
Before the Europeans came, lineage-heads with an indeterminate 
following seem to have acted on a super-lineage scale, but 
only in the capacity of peaceful arbitrators. They were in 
no sense chiefs, or even petty headmen, s9 small was their 
scope and.so limited their function; but they were. a factor 
· transcending the immediate lineage or settlement• One should 
not forget that in those days the settlements were probably 
even more amorphous than at present, being scattered through 
the sprawling thickets of the plateau instead ·Of along the 
relatively tidy line Qf the valleys. Also the people were 
far less mobile. Since the advent of European rule however 
a hierarchy of Ngindo headm.en has been brought into being~ 
Both Germans and British obtained these lead,ers locally, 
adjusting their m.unber to about 20.' With minor fluctuations 
this has been the Government system throughout; that is, 
for something over 50 years. Each salaried headman controls 
about 200 tax-payers. all,otted on elastic territorial terms, 
the average settlement having less than 50 tax-payers. 
Naturally, the headman has to delegate his authority to 
subordinates. at present unofficial, i.n the constituent 
settlements of his area•' It is these alien-inspired person-
ages who today provide the administrative nexus between 
settlements and between the various quarters of Ngindoland, 
which is currently served by a single legally constituted 
court. B~fore the war it had a dozen. 
Both clan and settlement have been' defined terri-
torially. What is their inter-relationship ? Barikiwa, 
with 530 souls, has 20 clans represented by adult males, 
each averaging half a dozen men, i.e. the lineage-cell 
nuclei referred to earlier. Three quarters of these 
clans have f.emale members married out there as well. In 
addition, another 15 clans are represented solely by 
f.emale spouses from outside settlements. ·when one adds 
the sub-division of certain clans into several distinct 
exogamous units, the full diversity of lineal kinship 
groups in an Ngindo settlement becomes apparent• Study 
of the field plans (Survey trA~ overleaf) of this and other 
sample settlements will give a better idea. than pages of 
description. 
Constant splintering within the one and only 
effective N gindo social unit demonstrates the superior 
pull of privacy and prestige motives over considerations 
of physical security and kinship soliqarity. For the time 
being I leave aside discussion of these motives. They will 
recur (see end of Chapter VIII, Special Ideology). At 
times oi' year other than when the crops are maturing 
there is much to be said for compact grouping of huts 
around the granaries• · Also, if the huts lie close together, 
thei~cassava plots will form a continuum of which only 
, a ... ~ ... a.l . 
the fringes are likely to suffer damage by 1_pests; thanks 
to the proximity of humans. Ngindo appreciate these 
advantages, not to mention increased personal protection 
against wild beasts, but take only the feeblest steps to 
achieve them. They deliberately opt for precarious iso-
la ti on~ In one solitary instance did I find a concrete 
reason advanced for this• A bunch of agnates had built 
their granaries in one spot, only to hav~ the whole lot 
destroyed by fire. Therefore they reverted to diffusion. 
11~. 
Notes on the Village-Surveys. 
Master-Key. 
For reasons of economy in money &.nd space, certain 
of the Surveys have been grouped together on single plates. 
To correlate such Surveys one must first look at the small -
scale map on page SOJ: .a, marked IVIAS'I'E~KEY (at ~top-left). 
Covering a 500-mile square, it indicates the four main 
blocks of country ('Blocks'designated by Roman numerals I 
II, III, and IV) in which the surveyed villages ('Villagef) 
lie, with the individual Villages appearing as alphabeti-
cally-lettered triangles. Outside the Blocks, the main 
Ngindo-speaking concentrations are here shown by means 
of shaded-areas (hatched in one direction for Ngindo-proper, 
and cross-hatched for peripheral-Ngindo). The major place-
names in southern Tanganyika are included a.s a guide for 
the correct positioning of the Ngin.do-speaking groups. 
Block-rna;es~· 
Next, one must consult the larger-scale maps relating 
to the Blocks, each covering a 100-mile square or less. On 
them the ethnic composition of each area is indicated (as 
per the legend specified for eDch Block-map), and the Villages 
put into their detailed local context. The Block-maps, and 
their subdivisional maps, are situated at three points in 
the t.ext ••• 
( i) Ndq,I!fi_e Outliers• Block-maps I and II, along with 
the relevant Villages Hand J, appear on page 
501.a ; Block-map III, with Village G, on page 50lb. 
(ii) !'!gindoland Varian.ts. Block-map IV, with Villages 
B,b,D,E, and F, comes at page 360. 
(iii) Home-Ngindo Specimen. Though included in Block-map 
IV, Village A api:e ars on page 115.c, separately 
from the rest., as a detailed :i.llustration of local 
organisation. Because Village A comes first in the 
page-order, it is therefore accompanied by the 
overall Legend for all Village-Surveys. 
VILLAG~SURVEYS. 
Village A, as the main specimen studied, stands in a 
class apart. Its unwieldy size necessitated my splitting 
it into four parts ('Segments t}, each territorially dis-
tinct, being separated by more than a mile of forest from 
adjacent Segments. IIow the Segments lie in relation to one 
another can be seen from the combined plan at top-right. 
0~A'tt~bot5t.im left I give details of the principal inter-
Cell a.ffiliations {using the circular shaped ownership-symbol 
as an example). By .'allied Cells' I mean those which combine 
on certain occasions but split ,ansunder on others, giving rise 
to a variable degree of autonomy on the part of each Cell, 
though always with close mutual ties. The distinction between 
this degree of dist.;i.nce and that separating two 'Sub-Cells' 
is very slight, and might even be thought unjustified. 
However I could detect a difference, which amounted to a 
heightened intensity of contacts between Sub-Cells, as com-
pared with those between Allied Cells. A Sub-Cell wquld 
conduct scarcely any activities independently of its fellow 
Sub-Cell. 
By'Same Exogamous Descent-Name' I mean that two or 
more Cells belong to the same exogamous unit, but that the 
Cell separatism of each is not thereby bridged. · By 'Ditto. 
No Exogamy' I mean that the Cells belong to the same descent 
name group, but are free to intermarry. Note that 'Allied 
CellsY do not necessarily belong to the same exogamous uni~, 
or even to the same descent-name group. \'where the connection 
between Jt'two Cells can be traced only through a ha.nger-on 
·spinster a resident ex-suitor, or other immigrant member, 
the fact' is recorded by the use of the appropriate 'widow', 
Footnote x: Approximately ten miles long from end to end, 
and numbering over 50(\ souls. 
Footnotex:x 
To prevent confusion, the letter "I" 
is omitted from this series. 114.a 
'uterine ' , or other marking in con junction "'i th the Cell-
symbol . Village A is , of course , aenatically organised . 
The accompanying 'Thicket- Plan ' (page 115} provides 
a magnified portion of 11lock~Map IV. It also serves t o 
orientate t he foregoing Forcst- Lharts illustrating the 
forest material in Chapter II . 'l'he Forest-Ghart a r eas , her e 
designat ed 'sample areas' , appear as enclosed spaces wi th 
oblique hatching and the code-let t ers P,B, and c. The 
names in r ectangular boxes are those of individual thickets. 
Villages B, D,E , ~nd F are presented in precisely 
the same Wey rs . Viflage J • '·OCh is entirely independent of 
the others. Even the two that are closest together lie more 
than 20 miles apart; whilst th e distance bet-ween B and D is 
almost 100 mi les . l'herefore any correspondences in Cell-
symbols mean nothjng exceptine that I use the same series 
of symbols for each Survey . 1'he note at top-right refers 
only to Village v. 
Village H, though it possesses less corpor ate i dentit 
is treated in the same s the Ngindoland Surveys. But 
whereas each of the Ngindoland Villages chosen fo r med an ent-
irely separate unit sever al miles from any other, Vil l age H 
is nothing but the edge of a some hat densely populated 
bel t; hence the numerous abs entee field- owners , and the 
numerous unsurveyed han1fils nearby . xx 
Villages G and J are matrilineal in char acter. 
Village d, as shown in the sub-division (upFer-right) of Block 
'P III, is simply an Ndonde encla e in a populous , mainly 
Makonde-Ma.tambwe , zone. Village J , on the other hand, 
stands isolated from surroundi ng settlements; Qnd in addi t i on, 
most of its fields lie at a distance of more than two miles 
from the homesteads. 
'fhe symbols here used for the ' Relationships of Owne r s' 
require some elucidation; for they are less obvious than 
those employed in the agnatically- organized Villages. As 
expl&ined in the no}es at the foot of the 'List of Occupants' 
for Village G ( page_it;;s•1 :f;i }, l.he .t ' i votal Member is the man 
or woman by reference to whom I orientete the remaining 
memoers . l'he terms 'agnatic' and 'matrilineal ' I apply a r-
bitrarily in this context to the following categories. x 
By J.'.tat.rilineal Member I mean daughter , male ma t er nal cousin 
or nephew or other such male maternal relative, and female 
maternal cousin or niece or other such female m~ternal 
relat i ve. ~ .l i ere the ' r·iat r ilineal ember ', s o defin ed, i s 
female, then her husband , as household.er , has the label 
J.'.•a.rried to L·:atrilineal •"lember . By Ae;natic Jiember I _ mean 
son , male pater nal cousin or nephew or other such 1uale 
pater nal relctive , and female paternal cousin or ni ce o r 
other such female paternal r elative . v'lhere the ' P gnat i c 
~ember ' is female , then her husband, as householder, has 
the label Married to Agnatic Member. 
are 




















































































































































































































































































LEGE ms FOR ALL VILLAGFrSURYEY~· , , )-. a. I 
I. Owners of Hute and Field • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Internal SeBl!lenyation of Symbol. : 
(r(')und e~bo used as e.n example) : 
Ownin : Ownin11 : 
Shape of Symbol. 
(Cell I used as an example) 






































[I • . . . 
Owner of both Hut 
and Field • 
Owner of Hut only. 
" " Field " • 
: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
: 









(age.in using circular,Cell I 







XXIII : ~,Tote !. The sequence of small 
alphabetical lettere 
in th: section hae 









of unattached widowe,; 
the person represented 
by such a letter is the 
senior male occupant 
(or owner). Juveniles 
are not shown. ~ XII I 
1 
~ XXVI 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sul:rCells.(Cell XI, circular- shaped yrnbol used as an example) 
Main-Cell. SUb-Cell. 
Where two Cel l s are di st in ct, and yet f'ueed 
as a territor al, occupational, or kinship 
unit, the one(main-Cell) is indicated by the 
appropriate cell-marking; the other(eub-Cell). 
by the same marking, but with a double out-
line. An ad i tional ub-Cell will have an 
extra outline. 
,, s-. b 
~Relationehips of Ownere(Cell !,round eymbol need as an example). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Under Agnati c Conditions . Under Matrilineal Condition!• 
Symbol . Meaning. . Symbol. Meaning • • 
() Aenatic member. L .. Cl.c. Pivotal member. 
er : er Uterin e " : Ma rried to a matri-• : linea l member . 
<Y 
• 
~ • Aff'inal " Agnat i c member. • : 
: 
cY Unrelated widow. : er Marri ed t o an • ·agnatic member • • • 
er f Agna tic 
• 
.()*1 : " • Matrilineal member • • .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Note I. The type of' organization prevailing in each Survey is indi-
cated thus:- AG _'ATIC or MATR!LI EAL, written immediately 
below the mai~ code-letter at the head of the ~~rvey. 
Note 2. As a rule, t hese relationship-markings appear only on the 
hut-owner symbol ••• that is, if' an owner has out l ying 
fields as well, the ownership-symbol f'or such fields will 
not bear the relationship-marking • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • 
3. Inanimate Objects. 





















Huts(; shown here). 
Lookoute(2 • " ) . 
Granaries • 






owner living outside 
the Village surveyed ••...•... ~ ....•...•.......................•.....•.•..•.•.•.•••••••• ·1 
Symbol. ~eaning. 
= = = = = = = = = = = Motor-road. 
















Villa e- urvey chowin the Settle ent of Barikiwa. 
The K y- Plan (top-ri t, reading the maps upright) 
orient~teo ~he fou r Sc0 nents . In the diaEr m at. 
e ettom l oft are the principal inter- Cell links. 











ot li in th ir corr t 
d round to v sp • 
( oirol , qu re , tr1 l ,cro s) on both 
p , indic ting the Se nt ' tru.e r l tiT 
outlin d in r d for gr t r cl rity. 
Pri~ci al linea e=Cell and~~~ ffilia i2._~_ iwa ______ ,;;;;. 
(uFi e the ro nd- ha ed symbol thr ueh-
0u t , e nd C 11 I arki neA i n t h Le~e d • 
LEGEND. 
x p,,o n1te 
x 
H re, t he othPr merrher q n~ i q 
hel r.Bine t~e ~a~P r -
~ · r~hi a All wi the men in 
A i,., 
he AA .e ~PRCPr - am e 
ro p a rrt pr0hj~itinp 
m tu jrtermarripop . 
Both LireA~P-CPll~ · ,., 
t hP ~A~e ne~0 - r Ame 
p:r oup , hu pe1"T'jt jre 
rr llAl irtp ArriAoe. 
m~ ~ · ~ IireA~P-GPl ' hnu h 
e gr,, p A~ hP, rP oen ~ no 
eci+ i'">n, g . 
11 S-. c! 
116. 
As will have re en seen from the cultivation cycle , a 
considerable portion of the season necessitates a modified 
type of residence owing to the need for guarding the 
gro ing crop. For the first four months of the calendar 
year Ngindo practise virtual transhumance , sleeping, 
cooking , and living in their substantial field-lookouts. 1 
'he latter generally stand at strategic points on the 
perimeter of the fields , hence somewhat distant from 
each other and from the living-huts. So even the 
members of tight ly-knit hut clusters spend long periods 
in relative solitude . It has also been shown that the 
lookouts tend to become the homesteads proper in the 
course of time , depending on their central position in 
the opened-up cultivation areas and on the status of 
their owners (see Chapter II , ields. ) 
The terrain of Ngindoland varies appreciably from 
area to area . But in certain basic respects the same 
conditions obtain throughout . Everywhere one finds 
moderately dense tree cover. This means that bush- fruits , 
4 l:I.~ 
building poles , and most~ssential materials are to be had . 
ater supplies are fairly plentiful and evenly di~tributed, 
which allows Ngindo to spread even though they ha e got 
used to being near water and find it a penance to have to 
go long distances to draw it . Fertility appears tolerably 
uniform, excepting in certain favoured valley bottoms~ 
Certainly one could subsist in any part of gindoland . 
1'he environment therefore permits scatter; but only 
partially explains it . The more cogent reasons , hich 
are so iological , will be elucidated later (s ee end of 
Chapter VIII , Special Ideology). Wh t any male gindo 
of standing aims at is a perfectly distinct home-place 
peculiar to himself and peopled by as many dependants 
s can be attracted thither , subject of course to the 
117. 
difficulty that many of the latter ill progr s -
ively be obsessed by the ame mbition . 
even hen he occup nt ha ov don somewher else , 
people will still say "These are so- nd-so's 
fallo s" . espit administrativ pr ssure exerted 
for veral decades in f vour of closer settle ent 
•• • note that the culmin ting m ure of whole ale 
evacu tion was offi · l y known as the Closer S ttle-
ment chm ••• and the incre ing hardship and 
economic lo of le din such life , it i a tonish-
ing lo m ny still contriv to achiev it . mile , 
or sever 1 iles , from th nearest neighbour one 
comes upon solit r.y clearing of ten acres or o, 
with its t o or thre hut • A n ber of th ller 
• 
s ttl ments are erely flo rishing editions of this 
microcosm, he eas th bi er on ar nothing but 
agglomer tion of them. 
Being without genuin centralization, Ngindo 
eek to bol ter their p rilously small ocial unit 
by means of stabilising rital ties . An Ngindo 
ettlement 1 like a tent r sting on a firm s t ructure 
of intern 1 marri g s and anchored by guy rope 
radi ting in all directions; that is , by it exter-
nal marriage • at is the length and calibre of 
. 
these teth rin links ? his can b een vi ually 
from a spouse distribution chart (next p ge) hich 
sho s something over one-third to b fellow ttle-
ment members , something under third to be fro 
within 25 mile radiu , and th re ind r fro 
further afield. The detail is s follow :-
• 
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It should be rioted that in the settlement surveyed, 
Ba.rikiwa, the percentage of nearby spouses probably 
exceeds by a wide margin that of Ngindoland as a whole. 
The present tren.d appears to be towards diffusion., which 
is evidentyprima facieJfrom genealogies reaching back 
into the nineteenth century. It also finds proof in a 
similar distribution chart ref erring to three of the 
component Barikiwa lineages, whose percentage of spouses 
from the immediate neighbourhood rises to 60%. The 117 
marital unions in question ranged from the present to 
the s.ixth ascending generation, indicating that partners 
in marriage in the old days rarely came from afar. Nowa-
days, on the contrary, the network expands apace. Migrant 
labourers frequently state that their expenses in transit 
to the labour-centre a couple of hundred miles away were 
zero, thanks to the presence of kinsfolk all a.long the 
route. 
Ngindo society, its agnatic cells too minute and 
flabby to form a hard structure, resembles a non-verti-
brate creature possessing a broad shell~ That shell is 
kinship. Ngindo for the most part seek their spouses 
awa.y from the home settlement• The result is a complex 
web of kinship flung right across Ngindoland• Since mar-
riage other than to divorcees and widows im~lies prolonged 
uxorilocal service on the part of the suitor a groom will 
have made multiple and durable contacts .in his bride's 
settlement before taking her home to live with him. 
Whilst at work .he gets used to shuttling backwards and 
forwards; Ther~after, spouses must be allowed access 
to their blood kin at regular intervals. So the intensity 
of their contact diminishes only partially. Any event of 
note in either family would undoubtedly bring them 
together. Once a marital link has been forged the off- . 
spring have a close bond with their maternal kin and 
,. 
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maintain a constant come-and-go .. There .is a rationale 
in this pronounced lateral development, which can be 
·co~pared to a. man .crossing a marsh. If he stands upright 
•he .. sinks immediately. If he lies flat he remains on 
the .surface. The present insecurity of Ngindoland as 
envi;ronment and its historic insecurity in war have made 
it treacherous as a marsh.;. One is conscious that Ngindo 
life represents something of a tour de force. Necessarily 
. the .Ngindo evolve into· an extreme social type~ 
121. 
CHAPTER IV. KINSHIP • 
.Procreation. · 
Popular views on procreation determine paternity. 
Those of the Ngindo appear to conform in almost every 
respect with scientific ones. They know the period of 
gestation and use it to calculate roughly the intercourse 
responsible for a particular embryo. For instance .in a 
infant girl marriage or betrothal, a child is scarcely 
Whenever the eventuality does come about, 
ever born oyt of wedlock. I Wk:ef'e .it doee k:afJfJSB, the geni-
tor should regularise the position by marriage. Otherwise 
a. 
he may get custody by paying 1 f~xed amount in cash, ·currently 
· 20/- for a boy, 30/- for a girl. Failing this, the .mother•'s 
kinsfolk adopt the child, who nevertheless follows the 
genitor's clan and totem, if known;. A husband who had 
deserted his leprous wife put in a claim f'our years later 
for a child born in the interim. He lost his case and 
the child went to the mother's kin, with the proviso that 
if the true father "possessing its blood" could be traced, 
he would be free to sue for it: (AP. 24/4lh If a child is 
born to an adulterous genitor, the latter has no claim on 
it• The child assumes the pater's clan and totem, and 
in every way behaves as his child. Judging by physical 
resemblances, this type of paternity abounds• As a rule 
it gets secret acknowledgment by thoseconcerned. The 
expectant mother, fearing for her life should she refuse 
to divulge the truth of paternity to her midwives, usually 
confesses. In the case of twins, the second to be delivered 
is held to be the senior. Twins occasionally thrive, but, 
owing to suckling and other difficulties, are not welcomed. 
Copulation with a suckling mother is fairly rigo}irously 
forbidden. Consequently children occur at moderate 
' x 
intervals. Infant mortality, standing at about 4o% , 
further separates the survivors• 
x Footnote: 
1, From a survey of ig5 women, virtually th~ entire 
child-bearing strength of a large settlement,. in-
cluding women married out from it, the following 
facts emerged:- · 
Overall infant mortality, i.e~ 
Live-born children who died 
before the age of about three 
years 
Male infant mortality 
Female infant mortality 
Proportion of females born 
Average live births per mother 
. 
••• 
• • • 
.... 
• • • 







Ngindo frankly regard the first two live-born child-
ren as expendable~ They call them 'openers' and 
liken them to the early pumpkins called kiBOKEYA of 
which the first fruit shrivels up., the second rots, 
and the third comes to maturity: 
2• Out of every hundred children born, females exceed 
males by six, a comfortable increase only slightly 
offset by the higher female mortality of 4o%, which 
is o.8% higher than that or males. Out of 9.,252 
adult home-Ngindo, a homogeneous sample taken by the 
1948 Census •• • being the residue untouched by the 
Evacuation Scheme, these are unlikely to have been 
affected by migrant-labour male absenteeism to any 
great extent :.• 54.8% were female; whilst the sex 
ratio among their 7,604 children stood almost at par 
(the 1931 figures, based on a somewhat larger samP.le, 
give almost the same rate for adults, namely 56.'4% 
female; though boys would seem to ha.ve outnumbered 
girls considerably/). 
3. Although I did not collect statistics on barren 
women, my rough estimate is that they are a very 
small minority; certainly not more than 10% of 
tota.1 adult women. 
-
Paras 2 and J will furnish data for ensuing sections 




Apart from immediate physical kin, such as mother 
or father and their siblings, brother or siste.r, and child, 
three main categories of people.may neither marry nor 
copulate. They are first, parallel cousins (that is,-
fairly close cousins. Those termed 'mhwibani' would be 
marginal. Again contact and co-residence are in.ore 
decisive than actual genealogical proximity); second, 
Ego and the spouses of his sons an<:f junior brothers; 
third, Ego and the spouses of his in-laws. Curiously 
enough, infringements concerning the latter' arouse a far 
' 
greater furore than any other, partly beca:use temptation 
\ and opportunity are greater and they therefore happen 
\more frequently; but essentially because·they vitiate 
inter-group relations regarded as vital• "Marriage con-
tacts hold a peculiar importance for the Nginrlo whose 
culture enshrines the ideal, and fr~quently achieyes 
the actuality, of the wholly solitary, ·wholly autonomous 
extended, or even.domestic; family• Marriage remains 
the sole ~rudging concessio:n to the outside world·. 
Brideweal'.th beihg a necessary constituent of 
Ngindo marriage, the·na.t~ves tend to construe incest in 
terms of it-. nwhy should we mar:t"'y close kin ?" they ask. 
0 Bridewealth goes round. in a circle*'• The idea plainly 
doe:> not hold water when it comes to Ego's mother's 
. sister's daughter, who lives elsewhere and belongs to 
a different clan. And there a.re other objections• For 
instance, why should casual incestuous intercourse be 
wrong if no bridewealth passes ? However it applies to 
the in-law-spouse taboo in that the aggrieved husband will 
have accepted or had a share in bridewealth paid or 
contributed towards by the offender, which same money 
124. 
may have been converted into bridewealth for the· seduced 
woman-. Only inasmuch as bridewealth symbolms inter-
group relations is this interpretation valid, It is not 
the bridewealth; but fear of ruptuJ:"e, that provokes alarm, 
T'nis is demonstrated by a case in which the plaintiff. 
sought to prevent his brother's daughter'.s marriage to a 
man who had benefited from the bridewealth paid by her 
~ 
father's sister's so. n i,e, the plaintiff's paternal 
l the -~.!1sband) 
nephew.· nThe court cannot stop hi~ was the verdict 
(AP 68/51),which shows not so much the impotence of the 
court as the situational nature of the in-law-spouse 
taboo; that is• as opposed t.o strict adjudication on 
grounds of bridewealth payments• 
This type of incest arouses such feeling that it 
leads to automatic divorce of the cu;tprit from his own 
wife, who is of course a kinswoman of the aggrieved 
husband• One of a number of such cases contains the 
·rollowing censure of the accused •. "He is a trouble-
maker l.n that he seduced his sister-nm-law" (BAR 4/.35) 1 
implying that; unlike other categories of _incestuous 
persons; he was a threat to the public. Genera.lly 
divorce seems to have been sufficient punishment• In 
four out of five cases (MCH 12/45 against MCH 75/4J, 
_ 25/44, BAR 4/J5; AP i6/42) no compensation for .adultery 
was awarded,; In the last named case, however, the 
judgment specified that; contrary to the usual divorce 
procedure, no refund of bridewealth should be made. In 
cases like this the outgoing wife expresses indignation 
at her husband's conduct, whereas in the ordinary way. 
wives are not in :the least jealous oV'er their husbands. 
The courts are likewise severe. "He has slept with his 
brother-in-law's wife. This is against the l~w. He is 
a very bad man". (MCH 75/43) .- One informant explained 
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it this way, "They cross over", by which he meant that, 
the two groups being in regular contact, husbands might 
shuttle past each other on their way to trysts withes.ch 
others' wives if there were no hindrance placed between 
them. This was inherently bad, and calculated to destroy 
kinship.. Another made precisely the same implication. 
"It is like sorghum and millet"• The two crops are sown 
together and grow higgledy piggledy side by side in the 
same field. But they are never consumed together as .food. 
I heard the following explanation advanced for the prohi-
bition on marriage with one's sister's daughter: "There 
is nothing but women. It has not yet come undone". 
Ngindo have an astonishingly complacent attitude 
i.ntrq... 
towards ~-clan or lineage incest. 'Where it oe curs 
they take no action beyond mild condemnation. Even 
, 
where it results in a permanent liaison no one, not even a 
court, ins~sts that it be broken. There is no apprehen-
sion that the country at large will suffer. On the con-
trary the effective sanction against it is individual, 
namely the probable loss of children born to the guilty 
parties. This appears from a case in. which an aggrieved 
husband sought a .separation on the grounds that his wife 
had slept with her own father. He pleaded, "if I have 
children by her they will rtot survive, because she slept 
with her father"• (ev.MCH 45/43).· It should be noted 
that divorce actions scarcely ever originate from the 
husband's side. In defence of their apathy Ngindo say 
"We do not want to drive the woman out into the forest". 
That is, she should not be made an outcast, nor should she 
be obliged to carry on secretly with her lover 'in the 
forest'. Ngindo also hesitate to expose kinsfol~ to. the 
severe penalties la.id down by the Territorial Code. 
, 
In a man's immediate kinship circle, he is in 
.Principle debarred from sexual intimacy with members 
of the parental or infantile gener'!tions. A .fairly 
recent case of a father attempting to marry his son's 
·widow inet with this judicial tirade, "It i.s a case of 
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behaving like_wild beasts" (AP 28/51). Infringements 
'do of course occur;· and usually go. unchecked. A man 
· sister's daughter 
should definitely abstain .from marrying his raa=t;erael 
nieee. Commented anothe.r native-court bolder on a 
husband divorced by his "iife because he molested his own 
·daughter, "He has not done what is .right.. He has slept 
with his daughter. This is not a good thing. It is not 
right at all" {MCH 8/45). Other such charges are against 
a man for ~arrying his sister's daughter (ev.LIW 46/45), 
for commi~ting adultery with his wi.fe's mother (MCH 10/43), 
and even for doing so with the :polygy:aoao co-wife of his 
mother's younger sister (MCH 30/43). ·.It seems a stretch . 
to call this woman 'mother' , but the complainant, · herself 
the co-wife of the compromised woman, declared vehemently 
that she did not wish to see the accused again for the 
space of a year, and the court, though it awarded no 
more than the normal compensation, endorsed her view. 
nrn accordance with the law of Ngindoland and elsewhere, 
it is .not permissible to sleep with one's mother." 
Members of alternate generations, or even of consecutive 
sexually 
ones where the relationship is circuitous, ~ay mixLa~ they 
please, though physical age and customary mutual banter 
ensure that direct grandchildren will not cohabit with 
grandparents. It would be merely a joke .if they did. 
Ego's classificatory grandfather and Ego's female sibl-
ing quite frequently marry. 
Regarding parallel-cousin marriage, one observes 
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the correspondence between it and clan· exogamy on the 
agnatic side only; whereas, excepting as a result of 
the odd irregular match.between fellow-clansfolk, 
uterine parallel cousins belong to different clans, If 
l 0 ., i..\..e;., ... -<. ,,.. .. ,.\\,l ... .,~· ... s I"• ...,,,_vv'& tta.... ;.~ -.s. -J..., ~~ ... a.\*:, p)...-r..((c( 
anything, it .is more heinous lte RiB:rry· tli:e latter than. the 
C• .,~; ... ~ l"o l.o So • · 
:fef'ffter:J Even cross-cousins, though frequently man and 
wife, are the subject of considerable misgiving. Here, 
the trouble is that bridewealth must either accrue to the 
same person or group (Ego's mother's brother has benefited 
from Ego's mother's bridewealth., Now, if Ego marries 
his daughter the uncle gets more bridewealth fr.om the same 
·source) or return to the payers (if Ego marries his father's 
sister's daughter). Also, negotiators fear tension aris-
ing out of the incompatibility of the r~les of senior 
in-law and maternal uncle. An .indulged nephew makes a 
p·oor suitor.. Normally, maternal nephew is a very persis-
tent relationship, not .easily sub;nerged by others stand• 
ing in competition. When it clashes with actual daughter's 
husband, however, it succwnbs, leaving the way open for 
the nephew to become plain 'suitor'. I even found a 
case of a man whose classificatory maternal uncle became 
his son-in-law! Kinswomen ma.y not come together as 
~o -
pelyg71riotte wives of the same man; for instance a woman 
sister'~ daughter · 
and her Iftet;er!'le:; niece.. That is not to say that they do not. 
In the instances quoted later in this section polygynous 
wives who were each related to Ego may not have regarded 
each other as kinswomen.. I did not check whether this 
was so. A man objecting to such a. match-won J.?.is point 
full-
( AP 3/45). Nor may pairs of 13kysieel brothers and •sis-
ters contract simultaneous reciprocal marriages. 
The court cases cited have one thing in common. 
None of the incestuous parties was specifically penalised. 
But these were cases heard before the Government-
constituted courts. What happens at the level of 
village-arbitration ? Precisely the same thing. 
Numerous irregularities came to my notice, in(mne of 
which had a soul raised a finger in serious protest. 
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One man cheerfully condoned his marriage with his 
genitor 1 s widow by throwing the blame onto the deceased, 
who had begun to err by inheriting her from his ovm son, 
the present husband's senior brother. Everything points 
to incest restrictions being a social expedient rather 
/ 
than a basic natural aversiona Drunk men have confided 
to me that occasional lapses are doubly piquant. Islamic 
' 
{A rulings on incest and those of Ngindo custom are chalk 
~\ and cheese. Islam permits the marriage of first cousins, 
both cross and parallel. 
Physical age strongly influences the kinship 
system of the Ngindo, whose concept of autho.rity is a 
sort of indiscriminate gerontocracy. Elders of both 
sexes, even in their decline, are top dogs in Ngindo 
society. I have heard them described as 'half spirits'. 
By virtue of their experience they are thc;>ught to possess 
unusual powers.· For instance Ngindo used to mix in with 
their beer a substance called liCHINJIRE, the purpose 
of which was to prevent quarrels. But its potency was 
such that only elders could stomach it. It is considered 
beneath the dignity of "an elder to fight, even in the 
event of provocation (ev.LIW 16/44); To insult,him is 
very wrong (AP 211/51). An elder has greater respon-
.sibil:ities than other men., Thus, out of several tres-
passers in the Game Reserve, the one who is an elder 




Ngindo cannot rea.dily conceive~nyfellow tribesman; 
let alone a youngster, being dictatorial. This shows 
strikingly with present headmen who, in obedience to the 
Indirect Rule philosophy; tend to be hereditary. A young 
headman will .issue orders with great circumspection. If 
there is only one stool he will offer it to the ragged 
elder who is his senior kinsman, and even consult him in 
·official matters. Likewise, where age and genealogical 
seniority clash, the former· nearly always wins. It is 
left to the younger man to reverse the r$1es. The old-
er one would not be so boorish as to take the initiative 
himself, and dutifully calls a babe in arms 1uncle 1 or 
_whatever is required. ·Once made, however, the change 
will probably endure throughout their l.ifetimes, possibly 
overlapping .onto the children as well• But usually the 
gap evens up, and offspring revert to true seniority. 
There is nothing corresponding to age-sets or grades among 
Ngindo like to say that technical kinship -
seniority formerly held pride of place,whereas nowadays 
aggressive individualism.based on age alone has come to 
the fore• This is conjectural. Yet it is true that 
young men are coming into their own. To give an example, 
though men used to be circumcised in their twenties; they 
were still chaste. No woman would look at a man who was 
immature. If she did, :she got laughed to scorn. There-
fore y9uths feared to make advances. Today it is quite 
otherwise • Boys., circumcised before puberty, have 
. become precocious• Women dote on mere lads. There is 
no doubt that a great swing has occurred in this sphere; 
,. Even more than is done the world over, elders bewail 
the passage of parental discipline, which in point of 
fact remains tolerably intact. Hence it would appear 
doubly unlikely that, in the old days, young scions 
ruled the roost• 
1)0. 
Even for slaves., deference to age held good to a 
large extent. When,by the customary fiction,a slave 
entered his master's lineage., he would assume the genera-
tion appropriate to his years. A freeborn son of the 
family would .readily call him father and treat him with 
only slightly diluted respect. In its Ngindo context, 
acquisition of slaves was as much a means of obtaining 
dependants as services. Again, in a polygynous family 
overall primogeniture of' a child scores more heavily than 
the status of its mother. Sibling-seniority, as will be 
show11., is the key t.o precedence or leadership (see end 
of next section, Agnatic Kinship). there is logic in 
the/Ngindo insistence on situational rather than strict 
genealogical reckoning. If a. relationship becomes absurd, 
it should be modified as a short-'term expedient, Distor-
tion of the kinship structure does not matter. For long-
term structures are top-heavy anomalies ~n Ngindoland •. 
Classificatory System. 
The classificatory system of the Ngindo (tables, 2pp. 
overleaf) shows substantial d3.versity only within a three-
generation range reckoned from Ego; that ls, his own 
generation (zero) , the one before · (plus-one) , and the 
one after (minus-one). In plus-two the sexes alone a.re 
x 
distinguished, aUKURU (grandfather} and aMBUJA (grand-
mother) embracing every recognized relative of that 
C.n <l" 
.seniority. As for minus-two ,\:1chUKURU (grandchild) 
covers both sexes ••• Likewise aTANI, a reciprocal term 
x Footnote: 
On the assumption that this word comprises the three 
elements 'A-HU-KURU', the first will be a personal prefix, 
the last an a.mplicative suffix (its presence in nchUKURU, 
grandchild, is obscure) , leaving the stem 'HU'·, which may 
mean elder or leader. See the discussion of 'HUHU' etc,, 
(Chapter X, Ndendeuli). 
lJL. 
used only in reference, not address., which means any 
relative of plus-for minus-three standing. There seems 
to be no connection between '~TANI' and kiSwahili 'mTANI', 
joking relative, which is also used by Ngindo in that 
sense. A person who .is aTANI has virtually ceased to be 
a kinsman at all. With a'l'ANI, say the Ngindo, "kinship 
dies'". Should a man survive long enough to become one, 
he will telescope his great-grandchildren upwards into 
his grandchildren, calling them nchUKURU, and treating 
them with appropriate familiarity. 
The limits of kinship are imprecise. Though its 
personnel show no interest in anything beyond the immedi-
ate past, it is capable of attaining vast horizontal 
development, depending always on common residence or 
mutual contact, i.e. through putative relationships, 
the origin of which has been lost to view. The paramountcy , 
l 
of spatial proximity er otherwise is ·the axiom which 
governs Ngindo kinship. More often, thanks to past 
migrations and turmoil, its. span appears no more impressive 
than its depth in time. The test of whether two persons 
are related is the grant of social recognition through 
the mechanism of classificatory kinship terms. Where no 
such labels exist, even though the groups concerned may 
belong to the same clan and postulate a joint origin, they 
get dismissed as mere URONGO JI/]~iterally 'not kinship'. 
In borderline cases Ngindo will privately question the 
validity of' a label, but in practice bestow it generously. 
About fictitious kinsmen known to be descended on one or 
both sides 'from slave stock, they will snigger, but never 
veto their relationship or withhold the agreed kinship 
label. Illegitimates provoke somewhat less mirth, but 
enjoy equal confidence of descent from pa~.;er, if born in 
adultery, or from genitor, if born out of wedlock. Where 
132. 
Classificatory Kinship Tables. 











father's " n " 
m6ther's n n " tt 
father's father' .s n " ft 
mother's mother's " " ff 
father's mother's " " " n 
mother's father's ff n 
. 
wife's " ft " 
wife's father's " ff 
,,,,if e's mother's fl tt " " -
'l'he terms would be substantially different i.f 
Ego were a .female. 
Since diversity ·Of terms occurs only in the 
generations Zero, Plus One, and Minus One, I 
omit the ref3t• 
13~ • 
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A - - ~A?UTU 
0 ALUMBilANGU 
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Fe.therffather's siblings,etc • 
Father's·sister,etc • 
Mother's brother,etc • 
IAother,mother's siblings,etc. 
Senior in-law {reciprocal). 
" 
" brother,cousin,etc. 
ft ft "' Junior 
Sister,fema.le cousin,etc. 
MaJ.e · sibling-in-la.\1. 
Senior sister-in-law. 





Junior in-li;,w {reciprocal). 
Daughter-in-law,etc. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Exceptions! AKIBANGU il1stead of AKABANANGU. 
ID M~IPw.ANGU 1nterchangeab~e with MWANANGU,in 
which.case the materna1 nephew's 
wife becomes AKABARANGUo 
Note!in Zero generation the terms for agn~t:i.c and uterine 
siblings are .identical. 
~-, 




4.~ ilEGOG B I u 
---..x 'LI U U U 'r__' ~ U 
Note. For information on the signs and conventions used, see firstly 
the •r,egend for All Forest-Chart Genealogies• on page s-o.b , . 
and secondly the ·•Notes on the Genealogies for the . Village- · 
Surveys• and •Exceptions occur.ring .in Diagrams illustrating 
Chapter IV, 'Kinship'" on page ~oJ ... a. • . . 
8 X II 
====--= ======= x --'(----~--------~--­
tj Et~I t__~ il 
• x • 
~ t_ f_~ 'L_ ~ -... 
opinions fluctuate and the borderline is reached isl!" 
tlt. ... ~~~ o} 
link via a kinswoman who is polygynous wife t;e an 
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polygynous 
unrela~ed/ husband. The latter bears children by another 
wif·e who is unrelated to Ego. Should t.hese assume the 
rS-le of children to their step-mother as well, hence 
become relat;ives of Ego ? The answer is situational and, 
failing any a1:ternative connection, usually in the 
affirmative .• The.use of identical terms need not imply 
identical behaviour. Thus, t~hough Ego calls his step-
mother's kin 'akaN'J014BA' just as if she were his real 
mother, her daughter's bridewealth will not accrue to him 
in the same way as with a .full sister.· Distant in-laws 
whose specific title has il.apsed have a blanket term of 
their own, aJ.EM:BA. Because the classificatory system 
X is so omniv~rous, absorbing ev-·en marginal affines, nJEM:B/I .. 
rarely occurs·~ 'With the exception of this and of a;TANI 
(relative thrice removed) all these labels are primarily 
personal, only secondarily categori.c • Thus •anJOMBA' is 
'my mother• s brother'; but 'akaNJOMBA' (plural) ma.y be 
applied to his immediate kin or to his lineage as a 
whole. In-laws are particularly prone to being lumped 
together in this way. 
To give an extreme example of what might be called 
~ paternal cross-
tra.nsferred or vp!!carious kinship, Ego's uteri:ao~ousin's 
wife is a remarried widow. Her deceased husband bore a 
c-o-
son by another pelygyBouo wife unrelated to Ego, and this 
son had a. daughter. ·Ego calls th,is woman 'grandchild'• 




Within the three-generation bracket, in relation to a ma.le Ego, 
kinship employs a modest ~ange of terms, just over a dozen, 
an.d without serious obliteration of any of the three categories o 
of relatives; agnatic, uterine,x affinal; excepting in the 
case of the latter. By obliteration I mean one set .of terms over 
o"f-o 
- lappingLanother and replacing some of its characteristic terms. 
For instance, Ego may be tempted to call his wife's mother 
'mother' instead of 'mother-in-+aw'. Agnatic genealogies 
frequently excel in size and complexity because, wj.th virilocal 
marriage; the other kinsfolli or kindred generally have their 
roots elsewhere. Distance soon erodes their solidarity. In 
plus and minus-one, once the adjustments in names have been 
made, the disposition of agnates and uterine kin is seen to 
be almost identical. These generati9ns show slight variation 
in the designation of affines, according to whether their 
spouses are agnatic or uterine relatives of Ego. In 
Footnote x: Here I use the term strictly in the sense 'related 
by blood through the mother' (Oxford English Dictionary, -Vol XI, 
1933); that is to say, through Ego's mother. But later, in the 
section on Uterine Kinship, I apply it by extension to all 
those blood kin, actual or putative, who are ~ agnatic. I do 
so in order to isolate'agnatic kin•, and so examine their 
position in contrast to that of kinsfolk related through com-
pleting ;iines of descent. I make no attempt to isolate 'matri-
lineal kin' in this way. 
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zero ;however, relatj.ves on both sides are equated and 
their spouses treated alike. In the case of ·affines, 
there is some tendency for their nomenclature to yield 
to thqt of agnatic or uterine ki.n; that ls, for Ego to 
follow his spouse in the terms she ·employs; and vice· 
versa. This is particularly so in address. Even in 
indirect speech> a father's brother's wif,e will become 
'mother'; and a father's sister's husband,'father'f, 
u ..,;u. 
lilr.ffi'rise a mother's sister's or fema.l·e cousin's husband 
(though the mother's brother's or male C·'.:\Usin's wife 
Ecto's 
stays 'in-law' ) • The spouses ofL..father' s uterine 
siblings all get attracted into the agna,tic and uterine 
counterparts in. this way.; As for those in-laws traced 
through Ego's own spouse, her ascendants and siblings 
remain 1 in-law 1 1 excepting for her sister's or female 
cousin's husband, who :ts 'seniort.. or 'junior-brother' 
in accordance with his wife's seniority towards Ego's 
spouse. The nephews an.d nieces of Ego's spouse however 
become to him 1 child. 1 , 'maternal nephew', 'maternal niece'; 
though the last two tend to be 'child' as well~ In that 
case·' of course, the affinal me.ternal ·nephew's spouse 
must assume the appropriate 'aKAbANANGU' label instead 
of 1e.KIBANGU'. Regarding the peculiarity of the accord-
ance of differential sibling status to female affinal 
cousins' spouses., conversely, .female Ego calls her hus-
band's brothers• spouses aKULU (senior sj.ster) and aNUNA 
(junior .sister), whereas his sister•s husband will be 
plain aLAMU (brother-in-law} • This cannot be the 
product of residence; for although the spouses of ~:ignatic 
siblings frequently live close together, a man's female 
affinal cousins seldom do so. Presumably therefore, a 
man considers his wife's sister to be in some way closer 
than· her brother .. Therefore he calls her spouse 'brother'; 
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but she, her brother, and the latter's spouse remain 'in-
law'. This corresponds to the distinction drawn by 
males, but not females, between senior and junior brother; 
and by females, but not males, between senior and junior 
sister. 
Seemingly the point at which the lines of des- · 
cent linking kinsfolk bifurcated makes no difference to 
their treatment in the classificatory system. Thus, among 
traced thrOP,P?:h 
agnates, the same terms apply to blood kinsmen ~LEgo g-
father, 
father; 
paternal grandfather and paternal great grand-
tho,se traced through &s 
Also, among uterine kin, toL2:a.ternal grandmother's 
father, and evidently ••• though I never explored systema-
tically beyond there ••• still further back. I have 
noticed and recorded several cases of valid, indeed decis-
ive, kinship deriving from Ego's paternal grandmother 's 
paternal grandfather. In zero there comes a stage when 
classificatory sibling fades out into mhwIBANI (male or 
female cousin). I do not think there is any fixed span 
at which this happens. mhwIBANI merely indicates that 
the line of descent in question is weak,· None the less, 
such cousins a.re never addressed directly as such. A 
person is either brother, sister, or nothing at all. 
In plus-one the terms aWAWA (father) and aniHENGA 
(paternal aunt) represent the agnates.- Each attracts its 
spouse, who instead of 'in-law' becomes respectively 
(a;MAMA)' 
a.MAMA (mother) or aWAWA. The forrne2' along with aNJOMBA 
(maternal uncle) which may be used reciprocally for 
maternal nephew, denotes uterine kin. But whilst her 
spouse becomes aWAWA, aNJOMBA's remains aKIBANGU (my 
senior in-law, etc.,) Thts last is the only aff1nal 
term for plus-one and serves reciprocally for 'my son-in-
law'. Only in the case of a maternal nephew's spouse 
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do€s it refer to a f.emale of minus-one, which exception 
seems consistel'.lt with that of the ma.ternal uncle's 
spouse just mentioned.. It might be thought to imply a 
beha.viour pattern on Ego's part similar to that he adopts 
towards his father-in-law, nainely one of deference. But 
this is not markedly so. Ngindo follow the Swahili usage, 
when speaking that language, of differentiatj,.ng senior 
from junior classificatory parents, i.e. •Baba mDogo' 
meaning, father's younger brother, etc; but not in 
address·• 
In zero, male Ego's siblings, both agnatic and 
uterine, have identical names, females being lumped to-
gether into aLUMBWANGU .(my sister) and males graded into 
aKUBANGU (senior) and MANITU (junior'), as already stated. 
Likewise female Ego differentiates her female siblings 
into aKULU (senior) and aNUNA (junior), but refers to all 
male siblings by a single term., aHACHANGU • The corres-
ponding spouses are called either aLAMU (sibling in-law) 
or aKAbANANGU (strictly 'daughter-in-law'), depending on 
the position of the spouse vis~ vis Ego• ~aLAM:U may be 
said to be the rule, with two exceptions; one, the use 
of differential sibling terms as explained above; the 
other aKAbANANGU •. The latter, which appears to be a 
corruption or 'my son's wife' and in fact usually applies 
to her, doubles for the wives of junior brothers as well. 
This embodies the strong prohibition on intimacy between 
,, 
a man and persons standing in such a relationship, ~ereas 
seduction of his own wife by a junior sibling is no great 
matter. The distinction corresponds with the marked pre-
cedence of senior over junior siblings and with the prac-
tice o~ widow-inheritance. 
Although agnates and uterine kin go by the same 
names in zero, their children fall into the distinct 
categories of mwIPWANGU (my maternal nephew or niece} 
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and mwANANGU (my child). The designation of their si'ouses 
has already come in for comment. 1'o recapitulate, all 
male spouses ·are aKIBANGU. Female ones are aKAbANANGU, 
excepting for maternal nephew's wife who is aKIBANGU~ 
Apart from aNGWANA (husband) and .aKANGU (my wi.fe} 
or aHANU (wife)•· this completes the tally of kinship labels. 
If precise identification of an affine be required; aHANU . . 
or aNGWANA ~ay be employed• Thus al\IBANGU ref ere to sev~­
ral quite different relatives, but aHANU ba NJOMBA can 
only be "moth~r's male sibling's wife''· Another qualifi-
catory term is aniHABANGU meaning 11 my husband's mother". 
w'h~n it· is desired_ to specify traceable as opposed to 
puta.tive kin, the word muNDU (human bei.ng) is added. 
Therefore genitor becomes aWAWA muNDU. A number 0£ archaic 
labels have expired within living memory. Fa$her used to 
be aTATI, mother aKW!TU· or aMABU, mother's b1·othex-
·aKWELUME.. Taking aKWITU to mean 'our mother',. aKWELUME 
mus.t be 'male mot.her!. Another term for maternal uncle 
was aniLUMBANGU which, wi.th current, aLUMBWANG\J ·(my sister) 
sometimes abbrevia~ed to aLUMBU, seems to be connected 
' i with 'the verb kuLUMBA;· 'to reward or be pleasing';· Why 
these two should have like names is obscure, unless it 
was the maternal uncle who dispensed reward or bride-
w~al th, and the sister who brought it in: But there is 
the objection that, under hypothetical matrilineal con-
ditions, bride-wealth would probably be inoperative •. 
The question of matriliny will receive sepa.rate treatment 
(see later section, Uterine Kinship)._ Some Swahili neo-
logisms have made their appearance•. •muKWE .(Swahili 
'mKwe') duplicates aKIBANGU; aKAKA (Swahili 'Kaka.' ), 
aKUBANGU; aDADA (Swahili 'Dada'),aLUMBWANGU; Certain 
of them tend to assume specific functions; 
for instance, a man may call his wife's 
maternal uncle by new amuKWE, but her father 
by old aKIBiNGU. · Such distinctions do not 
appear to be properly established. I regret 
that I overlooked the terms by which Ego1s 
brother's wif'e' s siblings are known., 
It has been shown that persons incor-
porated into the classificatory system by 
fictitious kinship based on slave adoption are 
in terminology treated exactly as any other 
relative. I shall discuss the slave question 
·separately {see Chapter VIII, Special Ideology. ) 
The remaining mode of art.ificial recrui.tment is 
blood-brotherhood, called luCHALE, see~ly 
because the partners should .incise each other 
with an arrow (nCHALE) and consume a few drops 
of blood mixed in with porridge. There is an 
alleged Islamic counterpart called M$AfP, 
presumably from the religious text of that name. 
It is conducted by a ~reacher. Blood-
brotherhood has no great vogue and .s~ems to 
exert a negligible influence. 
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A. 
An individual is, of course, a variety of relatives to 
a variety of people. Also,, as a result of intermarriage, 
he may be a vari.ety of relatives to one and the same 
person. This, among certain Ngindo, produces an almost 
fantastic complexity of relationships •. Where such 
duplication occurs, one label has to be singled out .for 
use a.t the expense of the rest, a. choice which furnishes 
data. ,fora systematic analysis to follow (see later 
section, Uterine Kinship). For the present., I illustrate 







Af £1nal Priority · 
Husband. mwANANGU(son)x2 nchUffillRU (·Gdson)xS mwANANGU i 
aKIBANGU (dtr'a sp) 
Wife I. nchUKURU (gddtr)x2 
mwANANGU (dtr) nchU.KURU 
aKAbANANGU .. x · 2 
(sotfs spouse) 
nchUKURY 






Note: •x2", etc., means that the relationship :is repeated 












· Husband.nch.UKURU (gdson) nch···. UKURU···. ·. (gdson).· . n ... (gdson)x) 
a:fiNI (gt " ) a TANI (gt• ti ) x) a.TANI ( gtgdson)xJ " 
. ' 
" Wife. nehUKURU (gddtr)x2 nchUKURU nchUKURtJ f gddtr) x2 
a.TANI (gt,. " ) ( gddtr) a TANI (gt• " ) x3 
Diagram ovet"leaf'. 
Footnote x: These terms, which are used purely for ease of 
reference; indicate that the relationship comes 
to the individual via one or the other parent. 
The one does not necessarily .imply "agnaticn, nor 
the other "uterinett. 
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This section might 'Qe called political. Omission 
of the word is deliberate~ That a society should exist 
at all implies it to be differentiated both within and 
without, hence a rudimentary political entity. But 
where differentiation shrinks to the point at which 
internally it lacks the sanction of socially regulated 
force (excepting f'or the alleged old-time mechanism of 
.arbitration-cu'll.-feud, to be described anon, rendered 
academic by the tho-generation-old superposition of' 
Western sanctions), externally it rests mainly on merg-
ing dialects, then political institutions as generally 
understood are absent. So instead, I describe kinship 
their· 
uni ts,/ function and~ personnel without risking 
alien connotations. 
Every Ngindo belongs to one of the "clans' re-
ferred to earlier~ Both ·sexes automatically enter the 
clan of their legal fatherf, or, failing a legal father, 
that of their genitor. They pay no attention to~their 
mother's clan, nor do they observe her totem avoidance~ 
Clans have dist inc ti ve names, few of whi.ch have. any inher-
' ) . ~ > ent meaning. Some resemble tribal or sub-tribal names~ 
These are aniCHOBO and NJOWU (like Chobtf sub-trib~ of 
the Ngindo), anaMAGINGO (like Magingo sub-tribe), 
aniJOMBO (like extinct Mijombo sub-tribe), niHAMBA (like 
Hamba sub-tribe), aniMWERA (and probable variants 
aniNG1 ERA, aniGERA, NYERA like Mwera neighbouring tribe), 
and aniNINDI (like Nindi neighbouring tribe, now absorbed 
by the so-called Ngon1t). None of these has any satis-
connection 
factory aextt,with the tribe or sub-tribe in question. 
Take the first. AniCHOBO is not a Chobo clan, whilst 
the similarity between it and NJOWU clan, which is pro-
~" 
nounced~ery nearly the same way, seems mere coincidence. 
AnaMAGINGO is an established clan amongst the NQonde 
sub-tribe a.s well as amongst the Magingo (both Magingo 
and Ndonde recur as place or tribal names outside 
Ngindo country)j.HiHAMBA gets allotted not to the 
Hamba but to the Ndonde. AniJOMBO and Mijombo are 
probably connected with the extremely common tree and 
place name nYOMBO (plural .miJOMBO),. There are no 
grounds for bracketing the two. AniMWERA has nothing 
to do with the tribe, whose name is itself confusing 
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and repeated in different parts of southern Tanganyika~ 
Finally, the Nindi live in the south of Songea District, 
the ,extreme periphery of the Ngindo culture area. So 
one must regard common derivation as unlikely;, Detailed 
aspects of clan alloca::tions will be discussed in connec-
tion with the sub-tribes. 
appear in the Appena1x, 
Complete lists of clans 
Every clan should have at least one totemic 
avoidance. These appear even more erratic than the 
clan itself. Different branches of the bigger clans will 
volunteer all manner of different totems. Some have no 
totem at all. None· regard the totem as vitally important. 
Migration may have been responsible for much of the 
obliteration. Again, slave stock has no real fear of an 
assumed totem. Certain objects or practices are taboo 
to the people at large, and these become confused with 
.' ... s ... a .. ,t.s .. ~ f'l..t.sc. a.."e. • . a~~ 
clan totems; ]!:or iBstenee, freshly fired pots~ zebra 
flesh. Most of the totems take the form of small birds 
or rodents which would not ordinarily be eaten•· But 
this may not have been the case with former thicket-
dwellers who were.omniv+rous, and adept trappers of small 
creatures. Many people seem reluctant to divulge 
their totem and many frankly do not know what it is. 
I found totems unreliable as a guide to clan affilia-
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tions. If clans were at one time corporate>it follows 
that they had uniform totems. But neither assumption 
can be proven, or even accorded fair probability. 
To revert to the clans plotted on the Clan Distri-
buti.on diagram in Chapter III, anuHUBA had the follovdng 
selection of totems. 
1. LiBIRU rat (two associated branches living 
apart.) 
R.;vv N~,'"'-'b-e.<a. 
2. Estuary of the R, NJENGER.'k 
3. Flour eaten fr.om a gourd. 
4. Giant lizard. 
5. NJEGEJA bird. 
6. KiPELEPE bird. 
?. Any embryo b.ir~. 
8. Porcupine. 
near the coast. 
(one branch) 
" 
9. Not known. .(two branches) 
lO. Nil. .(One branch) 
AniHUKA h~d almost as many• Only ana.MAGINGO, with the 
kiHIGI bird, and naPONERA, with the bush-buck, were 
reasonably consistent. The totem of the former is more 
' 
popular than any other and utilised by a number of ela.ns. 
The latter has the peculiarity that, as well as the 
animal itsel~, it sh':ffiS the MBAWALA (bush-buck) type 
of banana, so.called from its resemblance·to the horns .. 
Other totems I recorde4 were fish, leaves of certain 
trees, sleeping on doors, ~apping up water like a dog, 
sriake~, hares, rhino, and castor beans. Ngindo·hold 
that the totem, if it be an animal, should be ~voided 
down to its spoor, droppings, and lair. More especially 
must one refrain from eating its fl.esh: Infringements 
will produce a dangerous rash all ov:er the body. Thus 
a personal,not group,sanction attends it. On the other ., 
\ 
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hand,clansmen will do nothing to stop others from 
,,.molesting the creature or consumipg it before their 
eyes. A man explained the apparent decline in adherence 
to totemic rules by saying that nowadays meat was only 
,tc.r be had by poaching or ignoring Islamic .food :restric-
tions.· So if one got invited to a meal with meat-
relish, one no longer enquired as to what it was, but 
simply gobbled it up and kept quiet., Ngindo maintain 
that-clan and exogamy go together, but this is true 
only of the subordinate lineages. Even in a ,case like 
that of' NJOWU clan, many of whose branches have kept 
in touch and preserved their awareness .of common 
agnatic des,cent; c:coss:..marriages between lineages have 
been frequent~ When confronted with infringements of 
this sort; inf ormant.s merely laugh and say "They were 
cheating"; As for the usual disjointed clan, like 
anaHUBA above; its lineages simply intermarry without· 
let or hindrance; excepting where they know themselves 
to be closely related, 
Just as the average clan has no headquarters, 
it is also; as stated previously.; acephalous~ Though 
there is such a tliirig as the senior surviving member 
of its senior lineage, even NJOWU cannot be said to 
have a supreme head~ As a matter of fact, its .most 
prominent representatives belong to a branch somewhat 
removed from the top of the ladder. However, the Ngoni 
raiders started a precedent, followed by the European 
governments, of favouring the line in question, 'Which 
has ever since embroidered on the themei This is the 
place to discuss the policy of Indirect Rule,applied 
to Ngindoland by the Mandatory Government in the late 
x 
twenties, and in force for about a generation • Since 
x Footnote: Immediately prior to its introduction.,'tM 
the.structure of German 'Jumbeate's remained 
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the second World War, though its terminology has been 
scrapped along with most of the courts and salaried staff, 
the system remains substantially intact. Indirect Rule 
presupposed some form of indigenous rulers, and its 
initial task was to discover them. fthe officials res"" 
I 
ponsible for Ngindoland, then about \twice the size and 
less arbitrarily defined as an ethnic:unit than at 
present, ~hough sceptical of the existence of chiefs, 
could not admit defeat, and made a tolerably good selection 
from the poor material available. These they dressed up 
as chiefs, with some fanfare., and the title of MWENYE. 
There was no question of fraud about the decision. 
Whilst admitting that "the discovery of tribal leaders 
to carry on the native authority has been one of some 
difficulty "(Ref.,55, dated 1928), the relevant report 
concluded that the Ngin.do were in the "patriarchal stage", 
a.nd contented itself with declaring "all the present 
Magingo (and by implication tho.se of other sub-tribes) 
headmen are of gentle birth and their. authorities are 
based on true tribal custom". {[early, the officials 
thought along clan lines and construed their appointees 
as clan leaders. A somewhat later contributor stated 
"•••clans were found to exist in·too vast numbers••• 
eventually thinned down to twenty•~. But he went on to 
kick some of the props from beneath the structure he 
controlled. "Knowledge of names of spirits leads nowhere 
in determip.;tng clan_;lands .• • • indeed I am confident that 
x Footnote: (continued) 
standing, at first under the combined Liwale 'Akidat' 
(Paramountcy of an appointed Afrfcan Agent), created 
in 1923; later under the twin l'Akidat.fs o:f Liwale 
(10 'Jumbeate's with 12,000 people) and Mihungo (6 
Jumbeatets with 5,000 people). I discuss elsewhere 
the contribution of these Jumbes'forerunners towards 
the Majimaji Revolt (See Chapter IX, War and the 
West). 
many uninhabited areas possess no guardian spirits at 
all". 'l'his was beginnlng to hit the nail on the head, 
a nail in the coffin of Indirect Rule as a copy-book 
answer to the problem of administering Ngindoland. A 
successor wrote ten years later, not long before the 
pretence of genuine chie.ftainship was dropped, that .in 
some respects the German petty Jumbeates had been. more 
cl-osely modelled on native custom than wa.s the r~gime 
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created in its name as a replacement? However, Indirect 
Rule having laboriously fashioned artific.ial potentates, 
these could not be abolished~overnight. The MWENYE, 
though ill-equipped to govern, quickly acquired the fa~ade .. 
One
3
whose claims bear less·examination than most, now· 
di.sdains the less imposing office of JUMBE (present desig-
nation of headmen) with all the air of injured aristocracy. 
Ironically the philosophy of Indirect Rule, discarded by 
Government as inapplicable.to this a.rea, lingers in the 
minds of its largely discredited native agentsi Whence 
the extreme difficulty of disentangling the truth about 
Ngindo leaders from the dramatisations of Indirect Rule, 
especially since the latter has in a sense become the 
truth of today. Allowing for such smoke-screens, the 
MviENYE emerges as a shadowy figure. MWENYE, :rendered 
aMWENYI by the Ngindo, means owner, holder; or occupant.· 
It is used by the Yao of Tunduru l:::!.strict as the title 
of an important chief., and I suspect the adoption 0£ it 
by Indirect Rule in Ngindoland ~o have ow~d something ~o 
the Yao analogy. Yao and.~gindo are poles apart, but 
speak (mutually unintelligible) tongues belonging to 
the same linguistic group and have a good deal in common 
culturally. Also, a lot of Yao have been absorbed.by 
the Ngindo. However, it seems that the Ngindo did hold 
their own specialised concept of the MWENYE.; 
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What was his position ? He was.titular head 
of the dominant or senior lineage in a group of' 1-ine-
ages belonging to the same clan and retaining conscious-
ness of their inter-relationship. To this extent only 
could he be described as clan-head. Alternatively he 
might be almost without agnatic followers, merely 
representing the oldest established stock in his neigh-
bourhood. Even an immigrant might rank as a MWENYE~ 
provided that he and his people settled somewhere on 
their own, Jty. which is meant perhaps five miles from 
the nearest competitor. Basically the MWENYE was a 
territorial phenomenon. There must have been dozens of 
.them in old Ngindoland. Yet., the late nineteenth-century 
population comprising such a high ratio of immigrants, 
rooted MWENYEs were comparatively rare, Thus one or two 
achieved a certain prominence., attracting the attention 
of Ngoni .and Germans in turn. 
On at least two occasions individuals would seem 
to have represented Ngindoland e.s a whole; namely Kinjala 
with the Ngoni, Mpinga. with the Germans~ But the truth 
is·t?ey were opportunists, each elevated to the status 
of ambassador merely by the preconceptions of the powerful 
£ofligners with whom they dealt~_ Though his aged father 
might have been, Kinjala was not even a M"wENYE in his 
own right.. Being a youngish man at the time he supposedly 
_ Ngoni -leader 
sought out the fearsomeL Mhomakiro, at his raiding encamp-
ment, his was nothing more or l.ess than bluff, gratuitously 
.'surrendering' on behalf of his people. The latter clearly 
knew nothing of the move beforehand and simply welcomed 
it in retrospect.. Kinjala, whose background became 
thoroughly Ngoni • never achieved real standing at home•, 
. 
It is noticeable that his next big gamble, twenty years 
later in the Majimaji revolt, took him to .Ngoriiland. 
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The more venerable Mpingais overtures had just as little 
.backing. He happened to present his own private peti--
German. 
tion at the propitious moment when the~oastalgarrison 
stood poised to subjugate the interior. Like Kinjale; who 
became one of several 'NDUNA's under the Ngoni, Mpinga· 
German-appointed 
ran~ed asL ~UMBE, among several others. Neither of these 
'leaders' therefore can invest the MWENYE with chiefly 
stature. 
Investigation reveals that even super-MWENYE~ like 
this 
/could have been ~o more than primus inter pares. They 
exercised authority only inside their own petty lineages, 
·beyond which their function was purely advisory. They 
had no retinue:, no court, and no distinctive badge. I 
' failed to get confirmation of District Book reports to 
the effect that the office carried hereditary bangles, 
or the "Mokongo . . .. a sort of coloured tarbush of Arab 
origin", or the"Kitibu" stool of state. The presence of 
Yao a.nd other pockets may hav·e led to the assumption that 
the Ngindo went in for such formalities.· No ritual 
marked the ?·fWENYEs' installation •• • : District Book 
material on this point would appear to have come from 
sources of doubtful·veracity •!II t1nd their standard of 
living was precisely that of any other lineage-head or 
freeman. Their influence over land-tenure did not amount 
to control. They stood to benefit from no communal labour 
or contributions in kind. from their followers, nor did 
they enjoy any special privileges whatever. Even the 
District Book, speaking of the Ndonde• dismisses the idea 
of tribute (NDAJA), though "the Wenyi received presents 
from time to time as a mark of voluntary respect". The 
only isolated exception coming to my notice was access 
afforded to the womenfolk of immigrants, but this MW"ENYE 
was evidently not the only person to enjoy that luxury 
• 
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(In another instance the said immigrants turned around 
and held their hosts to ransom with wholesale demands 
for adultery compensation). Personally involved in a 
dispute, the MWENYE could expect no preferential treat-
ment. . If anything, in conformity with the Ngindo notion 
of status, he was humbler than ordipary men. Ng~ndo hold 
that a peace-maker should be the most peaceable of all, 
that a lineage-head should look after his dependants rather 
the.n himself. The result was a personage looking wholly 
to the goodwill and manners-of others for the maintenance 
of his own prestige. Gentlemanly abstention has plagued 
Ngindo.leaders ever since •••when requested by the Germans 
to become blustering JUMBEs., at least one of the· old MWENYEs 
declined in favour of a more extrovert underling. A MWENYE's 
"/f. claim to distinction rested on his being the oldest inhabi-
tan1; 1 not physically but by pedigree. Since he was also 
supposed to be of advanced years, it is not clear how the 
line of succession was determined. I£ the present method 
of lineage-head selection is any guide, any mature eligible 
kinsman, namely an agnatic colleague of the deceased living 
in or near the same.hut-cluster and possessing the necess-
ary personal qualities, might become M.WENYE. There was 
no need f'.or the people to assemble. Their choice would 
become tacitly known from the vo1ume of callers at the 
successful candidate's hut. Conversely the sole means of 
expressing disapproval or change of allegiance would.be 
the cessation of that flow. Age, it has been-shown, 
commands universal respect among the Ngindo• 
x 
Elders have 
special qualifications as officiators in sacrifices; 
x .Footnote: Known as anaHOTA (plural akanaHOTA), a word 
bearing a tempting resemblance to Swahili 
'Nahodha' (meaning captain of a ship in 
coast parlance} and one with a pure Persian 
ancestry ••· remember that Persians ruled 
mediaeval Kilwa and that a native group on the 
mainland today, the WaShirazi of the Rufiji 
mouth, claims to have Persian blood. 
though the MWENYE seems to have been pre-eminent in this 
respect. In connection with the Ndonde, the District 
Book mentions the ritual ducking of bath MWENYE and 
anaHOTA in time of drought, the ritual installation of 
the former at a feast "attended by all the eldersn, and his 
function as "Anahota biitu" ,(in the capacity of conductor 
of lesser sacrifices ••· the expression simply means 'our 
I\ elder' ••· as opposed to the role of "Anahota mbikira" or 
high priest• The District Book here refers to the Chobo). 
Initially, under Indirect Rule, sub-hea.dmen were gazetted 
"Wanahota0 (plural), but later the title gave place to 
"Mwenye mdogo". I car:mot help speaking of the MWENYE in 
the past tense, seeing tha~ the word now appears to refer 
exclusively· to the erstwhile appointees of the Government. 
I never heard of anyone else described as such in present 
Ngindoland, not even the ex-MWENYEs themselves, At_ the 
same time these official MWENYEs and JUMBEs have usurped 
the place allegedly occupied by the prototype./ My por-
"'lf ·trait of the Ngindo MWENYE rests on the con4ensus of 
statements made by the nat.ives• It cannot therefore be 
accepted without reservation. In support one can cite 
Burton,who found an Ngindo group north of the Rufiji a 
hundred years ago• Clearly these Ngindo were politically 
stratified, recognising a certain "Mpambe, headman of the 
Wangind,o • • '• who appeared a kind of cunning idiot" (Ref. 
9, dated 1857). Mpambe was not such an idiot as to give 
back to the explorer those supplies entrusted to him! 
His status of headman cannot be ref:arded as conclusive. 
'Headmen' were taken for granted by all travellers in 
those days, and this group, lying on a caravan route, might 
have been unrepresentative. No hint is given of the indig-
enous title, if any, borne by Mpambe. Only a year or two 
later Von der Deeken, inside Ngindoland itself, spoke in 
flattering terms of a presumably Ngindo host, "Sultan 
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Djemao" (Ref .40). On the other hand, "We had no MWENYEs 
but only anaHOTAs" is a statement I have heard from the 
lips of weighty informants; in fact I long regarded the 
MWENYE a$ a myth. At the other extreme are interested 
parties intriguing for a come-back, or,when in power, 
striving to consolidate• Thus the assertion of the old 
Ngindoland Council, a.body of Government MWENYEs sitting 
in 19J0s.and early 1940s, that former MWENYE ... s used to 
get "a little sharett of treasure-trove such as ivor;l 
(l1~ Co""''~L v<c<_c.~J~ ... ts, tq;i). ' .... 
H=!roeeedinge. 1938:J Some years earlier the Council had\ 
. I 
objected to the appropriation of ivory-gratuities by the, 
I 
actual finders because nin this way they break the law ,' 
of the viewed with suspicion as a 
possible attempt to bolster 
course is to regard the hypothetical old-MWENYE as a 
slightly enhanced lineage-head: 
Does the Governmental MWENYE throw any.light on 
his former indigenous counterpart ? In a negative sense, 
yes; for these new MWENYEs plainly possessed little 
tradition of leadership•' Their twenty-man council immedi-
ately fell beneath the sway of the one dynamite exception, 
'Mwenye Mkuu• Nganora Mkwera, father of the present 
1 Sultan~l1Nganora held the supposedly rotational yearly 
chairmanship right through to his death in 1935.: Beside 
this pocket~sized giant the remaining members show in a 
mediocre light. Ren"t? by intrigue, their deliberations 
have been likened by a distinguished naturalist to the , 
chattering of a monkey-housei And their recorded decisions 
betray unmistak¢able feeblenessJ ) as witness the pronounce-
ments on Closer Settlement (see Chapter II, Labour); On 
the crucial issue of infant marriage -its appeal-court com-
mittee could table this obvious insincerity: "Since long 
ago Yle gave notice that it was not permissible to marry 
'· , 
young children. It is not good in the very least" 
(AP 2/41). Three MWENYEs had to be dismissed outright, 
whilst minor scandals seem to have occurred regularly. 
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For instance unusually heavy sentences would be meted out 
for offences affecting council-members' interests_, prompt-
ing a District Commissioner to remark of an adultery case: 
"I am informed that 15/• (instead of the Shs. 28/- total 
actually imposed) would have been paid but for the fact 
that the plaintiff was a headman" (AP 1/34). Both this , 
and another apparently similar case (AP 14/43,) concerned 
t...l..o ki..t.l 
MWENYEsJ:.!:1:rmin:g to an unprecedented dozen wives apiece. 
Some MWENYEs were found taking advantage of their position 
on the bench to manipulate marriages (AP 12/37.,5/45). On 
one occasion a tribesman delivered a harangue in court, 
branding the MWENYEs as parasites: · "Why do you people 
in power eat up the wealth of the people ? You. puff 
,., 
yourselves up with pride because of this authoity" (AP 9/38) • 
.L...... . 
That he should later have retracted the charge, . pleading 
"a devil" (i.e. temporary insanity), does not dispel the 
suspicion that a certain disrespect was present. Again, 
on the introduction of a bean-_seed scheme in 1933, the 
District Commissioner at Kilwa had found it necessary to 
warn: "Take care this is not used by the Mawenye to ob-
tain personal service" (from correspondence files). Even 
"'{f· the customary ruling.s of this Ngindoland Council cannot 
be taken as wholly reliable indices of Ngindo precedent. 
To quote anoth~r example, its approval of 1 Mwenye' Bushiri's 
succession at Barikiwa ••• "now his son has succeeded him 
(the deceased holder, 'Mwenye' BWanali)• This is indeed 
exactly how it ought to be" ••• might seem to endorse straigh~ 
forw~rd agflatic heredity; whereas in fact it is the Ngindo 
practice to favour brothers or even cousins of the deceased. 
Perhaps the most revealing observation made by the council 
was that f9llowing hard on the death of Nganora .: "Since 
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long ago we have said that in this country of the Ngindo 
there is no Sultant' By this they meant 'paramount'; but, 
insofar as the term implies chieftainship, they ·could 
·equally well have meant 1Mwenye". 
One of the old MWENYE's functions was to mediate 
in disputes. The party·seeking to atone a wrong inflicted 
by one of its members would approach one or more recognized 
MWENY~s with a request that negotiations for a meeting 
with the injured group's representatives be arranged.. Evi-
dently this service was gratuitous., If it proved success-
ful the two partie;? .... feud would probably have been 
I 
I 
operative prior to :,the adoption· of this .expedient, so par1"' 
' ' ticipants ca.me fully'. armed ,. #if would take up their station 
I 
on opposite sides of a valley.?: Volunteers known as kiTA_RA 
(plural iTARA) would then shuttle back and forth bearing 
the proposals submitted in accordance with the advice of 
MWENYEs, who would have made the first overture of all by 
means of such messengers bearing.cockerels" A MWENYE 
would for preference join the injured party so as to 
increa.se the chances of achieving reconciliation by calming 
its anger. Once this mechanism had produced agreement over 
compensation the parties were free to disperse, fore-
ga.thering later at the homesteads of the one to which pay-
ment was due. There at a formal feast of forgiveness the 
compensation, or at least an insta~ment, would be handed 
ove.r. Debating this pre-European method of arbitration 
in 1938,the Ngindoland Council agreed that "Prominent men 
come forward, namely the neighbours ••• these MWENYEs 
( "Ma.mwenye" in the Swahili record), namely the prominent 
men ('Wakubwa") of the country, come forth one from each 
settlement (t'Mtaa"), and each with four or .five men"·· Some 
would join one party of li"tigants, some the other, "but 
' 
they stay far apart, not togethern.. Negotiators, apparently 
the MWENYEs themselves,.approach the defendants who 
"produce one Gora of cloth, that is four P.andes (a ·· 
r small measure) of Malekani ( 'Merekani' cloth)". The 
plaintiffs then make their demand, a specimen o.f which, 
for deliberate homicide,might be fifteen GORAs of cloth 
plus two slaves plus a- musket and powder .. The account 
concludes with the ~lairltiffs' threat: "If they do not 
agree on these terms, we w:i:.11 fight. rt As for the offen-
der, if unable to meet the liability, his fate was "to 
be sold to the Arabs• He disappears completely. He 
does not return,... Feud (maLUNGA as opposed to bigger 
NGONDO, warfare, and NJALALE, raids or battues} appears 
. 
to have been a .furtive vendetta in which avenging rela-
tives would approach the enemy homesteads singly by dark 
and despatch any kinsman of the killer as he sat by his 
fire ••• ·even within his hut the chinks in the log-cabin 
(liPATIKA) then in vogue made it easy to insert a poisoned 
arrow; At this distance of time it is not.possible to 
. 
determine the exact nature of feud or the groups employing 
it, Whilst agreeing that there was "no organised inter ... 
tribal warfare", the District Book states that "clan 
warfare took place. and prisoners were said to be retained 
. in a state of benign slavery, though this. was uncommon11 • 
Unless by this is meant large-scale feuds~the information 
would appear .inaccurate. Individuals could however be . 
kidnapped ang held to ransom until such.time· as outstand-
ing compensation or other debts were honoured; 
Nowadays the extra-cameral procedure ,(i.e. outside 
the Government-recognized courts) is kno-wn as k1LONGELO 
KILO (discussion at night). As the name implies, the 
parties may meet at nightf J but by no means always•. KILO 
has the connotation of secrecy rather than darkness; The 
venue must be the hut of the plaintiff's senior kinsman, 
I .Ji 
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to whom the offender's lineage-head or deputy goes to beg 
pardon. If a quorwn of the plaintiff's kin ca.n be convened 
there and then the matter may be settled summarily. Other-
wise a second and pre-arranged visit will be made. Both 
procedure and attendance are informal. Seldom do more 
than a dozen people gather, seated under.the hut-eaves • 
. 
They sit together, though with any womenfolk somewhat 
apart. The latter may however enter the debate; which 
consists of an opening speech by the leader of the visliing 
delegation>explaining his business, followed by demands on 
the part of the home-group. The culprit or accused never 
shows his face at such .a meeting. The popularity of ki-
LONGELO derives from its leniency and from its appreciation 
of communal rather than individual responsibility, The 
Government-sponsored c·ourts appear by contrast morally 
inhuman, socially unrealistic. It was on the grounds of 
their readiness to resort direct to Government litigation 
that more than anything else lowered the coastal Ma.tumbi in 
the eyes of Ngindo evacuees under the Closer Settlement 
Scheme. KiLONGELO is and was an inter-lineage·affair, 
hence tentative and exploratory. With disputes inside 
the lineage the position is quite otherwise. The lineage-
head, especially if he feels sure of backing from his 
subordinates, may lay down a ruling which the contestants 
' ,can disregard only. if they emigrate. Probably the District 
Book confused this with kiLONGEL6 or the archaic system 
of adjustment when it refe.rred to disputes "within the 
jurisdiction of the family ••• (or) clan-head who.convened 
assessorstt. As an individual wrong-doer, even a.kinship 
outsider might in the past be forced to confess by means of 
stocks (KONGWA) or other intimidation; for instance his 
hair-clippings and nail-parings might be appropriated as 
a surety for his truthfulness (kuLAPA, to swear i.e. tan-
tamount to an oath), Presumably s~ch an offender could 
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count on no immediate support from his own kin. 
It seems likely that in the old days kiLONGELO 
of 'this sort, backed by .feud, furnished the primary avenue 
of settlement. Nowadays this sanction has been replaced 
by that o.f reference to th~ Government courts •'· kiLONGELO 
alone has no means of enforcing .a decision• Since the 
MWENYE until recently presided over these Government 
courts;- he could have no place in kiLONGELO excepting in 
his private capacity.. Incidentally, kiLONGELO may handle 
anything up to homicide,should there be reason for secrecy, 
or should the litigants wish to avoid paying official fees. 
As a rule, recourse to the Government courts comes as a 
last. resort, Very few Government court actions are brought 
without the prior breakdown of kiLONGELn. Sometimes where 
an· individual or group wants to administer a sharp warning 
a Government court verdict will first be obtained; where-
upon ,at a priva~e session held afterwards,the inflated 
Government penalty will be toned do~m to the accepted 
e~tra ... cameral level by the handing back of a proportion of 
the compensation awarded, Nowadays the interplay between 
.official and unofficial ha$ grown in compleJd,ty thanks 
to the demotion of Ngindoland since the second World War 
from de facto administrative 'District'; with eleven 
subordinate 'Native Courts' and one of appeal, to f:sultanate', 
with only one court. For a unit 100 miles square and .at, 
about 30,000 
leas'& ao,ooo strong this provision would obviously prove 
inadequate, even bearing in mind the astonishing docility 
-0f the Ngindo, were it not for the volume of legal business 
handled by the present non-judicial JUMBEs and deputies, 
some of them ex-court-holders (i:e: MWENYEs), who form a 
buffer between •Government' and kiLONGELO proper. Both 
now and between the World Wars the Government court.s have 
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plainly recognised the existence, and even the jurisdiction, 
of kiLONGELO ·•• "The court does not want to hear cases 
which you settled at home" (KIP 4/38). An indecisive 
inheritance case is eyen pushed out onto private.settle· 
ment '(MCH 11/44) • Elsewhere some ambiguity arises, especi-
ally over divorce when adultery-suits are brought despite 
the prior granting of separation by kiLONGELO. "You have 
done wrong.• You cannot give back your child's money. 
(i.e, on divorce) any old where outside Without appearing 
before a (Government,) court" (AP 159/51). If not a vindi-
cation of the MWENYE concept, the extra-cameral system does 
reflect the a.gnatic units or which the MWENYEs ·. may or may 
not have been the heads. 
The non:..functional 'clan' has been outlined. .F'or 
its further attributes one must look at the component 
lineages, the salient features of which have also been 
demarcated. Besides spatial, or 'cellular', and genea-
logical consistency, the lineage has a recognised head; 
It spends and receives formally· transferred wealth in 
concert. It accepts group responsibility in disputes. 
It incorporates specl.fic ritual and taboos; It co-operates 
in all normal enterprises. Lineage-founder names are not 
however over-stable. They belong to male agnates, seldom 
more than two generations removed from existing senior 
members; The.ir use ·is a matter of .focus. Ordinarily they 
.fill the myopic vision of Ngindo kinship. But in a given 
contextJthe anterior lineage-founders whom they usurped 
are liable t·o come into view, not passing directly into 
oblivion. · New lineages appear to arise out of a certain 
degree of distension in either time or space.; If agnatic 
siblings migrate to points 50 miles apart their lineage 
will lose no time in splitting. If they stick together 
in a lineage founded by., say, a paternal great-grand.father, 
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one or other of them will develop an ascendant and his 
name will 'flou,rish '°, eclipsing those of past and present 
kinsmen. These are the main factors •. To assist his name 
to flourish a man should have a. commensurate personality, 
or at least an ~rray of family dependants~ He should have 
some quality or possession to tip a balance already weighted 
in his favour~ I know of one lineage-founder, himself 
a nonent.:i.ty and son of an immigrant, whose wife was not 
only an inhabitant of standing, but a virago. She kept 
open house on her own initiative whilst he took· a back seat! 
She also bore him several sons~ That meek husband's name 
now flourishes exceedi.ngly. 
In old genealogies one finds a distinct tendency . 
on the part of first sons to follow their father's name. 
Whether th:i.s was so in their own lifetime is problematical, 
but it indicates their subordination to the lineage rounder. 
Lineage names appear to be nick-names for the most part, 
and supplementary to the founder·' s official name. . Before 
the present century, personal names were vernacular and 
highly variegated•. But since the conversion of the tribe 
to Islam, Muslim. names have made a clean sw.eep: It so 
happens that,to date
1
all lineage-founders belong to the 
pre-Islamic or transition era~ So their names, though 
coupled with those_ bestowed by religion, remain distinc.;. 
tive. But henceforth it would seem that no alternative 
will offer for the dozen odd stock Islamic names. It will 
be interesting to see whether indigenous names will still 
oe manufactured for lineage purposes. Confusion would 
result from a host of 'Tom., Dick, and Harry' lineages were 
they to be Islamicised. It. is said that on the non-Ngindo 
coast, where the process has gone much further, Islamic 
names have actually come to refer to kinship groups, _but 
the analogy may not be applicable to the Ngindo interior. 
l\./r. Only within the lineage does the indigenous authority 
operate on a systematic basis. Other situations involv-
but in a.. 
ing inequality .of status are standardised)oft a pure.Ly 
fragmentary way in 
iadi--:idual plaae, such .as~he fear of a man for his 
"""' father-in-law ori_!lis affection for his maternal uncle. 
Within the lineage, on the other hand, a whole set of 
kinsmen adhere to a mutual code which is given coherence 
by the fact of their common residence, and nowadays 
enforced by Ngindo-inspired, government-supported law •. 
What sanction governed cases of intra-lineage conflict 
before the Europeans came I could not discover. People 
blandly insisted that no one would ever quarrel with an 
agnatic kinsman. Presumably, since feud was inoperative 
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at that level, the final solution was ostracism. I have 
not heard that curses or ritual sanctions could be invoked. 
n/ p • • •.• • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • ••• • • • 
Nowadays lineage solidarity rests on two propositions, 
namely that junior agnates should reside with senior ones, 
and that they should obey them. Corroboration is abundant. 
A judge scolds a truant paternal nephew,. "From today you 
and all your younger brothers will foll·ow his authority" 
(AP 1/51). Again, "lt is not right for a man ·to leave 
his elder brother" (BAR 12/37}. Another case ·1s even 
more explicit·. "The law and custom of our 4..;ribe is , for 
a son to live with his father" (KIP 10/ 37), to which an 
ensuing case add~d the principle that, though an agnate 
·might emigrate to "follow the country", he mu.st not do so 
in order to transfer his loyalty to another person (KIP 24/37) 
j 
The[ineage-head is to be consulted in matrimonial matters-. 
I 
Thus, a divorce awarded to the wife of a junior brother 
was rescinded when the senior brother protested that he had 
been .ignored. ttThis is not right without calling the 
.senior brother" (AP 8/44). Plainly, he had exercised a 
veto. The dignity of a senior agnate demands that he be 
treated decorously. It is wrong nto insult one's senior 
brother without cause" (BAR 20/36)., or simply "one's 
father" (BAR $/37). In the latter ·Case the language 
of the son appeared amply justified, but he had to pay · 
a 2/- fine none the less, as did the previous accused. 
Cases like these show senior agnates to be in 
possession o~ definite executive functions at the lineage 
~level. It is they who make the decisions. On the other 
·hand they cannot act arbitrarily. The courts frequently 
pl':ad for harmony between agnates. 0 It is not good to 
scorn your elder brother. Settle the matter in concert. 
This i.s the law" (AP J/45). They caution overbearing 
seniors. Thus a man who had married out his paternal 
niece without the genitor's permission found the marriage 
annulled.# ctit is absolutely wrong to marry out the 
complainantts daughter ••• you are able to wield authority, 
but only by agreement between yourself and your younger 
brother" (AP 47/51) .• Though the senior agnate is in 
charge, his authority remains conditional. "You must 
live with your father • • .• you will discuss together each 
matter •• ~ you are bound to consult your parent and 
paternal aunt. This has been the law 0£ the Ma.gingo-
Nlonde since long agon (AP 22/43). The ,inclusion of the 
aunt is interesting'9 I shall return to the point later 
in this section. Theoretically, the power of a senior 
agnate is unlimited. But it is felt that a junior would 
win his case if he complained of oppression, with witnesses 
to prove it. Conflicts between agnates are deplored. 
"Seeing that it is one family, for this reason the court 
is angry" (BAR 11/37). Here, the junior of the two 
litigants, who had been brawling at a beer-party. was 
fined 2/-. However, if' the parties have fallen out 
seriously, each must get his due share. A man and his 
junior paternal uncle who quarrelled over bridewealth and 
adultery payments were made to restore their res-
x 
pective contributions (AP 12/44). Of course, 
formal litigation only touches the edge of rela-
tions bet'V1een agnates ,, who scarcely ever go to 
the Government courts. 
x Footnot,e: 
165. 
The man who had contracted the. marriage 
('husband' ) was found to have received contribu-
tions towards his wife's bridewealth from two 
kinsmen; first, from his senior-brother (not 
known whether full or classificatory), to the 
extent of Shs,19/50; and second, from his junior-
paternal-uncle (not known whether direct or 
classificatory).; to the extent of Shs, 21/-. 
The judgment, insisting that all claims out-
standing between these two kinsmen be adjusted, 
ordered the husband's senior-brother to take res-
ponsibility for the combined bridewealth total of 
Shs.41/;o {appa.rentl.:y Shs,1/- out, owing to a mis-
take either in arithmetic or on the.part. of the 
scribe). The husband's senior-brother was to do 
this by handing over that amount in full to the 
husband's junior-paternal-uncle, who in his turn 
had to refund to the liusband's senior-brother an 
old debt of Shs. 17/-, namely adultery-compensa-
tion incurred by the husband's junior-paternal-
uncle's own son. 
Such an allocation obviously fails to restore 
to each man the money he has actually paid; for the 
husband's senior-brother has been obliged to surren-
der Shs.22/- (assuming the figure of Shs.41/50 to be 
the one actually award.ed) tin return tor• the lesser 
amount of Shs.17/- in respect of former adultery-
compensation, which could be regarded as a separate 
debit item altogether. However;, claims of this so,rt 
between kinsmen are so rare, and so deplorable in 
the eyes of the Ngindo., that the principle of 'satis-
faction to each party' as opposed to strict equity, 
becomes even more important than usual._Therefore, 
the court award is more likely to reflect the mood 
and circumstances of the contestants than the exact 
requisite settlement of accounts between them. Thus, 
looking at the situation from the point of view of 
the husband's senior-brother, and overlooking the 
fact that the past adultery-compensation might 
constitute a present credit due to him, he is not 
seriously .out of pocket; whereas the husband's 
junior-paternal-uncle, though he has lost .financial 
control of the marriage., should be more than contented 
with his pound· of flesh. In addition, laconic court-
recortis may have omitted to mention other items or 
arguments which influenced the judgment. 
165a. 
The lineage-head is pivot of his lineage. Anyone 
approaching any of its members on a matter of note 
should do so through him. It is his duty to provide 
for his charges. This is not to say that he feeds 
and clothes them, tho,:ugh he would were a kinsman to 
be destitute. Rather he attends to formal pa,yments, 
of which he holds the purse.-strings. He is trustee, 
not hoarding the available money in his own hands, but 
disbursing it to meet lineage liabilities such as 
bridewealth. On occasion he gets into trouble for 
neglecting his re.sponsibilities, A man found 
guilty of.failing to obtain treatment for his son's 
ailing children was fined 4/-. "He made no attempt 
i.. 
to divine for them, nor did he seek medjfoine on 
their behalf. He j.ust sat'' (MCH 5/45.) • The lineage-
head handles disputes. Where the aggrieved party 
is of his agnatic or other satellite kin, arbitra-
tion proceedings will take place· at his hut. Should 
it be necessary to plead elsewhere or, as the Ngindo 
say, "submit", on the score of offences committed 
by a kinsman, either the lineage-head or hi.s repre-
sentative will appear. It is also he who for 
preference will conduct offerings to the spirits, 
a duty which persists when others have fallen away; 
A senile elder of my acquantance still sacrifices," 
but he is past diplomacy. Indeed it was his sons 
who, entirely on their own initiative, procured 
the comfortable widow who is now his wife. Regard-
ing land, if a newcomer were polite enough to ask 
permission to settle he might approach the nearest 
lineage head or the one principally associated 
with the proposed living site. 




in detail elsewhere. 
' Qualifications for the posit:i.on of lineage-head 
are primarily generation,; secondarily sibling, seniority. 
No son will succeed whilst an eligible uncle is on the 
.spot • • • in my hearing two highly competent mature men 
whose aged father was lineage-head, remarked of a hanger-
on paternal uncle: ttHe is just waiting to inherit us, 
that's alln. There is no formality of installation., nor 
can a lineage-head be identified by his ga.rb, mien, home,· 
possessions, or by any other external mark except the 
behaviour of others towards him. The father-son, senior-. 
junior brother, and brother-sister relationships follow 
the same general pattern. Mostly a son defers to his 
own father; whence to the lineage-head. Even a paternal 
aunt may wield a.uthorityt especially if she be the sole 
surviving senior agnate. Paternal cousins behave in the 
same way as direct siblings;. depending on their residential 
p·roximi t y. 
'l'he paternal aunt, known as aMATI as well as 
aniHENGA, should 'she be the father's own sister, must be · 
greeted politely and maintains a certain reserve. For 
instance she would not shake hands with the nephew; but 
the two do not hesitate to touch each other or converse in 
the ordinary way. When visiting, the degree of cordiality 
between them compares with that shown by a maternal uncle. 
Should the nephew stay art:y: length .of time at his aunt's 
he would definitely be expected to work for her, whereas 
she would be under no obligat.ion to do so if she were the 
guest.- About carrying a load opinion is divided. Inform-
ants .feel however that, as a woman, the aunt would insist 
"' . on carrying it herself. The roles would never be sub• 
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stantially modified, even if the aunt were comparatively 
young. A dissatisfied aunt would complain to the nephew's 
father or other senior male agnate. If a good deal older 
than the .nephew she may scold him, but not box his ears. 
Her contributions to debates over marriage-parleys and the 
like carry weight. She may even conduct lineage affairs 
in the absence of males. For nephew and aunt to copulate 
is highly incestuous, though not so much so as parents 
and offspring. The aunt's husband warrants the designa-
tion aWAWA (father) and should be treated as such. No 
levity is permissible between nephew and aunt. Gifts pass 
between the two, though the aunt will favour her own chil-
dren more. If living more than a day's march apart they 
will visit one another perhaps once a season. The nephew 
will be made welcome, though tension may arise with the 
aunt's husband should he be too much in evidence. Obituary 
information and notice of ritual events will be passed as 
a rule, though attendance would not 'be obli.gatory. A 
nephew could expect little material assistance from his 
aunt, if short of bridewealth or other funds; for "she 
looks her own way". On the other hand she would be ....................................... 
nip ~:~~:::. :~. ~:~:~~?.~:~:.~As for her offspring, they get 
treated as br'?thers or sisters, in accordance with their 
real or putative sibling senio!ity. It .is thought that 
a junior paternal cousin would run errands and render other 
services, though not to the extent that a suitor in marri-
age would. The junior cousin may not be struck by the 
senior unless still a small boy ••• note that no suitor 
prosr .. c.h.(.(t 
young or old could with impunity be struck by his~n-laws.-
A joking-relationship may link paternal cross-cousins of 
the same sex, but not the remaining categories unless very 
distantly related. Where a sharp line separate.s them is 
in the attitude towards spouses ••• the senior should 
never associate with the spouse of the junior. The inten-
sity of contact between cousins would.normally be less than 
168. 
that between an elderly maternal uncle and his nephew. 
Attendance at ritual occasions involving either cousin 
I 
would be optional. Where they live within reach, either 
one would be bound to appear at the marriage-parley of 
the other. Neither would conceivably work sorcery or 
bring court charges without extreme provocation. 
Lineage or lineage-cell solidarity rests on the 
. 
foundation or kinship attitudes such as these. Even the 
paternal aunt whose cell affinities, though she be a 
lineage member, will as a rule lie elsewhere, serves to 
t:einforce the ,home cell; for the reason that, as 'female 
, '--... is identified with 
father', she forms a;a exte;aoioR of the home lineage-cell's 
' 
- top stratum. · Were she to be neglected the home cell would 
'thereby be undermined. ··The lineage-cell is the co-operative 
unit. This has been seen of beekeeping (see Chapter II, 
Forest), and applies equally to other activities. The 
lineage sees to its own internal affairs, even in govern-
mental matters • . , If porters are wanted to carry ivory or 
tax, the headman, who has a rough roster of lineage-cells, 
merely sends word along to each that so many representa-
tives are required, the qhoice of whom rests with the line-
age and would not be questioned unless a man protested that 
he was being victimised. Aga.in., the lineage (virtually 
whenever I use the word it can be taken to mean 'cell'. The 
abstract 'lineage ',· stripped of its attendant spouses and 
hangers-on, bereft of its ge?graphical consistency, has 
next to no relevance to Ngindoland) has identity of inter-
est in managing the property of its members, including 
their rights~over their wives. Should a man's wife be 
found in adultery, he cannot overlook the affair, even if 
personally disposed to do so. If .he tries, his kinsmen 
may prosecute the seducer on their own account, dismissing 
the husband as a fool.· The same would happen in any other 
case of gross mismanagement·. 
Ex!'ernally,. as well as by the indices already 
enumerated, one lineage may be .identified in relation 
to others by reciprocal joking-relationships. The 
lineages in question must be somewhat distant, f?r the 
relationship automatically ceases once a marriage unites 
them. Regular joking-relationships do not concern any· 
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wider groupings than this. Those allegedly linking broad 
tribal entities such as •Ngindo' and'Ngoni' do not appear 
to me to be sa~isfactorily verified. The most that can 
be said is tha.t a certain proportion of informants postu-
late. them.· I have no evidence on their occurrence at 
' 
burials or ~rriages as suggested by Moreau (Ref. 49a). 
Otherwise the persons poking fun at one another (wfl:BIRU) 
are i.ndividuals •• • fellow initiates, members of alter-
nate generations, or simply friends. Charged wit.h being 
abusive a man admits: "Nor was he a friend of mine" (BAR 10/ 
37). Another facet of the lineage is its taboos: A certain 
lineage when performing the ablution rite during tbe ini--; 
tiation ceremonies keeps away from the pool or water-hole, 
washing the childr~n from vessels instead; This is because 
an initiate of that lineage fell into the water some years. 
a.go and was drowned.- Another lineage refuses to allow its 
initiates to be tapped on the head with a millet-stalk, 
as is done during another ritual episode, because one of 
.. 
its members developed a sore on his head .from which he 
ultimately died. 
Uterine KinshiJ?. · 
Ostensibly the Ngindo follow the agnatic line of 
descent. A man gets his lineage and clan names, including 
totem, from his father, the bulk of whose property he can 
expect to inherit via paternal uncles. Almost invariably 
170, 
he· assumes a paternal personal name as complement to his 
own, especially now that·stock Muslim names for males are 
the rule. I say 'almost' because I did di¢cover half a 
dozen odd cases of men adopting names of :µterine or.igin 
besides the regular agnatic ones. But, although the 
stronger of the two, these were more in the nature of nick-
names, and av ery small minority at that;. certainly less 
than 1%. Women used to be called simply by their clan 
names, unless they developed some idiosyncrasy giving rise 
to a personal name. Nowadays their frequently bizarre 
names have been steam-rollered by insipid "daughter of 
(MB.le) so•and-so" (Ngindo:aBINTI TENABA), an instance of . . 
Islamic conventions giving a slight edge to patriliny. 
Not that the latter, either conceptually or in practice, 
receives a serious boost from Islam which, whenever it 
conflicts with pagan custom, comes off se'<::ond best. At 
one ~tage of the investigation it appeared that anterior 
matriliny ••· Ngindo have numerous matrilineal nelghbours, 
all of them apparently in transition, and one wholly 
orientated, towards.patriliny ··•might account for the 
features not ordinarily associated with agnatic societies, 
presence of Ll'!'l~triliace:l leaaiags suih as marriage-by-
s,ervice • This is why I accord the question such emphasis• 
But no evidence of a switch-over from one to the other 
was to be had• On the contrary, it transp.ired that all 
Ngindo groups, including those outliers who have aped 
their present matrilineal hosts (see Chapter X, Neo-Hamba, 
_ etc".,) had a fairly pronounced agnatic slant even before 
that other agnatic irruption, the Ngoni, reached southern 
Tanganyika a century ago; 
.In case the surmise of matriliny should be considered 
unwarranted evolutionary thinking, it should be stated here 
that certain features of the southerly Ndonde outlier 
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Uter:in n p a ( bov )beekeeper, with bow, and motaer ' 
leading with ho - comb , ak: up harv ting t : (belo ) 
brother, in foregr~ d puffing at tobacco , 
initiate, watohi g the ' childbirth ' cha.rad 
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as survivals of original patriliny than as functional 
responses to present needs. In the same way a bump on 
172. 
a man ' s head might be explained as a protective pad for 
the damaged tissues . But it would be more cogent to 
postulate a blow from a blunt object and to ascertain the 
circumstances of its infliction. 
Amongst the home- gindo , patriliny is , and ha 
long been , in the saddle. They sho such signs of strong 
agnation as the granting of paternity to the pater of a 
child conceived in adultery. On the other h~nd , to take 
an instance alr ady quoted, the fact that a man' s paternal 
great -grandmother's people , belonging to a different clan, 
can get terminological priority over agnates shows uterine 
kin to be by no means neglected . Indeed , where residence 
allo s, the latter achieve parity in the classificatory 
syst m. his emerges clearly from a quantitative analysis 
of cases here the two lines co e into conflict. Thanks 
to inter-marriage of persons connected with Ego , these are 
numerous , amounting to one sixth of all marriages in a 
broad homogeneous sample . Actually, the ratio of such 
marriages is still higher, for I extr cted only such cases 
as embodied a clash of terms . For example , if two of 
Ego's classificatory grand-children got married , neither 
could influence the label of the other in r 1 tion to him , 
since a grandchild 's spouse automatically becomes 'gr nd-
child' too . herefore I would discard cases like this. 
The results of the analysis were ~ follows . 
Priorities for multiple classificatory kinship terms. 
(belonging to competing spouses i.e . both rel ted to Ego) 
(a) Uterine versus agnatic , the former 







Uterine versus agnatic, both labels r·e aining 
intact, but children following the former 4% 
Uterine versus agnatic , the former strong but 
ith an irregular competing line (servile, 
etc) 6% 
Irrelev nt priorities, i.e. not statistically 
significant. 76% 
onverse to (c). 4fo 
" " (b}. 4% 
" " (a)• 4% 
(50 cases occurring in approximately JOO unions 100% 
in a continuous genealogy). 
It will be seen that cases in support of each line of 
descent amount to 12%. herefore the b 1 nee betieen the 
two may b t ken to be roughly equal. he fact that few r 
of the cases in favour of the uterine line of descent are 
clear-cut than those in favour of the gnatic, i~e. (c) is 
bigger than (e), is offset by a subtantial proportion of 
1persistent uterine labels in (d); that is to say , labels 
which in an a enatic soci ty might be expected to yield to 
those of agnatic spouses. Since uterine kinship is the 
present topic, its effective ex mples of priority will best 
serve to illustrate the nature of the categories listed. 
1 




. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
aternal.: ternal. Affinal. : Priorit;t::-. . : . . 
Husband :aKUBA, u (sr.broth) :aWAWA (fath) :aKUBANGU . . . . 
Wif aniHENGA :a LA (sib- :aLAMU 
(pat . aunt) :ling-in-law) 
Child . . . Nil . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ote: I was unable to discover •hether, in such marri ges as 
these, the spouses recognised each other a kinsfolk. 





I. . • 
Husband aUKU~U . aLAMU aUKURU . 
(gfath) :(sibling-in-
law) . . 
if e aL ·iB Al GU a OJA :aLUMBWANGU 
(sist) (gmoth) . . 
Child aWA A mwIP ANGU :m IP~ ANGU 
(fath} (mat.neph) . . 
. . . . 
II. 
Husband a A A . . . . 
(fath . a KI BAN GU . a AWA . . . (dtr's sp) • . . 
''ife m liNA GU . . . . . . 
(dtr) a !A (moth) r wANANGU . . . . • . 
Child ~NITU (jr.: nchUKURU (gson) :nchUKURU 
broth) : . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
ote: In each of these t o m tches, it is the ~ife who is the 
•uterine• spouse, and in ecch c se She is two generations 




Another i nstance of the irnport·nce of uter ine kin , as reflec-
ted in the sequel to asymmetr ical marriages , appears overleaf 
• • • Here , the aniLONDO clan, th nks to a spat e of daughters , 
is k y to the reckoning of both ~eneration and sibling 
seniority in JO~ U clan ·herever the t~o i pinge . he re-
percussions of these aniLONDO matches re ven more exten-
sive than t he extract shows. As for the one case (VI) here 
inter- generation marriage fails to distort agn tic sequence , 
hysic 1 separ tion s eems to be to bl e . he JO U branch 
in question emi gr ted long ago . Its embers re no scattered 
and none of th lives within 10 iles of Ngindoland . Had 
k 
t hey rem ined in touch ith their home fello -clansfol~ and 
aniLONDO in la s , there is no doubt that t he position ould 
have been other ise . Another of t he four asymmet r i cal 
marriages unites two NJO partners , technic lly an infringe-
ment of exog Y/ (IV). 
Else here in t his same clan ( JO\ U) , the s me thing 
happens twice over , t he one tch nullifying the effect of 
t he other ••• 
SA'!E-~!'( -~o:.>I , ... ,.,,. 6 6 ... , 
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I . The JO hu 
d both t "1eir 
ther is no re 
the ener tion- enioz~~3 , 
to 'go ' s br ch ; so 
in t r inology . 
I I. The JO~ 
go , 
longs to senior br c h of JO U by relation to 
01 ho is reckoned to be junior in siblin -
r nk n ~ther . Therefore p , optin the aniLO DO 
enior to those atic classificatory siblin s 
i suin rri e . 
arria e B childless, so it re ains in ecisive. III . Thie 
V. The o ' cl sslfic tory df ther) irre 
fat er ' sister) ho is generation 
i sue of thi . m · ri , follo ing the wo n ' 
larly arries 
junior to hi • 
se_niori ty , 
v. 'l'h JO rlJ 
text of ' o ' s 
hi self. o e er , 
husb d ' s descend 
n ration seniority over o . 
rnrries aniLv DO wo an ho , hen vie ed in th con-
ani LOi llO ancestors , is a gener tion junior to 
it is the o ' seniority th t prev ·is, i • • this 
ts lo e their tic one- generation seniority over 
This c se ready bee discusse i the text . 
o . 
VI . 
VII . go ' f a.ther ' s iLONDO Qther h NJO other in gener tton ·' C ' ; but 
since this JO other arried aniLO 0 belon ing to · eneration 
' B', her brother and his issue thereby ain generation ' s seniority in 
relation to their n tic kin an , go . 
VIII . In either of these .arri s i 
& but both of the J wU wives come 
IX. r ch. Yet , in obedience to th 




ch ge of gener tion-se iority , 
branch which is enio to go ' s 
0 rec oning, the aniLO DO 
siblin -r k . 
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The point to note is this. I (one) holds superior sibling 
rank to 2, agnatically speaking. But informants attribute 
this not to their paternal grandfathers, j and I+, (and 7, 
who is also senior), but to their respective maternal grand-
mothers, 5 and 6; who seemingly carry more weight than 
. their spouses. It has been pointed out to me that the 
inversion· may have been due to the desire to escape ·the 
commitment of exogamyi· I do not consider this to be SG• 
For one thing, fellow clansfolk do not regard themselves as 
necessarily exogamous• For· another.,. violations of exogamy 
· are leniently judged.~ 
.Againi one find$ a distant uterine link restoring 
contact between fellow•agnates who had lost touch. Thus, 
Ego and X belong to NJOWU clan and live not far apart;· but 
without exogamy, classifi,catory labels, or known kinship.·· 
s 
Ego's father's mother, belonging to aniLONDO clan, ha~ a 
female classificatory sibling, Y, belonging.to a third clan 
called aniLUMBA. I and Y get married., with the result that 
kinship between Ego and X's off-spring is resu,scitated; 
nl p ••••• ·• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Without corresponding material from a typicalagnatic 
society with which to make a comparison, one cannot gauge the 
true significance of the Ngindo terminologJ_cal balance, which, 
on the face_ of it, seems to belie professions of wholly 
agnatic descent.. Remember that the degree of intermarriage 
recorded here refers to the nuclear Ngindo of Barikiwa, the 
so-called Chobo. Nowhere else in the land does kinship ·; 
attain such development, nor do the ordinary.heterogeneous 
Ngindo subscribe to inter-marriage of this sort; They are 
aware that the practice of it is one of the distinguishing 
As for the Chobo, they prefer marriage within the group. 
Chobo featuresf.~ereao these last veFge ea endegamy in their 
etttleek.· One o.f them descl".ibed those branches of his clan 
whose founders .had married .immigrant women as 'half:...castes'. 
178~ 
Uterine kin get a large measure of recognition in 
terminology. How do they fare in actual behaviour ? The 
answer is, not a great deal less favourably. The mother-
child relationship (admittedly a bilateral one since it sets 
, , agnation in motion as well• r treat it here because of its 
immediate nexus with uterine kin), having little of the irksome 
discipline associated with the father, is very close. Women, 
knowing how indispensable they will be to them in their old 
· age, desire children intensely. A wife who failed to bear 
off-spring threatened suicide (BAR 4/35). A woman told me, 
"Step children are different. They will never stint them-
selves to provide snuff in the way that one's own child will"• 
Lepers gravitate back towards their agnatic kin, but more 
especially to the mothe,r; _ 4kewise a decrepit mother to 
her son-; Men in distress· cry "Mother, mother!". Even though 
on divorce,mother and children must part company,they keep 
in close touch;· whereas she and the ex-husband seldom remain 
' 
on speaking terms. I have noticed that children born of the 
same mother but different fathers have a very strong bond. 
A litigant of ·this category got custody of classific~tory 
. t~ll -
children· in preference to their deceased father's pa1sieal 
' 
brother, who had neither grown up with them nor put in a 
prompt claim (AP 7/34). Mothers and lovers; these are the 
two real generators of passion among the Ngindo~ Ill-treat-
ment of a mother leads to bitter hatred. A certain widow 
C'o -
became the pelygya.ol:l:s wife of her deceased husband.' s junior 
parallel-
paternalL.:_ousin. At that time her son, being adolescent, 
remained in the care of this uncle; A crisis soon flared 
up between the two when the latter, in a drunken rage of 
jealousy, set to beating his new wife. The son came to the 
rescue and dislodged several of his uncle's teeth, whence 
liis nickname "Sawgums". No action was taken, and the two 
now live amicably together. 
) 
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n/p ................................................ ~ ........... . 
A mother's brothers and sisters, and other k~n, share her 
indulgence and privileges. Theoretically they exercise 
no control over uterine kin, but it is surprising how 
many cases show the contrary. Quite frequently a materna.l 
uncle will act as negotiator of his nephew's marriage. 
(BAR 16/35, 17/38, AP II/37, NJ 2/44). One woman com-
plained about her maternal uncle's acquisitiveness. ''He 
comes continually to take bridewealt-h,, My father I never 
see ••• he (the uncle) makes a slave of me on the score 
of my mother being his own sister, whose bridewealth he . 
holds ••.• then he eats up my bridewealth as well" (ev.LIW 
10/44)., In another case a man gave his maternal nephew Sks. 
85/- to marry a second wife (AP 9/35), and there are other 
such cases on record (AP 1/3$, 7 /43, MCH 63/44) ·• Occasionally 
the uncle may be on the rece.iving end (AP 1$/42). One 
maternal nephew was entrusted with the task of making 
overtures for marriage on behalf of his uncle, and promptly 
married the girl himself, He was later forced to leave 
her and pay adultery compensation as well! (MCH 16/43). 
Another took care of his emigrant uncle's family, and then 
got into trouble for marrying them all out behind his 
back (NJ 25/44), .Maternal ·uncle and nephew have a tolerant 
interest .in each others' spouses. The former finds the 
latter in. adultery with his own wife, and takes him to 
court; but lets him off finally (BAR 8/35)• He faces 
a charge of blackmailing a man he caught with his nephew's 
wife, but pleads that he merely winked an eye (AP 6/33)~ 
Conversely., a nephew may stand watchdog over his maternal 
"-a\-<..,,..,._1L.\.. 
uncle's wife.- "I caught you with myLuncle's wife", states 
one witness (ev.AP 29/32). Another reports to the , 
relevant kinsmen a similar act of infidelity (AP l/34). 
A maternal nephew may defend his uncle's person. Accused 
of assault, he explains that his uncle was. being insulted. 
"He is my maternal uncle. So I felt compassion for him, 
180. 
and came to blows" (BAR 15/39). Inheritance by a nephew 
of his maternal u.ncle' s widow is not uncommon (LIW 27 /4'J, 
2/44, NJ 24/43, MCH 65/43, AP 191/51) • 
'The behaviour· pattern ·between maternal uncie and 
nephew cannot easily be distinguished from that between 
any other senior and junior kinsmen, or even plain young-
sters and elders, such is the force of etiquette and lack 
of overt expression among the Ngindo. Its salient 
features are, however, consistent respect, with some 
familiarity; moderate optional interchange of gifts and 
services, the latter mainly from the nephew, the former 
from the uncle; little direct authority or regular 
commitments. Should the uncle be younger than the nephew, 
~kc '1..a. ... jc ... al 
the pattern will be modified, but not reversed;1:_aad 
.k 
always Lon the initiative of the younger .man. The term 
aNJOMBA (maternal uncle) can be used reciprocally. 
Here is an outline of the maternal uncle-nephew 
relationship;; The nephew- gives the respectful greeting 
SHIKM40l '(actually Swahili, but used in the vernacular), 
and steps aside for his uncle to pass. He will also 
give up a stool or bed if the uncle chances along or 
comes to stay, and entertain him to .food at any tim~, 
especially if he has travelled some distance. The two 
shake hands, eat from the same platter, and exchange 
jokes, but not of the obscene kind; nor would they 
if 
strip naked in front ,of each other txlltlcmm" they could 
help it. If the nephew brews beer, he puts some aside 
,_ w"o ._.o ... \J.. p.rok.it.kl, ru~,..ou.t"e • 
specially for his uncle)t: and prolmlaly t:i0e versa.: The 
uncle is generally in a position to give bigger gifts~ 
If he is generous he will give cloth; or at least 
slaughter a fowl. If within a couple of days' march 
of each other, the two should meet every few months or, 
x 
1$1. 
failing that, send a letter; preferably with a junior 
kinsman, who might stay over a while. For instance; the 
nephew might say to his child, "Go and see your 'grand-
father'"(i~e~ his father's maternal uncle). In principle 
the nephew would bestir himself more frequently than the 
uncle. The latter would never strike him, unless he were 
still a tiny tot, nor would he order him about. Only, 
the nephew would £eel bound to off er to carry a load if on 
a journey, or to help with cultivation if staying as a 
guest for any length of time. If the uncle particularly 
wanted something done, he might ask the nephew to lend a 
hand; but he would not mind if the latter declined. He 
·would only get offended if' this happened continually. When 
visiting, neither is under the necessity of bringing 
gifts. To come empty-handed would be reprehensible only 
ot ~"c-.. . 
in time of famine. NeitherL.ha.s any positive hold on the 
other, and the most that could be done in the case of 
rudeness would be to censure the <:£fender to his face or 
report him to his senior agnates.. Accusations of' sorcery 
between them are rare, and likely to arise only when an 
uncle has been given ground for dissatisfaction•, There is 
nothing very shocking in copulating with the uncle's wife, 
though the converse would be more serious. Marriage 
between maternal uncle and niece is not permissible. The 
uncle's widow often goes to the nephew; and sometimes the 
nephew's to the uncle, though this is irregular. An uncle 
would be lenient in the event of discovering his nephew 
in adultery. In disputes and marital affairs the two 
do not necessarily consult one another, excepting where 
the uncle happens to be the .nephew's guardian. If the 
nephew were ha.rd up for bridewealth he would not normally 
approach his uncle in the matter, but get help from his 
mother; which would amount to the same thing; For she 
would probably request a portion of her ·Own bridewealth 
x NOTE: Nos.182,183 in the series are missing (i.e. Page 
184 should heve been 182). 
held by the uncle. He might be expected to meet a third 
of the tot.al bridewealth, not more.. Each would certainly 
visit the other in the event of sickness in either homef, 
· t~a~~Ydo~ 
but not for everyday funct1ons;J.on1ifbig events like the 
fo~ 
initiations, They would however normally let each other 
know in advance about any noteworthy matter. If living in 
different settlements, neither would go to the other's 
work-party. If one.of them were a headman or Muslim 
preacher, this would not affect their relationship, As 
for the uncle's children, the nephew will treat them much 
as he does his own paternal cousins; though somewhat more 
distantly, since their meetings will normally be infrequent. 
Though not so·intimate, he will treat his mother's sister 
as a mother, 
Though cases of control by, and cohesion between, 
uterine kin amount to something appreciable, they are ·none 
the less exceptions. As like as not, in most of the court 
extracts adduced, no agnatic competitors· were forth-coming:. 
Yet, even in abortive suits brought by uterine kin (BAR 
18/36, 10/3ll, 16/J9, AP 15/41), it is signi.ficant that 
they .should have been brought at all• Listen to this 
explicit statement of the uterine viewpoint, made in 
evidence before a court• "The deceased is classificatory 
father on my mother's side, not on my father's• His child 
belongs to me" (ev. MCH 6J/44h Sometimes a maternal 
uncle rears a family, only to lose it to agnatic claimants; 
but his bridewealt,h contributions made to such dependants 
must be made good to him (AP 1/38, 7/43). In one case 
the uterine party gets custody of disputed children; but 
largely because his agnatic rival had neglected overlong 
to bring a suit (AP 7/34)~ Here, the plaintii'f put the 
question flatly, the defendant being maternal uncle to his 
deceased father. "I ask you, is it right that he should 
be heir ?". The court agreed that it was not, Agnatic 
and uterine confront each other directly in this next 
ease. The female ringleader of several youngste~s whose 
place of residence was the issue fbr hearing, vehemently 
refused to be matrilocal; i•e• with her mother's own kin 
or the step-relatives on her mother's remarriage: u1 do 
not want to live at my brother-in-law•.s. I do not even 
want my junior siblings to live at his place. He is only 
• 
a suitor!"~ To wJ;iich the uterine representative retorts, 
'"What? Has matrilineal kinship (in kiSwahili "uJamaa wa 
uterine party 
. kiMru11a") died now ? ". Awarding custody to the Ll_AA;ti or, the 
court gave no reason for so doing. Instead it side-
stepped the problem by declaring the recalcitrant woman 
. "a mere child" (AP 12/45h 
In principle, the courts repudiate attempts to 
set up uxorilocel marriage ee1ulitiese• One case of this 
type related to a man from .Ma.sasi District, home of the 
matrilineal Yao and Makua, who. contracted a marriage in 
Ngindoland on matrilineal terms. In evidence he des-
cribed how the father-in-law stipulated "You have no 
permission to pay bridewealth, but we will follow the Yao 
custom of living with one's wife". The sequel was that 
the bride herself got tired of the responsibility. "Hoe 
' 
axe, bill-hook, clothing, and food up to me; and consider-
ing the fact that I am a woman! So I saw it was better 
that we should part". Her father stated his motive to be 
fear of losing her, to which the court came back~ "Do not 
do this again by trying to cheat a man and put him inside 
(prison i.e. ·compel him to be uxorilocal)~ Today is the 
end of it. I am letting you off very lightly" (NJ 7/47). 
The marriage was to be set aside, debts paid up, and the 
crops to be shared ou.t equally between the spouses~ 
Similarly, wives seeking to remain home-bound get severely 
censured. One wife,who declared. herself positively unable 
to go 100 miles to settle with her husband,received the 
following lecture. "By the law of Ngindoland and other 
places, if a woman gets married, she must follow her husband1r 
(MCH 46/43) • Or again, "'Vlherever your husband wants to live, 
you must follow him" (AP 17 /43) .• In this case the wife 
finally got her divorce, not because grounds were adequate, 
but because the court capitulated. In another case, how-
ever, it refused to yield ground (AP 21/43)• Only occasion-
is uxorilocal tolerated 
ally eloes the matriliaoal type marriage ge19 ef.f tlfteeetl\ee~ 
One son-in-law is poverty-stricken and offers to be uxori-
local in order to escape paying bridewealth, the ,court 
making no adverse comment (AP l/4J). Another, whose wife 
sought to divorc,e him without avail, was warned that he 
would have to go and live with his in-laws in the event of 
further misconduct (KIP 2S/37)~ Conversely, a wife is on 
record as protesting that her husband never took her away 
f'rom her own kinl- (KIP 11/35) •. 
there is evidence of 
In every sphere I lEept aetieiag tel:lehee ,of uterine 
solidarity. Children would be sent to play or recuperate 
at a maternal grand.father's for days or weeks; A woman, 
going 20 miles to attend the itj.itiation of a maternal 
niece, thereby misses that of her step-son at the viri-
local home;· A maternal nephew stands to take over an 
important forest sacrifice, though the holder has compet-
ent sons of his own; A husband moves out of his own hut 
to see her niece's children 
to make room for his wife's, aunt on a vis:!J• But these 
touches do not invalidate the overall priority of agnates. 
Ngindo make the stock witticisms at the expense of the 
husband in a matrilineal society. "He is just a cockerel 
lent out for stud purposes"; Despite their own alloca-
tion of enhanced cash equivalents for female as opposed 
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to male children, Ngindo say "We prefer sons. Only the 
Mwera and Yao prefer daughters"• It has been shown how 
'""e.. highJ!eeling over uxorilo-cal marriage may run. Angered at 
a woman's insistence on staying with her maternal uncles, 
despite a court order that she should quit them, a man used 
bad.language and was arraigned for calling her a slave 
(AP 6/35). The association of slavery and m.atrilocal 
residence .is significant• In the old days there was a 
bias in favour of servile suitors. A slave, it was argued, 
would be more .reliable than an outsider whose loyalties, 
LV 
should he become Jxorilocal, remained outside• Similarly 
an heir by a slave wi.f e was more to be trusted than a 
freeborn one, always prone to uterine intrigue. More, a 
person with roots elsewhere would not have the same 
reverence for home taboos, hence bring misfortunes. 
I 
In balance, though agnatic descent binds and rein-
forc·es the loose fabric of Ngin.do society, /there are 
inumerable uterine threads in the weave. 
Af.f.inal Kinship.· 
I 
A man's in-laws can be described as incipient 
uterine kin• The fact that the same person ean be viewed 
so differently by father and son, the one calling him 
distant, potentially hostile 'brother-in-law', the other,. 
respected but indulgont 'mother's brother', brings into 
relief the antithesis.between adjacent generations. 
The relationship between in-laws is a mixture of 
mutual an~agonism and deferential accord/, with antagonism 
uppermost.- A wife's kin are constantly intriguing, sus-, 
pected of intriguing, or inhibited by such suspicion; 
Cases brought by a husband against in-laws engineering 
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the rupture of his marriage or leviritical inheritance 
are very frequent! (examples NJ 1/46, BAR 11/36, 12/39, 
2/45, MCH 43/42, AP 37 /43, 6/46) • Ge.nerally the court 
makes some disparaging comment. "You have no right to 
hinder your daughter seeing that you have given her to a 
man and received bridewealth" {NJ 8/47)• 0 Do not get used 
to keeping your daughter.for long periods and leaving her 
husband all by himself• This is not fair at all" (AP 2/40). 
"You have no right to lend an ear.to your daughter's 
complaints .... if she and her husband have a quarrel, do 
not enter it" (AP 5/38). One father-in-law was found to 
4la..,,kt-c. ... S"s. ,_/-
have given hisJ:.datttl:iep 2/= expressly to provoke a divo.rce. 
He was fine~ 6/- (MCH 58/44) • Another adm:it ted to hold-
s"$. 
ing his daughter's child as a hostage for payment of 
bridewealth~ He was·merely ordered to surrender the 
child, whilst the husband's kin had to pay up (tIW 18/45). 
A wife who kept playing truant with her own kin, though 
she got her divorce, received the peculia.rly Ngindo sen-
tence o:f banishment (MCH 59/42)<! Elsewhere the court 
appears to take a more lenient view• Granting a divorce, 
the court. merely stipulated that bridewealth should be 
refunded in full to the husband, which is the normal 
procedure. · nLet him have his due, since he and his wife 
never quarr~lled,, excepting that you (the brother-in-law) 
simply do not like your sister's husband" (AP 9/45). In 
a solitary case the dissentient in-layv seems.to have the . 
support ,of the court. "The genitor of the wife no longer 
- ~L.t .. 
wants to have his dau,&4,er married out" (AP 7/36). But 
~ . . 
the match does not seem to have got beyond the betrothal 
stage, nor are the suitor's shortcomings specif'ied. The 
Ngindo can scarcely conceive divorce without some clan.;. 
destine p~rty in the background, either lover or in-law, 
Conversely, the husband runs the gauntlet of criti-
cism by his in-laws, who often take him to task for 
neglect of his duties, Usually the disgruntled in-laws 
are angling for divorce• The commonest ground given is 
obstruction by the husband, who should allow his wife 
regular visits to her own people (KIP .37/37., BAR 5/37, 
NJ 14/44) • Refusal on his pe,rt to glve hi.s wife leave 
of absence is particularly reprehensible when some crisis 
has struck the in-laws• One successful divorce~suit was 
brought because the husband failed to ,escort his wife to 
her mother's funeral or contribute money on that occasion 
(MCH 49/l.v2h It is also regarded as improper to leave 
one's wife with her own kin overlong ·Or without explana-
tton .(BAR 3/42). This is an offence even when the wife 
has been in the wrong {BAR 4/35}. On the other hand a 
husband should not pester his in-laws with domestic 
matters• "If you quarrel with your wife, settle it 
between yourselves. Do not go and worry your in-laws" 
{AP 3/48).• 
The rela.tionship between f_!usband and wife's 
guardian, usually her father, paternal uncle or cousin, 
o.r brother, gets off to a chilly start. This is because , 
husband 
on a girl's first ma.rriage_,the fePHtor serves them in the 
capacity of suitor. The same applies even to an established 
or would-be polygynist~ And the relationship remains 
asymmetrical after the girl, on reaching puberty and 
initiation; has become viriloca.l and the suitor-contract 
ends: The reciprocal classtficatory ki;nship term aKIBANGU 
appears to ignore th:i.s inequa.lity. I shall discuss the 
whole questi.on of .suitors later on (see Chapter v; 
Marriage Proceum~e) • Suffice it that most suitors appear 
extremely ill at ease when working for their prospective 
.in-laws. This tension is always liable to flare up later 
when the husband or his kinsmen feel t,hemsel ves on surer 
ground~ Take an example. An elder gets drunk at a beer-
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party. On the way home he calls on his son's father•in• 
law, who is at the time looking after his married 
daughter's ailing children and with whom the caller seems 
on the ·best of terms. The two groups live only fiv.e miles 
apart. But now the reveller grows bellicose, demanding 
.how his grandchildren came to be there·. The sequel is a 
formal demand for payment of the sum of 60/-, being 
bridewealth outstanding which had lain dormant for years,. 
By extension; disciplinary action may be taken by agnates 
to forestall friction with in-laws. A youth, having 
decided to go off and do migrant-labour, sets out with his 
young wife, But the news comes to the ears of his father, 
whom he should have consulted beforehand, and who now 
hastens to overt~ke him. After a violent scene the wife 
is ordered back, the husband going on alone. The father 
gives as his reason for so doing that the girl's kin would 
have rais.ed a monumental fuss had their daughter been 
corrupted or exposed to corruption at the labour-centre·. 
A girl's guardian 
!ta in law expects to be treated With deference by 
his ward's 
~ suitor. Otherwise he will seek to break the marriage 
(BAR 1/37, AP 9/42). l1'ven the suitor's affianced can 
demand such consideration,,giving as grounds for divorce 
J .... \'~<e. 
her.J.!iusband's lack of esteem for her~ (MCH 59/44). In 
the old days, senior in-laws had a special honorific title, 
BOMBE. I heard a man put it this way. "Your father-in-
law is your master., or your 'European'·· Were it not for 
him, you would not have been able to build up_ a family"'·• 
A husband is bound to help his in-laws when in trouble or 
sickness (MCH 57/44), .i.nd vice versa, more especially 
when it is the daughter who is 111:. "You have thrown 
aside your daughter like a dog's carcass" {NJ 19/44)'. 
Of course the ,ex-suitor should do the lion's share. A man 
holds a work-party, but his beer turns out sour. So 
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everyone goes ·off to work for a neighbour whose beer 
is sweet ••• excepting the man's son-.in-law who duti-
fully attends. Another in-law attracts people from a 
mile or so around to his work-party. The remainder just 
come to drink ••• excepting his son-in-law, living five 
miles downstream, who comes punctually:. bill-hook in band. 
Certain obligations seem to be accepted by in-laws.· For 
instanee, the father-in-law should buy a shroud for his 
daughter's deceased husband (NJ 1/46). 
Genuine give-and-take sometimes characterises the 
.in-law relationship, A youth who has no guardian avail-
able may get his in-laws to negotiate his marriage for 
him. Instead of placing obstacles in his way, some in-laws 
ward's 
accompany their~uitor to the labour-centre, A man leaving 
on a journey may put his brother-in-law in charae of his 
family (ev. MOH 60/44)• But co-operation is seldom 
altruistic .. A woman whose brother's wife had died had to 
be escorted 20 miles to attend the funeral and made an 
ostentatious show of grief', ·when I expressed surprise that 
she should be so moved, I w~s told ttShe is in reality 
sorry £or her brother who no longer has anyone to look 
after him11 • '!'he prevailing animosity be·tween ·in-laws 
projects itself onto the relationship between the .spouses, 
which is decidedly cool. Even taking into account Ngindo 
inscrutability, one marvels at the lac~ of any overt sign 
of affection between man an.d wife; On the contrary; 
friction often comes to the surface.- The husband tends to 
treat his wi.fe peremptorily. He scarcely ever trusts her 
.fidelity. Most husbands .frankly stalk their wives as a 
deterrent to lovers• Those who do not are merely cynics 
who overlook .irregularities f'or the sake of peace. Time 
and t.ime age.in Ngindo sa.y "lf you want your wife to be 
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content, give her some freedom". They also say that if 
.q woman alienates the affections of another's husband, 
she will come to no harm.. But if she steals her lover, 
then they will fight when they meet at the water-hole. 
Some wiv.,es, on the under.standing of like tolerance, even 
connive at their husbands' amours a.nd keep a lookout 
lest they be caught. I shall return to the question of 
marital fidelity when .speaking of ~dult~ry (see end of 
Chapter V). 
Sometimes it is the wife's kin who precipitate a 
quarrel. For instance, her brother accuses the husband 
of giving her poison (MCH 2J/44)1t But more often it is 
the couple who themselves start their own private feud;. 
What .sorcery accusations come to light almost invariably 
relate .to spouses (ev. AP l/JJ, ev. 5/35, ev, 1/41), 
especially polygynous ones (ev. AP 9/35, BAR 17/39)~ A 
man whom I treated for a creeping sore finally wearied> 
and instead subjected his two wives to the luKUTA ordeal 
(see Chapter VI, Sickness). Both stood revealed as 
.sorcerers. As a rule, thanks to infant-girl betrothal 
or marriage, the husband has an edge of several years over 
his wi£e whom, in the early stages, he naturally treats 
as a child. Later the gru.ff tone persists. ·when husband 
and in-laws fall out, the wife is brusquely told to mind 
her own business,, (AP 2/39). The husband remains the 
disciplinarian and checks levity on his wife's part in no 
uncertain fashion. I have witnessed this more than once~ 
A man is at liberty to beat his wife short 0£ causing 
open wounds. "Although you were justified in striking 
her, you should not have broken the skin" (LIW 7/43). 
However, dangerous assault of any description, including 
intent to injure, is forbidden: A man who threatened 
his wife with an arrow got sent to jail {AP a/42). Another. 
who injured her with an axe was told tha~ if the wounds 
had been fresh he would have been convicted. Instead 
he was divorced (AP l/35). Corporal punishment should 
also be commensurate with the wife's misdeeds. "It is 
not lawful to beat her very, very hard for a small .matter" 
(MCH 56/42). .It should also be inflicted in private.~_,/ . 
t
1It is not permissible to attack one's wife in front of 
peopleu (AP 93/51). The right of chastisement extends 
partially to the husband's sibiings, but not to others~ 
Thus, one man who beat a married woman was found to be 
without excuse• "This woman .is .not your sister-am-law" 
(MCH 71/43) .. Another is w1:4rned, "if a man's wife has wronged 
you, it is up to you to go to her husband" (AP 1/39). An 
outsider may not intervene on a wife's behalf. A man who 
tried to do so was fined 5/- (AP 14/35).o It should be 
added that he was suspected of being her lover. The rift 
between spouses appears markedly in allusions to their 
offspring.; A man whose wife broke the taboos on sexual 
intercourse before weaning, with the apparent result that 
the child fell ill and became matally defective, daiared 
"You hav~ killed .!!!! childi" Again, a woman who had a 
miscarriage was implied to have " spoiled .!!!!: foetustt 
j •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
nip(~~~ .~~~~~). • •• ~. However little a ma~ cares for his wife 
as a woman or companion, he is determined to hold her. . . 
This is because his.own prestige demands that he should 
do so; because the security of h~s kinship group requires 
the maintenance of smooth marital contacts; and because 
he depends on her labour; As instance of this last, listen 
to the pathetic query of a J_eprous husband deserted by his 
wife. "Who is going to cook for me ?" . (BAR 16/37). As 
will have been seen frcfu the division of labour; women do 
by far the greater share of work. Essentially they are 
drudges. Here and there a wife has been known to keep 
the family going single-handed. A husband admitted that 
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his wife had built him five successi.ve huts and paid his 
tax for ten years. She was awarded 6/- compensation% 
(LIW 46/44). Even though it is said, "A woman must be 
in someone's hands", the converse applies witl} almost 
equal force. Women are schooled to be submissive; . . 
especially through the medium of initiations (see mid~le 
of Chapter VI), but this policy is f'ar from successful. 
Rather it makes them more a.dept in subterfuge, which is 
the idiom of Ngindo behaviour and its dominant trait. 
l shall treat the status of women later. .(See Chapter 
V, Adultery) .• 
• • • 
In spite of the contrast between maternal uncle 
the yardstick quoted earlier , •• and senior in-law, 
the difference in one's overt reaction to each is rela-
tively slight, seeing that both are senior and both live 
some distance away as a rule• Sometimes this reaction 
.may be misleading. For instance, the two are taken ill 
simultaneously. Whom does one visit first ? Probably 
the father-in-law; but only because he tends to be the 
touchier, whereas the -maternal uncle would more readily 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
n/;.~d·e·r·s:.a.~d •• ~~~ .~~~~~~~· •• ~ The situation of the bride's 
mother has .much in common wi.th that of her husband,. 
though she tends to be .gentler. If she takes to the 
suitor, ,she may show him all sorts of .favours; in prefer-
ence even to her o-wn sons. For example, after the whole 
domestic group, including the suitor and girl, has eaten 
a meal, she may secretly send a little extra food up to 
their hut. The suitor wor~s for his bride's mother, 
specifically. Unless she agrees to some other arrange-
ment he cultivates her field and not tho.se of her :pelyw 
gy-Beuo co-wives or other persons in her husband's immediate 
circle.- One mother-in-law tried to break up a marriage 
directly, accusing the suitor of disobedience. "I saw he 
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had no wish to foll·OW my instructions" (LIW 6/44) ~ She 
only lost her case because she had not the wherewithal 
to refund bridewealth on her daughter's divorce. A girl 
does not learn.how to cook properly until adolescent. So 
Ngindo say that, when negotiating/ the betrothal of an 
infant daughter, the first essential is to go and ask her 
mother, "Will you cook for such-and-such a suitor ?". If 
she says No, there is nothing· for it but to reject him;.' 
A determined mother-in-law can effectively veto a marriage, 
whether by threatening to sue for divorce from her own 
husband or by · more subtle means. j There is scarcely any-
" IP thing in the nature of a mother-j.n~la.w avoidance. A court 
judgment records disapproval, but nothing more; of famili-
arity. "It is not good to strip one's mother-in-law 
naked, the person who gave birth to the woman,whom you have 
now mrried" (AP 12/39). An-act like this would have 
been viewed much less calmly were an avoidance to be opera-
tive. I have heard Ngindo joking about the strict avoid-
• 
ance practised by the Ndendeuli peripheral·Ngindo-speakers 
in the west. It seems ·that Ndonde refugees from that 
quarter also brought it 'with them, but did.riot long 
retain it. Suitor and mother-in-law behave quite natur-
ally towards each other and without reticence, excepting 
what befits a woman of her age and standing, remembering 
that the Ngindo are superficially prudish. It is with 
the mother-in-law that the initiative rests in setting 
· the standard of cordiality for the relationship. If she 
is .friendly, the suitor responds. Otherwise he keeps 
at arm's length. This appears contrary to the adjust-
ment of relationships between males, where the senior 
, without standing overmuch. on his dignity, 
party/ generally waits for a.n indic.ation from the junior. 
The position with 
'mothers-in-law' other than the wife's mother is of course 
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different. For instance, the wife of one's paternal 
uncle, who is addressed as AMA.MA (mother), seems a 
potential nuisance .. One such woman took to ordering 
her husband's nephew's wif,e about. The nephew, furious, 
gave her a hiding and threatened her with a spear (AP JS/4J). 
\fuere the avoidance comes is not with a. man's 
. ' mother-in-law, but with a father-in-law vis a vis his 
son1s wife/I (or, as indicated in the classificatory 
w~f-'-. ~ ..,.._,,.'s _'\ 
~ystem, ~ younger brother's wif~. In the case of .in-
decent exposure just quoted, the victim's principal dis-
tress was on the score that her husband's senior brother 
was present. "He ·(the accused) stripped me in front of 
my brother-in-law; that is, the senior brother of my 
husband." The avoidance between such persons. though 
not complete, is considerable• They make detours when 
passing each other, converse at a distance of several 
yards,. and eat apart. Once the woman has born a. child, 
however, the barriers begin to drop" TJ.?-e Ngindo say "She 
has paid"• On the other hand, a woman1 s mother-in-law 
. . il! the. a-,,0}"34ance 
is not in the least impl1cat~. The two share many 
domestic duties and in effect are mother and daughter, 
for a mother always loses her real daughte:xs, married out 
before they grow UP• 
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CHAPTER V. MARRIAGE. 
Procedure. 
Ngindo marriage being for the most part a gradual 
process of rapprochement between girl and suitor, the 
point at which 'marriage' can be considered to have 
started depends on one's definition of the word• The 
standard procedure in the case of a girl's first union 
falls into two broad phases: one, largely uxorilocal, 
leadingcup ~o her initiation ~##(this, £or convenience, 
I call betrothal): the other virilocal when the couple 
set up home together on t he.ir own; and beget children,1 
~his I call marriage). 
The ideal and typical Ngindo match unites infant 
x 
girl and adolescent youth • At the beginning of their 
betrothal they may be eight and sixteen years old respec-
tively• The suitor is generally at least five years older 
tha.n his affianced• .If he is almost mature, or an estab-
lished husband seeking to contra.ct a polygynous union, he 
may have cho'sen the girl himself• Otherwise his parents 
or guardians do SO• It seems customary for the latter 
to be in the know from the inception; but this is not 
always the case• A mature suitor may make covert advances 
to the girl so as to ascertain her wishes, if she be old 
enough to have a mind of her own; then ~n his sole 
initiative make the opening move in negotiations; Thus 
his senior kinsmen are presented with a fait accompli~ 
Footnote x: 
of infant-girl betrothal . 
Average incidenc'"1throughout Ngind~land 74.2'fo of total 
marriages (deta$.1 at the end of this Cnapter, under Divorce). 
This includes all types of infant-girl betrothal i.e. to 






I have not heard of their trying to back out in such an 
eventuality. They would in principle be relieved ••• 
brides are not-easy to come by, and these kinsmen would 
thereby escape the obligation of searching for one. The 
Ngindo do not marry relatives as a rule. Even at Bari-
kiwa, noted for its in-breeding, the incidence of' such 
x 
matches was only 19% of the total., all types of marriage 
included. Related wives in this instance comprised 43% 
maternal cross-cousins; 19~ paternal cousins (nearly 
all the daughters of their husbands' paternal aunts); 
and the remaining 3S% paternal nieces and classificatory 
< 
grand-daughters; maternal aunts. nieces, and classificatory 
grand-daughters; relatives by marriage; joking-relat.ives, 
Elsewhere 
and distant unspecified kin• LQ~ael? than at Barikiwa 
my surveys showed inter-kinsfolk marriage to be negligible• 
The first step, which is generally made on the 
suitor's behalf by his own female kin, is a payment 
called kiBANI (apparently also known as kiRAMA; NGOBEKO 
derived from 
or nCHALA ••• the latter seeminglyL:~eaellod on Swahili 
'mShahara' , wages) • Ki BANI· may vary from 50 c.ents to as 
much as Shs. 20/-,in cashJ fhut I never personally 
:·r~g·i~t~~~d ·~~;tiii~g· i~-·~;~~ss of' Shs. 12/- (full table 
~: later in this section).; on the age of' 
========~~~~~~~~~~~~-
The older she is, the more one should pay~· 
KiBANI is not ordinarily redeemable. Only twice did I 
ever see or hear of it being repaid (LIW 5/44, BAR 1/36)~ 
In the latter case the reason was advanced that "the 
woman started ·to reject the marriage first"; Ngindo 
hold that it would be unreasonable to expect a large 
amount for a mere toddler, whose future potential was 
unknown, and who stood to attract her suitor into the 
orbit of her own family for a considerable number of 
x Footnote: the size of the sample was 230 marriages. 
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years pending her initiation and subsequent transfer 
o:f residence. In the old days, kiBANI might be in.kind .. 
A £owl was the usual medium, and there are marriages in 
existence today which began with the presentation o:f a 
v . 
£owl. A fowl is worth a.bout a shilling nowadays. The 
recipient 0£ kiBANI should be an agnatic kinswoman of 
the girl. The money may go via the bride to this kins-
woman, who is genera1ly her elder sister or paternal aunt. 
If no female is available, kiBANI should be put· aside for 
a younger brother.- On no account should an elder hrother 
take it, a further example of the male sibling inequality 
referred to earlier• I:f payment ha.s been made to the 
guardian direct, he must hand on kiBANI to the appropriate 
person. If on the other hand it has gone through the 
normal channel to a Idnswoman, . she sounds out the guardians, 
or has already done so before accepting. If' she accepts 
it finally, that is a sign that the guardians consen~ and 
that t~e betrothal has been clinched: The proper recipient 
of kiBANI has full rights of' disposal over j.t j. 
Next, the suito.r should present himself at the 
girl's f'ather's or guardian's hut, where he is received 
without formality and shown a place to sleep~ So, for 
several days or even weeks he remains as a guest. During 
this period he is not bound to do any work for his pros-
pective in-laws, but only of his own volition. Finally 
a deputation o:f>-bis agnatic kin arrives to make the £i.rst 
./ 
bridewealth deposit. This is called kuPUNGA liHAMBI; mean-
ing 'fastening the bracelet'. And indeed, white beads or 
cloth should be placed on the girl's wrist; I have also 
heard it referred to as kiJENGECHA NYUMBA, 'the house-
builder', which indicates that the suitor will now settle 
and build a hut. As with kiBANI, cash is the medium: 
SS.s. 
The amount isi:/-, which should be stepped up to about 
l 
20/- by additional instalments before the girl's initia-
tion. If' the parents or guardians of the girl agree to 
take this money, then the betrothal is well and truly 
founded and the suitor starts work in earnest. Marriage 
by service applies only to the pre-initiatory period. 
An·initia.ted woman warrants no suitor labour. 
The content of the suitor's contract {kuTEMBA, 
which has the specific connotation of cultivation work) 
f» ,.. sr··O.C. \-';-1tl. 
· is not fixed. The Lin-laws still hold the whip-hand, but 
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enjoy little outright authority over the suitor• Nor can 
they retain him for months at a stretch. Actually, their 
f'<OSf«c h.;<. 
relationship is fraught with tension~ Very few en-laws 
are entirely satisfied with the~ suitor's performance; 
A E""s~ .. y,,,,e. 
kft~n-law cannot order the suit~r around in the same way 
·as a father his son, nor can he legitimately beat him. 
Somehow, without any sanction except nuisance tactics and 
the latent threat of sabotaging the ma.rriage, he has to 
gain an ascendancy over the suitor and extract a modicum 
of' toil. For his part, the suitor's behaviour reveals 
equal malaise, He seems quite deflated and goes about 
his duties in a pitiful lack-lustre fashion. Not every 
suitor is dejected, of course, but few seem at home. To 
give an instance, I was impressed with a young man I 
interviewed• A qualified Muslim preacher, and son of a 
headman, he had driven a Groundnut Scheme tractor. When 
however he remarked that we had met bef'ore I thought he 
must be mistaken. "You Baw me" he insisted, "at such-and-
such a settlement". I had indeed done a survey of the 
place in question and fancied I knew every man jack. Then 
it dawned on me.- This was none other than one of two 
comically insipid suitors .I had round there 1· The suitor's 
position approximates to that of former slaves who, though 
treated as members of the family, were nevertheless 
prevailed upon to do much of the dirty work. When a 
lineage is ordered by the Government headman to provide 
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a porter or labourer, it commonly sends a suitor; especi-
ally when the beer season is in full swing. The phrase 
11 only a .suitorl" is commonly heard. 
The contract centres around cultivation work. 
" Having no field o:f his own .(Only iB aft ieeletea ee.eo eR 
iJhe · eetif6ke!'a sepeer ef Ngiael:ele.Be -dia :t :fifta a euiter 
·.iitfi: a m:aallisB: maise plet ef kis ewn eearby, fie wae a. 
midale G:f§QQ Atru1), the suitor's primary commitment is to 
~ •.• J~ .... .:i~J.. 
assist hisL__mother-in-law, as opposed to her co-wives or 
other persons in her husband's household• In practice 
the .suitor listens to her. She may say "I am going to a 
work-party this morning, but you stay behind and weed.my 
field".- He complies. If the suitor is f'ound to be work· 
ing for the girl's grandparents or paternal aunt, it is in 
her mother's absence, or with her mother·ts permission. 
Only .if the mother is divorced before her daughter get.s 
a. suitor does she forfeit her claim on his services• 
The suitor's other main task _is to provide clothing for 
the girl and himself, a thing he is frequently unable to 
do without assistance.- He should also be at the disposal 
f-"OS f<!c. h~ <L 
of his[!n-laws in associated activities, such a.s beekeeping. 
But these are secondary, and something in the nature of 
favours. 
rro sp ... c. h'.-1<t. 
If a suitor ca~ries loads to market, most~n-laws 
give him a token wagej~ if only a few cents to buy snuff. 
Therefore, his presence is demanded almost full-tim~.in the 
cultivation season, during which he may get a few days 
off a month to go and see his own people; but only if 
S'e.,.. ;o ..... f'lOSf<c;.\1 ;,-G 
the~n-law considers that cultivation work is running to 
schedule and nothing immediate needs to be done.· Directly 
x Only in an isolated case on the southern border of 
Ngindoland did I find a middle-aged suitor with a 
smallish ma.i-ze..,plot of' his own nearby. 
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the harvest is in, however, the suitor may spend more time 
,,.~re>;..,< 
at home than with hisJ.:n-laws. The arrangement is very 
fluid. Some suitors get away with a few weeks' inter-
mittent work spread over about 18 months. Others do 
several months a year for five or six years. 
Ngindo are fond of saying "You cannot get a wife 
without working"• The courts bear this out consistently. 
"From long ago there has been this specific· law, namely 
that if a man gets married at no matter whose place, he 
must do work there" (KIP 39/37). "You must follow the 
agreement to build a house and work if you have married 
in the Magingo way" {AP 30/51). "If you want to receive 
his daughter, •• ·• you must work in the agreed manner" 
(11.P .32/51}. A defaulting suitor is told "You are bound 
.x 
to go and live at your in-laws• place until he (the bride's 
guardian) himself gives you leave to go" (KIP 2/37). 
p1osr ....... ~ .... ~ 
Frequently.Lin-laws complain of non-fulfilment of contract 
(KIP 6/35, BAR 14/38, AP 16/51). Sometimes they secure 
annulment of the match (AP 15/35). In this case the suitor 
had raised the necessary cloth but neither cultivated nor 
built a hut •. In another such case, the suitor was accused 
not only of idleness but of thieving (AP 10/44). More 
often the suitor is simply ordered to go to work forthwith. 
"He has not done work for his in-law, and thi.s is wrong in 
the eyes of our law ••• he will work at his in-law's" (BAR 
6/37). "The duty of being used as a worker by a man is . .. 
our law, we Ma.gingo-Ndonde• You will accompany your 
father-in-law and work for a whole year" (AP 141/5)). 
Another defaulter is told to work for a set period of 
prospe.cti ve 
five months (BAR 7/35). On' father-in-law gave a detailed 
cL 
inventory of h*6 suitor's conduct, in view of which the 
court's opinion is interesting. The evidence was that the 
Shs. 
suitor first brought(2/- kiBANI, which was accepted. 
t l ' 
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This was e.ar!y in tpe cultivation season •. On the :f'irst 
day of the following month an elder brot.h~r ·appeared with 
n~ . . 
a further L-2/-, being .the first bridewealth instalment, but 
the s1rl.tor did not report foJ: duty Until the 29th day of 
the month aft:er that. He did two·· months 't work, and then 
asked if ·he cou:td take the girl home . £.or a. short spell. 
Me was granted leave to, do so, with the proviso "Do not · 
' ~ 
.Even though suitor-labour is an·essential ele-
ment ot .Ngindo marriage.; court verdicts make it obvious 
that it is only o.ne or several commitments, and that 
failure.to work does .not mean automatic forfeiture of 
marital prospects.. According to the courts., the correct · i 
redress is to sue for damages; not break off the mat·ch 
summarily. "If you see that the suit.or does no work 
at your place ,, .. demand whatever sum you like .for the 
bridewealth of your daughter• .You can quite well do 
this ••• but let him get his bride" {AP 5/46). Note '\ 
the relative importance acc·orded to bridewealth and labour~ 
Actually Ngindo elders seldom recommend sttlpping up · . ' 
bridewealth, inclining rather to the view that it should 
SJ..s. 
remain at or near the traditional level of L60/-. Again, 




contract, a coo.rt observes "It is not right to deprive 
him of his bride 10Ver a question of cul"'ivation alone" 
(BAR 16/36).. .The low amounts awarded as. compensation" 
for default indiCE\te that. the· su.itor''s labour is a far e.ry 
from regular paid .employment. A· suitor who, having com• 
pleted ,six ye.ars of his contract, !'ailed t,o get his bride 
S~s. . SG.$. 
received .1only(_ 12/-• Said the .. court., "This makesl2/• a year 
-~~.~ he did the .work .of, a hired man, that is all" {M.CH 55/42). 
It ':should be borne in mind:··ho~.ever that the grounds f'or· 
terminating this match were the stiitor'stender years~. "He 
One s1-.o~IJ. a{so <~ ... .e .... Jr~< tl.11.l' 
is vecy young compared with my daughter"·~ L_~~lee, that 
Ngindo cash equivalents are notoriously inadequate by 
relation to wages .f,or current unskilled work .for Govern- · 
S".s. 
ment or other b.ig employers ••• · about JO/- a month, bu.t 
only half' that .figt.We before the . war. A foster parent 
will get only .a shilling or two fo.r rearing a c·hild ri~t , 
who does no-t· want to be inherited 
up to tne age of puberty. ·An aged widow~ill get only SLis. 
$/- reduction in bridewealth:...r~fund .for all her years of 
toil; And so on~ Another disappointed suitor was to get siu. 
5/- for six .months·'s work/ (LIW 6/44). Again,the brother 
-, S"s. 
of an absentee suitor offe~s hislip...:1aw,2/ ... "so as to 
~OS p-c.d·~ ... <. I._ 
plead for .merc'.y because my brother did not :Work last yeartt 
( ev.KIP 2/37). One migrant..;..labourer absentee who missed 
his ent'ire sui:tor;,..contract ·paid Shs. 30/• ·1n lieu. . · Sub-
sti·tution is not. uncommon. . 0 I agreed. to do suitor-labour 
instead of my' (classiticatory) son" ;says the defendant-
husba.nd•s ·representative in a divorce ease {NJ 16/45)~ 
Besldes working,. I ·.have also .found defaulters' relatives 
making amends with odd serv·ices and gifts• . For. instance'; 
a~ suitor•,s ·father goes 50 miles w.ith a· 1,oad o.f' food for 
the p:riospective in-laws in time of famine.Another gives 
. . . . .f .. o.:ir~t:,,~ 
a r·ew measures of grain so that .. the ~n-laws· can brew . 
beer and get their fields weeded•· The -suitor-.contract · 
tends to· .coincide With a youth's 'most . frivolous stage of 
development, and it is frequently only due to the efforts 
l 
of his steadie·r senior kinsmen that his marriage is 
saved from shipwreck. 
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In its detail, the suitor's labour-contract and 
personal upkeep, together with that of his affianced; are 
a joint matter. Besides giving token wages for what might 
r•osl"e.c.t-: .. ~ 
·be termed 'overtime', such as carrying loads,l!-n-laws help 
in other ways. It is in their interest to keep the suitor 
out of trouble. They often contribute something towards 
the cost of clothing the girl, and even produce whole 
lengths of cloth to last a year and ~ore. Incidentally, it 
takes between ten and twenty shillings a year to keep a 
girl properly clad. During the peak season, it would 
appear that the suitor spends more time at work than away 
f'rom it. If he leaves, he must .state why and for how long. 
However, if he is still a lad, or for some reason not able-
bodied, service and even cloth may be temporarily waived. 
If a mature suitor is hard-pressed for tax, on the other 
p(o.Sf< ch·.,. 
hand, it is not unknown for hisl.!n-law to raise part of it. 
Such a suitor, under the Government regulations, may also 
p .. ost~" .. ,,;.._ 
be expected to have a standard field, and~n-laws may be 
partjy to the offence if they detain him so long that he 
is unable to tend it. Therefore, especially for polygyn-
P'o'f~'h~-e 
ous suitors who have a household to maintain elsewhere~ 
in-laws may give piece-work which can be done in short 
bursts. Similarly ~hey will allow a suitor to go and do 
road clearance work inside Ngindoland, but as a rule show\' 
~ 
th ems elves less keen on journeys further afield. The \\~ 
suitor is expected to build his own hut within a stone's 
i.J'<....l<.1.. \ 
throw of that of hist..father-in-law or the person acting \ 
as such. But the erection of such huts has fallen off 
latterly owing to the threat of Government intervention. 
by the authorities 
Sporadic attempts have been made/to check infant-girl 
betrothal, and naturally ~%~~imr.i:ti1'.Z¥ the suitor 
\~ 
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huts .get singled, out as the easiest index 0£ contravention. 
These are o.t . less solid construction than the ordinary 
Ngindo hut.1 itself by no means imposing. So 'their dis-
appearance is no great mat,te~,, and ·suitors merely carry on . 
~o•,Cc.hve. 
as bef~re exee~ting for their befng quartereq. in the~ 
in~laws t huts. , No sooner has a lull succe~d-ed a mild · · ,, . 
blitz than, the huts. reappear~ l have seen double huts . ,. ...· 
built to accammodate a pair ot suitors• 
This ts the place.t9 revie~ the vexed question 
. 9f infant-girl betrothal. The practic·e (~uTOMERA, or ku-
KOBEKA; the. latter means 'to hang UP",.i._e; set aside) is 
universal among the· Ngindo and a cardinal t~ibal ,feature. 
' . . 
Even. if parents voice misgiv.inge, the courts reassure them. 
"Althou.gh she is small, that. does not matter.~ She ~411 
, 
settle down happily, tha.t is all" (MCH 34/44) • Ngindo 
•, ' 
regard chaperoiiage of'. young girls .as impra.cticable 1 and ,. 
urg.e that it is better for a precocious gi~l to limit her 
' . ~;, .... :..r ..... ~ tl..c.-
atte~tions to one. suitor rather than ~o many admir-ers • 
If she is maturing and still not betrothed, they:'~ill if 
. f l . . ' . 
anything give her increilsed. .. freedom ~s an inducement to 
.suitors.. . They believe}thlft promiscuous girls may become 
I _. 
barran. .Also; since women are.' schooled. to be expression-• I .· . . .. 
less and docile, a suitor' a Jtin a.rdently desire to gain_ 
. / ·.1;: 
.control of his br.id.e f'~om_.,an «~arly age so that,, as they 
say, "she may get used to him''· This desire is exploit, 
· ~'°S'f'c~h:oi<t . 
· ed by ~n-laws who., should the suit.or"·s. kin fail to step 
S"s. 
up bridewealth to abo11t the£30/- mark betore the. gir).'s 
ini~iation,, merely refuse them permission to take her 
home with them beforehand .. The couple live together as 
\ 
man and wif.e, a.cquiring progres$ive inde,pendence as the. 
r-
airl leans to ·;cook and keep·· house.~. 
b ·.~ I .· 
About the sexual aspect I am not qu.allf'ied te>. 
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speak. Evidently, tha.nks to gentle manipulation, girls 
copulate well be.fore menstruation. This is implicit in 
court evidence. Referring to her impotent suitor, a girl 
states ·~Je did not sleep in the same bed. And then I 
started menstruating" (NJ 15/44). Ma11y girls whose 
breasts have not even begun to develop are fully active 
sexually. If one wants to compliment a suitor.; one says 
"You have matured your bride very quickly". The astonish-
ing thing is how little apparent bodily harm they su£fer, 
their child-bearing capacity seemingly unimpaired. This 
is demonstrated by the statistics on .fertility quoted 
earlier. Only once has the legal issue of 'defilement' 
t\ ~ "'~-"<e.f\ -
come to a head. This was in the~hirties, when a suitor 
stood accused of criminally assaulting his betrothed (AP 
.2/36). Despite pleading temporary insanity, he was found 
guilty. The offence carries a severe penalty under the 
Sls. 
Territorial Code, but the court imposed a paltryl._20/- .fine 
or two months' imprisonment in lieu. "Our custom is to 
marry young girls, but he (the accused) did wrong to fasten 
her with rope out in the forest, that is all". Reviewed 
by the European official in charge, the sentence was 
upheld. He wrote, "This of.fence in any other tribe would 
be very serious• Amongst the Wangindo however it is the 
custom to marry young children. The girl in this case 
is about eight years old and has been married a year and 
a half• The husband at once begins to 'interfere' With 
his wife". He added that, if the law were upheld, "every 
grown male would be a convict". 
Girls belonging to the vast majority of lineages 
in Ngindoland are secluded on menstruation and initiated 
as soon as possible. If there is famine or the harvest 
has gone past, making it impossible to hold the ceremonies 
for lack of supplies, a girl may be treated medicinally 
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and allowed to return to her suitor. In these lineages, 
it is a great disgrace to bear child before initiation, 
and in fact such births are almost unknown.-· I am unaware· 
" whether the med,ftfcineli said to be a substance placed on 
the vagina, is a contraceptive. ·Possibly abortion is 
pract.ised, but I never had word of this. Supervisio.n 
of a ·young cou.ple shows typical Ngindo laxity or rather 
reluctance to pin other people dowri' or invade their 
·privacy. Fathers of girls state that 'they make no 
enquiries whatsoever as to the competence of. a suitor 
in sexual matters·. Th.is i.s left to the youtht s own 
grandmother or a like kinswoman, .excepting that the girl's 
'elder sister or female cous'in may give advice. Some 
girlst d:espite their .sex experience, are believed to be 
' ignorant of t'he facts of conception right ·up to the time 
of the·ir first confinement··· Boys are initiated so young 
nowadays tha;t the somewhat garbled sex instruction they 
receive goes clean ·over their heads.. Also it includes no 
· d-irections as to how a juvenile partne·r should be treated ..• 
However, a suitor will probably have acquired casual 
Swee "1. &&.<' ~c 
aeEq;:taiataB:eee, or eve.n a regular lover, before he has to 
deal With his girl bride• Men: do not consider juveniles 
more alluring than adults. On the contrary, a suitor seeks 
· satisfaction other than with his betrothed-. 
What is the legal position of a betrothed girl ? 
She is firmly bound.to her suitor, to whom she should be 
' faithful, and. from whom she cannot informally be parted. 
In{:ompatible betrothed couples get regular divorces from 
the. Government-recognized native courts ••• whilst there 
is no court registration.of pagan marriage, it is felt 
that divorce should be the monopoly of the regular courts,. 
In only one 0 case did I find such a divor'c·e decree waived 
,on the grounds that the parties were too young (AP 16/51)·; 
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whereas suec,ess.ful suits brought by t>ecalcitra.nt ·girls, 
especially whe:re the suitor is elderly, are plentiful. 
"I do not wa.nt~ him because he is old. He is not ·my equal" 
' .. 4----·-, 
{AP 15/35). "I did not; ~pproveLhim (the suitor). My 
par$nts merely ·accepted bridewealth n (MCH ·5,6/4j) • "Even 
though my father accepted.him (the suitor), I do not want 
him" (AP 90/51) ~ C&ses like this · show that free bridal 
choice (acdorded. to widows and mature wom~n) lies open 
to young girls as ·well·, who naturally ·could not have been 
consulted when the match originated. Some are literally 
. "" ~· 
babes in arms at the time of betrothal. Ir, when they 
· become conscious of th~ situation1 they make· sufficient 
I 
fuss, they will assuredly get their wayf,:as the following 
case shows. 
daughter. 
A :rather finds an ·exemplary.suitor tor his 
\ 
. . l 
But to his hqrror, no sooner has the labour 
con'l#ract been complet.ed and. the change ,of residence 
e.f£ected, than the girl comes running back home. · '"When · 
. ' 
l heard about this t' beat her very·, ve.ry hard; b-ecause l 
• fl . . • . • ~ . 
d'id not.want to listen to any suggestion or reJeeting him 
. . . . . '. .. -::-1 divorce . too~ its- course. 
(the suit,or)". .B:j ~I noofavail;l£AP 6/47) J,1 I have seen . "·s e .... 1-'s c...e..,.i!. I 
•, '\. ' . ' . . . . 
·a harrassed father holding his head and bewailing.the 
fact that he ever allowed his daughter to marry young. He 
swore he.would not do so again,.and had already refused 
several o£fers for the hand of a ten-year-mid younger 
daughter. 
As regards br:idewealth, the target-ratio paid 
before 'initiation of' the girl .is one third of the obsoles-
. . . s~. x . .· . 
cent standard total oft!:OI-·> Such instalments are .refund-
.,. 
able 'On rupture 0£ betrothal,, but cloth for the girl's 
' S"1.s. . 
apparel is not.. In the preceding ·case a sum of t_}l/-, the 
. \ 
ea$h equivalent of ,clothing provided by the suitor, was 
claimed but not'-awarded. "It will not be paid back. It 
. _(" k-~Jr~" i .. ~!..~ ~ ... al;.l~ <"<urcA.) 
has been lost because the wi.fe~as merely given it; It is 
not right to sue her father"~ .. ~f thE! __ g~rl_ @..ies before 
-;;c {;ompare thi~ ·with -the aver~g~monthly. cash wage 
·. of S_hs. JO/:, __ p~id .for ~lo~ttl Ull.~~-~~~e~ ~~bo~~·-·· 
" ' 
initiation,, only the amount paid over .to date is lost to 
the suitor's kin-. This contrasts with the· prec:edure !=Jn 
full consummation, when brideweaith !l'lUSt b·e made up .to 
the ag:lt-eed total figure should the wi:fe ·die. Witp 
betrothed girls 'there is in any case the,. diffi·c~ty that 
the total will not as a .rule have been fixed.· Ngindo 
hQld · a.dulteey .c9mpensation to· be inapplicab;te to a 
betrothed giri• 1'he ·reme.dy ls ·to give the .culprit .a 
, hiding, or to complain_ to the girl's fathe·r·;· who is still 
resp0nsible for her upbr.ingingr;~ Tji:e eventuality seldom 
~ ~ •. ·' ,_ . t • .T ' - - • ' 
aris~s { for the ,girls.; though flirtatious.~ are absurdly 
small. Even on initiation, some of them appear .scarcely 
ripe for am.ours~ . . Residentially; as I have said, a 
· ·'betrothed girl .is only secondarily ·virilocal, but »be . 
, ' 
suito.r .must keep her clothed •.. Indirectly, through his 
labour1_ he keeps her £ed too. Sliould she be~ him a 
child before ne·r initiatio.n; he becomes its pat·er, provided 
that lit:? ts willing to .follow up·and'complete the marriage-
process. So Ng:indo ·betroth.al entails .a·. firmer commitment 
than is gener?-liy ·conveyed 'by the wo:rd, but definit·ely ralls 
short ot marr,iage proper. 
To continue with the sequence of marriag.e pro-
cedurs; ·initiation of· the bride marlt.s the watershed between 
betrothal and marriage. The ceremonies are complex and 
will be treated separately (see middle of Chapter Vl)'. 
SUff'ice it. tha.t they include specif.ic marital rites, that 
the bride goes to live with her husband immediately after-
wards, and that she-may now bear children .. Even on the 
present :economy basis• the in1tiat .. ions ·are a major expense. 
·Both families are expected to contr.1bute, :though the prime 
responsibility rest:s With the girl's .father, who. shelte.rs 
her d~ring seclusion; and near whose.· hut, the coming-.out 
lodge is built. The suitor's people ·.ar»e also supposed 
to remit a .further one-third of the total bridewealth 
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daring the ceremonies, i·eaving ollly a third out~tanding .• 
In · prae~iee ·the.· amount depends on the1r purses and good-
will:. Some ~husparids pay in full at this stage, but the 
·majority carry on £or ye14rs with petty ·instalments .. 
Immediately atter· the l1rid.e't.s initiation a, payment of,· 
Shs. 2/•.· miiy be made. It is called. :''nHICHA lruJUPA' (1 
.have c.ome to beg) or ''kuN!.AIKA aKANGU' (borrowing my wife). 
-To · Ngin.do, bridewealth ·.is. the· ·nta~~egitl.mizing element 
in marriage;. . A man att·empting to evade payment is told 
"This 1s against ou:ranc:tent law. There is no one who 
:may refuse.to Peiytt (LIW 34/4;)~· Time:and. again the courts 
.bear this out. "He cannot ·marry a mari~s siste.r £reeu 
.71..s. 
(BAR 5/'J7 II).. A girl .for whomt...6/- kiBANI had. been paid, 
, s~. . 
but nothing more beyondl.2/• .for the sling in which to 1car~y 
her child1 ref'err,ed to the payer as 11only a lovertr (AP 17/42). 
A marriage concluded without bridewealth by leave 0£ the 
. . . . ' . . . 
bride's father was described·by a court as "'merely by 
kindness", i.e. abnormal (MCH 6/45). Unless a rightful 
heir.can· produce b.ridewealth or other.requisite tees, he 
· cannot get custody of children. Thus three children are 
• • H • man inhe.r~ t~ng a wemM w~~e . .. 
'·withheld from a penn1lesse=e•1r1t1eal itttehaftd and given 
' . to the widow•s·i'ather until such time as payment is made 
(AP 28/32). Elsewhere in•laws bold a ·Child as security 
· for payment (LIW 18/45). This is the· 1egal position; 
In.practice the majority of fathers have yet to finish 
paying bridewealth; but there is no question of paternity. 
Without cash ~a~fifa_gi ~, union is not only irregular; 1t 
is servile.. When in ·the old days a man had male and .female 
·.slaves of his own,- he .might sim,ply mate them. 
;The medium of bridewealth. . nowadays is almost 
pa..~4. 
wholly cash/, j!:n coin; not notes. Formerly it might be a 
bale of c1oth or .a load of salt.. The latter still lingers 
as :an adjunct~ whilst .cloth has been incorporated as 
a .separate eommi tment. To this de:y a libet>al husband 
may give a basket of salt over and above the regular 
bridewealth., salt being an. imported ¢ommodity in 
.Ngindoland. Goats, of which the Ngindo own a paltry 
- . '1- . 
number, do not .serve as brid~~lth. Again,cloth forms 
a, prescribed gif.'t for the bride's. father, presented 
• • ' < 
at the time of her init~at.ion, Called kiTAMBI from 
' . 
a coloured and tasselled cloth of t.hat name. it costs 
S~s. .. 
about L12/• for the length requited. Ki TAMBI is a 
regular dignified dress tor elders. ·The standard value 
S"s. 
or bri:dewealth is, o.r was,, L6o/.-; or in Germ.an days its 
eqtd.valent of JO rupee$. Not.e that tax then stood at 
Sl.s. 
; rupees. Today it has ·risen toiJ.O/-•. Latterly, 
' Sl,s. ·. 
ho'wever, bridewealth has gone up .to t!OO/-, or even more 
·· (details on table below)• 
~able. of A:v~rage J3ridewealth. Payments for Ngindoland. 
·kiBANI 
Pagan HETO alone 
HETO (cu.m MAHARI) 
.VJ!HARI (cum HETO) 
.Islamic MA.BARI alone . · 
(a.;, .. .,._,e. A"°'o".,,\-). Cr.a."'j~ ol- i.. ... o~,..h)·. 
Shs .• 3 ets~ 20 (Nil to 12/ .. ) 
" 71/• (Nil to 160/-) 
n 71/- (40/"!6 to 100/-) 
c tr 16/'!"f (Nil to 30/•) 
" 73/- (6Q/• to 100/-) 
.Note: details of how thEf averages were compute.d appear 
.. in Chapter .IX. . . For explanation of HETO - MAHAlU 
distinction, see the end.of this section_. 
In the case or Barikiwa.t my material is suffic.iently 
abundant to permit the subdivision of these categories 
both chronologically and on the basis. of marriage-types. 
' i 
' 21; • 
. Table of' Pa:rments 1nade in respect of Marriage-types• 
(a} KiSANl lief'ore. 1925. · 1925•.l+O• . A:f.ter · 1940., Average. 
Betrothal... ® l.9(1 to 4) 2.!Hl:-6) :'h·4(1~·6) 2.6 
· C31 c.ases) (53) (66) 
.Stra.ight widow. 3.0(2 to 4) . 6·.0(2 .... 12) 5.0(.4 ... 6) 5.0 · 
(4 cases) {5) (4) · 
lnherited " 
Divorcee •. 
5.0.(.0 to 12). 
(3 ~ases) 
I rupee (-) 
ll case) 





Note: Marriage-types he.re determined by the status of the 
contracting wives. . 
. 'Ail payments in shillings and· decimals thereof, 
unless otherwise stated 
(b )' ttETO 
Betrothal 
Before 1922 · 
@65( 30-100) . 
( .32 cases) . 







· (l case)· 
.l.925-ltO-. ·After 1940. Average, 
73(40 ... 100) 85{60·160) 76 
(44,) .·· (54) 
65 (45;..100) 32fl2-55) 55 
. « ;) . (3) 
33(0-80) :34'(20•80J 
(10) .. . {14). 
35 
70(.60.-90) .. 74l21;. .... 120) 
. Vd. (9) 
71 
I 
·~ , . 
Note: cases of multiple widow"'.'inheritance too few·roranalysis. 
. . . . . - '• 
~ ., ' ' 
Cases of .lslamic marriage too few .. for analysis. 
' . ' ; ' ' -, I ' ' ' • 
By relation ~th the prevailing. in£ant-girl 
betroth.alt other .. types of marriage can be .seen to possess 
distinctive payment structures. F~r divorcee women, 
though "HETO~ remai.ns roughly constant:,, lik:iBANid". .goes much 
.. higher/ .... doubtless '.iri answe_r to the· competition they arouse> 
' . ·, 
Footnote.: · ® 
· · · Paid in rupe'es · · .. .. .. . 
" " poultry 
·If " .cloth ·. .. .. 
, . . ..... 
;, .... q..·cases I+ " 
8 "· 
Footnote: @ · · .. · ·. · · 
. plu$ salt U~ cases);. j.n rupees (4); in Cloth (l). 
_..,,,,,,,_ 
claimants must in the first instance produce a substantial 
S'!.ow4 f"~ sa. ... <.. t-... c. ... cl 
baitj ! ~"the kiBANI of straight-widowsl!ikelriae, though 
not to the same extent. Such a widow is likely to be 
elderly; and this may account for the correspondingly 
reduced level of H~To. Remember that the widow will 
- -
probably have spurned the deceased•s heir, hence like a 
divorcee have los·t both br:i.dewealth_ and children. .1 For an 
inherited widow very high kiBANI may be paid; reflecting 
the risk of her refusal to be inherited a.a well as the 
rivalry between competing heirs. 1'he low ensuing HETO 
"-~~ 
216 .• 
may again be due to L_Sge, and in part to the deceased ts 
c;., \,.,(l . p ~'-Cl : ••••••••••••••••••• 
prior instalments of• L!>r i\i11, bridewealth.• 'l'he overall 
nl-P. • .......•......•..........•.....•.....•... : 
rise in payments from past to present is unmistakable 
(exceptions such as apparently diminishing HETO for 
widows neither rest on over-many cases; nor affect the 
gene.ral rise) , and the elimination of' non-cash media 
Sl...s. 
complete·. Few brides are to be had for less than J?.O/· now. 
Inflation of bridewealtb is a matter for bitter comment. 
, . ' S'L,1. • 
Conservative fathers, argui.ng tha.tc?O/- is a sensible level 
in relation to l·ocal income standards,, persist j.n· adhering 
to it. Shrewdly they sense the very great worth of a good 
suitor's labour were it to be measured in cash, and tell 
with relish the .story of a father throwing down money 
offered to him as a counterpart. '.'Plant that and see when 
it will .sprout!" But few can resist the temptation of 
ready gain. tiThey hav~ made U$. traffic in our daughters tt 
is cine of the unfair 1charges levelled against the Govern-
ment by Ngindo, who tend to blame-the r~gime for Liwale's ................................................ 
- lost prosperity. : The rate of bridewea.lth-payment varies a 
n/ p-•••••• • .• • • • • • • • •: . 
lot. This is illustrated by a pair o~ brothers living in 
'S h.s. 
· adjacent huts, one . of whom had pa~d onl.y ,39/- out of a 
Sl-.s. 
total of L 40/- for a wife who had borne him two adolescent 
S"s. 
sons, whereas the other had paidLgo/- down for a newly. 
initiated girl .• The birth or' children, . as this instance 
shows, does not materially affect the flow of bridewealth. 
\ 
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As a rule the grand total is not stipula:i:.ed until after a 
bride's initiation.. Even thereafter husbands fear 
additional demands which, although not claimable in court, ................. 
n/ P~~~~~?. ~~. ~:~. ~~. ~~~. ~~~:~~~:'. ·i·s· ·t·o· .~~~~~~~ • •• ~ Conflicting 
views are held on the subject of .payments where two lepers 
g,et marriedit Some assert that kiBANI alone need be paid~ 
S"s. 
But there is a case on record in whichL60/· was levied 
(MCH 62/43). Three children had been born of this marriage, 
• I 
so possibly the amount was not bridewealth proper; but an 
equivalent for the children. Cl.aims for· the br.idewealth 
of defunct marriages should be made with reasonable prompti-
tude! One of ten years' standing was declared null and 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••• 
/_'void (MJ 2/45) • : The person who should receive bridewealth n ~- • • . • ..•• • • .. • • • 
is the bride's father or guardian. .Anyone doing so without 
his consent is at fault, A girl's grandfather who acted 
without such authorisation has to cancel arrangements he 
has made. HiJ 21/43, AP 10/44); :ker classif'icatory mater- -
nal uncl~fi~~~~i~~/~,who is f'ined~/·,(BAR 10/38); ind her 
it <•-rlfeJ f;.d.c; . 
brothe~ (AP 14/42). A Government headman trying to over-
~cio st..s. 
rule a girl' a .father is fined J:.0/-. "Let him give her 
to whomsoever·he pleases" (AP 12/39). · A. marriage concluded 
without the permission of the relevant kinsfolk is invalid. 
A woman protests "My husband married me by stealing me 
without the consent of my kinsfolktt. The attempted marri-
age was s~t aside ii3AR 9/41); It a girl's father objects 
.from the outset; would-be suitors must clear off. "You 
cannot marry this woman. Her father does not wish it" 
(Kip 13/46) • Acceptance of br.idewealth by ·competing kins-
men is not the only source of conflict. Another is one 
and the same man trying ·to play a double game With two 
suitors. The courts .impose relatively heavy fines on such 
people. nAccording to the custom of the inhabitants, it 
is not good to accept money {bridewealth) rrom this man, 
' ' 
·~ ·-~.,.....,.,.· 
and ·to accept money from that one" (MCH 29/44) • One 
contriver of bi-andry was obliged to pay full adultery-
compensation to the disappointed suitorl (NJ i23/44)., 
Another receivea a st.raight fin.e '(AP 16/32). 
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The .raisi.ng of bridewealth is situe.tiona.1, 
depe:nding on who can afford to pay, and mostly within the 
lineage. The parent, guardian., or elder brother of a 
suitor bears the brunt, with due participation by the 
lineage•hea.d, should he stand in some other relationship. 
Nowadays to an increasing extent, thanks to migrant-labour, 
the suitor seeks his own bridewealth. Even his mot.her may 
lend a hand if she happens to be a_ skilled potter or has 
some other- source of income. Contributions made tQwards 
bridewealth,, adultery-compensa.tion, and the like may 
technically be reclaimed. But in the ordinary wny the 
donor can expect nothing beyond a sense of obligation on 
the pa:rt of the beneficiary. Kinsmen imagining that their 
contributions entitle them to special privileges make for 
bad blood • An embittered.husband says of his senior 
. brother• who raised most of bis bridewealth and then saw 
fit to seduce the wife,. "Let him have the money (i.e; get 
it back through bridewealth refund on di11orce}, since he 
puffs himself up with pride over his money" {MCH 11/45). 
Incidentally, this man's misconduct .is heightened by his 
disregard for the grave junior-sibling1 s spouse taboo. 
The persons .paying or receiving bridewealth 
can be regarded as agen.ts for its transmission. Thus,. 
although a girl's father takes her bridewea.lth,. his dis-
posal of the money is hedged around with all manner of 
.commitments. For a startt his wife should get a share~ 
Sl..s. 
Two lengths of cloth>wort.h about!}O/- in all,are cited 
as an.example (ev•BAR 17/.39). She is also entitled by 
219. 
. S"-'· 
law to a .formal payment· called MKANGE• until recently L6/- , 
but now doubled. It falls due on the initiation Qf her 
daughter., and even a divorced mother must· get it... If. she 
dies in the interim MKANGE goes to her·own survivlng kins-
folk {MCH 28/43) ~-
Another bridewealth adjustment is a reduction 
. .3~. . 
or the order oft}O/-· from the bridewealth-r.ef'und for· a 
· ""'~<A .. w- c'.,.J..c~~l-a.9'<.L• 
widow refUsingl.!fl:e leviPate.-, I have never heard it called 
by any:thing but the Swahili name MALI MAUTI, :r corpse money' •· 
This points to it being a novelty•;. though informants do 
' not seem to think so~ Among the MBunga (peripheral-Ngindo) 
it is payable only for Islamic marriages. Its purpose is 
to ·compensate for the long .service rendered by the outgoing 
widow to the deceased and his kinsmen• Sometimes, in a 
deserving case, it is stepped up. But there is a feeling 
Sl..s.. S&.s. 
that this is irregular,, ".It isf!:O/-, noti.±:5/-11 (AP 11/45) .• 
. . 1'..s. 
Another court; placing MALI MAUTI at Ll2/-, explains: :nffe.r 
daughters have borne her eight grand•children" (MCH 63/43). 
Another such payment is that due to the kinsf ollt of a . 
Slt.s. 
deceased wife. · It .is called viTUNGA and stands at ~2/- • 
For V~TUNGA to be ievied the deceased must have borne- a 
lta .. 3 
. living child·• If she~d more than one, this .is immaterial-. 
was 
Ok bereaved husband E_e excused payment because '"he had not 
cultivated with her (the deceased), nor had.he bought a plate 
or mat, nor (had he built) a hutn (MCH 69/4.3).. .If the woman 
dies in her first confinement, v.iTUNGA is not payable:; .nor, 
f'"'~ ...... k 
for that matter, is the £ull brideweal~~ though concessions 
. Siu.. 
may be made in favour of her kin. Thus 1out oft80/- bride-
wealth due in respect ·of a girl dying in childbirth the 
husband is obliged to pay half {AP 13/44). Apparently the_ 
level o.£ viTUNGA used to be f'ar higher than at present; I 
S"-s. 
have heardJJO/- ,mentioned. It also had. another name, 
NAMANYANDA, and appears to correspond with a Pogoro (neigh-
bourin00 tribe)· custom known as nu·1· 1" sh1· n.,. Th'" t h a . , . is, repor s t e 
>". 
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Mahenge District Book, was bitterly opposed by Christian 
-
missionaries on the ground that .it ·was a relic of the 
sororate. There is nothing in Islam correspo.nding to 
. > i, ~"'-"e.. Af\,tt~ .. , Co-l~t.Sto4:.., J:8 
-MKANGE; nor, to my knowledg~ to viTUNGA. 
With the exception of the initiation-cum-marriage 
ritual cycle, which is highly dramatic and in every sense 
a pageant, the evolution of an Ngindo marr.iage is marked 
by scarcely any outward demonstration at all. The odd 
parleys which mark its course are informal. Visiting 
deputations behave with dignity, but employ no .rhetoric. 
Rather they af'fect an elaborate casualness. No special 
gatherings, parties, or sacrifices are held.. "The ·initia-
tion is marriage", say the Ngindojand leave it at that~ 
·virtually all home-Ngindo are professing Muslims, 
but few go to the length of adopting the Muslim rite (NDOA 
... ·<I! imported SWahili tems must naturally be used to des-
cribe imported.Islam) in marriage. Its incidence I put 
at about 10% of total marriages (Detail in Chapter VIII, 
Internal Variations). Islamic and pagan marriage con-
fiict in a nuniber·of particulars which is the reason £or 
the former's rarity. Even when it is followed, the 
procedure is far from orthodox. 
In the .first place, the type ·o.f Islamic ma~riage 
preceded by betrothal of an infant girl, rigidly chaperoned, 
and def'lower.ed l:>y the groom on the nuptial day ( HARUSI) , 
seems to the Ngindo a sheer impossibility. For the bride 
must on that day be proven a virgin. Not only do Ngindo 
believe in early acclimatization of girls to sex, but 
their forest environment and modest dwellings inhibit 
proper supervision. What they do therefore is to super-
impose a Muslim stamp on existing pagan marriages. What 
happens is this. A man has been betrothed and married 
221. 
under native custom for a number ot yearsi. His wi.fe is now 
a mature woman, initiated in the traditional manner~ 
baptised a Muslim in accordance with the.local version of 
religion, and virilocal •· She will probably have borne 
children; and her kin will have received at·least part of 
her bridewealth. ·The initiative in entering Islamic 
marriage resting with the.husband, the ceremony takes place 
at his home; but he must first get written authority from 
his senior in-lawse Certain .of the latter object:; .since 
they anticipate monetary loss over the bridewealth, and 
I never su:cceeded·in attend-
ing an lslamic marriage ceremony• whi~ch .is a fair indica-
tion of its infrequency. It oc.curs not .m.ore than once or 
twice a year in ·a large settlement, i:f' at all. My descrip-
tion rests on account~ given by 'fireachers and others. ~ 
t\. /p :~reacher is call·ed to the groom's home on the appointed 
day, but neither the bride't·s father nor his representative 
will attend unless they live close by.. This contrasts with 
the regulal" procedure followed by-coastal Muslims, who 
make the bride'·s father responsible for the. whole affair. 
Meanwhile the bride and her attendants stay .inside the 
hut, whither· she has been carried p.i:ek-a-back,. seemingly 
an echo of the seclusion of gi'rls prior to pagan init.ia-
t.ion. The "'Breacher:, accompanied by two male witnesses, 
then enters the hut. and asks the bride thrice whether she 
a:grees to the match and its conditions. Be may use 
Arabic f ormula.e, Swahili, or 1even . on occasion the vernacular. 
Usually the bride has rehearsed the ·correct responses~ 
Next, seated outf;ide on mats, and before witnesses; the 
'?reacher repeats the interroga.ti9n with the· groom., whose 
hand he clasps. The amounts ,of proposed bridewealth . 
· . . . are by this mea.n~confirmed. 
( HETO) and Islamic dowry (MAHARI :.))h r~ettgl:i& 'be ae payaele te 
' ~~ ' 
tae lfem&fl lseroelfw t\li'ieaee tfie 11e:irea :f'igttrea in . .lines 
J e::af! 4: Of the erid:enee:14'h !i&ble !erlie:t .in this lj§Ction • 
. :x: Footnote: MAHA.RI is thought to be payable to the woman herself; 
whence the paired f.igu.res in lines 3 and 4 of. the Brideweal th-
table earlier in this section .. Less frequently, the two may co-
.alesce as· 'MAHARI', as in line 5 of the table. 





. Lees frOEttlefttly the t\t:e may eealeoee e.e 'H:i' .. HARI', as ia 
line S ef ~e 1iaele, ) are 'by "t;hie meene een£imed •. After 
that the Frea·cher goes on to recite appropriate passages 
from the .scriptures (HOTUBA,i.e. extracts from the Qurt.an 
and comme~t.aries, andparticularly a. bc>ok:called NIKAH!).-
{ ·" 
Finally a feast may be served·, but this is optional . - It 
consists of rice with poul'liry-rel.ishi ·The ~r~~cher•s fee 
Sks. · · . . ;; 
,isL2/• as a rule, and witnesses should get· a· few cents 
" • -ti f' • • : • • •• •• ' • : < 
ea.ch as well. Generally a document (HATI) is drawn up 
. " 
'to ·confirm the marriage;. l~e.ither party signs; nor is it 
'-". < 
i 
read.out in public. However, the name of each spouset 
t()gether witb. HETO.; and MAHARI,are written ~o~, The docu• 
ment is put away, to be produced only in event of di.spute .• 
Ngindo belie'Ve that; 'under Islamic law, the full 
• ! . - ofesl'.l"'<cl l'o· ..fi.e. 
1 amount pa~d over should be MAHARI.f, ~at is, the po:rtion 
of the bride/, and that HETO is a purely · 1o'c;:al variation. 
. . .., . . ; ; ~ . . - . 
In point of fa.ct,Musl.li.m guaraians o.f' the orthodox type do 
take over the dowries of thei.r wards; whereas in practice 
the Ngindo divide the total amount into two unequal parts, 
; ' 
. , , t ' , 
the smaller being MAHARI,· the larger HEro. Thus, ·where a 
· · Slt.s 
prior pagan m~rriage has been agreed upon £or 1 say, c._60/-, . . . . ; . . . . . . . St., • . . . . 
the .total may be pushed up toLSO/• en Islamic marriage, 
· S"-s. . ·· . · 
the extraL20/• being MAHARI. The latter ls not paid .over· 
to the bride at once; but remains on deposit., as it were •. 
Only on divorce may it be realised:. .Conditional dowry--
. x 
payments like·this are also sanctioned by Islam;;; 
Footnote:· x 
By.· ·•Islam' ls meant. the rulings of the Shaf'i 
· school ·of law and the practic.e 0£ communities 
following that school, which supposedly governs 
the . bulk· of Afri.can adherent.s in Tanganyika. 
The rulings and practices .in qu·estion have been 
·determined thanks to the kind assistance of 
Prof. J;N•Dc. Anderson of London University. 
,. 
/ 
The synthe~ic Islamo...,Ngindo marriage•just des._ 
". l~a.t" 4 . 
1cribed differs shar1;lY ·in some respects from J!slaqi prope;r'. 
In particular.th~ suitor-labou~ contract and.tempo;-acy 
uxor11ocal residence are alien to Islam·. Muslim betrothal . . 
does not appear to be so binding or.full of commitment~.~s 
its Ngind.o ·Counterpart, which.necessarily preeeqes·~he 
Ngindo-type Muslim marriagE!~~ Again the Islamic rule that . •.' 
half the dcwey should be paid over in the event of. the 
. . , . . . ·. ·pc~s;~t-~ ... 'b' 
girl• s death .. before consummation .is ~a dep~i:ture £ro~Ngindo 
cus~om. .whereby the .amoU;nt already paid is .co~sidered l:(?st. 
In ~ sense, however.. since Isla.mo-Ngindo marriage is always 
. . • . t 
an·art~rthought~ Ngindo betrothal may -~e -cons1d~re~ wholly. 
',. ~ -
P#~a_n;, apart fro~ the tact that"'t;h,;~ ~ontr$cting part.,~e~ .az:.e 
. . . ·-. ,.. ·- "\;- , . '. 
professing Muslims• · Strictly; o.nly the su,~tor is li~ely 
. , . . c - A .· . i-; . __ . . __ 
to be a Muslim • #, L gir "!J .fa'e n~~ ' as · ~ rule .t:~rmally induct:e·9, 
Until ~·fter ini'tia'.tion • .". but h~r. guard~a~s, no ,doubt- wi;:,.l 
have. been, .bap~is:'~d; lienc:e belong t.<? t~e·.· _Fait.t,iful.~ .: . ~9~f1:er 
point of difference ·is'- Ngindo . negiect .-o~ a face ,to -,f ac.e . ·. , -. . . . .~ .; . . . . . ' . . . ' . . 
declarati_on by groom and. .fathei:-•J.n.;.law affir;ming the t.erms 
~ . . ' . ~ . ' . . . ·-
of the marri.age.. In other. ways the. two systems,1 probably 
. ~ _ .. _ ·. . .. . . • _ _ . _ . , ._ . _ ti\~;> cl~ So . . ; 
hr chance:; appear to co1n7ide •. For . i~stanc~.• i.!:n tpe ·alloca-
. tion or g.i;rl-wards in eompuisory marriage? from .. an, e?rly .. , 
• . • . ' - : • '! 
.age; in. the payment of brideweal_t.l:t by _insta~'n.tent~ and: ~o 
· a woman' :S guar~ian on he.r be~alf; in forfe.iting. gifts . 
othe,r than the dowry ?r bridewea.lth itself;· and .in pay1ne; 
··the latter. in :full on. the wife's death,.: · 
The Ngindo both want and f.ear Islamic marriage. 
As Muslim~ t~ey are aware of the .inconsistency of pagan 
marriage., whil.st to. some extent Islamic mar.ria.ge. has come 
to be a mark of status. ~ben as~ed, . most hus~ands untrutb-
fully stat-e that they· •r.e on :t.he ver~e .. 0£ adopti~g it.' 'It:. 
. to-
has snob value, particularly among e.ornpeting pelyg.;:R$\1S 
"' • ~ ·~. '111 - • • • • • • - • • : .. 
wives. But its real or imagined disadv~inta.ges have so .far 
224 •. 
~ re.strieted it to a tiny minority. In talk~· Ngindo make. 
much of the burdensome .fees and £east. In reality t.hey 
dislik~ a bond which is at once so r.1gid and .so brttt~e,. 
not to me:ntion. the ,whole paraphernalia of Islafli1:c law . 
of which t#hey have a vague" uneasy notion• 
Polygypy;._ 
flolygyny appears to be on the increa.se. among 
the Mgindo-• · Evidently,,. even allow:i.ng for the om~~sio 'I 
.from o~d memorised genealogies,of. childless spo11se 1 .it waf:) 
rare before the present .century. Islam, which has ,gained . 
a hold in the .corresponding period and .tavours ,polygyny, 
is a factor accounting £or the :rise; 
.The so!"'called Plural Wives Tax, now abo_lished, 
-enables one to gauge the .. incidence of polygyny in the n~ ... t.~t.4t"' -
thirtie~. Records, show .a .ra.irly consistent. 15% ratio 
<"o-
between total 'tax-payers and those pely.gy:AG~s wives who 
were supplementary to a man's .first wife. 
these are the only two totals available• 
Unf'ortunately 
Detail •• ,. 
Tax-12ax_e:rs ;- .Extra Wives; Latters'' 
193!>. 1,e6a l,423 18 
19)6. 7,4.54 1,191 15 
19;7. 8,034 1,201 14.8 
193~. a,097 l,244- 15.4 
19.39. g 303 ,, . 1,272 15.3 
194:0. 9,006 1:,409 1·5.6 
1941 .• 8,618 1,295 15 
1942. 9.,08.'.3 1,433 i;;l 
1943,. 8,680 1,40; ·16 





Set out on the same basis, the 1952 situat.ion shows a 






~tters 1 % 
38.l 
(These figures refer to the present Liwale Sultanate, 
otherwise known as Ngindoland). 
To account for j.t, apart from a gradual, or even steep, 
rise in incidence, which was probably obscured during the 
period of Plural Wif'e . t'axation by reluctance of po.lygy-
nists to declare newl-y: acquired wives, one must assume 
wholesale evasion• Besidest tax figures are not always 
satisfactory for demographic purposes. There is .also the 
factor of di stlnguishing bet.rothed girls from married 
women. Doubtless only the latter counted: in the tt;tX 
co-
assessment; ·~rhereas now that }lelygy:eoa.e wives are listed 
solely for record,~ infant brides may have ·Crept into the 
registers,. Yet this does not appear to be so in the one 
case I could check .• Here the totals in the register -Cally 













146 (96 able-bodied married 
men, 27 elders well 
over sixty, 




l n leper, 
1 destitute elder, 
1 unattached blind man, 
l " cripple 
3 " lunatics) 
Adult males (number 
.. exempt from tax unknown) 
11 (including 7 senile, 
,2 lepers, 1 blind, 
l able-bodied widow). 
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One must therefore deduce a considerable increase in the 
rate of polygyny over the past decade. Expressed as a 
ratio of total married males, male polygynists are 32.4%. 
x 
This is using 1952 data, At that same time the incidence 
of bachelors among total tax-payers was 10.7%; and the 
average number of wives per polygynist,2.32. Referring 
again to the .same data., the total number of tax-payers in 
the Sultanate is given as 5,983, to which must be added 
about 500 persons with permanent exemption-certificates. 
Taking the two together at approximately 6,500, this still 
falls more than 1.,000 short of the number of wives on 
record, 7,62l. .Since the latter comprise all initiated women; 
except for a negligible spinster element; one may assume that 
all .females over the age ot .fifteen were accounted for. The 
normal qualifying age .for t'!X among males is 18 years. Hence 
the oro¥1ission of boys between the ages of 15 and 18 helps 
to narrow the gap between estimated .female and male popula-
tion. But it still appears that there must be a decided 
discrepancy between the sexes, with women preponderant. Can 
this be explained by a differential birth or survival rate ? 
Seemingly yes. It has been shown earlier that more of the 
... ~(. ~ .. f ..... l: - . 
live births are .female than male and that ,mortalitYT .is 
'-- of ~.,. .. i.. S<x 
roughly equal, or onl-y: very slightly weighted in favour of 
males. Such conditions~ i£ typical, would result in a siae-
able surplus of ~omen after the passage of one or two genera-
tions; more especially with other possible contributory factors 
n/p ~~ .~~Z:~!. ~~<;~ ·-~~. ~ • :::~~~~:~~ • ~~~~ .1!1~:: • ~:~:~::~~:: • ... • • • ... • 
It is fair to say that any Ngindo male of .any 
pretensions desires polygyny. Thereby he automatically 
has an increased number of dependants and caloulates on 
acquiring s~ill more through reproduction• Also, extra 
wives enable him to enlarge his enterprises and entertain 
Footnote: x The surveys I carried out gave an incidence of 
1+6%, the average number of wives per polygyn!st being 2 • .3 , 
and the total range of wives from 2 to 4 inclusive (Further 
detail in Qiapter VIII, Internal Variations); but the com-
prehensive tax.-figUI'es must be reckoned sounder. 
\ 
more frequently. \'Jives are definitely an economic asset 
in Ngindoland.. It is customary for E:;a<;h to have a. hut.; 
granary, and field of her own. So two wives mean double 
the number of work parties straight away. To pool the 
resources of women is;, to the mind of the Ngindo'J asking 
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for trouble. One of their favourite objections to living 
in compact villages 'is that female animosi t'ies would 
engender unbridled sorcery. The only polygynist I saw 
' ~~ 
running his wives as a ,team was both a trader and).freacher. 
He pointed with pride to an outsize joint granary, but I 
heard whispers of the extreme difficulty h'e was having in 
keeping the peace. Conflicts, and especially accusations 
<"o-
Of sorcery, between i:ielygyfte'tle wives are very frequent~ 
Such conflicts tend to rebound on the husband's head. 
Either he finds himself criticised for favouritism or 
threatened with divorce on some pretext,. Though wives are 
little prone to jealousy, they resent being. treated as 
interior to newcomers~ A woman whose husband was excited 
at getting a·new widow and very attentive 'towards her said 
to me "Never you mind. I shall chase her out!" Yet she 
bersel:f had been caught in adultery more than once and, 
having suffered the consequences had no great love for her 
husband.. !~evertheless, women seldom object to becoming 
C.o -
poly:gyaot:J:s wives.. Some even beg their husbands to get a 
second wife to help with the chores. Men likewise, despite 
the problems of a polygynous household, persist in coveting 
additional wives (maTARA). A monogamist told me "lf' only 
I had two wivest I would put the senior in charge of the 
children. and import.ant work. The junior I would make my 
loverl" The desire to combine the inimical r~es of hus-
band and lover is interesting~ 
Another prime consideration is status. It is 
noticeable that. headmen and other dignitaries tend to have 
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more wives than the rank and file. The Islamic ceiling 
of four does not dete.r them, seeing that few if any of the 
spouses will have been married in the eyes of rel.igion. 
Islam pennits numerous concubines. One of the former 
Government MWENYEs, now deceased, is .said to have had 
fifteen all told. In the ordinary way anything more than 
three is very .rare. I have referred to the hardships ot 
polygynous suitors,. Most polygynists acquire their second 
. . through. . . marry,ing 
1
. 
or third wife '¥4e- widow-inheritance or e:e:e:pp!lng \:l:p d vorcees. 
Yet, not a few do two suitor-contracts. Some even do three. 
Adulter;y. 
In so far as is possible in such guerilla-type 
country, a man keeps his wife under ,close surveillance. He 
watches for unfamiliar footprints around his hut and looks 
. . 
with disfavour on callers who have no ostensible business. 
Ngindo are definitely of .a jealous dispositionj, yet great 
realists. Very few, £or instance, go to the length of 
forbidding their wives to attend.dances. l1'ven those who. 
escort them thither are on a fool's errand. Short of clutch-
ing hold of them throughout the night they have no means of 
following their movements in the murky tumult of an Ngindo 
dance. Most mature husbands, albeit reluctantly, sit @;t 
home "guarding the fowls". "When the drumming dies down 
in the early hours", they say, "our doubts reach a climaxtt. 
This matter of fidelity, along with the prevail-
iling attitude towards it, is important in that observers 
tend to attribute to it the chronic fragmentation of the 
Ngindo, a subject to which I shall return (see end of 
t"<. 
Chapter VIII,, Special Ideology 11) • The basis or..z Ngindo out-
look is extreme cynicism. "Sex is a woman's food and 
drink", they say. Or again, "If you want children, send 
your wife down to the water-hole". A young girl whose 
husband had been away a year and more was described to 
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me as ·barren. ·When I asked how this ;could be known, people 
asked me pityingly "'Has she become pregnant yet 'l". Men 
. . 
are the :same. When I ask:ed why boy-initiates were not' 
taught the errors of adultery, I waa asked in return 
nshould we teach them not to eat·?n. Polygynous husbands 
are no better ths.f! the rest. The natives remark "A man· 
with four wives will go and cheat his neighbour who he;s 
A i·· Ar.ne'" vll·Y..., • There appears to be a compl1ete substratum .of 
I }( 
.lover relationships (lee.ding ~e e · ~omple'6e eret;ie "v"eee:ett• 
;K 'Footnote: sUCh relationships lead. to a. complete erotl 1C VOOabular~ 
incl.uding SU1Ch refinements as 'ku.~ENDA ma.LOLA' , meaning •to get 
· oaught making a clumsily obvious attempt at adulterous seduction•· 
.. :or 'kuTENDA maTIKITIKI • , ~eaning •to seduce. more t~ one of (I 
a polygynist • s oo-Wi ves' o · ..-------·' -~" - ·-·-· " --- '" ~--" -·-·--- '-"- " 
-~ __ -~~ --·--" __ ·-- :.:::.__ ____ __ ./, a situation precipit~~·EHi by 
.infant-girl betrothal. .Seeing that the cust~m is.universal, 
it follows that a young man's sole out-let is adultery. The 
.abs.ence ·of homosexuality, which is regarded with horror, 
makes 'that conclusion .inescapable. The lover (kiLAGI) is·" 
an institut.ion. · To ·lack one would be to lack prestige. 
Over the ·camp £ire Dien dwell endlessly on the th.eme, en.:.. 
joying the irony of the pres_ence a£ duped husbands in the · 
audience. 'They obviously get a kick out of the sheer 
subtlety ,of' their clandestlne adventures, and' arouse ad-
miration on tha.t S'Core. It is the threat of these multt-
tudinous $ecret relationstiips that, more than anything -
else, explains the .frantic insistence of 'Ngi~ndo law on 
their obliteration. 
' ~ . 
Are Ngindo women in fact kept under lock and 
key'? To ·some extent they are, spending the bulk of their 
t.ime bU:si-ed around their own huts or fields, which are 
likely to be some distance· from· the nearest neighbours-. 
Biit to prove, .adult$ry (UTWAHI) a man must have witnes.ses 
to Show that the 'suspect was' seen inside his, the cOm-
plainant •:s, hut; or alone with his .. wife in the forest ·under 
2).0. 
compromising circ:umstances-.. A charge based on· tecJ1pical 
grounds. without intent to seduce being.shown, or pn pure 
suspici·ori w~_ll fail. .pi.smissing such a chargel a jud:ge 
remar~s "This is just a ·matt·e.r of jealousy" (AP a/)2, 8/46) ~ 
Again•· quashing a. subordinate C<.lurt .. decision, t'he Appeal 
court st~tes '"It is not goop. to ~mpose a tine on a man because 
·of mere thin.king {i.e •. suspicion)" (AP ll/47) ~- .Ngindo 
frequently complain of the.increased sever.ity of.the law 
of adultery at the eoa.st and other such places,· wher.e they 
:i'eB:r. even to ask for water at a stra!lge home,stead. :Also, 
they aver•. the rigour of Ngindo ad:ult~ry has d~clined.i 
~efc0;re the Europeans came, .if. a man a,nd woman ·happened to 
stand'. together .on their o:wn, or pass~d each other on a path 
without making room; :they might be liable to pro'Secutl_on• 
:I~ those days ~he .husband had a~ -§dditional. hold over, his . 
w~te; to whom he could a.~inister a potion extracted frpm 
the mTUMBATI tree., Thi's would make her. serious~y ·ill .if she 
l 
had ~~~D.$gress,ed •. Nowadays this med¢cine has .fa1len :oµt 
o.f use b~~ause · wives insist that their husbands dri.nk it 
_s~multaneously·; 
)( 
also the tree. is Government-schedilled • 
. But the .sanction of a .mother's childbirth-con£es;sion remains. 
Theor-e~ically, a w~f'e s~ould make a ~lea:n ·breast when asked 
dire~tly by her husbanp. about paternity~, '"By our law you 
sho~ld have asked your wif1e wt thou;t threatening. h~r•: She 
would simply .have t~ld you who ga.ve her this child" (AP 12/ 
JS.): •. 
\ 
Ngindo· admit to being jealou.~s. 
\ 
"A man is entitled\ 
i 
to be jealous over his wife.. .It is his ·right" (AP 85/51. ) 
Another court advises an unsuccessful litigant to nhunt 
him (the lover) and catch him" ( NJ .31/46) ••• lsut not to the 
·ext,,ent of' c;:ausing blooqsJ:led • ,~ though .I have heard. it said 
t-hat a husband might retaliate with a poisoned a;rrow fired 
in stealth, I have never been able to unearth an instance, 
'----- --:----::;--- --r + -- ---- ---·--·~- =- -------- ;,......_---,.-~--.-.-........ - ··---
~>""F.o,o·tnotes 
I 
i.e. protected from all cutters but tl:J,ose ·who ·a.re dul,J licensedo . 
2:31~ ' .. 
or even ~out' of one. :The only casualty on record. is not 
a lover; but a wife,,: grazed by he):" husband with a poisoned 
.arrow on a public ;highway, . · She was in the ac~ or desert-
ing him, and would not turn back. The murderer made h:i,.s · . 
es,cape. Ngindo have no s~pathy for the conjugal passion 
that l~ads to viol~nce•_ . Mor do they ~ha,i-e the opinion of 
~he Mburiga. (.per.ipheral-tfg~nd:o .): who think~., .or ,used to t}link, 
adu.ltery-~-ompensation to be degrading to the recipient. In 
a solitary instance ·the··.courts allude to the possibility 
. . ' . 
9! physical. fo.rce being .used.. . Mar:ry.ing a girl o.£r to 'two. 
husbands ft.is a very bad orreneef because men may ·:f'ight. ove~ 
things like . this" (AP 13/ 3.6) .•. · Evidently,. .a ·wronged husband' .s 
fury is not o.£ the highest intensit:y. A man described to , 
me .how he was . caught. in the act, and then. held pt'isontfr by 
the husband. l .asked why,, ··being ·a pow·ertul specimen; he· 
did '.not bx-eak loose• nThat would make him too angry",. was 
the :reply• Even in the old days, homicide woul:d hot neces-
sarily f'ollow a. ~ed-handed discovery; · £.irstly because the 
husband would then be under a. pe~anent taboo against 
, . 
copUfating with: his .wi£e; Scecondly because the resultant 
feud would inhibit the payment 0£ c:ompensation for·adu.ltery; 
then much h,igh:er than at present.• 
., 
· issentially, ·it is their. status which renders 
husbands vigilant. "He .has put me to shame",, bleats a 
e~:ckpld husband wh~ had been made run of, "I am the laugh-
ing .stock of the whole settlement" (AP 85/51). Fonner 
German askaris ,caused. o.f'fence not .so much,_ because . they 
seduced women as by the open, way they ·did it•_ ·.An askarj: . 
would send the husband off on some bogus errand,. making. 
no attempt at ,concealment. Ngin9.o £-eel that, even :in ad-
ultery, decorum should be obse.rved• At the time ·of. the . 
recent Evacuation Scheme, they we.re sho·cked. at the. indis-
criminate .methods of coastal adulterers-. "Why, a man 
would not even bother to find out who the woman's husband 
was. Just promiscuoust". Person.s in authority show th:em-, 
selves hyper-s~nsitive. A former ~~lENYE, an elderly man 
at that, is reputed to have walked fifty miles at a stretch 
on several occasions solely in order to ,~urpri:se his wives 
at home. In a case I observed myself, a headmen who is 
pe.rsonally devoid of jealous feelings, nevertb:eless· made 
frantic demands when one of his wives was detected in 
adultery. Even where.infidelity is condoned, it should be 
furtive. Speaking of an impotent husband's kinsmen doing 
duty in his stead, some informants chimed "They do it 
decently •. • in secret". /Cases like this show that in 
"'lf·reality surveillance of women. is superficial. It could not 
be otherwise in a country such as Ngindoland. Even in the 
old days, when women had less freedom than todayJ.. .. for one 
""o""e." ..,o,..(.t U,t.,.. -' .. - - _ - __ 
thing,ltfiey ~:elile consort only with grown men; - for another~·\ 
' 
the penalt.ies must have acted as a deterrent., as witness this '. 
exerpt from the Ngindoland Council proceedings (19;32); "If 
a man was caught in adultery more than once, even if he was 
' I 
a freeman, he had to.be seized and sold or driven out without: ___________ , 
permission to frequent that place" thicket-
fields gave ample scope for lovers1 fomen had- to go rela-
tively long distances to draw water, and generally went 
alone. Adultery seems to have been rife. Likewise at the 
«>f.~e."' ...... le 
present day,women de :a let er jebs alone in the forest or 
at water-holes. 'Whole parties of them go out a.fter bush-foods. 
One even sees young and com.ely girls travelling between 
settlements unescorted. Absentee husbands, _particularly 
migrant-labourers; frankly leave their wives to the care 0£ 
close kinsmen who assume full conjugal functions• Cloth 
I' 
will be sent to enable them to.maintain the protegee• One 
such vicarious husband, who met with criticism from his own 
wife in consequence, was puzzled. "I look after these wives 
••• Tell me, who will do so now ? " The court plainly 
defended his action, but nevertheless granted a decree to 
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the· rebellious wife (MCH 14/l+!H '• Chronically susp.icious 
husbands are by no means popular. One• of my·a<;quaintance, 
almost had to ,emigrate., such was the .feeling against him. 
Another ma.de·himself ridiculous, and finally lost his Wife 
altogether.. Severity amongst husbands is .not universal:. 
was 
For instance a mt;m * goaded into taking court action only 
when ,a· you·th haci. been caught twice with one of his wives 
and onc.e with another (LIW 51/44) •. 
In between neighbo11ring· 'lineages .a. system of 
mutual concessions come.s into ·force.. It ·a .youth be.lo.nging 
to one o.f them i.s :Caught out:, virile kinsmen, Qf the aggr.ieved 
husband will urge him to lenient lest an ·radu,ltery war'. 
break ,out, leading to a whole series of costly arid.damaging. 
disclosures. I. was pre:sent at a. parley. whe'n such. arguments. 
S'-s. 
induced the complainant. to l,ower his demand. po only Lg/.... As 
is the. case with other types of dispute. only a propo.rtion 
of adultery cases find their way to the Gov,ernment sponsored 
court_,. or, in the :past, ·courts. Some appear to .be. patched 
up on the spot without any grou.p act.ion a:t all·. A sedu.cer 
tried.. to silence the .discoverer wi.th a pa~try forty eents, 
fev .MCH 5g/42'). Another ask:js~ whether he. :should not hand 
over ;1 fowl (ev-. AP 29/32).: . In this same es.E?e, the plain-
tiff wa.s found to have ·1ured the guilty man into cc:munitting 
. s~. . 
the offence. ·, He an.d. his wife .were finedl.5/- ·each, and got· 
no compensation. In that same year... the Ngindoland C·ouncil 
round it necessary t·o ,condemn such practices• "Some peo:ple 
·set traps so as to get money". 
' There is no stigma on an adulterer, who 1£ any-
thing tends to brag. A certain individual is . rememb.ered 
with awe.. He was ,caught in adultery twice .in the same 
·day! After running away· .from the first encounter-; leaving 
his clothing :i.n the hands of his pursuers; the fellow 
I; 
managed to attract the attention of a female acquaintance 
whom he saw cultivating. Leaving her work she came to his 
rescue at the edge .of the field and·proceeded to divest 
herself of her inn·er garment. so as to cover him. Overcome 
by this ··new temptation, ·. he was: promptly caught .by the 
second husband, who had come a-cross to investigate. A man 
I knew seemed to invali.dat~ the .foregoing •. He'had a bad 
.reputation, apparently for being ·a:n. ·ac<foinplished seducer. 
But I later iearned that he in fact used to· commit rap~. 
It is relevant to recapitulate the position of 
woman ·in Ngirido society. · I have shown that the .relationship 
of mother is close,· that .of wife distant. · In ·many re.spects 
women have a distinctly infer.ior status· to men. · ·"You are a 
wonian. 1 You live' in seriritud·el 0 ~ ·exclaims ·one litigant 
· · .(NJ ·7/44). And in 'troth a· wornan cannot stand on her own 
i£:eeti. · She needs ·a man to de.fend her person and do heavy 
·muscular ·work, ·to 1conduct her economie ti·ansaction.s, to 
represent her in'disputes and parleys, and ·generally to 
manage he~ affairs.~ J?eniales seldom figure as . :sa~t:ificial 
operators, or as the . spirits· addressed in· sacrifices; and 
never as linea.ge'""heads:• 
. . ~~e 
'In >public they ~- :segregated. 
Islam in .;particular 'diset>iminates. against .. · themi ·. They have 
no redress for petty assault·· by their . .imntediate mal1e compani-
ons, and in small ways get cavalier· treatment.• They must 
surrender a stool" to any male of consequence, , .step aside on 
a path· 16 •,(I heard a man shout .. "Get out of the way and let 
· . grown-up p~cpl'e pass! rr) II¥'¥ t' ~nd carry loads. . A woman who 
' ... -, 
, · (~s lame ·with a sore ·on her foot. came several 'miles to me 
"'·'tr 
, for treatment.•· 1· notie:ed' that 'she not only carried a bulky 
child on he.r hip~· but ·a .<fonsideirable 'load on her head, 
.whilst her. husband, an· unusually. sa1i.e and pleasant man·, 
walked empty-handed• Outside .Ngindoland, Ngindo women 
·have· :a ,sorry reputation ·as drab, subservient creatures ••• 
actually an utter misconqeption, though an accurate commen-
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tary on their overt behaviour. Ngindo, for their part, 
consider outside women impossibly flighty. The division 
of labour (see Chapter II) has shown the enormous dis-
crepancy between male and female tasks. The latter are 
by far the more onerous. Pressure is exerted on women to 
enter prearranged marriages, first as infants, and later 
~ .. i_._ ... t~.t. 
as laviPitieal widows. They get unequal dispensations 
in ownership and inheritance of property. Finally, menfolk 
deliberately keep them backward. Scarcely any women are 
literat;z •· -. one of the few exceptions coming to my notice, 
a woman w~~ ·h~d .pi~k-~d·~~- -~h~· A~~-b~~·-~·~~1~~--f~~~ ·h~~··· ... 
. 
'Rreacher husband, was found perusing a letter. When her ·:. 
husband demanded to see it, she swallowed it! And that : 
was the end ~f her literary career •/#~fluent in Swab~ 
They are rather encouraged to go in for follies like being 
possessed with devils. 
On the other hand, women can achieve minor posi-
tions of responsibility. Cases of women acting as guard-
ians of families are not rare (BAR 18/36, 4/38, MCH 74/43, 
63/44). A girl's father says of her suitor, "He was 
accepted by my sister. As far as I was concePned, he did 
not marry". The match was upheld {AP 143/51). A paternal 
aunt is awarded some disputed bridewealth "because she is 
your (the competing claimant's) father, even though she is 
a woman" (LIW 48/45). Another has a nephew, who has been 
sent to recuperate from an illness, die on her hands. She 
arranges the funeral on her own initiative, merely sending 
word afterwards to the parents. The paternal aunt or 
sister of an ailing child are stated to be the persons best 
qualified to sacrifice for its recovery (ev.AP 65/51). Other 
inst~.tlces of the paternal aunt's influence have been quoted 
.,(_~u~"t'~• S, 
earlier. Mothers-in-law expect to be obeyed by their_J 
suitors. An elderly woman receives the respectful greeting 
.. 
SHIKAMOl· and is treated with m~rked deferen<: 1e.•. Women .are 
quick to react if they feel themselves debased."! wore 
bark-clotll.ft•, says one (~IW 20/45). BarJC-cloth ,signifies 
\.1 .r 
destitution nowadays. «I am not a basta.~d childl" is the 
i.ndignant cry .of another (AP 2/49l .• <A widow who .had been 
pu~hed·.from·one leviritieel heir to the next compa~ed 
herself. to nthe .water-l.a.dle in a latrine. · I am the play-
thing of all comers1' (KIP 29/37}. Protests another" "I 
am bartered like a goat!" '(NJ 26/!:+4)• Although brothers 
are peremptory with their sisters, they may not be rude 
without cause~ "He has insulted his sister without any 
. 
'of:fence on her part". (MCH 3/43). Although husbands may 
' 
b~at their wives, they should.not do so without g-0od reason. 
' . 
"You ha.ve done wrong to beat your ws.re without catching 
'the ad'ul,terer" (NcJ 26/44). In any case, f.ema'le victims 
of assault do not take it lying down. They raise ~ sing-
song ... dirge audible far up and down the vall"0y. As will be 
show.n a. tenacious woman can get di.vorce with or without 
grounds. That its i.ncid,ence should be relatively low is 
proof of reasonable behaviour on the part of most Ngindo 
husbands. Segregation of women :i.n a sense gives them a 
me'asure of autonomy. Thus, a court holds it to be improper 
for a man to intervene in womens' qv.arrels (AP 1/39) .• 
Acute observers remark on. the iinobtrusi ve dominance ,of 
Ngindo women. A .rather who wa._s fined £or giving under-· 
takings to two 'suitors at the same time pleaded that the 
girl herself wanted them both and e,gged him on (AP lJ/36) .-
' Economically, a woman en.joys some independ-ence. . She will 
,control the rate of consumptio.n of produce "from her own 
fields •••. husbands state that the first inkling they get 
that a certain granary is ,empty is when the ,ma.tter is 
reported by the tH>ropriate wife. If a. woman is given 
presents by her own kin, these remaln hers, as distinct 
.from joint, or her httsband' s pe.rsonal:, property.· As a 
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:craftswoman she can earn an income ; and as a ritual 
expert. . , - ""' An initiatreee is a person of ·some prestige; 
queening .it at the .initiation lodge.. ln sorcery,· women 
are thought pre•eminent, and ·even feared by their·husbands 
o,that account·•· In balance, women- exert a 'Considerable 
influence ,on the surface, an.d a greater one behind the 
scenes.. To see ~hem sitting silent .and· apart at a parley, 
one ·would not guess that they have had much' to do with the 
.line of argument put forward· and, unless it happens to 
suit them_, will have more to do with the ·outcome. 
The· .Ngindo impose standard amounts of <compe,nsa~ 
t:ion tor adultery., payable -to the aggriev-ed husband'~ In 
Sl:.s. 
the early thirties it .was fixed at Ll'5/-:':, to which was 
'>"'-~. . . 
la:ter added a £.in.e ofl;/~- payable by th~ womanit These 
,, figures have -doubled since the war. Prior to standa~disa-
tion the level fluctuated. And before that again, under 
the Germans, the official penalty is alleged t.o have been 
2; lashes and three months' imprisonment., a source of grave 
discontent among the natives, who pref'erred compensation. 
Adultery· seems to have Il" esented a serious probl·em through-
out. ' On the. adven'ti of Indirect Rule, it was thought. that 
the answer might lie in stepping up compene·a.tion. A European 
official reproved the Ngindoland Council f'or ••the lack of 
'.· 
punishment :for ·~ultery,.:tt. Thre·e years .later his successor 
reached the opposite .conclusion. · "'There .a·re few natives 
, . . . 5~· . . , 
who can hope to pay £!0/- ,or so, which is not infrequently 
ordered; ~.ither i_n cash or in kind'Y. In t.he interim the 
Council lamented over the· prevalence of the of'·fent:e; advocat-
ing imprisonment for "prost.itutes", a plea reiterated in 
1937 •·. ''let him (the District Commissioner) help us and 
put & jail for women • • • be¢au.se they· are. getting . out 0£ 
si,.,.. 
hand". By this time the ,_15/• compet)sati.on had . been intro-
duced, 
si.s. 




unfaithful wife did in fact go to jail (AP 14/39}, but this 
was an Dddity. Mean.while officials grumbled at the continued 
spate of cases. One of the chief difficultie.s was the in-
consistency of Ngind-0 .opinion on the subject of £enU.nine 
responsibility.. At. heart it was felt that the woman could 
be no more than a passive agent. This appears strikingly .in 
a case in whi.ch a woman had been abducted for a year. Not 
only was normal compensation levied, but the woman was to 
. SI.$. 
receive· a. further~l5/• compensation herself for the ineon• 
· . S"s 
venience caused '.to hert • • • tt'.I'he woman will get Li5/- as her 
recompense" (MCH 74/42). At the same time, something 
drastic had to be done to counter the adultery wave and 
protect the institution of marria~-e. But where was a 
woman to find ready cash, unless she went off who.ring ? 
The result is that the woman's fine devolves upon ••• the 
husband? 
As I h3.ve stated, the definition o:f the ot:rence 
is straightforward.. But borderline cases do occur. A man 
is presumed guilty because when the woman's husband seized 
his clothing,. he, the suspect, never brought a counter . 
charge of being disrobed without cause (NJ 16/44). A .man 
and woman seen walking together on their own, and conversing 
in low tones, likewise. ttThis is not ~n the least customary 
••• she is not your kinswomann (AP.9/4)). If presents 
from a man are f'ound in a Wi.£e's possession, the donor may 
be presumed guilty {AP l/46) • The p.resents included soap . 
in this case. Should snuff alone pass hands., then this is 
deprecated, but not tantamount to adultery. 0 Do not let 
him get accustomed to giving things to people· •s wives". 
si..s. 
(AP 11/32). The cour~fined this donor.·l-5/-, and another, 
Shs. 2/50 .{AP 19/32) • Gifts are, of course,· one of the 
mainstays 0£ illicit courtship, a feature well illustrated 
by a pair of' songs from the kiNGINDO devil dance ••• "The 
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daughter of Mwichande Kindamba is a giver of water-melons. 
And he (her lover) said 'I am satiated with this'":· and 
again, "Abdalla, Abdalla is no good. Yesterday he greeted 
and spoke with the daughter of (another) Abdalla. Abdalla 
is no goodl" i.e. he merely spoke to the girl, without 
giving her anything. _ l.f' a man re.fuses to swear an Islamic 
oath of innocence, he must be guilty (AP 16/38). _Copulating 
with .an unbetrothed or unmarried girl is in .itself p.o 
of.fence, so if -a wife can be shown to .have been deserted by 
her husband, she cannot -be the subject of adultery-:char.ges, 
"The husband left his wife for a l-ong time. This is nothing 
......... __ 
but his own f'ollytt (AP 8/34).. A husband who left his wife for 
tour years, t.hen tried t-o catch her in adultery, got no com-
pensation and was divorced into the bargain (AP 12/42). It 
will be shown later in this section that. the maximum permiss-
ible period of absence is three years.. A seducer in anothe.r 
s"'· 
similar ,case, though free from adultery, was finedt)/•. 
11You .have no r.ight to go by night to -.People's housesn '(NJ 
10/45). 
The Ngindo'' s hut is his ea,stle. Unauthorised 
entry at no matter what hour may constitute adultery. This 
inviolability is said to have produced. C'omplications during 
the Evacuation. Coast dwellers, ignoring the .Ngindo code 
whereby a seducer is expected to go to the woman's hut or 
at least meet her in the forest, would entice women to 
their own .homes. Then, profiting by the ban on entry therein, 
they would keep them indoors for days on end whilst the 
husbamlsvainly searched. To return to Ngindoland, in one 
case a Government headman was exonerated from blame when 
he proved that his reason for entering the enclo~ure of a 
i 
hut was -to recruit porters (BAR 10/39). Another intruder 
was let oft seeing that he only took shelter from a storm, 
(AP 1/37). If., as occasionally. happens, the woman is 
discovered at a hut other than her own, the owner must be 
.shown to have lured her thither. In 1932, the Ngtndoland 
Council ruled· , .•• ttThere. is no adultery in this case, 
because the woman went to the accused'$ hut without being · 
·. swmnonedi' • In one case the .hut owner. turned out "'to be an 
S'-$· 
unattached· womarl. · She was .. _fined L3/• .for ke~p1.ng the hus-
band up se.arching all night! ·n.If you. had been a man, y.ou 
. S'-'· » . . . . 
would have been obliged to payLJO/-: .(NJ 11/46)." Another 
householder was male but . hlameles.s. · The t~t woman 
stated that she had been denied sexual intercour.se for 
seventy days and had become desperate. The courtp~;nted • 
out that she should have sued for divorce,~and for good· 
measure granted a summary decree. Nevertheless,, a proviso 
'I l \ \' 
was added that she and 'the householder should not marry ·. ,_ 
' ' 
• I " 
' ' 
This arterthoughtt· · typi£1:ei:r Ngindo deterinina~ion · 
'that ' tove'rs'' or potential lovers' shoulti not get rec-dgni-
'tion. , The ·ntstrict Conlmis·sioner, .or the da,y· :eon'.test·eci this 
'judgmeht, and the point has been "misunderstood or over- ~. 
ridden by later administrators. To give a more representa-
tive instance, a man seduces the wife of ~ medical ·dresser, 
who ·appiies for a transfer to escape his attentions•" But· 
the· seducer follows and suce eeds in engineer.ing ··a divorce; 
whereupon he marries the dresse'rts wife. The court, restor-
ing the pre.vious marriage, sent the seducer to ;Jail ·for 
two months, a very.heavy punishment by Ngin.do standards 
(AP 8/43). in 'no maitter·what divorce-suit; the courts 
. -: -
suspect· intrigue. "There is a .man who has· come to an · 
arrangement with her, we know perfectly welll"·(.A:P :g/44). 
Unde~ Islamic.law there is no prohibition of this :nature..-
Thougli of course, if the couple had been proven.adulterers 
beforehand, they would not,'. if' legally married 'Muslims, 
have lived.to tell the tale. ·The orthodox penalty .is death 
by stoning! 
The Ngindo courts take a very severe view or persistent 
adulterers, whether or not the latter aim at matrimony. 
It is these men, and not irate husbands, who represent 
a danger. One threatens to "shoot arrows and set huts 
on fire" (LIW 62/43). Another defiant lover cries "I 
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will hang first before I leave herl" (AP 5/39). Scandal-
ised, the courts inflict what to them are cruel sentences. A 
Six month term of imprisonment had to be reduced by ~he 
District Commissioner to four, by the Provincial Commissioner 
to three (AP 12/31). A pair or lovers made a suicide-pact 
(ev. AP 9/37). In particular is abduction deplored. "This 
is neither the law nor the custom of the tribe ••• you have 
been subversive. You have abducted a woman and her child" 
(AP 14/39). 
A case already cited (AP 22/32) rejects the 
idea that ill-treatment or neglect entitles a spouse to 
commit adultery. A girl pleaded in vain that her husband 
was impotent ••• "I have yet to lie with him" (LIW 3/44). 
I have also shown that seduction of one's brother-in-law's 
wife generally leads not to adulteryi" but divorce-procedure. 
Apart from the concessions I have described, aimed at 
reducing the friction arising out of adultery-disputes 
between neighbouring groups, there are other ways in which 
the private in:fidelity of a woman concerns a wider set or 
people than the trio of husband, wife, and lover. Where 
husband and lover belong to the same lineage or are close 
kinsmen, there tends to be a relaxation in the demands !or 
compensation. "It is true that I forgave adultery. I did 
not extort money from this my brother", says an aggrieved 
husband (AP 112/51). But should he wish to forgive an 
outside adulterer, he could IDt do so unless his kinsmen 
agreed. This applies to any kinsman discovering adultery, 
not only to the husband. Thus, a maternal uncle who keeps 
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quiet about his nephew's wife's lover gets censured. "He 
(the uncle) has no right to let him (the suspect) off 
- compensation 
adultery~thout the pardon of the woman's own husband" 
levied 
(AP 6/33). Not only was normal compensation to he paid, 
Sks. 
but the uncle had to pay aL5/- fine as well. The converse 
applies only partially. That is, kinsmen of the seducer 
directly implicated in the offence may be penalised (LIW 
43/4), 30/44, 4/45), the accessories in each case being 
~-
fined<.?/-; but not always~ Another court deciqed aga_inst 
admitting such a charge (NJ 51/46). Otherwise, no one but 
the lover himself can be held legally responsible though 
the payment of compensation is usually a group matter 
since his kinsmen would not allow the culprit to get deeper 
into trouble for failing to pay. Or, to be more precise, 
they would not allow relations between the two groups to be 
exacerbated thereby, I found not a. single case of default, 
even though slow instalments were sometimes necessary. 
However the relevant kinsmen will certainly grumble about 
contributing towards compensation for a second offence. 
~hen two friends agreed to allow each other access to their 
wives whereupon the one turned around and sued for adultery, 
the court clearly sided with the man who had been betrayed; 
\.t 
but~vaded the issue on a technicality. Despite his admis-
sion of intimacy, the accused "has not been caught red-
handed either inside the hut or in the forest." (AP 2/37). 
No criticism was levelled at the exchange of wives. 
It appears to be immaterial whether or not the 
violated marriage is pagan or Islamic. This stands in 
contrast to the reported position at the coast, where inter-
ference with a pagan wife is either no offence at all, or 
a matter of fines, not compensation. Ngindo complaine~ 
bitterly of this during the Evacuation, although, in 





Adultery under Islamic law ,("Zina"), with its stri11gent 
requirements of proof and barbarous penalties,, has no 
relevance whatever to the Ngindo. However, being 
improperly alone with anothe.r man•s wife (Islamic "Khalwa") 
would seem to correspond more closely wit.h,Ngindo adultery. 
Nevertheless:, even a downright con.fessed ~du.l.terer is 
treated e;a,ctly ,as· any other by the .Ngindo, who likewise · 
make no distinct.i,on in the event o.f' an ensuing pregnancy. 
A' f,alse or unproven 'accusation· of· adultery is .not visited · 
' wit'h. the retribution ordained for Islamic slander {ttQad,f."), 
nor. ,is it even punishable at all~· 
. ' . . . . 
Where some interdependence betW"een··.Ngindo and 
Islamic see~s to ·Oc.cur is in the oath ... takirig mechanism • 
. Called ?AMINI' by the Ngindo,, it is thought to establish 
the innocence ot any of'f'ende.r, but more especially that 
of an adulterer. it is administered.by a Muslim ~reacher, 
preferably in a .mosque,· and a ·false oath :[s seriously 
believed to 'bring sudden death. To give an .instance of 
the .Power of such belief,, I quote a case ,of a generation 
ago.. A suspected adult·ere.r annbunced his ·intention or 
swearing the oath, whereupon .a kinsman be!Jged him to 
'"':' . 
desist. · Doubtless the kins.ma~ was convinced of his guilt, · 
SI.>. 
·£or he even ·handed overJ.O/• there and then as a contribu• 
! • . 
tion towards the compensation. 'The court; ,agreed that 
'the oath should be cancelled "heeause·if he were ~o die, 
the husband of the woman ·get·s nothingtl (AP -l{>/36). Another 
·suspect~. who was acquitted· for lack 0£ evidence,; none the 
. , S'l.s. ; · . . . · 
less had to pay ac2/• .fine .for ·refusing to swear the oath 
.(AP· j/3;). · In a similar case~ already quoted; such 
refusal amounted to a presumption or guilt. ·YA.MINI seems 
to have ,given .rise to the usual embroi,deries, such as, the 
sprinkling of water over the conjugal bed whilst Koranic 








texts are muttered. lnfhethe.r or not YAMIN! f.s in keep.ing 
with the Islamic oath ("Li' ann) 'is tin.certain. Unlike 
Li'an, which automatically dissolves theswearer•s marriage, 
YAN.IN! leaves it undisturbed •... 
' Divorce .• 
Compared with the outliers. the home-.Ngindo are 
· thought more conservative than th·ey, less addicted to 
a.... • .,.~st' l-1.~.... : 
divorce (kuLEKANA). Its incidence[certainly appears lower 
.. than elsewhere .• " ; From samples taken throughout Ngindoland 
.types of marriage. on the basis ·Of wife.:categories; were 




. p.122,) . 
Straight widows 






(the size of the 
sample is 364 
. marriages.). 
Note: for fUller details see table in Chaptrer VIII, Internal 
· Variations. · 
Of the marriages .s() contracted 6.4% have subsequently ended, . 
i.n divorce. There' is no arti1culate stigma on ·divorce·; 
' but. a much-divorced wife, or .tor that' matter husband.,' .ea'rns 
ill fame •... · Suits are brought almost invariably by. ·the wife. · 
When,as occasionally happens, the.husband takes the initia~ 
tive, it ·is for a specific reason',~'. . Either'. t.he 0Wife is, 
sick, insubordinate~ :OX" in som~ other way manife:st'ly ' 
unsuitable .,. ,., to take an instance,. ttShe makes trou:ble:tt,. 
(ev.MCH 66/42)-.. In a husband·',s eyes divorce is 'a .grave: 
loss:;· an humiliating admission of defeat. Suits brought 
by' wives on the other hand are frequently frivolous; 
sometimes a&iittedly without any foundation of ,grievance. 
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It is obvious from the behaviour of the courts that ·the 
primary consideration is the degree of.tenslon between 
husband and Wi£e • If the two are merely bickering, a. 
show. of inflexibility by the court may bring them together. 
Thus a wif.e accusing her husband of thef't • ~. a tremendous 
insult among the Ngindo • ~. for which she alleg.edly 
suffered.the reprisal of having the painfully irritant 
buffalo-bean brought into contact with he.r genitals, lost 
.her petition (AP 8/37)~ If 'the tension be serious, 
grounds become quite secondary, and a woman will be denied 
her freedom only if the husband energetically resists, 
or if the wife looks like yielding ground. Even so, she 
generally gets her way in the end,. ·Court judgments a.re 
consistently def'e-tist. "We cannot tie her down1' (NJ 19/43) .• 
"The. woman is vehemently demanding divorce" (NJ 14/44)... 
ttI do not want to provoke .conflict" (Nil 30/46). n1r the 
woman cannot keep qulet ~thome, it is best to leave her" 
(AP 109/51). 11zou will not live ·quietly within your .home-
steads" (AP 4/5-0). "'There is· continual trouble. So there 
is neither reason nor.profit". (AP 1/40). ·nThe husband 
has wearied of this woman'·s elamourtt · (AP 17/431. ·"In the 
end there will. be dangeru (AP 10/4'5). · ttThey will f.ight or 
.set the house on f'ire. It will be perilous" (AP $/36). 
"This dispute started long ago and the woman persists in 
objecting• It is best ju$t to ·leave hertt (AP 11/36) • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
''Nothing but noise all day longn (AP 15/36),. : Even when 
n/-.p·- • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • •• : 
the $Uit gets ,dismissed, a post-script .frequently appea'rs to 
the effect that the decision has been reversed. For instance 
a. carping wife, described by the court as "'a plain liar", 
secures her divor~e in this manner (NJ l0/46):. Anet.her 
technique, .now no longer open:, was to peddle a suit from 
co~rt to court~ Thus, a suit that had ~een rejected at 
.Barikiwa was successful at Muhinje Chinit In the nineteen-. 
thirties a District C.ommis.sioner pi;-oposed that women 
' 1 . J 
~ ,;. 
getting divorced without cause should be penalised,, but 
it came'tonothing. The long and the short.or it is that 
a woman·' s loopho~e of divorce restores to in.fant ... marriage 
the missing £a.cto.r ot choice. on the bride's part.... Thro-
' ' 
ughout he.r marri1ed life, she holds in her hand the trump 
( 
card ot diioree; 
Divorce should be granted by a :Government-recog-
nized court, but to my knowledge no ruli:ng has been made 
that this should be the universal procedure;; The parties 
merely .find it more satisfactory to have a firmer guarantee 
., 
of divorce than verbal agreement alone. However, the 
latter alternative still li·es open. 
. "'e.ri..t 
A woman §e&S to court 
(Government} complaining that her previous divorce had been 
merely unofficial (ev.; .LIW ll/45)• In othe.r cases, extra-
.""' .. 
cameral divorce is .recogn1.zed by the regular courts (AP 20/ 
50, $9/Sl). Elsewhere it may be rejected (AP 9/40). In 
this eas'e; the suit. had not been dealt with by arbitration, 
' . ' ' 
b~t divorce ~merely~ taken for granted after a threa~ 
year absence of the husband• It has been shown that 
~- ' . . .. 
betrothed girls, unless very small indeed, are divorced .in 
..... 
the .ordinary way • ·• a number of suits are brought by the 
... ' . 
girl's father, appearing in her stead; For purposes of 
divorc~, there seems to be no difference between pagan and 
Islamic marriage, except.ing in the HETO•MAHARI distinction 
as descr.ibed earlierii 
Even though grounds .for divorce are not.essential, 
the courts in principle demand them; For example "He (the 
husband) is not a wrongdoer. Therefore the· woman will 
follow her husband" (MCH SS/4)); The commonest grounds 
are failure of the .husband to .maintain h~~ Wife . properly, .or 
failure 0£ a suitor to f'ul.fil his contract; Besides feedi~g, 




husband must show reasonable attention to his wife's well-
being.· A.husband whose wife lay ill with·her own people 
only went to visit her once. She got a divorce on the 
strength of this (~P 37 /4.3 h Desertion is almost as 
frequently· .all·eged~ · Since the early thirti·es .automati·c 
divorce has been available to women abandonned by their hus-
' 
'hands for three year.s and more. A woman who .had.· been left 
-ed: r · 
for six years protest;f n1 .do not want to go o.n· · 11 ving ,.like 
, a per.son who has be'en imprisoned"• The court assented; 
.: t· 
ttWithout a. husband; this is not justicen (AP 98/51)'. ;/" 
n,l.p. • .• • • • • • • • ••••• • • • •• • • • • • • • • ••• • • .• ·a • • • : • • .• • • • •• • • • • .• · • • • • • • • • • • • 
Q:.:tl'e·r valid grounds are (a') serious as.Sault -by -the-· husband 
iii ' . • ; 
(AP l/35't etc·,)_.. (b). senility or the husband .(AP 15/35) • · 
,, \I.! 
(c) · lrigidity on his. _part._'e Here 1;he courts fluctuate'. In 
one caa,e (AP ·a/48) a wif-e who regarded her hus_band -"like · . . ' . ~ ' -
a broth;ernwas refused divorce by.the na~ive court,- but 
-.received it from the ilistrict Commissioner~. In another 
{BAR. 11/35) 1 the c.ourt· is.·of ,opinion that ''if she has not 
' • ' ' ' • I ~ ; • ', ' ' ~ 
' . . » 
had sexual inte.rcourse this woman will ge't her divorce'. 
ld) impotence .of.:th~ hus~and :{KIP 21/37l~ I have not folilld 
., • • • • o\t •• • • ' - • • • ·.: 1 
· husbands _seeking separatiolls from ~arren wives!. · (e) lunacy 
' ' • • • f • • • 
,of eith~r· partner (KIP 2S/34} .in which the wife was ma~ 
· Seeing that wives ar.e at_ ,such. a premium, · ·· · 
f'this ma~es it certain that a husband in that state would be · 
divorceoJ'~ .. But occasional bouts do .not constitute grounds 
{KIP. 3/3ar~ .. {£) leprosy in either .of the .spouses.· "It · 
is.not right for a leper and a hea~thy woman to marry" 
(BAR 16/37"'' _et:c.,_,,). · (g). blindness '(MCH 52/4,2); -but not 
othe.r illnesses or disabilities (AP lit/4ll~ (ld s~ol'ecery 
(AP l/41h (i) sacrilege against Islamic religious· 
ordinances (AP 144/51) • This .is -obviously an~·isolated 
case, and concerns a strict Muslim father ... in~law from 
outside Ngindoland. .(jl 
. . 
a husband sending··his wife to 
her _peop~e without due cause or explanation (BAtt 5/35). 
(k.) · interference by the wife's kin fKlP ·14/37, etc1l. 
24s. 
(1) husband breaking the in-law's spouse taboo (BAR 4/35,etc). 
polygynist 
(m) discrimination by a 00.sbandf a~ainst one of his pelyw 
gy:Reas wives O>ICH 63/43). In other cases resembling this 
last, no decree was awarded. Similar hesitation occurs 
over suits where the wife complains that her offspring die 
off (MCH 4/45 rejected, AP ll/J6 granted).. A single 
suit brought on grounds of the infidelity of the husband 
was initially refused, but later allowed (MCH 14/45). 
Ngindo hold the belief that incontinence on the part of a 
husband when· his wife has a child in arms may injure the 
child. This applies even to copulation with lovers and ......................................... 
casual acquaintances. : As a rule, whether or not she is 
n/ p • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• : . 
in the right, a divorced wife's kinsfolk must refund to 
the husband the amount of bridewealth actually paid down to 
date. Also, all children ban of the union must go to him 
or to his kin, irrespective of responsibility for the rup-
ture. For each unmarried child so relinquished by the 
woman a fixed amount is deducted from the bridewealth to be 
s-1,,. 
paid back. Until quit.e recently this was~l5/- for a boy, 
Sl,s. 
~20/- for a girl ••• note the distinction ••• but has now 
Si.s. S~s. 
gone up toL20/- andL30/- respectively. Sometimes, when 
several children are involved, they are lumped together 
to cancel out a roughly commensurate sum of bridewealth. 
"'e-<e. Si.s . 
Hence two girls and two boys -ere- equated withL120/- bride-
wealth (AP 29/51). That is to say, the husband waiveeL.. 
''-f· 
~50/- ••• this was before the rise in amounts. Elsewhere 
J .... ~ ... t&.e-i CASc o\ 1-t,, Sa."'c f<·mil.. 
it is the husband who gains. 1...three boys and two girls at 
St.s. 
tae eld ntte obviatedLJO/- bridewealth (AP 115/51). That 
is, the husband ga1~1~5/-. When the husband or his kin fail 
3~. 
to make the necessary adjustment in bridewealth, they 
forfeit the child. I have found a man, now grown up and 
married, liho lives matrilocally as a result of this. 
'Strictly, when di vorc·e. comes about through a 
husband deserting his wife fo.r more than a stipulated 
period of three years; his bridewealth is .f'or.feit.ed as· 
well .. (AP ·7 /31). This may also-happen when he has in• ' . 
249. 
fringed the in-law's spouse taboo (AP 16/42) ., or whe.n a :. 
wif~ goes mad (KIP .25/34).. Both in the procedure followed 
~ 1- ' l' -
ovQr bridewealth and in other consequences, this last is 
tantamount to her dy.11\g.· When awe.rding to a six~years-
S~s. . . . . ' 
absent husband theLlO/.;. residue 0£ bride~ealth after the . . 
normal adjµstments for children had been made, a judge 
obseryed ''This is just a native concess.ion •'•,. the letter· 
o.f the law is to los~ it (bridewe~lth) altogether • •. be-
cause you haye abandoDJ'ed her yourself" (AP 98/51)• 
,fi.nother husband who left his leprous wire .for fifteen years 
S"°J.s. 
had 1J-o. foregoL20/- bridewealth (AP 24/41). Occasionally. 
the outgoing husband may voluntarily surrender his right . 
o.f c~aiming bridewealth.. "He has agreed t.o. lose it (bride-
wealth)" (AP 9/.32). Conversely• a court .specifies tha!~>an 
intriguin~ wife's brother shall not be exeuseg any bride-
wealth refund. nLet him (the husband) get his .full due •••" 
" ... & • ~· .; t 
(AP 9/45). 
A further source of reductions in bridew~alt~ 
refund .1.s the compensation given to a wife of .long .standi~g.- · 
. 
The woman ref erred to earlier as being prolifi,c was 
. .· .S~· ; 
all9w~4,to retainll2/• of her bridewealth on,divorce (MCH 
itot SL• 
6.3/43) • Another ge'ti:J 4/ • f C?r seven years of conjugal life 
Si''-•· 
(AP 11/40).· And anothe1:J.l.0/- for ten years (AP 207/51).· 
And so forth. The c.ourtE? . are reluctant to grant reduc-
tions for a couple who have been married less than five 
years (AP 209,. 210/51). In one case the husband himself 
. , ~(s .• 
fix;erJ.. t?e amount at Ll5/'!9 (tIW JB/45). 1\gain• if at the 
time or divorce a child is too young to leave its mother, 
a claim ean be made in respect .of its nurture up to the 
time ·Of transfer to the father or his kin. The amounts 
250. 
Sl.s. SL.s. 
·vary from about<..'5/- for an infant to a.boutL20/- for a ,child 
, Sl..s.-
that ha:s be,en left until it grew up. Examples areL.6/- for 
. · st..s. 
a small boy, maintaine~ for three years (KIP 23/36 ), L20/-
for ~n adult daughter· (tIW 57 /43). If a woman has been 
seriously ill prior .to di,rorce, she may meri~ compensation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I 
(LIW 64/42,) • : As indicated in the discussion of lovers, 
n P-··~·········· . the sequel to·Ng.indo divorce reflects the prevailing belie£ 
that the institution is a·reluctant concession to unusually 
domine:nt lover-relationships •. Hence, altho\1.gh his children d. 
maintain amicable contact ·with the.ir mother 11 .a man prefers 
not to live close t~ his ex-wife,. Otherwise, on the .ass'Qlnp-
tion that the second husband engineered the vb ole thing; he 
would be countenancing a lover triumph. By Ngindo 
standards, persons found rigging divorces to suit 'Ghemselves 
are quite h~avtly. fined .(AP .5/4.)). Even the most· disinterest-·. 
ed court-holder would be unwise to seek the hand of a woman 
whose decree has been granted in his ,own court. An instance 
. came 'to my notice"' of which ~ours had spread beyond 
Ngin'doland. Pe·ople expected a show-down, l?ut,, .on appeal to 
a ,superior court, whether or not the Ngindo att.itude had 
' • - .I, J 
been ,t'ak:en into account,, the match was emphatically upheld. 
In thit;, as in other spheres., an individual is not free 
to act without reference t·o his. kin. A divorce granted . - . . '. 
in the ·absence of the husband ts 1elder brother had to be . 
rescinded when. the latter·protested that he had.not been 
consulted (AP 8/45). 
divo~ce (AP 10/38). · 
Nor may ,a ·man retain his wi.fe. after 
"· ''' ·\, _; '. 
.. A special type o.f divorce, of' whi«!h th~ Pr()cedure 
is none ·the less almost identical, is that gr~nt~~:~Pca 
'Widow who re.fuses to pass to .her deceased nusband!s. heir. 
- ,; ' l ' ' ' ; ' I - 2 l 
The widow should be .free to choose betwe0n. pos1Jibl:~ he.irs 
' . ., ~ . . ~. "' ._ : 
or to go her own way. In practice she i~ uhdei' .. some , .· .. '')•' ,,; .·' . 
constraint' but an obst.inate widow cannot. be ret~,in~~4· 
251. 
she refuses point blank, automatic divorce from the heir 
ensues. "Because she refuses to be inherited, and the 
court cannot compel widow-inheritance by force. It is 
the choice of the woman herself" (BAR lS/37). Or again, 
"She will get permission to go and seek whatever husband 
•• pleases her (AP 21/32). The heir himself should be pre-
"' 
pared to let the widow go. n1 cannot force her if she 
does not want me" (AP 10/40). An heir who was to have 
got a widow on her second transfer said to me, "l decided 
to let her go". But he retained her four small sons. In 
the event of repeated inheritance a widow is thought to 
be especially entitled to follow her own Wishes. "Widow-
inheritance three times over is not just" (AP 14/32). 
On one occasion a court appeared to victimise a widow, who 
pleaded "I am defeated.I cannot endure widow-inheritance for 
the third timel". For some reason she had to submit to it 
(MCH 65/43). But the inevitable post-script adds "The 
court has changed its mind. The woman is very old. He 
(the heir} may not have anything (i.e. bridewealth)". In 
another case a much-inherited widow gets an allowance of 
Sl,.J, 
LlO/- on that score (AP 76/51). The position of the non-
inherited widow's children is precisely the same as in 
regular divorce. In response to the District Commissioner's 
incredulous query, the Ngindoland Council 0£ 1930 affirmed 
that"!£ the woman does' not want to be inherited, the heir 
must take the children, whereas the widow does not get a 
single one. This is indeed our ancient law followed by 
our ancestors". If however the heir or his ki~<:annot raise 
the cash equivalent for the children, custody will be 
- cl1°vovc.e 
only real difference between widow..J refused (AP 28/32). The 
and ordinary divorce is in the .MALI MAUTI bridewealth -
adjustment which has been described already; namely a 
modest allowance in the widow's favour. 
2s2. 
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Ngindo divorce shows great discrepancies when.measured. 
agains'tthe yardstick of Islam, in terms of which it.is 
the husband who may summarily and without grounds 4ivorce 
his wife,. whereas she has· the utmost difficulty in getting 
her freedom without his -consent. Otherwise, . unles.s ,the 
husband su.fters :from :a spec i.fied disease rendering him · · ... 
physically incapable of maintaining her,· or. for.· some other 
specified reason fails to. do ·so, the 'Islamic .:Wtf.e remains 
bound .. The only loophole.is if' the-husband has accorded. 
to he:f his own ·absolute right "'f di$missal .• · Children are 
also awarded on .a sl.ightly different basis •. Under Islam, 
they ·majr' stay with the mother until the age of about seven, 
then exerei;Se an option as to Which parent they Will .. 
accompany,, though their guardianship remains in the hands 
of the father, As regards property, the·w1re·stands to 
get her own dowry together with· any wealth she herself 
provided;· but she does not see111 to have the hal.£-share 
of utensils, produce, and domestic property appropriated 
by the outgoing Ngindo wife~· ·Few. Ngindo appreciate, the 
.gUlf ·between their own conduct of affairs and strict 
Islamic law1 but they see sufd'icient portents to make them 
unwilling to embark-on Islamic mamage .. Many perforce 
had a taste ot ·it a.t ·the time -:of EvacU:ation1. when a pagan , . 
'husband allegedly stood to get neithe.r bridewealth nor. 
children on divorce. The belief is also current that t . - -
' the Islamic wi!'e i.m ust be _paid out handsomely on .divorce• 
. Such· ideas may ·not be a.ccurate, but they a.re not cond~cive 
to bringing the people of: 'Ngindoland closer within_ the M .. s1; ... 
fold.· •. ' 
i ' 
·, L. ;,., If a widow raises no objectio~;: ,she pasa~.s on 
/.f , L·, to,, ,the heir without formality •. It .is understood that 
'· r; .· '.h:er: f~r.st. few weeks with him should be provisional• One 
or two trial periods like this are frequently necessary 
before she settles down. Refuting a troublesome widow's 
story that she was left in the lurch. a judge declares 
"He (the father of the heir) gave her another of his 
sons" (MCH 40/43). If the interval between the widow's 
bereavement and inheritance is excessive, she may be 
compensated. A widow who remained unattached for nine 
years eventually sued for widow-divorc·e. But, the heir 
still claiming her, she passed on to him and got 8/-
compensation (MCH 8/44). Even if widow-di.vorce eventually 
supervenes, any children born in the interim, whether 
legitimate or not, go to the heirf (MCH 48/42). In this 
case the widow had been ~tranded for seven years and· had 
' 
borne two bastard children. Among the more· conservative 
Ngindo, many more widows seem to follow widow-inheritance 
(maLEKWE) than reru'se it .• · The ratio (table earlier in 
this Chapter) is shown to be al.!nost three to one. Through-
out Ngindoland however the two are probably nearer parity. 
The heir should for preference be the deceased's 
- . parallel-
younger brother or paternal~ousin, but in practice 
includes a much wider range of kinsman including uterine 
x 
kin.- One man claimed his grandfather'.s widowt She pleaded 
senility and was allowed her freedom (LIW 50/45). But a 
man's son should not inherit his widow. "You have no 
leave to inherit the wife of your genitor ••• it is absolute-
ly wrong ••• it is the jt\st portion of' this your junior 
IYo< sL. ..... tJ. z.. :i-~H~· l.tL •• :i- 1.;, S'o .. ~ .... :Jew· 
-paternal uncle " (AP 1/51). Lffor vise- venm• · ttTh1s is a 
x Footnote: 
Heirs at Barikiwa were found to comprise ••• 
65% agnatic kin (mostly junior parallel cousins; with a few 
senior parallel cousins, a few nephews, two 
junior full-brothers; and with one apiece of·'"-
the following-.. servile 'nephew', servile 
'cousin', father's brother). 
23% uterine kin (half were unspecified cousins; half, clas-
sificatory sisters' sons). 
12% neutral (i.e. unspecified kin, called 'cousins'). 
100% (size of sample : 41 cases). 
ca of beh ving lik the wild basts" (AP 28/51). In-
fringements re uite common, but recognized a such. A 
man proposed a heir of his f th r's wido declines in 
th following terms. " his woman is my mother, that is 
254. 
all ••• it is not conceivabl form to inherit my f ther's 
wif" (NJ 6/45). In keepin 1th the sharp Ngindo grad -
tion of iblings, it is also frown d upon if an elder 







Here is r present tiv sequ nee of experiment 1 widow-
inheritance. Th widow trie three candid te ithout 
-c.t1.3 
ucc ss, '}(O sett~ down with the fourth. one of the 
first three d ny p yment inc th widow's tay ith 
ach w s curt iled, (i) is th de e ed's m ternal cross-
a distant 
cou in, (ii) his p ternal unt's son, (111)~ pat-
parallel-
ernal/cousin, and (iv) aternal nephew(the deceased's 
'-- mother•s male paternal parallel-cousin's paternal 
grandson). 
Th heir n ed perform no suitor· l bour for the 
wido , but ha to pay both kiBANI and bride ealth (HETO), 
the form r on an increased , the latter on reduced, so 1 •. 
In principl th heir hould make good the sum outstanding 
in the dee as d's bridewealth-agreement; but in pr ctic 
the payments of deceased· .and heir together generally . 
. ' 
e"ceed normal bridewealth levels. In the event 0£ 
repeated inheritance, the downward tre.nd or payments shows 
clearly,... Thus in one case the original husband paid Shs. 
un~y,:cified , · . . , 
70/-, his~atemal .nephew ,ef#'d-he1r Shs. 40/•, and. the 
latte~ls br.othet- p'#i-he!r only Shs. 12/.. A widowts 
. Siu. 
kiBANI is seldom less thanL6/ ... t her bridewealth seldom 
SI.ts. . , 
more thanL40/•• It she has a number of childi'en; they 
• 
· will ·generally remain wi.th het' at first 1 as opposed to being 
distributed to competing heirs. At the same time there is 
a feeling that a.n heir should not get more than one child. 
One sees a distinct tend.ency to anticipate widow• 
inheritance where the husband .i's incapacitated or absent. 
\Ai'hen he is struck down by leprosy for inst.a.nee, his wife 
may agt"ee t·o pass on to one of his kinsmen without any 
additional p~yment 1or formality (AP 208/$1). 'l'hi~ also 
happens in the case of a senile husband whose brother steps . 
in. ".She cannot get divorce", says the court, implying 
ti.~ sa ... c. t-a.: .. ~ &.ir.ff¢"s 
that the transfer is direct (MOH 37Y44).; &lidl._again in the 
case of a long ab~nt husband. It was not _stated whether 
. '• 
he was presumed dead. No add.itional bridewealth was men-
tioned. (ev. AP 4/40h J:f' an invallcils wife ;refuses, she 
cannot be coerced CAP 116/51.)·~ Somewhat the ~rune situa-
tion arises with the wives of temporary ab~entees, such . . 
.as migrant~labourers, or even l!lcal t·ravel.lers. I have 
. . 
been on a journey with three br.othet-s who took along with 
, 
them the_wife:ot a senior-brother so thflt she might visit 
her kin and incidentally look after them~'in transit. On 
the way, they bathed naked be£ore her in a pool •. ·This is 
·very faillil!iar and .daring behaviour for Ngindo, whG are 
ultra-prudish as a rule. 
As in the case or other unions, the widow•s kin 
"' 
cont.inue to scrutinise her. l have seen them make long 
journeys.to ascertain the sequel of an in-law's demise. 
They come to ensure equitable'treatm.ent for their kins• 
woman., not to mention canva.ssing for extra bridewealtb • 
. ~ ' ' 
'1£ 'anything the tension between ·the two gtou.ps ·.1s .height• 
ened. · This is because ·the wife has got used· to. the 
:decea~edts mannerisms. :ir,id also because she·may have 
·adolescent children with her. These~ a~ indicated pre .... . . ,o~·~ 
viously~ are ve.cy liable 'to :ma'ke bad blood~ Orte etep eon 
. ~~,~ . 
. whc> had abused his foeties:~ .fathe'1'" pleaded· .Jtbltternees over 
my mother who was' habitually a·nd unmerci£ttlly beaten as a.· 
result. of drunkenness f~om' secret drinking (on the step.,,., 
father's part)" (BAR ·8/37) ~ Another had. to 'b'e ·told off 
for trying to impede· his·mother's trans.ter·to an heir 
:(KIP 35/37}.. Yet another sue.s his step£atheJ" for his mother's ,_ 
· bridewealth, which had found: i!t·s way into his hands (NJ 17/ 
46}. J~gindo say t 1'A stepfather f'ear.s to· show· favouritism · 
'--
towaros his own offspring, whilst the.step'..childrell. fear 
to' aggravate the iatter by taking what is their due"•· 
·Islam has .no. provis'ion .ror: widow.i..inherita.nce, 
, though it does not debar a woman frorn marrying .her hu·sband ts 
brother once the IDDA period of waiting has expired·• The 
t 
. . 
Ngindo do not observe IDDA;, As. to the wido~'.s children., 
the· Islamic rule·· resemb.les· that o.f the · Ngfndc izr granting 
her initial custody ·of infants, who must la.tel:" pass to the 
husband's senior surviving agnatic rela~i\te. .But lslam 
makes this sub,j ect ~o the ch:tl~.t:s own option,. and.; of course; 
· irrespective of ·the person who marries the.·wtdow.. It was 
~ver a· matter o.f widow.;.·inheritance that th~· lat:ent ·eonf'lict 
between pagan and Islamic came to a dram:at;ic ·head.. ·Thi.a 
'was in 1932, but· I prefer to discuss it. @de:to.··1s1am. :, 
' \~ 
\ 
Marriage is the bridge between the .multitudinous 
Ngindo social .units. The latter can dispen:se with all 
other. permanent commitments.t but by niarriag~ alone can they 
perpetuate themselves:- Ther.e.tore, by hook or by crook, 
spouses must be found .. When found they must.be held. 
Stabili,.t,y of marr.iage rests on the stability of relations 
~ . - . ' I ' ' 
F'I ' 
between the groups cone.erned. This prc>position renders 
, ' 
A stable link should· be torge.d wh;en the metal 
is ,stil,1 pliable. So groups try to secure ~rria~e-partners 
in advariee and. t.o indoc.trinate ~hem thoroughly. Th.is helps 
to explain infant-girl bett"othal and its culmination, the 
initiaticm-cyel~, with ~ts tremendous emphas.is on bridal 
submission. It .is .noteworthy that., whilst ;the male init1a-
·' 
tions have become pri~rily a.circumcisiot1,t'i~e, the instruc• 
ti.on being a pa:rody,thanks to the tender.years.~£ the . 
initiates and to the disappearance of the naKANGA (instructori, 
(see mtddle of Chapter VI), ~~male initiat~()ns .flourish al-
-most .intact. "An Ngit.J.do woman does not look back (1 .. ~. home...: . . . " . . ., 
- . . . . . - .. )) , . ; '. . . 
wards after going to live ,with her bueban~) ~;is . a co~ori 
' ,,,.. 
saying &DI.bodying the victory ot.thisedu.cat1Qn,f'or,111$rriage. 
: ' ;~ ·-- • , • • ' ·', , ' .;JI.< .,.:· • • '. ' ''I ...!- ; t ·~ .. ·. ·' .':'' ', ... "~·t' ; 
Spouses b~ing vital, they have to be_procµ:r~d, ,eve~ if it 
be in a humble ~nd unco~genial manner. sui~o~-~~b~ur ': '' . 
ref.J.ect~ the ~ntenae co~petition .. for ~~i~es;-:"\v~~~~-~v~lue '\)···\"- • 
. • - ; • • , , . . ' ! • . • ';, •.'-1 '.·' I,. ,: ; ..... <, \ 
is. endorsed by .the · differen~ial, ~ates 0$ ~ash'1 ~quivlfllents .,~ 
tor ~ale ~nd £~male children, ~nd whose scti~,~;t; i~' a·e~e~-;''\ ,f 
· · · · · revealed by~ the urgency of 1 '' .• · .:' ·.. , : • r1 · ,_ '* 
tu~ted by polygyny. andf!_idow-.inheri'tfance •. ( .~~rou~·?ut ih~~ \\ · 
married life, the. bride's .kin remain uppe~ofi>t,.: .. Despita.. , ""' 
. ' . • ;. . ' ' I 
' ., 
attempts by the ,courts . to thwart ·OVerbear-lng, fathers ot. . ' . : . . . ' . 
' , 
br:i,.des, it is· generally conceded. that they. and their 
' ' . I 
kinsmen are the authors and arbiterl:ll 0£ tp.e '~arriage,. In · 
widow-inheritance one finds another facet of marital con-
tinuity. 
Bridewealth ratifies a union, providing each 
party with a material stake in its preservation. Its 
presence acts as a deterrent to irresponsible sabotage 
by the wife's kin, who must be prepared to refund it on 
divorce, whilst the wife will in that event part company 
With her offspring. One observes that, despite these 
obstacles, the overwhelming majority of divorce-suits 
originate on the wife~s side. It is scarcely ever in 
the husband's interest to seek divorce. On the other 
hand, had neither the wife nor her kin anything to lose 
by divorce;marriage might become chronically unstable. 
The existing volume of cases certainly points in this 
direction. Bridewealth and similar payments validate 
the guardianship of children, who are the goal of the 
marriage-process.. Also bridewealth, it is felt, should 
pass unilaterally from one group to another; not within 
the one; nor reciprocally, which amounts to the same 
thing. It has been shown that this dogma has its limita-
tions. For instance, in cross-cousin marriage, which is 
bot~ermissible and practised, bridewealth boomerangs. 
From the point of view of stability, however, such matches 
have compensatory features, being supplemented by existing 
bonds of kinship. 
F.ach of the three distinctive categories of 
sexual prohibition discussed earlier has a bearing on 
marital stability. Firstly parallel-cousins, the issue 
of two brothers, belong to the same lineage; whilst those 
whose mothers are a pair of sisters involve an indirect 
circulatory movement of bridewealth ••• Ego's father would 
2$9 .• 
·.··' 
have paid bridewealth to the same perso~ as Egc•s wiffil 1 S 
father,j ,to whom Ego now pays bridewealth himself. Secondly 
the important in•law .spouse . taboo counters an 'C)bviou..sly 
destructive form of adultery •. Should s~itQrs. feel ire.e to 
indul.ge their natural penchant, namely.toseduc~ the 
mature .and accessible :womenfolk or· thei:r .. in~laws, .Jlhaos 
would result. The fact that thi~ infringement leads. to 
the· e.utomat.ic rupture ·ot the offender• s ,.own, marz:ige tes~i­
ties to its gravity\I Once the. in•laws ,have .rece.yed a slap 
in.the .face like·this, felt equally by the .offender's spouse, 
cordial .. relations, henc.e marriage•; are no. longer possible. 
Finally the, _junior-..brothet>• s spouse ~al;>oo prevents t~e 
perso.n who holds. ·executive authority in. marital E,l?ld. ·other 
ma.tt~rti from .interfering .With the . spouses o.f subordin?tes. · 
In other/w:>rds .. it prevents abuse .of power, The· imm~d:iate 
f.riction its contravention provo~es has been w~ll t;l;.ustrated.~ 
As tor· a senio.r agnatic sibl~ng, he is virtually bourt.d to 
tolerate liberties taken by his ',jun~Or?, · who.se 9pportunities 
are unlimited, and. phy.s.ical attr,actions frequently super.ior. 
J:..fthe latter are elumsy·e.J;lOUgh to be discovered, Compensa-
tion will. be inoperative and the re~rcussie>ns localised., . 
henc 1e;. less damaging· ·to tbe ·husband's prestige .t.han would. 
otherwise be the case. . Younge.r brothe~s are potentip.l heirs 
and make 'bhe beat watchdogs tor a. senior-'bl"o,ther•.s wi,fe •. · 
Cynical Ngindo attribute tµe bulk o.f adult·ery-disclosures 
to would...;be or• ~filted lovers amongst the husband'' a own 
kinsmen! Again., a younger brother will be pai-ticularly 
handy in keeping an eye on susceptible suitors . - · Sibling 
dif'ferentiati,on: of this sort cot'responds with that between 
.adjacent generatiom~. · The continuity of rmarr1age may be 
assured in other ways. ·One is to place the onus of main-
ta.ining a marriage on kinship-groups as well as on the. 
· indi vii.dual spouses. Examples . of participation are group 
· resp~nsibility for the detection of adultery, and kinsmen 
260. 
of absentees acting as vicarious husbands or .suitors. One 
court judgment goes so far as to make the·grant or divorce 
conditional on the woman's remar:r:i.ag~ ',(NJ 3/46). 
".:, 
The corollary of such expedients is the sup:-
,Pression of lovers, who c9nstitute a serious threat to 
regular ma~riage •••it.has be~n shown ~ow lineages find 
. . 
it necessary to go to ~he lengtJ;lof making reciprocal con• 
cessions over adultery-compensation .in order to minimise 
; ' ... 
. . 
dislocation. Ernotionally,lovers are closer than spouses. 
. ' . ' 
.Defiant wives and persist,ent seducers are brusquely .handled. 
by the courts. Known, or etren potential, lotrers are ~for~ 
' . ~J..c.. ' 
, b~dden t~ marry> once~ woman has gained her ~~eedom~. A 
court will even suspect a man found beating a woman? "Do 
'· 
not let him get used to her" (MCH 71/43) • 
' . . As for open 
flirtation, even those Ngindo who are £0.rtunate enough to 
' . 
. be its target express disgust rather than approval. I 
< • 
i . . ·, ' ' . 
observed this personally in Mbunga country, where women may 
both marry at a normal age and behave like human beings. 
G~rls waved,giggled, and j~ked in the presence of my men; 
and bathed in full view of them.. The latter at first 
sniggered nervously. Then, discussing the phenomenon 
among themselves, their react~on hardened.- One of them 
exclaimed "This .is not a trlbel". 
Apparent inconsistencies on the part of the 
Ngindo courts can be ascribed to strategic withdrawal. 
For .instance, a woman who has set her mind on divorce 
will get it. Obviously when this .happens· the judge reckons 
fl 
that tension will probably rise rather than diminish should 
the marriage be upheld. Infant-marriage as a rule achieves 
its object of fashioning a docile, outwardly faithful wife. 
In the odd case where it has manifestly failed, the marriage 
'·. 
I I , . 
i 
has to be jet t.isonad. AdUltery has long been an Ng1,ndo 
pastime, and the prevailing attitude, excepting where the 
man is himself the victim, is one .of mischievousc complacency. 
A man described bow he was caught and obliged to pay comp• 
ensation. ·I supposed that he would have turned his attention 
t·O other sweetheart-S• "Good heavens,. no.Pt, was the rejoinder, 
n ••• I had paid for. her$" A.gain an irregular marriage may 
be upheld if it appears .S·O imperious that the pair will be 
satisfied with .. nothing else. A girl who had eloped, neither 
bridewealth nor parental consent having been given,. ·was 
1 :'I . 
' . 
allowed t·o keep her husband "because the woman gets on with . 
him" (AP 20/32l. 
. ' 
l 
.Ngindo social units demand stable marriages, 
- ~ ' 
which in turn bring s'tability t·o. the soc).al untts. Each 
unit. is. strongly impe].led'to seek autonomy .both for uncon ... 
scious ;reasons · of su~ival ,, •.• ·• the Ngindo m.axim in ,war and 
' 
famine has always been the 1exa.ct opposite of t safety in 
number$' • .. .• and for prestige reasons to be . discussed later . . . 
(see Chapter VIII• $pec1al Ideology).· Nevertheless, units 
like to have a circle of allied.unit.$ with whom amicable 
·relations ma:y be maintained•. After all,,. it is pointless 
". j I 
to. be prestige-conscious and at the same time in a social. 
. . 
vacuum. Marriage is the means .ot ·cr~t.ing and ~ementing such 
alliances.. If a unit. be compared to a canoe, those units 
withwhieh it has in"t;ermarr1ed are its stabilising outriggers. 
' ~· 
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CHAPTER VI. PAGAN RITUAL AND.BELIEF.,' 
Cx-eator .• 
nchaPANGANYA made the world". N gindo are able 
to make this stateme.nt w,1.thout ·conscious detriment ·to their 
l\lluslitn status~ Those who feel it necessan to reconcile 
this, their old sky•god, with Allah simply make the .former 
' ' . : . 
subordinate. He still creates, but it is at ~he instance ' 
o.f. Allah, that he does so·. The way in which Ngindo calmly · 
ci~cumvent the central theme of Islam; its monotheism, . ' '' . ,, .. 
shows how readily they will acceptirregular$.ties or a . 
lesser· order. · KuPANGANYA means simply to f~shion, as a 
potter fashions.a veseel• The wot-dis current among the 
. ( f-kc, .. ct\clc'l tt· ~,.c ... l,' .. t f'o · 
Mw..:e:~~(rendere~A,panganya"/,~er .29; which gives ••~nambembele" 
:"";s'. an. altemative ••• literally ''Mister PleasG• .• and found 
~\ a.lao· · ih kiNginde) ,,.. ho appear to retain a more extensiv~ 
' ' . ;. ' .. . . ' 
Among . em; und·er. the name "Achipanganya"-; the deity 
c;ommands observances and controls manifold human activities 
«Ref. 66: this source gives nku apanganya" as the verb-
. ' ' . . ' ' ; 
form);. 'whereas in his Ngindo guise his. attributes. are vaguer. 
Say the Ngindo: 1'ChaPAN.GANYA is eve1:'JWhere"~ ~either cor-
. ' 
porate nor specific,, :he is· particularly associate.d wittt. rain 
' ' ' ,'' ' 
and the seasons, with fertility of both meri and th,e, .e~rth 
• • • .in one of. the epis?des lea.ding up to ma~e cir.c~cisipn, ..the"" 
~ - . '. ' . ' . . :. , . . 
a. mock representation. f)°f. cb;ld-bir,th is stage~f,>~ p~i.c·ipants 
' • • 1. • : • 
. . 
enaet.lng the delivery repeatedly cry "KuPANGANYA!n Nowadays 
: ' ' ·, ,.· \. : ~·· .~' '. ! i. 
no regula,r offerings a.re made to him.. However, sip.ce. Cha-. , 
PANGANYA overlaps onto the generality of the ghosts, .offer-''· 
; 
~ ',·""·~ 
ings made to the latter might accrue to him as.well. Des".'" 
.·I:. '};·r;· "r;·· ~. l · ·· 
cribing him a11 an "omnipotent being", the District ~ok,, ;~ 
found that he could be "approached throu.gh a .. ncestors" i\ "\, 
'\, 
(dated 1933). ""' 
'· ; 
His universality prevents. ~ny group from claim· 
• '\ l 
ing a monopoly; in fact his wo~ship rests primarily with 
the indiv:ldu.al; especially .if the individual. be divorced 
fr.om his -o\iJn surroundings; hence unable to call on familiar 
ghosts-~ Prayers to ChaPANGANYA ·may ·come from travellers 
or .from persons in distress :tar from home., Nothing elaborate 
or formal in the way of intet'eession is required. Even a 
mutter.ed verbal message may reach him~ A man told me how, 
when .lost in the toir~st dtt~.ing a .famine and faint with 
hunger; he made a despail'.'il.ng appeal to ChaPANOANYA. Immedi-
ately afterwards his eye fell on a wild-bee nest to which he 
·owed his survi'V'al. 
·· 'The one _Ngindo observance whi9'hj although not thought 
• 
exclusiv·e to him, relate~ mainly to ChaPANGANYA is a 
curious a?'chaic .invocation, uttered .. fir.st in an easterly 
then a westerly direction;> usually a.ec.ompanied by the 
blowing forth ot saliva'or water from"the mouth•-- Its 
.formula • • • ".ku NDABO., ukuLABA uPILE l .ku ·NDONDE, ku· 
WELO uKWIWILA ±µ.LI .in·••• is cryptic, but might be 
inte.rpretedf rrin th~ e~tst, .('.the :su.n) being early it 
has arisen S-
its stre.ngthl 
In the west., (the sun ts) death has killed 
tt x 
Ngindo construe the rite as a blessing designed to show 
gratitude· for and perpetuate the normal march 'Of the universe. 
As the originator o.f cosmic forces, ChalflNGANYA ts foremost 
A 
role would be that ot sun~god. Though Ngtndo may not be 
aware of the extent of the ChaPANGANYA cul't .• • ., presumably 
it figures among the Yao (ki.Mwe:ra and k!Y.A:O are the most 
intimately allie.d of all the ·•Yao' linguistic group) ••.• 
its abstract quality precludes it .from def.ining any of the 
conscious sub•groups within the Ngindo; ·or even the Ngindo 
.as a whole. Underlying nature and the wo.rld; Cha.fANGANYA 
remains a transcend.ant principle. He supplements the gaps 
in their scheme or ca~sa~ion &e~t-~r_h~a!1s~.gh~s~53, deznons; 
x Footnote: 
· inset passages like this oontain straight descriptions o.f the rites·. 
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even by Allah himself. 
,• ., 
. Birth.-
· Ng:tnd.o notions.~ of procreation have been outlined. 
{see Chapt~r IV).. They do not rest on mystio·a1 .. c.onsidera-
tionst excepting insofar as conception. implie.s cha.nc.e. .Nor 
is copulation accompanied by i:'itual;' though· it.a; pr(?~ibition 
t. . 
. may .be . of ripial significanc·e in other enterprises (kuIYOTO, 
.. to break a sexual taboo). It is with the start of preg-
nanoy. that ritual becomes important. An expectant mother ., 
mus.t ·observe numerous taboo.a.. She may- not t·ouch the .fl·esh 
of. certain animals thought to have relevant peculi.a.rities ••• 
zebra . because its neigh is :supposed, to ·resembl.e a wailing 
infant.• and. its hair;Less wl'7a that. 0£ humans; wildebe·est 
becausef it$ parturition takes so long (Ngindo actually ,· 
believ-e .t·ha.t the ·ca.ir· emerges; partially., nibbletf at t.he 
gre.s$•; then reoed~sj, ·onl.y to part ·company with the .. mother 
at a second or. third attempt).; .. kudu because it is r.eputed 
. to bury its young .up ·to the.; neck :for the : ,.-1rat few days; 
eland because ft secl"etes ·cop~ous fluid. during: gest.ation; 
the KiKURURU .(dti!ker?) becaus~ it becomes, so ·sluggish· · 
during that per.iod; and so .forth. A pregnant woman is 
l.itible to :bring .contaminat.ion. . Should she .skirt., a .planted 
field• she is bound to pic;k an ear of grain:and ·give '..it' to 
the .owner l·est ,the crop .suffer. : Should .. she. e·ome into praxi-
mity with a sick man, hi:s condition; will. ·deteriorate: •. ;She 
;may .by no.t means:. tqke Plrt · in harvest.ing'* .On the otlle:oyhahd.m 
~he ric·e-paddies .are a· dangei'r .. t:o her. .If ·Sh'0 enters .them 
her· ·child., wil'l'..B;ilt just as the 'r.ipe· .beans .t>£ rice.· 1iopple\, 
·t-
and .droo,p:. , On . first pregnancy• . a wife must· under.go "a· '· . 
furtheJ." .instalment o.f her in:struction,:.'mo.delled o'n ·tP,at she· 
.has rece.i ved during .initiation. · , . \ \ 
\ 
·Called. :ma.U.NGOYO, .this i.s a group occasion. ·Women . "\ 
assemble at her hut early :in the morning, each .. bearing; \~. 
; . .! 
' ' 
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a. gih in kind. Males may also go. Seated in the 
· doorway of their hut, man and. wif.e (the latter., 
according to t}l.e District Book, . naked; but not at 
~> f ; -
the ceremop.y ~ .att~en~ed., a.s .rap· as could. be seen) 
rece,..ve pr~yate gu.idance from an '.exper~en.ced woman 
Towards midday the expert . 
' - ' . .. 
and her a.ss.istanbs collect a s~all .f.ee (about a. 
shilling), supplemented by grain; whilst.the 
remainder- of the, p~~led offerings is· distributed to 
the donors. Atte.nd.ance rµns to pe;r:-haps, tif~y peopie, . ' . ' ~ . . - . 
in.eluding terna.le kin.st'o~k of both spouses. ~l~ng with 
. odd· neighbours. It .is primarily a settlement affair, 
, "•I C 
. raioely drawing outside residents • 
. I 
Two midwives. officiate at birth ••• t~e Distriqt 
Book.states that one supports, the other receives, ~ptting 
wat.e~ ,onto the babe, which .should .cry ~ut it ~turdy. Only 
. a£:ter .an interval when the ljltnbilf.cal cord ha.s been severed 
tan~ ~he .. plaoenta buried, may the hu.sban~ e~ter the hut: •1/1 
It is· the midwives · · 
a;aEl .:i:t. .io t.he~t.L!:ho~ a. few days. later, condliJ.c;t the. coming• 
·· out .ceremon:y (kuPIYA MWANA, bringing forth tbe c:hild).1 . . ' ' ' . . ' . ' . . . 
otwhich the t;cal~ and.timi~g ax:e r9ugh].y commensurate 
with the one jus.t, des.cribed 41 The .sex of, the: i~fant .is 
immaterial • 
. The midwives prepare a ;1quid leaf-potion; whi.lst 
t.he .father or his agnatic kinsman hammers out. a bark-. ' ' ~ ' 
cloth sling to oarry the child. · Imbibing s.ome of 
. . ;., . ' . ; . . . ' 
. the mea;eine the chie,£ .midwife . ("midwife') blows 
. ; . . ,, . . . . 
through the .. interstices of the mill.et•s\.alk door onto 
. . .. . . ~ f~i:~·~· ' 
.:the.bead and. h~ndqµarters ot the child, .he~d within 
QY its mothe.r .. who then opens, the door1 .. gives the "' - .. . 
eh1ld to the midwife~.· shuts her.self in, and repeats ·' 
. ·~ 
the rite :in the reverse dire'ction.~ . Then she is free . . . - . ' . ' 
to emerge ••• ptio·r t;o this her contact.s have been. 
\ 
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·limited to v.isits by .female attendants and her husband. 
,,;'Jj_~H~'- the midwife spits an east•weEit bi<issing 
over the child.in the same mariner as to'i' the sky ... god. 
Seated on'mats, part1c1pant.s now prepare root arid 
. l . . . ' 
bark med'6cine, which .is brewed up together with the 
.. , - heard 
residue of the le af-mixtuJ>e; a~so With' casto!i ·The 
roots are then ground to a paste, to which fl'our is 
added. This the midwi V·es scoop into a mtnia'.ture 
,/' earthen vessel. They use only their little..,:fingers 
/ 
· 1 to convey ·it• as do the father .and mother who ·tau.st ' 
jointly wave this vessel over a small fire. Initially 
'·the paste .is smeared.from side to·side or'tlie vessel 
·in the shape of a cro~s, a symbol commonly adopted by 
pagan Ngindo; ·· later, liquid .is added to produc·e 
gruel-consistency, .. Next the parents,· 'still using 
, their litele•f1ngers, must in turn fli·ok the substance 
. over the child ··rrom behind, once ove;r each shoulder, 
and feed#'g it a morsel. Repeat.ing the· proce'ss;,the 
midwife adm:i.nisters the rems.inder of the· pp~ridge; ·· · ' 
finishing .off '.any left over herself (to ·111ustra:te ··. 
' - ' ' ~ ... . - ' .. . ~ 
the lack .of gravity characteristic of even the most . 
august Ngindo rites, a small boy mischievously helped 
himself to ·some ot the · ready•processed flour mixture .• 
On.lookers guffawed, but made no protest f. . The . 
• ~ - - - . - \, F . L . .. 
strands of bark floating ih the med¢c1ne; sorne pale, 
some dark, are then plQited. into twine and fastene.(i 
a.round the chiln•sneck, waist; ankles; and writsts. 
Mixing in red (mTUMBATl wood)• white '(.!'lour)., and 
. .. . . . . " , . . - · - be a,.,,.s 
black (soot) powders with the o.11 f'~om the casto~ · 
the midwife pour.a it down the child's throat from 
. . . 
cupped lea'\tes ·(picked green .from th.e ii.TOGO) and 
annoints its whole.body, upon which is.smeared a 
. ' 
diametric.al pattern 0£ red 1 black~ ·and white passing 
over its head and around it.s middle and between its 
\ 
' ' 
tile c i o t(abov ) , d 
: ote ·uvenile bro tner of 
ve · 1..,t corppe is laid in liche . 
'. 
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legs, with daubs on knees and elbows. Finally, to 
the: accompaniment of a monologue by the raiciwiie; 
who intones the ch.ild's descent ... nam.e, c'astor ... ~ bo."$ 
are cracked over its head .• ea.I's.; arid anus •. · So the 
midwives and m9ther, thoroughly and with £omality. 
wash ea.ch other (stated by the District Book to· be 
called "llfiachw:i.ku.'') with water impregnated by the 
milky nTOGO- sap and stored in .jars set a stonE?ts 
throw away .• · Th~y daub ea.eh other's faces with flour, 
guiding the ,child's hand as if it were doing so itself. 
T~king the sling into which has been rubbed, th·e oil 
left <.rv-er, one of the midwives pretends t·o make off 
with the child• but ~s rudely recalled .'brher companion, 
dressed as a man~ With mock reluctance the· child is 
then. transferred to its mother, who· stands with averted 
gaze. Aft er t.hli.s ,Pantomime the fee is paid to the 
~ 
midwives (usually Shs. 2/- for the senior one), food. 
distributed, and the company at liberty to disperse .• 
Such is. the procedure for a no.rmal birth. If ·the child 
be still-born or fatally miscarr.ied., the midwives simply 
dispose of the corpse,. w~ilst the mother must abstain from 
sexual intercour~:a=i for forty days. Formerly the .interval . 
was half .that lengt:Q. of :time; but lslrun has b.een respon• 
sible for its prolqngation. Its purpose is stated by 
the District Book to be to allow the breast-milk to dry 
up. Death or a mother in childbirth or confinement . 
necessitates str.ict precaution.a. .Called M.aPINGA (or 
' 
NKOBA, a euphemism actually me.aning spear)• the dece~sed 
mus-e, if undeliver~d• hav·e her toetus cut out and buried 
sepa.a:-ately. Twins, though diff'.icult to rear. are not 
unwelcome• the la.st to be born having senio.rity over the 
£ir$t. What is regarded as ill•omened,.howevers is the 
cutting ·Of the upper teeth be.fore the lower (Ref.$5). 
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Theoretically parents put a stop to intimacy throughout 
the .weaning ... period or some three years. But even a 
gene:r-ation ago the District Book found this to be "not 
strictly observed at ·the present day". Evidently the 
correct course tor parents to follow is to consult the 
herbalist responsible for the child's welfare, getting 
him to .annul the effect of medecines previ-ously effective 
and replace them with newones. The child should be able 
to walk by then and to recognise its close kinsmen. ·In-
fringement of the taboo, whether committed by husband or 
adulterer, is thought to bring disaster to the child. As 
£or the effect of outside infidelity on the part of' the 
husband, opinion is divided. The District Book states 
it to be harmless. 
Approximately a month aft•r birth,a shaving-
cereruony must he performed (kuCHEKULA mwANA, shaving the 
child) • Presumably this is what is meant. by the District 
Book when it speaks of the child being "set to ground". 
A few close kin gather at the mother's hut shortly 
after da\\"ll ••• kuCHEKULA appears more intimate than 
either ,of the preceding rites, especially .if the 
··child be an addition to an already establisJ;ed 
.family.. Again a paid female expert supervises the 
proceedings. She starts by rubbing flour, placed 
·on green leaves, ov,er the child, whose head is 
wetted (in one case the mother did this by squirting 
her own milk) and shav.en by the ;father, using c:t 
knife. The child is made to grasp the haft of' the 
knife• as if it were doing the job itself. Partici-
pants sit on mats spread in front of the hut. The 
fallen hair and nail-parings remain in the mother's 
keeping. The child is also made to sit on the ground• 
scattered beforehand with cassava-flour, and presented 
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with a sifting-trayful of bean and sorghum seed, 
which it has to be assisted to pick up and 
place to its mouth. 
his wife's head too. 
Iinally the father shaves 
Initiation. 
From infancy onwards the life of an Ngindo boy or 
girl is one of real freedom; for the boys especially, being 
less subject to work and discipline than the girls. The 
life of neither is touched by specific ritual until the 
time of initiation, which nowadays affects boys well before, 
girls somewhat a~er, puberty. The rites, led by the 
specialist 'Circumcisor' and 'Initiatrix' {both called 
aNYAGO), are eiaborate and prolonged. They take place 
almost annually in every settlement, i.e. even if a 
man's home-settlement skips a year, initiations will be 
proceeding in several others roundabout, Hence their 
scale, in any one example, is limited. Although boys 
x 
and girls 'come-out' together, seldom are more than a 
dozen initiated at one session. Hevertheless, attend-
ance may be considerable. It is not unusual to see two 
or three hundred people at the climax of a 'Finale'. 
Owing to the extreme complexity of the rites, 
I not only follow the convention, already adopted, of 
insetting the purely descriptive passages; but also I 
now give a preliminary outline-sketch. The principle 
of the Ngindo 'Initiations' is that the boy-initiates 
should undergo the first part of their seclusion apart 
from the secluded girl-initiates; though towards the 
Footnote x. 
I use this phrase to indicate the concluding 
few rites marking the initiates' release from seclusion; 
by 'climax', I mean, more specifically, the culminating 
event in this sub-series; by 'Finale', on the other hand, 
I mean the whole series embracing both '8oming-out' and 
'climax', together with the events leading up to them. 
end of the cycle the sexes progressively increase the 
volume of their mutual contacts until ultimately both 
boys and girls join in a single Finale at a common 
~1oa. 
forest· 'Lodge'. In a given settlement the boys, seldom 
more than half a dozen, enter seclusion well in advance 
of the girls, 'their entry marked by ritual circumcision. 
The operation is preceded by a night and half a day, 
packed with ceremonies. The boys must then go for a 
month or more to recuperate at a 'bush-camp', where they 
receive instruction. 
Only when the boys are nearly healed do the 
girls, not more than two or three together, enter their 
seclusion. 
~ u • 
Each\even1takes place at the hut of a 
o} l-1..t.~e _..l 
parent or guardian and entails a morning of particular 
comparatively simple rites. The actual seclusion lasts 
only a few days, whereupon the Lodge is built ready. 
Almost immediately the girls are transferred to it, and 
begin a full week of instruction, partly public before 
the concourse of people at the Lodge, partly private in 
the adjacent forest. A paid female specialist, whom I 
call lnitiatrix (aNYAGO wa kuHUNDA or 'teaching aNYAGO'), 
supervises the whole proceedings. 
Only when the girl-initiates' activities at the 
Lodge have been in progress for several days do the boy-
init iates make their appearance there, having first fired 
and abandoned their bush-camp. So the two together, for 
the concluding events of the cycle, find themselves based 
on the same Lodge. The rites pertaining to each sex are 
still for the most part distinct one from the other, 
though they may be similar in content, or held simultane-
ously in the general vicinity of the .Lodge; for instance, 
both boys and girls pass through the rite of lustration, 
but on different days. In the closing phases of the 
Finale, and in the initiates' ritual 'escape' from the 
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Lodge, boys and girls mingle. 
'Initiation', among the .Ngindo, happens to 
mark the 'marriage' of adolescent betrothed-girl initiates 
to their mature suitors. This does not imply that they 
should be married to the boy•initiates with whom they 
come together at the Lodge. In point of fact, these boys 
are much younger than they, and therefore totally inelig-
ible for marriage, Though formerly he did exist, there 
is nowadays no male counterpart of the Initiatrix. 
So it is male circumeision that sets the initia-
tion-cycle in motion. Early in the dry-season, once the 
staple-crop has been reaped, the Ngindo hold their circum-
cision-dances~ Of these and their sequel I propose to 
give a fairly full account·, seeing that attempts at abbrevia-
tion, unless so drastic as to omit all detail, merely 
result in confusion. 
Footnote x. 
The opening move is the ritual shaving or the 
boyst heads (kuCHEKULA bALI, 'sh.8.ving the ini-
tiates'). This occurs well before sundown, 
usually at a spot in the forest not far from the 
hut selected as the venue of the first dance of 
x 
all. Singing and £easting accompany the rite, 
which has the alternative name kuKAJULA manGICHI, 
meaning •to break open the nGICHl-fruitst. All 
except the initiates themselves partake of' the 
flour-porridge and poultry-relish prepared over 
open hearths at the scene of the shaving. The 
Circumeisor (aNYAGO wa uKIMULA, 'circumcising 
aNyago t ) will not even have arrived at this 
Occasionally the formalities described here may 
be dispensed with, though they must accompany the shaving 
of the next growth of hair just before the boys' return 
from the bush-camp seclusion. A curt.ailed ceremony may be 
held at the selected hut itself; that is, 1£ the initiates 
be few, or economy essential. Certain of the Chobo always 
follow this procedure. 
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stage; so any of the party, which includes females, 
may act as barber~ Whilst he is at work, the 
onlookers sing ••• 
!t is sharp, the razor, to shaie ln the Himba-grass. 
An alternative song, applicable ii' the hair is 
first cut into furrows, goes like this ••• 
MaHARANGA, maHARANGA. MaLILA ga YABO. 
Farewell, fareweII. Scattering of Yao. 
On completion of the rite, the company returns to 
the selected hut, where the ordinary evening meal 
is taken at about dusk., 
The allusion to nGICHI-frui.ts indicates that the boys are 
about to enter the forest ••• these fruits are one of the 
stock bush-foods gathered in time of famine. Again, HIMBA-
grass has a sharp edge which lacerates the skin of passers-
by, Besides underlining the idea of departure for the 
forest, the song therefore hints at the sharpness of the 
Circumcisor's knife. The last of the three songs seems to 
embod1 a similar notion of departure 1 utilising the divided 
patterns of the half-shaven hair to predict a soltary period 
to come ••• parties of Yao travellers have the reputation of 
splitting up on arrival at a camping-place in order to 
reconnoitre individually .for lodging and provisions. 
As darkness falls, the next phase begins, namely 
a dance and sing-song at the selected hut, followed by a 
procession into the forest to meet the newly-arrived Cir-
cumcisor. 
The initial dance goes by the name kuSHINDA maKUMBI, 
which appears to mean 'entering the initiation•. 
Its song is ••• 
~x, 
Tu.SHINDE, ana KAPUNDI tuSHINDE. 
Let us enter, Mr. etrcum.c!sor, !et us enter. 
Footnote x. 
I underline all songs in this section, so that 
they may stand out clearly from the text. 
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s~e too~...._o\-«. O""--<l.eit-. 
I. 
~be <lance now ·d&telops into a general m~ee., ·with 
the initiates as, onlookers. Several traditional. 
:. :. songs may ~unetuate· .ft$ CQurse~ wh.ieh i·s . thought . 
too boisterous £or the. youngsters., especially .a 
paired cla.nce ,~alled Tl:«"GATINGA., in whi.ch the .adult 
.males .indulge in wild antics. E.xamples of the 
songs are •••. 
. . u.KW~CHU pif~t . TalPAMBI-KA . rnaMGOWAKOW.A ., .. 
m:ir Tamarind•tree ~s yielded profusely., · 
ka:BI · KOWA _..,.i!- GwaiPAMBlKA. . . . . . . 
Indeed profusely • • • ·It has· yiel<led · tru.IE .• 
Ka . PAKO . ka . . . mwHOLO 
1t···&r1ngs ·ifortli · liitant. · · 
.ba .. · . w.aHUNGO .. 
efii!aren. · ·. · 
J. · NaMntJGO 1.. natnBUOO. LuHAMI. kuGELEKA · . . The. idnd, the wina. · We emigrat·e.,. leaving ·6eb1iid. 
Thls g~neral dance ha.s the designation kiMBONDO 
(.'*:Chombongo''', .according to the District· Beok) ., by 
whi<:.h the entire circumcision is sometimes.known. 
The song td.tia :which it i's primarily assoel.s:ted goes 
' ...•. 
KIMWA i1lino · .. maKUMBl. . . .. 
Here I must pause to ex.pltiin the songs. thus fa:r. Br· 
"explanation:'·, unless· the eon.text speclfief:l othe'rwistt, I 
,mean the one advanced. bj: Ngin.do informants. ''fhe 'transla-~· 
ti.ons~ al.so provi:ded by .native inforrnanta,, frequen:t1y 
appear loose. .Howevet-,. for this the .. archafi<(:,. irregular 
verses a.:re tlaemselv~s mainly to blame. 'The ,first .song, 
. ', 
Fibo"t;notexx •. 
· · r ·use the name Kapundi. throughout· as a rando• 
eiample .• 
' ' ' 
grou,ped songs.f · No~I is a fertility thanks-givi.ng, with 
particular ~e.f'erence to the present. initiates. • • '· · the 
'I'amarind.-tree has a1:1 exceptionally abundant :tield of 
edible berr:i·as. No.2• chas the same general connotation• 
being_ a :re~erence_ t.o the yagina· .,. •. the mHORO·tree., which 
is it$elf a tavour:tte eite for .sa.crificial otf·er:ings, 
l • • • ' • ' ! •. 
tends to .have small, bevellEid 1eavities .in the trunk and 
' : -~ 
limbs. Nth 3, on t.he other hand_; re~ums to the parting-
theme. _The_wind denotes change or· movement, bl.owing across 
the forests, The whole ·•ri.tce- de pas$age~·."'c~ncept is ex-
. ' . 
pressed as a. mig~at~ion ••,.. just as the abandoned homesteads 
fall into disrepa·i~, so the illl.ti.ate.s' boyhood crumbles 
·and fades from the~r memoey.; The last song,.. in git1ing 
a for~.ht'ight. statement or :the fate .in store :for .the initiates; 
differs· f.rom mo~st ef the l:at.e.r songs and episodes, wb:lch 
avcr!d any direc~ forecast, ·calculated ~o alann "the boys 
'\lllduly."' 'This contrast will pr.esently bec;!ome evident. Per-
haps the l\lg~~do teel that an initial avowal is essential to 
' . 
seCll,re .supernat.ut"al aid for the entetprise, .. whereas thence-. 
' . . . 
' ' Earlier that day :a ·Clear.ing, or "arena', has been 
made in t,he .nearby forest, complete with a brushwood shelter 
. ' . lit 
(kiTUNDA) for the Gi~cumci.so·r and his -aides.. Thither the 
- ... ' .·' 
' ' 
initiate$ mu.st now be t.aken. but· their p,rogress ls a ,slow 
one·~ interrupted by numerous· hal:ts .:fo.r- further· kiMBONDb 
dancing (al..so known as liHEHERAh and fo.r the ritual events 
I -next- describe ••• 
Foot.note ~.-
. . 
·Whilst the :initlate.s themselves are not allowed: 
i.nside it." there .i~ .nothing s.ae.rosanct about this s~elter. 
It is made or theli:o'.ilghs of any tree that· comes handy; and 
all the C1rcumcisor'·s: retinue., which .includes women; .. are at 
. li-berty to use it. .-Other helpe:rs wander. in and out :at 
will. on;conclusion -of the rite. it is left to wither., 
My own impression., . on . first ·Seeing it'.J. was ·its . similarity 
t·O the $OX°t of dwellings aborigines might re·rect. 
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Towards the :end. ot the dance in the .courty~<I of the 
sele~ted hut, men who w.lll -later attend. the. boy~ in 
seelus.ion heist them up. onto their shoulders and 
' . . ' . . . . . . . . 
. J' 
continue dancing :until the whole group meves off in the 
·direction of the arena.., only, sett'ing thetn to ground When 
. . . . . 
• the drum·s ;are put' down en· t-oute and when one of) the 
itinerant dances :em~u~s'!. _ .At some poi~t on the path~ 
actors daubed with f~om.-,'notably in a. cruei:f.'orm 
pattern aet'OS$ the baekt .fli;ng themselves down pros .... 
tJ'ate ,so as to <.tbs\iruct the way. · After P,oln.ting 
1;.hem out to the. initiate.a as m1PlHGUI · (evil omens 
. ' ' 
·, on' a journey)' ' tb.e 'adults -reassure ; the 'frightened ':'.. 
, hors and · ~ bE!~r _them. en.i.~ards ~ -. #ext, other¢' acto~s, 
their .faces white with .:flour., place thems.el v:es in . . :·., . . . 
ambush, When the initiates-pass by, t~ey rush out 
0£ the shad9ws, shouting •"· 
KuIKITA,,. kulKITAl . kulKI'l'A., · kuIKITAl ... ··-




~ihe cry i,s suppos,ed t,o be that o.f the: mltUMBA (usually 
- ·).~KtnmA,) 1, o;" ''Ground Hornb.111~ (sci~ntific ,name , . ·' . . . ·. X'. ' . 
ff$ucorvus Cafertt.) .; . .from ·which this i;tem. d:erives its . ' -
.name -~•miKUMJSA'.•' (alt~rna'ti\te' ,piu-tal £otm)•' Once aga.in 
. _the adults hurry on., ,calming the boy;S' --•:• "tJWANGltn, 
.. . . . . ' . .-
~h~y exclaim;. ·OX' uFalf!·ehood~·n. They yow that it ,i.s 
nothing but ·birds · ·aft~r all. 
Here, llke ·the procession,. I sha.11 ·hav-e to halt and re-
capitulate._ '!'he purpose of the m1PINGtlI omens, like that 
of the ,rite which .foll.ows it, appear.a :t;o ·be to adml..nister. 
a mild shock tto the initiates• whG must, \'dthou.t. del~y be 
eomf orted. This -twarning•reli·e·fl moti.f pers1s:ts throughout 
the. ei.rcumcision gro\lp of rites,. desiglied to wear ·down the 
_, __ :. 
All specialised antm.al identifications ar~ '.by 
t.be kindness of Mr. -C.J.P. Ionides. Sem.or Game Ranger. 
27lc .• · 
initiates' ·nerve arid ene~gy • though without inducing serious 
panic~. 
,.. . " 
day.s w~en the initiate.s were po$t~·ad.olescent. and quite 
·ca.pable- of :showing fight,. if' '.desperat:e., and when larg~ 
numbers were circumcised a·t a time. leading t:o an ;i.ncreased. 
.. risk ·of disorder. .Ngindo traitellers greatly f;ea.r bad omens, 
, . ' . . 
in the shape of a :number of c.ommonplace petty happenings 
or encounters. Usually, when •.confron:ted. by ·sueh .·an omen,.· 
they will turn back. In ·the present instance, the '':oment 
is passed. off as •a blessing in disguis~ ••• •It is the 
v . 
Ci:rcwnc,Gsor wht> has· d.i1e<H n;, c·ry the adults. As for the 
ground-hornbill1. a creature very evoc'ative of the forested 
background of Ngindoland,; it has the ~dded peculia~ity "of a 
crimson comb 'Or fa.cial•markth 'This the Ngindo assuciate' with 
. p. ' 
blood+ · Whenc;~ their response "llEKUi ".1 an ldeophone referring 
to the pale op:ening and' go.ry closure .of a ·rresh' wound. 




of course., it is the Ci:rcu.mcisor'·s .incision they ha\re .in ... 
mind.,, 
'The procession go es terWa.rd until.,, at the approaches 
to the arena., it .finds its way barred by ·the Cl:1Joumciso1" ·a~d 
his party.. Thlt'ee t'doo·rs• ·teach known as liKOliUO~,,, 1comprisitig 
rc:ugh ,areb.ways .ot stic'ksit ·have be.en ·ereet•ed at close inte-r-
va.lsi; and thro11gh 'thes:.e the in·i.t:l:ates and thei.r escort must 
pas~ ., '/I. • with approp:riat1e ritual act.ions:,. 
The first •meet·ing m.th t.he Circtimciso:r . has. the 
na~e ka:mt»ILA maSMl:NDE., ~r ''bar.ring the entranc.a·• • 
. fhe esr.:o~. halts and .. sig~s. • .•• 
. .. IQkaP.ITA k~ ~: j • • KuJUWA KAPlUfB.I., . ~· . . . .. 
Where wil~ th'.ey pas·st ·. · 1'he cirtumclsor' 1s known 
.. . aGALWIKE •.. , MGONDO . .baLEKALIL , .. 
. 'ro f.ie rutfiles·s... ··· · · tet them wage war 
na · ehUBQ. 
• -. ~ • ~ ' '.!.. • 
. . 
The Circumcisor should now receive gifts of flour 







{though thes(a :n:e.ed nGt b~. presented until the 
l·ollowi,~g · mo~i,n.g} ~· with the vocal .ackno~l.~d.gment 
. 272. 
•••• 
· % :am·· in :charge•· l · have ¢!osea .. · l! ·have c!:ose<I. i am boss! 
Ati . ·the same time he ma:rshalls the boys before him, 
.. ' . ' . . . 
taking from ea.eh .. a .Piece. 0£ millet·-stalk .as a sign ot 
. ' ' 
his candidatuJ.:>.fih So the precession ad~anees to the 
second gat·&~ Here the Circumci~Qr sings another 
. . . -AnciANA. . kaPITA.. .. . .. ,. H.. · •• aJ1GiltE.· · . 
It. prev.ents on.e .lrem passing~ · itt 'li{is c'losei• 
aJ.IGELILE' . · · , .KaCHUNGA : 
lt. lias c1osed seeU:~eli,, ·. · · tt is in charge'" 
. ~Between thi.;$ ·and the third gate, actors· d.aub:e« ·w:ith 
fl'our mount overhartging branches .• . ..'¢' . OD·ce '.the eort.ege 
CQmes into view they chatter and prance,,. ·The escort, 
s~l'\'&°S 
.oigee ,,. • , 
. Bu~ once again·. · apprehensions are dismissed by the 
adults, who press c:>n. to the third gate,. where the 
Clrcumeiso:r sings ,, •• , 
!lDABALlt . a. ;TJlMBW:X. It JIJ®NOO ... •• w Anda .. · _NGQNDO • 
'.rtie · .. siirew ha~ 6egu~ Eostliftles •. · tl' 'tiiere is war., 
. , :'. ;·NOONOO. . . ... ,,1u, . ... ~-- . PELIAPELYAl 
I shili make w:ar too · .. ._ ·· · . IG'.ke hastei ·· 
. , .Th:e way is then clear to the arenaj which is the 
sc·en:e o«f a. night-long dan~e, led alte:r."nately by the 
Sach is t,h.e 
mystical importance of this danc.ing; that ev.eeyone 
partic1patet;_,.even eld,~s who~e dignity normally 
:inhibits t..bem. Th~ associated songs. :are. a med.l<!y, 
many of them impromptu.· As for. the 1n~t.~ates, they 
"l 
··watch and doze at fires burn.ing at. t~$ prici•••eJticx 
. ·,· . 
L 
. . x 
perimet.et''.. 
2?2a • 
The :meani:ng of the .song greeting the Circumcisor is again 
a warning, f'orthvd.th brushed aside• The ·C.ircumc!so,r; 
1 .k) ;;...fl~ ci.ho"", · ' · 
des<:~ibe~ as "ruthless'* and·~aging ffwar wit~ the nail"-
(i,.e .• t.he knite used .Car the opera.ti.on),. blocks the road; 
yet the . boys brusqu$ly c.i.reu.m.vent him • ,. • "So they pass 
him. nowt.. • E-Jtacting his tr.ibute of' flour, on the other 
- . . . ..,.. " 
hand, the :Circumcisor openly assets his powel' ·~· n1 am 
. . . . . )-.... '". 
in cha:rge:t tt . ,. ~. .and ·at the isecond gate .at.1aributes hi.s 
fhre ~pisode o.f 
the monkt3ys repeats the theme o~ warning and relief; tor 
siucb behaviour on the part or.monkeys commonly .reveals the 
p;reaenc;e or some d.a.ngerous animal below; simila.rly ,. there-
fore the boys are on their guard for a. ·crisis ·ahead. The 
.song .sung at the thil"d gate teaches pre·c1se'1y th·e same 
lesson,. The nDABALA t:f'our Toed Elephant Shrew, "Petrodomus 
Schwanni"J ha$ the peculiarity et posseseing a very .long 
snout, here like.ned t.o the penis. Should he tight,, he 
is liable to get th~ tip severed~ a clear allusi>O'n to 
circumcision, more esp~ciall.y $ince the 1Circumcieor 
,suggesta .retalia'tt-on ., ..... "l shall make war t.oo''·· Yet .• 
dir.ectly aft,er . intimidation, comes the reassuring •'Make 
hast42'1" 
:~he pe:rlod from dawn .to well past noon, on the 
ne:x:t day, witnesses an almost .continuous series or· .rit,es, 
. ,_ 1 > ' 
Footnote x. 
· · Westem:...Ndonde infonnants mentioaed. two other 
nocturnal episQdes~. :(i)"Asal;i 1' {kiSwahili fo:r _ ·•.hon~y• )· and 
(ii) "ku.Zimua M&to" lkiS'Wahj.li f.or •kindling i".ire:t·). ·Of 
these the ·first may _b·e simply .'the .med~cine aQ.ministered to 
the t.oys , ..... ene 0£ its ingredients is known to 'be honey. . 
'the second appears to be . ritual_ f'.ire•making. by ;fri·ction, an 
element I may have ·missed. I know t}la~ fires. at t.he bush~ · 
cam,p have to be light.~d by this method. . On .. the other hand 
·the western-Ndond~ _·may. well · .. have _ bo~we4 ali.en ide•s from 
other peo_ples rotmdabout... Ng~ndo do not. attach great 
impo·rtance to the mystical attribut·es. of .fire .• 
l __ 
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culminating in· the act of circumcision. 
At first light, in the arena (where all the 
pantomimes are played), grotesque actors emerge 
.one after the other from behind. the k! TUNDA-
shelter and caper f.rantically before the seated 
initiates, each finally lolling onto the ground 
and allowing a mixture of flour and water to dribble 
from his mouth. The name of the rite is nKWATE, a 
word of obscure meaning. 'l'he drums meanwhile beat 
a rhythm which supposedly represents the phrase 
. KaMBENGA . mKURUBUNJtr • 
(the t!ulf ot) the hare peels orr the scalp .• 
The onlookers then join in a general dance, in 
which the initiates are borne shoulder-high ••• 
dancing of this type, together with singing, 
••• 
links all the ceremonies that are to come• Return-
ing to the previous evening's events, another 
rite .marking the presentation of flour to the 
Circumcisor has the name namBALABALE. I.n it the 
Circumcisor uses some of the flour to draw a 
trellis-pattern (luBA~) on the ground just beside 
the entrance to his shelter. singing as he does so ••• 
NamBALABALE, nrunBALABALEt TOME TOME. 'l 
The sacrifice. the sacrifi-ce! · ~lessing, blessing! 
On either side o.t the 'trellis' ·he plants an nTOGO-
spray. In a companio11 rite, once agreement has 
been reached in the parley fixing the amount of 
flour due to him, the Circumcisor feeds medicine 
to the boys., with the song ••• 
Anda bALI beni n~bey;f. ·NUBULILE. xr these are all thexdtiates, tell me. 
KAPUNDI . _ . . nKINGAge . 
Let the Circumciser give them medicine. 
nKWATE is essentially terrifying, a.nd intended to 
be so; b1llt its frenzy ends in farce and the comical 
pursuit of the actor by onlookers, thus conforming to the 
gene~l pre-circumcision psychological build-up (or rather, 
' > 
Kbreak-down.ft) I have diagnosed. The allusion to the 
l 
"hare" i$ ~upposed to be a double commentaJ:"y Oil the .. ,.'-
creature:•s habits. 
\ 
Firstly, its downy £u~ i-esembles 
I. 










moult duplicates the removal of the f'o.re$kin.; and again, 
a bald pate or ff scalp" looks like th~ nairless skin of a.n . ~ 
initiate. 
' '\ 
Women appe~red to pr~d.0111inate ~n the audi~nqe 
ot nKWATE1 and I not~ced ·a woman actually shoulde~ing a~ 
.initiate lti the subt,3equent dance, 
During the earlie;- part of the morning, inte;r~ 
' . 
spersed with dancing,. comes a. whole serj.ee 0£ ep.,.sQdes 
which~- :f'.or convenience of pee13entation~ I $hall, grpup 
into threes. Th~ f;irst thJ'ee are liPANYA {ra~), k§.NYA1fi~ 
'; 
" ' . .. 
.(1rritant~fur o:f the buffalo.bean}, and kiTUMBO (foet?us)..~ 
- ' . ; ~ ·; 
ln liPANJA, the initiates are ~eated on the groun4 
'\; 
with theiJ" legs .st;retqh~d out i,n t~nt of them, ea~h 
x ' 
boy elaspe.d by a Sponsor (aROMBO) · sitting d~rec;~lT 
behind. ~ .• ·~ in nea;r1y all. <:a$eS where the initiates 
a;r~ sedentary th~y g(!J1i ~uppo~ of th~$ kind~ wherea~ 
j.f' moving ,from p,la~e ~o place ~heymust be ~arr~ed~ 
',raki;ng one of h~s ,gnu~tatls,. the Cirp~cisor p~ac:~~. 
j.t betw~en the l~gs ·Of ea.ch boy in tu~~ 'Half~ 
b~~ng i,.t in th~ dust, he PJ'Od$· for it with ~ s~iek~ 
then . 'dd. __ , .. k. +·1-. b .... h 't t i.di. · · · SU e1u.y ma es u:ne · O.Y ~nave :..._ OU , gu. ng 
his hand. The .accompanying song is .• "':.~· 
Bil.iBULIGE 
You have killed it, · Mr .• Initiate • 
Lyangali maTUMBO --- LiPANYA • It has no. entrails 
Foot.note x. 
'i 
· ·These attendants or Sponsors (plur akaROMBO) comprise 
any intere$ted kinsmen of the initiates in that same settle• 
ment • excepting the.ir own fathers. I have even found affines 
acting as Sponsors.. Their numbers are considerable, since 
later in the cycle and especially at the bu.sh•camp, it 
becomes necessary .for them to work in shifts. Men of all 
-ages are eligible, . though a respons.ible person should conduct 
the bush-camp initiation and the later publi,c ritesi-
27J. 
.. - . . - ·.- . . - "' 
F.inally,·" th~'"g¢u;.;tai:l--is passed· ~round_ the ~oys• limbs. 
~ ...:...:-- . .• . . -
The seconc;l ot these -charades, kiNYANtA, is a pantomime -
- . . - _, x 
staged for the initiates' benefit. An actor from 
amongst the Circwncisorts entourage pretends to be 
"'" ,,,~·_,,,.· 
affli-cted with butfalo-'Qea~ hairs.-;--~R(-;cratcb.es and 
grimaces_, writhing onto 
·nNYANYA • .. __ .. 
The 6iii'Jfa1o-beall-
the. ground 'l'he spe~tat-ors. ~ing 
\ 
KamwALI kiNYANtA chaNYANYite • 
!t has hurt this- inltiate .• · · · .. 
. KiTUMBO., the last of this tr.lo, is a burle:sque enactment 
or childbirth~- An actor, dressed as a woman_, comes pon-
derously out of the kiTUNDA shelter, as if pregnant• No 
sooner does he reach the seated initiates than he -drops 
hj_s .staff and bowl and eollapses with convulsion$ into 
••• 
the arms of bystanders:, .moaning that his last hour has 
come~ However, the Circumcisor act's the part of midwi,te, 
and soo.n the sufferer is all smiles, cuddling a mock-baby~. 
The onlookers' song .is ~·~· ., 
KwaBENGA ana .kantwALI kiTUMBO 
The foetus pains the mald~n 
' 
.... .., KwaBENGA 
--- ·-It p@s · her. 
'-
LiPANIA echoes .faithfully the message of warning and ·reli·ef, ~ 
linked.with a certain.element reminiscent of the ·coming ordeal, 
ln searchi11g for the imaginary rat, the Circumc.isor _obvious~y 
, tries to induce fear in the boys!; but,· by e.dding that ·n1 t ·has 
... , .. 
no entrails", assures' them th~tt it is not alive, and that 
; therefore their f'·ears are groundless •. • • the participa~ion ·or· 
. ' -
· the 'boys themselves would, seem to in~icate complia~qe on their 
xx 
:. part. The placing ·of the .gnu-tail b~tween th~ leg~ _li;kens 
' ,. .~ ; ' . ~ . . ' ~' . 
·. it to the penis_, and the' lfk;illitigtt of the rat 'port.ends eircum-
·. ci.sion •. LikeWise ·the· actor,s·· contortions ·J:.n ·kilfiANYA·-·bti~ a. . . ' ' . . - . . . . . ' - ~· 
note of menace~ Which is soon drowned -in the ·-laughter ·Of -the· 
Footnote--'X · · · · · · ._. - · - · ·· · · · · - . .· · - : - · 
·. ·- Rela'Elve1y importaJ?.t ?Gies like _this .are played by m~n tro~ · 
the CircWn.cisorts own ret'inue; whereas minor ones. S.:Uch a.s · 
'monkeys'-~ · 1 omens-'i; ~tc~, ·Can be UDdel-taken by ree~its from. · 
amongst the boys 'f· aponso.rs. 
Footnote xx.~ - ·- . . 
· -The same -feature occurs in other Ngindo rites •·•. for .instance 
in tlie head-shaving -ceremony for an infant child ( 1 ku~HEKULA 
mwANA'). c. 
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audience ••• his behaviour mimics that of an initiate when 
the incision is made. Again, kiTm,rao embodies the same blend 
of alarm and ridicule, comparing the pain of labour to that 
of circumcision. It has the moral that the girl's first un-
comprehending terror was needless, and that once the ordeal is 
past she is happier than ever before. It may also be designed 
to convey sexual instruction; but personally I consider this 
incidental. At any rate, the boys are too young to erasp its 
x 
meaning, There is also a play on the word "maiden" • 
At some time or another during the morning, the boys must 
be subjected to a form of instruction known as NYIMBO 
(literally 'songs')~ It is a long litany lasting the best 
part of an hour. Even adult Ngindo can comprehend very 
little of it. However, parts could be interpreted, and of 
these I shall give a sample, along with their behaviour-
context. 
Seated in front of the Circumcisor with bowed heads, 
the boys have to listen in silence throughout. Between 
each strophe, the Circumcisor touches them on the head 
with the plume of his tail-switch~ Here is one of the 
short strophes • • • 
iMBWA • Ana KAPUNDI nanga 
dogs. i.ir. Circumcisor keeps 
UmwaPITA ni mBIGITI. 
If he goes out he puts on a collar. 
And here is the beginning of a long one 
maGUTO kana KAPUNDI 1111 • 
••• 
(There is) wailing ?or Mr. Circumcisor now. 
BaKINDA bANA ba ~ABE • 
He circumsnndri the children o other people. 
cises 
uGONO maNDENGUTENGU • KuBUJA 
(They go to) sleep with the legs apart. '.L'fiey return 
Footnote x. 
This same word, or a ciose variant of it, can mean 
'novice entering initiation', 'secluded initiate under 
instruction', 'fully-fledged initiate' (as on page 276b), 
and more colloquially 'maiden', as here. 
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.oo;,...;... 
~_;- ·' . ~ 
. - ". ·. m'Wenye nTULO .• · MaHUNDE.. !aTOA ... :. 
.. ln the r.ainy-seasen. · !fie clou~s pile up . 
in masses .• 
KunGALAGACHA . maC.HIMBA · · . 
'I'hough I grasp the knf?e : 
nakiBA na·GANJA · wABB .......... Ahil etc.~; 
Nevertheless · I was his f'ridnd ·--- Ah? ·. , ,etc.,, 
Doubtless in the past, when the langu.~ge was current and. 
when the initiates were mature men., NYIMBO.instrtiction 
t·: - .· 
was· a cogent means of.' passing on advic·e and infprmati on·. 
Now, ·ori_:. ;,he contrary., its didactic value is limited:<! The 
sho.rt song refers to the praet.ice of placing a 'wooden block 
between the legs of newly-circumcised boys to prev~nt 
. chafing and aggravation of the wound .' •• the- block resembles 
that :fastened around a dog·t s neck to keep it from straying. 
· As for the ii.ha .fragment trom the longer song, it is dis-
jointed., but the points it makes are that the C.ircumcisor 
· ·Causes the initiates to set up a tfwailing'' (at the· time 
of' operation), and lat.er to "sleep with the legs apart" 
(in orde:r that their wounds may heal).,- Furthermore he 
· keeps them away from home until .ttthe rainy-sea{;Son" .• • • an .. 
exaggeration,, judging by the length or the present-day 
·seclusion period. Finally, the Circumcisor protests that 
he means no harm to the initiate in taking a knife to him . ·• ·• 
. ' 
for "I was his· friend".• 
, A' very eonsidera~le repertoire· of songs has been 
evolv.ed to match the continuous dancing that links the 
individual rites l describe· .• · Much of its ·subject matt.er 
is simply topical,. as is the case with dances staged for 
entertainment alone or for ~ther purposes than, initiation·: 
However.; many of the songs have a bearing on 1cireumcision, 
\ \ 
as the following two exam.ples show .- •• 
The people dance a circular,· follow-m;y:-leader 
· pattel"n .around the perimet·er ·o.f the ·arena>. Mostly 
they dance clockwise, but ;occasionally, at the 
instance of the Circumcisor himself, and with gre&t 
. 






gallop round w1lly:-nil'ly. The three drummers sit 
. ' 
to one side on a sort ,of railing. Seldom ,ar,e the 
. ' 
dancer's silent;. one :song after another:. i~. volunteered. 
by the Circumcisor or any enterprising person~·. taken . . . ' . . . . . . ~ . ,, . 
up as a re£rain:1 repeated perhaps a dozen times ·w.ith 
suitable variations, then discarded in favour of '\;he 
. '· 
. ~ ... 
next imprompt9 i~em.:~ Examples are ~". 
:I .(>c KiSOKO cha ana KOFIA-.MBAYA.. --~ 
· ''t'he whip of Mi".:· ~'Bad•Hat n ; · · i--;.. . . 
.KaTANDIKA luHA:NGALA;, gale.~ . . . . · · 
Aiid hespreads out prostrate, flat on the stomacii~ 




aHULtJKA . mwa .. kaJUMBO. . aHUMBit.A • ma kaCHENGA . ·.·. 
Me descends the· nfbi'mti-tree,. .. fie '.climbs. the ncAE'NaX~t:ree, 
luKONGONO luMWE lu.MWE. 
" fhe r~r-st son·g. somewhat adul~erated by kiSWahlli,, celebrates 
an h,istor.ic event1,, namely the £loggings administered, by 
ttKof.ia Mbaya" ! , the very firs~ German of~iceii to penetrate 
Ngindoland.~ Just as the r·ecipient of a £logging cannot 
. . 
lie on his raw back,~ so t.he newly..ocircumcis~d initiate has 
to sleep in an :unusual posture 1 The .seco.nd song has· the 
.. 
same connotation,, with the added assertion that cir'cu:m ... 
. " 
cision does not impair a man's vi.rility.. How this ia· 
conveyed is through the juxtaposition of the nYOMl30 and· 
nCHENGA"'trees,, both 0£ which provide equally good bark 
f·QJ' cloth and rope, i~e" one's potential· be~ore the opera..;. 
tion 1$ e.xacrtly the same as after it~ The de~iberate 
movements o.f a climber are ingeniously ·bracke;-ed with t11e 
painful walk of the newly .... ·circumcised~ 
1'he second group of three rites follows the same 
• .- ' .!-
~ootnote x,, 
The only category 0£ per.sons excluded fn>m the ar~na 
is. uncircumcised males; If the Circumc.isor detects. one;; 
·the which he is reputed to be able t·o do by instinct, he 
chases chim a:way with a great' show of ferocity.· 
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lines as the first. They are liGULUBE (bushpig) ., BWANDA 
'{a type of birc.U,. and kiCHANOO (divination). 
In liGUtUBE,.the Cireumcisor impersonates the animal, 
grovelling on.all.fours, grunting, and.gobbling 
. . . . . ' . . . : ' ' 
realistically.. He even thrusts his face hard into 
. . 
the dust.·' The audi;enee sings this ~ommentary ••. 
x 
. n.GULUBE . ujwo .. • . · akamwJttI, nGULUBE ... u,,iwo.. : 
Tlie bushpig i.s here, initiates, th~. ~ushpig comes. 
" 
In !''WANDA. the init.iates s~ t in the centre of the 
are•a whilst a ~hrong of actors rush around them in 
a dance~ The actors. their faces and bodies daubed 
with .flour .in im1tatS,.on of ·the piebald ma.rk.ings of 
·the ·bird, .sing ·~· ·• ,. 
. xx 
Your BWAND~birds • mothers ·~-- ··May you prosper f 
-•• nTOGALELA l 
Just as kiTUMBO reflects and rails.at the basic 
sitµ.ation of chj.ldbirth,, kiCHANOOpokes fun at an 
e.ssenti.al element of Ngindo life, -namely divination~ 
An a.ctor, dressed in rags like a senile elder:1 and. 
w.itth· fl·our on his chin to counterfei;t the whit:e, 
stubble ,of age 1 goes through the .motions ·of divina-
tion. at first prophesying di$aster. but later des-
cending to buffoonery. After his monologue the 
,company sings one or other~ or both., of the following 
songs ••• 
.:-~-
Footnote x •. Normally l1GULUBE• Vari~tions like this are .not. 
· uncommon.. The language is poetic,1. Selng emot.ive .and 
rhetorical,, .it disr.egards ordinary usages. Much of it 
is cryptic • 
. ' 
Footnote n. The stem ot. this word a,ppears to be connected w1 th 
that of the universally favoured plant-symbol.; the 
nTOGO•tree. I noticed the similarity art.er J.eaving 
Ngindolanctj so could. not veri.fy the. re1ationship. 
However,· nothing could be more apt than to describe 
nTOGO .as '"the tree .of prosperity'. 
I. 
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--- N oLONDOLE. 
orest --- e 
divined .. 
2. KiCHANGO lili _ • uTANDI u.KABA --- KiCHANGO. 
Now f'or divination. 'I'he 'ui'lNfitt- is late -
Divining. 
LiGULUBE, besides inducing initial dismay and subsequent 
mirth, reintroduces the seclusion theme; for the initiates, 
like the bushpig,. will now take to the forest and live, at 
any rate partially,, on bush-foods. The same idea is present 
in the BWANDA rite, with its cosmetic flour disguise. 
BWANDA .... birds (Helmet· Shrike, 0 Prionop.s Poliocephala'') fly 
only in swarms~ Just so_, the initiates,· instead of 
returning singly to their homes, will go in a group to the 
forest. The song, from which the motif of shock or pain 
is absent, is address.ed to the womenfolk. The first or 
the kiCHANGO songs puts the matter beyond doubt ••• 
"Let me go to the foresttt. The kiCHANGO pantomime, 
though irreverent, touches on the grim business or 
explaining misfortune" It also gives the actor ample 
scope for hinting at what is to come.. Divination is 
practised mainly by-old men, often in some deserted spot 
where secrecy may be assured, i.e. in the forest. 
The allusi.oh to the "uTANDI" contained in the 
second of the songs associated with the foregoing rite, 
ushers :in the decisive event of the Ngindo circumcision 
ritual. uTANDI (no other known connotation besides 
the ritual one) is the formal dedication or flour, which 
may then be utilised. for additional ritualistic purposes .• 
First, flour is piled into wicker containers in 
firm cones., whereupon· the Circumcisor s.nd assi.st-
ants perform a gyrating dance, a container in 
each hand. Their object is tQ spill as little 
as possible. Each bowl-full, having been whirled 
around in this .fashion, is placed at the :toot 
of a tree (any species) standing at the edge of 
the arena. At the same time the dancers sing 
a dedicatory song ••• 
uTANDI lili TANDI ju. 
Now for the uTA~DI, uTANDI. 
TANDA 
K lake 
uTANDl • TANDA ULA. 
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the uTANDI-·sacrifice •. A lake (ls a sign of) rain. 
x 
Gnu-tails, 'male' and 'female', are jointly blessed 
by the application of dedicated flour to the handles. 
And the Circumcisor, holding aloft the principal male 
gnu-tail, advances to the selected tree, which he apos-
trophises at length, sometimes confidentially leaning· 
against its bark, sometimes leaping back to dance in 
time to the drummers, who stand ready to strike up. 
Eventually he takes Jdl handfuls of flour, one for 
each initiate, and hurls them at the trunk~ Should 
the flour stick in a compact blob, then the boy in 
question will heal quickly. Rice-.flour, because it 
is more adhesive. serves this purpose instead of the 
usual sorghum. 
uTANDI is not only the focus of Ngindo initiation ritual; 
it also depicts, more graphically than anything else I 
saw in Ngindoland, the all-pervasive contrast and harmony 
of field and forest. Though hinging around the agricultural 
flour-symbol, it pays extraordinary deference to the forest . 
tree-symbol. Its song chants the inevitability of the 
circumcision-ordeal ••• a lake cannot be filled without 
rain, and blood cannot flow without cutting.. These two 
paired images are identified with one another because they 
both express the quality of being liquid. Note that the 
Circumcisor openly asserts his authority in the emphatic '(he) 
has decreed uTANDitt. Actually0 the song has to be repeated 
Footnote x. See the forthcoming discussion of tail-switches 
on page 28J.b. 
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so as to incorporate not only the Circumcisor,. but all 
of' his assistants; for each man. must be mentioned by 
name. The formula in itself would therefore appear 
essential to the success of' the enterprise. The Ngindo 
construe the whole, song and dance and bombardment 
together,, as a general invocation to the ghosts; a~d they 
~reat it with the utmost gravity. 
. The flour, sacralised by means of uTANDI, 
provides the main ingredient f'or two out of three sub-
sequent rites. These are mbeLEMBA, in which .it .is 
applied externally to the initiates' skin, and nuMIK0 1 in 
which it enters their systems as food. The third rite, 
with which these two are linked, has the name NTENDE, 
f'rom the NTENDE-medicine fed to the boys before and after 
their ritual meal! 
The Circumcisor and assistants perform mbeLEMBA 
by smearing flour from the uTANDI-sacrifice onto 
the initiates' limbs and,bodies in the form or 
intersecting bands. At the same time they sing 
KuLEMBA lili~ kuLEM.BA. a MA.NYI MBUNDA. 
Now to striate, to striate. 'l'he !ebra knows. 
. .. • 
a LEMA namo kiNGOTtvA -·- KuLEMBA. 
He is stripy rlght down to his hooves - Striating; 
Almost simultaneously,· a f'owl, having been made 
to drink some of the medicine destined for the 
initiates, is ceremonially slaughtered over the 
luBALE fiour-pattern. The bird is beheaded and 
allowed to run free, since its movements may then 
be studied as omens. Once inert, it can be 
plucked and cooked forthwith,. the feathers being 
placed alongside the luBALE-pattern; one or two 
are also stuck into :b: the knu•tails. Only males 
are eligible for this w°:rk, though of course 
females are still present. Next, each initiate 
must drink the NTENDE-medicine1 a thick concoc-
tion of honey dipped . out.· of a bottl~ with a 
small splayed st'.ick. Still holding the bottle, 
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the Circumcisor dances ·around the seated boys, with 
the song •. .,. 
? 
. ·• 
By now the .nuMIKO meal. composed 0£ .sacri.f.icial-
tlour porridge with the sacrificial~f owl .for relish, 
has been pr.epared.~ . Whilst the init~ates eat;, a 
· whole throng presses arov~nd them.. J~ed b.Y the 
CJ.rc;:umcisor., they" .si.ng. ·~-~ 




. · .. ·,If .. if · ., tiielr tiou;r . 
. . . . .. ·~ .- . 
inl.tiates _ .. : ... ....; 
A. ·second dose of N'.fENfJE .follows the meal .• 
.. . 
By the a.nnointment .of the boys ·with flour in nibeL'EMBA,, the 
adults seek to imbue them with its sacred properties •. · The. 
song alludes to circumcision through a play on the word 
kiNGOTWA, which has the alternatt ve meaning •knuckle'' or 
'crook of the finger',, here likened to the immature penis 
As the 'deeoy•image' connecting "striation" 
with the apparently disparate notion ·O£ circumcision,. the 
zebra is chosen not only because it is stripy, but because 
it is alleged to be the only creature with stripes the full 
length of its l·egs to the phallic 'hooves'.~ Incidentally;; 
most Ngindo: .shun ~ebra-meat on the grounds that the stripes 
allegedly show right down into ·the flesh.. To the:i.r minds, 
therefore; the qua:lity of stripiness is all the more vivid, 
.•... .. 
• . . 
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Another association of idea.s contained in the same simile 
is the frequent use of kuLEMBA in every-day.speech to mean 
'cutting into strips', i.e. the Circumcisor will also cut. 
Turning to the medicinal and food rites, notice the combina-
tion of the two in the administration of medicine to the 
sacrificial-fowl, which is in turn eaten by the boys. The 
medicine, the object of. which is stated ti> be '"making the 
initiates' hearts soft", comprises honey with or without 
x 
the Circumcisor's special drugs. The concomitant song 
stresses the voluntary nature of the coming operation. 
The Circumcisor implies that the boys drink his medicine 
without being ordered or .forbidden to do so. Thereby he 
disclaims responsibility for any mishap arising out of 
his treatment ••• in former days,. a bungling Circumcisor 
was distinctly liable to assault at the hands of the 
initiates' impatient kinsmenl I~ hi.s song accompanying 
the ritual meal, j(he announces that the final act of his 
drama is at hand. The word gaPILE (from kuPILA or kuPERA) 
generally has an idiomatic reference to quarrelling or 
petty feud, i~e. coming to a head. Therefore the initiates 
can ~xpect some violence, "each one on his own". Though 
still concealed, the inference grows very clear. 
There remain only one or two formalities before 
the real business of the day begins,. First, in a rite 
known as kuCHEGEKA (to contribute ) , a c·ash collection 
is raised. Then the Circumciser. girded for action, gives 
the womenfolk a final message of reassurance. 
The collection, destined for the Circumciser's 
Footnote x. 
It is said that Circumcisors t.ormerly used a 
.mixture of roots and other substances,. but that they have 
been compelled to abandon it in favour of plain honey .... 
out of deference to the wishes of sophisticated clients, 
allegedly including Indi.an traders from other areas. 
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pocket. takes the form of a sing-song. centred around 
the seated boys, upon whose heads the presented coins are 
laid before being pooled in a common heap. This permits 
donors to wish luck to a particular initiate. The 
company sings .... 
mBAGE mBAGE. Echu 
ive, give. ow you 
Now the Circumcisor loses no time in making himself 
ready. Divesting himself of all unnecessary accoutre-
x 
ments,, he appears briefly before the assembled women-
fol:k, singing ••• 
xX 
KaLINGI maLUNGA ---





t is the initiation. 
ff 
Promptly. he rushes off into the forest to intercept 
the boys, who have already been ,carried away on the 
shoulders of their Sponsors'!-
The refer.ence to a "water"'hole'• in the Collection""song means 
'a place away from the homesteads•, i.e. the place of cir-
cumcision •.•• the spot selected always lies deeper in the 
forest. In fact,. the words "ku PUNGUTI" ('in the forest') 
sometime~ replace "kuLUCHI" in the song its.elf. The Cir• 
cumcisor'·s last message is a plea for tolerance. unmixed with 
menace. 
The stage is now set for the operation. Another 
Footnote x. 
Ordinarily he cuts a barbaric figure, festooned 
with charms and ornaments, hi,s gnu-hair headdress nodding, 
his ankle-bells sounding in unison a.t each step with a 
jingling crunch. 
'Footnote xx. 
MaLUNGA means petty skirmishing between small 
kinship-groups. It is not so serious as luKANU (major feud} 
or NGONDO (widespread conflict or war). 
Footnote xxx. 
This is a good example of the archaic speech,. 
employed. Nowadays the ver}1 kuBAGAJIKA is never heard,..having 
been altogether displaced by kuLEMDEMA. 
"""" 
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clearing will have been prepared earlier that day under the ,, 
supervision of the Circumciser. Lying a few hundred yards 
away in a clump of thicket; or other place cfffo~ding privacy, 
it has the shape 01' a dumb-bell, with the two bays at the 
extremitie.s conneqted by a narrow passage. Thus, the whole 
hide-out is invisible from outside, and the one bay invisible 
;from the other. At the outer entrance to the first bay stands, 
a rough 'gate', below which medj.cines have been dug. This 
"" is the sce¢e of the actual operation {uKIMULA). The second 
bay receives the initiates inimediately afterwards• when a 
balm needs to be applied. 
One of the initiates. usually the eldest, has been 
x 
chosen as the leader (mwALI wa kiOKA )_ , and he must be cir-
cwnci sed before the rest. Boys awaiting their turn are 
trotted erratically about, lest they should see what .is in 
store; and the drummers back at the arena raise a deafening 
noise to smother any outcry. No one expects the boys to 
behave stoically,, though some do so admirably" Only circum-
cised males may witness the operation, and thenaef'orth until 
the end of their seclusion the boys mu.st avoid all females. 
~s the first incision is made, someone• if need be the Cir-
cumcisor himself; mutters the FATIHA ~onnic blessing. A 
conventional knife is used.,, and the initiate first put to 
ground on a long coiled chain of medicinal roots, from which 
expensive amulets (nGEGETA) may later be manufactured. The 
method of first.-aid is to prop the boy's penis 011 a tiny 
xx 
.forked t.wig (luHEGA) of the nTOGO-tree and to put on a 
fibrous rink soaked in medicine. If the Circumeisor is 
afflicted with a certain sort of Ndonde devil, it is thought. 
Footnote x. The title is said to derive from an archaic verb, 
ku-OKA, meaning •to commit an offence•. Apparently 
this boy counts as an 'of'fender' because he 
suffers first. 
Footnote xx. 1'he nTOGO-tree is eredit.ed with the peculiarity 
of appearing to dry up :i.n its outer f'ringe of 
twigs, only to put forth fresh leaf. By the 
operation of sympathetic magic, therefore, the 
flow of blood should be staunched., although the 
vigour of the damaged organ will remain unim-
paired. Though I cannot vouch for this. I 
believe th& nTOGO-tree to be evergreen. 
""""' 
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beneficial if he spits on the wound; but not otherwise. 
Should an initiate make a breaka,way., he is pursued .forth-
-with, the Circumciser joining in the chase, and undergoes 
t- the operation at the place and moment of capture • .. • it 
~ 
.., is feared that an escapee might in despair hang himself. 
~ ... 
'-' Directly the last boy has been circumcised, a deputation 
bearing nTOGO sprigs dashes back to the arena to bring 
the tidings in a conventionalised song •.•• 
KABAKABA kuPULA • MwANA syINU 
You have bee.n slow to pound(grain)., ~our child 
e.kamwALI ..... MaJUMBA, • 
(ls) a .. fUlly-fledged initiate --- 11ie nomesteads •. 
Also, one of the Sponsors announces the new Islamic 
x 
name bestowed on ea.ch boy as a mark of his altered 
status. ·ro the sounds of the same "ka.~BENGA 
mKURUBUNJU1' drum-beat that greeted the dawn, the 
Circumcisor, after heading a final burst of dancing, 
makes his departure; and the company is free to 
disperse.~ 
'l'he lengthy preamble to Ngindo circumcision can be .regarded 
as anaesthetic in °it,s effect on the initiates, rendered 
drowsy by repeated doses of ''warning-relief', and soothing 
in its effect on the audience, who are given hint after 
hint, guarantee after guarantee ••• the sinister a.spects of 
the rites would never .frighten a grown person. It also 
secures ghostly support. The farewell song appears to be 
an exhortation to the womenfolk to return to their normal 
duties. More especially is it urgent that they should 
pound grain to provide the secluded boys with rations; hence 
the refrain "(back to the) Homestea.dst". 
For a month-or more, whilst they recuperate. the 
Footnote x. 
Sometimes the boy will take the name. of one of 
his Sponsors. Rven in pre-Islamic days, a fresh 
name would replace the nick-name of childhood 
( liHINA lya. uKEKE) .• · 
boys now live .in the forest~ 
The· very fi.rst i:tight they spend with their Spon.µors 
. ' 
in the open. .But.the.next day, somewhere i:n ~he 
same vi·cinlty., the1~ bush'.""eamp (11KOKA) i$ built 
£or them. a sla.b"!'sided cube made of millet""stalks. 
, - ~ . ' 
Their activities a,ppear trifling enough:~ 
. "'!'.. . ' . . ,' 
undergo minor ordeals,, practi.se hunting,, and 
learn 1 aphorisms, moet.ly i1,l_bastard kiSwah.ili .. 
~amples of' th~ latler are •• ,. 
l • UsiFUNtiJE . . NY.AMANDA la MAMA• · 
Do not U:11cove~ your mother's wicker...;6'ow1·~ · · · 
2.. .. . U$iKALIE .. kiTANDA . . . cha. . BABA :: 
'Id;t u$ bend 'forward (to get; r the breeze and medicine . 
The boys may neithe·r wash no·r cut th·eir hair~ On 
the approaches to their camp they construct :~ 
'·gate'• on the cross""'piee·e of which hang fragments 
of .root in token of the variowa songs they are 
learning." Though circumcisec;l males may visit the 
boys.; they have to halt at the ,entrance•wa:y and 
answer riddles, a form of pass-word. The Circum-
,eisor may call -on them once or twice, as a routine 
precaution, but he is not bound to do so unless 
complic~tions have arisen. A:t some time after 
" .~ •f• 
Foot.note x.-
. · The boys, .at. their age, will know 11 ttle 
kiSwahili.- The use of that language may 
theref'ore be a means of ,famlliari.sing 




the start of the bush~eamp ,phase, the adults 
at home consume .·beer, brewed specially in the 
boys• honour~ lt has 'the nanie 'k1BIKA 11?,,, 
which means "When 9.id you put . ,(the offering)~,,., 
··· i .• e. 'tWhen did you sacrifice ?f. 
, ' 
Thf3 f.irst tw9 out ·Of the three songs quoted warn the 
~ 
boys against prying .into their pa·rents" affairs\" Should 
a boy enter his fathert.s sanctum, he might make unseeml7 
discoveries, such a$ the tokens gi~en him by loversj 
$bould he enter his mother's .• he might .set eyes on her 
me.nstrual .eloths or other tab~oed ob:jects-. The thi~cl 
.song is 'Obseu:re~· 
.![ could manage only the occacSional visit t·o these 
x 
bush\o!<Camp=:;~ so the instruction (I~GU,fJGU> · they .afford may · 
be les.$ sket.·chy than I have indicated;,_ .Howeve~., there 
0 
~an be no doubt that it has ~allen into atr;f phy, a decline 
tha~ can be attributed pa~ly to the .drop in age ·Of the 
ini~iates,, but mo$tly to the disappearance ot the special-
To prove this, one has on];,y 
.. . ' 
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ist. •Initiator"' fnaKANGA} · .1. 
to point to the contrast between the apathetie bush-camp 
.routine on the one hand, directed. by casual Sponsors, and 
on the o·ther. the extraordinarily int,Emsi ve pageantry mark-
ing the boys' ·entry into, and the girls' release from •. 
'$eclusion,. under the direction of the speciali.st Circum-
,' ciscn:- and .:tnitiat:rix respectively... Again, in the special• 
ist·•s absence, I had oc}casion to witness the immediate 
,,,:• _·, ( 
Footnote x. 
This is the same word as ·t dry.,-season'' , when indeed 
the boys' seclusion does take place. 
·· Footnote :c~., flrfginally,,. · it would seem, the .Initiator 
carried as much weight and .responsibility as the 
Initiatrll:f whose commanding position will be 
fully apparent .in the forthcoming description 
of the F'1nale~, Some vestiges of the Initiator's 
offi.ce do linge·r; but the only 'Initiator' I 
saw at work was obviously nothing more than a 
glorified Sponsor. His prestige could in no 
way compare with that of the .Initi~trix at that 
same .Lodge, although the boys happ~ned to· out-
number the girls~. 
Seclusion s ( boT )bo~initiat t heir bu c 
Spon or, C 11-h to on of th boy (thougn only 
ativ ) , stands behind t s (b low)tgirl-i itia 
ie~ 
a cogn tic r 1-
v lop d i bar - lo h , bout to be depo ited at t eolu 
•• • ot the nTOGO-leave tr non t roof-thatc ing. 
ely n 
ion- hut 
decay of the ceremonies. Unable to hire .an Initiatrix, 
certain female elders of Barikiwa d·ecided to handle the· 
complex feminine . ritual of the Finale en their own. •·• .. .. J 
the result was a laughable muddle .• · 
When the. boys have. sufficiently recovered, ·it is 
the turn of the girls to enter seclusion. ;This ·entail$·. a 
morning•.s ritual ·Of a comparatively· simple kind, h~ld at 
the hut of a particular parent or gua·rdian.. .It ·goes by 
x 
the name kUCHIP:IRA • 
During the .earlier part of the moming the women-
folk take the girl·-initiates .aside into the ad-
jacent fo.rest and per.form feminine r.ites which 
' . xx 
are supposed. to be secret, though the songs 
are plairily audible from the hut•at which the 
people have assembled~· 'Their return is heralded 
by a party o.f skipping women waving nTOGO sprigs 
whieh.~ after dashing around the chosen- hut with 
much ho.rseplaY.• they thrust into the overhanging 
thatch. Other leav·es from. the. same. type of ~rree, _ 
' . .i ~. 
dipped .into a .. ladle ot water, are taken 0££ to 
the girls for some ritual purpose.. Eventually, 
car:r.ied p.ick-a-baek,. and enveloP'ed in bark-cloth, 
.. 
th~. girls thems~lves come into .view •. Still muf.fled., .J 
they are ,depos.ited under the eaves of .the hut, 
" . ' . . . 
Footnote:x ·· · . . 
the .name .. is almost identical with that for stilt- ·1 
-dancing (.mi.CHl:PIRA.). The two have no .obvious 
connection, unless the pick-a...;back progress of the 1 
girls be associated with that
0
"Q£ .. a stilt-dancer. ; 
~he verb . kuCHIPIRA has no .intrlhsie meaning that , 
I know· 0£. There is an inclusive name, luBIKU (pro-~ 
babl;:y ~puttingtJ., ,for .female seclu.sion and its · ~ 
sequel. Allegedly the Ikemba and Ndonde ·call their• 
eq .. i.S.yalen.·t .. en .. try-dance 'kaLINGE nanGWIKWI' or · -~~.~ ... _. 
· ''kuLEKELERA' .• ~ . ' 
Footnote xx. 
I never recoirded the words of thi:s group or songs, 
but .I did notice that the' prevailing melody, a very· 
d.istinctive· one, recurred onc·e or twice later in 
the initiation•cycle~ and also at the i'irst-




wher.eupon a dance ensues •. Both .sexes Join in, 
singi·ng special songs t and holding up bowls of 
. . . 
flour in their hands. This same f'J.,our, c9u-
tributed. by those that atte.nd the rite~ later 
oo.nstltutes a .feast, .served with poultry-relish • 
. At midday,. when the conipariy starts . to disperse, 
th~ girls a~e hustled indoors. 
Onee again, one is struck by the prominence accoraed to the 
' . . . 
twin symbols of flour and the nTOGO--tree. The . ha rk~cloth 
cov.ering .for each initiate must be made for her by her 
. . . . . t~tf'C k,..-
sui•tor! Not·e that the fl·our•bearing danc-ers .l!epeat po:rt 
of the uTANDI ... bles:sing before male circumcision~ .. Both men 
and wom~n. participate.· moving ln the somewhat uncommon 
advance~retreat pattern_, otherwise found only- on the t.radi• 
tional nDINGERA•d.ancel! Beer may be drunk the .follQwing 
·x . 
day at that same .hut, but by no means always_._ 
No eooner are the girls. .in seclusion than the 
male organiser.$ of t~e inf.tiat:ion1'!'cycle1 namely the heads 
the lineagec*cell.s l.n question, set ,a.bout building the 
Lodge; but .f"irst they· must determine whether the site they 
propose is auspie1ou.s. 
{·-· 
A .conv,entional otf e:ring of .sacrificial flolir 
must . be lef't overnight at ·the 'Selected spot,. 
Should it remain U11.d.isturbed1 a cry of 
rejo·ic1ng goes up •.•• 
Hurrah! 'l'he •dawn ·has hro'R:en. 
Ku.CHILE.. ' 
· And the work -0£ building the· .. long ;shed-li:ke 
.F~otnote x. ·' 
·1 
Ir more than two or thrEre girls are "to be ini• 
tiat~d together.,. separate kuCHIPIRA sessions may · I 
well be.held .for one or more of them in different 
. ,parts of one settlement or in neighbouring 
settlementsc9 Since the str.ict-seclusion pe.riod 
is .sa shortt the sessions are bound to come 
within a couple of days of each other.. Even in 
the case of boy•init'iates, .separate circumcision 
dances may take place. 'fhen the boys will eome 
together either at-the bush-camp or at the Lodge. 
Since re-w: p~rents can afford it, this rarely ./ 
happens~ '' \ · ' 
.. \.-
· •. ! 
brush.wood. Lodge (liWIGII,) goes forward. The 
flour-offering {µ..QWALI gu kuBUrIRA, 'flour 
' ' .• . 
that is put o~t 1 ); removed duri.ng the actua~ 
.· ... · 
' 
construction,. i.s afterwa..rds ·carefully .rep.laced . . ·xtt . . . -,· 
in a -central position. The builders .must 
be male.,,. and_ more specifically,· those that 
build the.shelter (klJUMBA) f'er th~ Initiatr.ix 
·xx 
must be the girl-.initiate·st suitors.. 'The 
UIJDIU. kiJUMBA.; a replica 9£ the ,c1rcum.cisor•.s 
shelt'ert .. ~tand13 in £ront 0£ ·the Lodge.; with. 
the -dance•arena in between. ·. Builders do not 
have to ·obsertre the taboo on. sexual intercourse. 
incumbent on the .initiates• parents,; nor do 
they cut any .special trees. On no account; 
.. - · n11: · 
however_;. s~ould the mTUMaA'l'l"!'"tree be used. 
Medicines should be buried in ti}e win_gs; and 
. sometimes in the centr-e-, .of the 'Lodge• In 
addition;{, the type. -of tail-s1d.tch used in the 
lti!UGA devil-dance may be_ dragged the full 
lef!gth 0£ the Lodge, and thei!_l suspended from 
one of the _ centre•supports .•. 
Although makeshift• the Lodge requires. a t:onsiderable 
labour•force ·£or its. erecti·on., . (tult·e deep. in . cross-
.sec;::t.ion .and spacious vertically;• __ . i.;t · may.e~~end thirty 
F·ootnote x. 
A.special recess'in the reat:~wall·of the Lodge 
ace·omm<;tdates it'. . Not until the end of the: cycle .,is lt · 'i 
removed and ritually eate·n by· the el.cters-.,·. 
Footnote xx. 
· · ln this conteJtt they are call·~d ttwai{WE LUME11 1 
the identical. ward fused in the past £0.r tmat.ernal uncles•• 
Footnote xxx. · 
. .As· mentioned elsewhere,. on the .grounds tha't its 
red. sa.P resembles blood .• this tree lies urider a universal 
taboo.. . It may: therefore be thought highly injur:tous to 
girl-initiat·es~ being analogous· w~th menstrual blood.• 
.. 
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. or f'ort.Y yards laterally. The proce13s ot lindin.g_ a site 
·1s known as kuLINGA ('to measure'. or •to '·examine·'); and . ' ~ ~ 
of bll:ilding1J as· kuCHENGA .(•to build'). 
\ 
With· both boys and g~~ls in .. seelusion,. and · 
with the .Lodge standing ready to rec el V'e them,, . what :I 
·call ·the 'Finale'' begins.~ Thotigh ·1 ohserved several. 
Finales in all their public phases., . tl.ine ·did not permit 
. ~ . .. ' 
. . ' . ' . ' 
coverage up t~o the same standard as I achieved. ".ir.t tl'le . ' . . 
eircumci.sion-rite ,i. • the latter la:sts less than 24 hou.:r"s, 
the Finale more than a :weekl Admitt,edly the Final·e 
., .. " ~ ~ , ' .. . 
episodes are less crowded •. and many o·f th(:rm int:iccessible 
to the male observers but a.· thor.ot.tgh descripti·on, even 
of those that could legitimately be i_nvestigatecl, .would 
prove .immense 11 The .Finale· can be divided into two over!!" 
lapping sections~ each known by the n?me .of a ,special 
' .:X' 
brew .cCJf beert The first .is kitOB.A and the second ruPIYO~ 
Now,, the brewing of beer nonnally takes four days, :i.nclud~ 
ing the day of dr.inking; and the ,consumption ·Of kiLOBA 
falls on, the .same .day as does the start 0£ J"UPIYO; so ·. 
the two together oc.cupy $even days. The sequence .or rites 
· appears somewhat elast.ie ,, but I follow the order genere.lly 
accepted fll.~s correct. 
The first. big ,public event,, maPINDA '(bark-cloths.)• 1 
··.marks the arrival of the girls at the i.odg~. 
On the first and secon(i days 0£ t~he kiLOBA 'brew, 
\) i ' : ' 
~ the girls will have undergone ;seveml. sec.ret rites .in the · 
1' 
0 ·fo~est nearby. 'The first · ot the~e ~ kut'Yl.1: u.GWALl {a 
Footnote x. . . , 
· ,KiLOBA· is possibly the diminu.t,i11e .o.f liLOBA, 
·•rlower:t, or NOJ?A, · lbeads1 •. RuPitO appears to .meal). _ · . 
. 'bringing £ortl1'• ·.from the· verb .lruP~llA,.· c.r. 1kuPIYA mwANA', 
th~ rite of bt'.inging a child .from t.he· hut. _ 1 ·· 
.. xJ 
euphemism meaning t eating porridge~' J · entails 
the ritual plucking of the girls 1 body•ha~r~ 
Flour mu~t first be ru?bed onto the gagina .. 
Later,, participants share a n:ieai with poulitry _ . .. xx . . . 
relish~ Allemedly, .. they .sing. n~ songs., but 
.simply yodel.~ The rite take·s place .in the 
afternoon,. and· before nightfall: the girls ~re 
back in the li ving•huts set aside .. f'or their 
seclusion, That same night, at the. Lodge., adu~ts 
.of both sexes danc·e ·the miHIN.DU ( 'half-proee·ssed 
g~ain'·) ,,. .Its · them.e•.song is •• ·• 
.• l{gaHDtDULA .. miHINDU. ·. na nKYLY. . . ... · ... -. 
And sliepouna'.ed iriIRINDU•gralnwith_senior l"iinsfoDI. 
The dancers carry cont;ainers of flour,,. the which 
j.s later .distributed. to the girls' parents, Pre-
parations for maPINDA .9ecupy:much. of the next 
day.~ .Males,. and in partic.ular the girl•.initiates' 
su.it:ors,}ceremonially stJ-ip bark and beat it i'nto 
clo.bh~ . The work goes on in the forest, where 
. .·xxx 
. a meal of porridge with poultry-.relish is ta.ken. 
naa.t evening,. after dark• the maPINDA•dan.ce 
commenees at the Lod·ge, to .. th~ refrain • _,. 
. .. ;1' -· - . 
_ nKOTiti . Jm mal!INDA ~en~a _? .. . _ · 
Wh-ere did you·f1iid these ~ar<•cloths? 
.. • A . . 
nKOTiti ' ku. '? . KuCHINGULA . . . .. . 
'Where did you find: . tnem ? Peeifng ·orr· barfi · 
. KttCHINGULA. . . . 
. ... ~ ._ . 
·Beforehand., some ·.show is made of hiding the cloths. · 
·~ootnote .x.. . 
. Participants do ot course eat .a_ meal •. but only .as an 
".adjunct.to the depilation•.rite. An alter?lt3.tive name is kuCHOPA:i 
.1be word means 'tQ. soak grain for brewing',, but. the allusion to 
pubic hair cannot be missed ~~· the saturated grain always starts 
to germinate., creating a hairy effect .• 
·Footnote xx. .· 
'My sources of information were males who had eaves~ 
dropped at. a. dis~anee, or had '"<?bserved tne :ee~emonie;; dis.guised 
as women-, or from ·vantage-points in trees. · · 
.Footnote xxx. . 
·'.rhis type of relish .is a gr~at luxury. ln the 
ordinary way:,· Ngindo do not t.astre it rzf.;m one month' :s end "' 




en the trees or undergrowth nearby, but they are 
soon located a~d triumphantly waved by the dancers, 
in the manner of tail-switches. Finally they are 
handed over to .female relatives of the girl-
initiates, who may then approach, swathed in the 
same cloths. Before retiring to sleep in a shelter 
behind the Lodge, they witness the secret feminine 
nDANDIKE-rite. nDANDIKE takes place near the ki-
JUMBA-shelter, hence under the gaze of the inmates 
of the Lodge, which houses the public at large. 
However, some of the women form a screen to hide others 
who dance JUllQ: naked, jointly grasping a single 
· outsilie bark-cloth. 
Their sung commentary is ., . . 
e 
tout ·•• et 
us play. 
As enjoined in the kuLYE uGWALI rite, all adult 
Ngindo women practise depilation, a feature which achieves 
great prominence throughout the remainder of the rites. 
Nol'mally, before plucking the hairs, the women mass@g• the 
skin with ash, here replaced by symbolic flour. In keeping 
with the custom, the miHI.NDU-song is said to be an obscure 
reference to pubic hair, and more specifically the next 
growth of hair to sprout during the Finale itself. With 
this growth,. or 'residue', is compared the residual mi.HINDU 
grain that has to be lightly pounded and added to a brew 
of beer before it matures. The "senior kinsfolk" are, of 
course, the dancers themselves, who will indeed supervise 
the "pounding", i.e. elimination of the extra hair. Why 
the maPINDA bark-cloths should jokingly be hidden is not 
clear, unless it be a device to rid them of their strongly 
male associations ••• the 'finders' ean then pretend that 
the cloths simply appeared, and no one is any the wiser as 
to their origin. Certainly, this in~erpretation would 
seem to be supported by the words of the song: "Where 
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did you find them ?tr. The choice of the word ku-C.RINGULA, 
''to peel the inner bark away from the outert! a 'subsid~ary 
phase of bark-cloth manufac:t;;ure., would 'appeal" t·o d.erive ..... 
from its association with 'plucking':•: i;e. of ,publ,;c hairs .. 
.As for the phrase "behind in the valley"~ thi~ may be 
\ obsc,ene, or alternatively a . s;raight,forwaro narration 0£ 
the fact that 'the cloths must be beaten close tq. water 
so that the ritual me~l can be ·cooked expedi~iously·~ 
\· 
Ma~INDA has th'e alternative name miLANGU• meafdng •hammers't; 
'* • ' • • ' 
from the mallets used to beat the bark,.,,.cloth" fhe purpose 
of the subsequent nDAN.DIKE-rite would appear to be the 
introduc:tion of the topic of sexual intercourse by means .o.t 
the conveniently inocuous bark-cloth symbol . ~ • ~ a lover:; 
~eetlng his mistress ~overtly in tl-1e forest• will tell her 
to nspread out" her garment, She .is then naked:, and th~y · 
have·soinewhere to lie' The verb kuKl:NA, besides it.s usual 
.fo~ee of juvenile .play.,. can also be U'sed of lovers t caresses; 
! 
In the morning of the third day the gir1.s ,at.tend a. 
private female ceremony, kiJOMOJOMO; and. in th.e evening the 
Init.iatrix he·r.self arrives;,. greeted by a rite · k.nown as 
kiBWILlLI; 
J 
KiJOMO¢OMO is one of several almost identi~al rites 
interspersed throughout the 1cycle~ · Heid. in the 
fore.st away .from the Lodge, .it consists of nude 
dancing., in which tt:ie adult.s display to the init:iates 
their hairless vulvae• Its characteristic song. is.;; 
KiJOMWOMO. nTILI maKOKO lili ~- .J"OMWA chan ani,~ 
rhe food-vestiges. · ow you shun t e ta oos .,,-':"" ·1m.s 
. .altogether •. 
The summons to the Initiat.rix will have or.lginated 
at the time when the Lodge-site was chosen ••• the .. .. . 
same confer~nce of'/lineage•cell representatives must 
decide on the Initiatr.ix to be approached, the 
. · -~:: 
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pr.ovisional date of her .arrival,. and the. del·egation 
' . 
. to be sent\. The latter;. a party or rnalesit take with 
... x· : ·. - -
them the kiUKA ,, an offe~ng of flour wrapped in 
. . 
cloth and fastened with nTOGO-twigs in a special 
• < ' ~ • 
intricat·e knot. The off.ering is then hooked onto 
. . 
an nTOGO ·stick and never once set to ground until 
. -·· - . -
the home of the. Initia.trix is, reached •.. &i rou~ej · 1 
the bearer must refrain from addressing .stranger.a. 
On meet.ing the .Ini tiatrix, th·e delegates. set 1.lP a . 
y-0delling,. and watch to see if she will. make the 
gesture or compliance; that is., if she will sit on 
the grotmd. with her legs and arms rigi·d tn front. 
should. she respond in this fashion; they place the 
' . ·:; 
kiUKA-·offering on her knees. Otherwi$&; the.1 know 
·that their missi.on ha:s . £ailed,. On accepting. the 
token., the In.itiatrix orders an assistant to hang 
it up somewhere:; later, she opens it in order to 
xx '. 
count the castar-oil beans laid o.n top of the 
flour, one for each initiate. .Finally, she reti.j'ea 
the knot and makes arrangements ·to travel. On 
.. 
approaching· th.e .. Lrod&e~ after nightta.11 o.n thi-$ third 
day .of the_ ki.LOBA. :brew, she is greeted by a throng 
of dancers,,, who. sing.··,..~ . 
BakanGEMA ktJ. ? .. • BaJIKITA ............ KiBWlLILil. 
Where did they call you f · · 'l'liey . agre.ed to .it · ...;_.,. 
. . · '11he .uninvited arrivall 
. Inst~~ling her.self at. the kiJUMBA;...shel.ter. the . . . ~-
, j .. 
' .. . ~ 
Foot.not~· x.- · · · 
· ·The kiUKA·f'.lour. rests on a flat wieker )ow4:,· kiUPIRO• 
by whi·eh .nam.e the offering may also be known. : Note tha,:t the 
.same term app.lie.s to the blobs or rlour thrown by the 'Cireum.,-,. 
cisor during the uTANDI•.rite, and to the sacrific.ial•f'lotir · 
placed out.at the Lodge•site. The stem would appear to be 
that of the verb kuHUPA or kuHUPIRA :, meaning '*to reward'. 
Footnote xx. . 
The csator•oil bean is associated with child~birth 
.and fertility. It. enters largely int_o the rite of bringing 
a .new-born 'Qabe out of the hut (kuP.IYA mwp_NAh 




b fore cir 
instru tio 
its in t 0 
no t h 
c ra) ••• 
· ckground. 
:Initia~~ix gives the girl~init~atea the very first 
.instaJmen'.'t of .Ins~ructio~ (HUNDO or HUND~RO) ,, in the 
sI:iape of .a sung· di.scourse,. It beg:ili$ •.•• 
• ' l• ~ !j. 
. .aKULJJ 
· · our e . er ·sister 
is a :1far;"' · ·And they fastened. the ·kiuM~:rtour.-
- ' ' l . ~ 
_BaHICHILA kttnDOLA nen a~ Ne · kaHU.NDI .manlTU. 
·. ey eame to ta_ e me a'flaY,i t.aµ.g t ·your s sters;• 
aWAWA. bINU . Ii.KOKO . . .• arJtAMA bUiU liKOKO ·• 
·tour·'father ·(Is) taboo. Your ·mother llsl taboo. 
, f· ' ~I 
Etc. 
;Your ·brother· (lsl ·taboo• · · 
. . . .- ' 
So the iD:~'tia.tesJ, £orm.al~y ~ransf.erred tnto the 
hands ~£ the l'nitiatrix
1
, spend the 11;ight in her 
Shelt~r,! 
~he k~JOMQJOM<eri~e crudely emphasis.es the virtue of de~ ,X . . . .. ·~ 
pilation.~· _I~s song a.ppa_r~~tl_y repeats the id~a of 
m~~INnu,.. n~e~y th~ el,i,minat_io_n of a~y pubic hair to sprou~ 
,in the interim.! ~he "f'QOd.":"ves~ig~sn ~he_refore :signify 
:hair,, which the,y must "finish altogeth~r".~ ~he referen~e 
· t9 "t;fil)p~s tt _alleged~.¥ ~ .echoes the pl!'actie?:e followed 
a~ any meal taken by the girl:!'."'initiates, who must stay 
• • ' • 1 ,, ' • '. • - , • .,_ : • • • . - . 
mute unt.il t.he Ini tiatri-x reeds .ea.eh of . them with a lump . . . . .. ' . ' ... . . . ' . . . . ~ . . - ' . . .. . . . . 
ot porridge, i"e. only then are they free to eat and 
•· ~ •· • •' I;. ••· j- ~ • • ,• • • ' • • , .• .' • 
conve_rse~~ :J~~ ~o,, it will be a~ th~ .In:itiatrix1•s bidding 
that they remove the surplus hair:• 
-: . . . ' ~ ' . ~ . . . '. . ,, . . 
The .somewhat elabo~ate 
prot9~ol,. of her .adventl, rerle~ting the importance or:, and 
competit_io.~ fo:r
1
, exp~r~.s o.r repute:, is 1celebra~ed at _first 
in .the klBWILILI!"sQng, and ·later in the HUNDO::~·instruetion. . . . . . . .. . . ;'· . . . " . . ·. ~ . ~· 
The :al·lusion to an "uninvited arrival" .arises from the 
..:. . . .. . ,.,, -· . . - . . . ' . . . ' ·. ' 
·wordless invitation and .acceptanc.e. Once welcomed, the 
•• · ~ . . . • ~. ,.. • • ~ . - . ~ . . . ~ •. : . .1 ~ 
Initi-atrix·loses no time in asserting her .superiorl~.y 
' . . '. . ,, .... - . . ~ . .,.; . . ~. . - . ·- . - ·- . . . " ,. 
over the a.uthor.1tie_s to whom the girls .have here~~f~re been 
. ~ . . 
subordinate •.• -~ some .are "liars"' ;and the rest "taboo". 
• . . . ., . ,. r '"'.. - · ... · ~ -·· · · ,_. i · · ·· ·· · · · · ' 
Footnote x. Ngindoeonsider large genital-:9rgans to be·a 
ma,jor attraction in a woman. ifheir taste £or fatness is . . . 
further satisf'i,ed· by, t~e dimpled appearance of' the skin a:rter 
extraction of the.b~:Lrs-. The elderly women, therefore, tend to 
be sensitive on this point, and order the younger women away 
before·making their d~splay. 
2ao. 
For the next two or three days, attention remains 
focussed on the girl-initiates, who undergo a series of 
rites.1 some hidden away in the forest, some open to the 
public at the Lodge, always the scene of brewing activity, 
if none other. Since few of these rites could adequately 
be observed, I shall pass over them rapidly. 
The secret female rites include (i) maHIKI, 
(ii) maGULUBE, ~iii) l"t+KUMEU, (iv) nGALAGALE, 
(v) nDIBELILE., (vi) miKURU, {vii) maNYAGO ga 
x 
naN'fULWE ; and the public ones, (viii) nDWIKO, 
(ix) kiBEGEJA. (x) kiBANGALALA, (xi) kuGONGALERA• 
xx 
(xii) luBOPO, (xiii) .matiULU , {xiv,) mBIMBYI, 
(xv) kiNDI"NDI RONGORA., (xvi) maBUNDE, (xvii,) miKANDO, 
(xviii) kuPUTULA nGONGOLE, (xix) iHONGWE, (xx) kuHUTA 
uGWALI, (xxi) RH nJWELENGA (or 'kanJEKU kwa aLAMU' ), 
and {xxii) TINDI, 
Moat of these repeat the elements already introduced~ For 
instance, (i) has the meaning 'small pointed sticks' or 
'stubble'., an obvious reference to sprouting pubic hair. 
Some,, namely (ix) and (xix), are didactic. The form.er 
includes a horrifying sketch of the consequenc,es of theft 
where the owner has set a poisonous snake to guard his 
property. The latter conveys a pageant 0£ the seasons 
through such symbols as the sun, moon, and stars, made of 
straw and shown at dead of' night, along with weird bogey-
men and mysteries. Some 0£ the rites are s.imply sacri-
ficial, as instance (x) and (xi). Many incorporate the 
ubiquitous flour and nTOGO symbols; this is true of (xii} 
and (xiii). amongst others. In (xv) a friction-drum. is 
Footnote x. The District Book mentions a 1'Kululiti 
RB:ilu Ra.iruru" phase, of which 1 have no 
knowledge. · 
Footnote .xx. Meaning 'tortoises'" thi.s is the dance 
referred to in the caption to the photographs 
on page 283c. 
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sounded, the only occasion on which·l heard Ngindo use 
the instrument. (ii) should not, of'.course~ be confused 
' , . ~ 
with the liOULtraE-rite in male. ci.rcumeisi.on .• 
l.ites that warrant.special scrutiny a.re the 
last t~ree, for.they have a direct bearing on the marital 
aspect. Most important ef_ all., .say the Ngindo, is {xxlJ 
for it clinches the marr.~age 0£ th1e girl-initiates to 
their. respective suitor.Et. .. 
KuHUTA uGWALI me~ns ''dragging tlour', and this 
is what the participants do'.. A number of them, 
including the girl-initiat.es, huddle in the 
arena by night. Each .9f the init.iates slts 
between 'the .knees of a man representing her 
suitor, h·er head covered with a. piece of bark-
cloth . ' Those sitting on the fringes of' the 
seated group are then daubed wi.th flour, and the 
.Init1af;ri:x .leans .over. t~o remove the coverings .• 
She does not touch the ;cloths., but carefully 
li.fts them oft with a knife~•· . As each girl is 
revealed, the womenfolk break into a yod·elling 
chorus. Then, with the c.rook of her little 
finger,. each .of the ini.tiat~s, helpecl by her 
male companion, dra-gs a small container ot fiGur 
from a position beside her knee to as far 
behind her as she can reacht Finally, flour• 
bowls are waved over those crouching in the 
·centre of the group, whereupon the girls ris·e 
and rub each other down with flour, starting 
·Ulm at the breasts. 
The act of grasping an object Withtae little-finger in 
this manner appears t 10 be 1cenneeted with copulat.ion or 
-concept.ion ••• it recurs in the rite mar:king a baby',s 
exit .from the hut of birth, when the mother and her 





.Discard.Lor the .girls• bark-cloths foreshadows 
their .releas<ai from .secluslor... . {xxi) strengthens the 
bond between girl.and sult·or •.. Its .alt.ernl)ttive name· 
. means ·'!Shaving by· the ln-law1 ,, ~nd again_~- representa-
tive from among _the .suitor's close kin performs the 
·' - ,'"' .. . .. 
. rite,. (xx~l) <fonstit.utes a departure from the home-
.. Ngindo. norm._,, and appli·es onJ.y to m~mbers of certain 
.clans which. profess Ndonde descent~ 
observe it,, howeve.r {and their numbers .are appreciable)., 
.it mar.ks the transition to full wifely status1 f·or it 
temporarily releases a girl•initi.ate . trom s·eclusion to 
join hel' sui't•or:, and_ ttie ,coupl·e may the~ cohabit without 
taking any preeantiQn.s, retur~i.ng only ~or the climax 
of the ·Finale~. .In its true Ndonde setting,. the 
release of TINDI would <extend for a year or more; whence· 
. home-:Ngindo jibes to the effect that 'Ndonde girls often 
come to the initiation w.ith babies on their backs. 
Here,, .it becomes a pure formality; fo-r the girl, .if sh·e 
i.s not to mi,ss the ·concluding rit·es., must be back 
within a ¢1.ay or ~wo •. 
· " instruction of- the girl-initiates by the 
. Initiatrix pr.oeeeds in between. and -occasionally. during, 
. - .- . 
th·ese r.ites. 'fhe bulk of it takes place in private,; 
but·the final. instalment, generally· falling on the 
' . . 
third day of the .. ruPIYO brew,, is semi~pub;l1c .. 
. (.' 
No great distance behind the Lodge, the Initia-
trix and her. assistant.JI? harangue the girls for 
the best part of a. morning. ~lees, though 
t~ey are at . liberty to come and listen, take 
no great intere5'~ in. the. performance. Most 
of the homilies.,. delivered in ~ sing-song,, 
: ,_ . . -
punctuated by the tinkle of ankle-bells and 
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castanets, concern the disguise~ and figurines 
used in the iHONGWE nocturnal mysteries. Each 
item is produced in turn, explained in song• 
annointed with sacrificial beer, and than 
destroyed ••• in the background,, several women 
busily dismantle the bigger exhibits. 
Doubtless t~e function of this illustrated teaching is not 
.only to stress the lessons of iHONGWE and guard its secrets. 
but also to·demonstrate to the girls. now on the verge of a 
joyous emergence to womanhood., that the sinister shadow of 
iHONGWE 'is past,. no more substantial than the grass and clay 
models now prosaically demolished in broad daylight before 
their eyes~ By contrast with that addressed to the boy-
initi:ates before circumci.s:i.on, the content of HUNDO is 
readily assimilable"' The girls, sexually precocious; are 
fully able to absorb the messages of song., dance., lecture, 
and charade~ They might even be thought sophisticated; 
yet the Init.iatrix gains a remarkable ascendancy over them. 
Maintaining a completely expres$ionl,ess front,, they sit 
through days and nights of physical and mental shock, eyes 
downcas.t, hands clenched. With grossly sl;!.ggestive pranks, 
ma.le onlookers strive to penetrate their trance; to no avail. 
So far .. the girl-initiates have monopolised the 
proceedings at the Lodge, But, shortly before the comple-
tion of the feminine rites I have mentioned, the boy-
init;i.ates will have made t}?-eir appearance. As a '.rule.,. they 
reach the Lodge on· the third day of the ruPIYO.brew. 
First., still at their bush-camp the preceding evening; 
the boys must be ritually shaven (nJEKUI) in exactly 
.Footnote x. 
At·a loss for words to describe the fantastic appear-
ance of the Governor, in full regalia with cocked-hat 
and feathers, an Ngindo racconteur hit on the word 
'kiNYAGO', namely one of these same disguisesl 
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the same way as be£or.e circumcision,. 
after dark1 th~y are shut inside the liKOKA-hut., 
Which i.s fired~ The boys have: t~. ~·~sca~e·t 
through a .fresh exit.,, and run pell,;-mell d·eeper 
into 11he forest. until.the conflagr~tion passea 
out ·Of sight behind t~em, .They spend that 
·night out in the . open... · Their precipitate · 
departure f'rom the bush-camp is known as nDIPITIPI 
' ' ' 
(Bush Coueal, "Cent.ropus Senegalensis"), for wha; 
reason I .could never CJ.iseover:~ The following day, 
·a~ill in the 'care o·r their Sponso];"<!-kinsmen, they 
unobtrusively repair to the Lodge; · but; their. 
ritual advent awaits sundown; when they undergo 
the NUtA mock-ordeal;J .N'.ULA takes place in a 
shelter not tar .behind the Lodge. Whilst a.ctors., 
simulating wi~h bellows and shreiks the presence 
of some monster ,in the obscurity of this shelter, 
hammer with metal on stone like a smith at his 
forge:• each boy .in turn. clad in a bark .loin•cloth, 
is forced to enter., :in the belief that the ghoul 
' ' - -
w.ill ttpierce a second. anust". But all that he 
:actually .finds within i~ a .hide spread out on the 
ground:! Forthwith he is chased '0Ut or the 1)ther . 
side by .a,ctors brand.i;shing •whips•.~ made of .nTOGO-
bark fibres an<i studded with bells. And straight 
,• 




, a creature traced in. flour on the 
· Similar drawi.ng.s are· reported f'rom the Nya.saland 
Yao· (Ref,79e.) .• , Rep.roductions of. the Yao designs .. scarcely 
resenible .NIRA gWa .naNG'OMBE at al1. However,. one of the 
~ost .iniportant., "Cing•undang'undan;, apparently occurs among 
the southern-Ndonde under the title chiNG:t.UNDANG1UNDA l11BALA 
{.see :Chapter X:J,; bttt this may b~ due to direct ·tao influ-
ence,, seeing that Yao ·Circumcisors £requently operate on j 
southern-Ndond.e boys.~ Incidentally. "Cin,g"und.ang'.unda n_ is . 
. BklOD shown as be.ing conical in form,. hence very sitnilar to 
one of the Nglndo- mystery-charade (iHONGV/E) .straw costumes .. 
the name of which is not known to me,. One observes .ot" 
' 
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ground beside one of the wings of the Lodge, 
and erased directly the rite is complete. 
Thence the boys continue to the front of the 
Lodge where, for the first time since circumci-
si~n, they behold their female relatives, who must 
now identify them by feel, laid out in a row .on 
the ground. The rite, nTANGEnTANGE ( meaning 
obscure), leads to a brief dance of triumph 
when each of the b9ys has been located and 
daubed with flour; but soon they are whisked 
back into seclusion, not to leave it again 
till their final exit in company with the 
girls ._ •• who, at this instant, lie dormant 
in the kiJUMBA-shelter only a few yards· away. 
The strict seclusion of the bush-camp has vanished in the 
dramatic blaze of" nDIPITIPI; ·and the boys' entry to the 
Lodge has for them been equally dramatic. Apart ~rom its 
function as a transition-ordeal, NULA remains a puzzle •. 
Perhaps the hide-symbol shown to the ini.tiates may_ serve.· 
to. support the view that the NIRA gwa naNG'OMBE monster 
isa cattle9ernblem; but pastoralism is too remote from the 
Ng~ndo of to-day for the theory to carry any real weight~ 
The purpose of nTANGEnTANGE would seem to be threefold. 
To the womenfolk it gives advance ~ proof of the boys• 
survival; to the boys it gives a foretaste of full 
release, thereby heightening the sense of abrupt rescue 
Footnote (cont.) 
Ngindo•Yao similarities in names. nnwesi" (moon); ·a drawn 
sY"mbol among the Yao, seems to correspond with MWEI (also 
moon):; a straw-model among the Ngindo; likewise Yao "lyuwatt 
(sun) for Ngindo liCHUEA. Again the Yao nsongo"t·· said .to 
be a mythical snake, tallies with Ngindo HONGWE or which 
k1HONGWE1 plural iHONGWEi is the probable diminutive f'orm). 
NIRA gwa naNGfOMEE (possibly NIRA gwANA NG'OMBE) is cryptic 
in meaning; but the name certainlr. seems to suggest cattle·~· 
the Ngindo use the 'kiSWahili word 1ng'ombe0 , 'cow' or 'beast'• 
The pictorial monster itself, of which I caught only a 
glimpse by firelight, appears as a crude £our-footed animal. 
Though the l'J'gindo have no known cattle associations, their 
most recent tribal conquerors. the Ngoni; were semi-
pastoral •. 
.from the vacuum of the bush-camp; . and to the public at 
large it gives barely a glimpse of the boys, whose appear-
ance on the day of liberation will still be a novelty.. So 
both boy- and girl-initiates, though strictly segregated 
• 
and performing independent rites. come to be based on the 
self-same Lodge whence, very shortly., they will graduate 
together. 
' x 
Henceforth both sexes participate. in a series of 
2g1b • 
rites of identical content, held in the vicinity of the 
L~dge, though seldom simultaneously,. and, with the exception 
of the climax, never jointly. ·The rites include preliminary 
lust.ration, annointment with flour, final cleansing, adorn-
xx 
ment, triumphal parade, and 'coming-out'. 
Preliminary lustration (nJOGO, 'bathing'), for .the 
bpys something of an ordeal as well since it takes 
place in a.near-freezing dawn, is the ritual ducking 
xxx 
of the initiates at a pool or waterhole. It 
.falls on the penultimate day of the :ruPIYO brew. 
Once again., the nTOGO forest-symbol stands well to· 
the £ore. For instance, the boys have to pass 
through an archway of its branches before entering 
the water. where they are .splashed with switches 
cut from it. After drying the initiates at bonfires, 
Footnote x. · .. 
Actually the boys have one further rite peculiar to 
themselves, mhWACHA kuLABA ('be sure not to·be late'), 
which .I never ;personally observed. 
Footnote xx. , 
I did not have the time to translate or analyse the 
songs appropriate to these rites, so must omit them. 
Footnote .xxx .• 
Certain lineages do not all·ow total immersion of 
their members, but wash them from vessels instead .. 
The taboo is said to have arisen f'rom the accidental 
death of an initiate through droW}ling. 




the escorts perform itinerant dances all the way 
back to the· Lodge. Whereas the male and female 
nJOGO-rites run concurrently at different 
x 
points, the flour-annointment rite (mbeLEMBA) 
for each sex falls ·on a different day • • • tha. t of 
the girls on the morning .of the fourth day of' HU 
ruPIYO, immediately before the climax, that of the 
boys on the preceding evening,. In each case the 
initiates are daubed with flour all over the une 
torso, the girls in dots made with the fingers, 
the boys in fan•shapes applied with the five-pointed 
xx 
leaf ~stem of the mPINDIMBI-tree • Final cleansing 
(kuJOYA bALI, 'cleansing the initiates'} take~ 
place behind the Lodge on the fourth. and final day of 
the ruPIYO phase, The initiates. those of each 
sex grouped a seemly distance apart and standing 
on ma.ts, are stripped, rubbed down with water, clad 
in splendid raiment (n.GWINDE, 'may you dress') 1 and 
annointed on the forehead and both cheeks with dabs 
of sim ... sim oil to which seed-grains are made to 
adhere. The Initia.trix embraces ea.ch girl, and 
her male counterpart,. should he by way o:f exception 
be appointed, touches brows with each boy. Next, 
girls and boys in turn, their faces muffledi1 mount 
the shoulders of male attendants, who dance .in 
procession behind· the Lodge. The leading boy-
initiate, _preceded by a man carrying a .fowl, grasps 
Footnote x. 
· .. ~ 
Not to be confused with the male-circumcision rite 
of like name. 
' 
Footnote xx. 
"Vitcx species" (identification by Mr. P.R.O. Bally 
of the.Coryndon Museum, Nairobi) .. It has edible-
fruits, serves as a hive-platform, and its pale wood 
provides Muslim prayer-boards. · Its alternative name,· 
mHURU 1 means 'solitiary' •. 
.in his hand a gnu·-tail. Finally the dancers 
bear all the initiates.together round.to the 
f'ront of the L?dg·e, where a gre·at ga'thering awaits 
them, the eldeis sitting down to their·ruPIYO beer, 
• t 
the dense mass o.f younger folk. jostling in a 
tumultuous dance. This is liREGERE ( ~;yodelli·ng·t 
or :tre:Joicing" ).. A.ft·erwards the boys are set . 
to ·earth and made to straddle a row otbeet' and 
fl-ou:r bowls; placed alternately;· whence they are 
carried onwards and deposited on mats spread before 
the cent.re ... section ;of the Lodge; where the girl-
ini tiates are .already seated. Both must then sip 
some .of the beer. 
fort.ht).; 
The purificatory rites beginning with nJOOO form a 
. x 
fit~ing crescendo to the climax of liHEGERE ., blending 
.all the earlier fertility-themes symbolised by flour, 
,:beer, seed, tail-switches, and the nTOGO-tree. So the 
_boys and gi.rls, resplendent, the :centre of excitement, 
sit happily together.. But their final departure f'rom 
·the .Lodge .awaits the fo1low.ing morning, known as mllX 
<NALA., the : term generallf applied to the morrow. o:t a 
·beeT•partj: • 
. Footnote x. 
. As an accompaniment ta the revelry, the_ .. Ngindo . 
: sometimes stage. ac. robatic dances,, su.· ch as maHEBE . ( twnbl.ing) ,, '. ' 
.miCHIPIRA {sti}tl1 kiNYEPE (masked.), maKINDANGA {stamping), . 
. or 11KOMSORA laerlal). The more·regu.lar and sedate nDENGERA, 
· is also thought appropriate. Other diversions, such as 
· naLILI, mark the occasion. NaLILI represents the ful£ilment 
of some wager, made by an individual .in return for the · 
·goodwill o.f the ghosts.: Thus a man whose son has safely 
passed ~hx-ough the ceremon~es may give some promised forfeit; 
in pu:bli·c., as a token .of his gratitudce,. I s·aw such a one 
yoke .his wife tn a ·Cloth harness, and J.ead a proeession 
from end_ to ·eild of the Lodge .• 
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·Throughout the preceding week of ceremonies, the 
Lo.dge will at no time have been deserted; for the work 
-
entailed in brewing, done on 'the spot .• goes on ·continually. 
Though there· is .a constant eome•and-go, the f'amilies 
immediately concerned lfith. brewing. and vb~tua.lling stake 
claims to certain sections of the Lodge,. which is accord-
ingly subdivided into doors, one ~or .ea.ch initiate. • • since 
,,; 
the building is· open-fronted, these 'doors' are· of course 
imaginary. Opposite each., .stand t.he brewing•.jars, togethei-
forming art impo.sing rank.. fisi ting kins£ollt ..from other 
settlements who arrive early in; the week take tip residence 
in the Lodge; behind whlch a .number .of makeshift shelter.a 
spring up to house the o'irerflow. In fae't the Lodge, an 
independ.ent mushroom-'settlement' in the forest 1, J?ecomes 
the centre of 1a .flourishing c.ommunity life, So that, even 
in the lulls., people still throng ·1t. Attendanc.e is so 
general that .scarcely any selectivity emerges• The 
.initiates' kin,, including affines, .may come .from a radius 
of 50 miles, if only for th.e ''coming-out t event• On that 
day., the turn-out swells to impressive dimensions; e.xceed-
ing anything else in the whole , Ngindo calendar .• 
. Its ,Sequ:el •. therefore, appears .modest by comparison •. 
:Next morning, after a final wo:rd of instruction, the 
InitiatriX allows her changes to escape from the .Lodge:; 
whilst the boys follow suit. 
Early .in the morning.,· the Initiatrix gives the 
. girl•initiates a .final instalment or lnstruction. 
Away behind the L<>dge, she explains to them in 
song the significance of the one remaining model--
exhibit, nGAKA (Pangolin or Scaly Ant-Eater:, 
"Smutsia Temmincki"), a ;spiky clay ball·or ~gg 
the si~e or.a bowling-wood. At the same time a 
small tork of nTOGO,, draped with beads,. is plant-
ed upright in the ground• Over lt are poured 
\ 
'' 
libations of a thin flour-and.:bee.r paste., which is 
also :appli,ed to the girls' llps. Finally the nGAKA, 
on being broken assunder into several :pieces, reveals 
an.assortment of di£ferent seeds in its hollow centre. 
Whilst '.exuberant males skewer the segments on their 
knives and gallop wildly with· them round the arena, 
th·e .. female on-lookers, who help to fin.1sh the distaste-
ful beer-mixture, appropriate the seed.. Immedia.tely 
aftt?rwards,, boy7and girl-initiates ,loin in a skipping 
parade :from one end of the Lodge . to the other~. Near 
the .centre, in its brushwood rear•wall, an aperture 
ha·s been cut ready. Through it the initiattes now 
scamper. (kuPOJOLA liWlGII, 'piercing the Lodge') without 
a baekward gl:a:nce, running·. away as hard as they .can. 
Although I lack t.he confirmation of the songs and native 
comment thereon., nGAKA appeared to me obviously . vaginal.; and 
. 
its spikes or hat.rs, made of bamboo splinters stuck int·o the 
elay at .a sloping angle,, obviously pubic. The !'ertility 
seed•symbol witlU.n woul.d seem ·consistent with snch a view. 
Doubtl.ess the egg-like object f;s supposed to resemble the 
,· 
' Pangolin when curled up into a protective ball, though the 
hairs call to: mind, rather, the quills of a porcupine. The 
skipping brings an echo ·Of the' girls' entry into seclusion., 
and the 'escape•· an echo of the _boy.s' exit from the bush-camp. 
So· the initiates· are .free.to return to their homes, 
thef boys to their parents,· who support them until they are 
gr'o"!ll men, the .girls to their suitors, who now rank as fu.11 
husbands!', In the past, whilst the procedure for girls~seems 
to have followed much the same lines a:s at present,. no male 
could be circumcised until fully grown. The prime . reason for 
·tthe drop in age of male initiates appears to be economy., 
The female expert is retained because of the paramountey ot 
. ' 
inculcating wifely, as opposed to other :forms of discipline; 
:whereas that ·Of the boys ,it is felt,, can_ safely be left to 
,everyday in.formal agencies. This change might seem to indi• 
cat.e that. the function of .former 'initiations' might· have 
been :more emphatically marital; that .is to :say, both the 
betrothed spouses· might conceivably have had their .''initiation" 
at the :same Lodge, becoming 'married' in the proc.es.s.. Bu~, . 
excepting in· one or two isolated instances,, thanks to the 
husband being unusually. tardy 1n g·e~t:i.ng circunicised, this 
does not seem to have been .. the ease. In those days, :SO it 
is said,, youths could not even :s'9t about ·making conquests; 
for only middle-aged men were considered. by the women to be 
At any rate, .a girl f s initiation is now 
evidently :decisive 'in determining her status ln wed.lock~ The 
suitor,, or at least.· his representative ·among the prospective 
in..:.la:ws., a.ttend.s, shar.ing in symbolic act .. s of connubial union. 
It is incumbent on him.to bear a proportion ·Of the costs 
involved., over and above the payment or bride.-wealth instal-
ments. For instance" he has to furnish a length o.£ MEREKANI-
eloth ·(here called mhYAT.A) for his betrothed''s kiBANGALALA·-
rite, and a klt.TAMBI-robe (here· call.ad kiUTA) for. her final 
A.s for .fellow-in~tiates .• whether male or female; they 
appe~r to maintain·little or no solidarity in later life, 
'• . -
apart from neighbourly companionship'•· They are bound by no 
perina,ne.nt relationship arising out of their joint initiation. 
. · ~"at- X 
On the othe·r hand~, the fact Lboys and girls 'come•out' together 
. .. . . . ' 
makes the Ngindo initiations something more than the promotion··· 
' . . 
of a particular social S'egment. t·o a tresh social· grade~ · ·In 
Footnote *·• 
There is nothing to pre'1.en~ a session being held 
·exclusively .for boy-; or ex-elusively for girl•t initiates• 
Wh.et(e the s.ituation occurs,, however,. it is merely because no 
initiates of the opposite sex are available.. As an id~a.l; 
Ngi-ndo prefer to merge the, two toget.he.r. 
,, 
~crocosm; these boys and girls •. .a complete stratum in 
themselve.s,,- are the sur-vival of Ngindo society., .For 
theirs is . the 11lost ,~mportant single adv.ance in the 
perpetuation-cycle. Small wonder tha.t :the N:gindo should 
suni up their whol·e pagan religion in the phrase: i•.It is 
the initiatio.ntt. 
Regarding ruy · interpr--etation of the nT.000-tree as 
an ''indirect t :fo·rest•symbol.; I .realise· that this may be 
wide of the.mark.as· a 1direet'association of symbol and 
thing· symbolf.sed .• - In point of Ca·et, the t~rtilit;v-content.-
of nTOGO may p:rovid,e its $pee1fic symbolism; mare e-specially 
in view -0£ the universality of the Ngindo flour-cW.t 1 with 
which.it so.'frequently dovetails.; Nor am I unaware o.f the 
implications of the latter as an index of a .cultivat.ing-
tradition, These inferences must be set.against my own 
'hunch'' of an aboriginal-tradition. I argue, on grounds 
. -
set. out elsewhere in this thesis and on a total appraisal 
. or Ng.indo society, that the f'orest .is supremely important" 
and tha-t such .symbols as the nToao. wha1;ever thei.r secondary 
associations,, are an unconscious recognitlon· of this tact~: 
Further, the· now-pre,ponderant cultivation•symbols may,. in 
my vi·ew, have been borrowed wholesale. Ngindo. themselves 
are singularly inarticulate on such matters.~. I could never 
elicit a satisf~ctory native ·explanation of 'the nTooo ... cult .• 
It- is open to serious doubt whether the home-Ngindo 
consistently practised male circumcision;.· say~ - a hundred·· 
years ago... Yet the complexity of present r.itual points 
to a lengthy evoluti.on. Ngindo'land does not ·boast above 
a dazen :Circtimcisors of repu.te... ~heir profi:cieney finds··. 
its outward mark in the pas.session ·Of' a medicinally potent 
. ' . 
gnu-tail -(mKIRA.)., obtained either through inheritance or 
through experience. with an e$tablished Circlimclsor · .. ~,.,,.- · · 
agnatic :succ~ssion is by no means the rule in the transfer-
ence of this skill •. kt the end 0£ the season, or in a blanlr 
28)b. 
year~. ,liKWATA dances are held to release the operators 
x· 
from chastity; and to restore the tails 1 power .~ Formerly~ 
in a given locality, several .seasons would be all«)wed to 
' • • I 
pass,. so that the comb.ined celebration might be the more 
impr.essive.. Nowadays;, .for prestige reasons (see the end 
. . 
of Chapter VIII;; 'Special .Ideology' ) , the rites hav$ dis-. ,. . . . . 
integrated. Thus neighbouring Cell-groups may hold com-
_peting female-seclusion, or even male-circumcision, dances. 
. . . ~ ~ -, . ~ ~. ' ' . 
However,, I have yet to hear 0£ -sueh ambitions resu.lting in 
two Finales in one.and the -same settlement! 
©wing to the sea:rcity 0£ Cireumcisors and the. 
m~tiplicity ot dances, each operator becomes ambttla~t 
directly the season opens; in fact is said to depend ·on 
the gratuities of flour for his subsistence throughout the 
rest .of the. year ••• his haul from a single dance may be as 
.ttrUch. as f'ifty pounds weight.: A reputable Circumciser 
appears to av·erag.e about ten s~ssions per se~son., -earning 
.a 1cash-fee of at l'east Shs .~ 2/- for each boy circumcised. 
r heard. that one- Circumciso.r was demanding Shs.1 5/•i ·which 
Footnote x..-, 
Regarding the .Yao and Konde {or Ngonde) tail.;. 
sWitches (Ref.79a), prima tacie they ;eeem to .resemble 
· closely. the Ngindo ones, about which I know too little to 
make a thorough ,comparison. For instance,, I was ·not a:ware 
that medicines. could be incorporatad in the' tail-hand.le 
it,self;. · though judging .from illustrations of the Yao _ 
material, some of the Ngindo •talls' are of suf'fieient size 
t(i) acc,ommodate medicine.. Again, . though I heard .in passing · 
. tl:iat tails could be male or :f,emale,,. no further detail on this 
paint was f'orthcoming. As .far as I know, t.he Ngindo favour 
gnu.-tails to th~ exclusion o.f all others, whereas. the Yao µse 
those of lion, buffalo,· zebra,, and sable•antel.ope as well.-. 
However •. : .even among the Yf\o,- it .appears that .for initia.ti,on 
purposes .it is the gnu-ta.11 which .ts essential.·· Thelr other 
·t;.ypes.or tail servedr>.;other purposes, such as raiding Ska· and 
war' . in which I have ·not heard- .that the Ngindo used tail;,;..•n'iRllC~ 
·emblems•- Yao ~ails may be ':fed~ with blood,, especially that 
ot 'the first o.r a group or boy-~miti~tes to be circumcised. 
I have not foun.d Ngindo doctoring tails in this way, though 
they do so in the -case of' other objects,, such :as therapeutic 
b~acelets .-. Be.s.i1des being a_ very prominent . symbol at the 
~gindo initiations, the 'tail' is a stock-in .... trade for all 
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some informants reckoned exorbitant• Since his work is 
almost continuous for a period of several weeks, the 
Circumcisor is expected to refrain from copulation 
throughout; as indeed should the parents of initiates 
during the secl~sion phase, though few comply. Certain 
Circumcisors have dual functions. Three brothers, for 
instance, all of them trained operators formerly living 
in t.he Ndapata and Muhinje areas, but since evacuated; 
are also qualified as Muslim Preachers. So, during the 
rainy.-season,. they concentrate on preaching• 
The Initiatrix adheres to much the same 
routine as the Circumcisor. Likewise in demand, and 
likewise the owner of a gnu-tail or tails. her income 
is roughly on the same scale. She is the arbiter and 
repository of custom, the essence of traditional inertia. 
It was an Initiatrix1 encountered on safari in a remote 
spot., walking empty-handed whilst a male attendant carried 
he1gnu-tail behind, who greeted me in the old-.fashioned 
style.by kneeling down on the ground• a thing I never 
saw .Ngi~do do before or since'.. Surprisingly, it does not 
matter it .she happens to be pregnant at the time of assum-
ing duty,. provided she is well enough to dance. The 
way in which these women dominate the proceedings at 
crowded Lodges indicates the importance Ngindo accord 
to their £unction of indoctrinating the girls. Generally 
they are elderly, though two very competent ones I met 
could not yet have reached their forties. Oi.rcumcisors, 
who tend to be younger, are if anything more plentif\tl 
a !'air .indication of the extraordinarily high status 
enjoyed by the Initiatrix. 
The N'gindo initiations, though unique as an 
organised cycle ami corpus. of ritual episodes, bear 
astonishing re.semblances o.f deta.il to those of the Yao 
and Makonde, both ,of whom .speak related tongues (i.·e. 
. ' 
related to ·each other~ and ~o kiNGINDO). · The Yao e·ere-· 
( Ret '1~) , . . · 
moniesh_ .though they embody the alien ttLupanda" pole, _show 
multiple parall·els in both terminology and· procedure. 
Circumcision, with its prominent tail-symbol and ·"Masebe" 
danee (the Ngindo call it .maffEBE,.· and perform.it later 
in the .sequence). shows the same outline.. The dries or 
the initiates are drowned by drumming in ·the :same manner,. 
and the um-ombwe" Sponsor (c.f .• :aROMBO in kiNgindo). . ·. 
steers each boy fl. .(t•~t..ali" . for kiNgindo bALI) ~hrough 
the bu~h .... ca.mp ( "Nda~ala", same t1ord in kiNgindo) .1 which 
mul~ .. be burneQ. down,. Lat~r;, the Yao initiates are ~ashed 
.)( . 
("Koga Mambangott for kiN.._.gindo nJOGO) ,. and so forth, 
· The .Makonde rites show like af'finit.ies· 
. 
. {Ref ,27):, Here, though such alien features, as '';sacred 
fire• occ1;lr, certain resemblances are even more striking.· 
· .Qn the way to the arena.., male ... 1nitiates,,, borne shoulder-
high,, meet the Circumeisor'.s party,, complete with. ·1ta1lt 
f"Meila" for kiNgJ!inclo mlaRA)., lying prone i·n the ,pa~h · 
.. ' 
("Kuwadiwili ndils;n,, i .•. e. the miPINGUl ., om.ens" of the 
~ ·.~ 
Ng!ndo).,. 'rhey .sing about the ttMtawala shrew". (nDAB.ALA 
.elephant~shrew) '... the· Makonde. source equates the rite 
.. 
with pubic· hair~ whereas the · Ngindo connotation .. is 
definitely phallic .•.. As for the. bushpig-charade, .found. 
-;itl each.,, the Vf!Jry imagery Of the songs is identice.l •. 
> 
Compare kiMakonde •••" 
-" .. . Nanguluwe .. . .. watutula · pal'ri. 
"Misterwfldpig, rooting a6out in. the-ground ienea.:tfi. 
ul.embelaci 
hat ·d0;· you want or wild roots·' 
. 
1\ "'-So&.( ;.., l"-t. Sl • ..,.., S4-le. Jr'a 1:-1.., .So ... lLu.., - Ncl.o ..... ~c. • 
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with kiM.a.gingo ••• 
nGULUBE kuMBOJ AMBOJ A • KAJULA 
The bushplg routs about. He breaks open 
manGICHI • KuMEMENA mBELENJE 
the nGICHI-frults. He chews (the roots of) burnt tufts 
of grass~ 
One must conclude that very considerable cross-fertilisa-
tion has taken place• 
Subsistence Rites. 
Most Ngindo adult occupations dispense with 
ritual. However the success of certain enterprises is thought 
to depend.on the performance of mystical acts. 
Perhaps the most significant from the group aspect are 
those marking the harvest season. 
( ... ~~".~~ oJ..Jc:......,) 
· Called ku.BOPA kiBULE~, they fall at the time when 
the sorghum is ripe and ready to b~ cut. Only women 
may ¢onduct them. They dance and form a pt-ocession; 
·bearing heads of grain which they leave at a cross-roads 
(maLEKANO) as an otferlng. I never witnessed this 
ceremony but it evidently r~mains an intra. ... settlement 
affai.r.. The Ru.fiji District Book {Ref .60) embroiders 
by making it common to the Mwera., Matumbi 1 Za:r:-amo; and 
others. It also insists that the "Wahekemba" (Ikem.ba) 
hold it when the. crop sprouts, the "'Wa'ndonde" (Ndonde) 
and if\.fachoo·» (Chobo) when it flowers; and the Magingo 
at both junctures. Local informants reject this differ-
entiation, as they do the .further assertions that the 
women dance naked after nightfall, that they eat the 
raw grain (though passers"'"by are at liberty to do so 
later) , that they per.form pantomimes oi cultivation 
(though they may hollow out watet'•melons·aa symbole), 
and that they·place ash in a cracked pot out in the 
forest (this is done at anothe.r t.ime and .for another 
purpose, i.e. burial. The Rutiji District Book may 
also have confused. harvest-/with initiation-rites, 
which occur only a short while afterwards) • Copula-
. tion is taboo a day before,- and two days after, plant- . 
ing; and before the grain .is mature mi.LIMBU beer may 
be drunk '···· ·• presumably the same beer to which .I heat'd 
the Ndonde of south-east Ngindoland refer. They dedi• 
eate heads of millet, putting them aside in the hut, 
later to be made into beer. Others they place at the 
deserted intersection of two paths.. A similar party, 
mBUJ"IfE NG•UNDA (you have returned from the fields), 
~;.;e"tf'1 
comesl..!fter the harvest. The District Book adds that 
in the event of drought or ·Crop•failu.re the NDENGERA 
dance, to be described presently, might prove eff'.i-
·cacious. These are the only colleetive attempts to 
safeguard the main .food-supply by mystical rne~ns .. 
t 
Indi:viduals may do .so With MBANDlRO med¢cine,: obtai~ .... 
able ·fr.om herbalists who either- treat· the·. ,seed-grain 
before planting or furni.sh a substance to ba buried 
at: the corners of.the .field~ au.t.s a:.:-e.·. erected Without . . 
formality, except.ing perhaps. the summonj,.ng, .0£ a herbal-
.ist to guard again$t snakes and other intruders• 
· Cra:fts.1 especially. those intimately conneQted. 
with the forest., demand a.• certai·n amount ot ceremonial .• 
Pottery, the clay for which at Bar1kiwa i·s to.· 'be: had only 
from ·d·eposits tn the forest, lies under the sway. of a: 
priestess. She takes ap,propriate action should accidents 
or losses occur. . I could not discover how $he sacrlf'i;ees; 
apparently shed>es so at ho.me in private; b'1t all·~la.y­
miner.s: must ·observe s,exual and other restrictions, either 
fashioning a toy pot at the ,entrance-way•- or spitting .on 
an .nTOGO leaf.·and casting it .into the pit.. It 1.$ noteworthy 
that the remainder-. o.t the? techni~ue should b~· carried on 
informally at the homesteads until, once ·. again in the tore st, 
the pots are fired. Then they .have to be treat~d. with a . . 
~ ( . . ' ~ 
protect:tve m$d~cine • NTERA gwa kµHIMULIRA, med¢c1ne for 
extingl.Lishing); whilst chance v:i.sitors at. the bonfire get, 
a pot grati..s, a.throwback to the days or witch-burning when 
a sorceress•s salvation might lie in redemption.by .,a. 
. ' ' . ' . x 
stranger., whence her :anxi.e.ty to attract stranger$ thitiler;. 
n/·p·~- • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • .~ . 
Beekeeping, most developed of the bush~crarts, requires e.ri 
annual otf'ering made at the lineage level or by ev(:!n · 
smaller groups. Un~formity by no means ob~ains.1: but a. - ' ) 
specimen rite as performed by.a given lineage-core will 
··--· ~~. -~.---· - - -·---~ .. -- ~_,--...-~ -··--- --~ -~ -·- ·-
x ... ,.lest she should find herself accused at some later date 
a.nd facing dee.th on a s.imilar bonfire. ·· · 




; · ... 
serve as example:, besides giving an idea 0£ the form taken 
. /he. oU~c.~~t•v 1-~:ic S·..---.-------1 
. by othe.r multt .. purpose .offerings to' the spirits. A. day 4-e-
. tn~o,..,.s Alt . .· ·, 
... £1ltg4 in advance. and~!.t&pY neighbour~ng relatives iftfe.rmed • 
. They staf)d under no compUl.sion to.attend •. As a rule not 
. . . . mqre than a dozen people are. present t women and .children 
a. splt..c.-e .. . . ... . . .x 
t)nclu~ed. After clearingf!:a C:f'ORa ben,eath an ~HWINDIRA tree, 
' 
.~the otticiator sees to ,it that honey-combs are. put ready • •• 
. 1 the combs must come· from a .honey-be.e nest or from the type o.r 
r • ' ' 
~ ' . . . .. . . » 
~ild~bee known as kiSOMA · (.TRIGONiA .species GRIBOOOI. Magretti. 
. , Ident1£ication by Mr. Yarr.ow of, the Brttish Museum..) The 
old..o.st:vl·e ba;rk container (kiJULA) must be U$~d to harvest it, 
. Wlo\a.lc. oi "•. 
a~tbough now l~rge.ly superseded by t.he l=liEio NGUPILI, J Separat-
·'\ ing out ... a small qliantity of .liquid honey, placed .in two dim-
t-
inutive receptacles sa.id .to symbolise male and f'emale, the 
· . la.1' H,e...,. o" ~1.cc...,. te.11. ... c.1 Jru;.t<.. · 
"\ .o£fi·Ciator f!:ut..s t:iliem aide by side e:laag with other condiment.s 
~, such as t:oba.cco and sal~. ree1iieg a.a gree~. lOO?v·eo. The 
sma].l cups are likewise .made of bark and called i#JULA (plur); 
· pto.lr.a.4-l 1 · 
the honey,kiHU~A <tlittle harves~ '//); and the officiator him· 
. a. t\OY••\9.(lor ( . \ 
self-> anaHOTA:, the ne·rmel wor~ meaning , elder#. b'tlt applying 
. eq.l;ially 'Ee e yoat~fal offieiater. · The residue of the honey;. 
though foX'fil.i.ng part of the sacf'ifice. and susceptible of omens, 
. . clo.-w"'-cl Sf&.'~ · 
remai~s outside the ~re:ee. Around it towards sundown the 
participants gather, whereupon the officiator, .seated on the 
ti-,«. a,,.u.S~t'A.l 
, ... ground .and rubbing hie· hand~ together.•. addt>~sses ~ spirit or 
a.ssoc.:a.t-.. .t. .. aL.. ~~c. U.ic.k ... t- a. .. <.a. """ '\' ... c.sh .• "" 
spirits l!such a :manual gesture also /occurs in the local 
...... ·-·' "f 
. I > . : " '·. . ; · . 
F·ootnot.e : x 
. . . . .. . . It b~longs to the Combretum species (identified 
by Mr. Bally, Co;ryndon Museum, Nairobi), is worked by bees, 
· serves as a hive-pla~form, and provides bu.ilding-poles. A 
tr~e more co~only used for sacricLiees is the mHQRO (Caesal-
pinia. crista, Re.r.9oa). In thiaJ_it is .not confined to the 
Ngindo; nor y its sacralisation does it imply the presence 
or ghosts in the tree itself. mHORO,sheds its leaves at 
night, say the natives, who endow it mystically. I do not 
knowi,if the leav·es ,actually fall ·by dark~ but this is why it 
~~hosen; . not because of specific haunting. It is taboo 




Islamic services). The Ngindo tongue should be used so 
that the spirit, frequently belonging to the pre-Swahili 
era, may understand the words. There is no precise formu-
la for framing the apostrophe, but the content stays con-
stant from year to year. It is a plea for blessing and 
for a season rich in honey. In particular is aid implored 
to avert encounters with dangerous animals. The audience, 
likewise seated, ·keeps quiet throughout but goes through the 
same motions. The company then disperses whilst the of fer-
ing, left out uncovered overnight, becomes the object of 
anxious scrutiny the following morning. If the honey is 
seen to be untouched ••• the selected spot lies well away 
from the homesteads and human interference ••• the omen is 
·judged favourable, the honey consumed there and then by the 
supplicants, and the season pronounced open. If on the con-
"'"' trary the offering has been pilfered or sullied, all activity 
\- r\h .. a.l ~ ... puh 
must cease pending the verdict of ~rieal ppaetitienePe whose 
\!I 
~ job it is to diagnose the cause of displeasure and suggest 
t means for its removal. In the case of consistently bad omens 
- VHf~S€ ~ ~ow 
\.J (UHEMBE iTAKANA, 'the 'flour.I •• • }!n archaic word@enoting 
all forms of offering)/1~ has be;;-;efuseJ , operators do 
not abandon the harvest but proceed gingerly, mostly by day-
light, and constantly on the watch for accident. As for 
impatient persons neglecting to wait for the sacrifice, they 
are subject to no P.enalties; but thought to do so at their 
f.teH·l..c.. l.o~e~ 4.o..,. ":vc.s l 
own.peril. Uiv&sLi~ or ?~ar c~lt1vatio~stdc net counts for 
"""' .. ,lcl- l..o ... c71 o\ a. .. 'it c:l-csc•iph .... { ~ .,,,td-1.~,., j "'&&it '-•"~) ~ .... a. "•""•<& o ri.-.. 11\~ ~""-'"'~..,~Jc.. I.Ive.) 
the purposes of/taie taeee1 noP does wild·honey of aey 
f-1.c. hA•o o"' c.o .. .s ...... ;,."'r !..,...,.,., .ArcJ01c. H,., loca.l S'&cv< itc.e. ".u --"u.. ~e.lcl. 
d8scr1pt1eR. No great accretion of observances surrounds 
the sacrifice, nor is anyone debarred from exercising 
priestly function; if need be, a woman may deputise. Both 
officiator and h~ney-gatherers are however debarred from 
$~10 .. &l :,.\-co( .. ., .. sc. \,.._c..l~~t&I-, .4cio .. ~ "., <*. ... .-~ .... ,. \-I.e. .. :,,i...t •\ \-~, s-~c .. ii;.«.. 
~f.rl1.lating e:1taep on the e•.re of the plac:ing or on that of 
No sacrificial honey may be eaten before-
hand, or even licked from the fingers. The officiator, bare-
headed, strips doirln ·to. a _;oin•cloth before assum:ing hi.S . 
.A 
~olew In a.. year of dearth. the sacrifice may, .rem~in. .in 
. ' ' ' 
fibeyam:e.· On the oth~r hand individuals may in normal . ' . . ' ~ . . , 
times' mak~ subseque,nt token' off~rings. ~ccordil'l$ to' their 
·Rain .is not. r~garqed. as. ·a legitimate ag~ncy .or 
, ' ' . ' .. ·, 
."'."\ the 13p,irits ~ · In the· event of ·a threat.,~ning do'ltmpour·~. a 
!-' ' ' :: ( ': '. " ' ' 
~ temporaey .shelter might ·~e e:recte<l'; but the beemt:!h would. 
'" . ~ ... 
' ':J. not ordinarily. choo13e anything save a cl.ear :evening. · No i , . . . 
· mor~. do th$y' consider ,falling· leaves .a$ .ohienti•'. Uarrn ~o 
110 matt~r what ingredierit'.of:'the offering en~ails a gloomy 
interpretatio~; ~nd .especially to the liquid honey. 
This is a safn.ple to show how·bush-craftsmen 
- i°"' 4- . ' 
Discuss~Lthe ~ller implicatio.ns. of. their 
, ·efforts at appeasement· must ,await general treatment ot Ngindo 
views 1.on death and the hereafte.r. What impresses. one most 
about such rites as these, performed pnce a. season if that 
fr,equen.tly; is their b;revity and lack of 11ital. inlportance.· 
At no.other point in ttie·complicated technique of.bee-keeping 
does r.itual come into t'ocus;. and the sanctions governing this 
bu.lk~propitiation just, d'.escr.ibed $re weak enough. Again, the 
inherent .risks of £orest-tt~l.lisati'.on, and especially bee-
keeping, ·evoke a· meagre ritual response.- ·Possibly the 
deat'tb of ritual may be due to t1?-e indust.ry's ,recent growth 
.from an e$oteri¢ into .a wid~spread activity .• ·. Be~keeping is 
· .. the most comprehensive, .. lucrative, and intricate or the 
.fore.st crafts., tending to embrace the rest; ·.which' are ' 
' ,. 
consequently devoid of' ,ritual. However l: have J1e.ard. .:tell 
.ot a •rubber 'sacrif.i.ce•., now a dead letter:.;·. 'B~,tpts·. sett .... 
. . ing out on patrol, certain of the (mostly ialiffn) ~f~i~ah , : ,·, 
Game-scouts have been rumoured to stag~ .• el.e~han;t," $acrtiice.s' 
f~r the benefit .of local .Ngindo .spirits •. .. :,., .. , ' 
290. 
Sickness. 
Ngindo may meet the problem of sickness (UTAMW.E), 
like other misfortunes, with common-sense methods. Know-
. ,such as aperiants, 
ledge of herbal remedies, someJ.::f demonstrable efficacy ~ea 
as a.pePiliRte, 1s extensivefboth in expoaento end content. 
; and the number of ~its exponents large. 
For this reason practitioners with a wide following or repute 
are rare. In addition, since their activities almost 
inevitably go with services less legitimate in the eyes of 
Government,,such as divination 1 Jthey are at pains to keep 
. fl IJ ;/ 
anonymous.. One hears only by devious means that so~~~d-so 
knows med-cines, whilst the individual in question wi.Ii as 
like as not .refuse to admit to any skill, Very ~ften it 
t. 
is only one category of meqcine that is known. One herbalist . . 
c.. 
may have snake -, another i1on -, med~cine. It is doubtful 
whether any standard Ngindo ·repertoire exists, excepting in 
broad outline •. Different doctors will have different remedies 
for the same complaint; or may even use the same remedy for 
different complaints. A great many cures act through con-
ventional bodily consumption or application. For instance 
the roots of the Tamarind tree (mKWACHU) may be eaten for 
fever, whilst a man who has been blinded by the caustic 
latex of tree-Euphorbia (NG'HONGANGWEA) can get relief if a 
suckling mother squirts milk in his eye. Again, a patient 
may wear a medicinally-treated object, such as charm-beads 
(luWAMBO), which may also denote a pledge made in time of 
. 
distress that sacrificial beer will be brewed once the 
crisis is past. Pieces of root may form a bracelet; especi-
,o.h 
ally thos~laid beneath a boy-initiate during actual cir-
Such roots 
cu.m.cision. LTM:& will . protect a sick man from the danger 
or pollution by touching a pregnant woman and, as a neck-
lace, give strength to a mother after childbirth. By exten• 
sion, such adjuncts of humans or animals as the dust of 
their footprints may be doctored; though this is preven-
tive rather than curative, aimed at man-eaters and adulterers '"" 
(the District Book; apparently in error, calls this "Uhembe"· 
. ' 
t l elief 1 ( 
rif'ioial b r 







it adds that the counter-medj!fcine goes by the name 
1•Ma.hako") • Not seldom, straightforward prescriptions 
may combine with obscurer ones. Thus the type of sores 
known as .UTUNO may be treated with a balm heated by means 
of hot pebbles, which are later deposited at the side of a 
path in the hope that passers-by will catch, and thereby 
x 
remove, the infection. A fair sample of a. practitioner's 
mixed methods is thist "A child born at the beginning of 
the rains is seen ~o tremble and ail when confronted by 
a butterfly with oculis-markings on its wings. So the 
pract.itioner blows a blessing over the child both east and 
west. Then he gives it a potion containing the diet or 
· these butterflies".. Even where resort is had to the . 
~ 
mystical, the concept o.f substantial med}!cine 1(nTERA• a word 
with plant associations; luTERA means a small pointed 
stick) is inseparable from Ngindo therapy. And in turn 
the mystical can neve~ altogether be disentangled from 
the tangible. Thus, though a he.rbalist goes out to search 
for known roots or leaves with known properties., he allows 
his search to be governed by all manner of 1 irrational• 
criteria such as omens. Since their scope is petty, and 
their approach clandestine, herbalists have a negligible 
social significance. Most are elderly, and many female. 
Patients or their representat.ives simply go privately to 
their hut.s • 
. Footnote: x 
The District Book states that these heaps or stones 
commemorate per.sons who died in transit .• ] It calls 
the practice "Ml.au ayeka" (solitary death ?) or "Mzimu" 
(usually meaning mask or spirit). But I have.not 
.found this to be borne out. The similar placing out 
of ash and potsherds is a~ributed by the Ru£iji 
District Book (Ref .60} to harvest customs• and by the 
.Mahenge one (Re£. 56.) to rheumatic trea.tme.nt or alter-
natively to formal reconciliation between estranged 
spouses. My information is howeve.r that it denotes 
miscarriage ••• the pot from which the mother is washed 
has to be discarded in this way. More commonly. it .is 




Where such a practitioner (a.tniTELA; cf., nTERA, 
,or .a.GANGA) dabbles ~n div.i11ation (kiSANGOJ,. he goes 
293 .. 
deepe.r than the physical causes of an ailment and. ~qtome.ti-
. cally opene up the whole, fie.id .of the occu;lt.. The 
commonest method employed is th:J.t 0£ studying the positions 
of pieces of wood, or 0£ a horn, in a calabash. Again, the 
diviner may simply rub his hands {kuIYOGOLA) whilst inton-
ing prayers, or the names of' suspect$.. When his palms 
cleave ·suddenly together:, this marks the decis.ive utter-
ance he ·makes. His diagnos:ts may f'all into ·One or tour 
.categories. The disease arises from the action of either 
· natural 1causes, ghosts, devils- or sorcerers; I shall deal 
kko '-"C. 
· .with the latt·foir, whioh ielpresumed if other ·.theories fail, 
.first •. 
Ngin.do s.Orcerers (this term a.ppeara preferable 
, to the more generali.sed nwitch") operate by· ste:ilth and 
under the cover ot darkness. Their methods· draw only . 
partially on. the· supernatural. Thus a sot>cere.r. is no~ 
thought capable of molesting a; person living furtner away 
than a night ts . returD. walking-distance; i'':sturdier males 
have a somewhat. wider radius than females.; .. females are 
thought less predi.ctable than males., who will seldom, 
resort t() sorcery with.out good cause. · So much so,. that ~ 
straight poisoning, ot which the .Ngindo have ~rri1 advanced. 
Footnote: x •. (see overleaf) . 
Ngindo make no claim to the control of were-
animals ., though ne~tghbouring tribes such as Mwera and 
Makonde a.re known to do so. The confidence.shown. by. 
certain Ngindo el·ement.s in their immunity frp~_ a:t;taek by 
lions has no bearing on sore-ery •••. those stated by the 
District Book. to be living around the "Li tr~a" artaa of ·· 
Nyera (eastern Ngindoland' a generation ago were prpbably . 
under Mwera .influence •. Ngindo do however tear.reincarna-
tion in the form of a carnivorous monster. Should a · 




knowledge, may quite often be the explanation of so-called 
Jou-.-11 
'bewitching•. Nevertheless these nocturnal errands surpass 
reality in a number of particulars. Firstly the sorcerer 
glides along, leaving no footprint. By levitation also 
he surmounts otherwise impassable obstacles, sueh as 
x 
swollen rivers. Should he encounter 'I wild beast he will 
' ' 
come to no harm; or if he does, it is a serious portent 
for the whole community; should he encounter a human, the 
latter's vision will be i~paired by magic. Male., as opposed 
to female, sorcerers can discharge two·roots fastened 
together which fly like bullets towards their target. 
Striking home with an audible report into the_ victim's 
entrails, they cause him to waste slowly away. The District 
Book has it that even lightning might be harnessed by 
sorcery, though.I have not heard this confirmed. 
( K<e4 ic:~..e.5) 
It is by NDUMBA or miCHENGO (uitefi:emft··sl!&at&Re9) . 
I. 
that the sorcerer gains his ~nds. A substantial med~cine 
compounded from roots and leaves, in dry pellets or mixed 
with oil, it is either fed to the sleeping victim or 
administered through incisions made in the skin .... it is 
by magic that the intruder has entered his hut and 
:rendered him soporific; or that the .victim himself has 
been induced to rise in a somnambulistic state and open 
the door; or that he has been spirited away £or occult 
purposes, to be returned to his bed none the wiser before 
t. 
dawn. The med~cine may also be buried in a pathway, where-
upon it will penetrate the system through the soles of 
the £eet, more especially if they bear an open sore. The 
result in every case is illness or accident, which even-
tually proves fatal. The rate or killing depends on the 
~ 
type of med;cine. One of them brings death in a matter 
of hours. But the decline usually takes a more gradual 
See footnote on previous page. 
course,. Though essent.ially private and unorganised, 
sorcery is thought to entail cann~balistic.feasts h«:!ld 
in the forest by night, w~en the soree·rers dance naked• 
r· . :reeding on exhumed .bodies, . whi·Ch in addi t:ion provide 
ingredients fo:r le£ar med;cines ~ · A variant on this 
. ' . ,_ ' 
·~ : 
""' ,• 
theme is the .. macabre noti,on of the re'scuscitated body or 
a vict_ira., $0 mutilated a's. to l.eave only. th.€il head and 
trunk .immobilised in a f'o.rest lair. There the sorcerer 
keeps it ali v·e on the entrails of' later vi¢tlt.ms. But-
. when the sorcerer dies in his turn, the ra'V'enous monste.r 
.. ( NDONDOCHI) sets up such a gha,stly wail.ing that humans 
shun that locality in terror. Weule recorded a similar 
·. beli,~f among the tvr.a.kua in. 1906, under the name "'Itondocha." 
· (Ref .97). The extraordinary value placed. by the Ngind.o .. 
>on .surv.1.val is illustrated by their comments on the 
NDONDOCHI. Far trom ac·cusing the sorc.erer ot inflicting 
a more diabolical torment than death itself', they decla.re: 
tt.He has pit Y; kee,ping it all. v,e n. 
· Women- because ·their animositie.s. are keener and 
' 
becau.se the :vagina affords an ideal place of' concealment 
"for the tell-*tale med;ein$1 e.xcel in thi·s sphere. The . 
" medpcine is.inherently.potent. So that a man who, when 
emigrating, .feels drowsy under his load, may ~e sure that . 
' " . · ·his wife· has tucked her med~cine away somewhere inside 
.. it. Belier in the malevolence or wom&n is univer~ai; 
even among children.o A youngish man told me : "When I 
was a small boy, I was warned that a certain woman was 
a bad sorceress. ·One day l took a small·hoe and was 
' busy-digg~ng near a path all. by myaelf when she passed 
by. Halting, she. started ·laughing at me;; .so that I 
stood erect and looked at her. Then she left the pa.th arid 
came and grasped me by the arm~ I was very afraidt but 
tore myself loose and ran back home as hard as I could. 
_J 
I did not mention the incident to anyone, not even my 
father or paternal uncle.. This was becauae I was young 
and f:oolish.. Some time lat,er, when l had grown up a 
little, I saw the woman at~a beer-party and asked her 
why she had.laid hold 0£ me. She replied. that she was 
only playing. · But I did not believe her0 • Sorcery may 
be capricious; almost motiveless. A sorceress may 
decide to kill an inoffensive person merely because of 
refusal to give a. pinch of snuff. Transferenc.e' of the . 
" med;foine or its secret, liewise capricious, may be 
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through hereditary sequence; hence operative from an early 
age• A mere girl can be a dangerous sorceress• 
· Sorcery is everywhere, threatening the sur.Yi val 
of both the individual and society.. Ngindo therefore 
rigorously suppress it .• · Originally, homicidal suspects 
were put to ordeal and summarily burnt ·•• if besides . ~ 
surrendering ·their med.pcine they revealed the whereabouts 
ct NDONDOCHI monsters (which could not in the ordinary 
" way be seen by mortals unversed in med~cine), these would 
be burnt ,as well. Nowadays, since superimposed Western 
law, taking the attitude that no such thing exists_,frowns 
not only on 'witchcraft' but a:lso on its antidotes includ-
ing divination, an uneasy compromise prevails. Even the 
courts hesitate. Mostly they do as they are told and 
repudiate sorcery in toto ••• rtThis is a case from the 
past. I do not want to hear it. Even in other courts 
I have not yet heard tell of a case like thistt (NJ 20/46) .. 
But it .is clear 'where their sympathies lie. A man ,neglect-
ing· hia ailing gran4children is censured thus: "He did not 
see his way to arranging divination for them ,or seeking 
" .med¢cine. He just sat1• (MCH~ 5/45).. Although Ngindo blame 
the 'Europeans' for leaving them defenceless in the .face 
0 
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of unbridled sorcery j,.. they cite instances or sorcerers 
openly boasting at beer•parties of ha.v:ing :NDONDOCH! mon ... 
sters h.idden nearby •••. they :can in practi,ce · proceed ...... ~ ................ . 
fairly openly with its. el.imination.: -The method they use 
I e I n p_.-•••• e •.••••• e e • e •. e •• e e e e •• e D e ••••• e • • . ·. , i, 
is ordeal, u.sually · embodied in or backed by med¢ cine; for 
it'. ls believed that e. 'soi-cerer •. once exposed and. given . . 
a taste ot su,pe.rior twhite m.ed~cine ', will fear to trans-
gress ~ain. On a se,cond offence~. the practitioner· . · 
. . . 
responsible for -unmat:1king the sorcerer• whose hair-clip_pings 
and nail-parings he retains;· would then ma,ke an end of him. 
The sanct.i.on of an Islamic ,oath may be added• To extract 
a C;onf'e.ssion, torture may be employed, either by suspension 
alo..f~ with ropes or by pressing.wooden blocks on the skull. 
I • ·, 
The District Book adds "Kilambito" in which a, hot hoe.oibia.de 
' is placed on. th'e tongue ot one of .the accused* s kinsmen, 
:and .. "Utumba" in which stones must .be removed from scalding 
water. The t.rad$.tional mode of identification was luGUMB.A. .. 
<· 
Here the suspect• s ea.r was punctured by a metal spike,. ·If 
blood flowed or the·spike bent, guilt was established~ But 
this has since been replaced by an importation called 
luKUTA. · LuKU'l.'A ll have also heard it termed M'l'ANGAW!Z·I) 
1s. ~ d.rug which ·causes· a sorcerer to lose control of his 
· · £aculti:es ana., unless given an antidote, ultimately to 
S'-~· 
die. ·The .:f'ee charged for :initial dosage may be L2/ .. , and 
for. the remedy $hs. 5/ .. or h:igher. depending on the . 
. $ymptomsl •.,.·an innocent party will vomit· immediately; 
proba.bly through manipulation on the part ot· ·the .doctor 
who gives a. stronger b:rew than the stoma.ch will . tolerate. -
. 1t$· secret appears to belong to a narrow circle• one of 
whom .must be summoned specially from afar, and to differ 
f'rom the 'Mt'.fahi' : poison of ·the Yao and. others (Mwahi 
comes .from a specific trse, is incurable; and generally 
fed to substitute fowl·s)~ Mahenge is thought to have been 
the original home of luKUTA. Indeed Ngindo tend to 
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regard the whole sci.ence of sorcery as a novelty. $ome 
' . 
. . ~ 
of them hold sorce.ry"."rned}!lcine to have been in t.he first 
place a detel"t-ent to lions and in the possession.of .a 
man ·called Lihe1ta ... who le,ter perv·~rted his .power~ So 
it became a force destructive to humans. 
What is .its soc.ial~-·runction ? . Its largely 
h~phazard nature obs~ures it.s coherence as an in$t1";llm.ent 
of reta):'liation b:y .otherw.ise .impofJent .parties. More than 
anything else it mirrors th~ anarchic penchant ot.thE? 
Ngindo, whose tranquil outward 'b~ha.viour can be equa.ted 
• l * '' . ' 
with censored volition, and vicious sorcery :with the un-
• • ~ < -
easy subconsci.ous." Even a mother. $ay the Ngindo.; may 
kill her son. Certain lines 'of tension do however eryrs~ 
tallise in this medium, .more especially those between in• 
1 
laws ••• b~sides being anti~social in general, sorcery 
weake~s those very joins in the social edifice which the 
.Ngindo are most ,detenn:l.necl to preserve,. namely ma.rri~ges. 
Almost every recorded case .involving sorcery-accusations 
. ' . ;:- . 
. . x . co-
concerns .spouses, often polygynous ones~ . One polygynous 
wife. tells another: "Your_h~sband ha~ branded you as a 
sorceress" {AP 9/35): and anetherf "Whis business of . . > . . . . . . . . c 
i.. 
sorcery (med,¢c1ne); ;r saw it ,.n a calabash" (BAR 17/39). 
. . 
.Monogamists .have-the s?.ttle· trouble .(AP 1/;3., 5/35) .• _ The 
' 
· only ordeal sessioz;e l ... could . observe directly ~mplteated 
actual spouses ot- close in•laws, .A man whom I·was treat• 
' • ... • 'Ii. ' ' .',. 
ing for a hi.deous sore. eventually tired ot my ministra'."' 
'< . 
t.1ons and subjected his wives to luKUTA insteadi All , . 
three fell into paroxysms! Thanks to my per,severance 
he recovered, but not before severa.1 menth$ had pas$ed. 
Nevertheless luKUTA took the credit. Another of my 
neighbours took like action over his daughter, who had been 
troubled: by an 1$sue of ~lood. eve.r sinee she married. 
x Footnote: 
The avaiiable court-cases do not exceed a dozen; 
but to these can he added severa.l personally observed ins-
tances, along with a great many statements of native opinion. 
\ 
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suspicion fell on her husband and his agnatic kin; though 
her .father and one. or two of' his .agnatic relatives drank 
the potion too as a gesture. ln the outcome it was the 
I 
husband's paternal unelewho was affected. The latter 
stoutly denied responsibility, declaring.~hat he merely 
became sluggish and.could not take snuff steadily~ But 
his .guilt was regarded 'as patent • it. it wa~' common know-
ledge that he had vainly attempted io.seduce'the afflicted 
woman. .As for his own mother and sister.~ botn 'Widows 
' ' ? 
,liv-ing .nearby, they flatly refused to drink the medf.{cine, 
• d . 
elear proof of their complict.y. LuKUTA sessions are major 
' . . ............ · ... ·• .............................. . 
' I publie ev·ent.s j : The only other FOWil&P7outline I ·could 
n P-• • • • · · • • • • • • • • • · consistent 
~·"' 
discern in sorcery was J.ts bolstering of political office~ 
Unpopular or -inc,ompetent headmen might owe t.heir positions . . 
to occult sanctions, ther·eby s.ilencing both rivals and 
. x. ' 
criticism,:) As for Europeans and senior African of'fi.cials, 
they are thought immune; otherwise- Ngindo point out• how 
. do they survive ? Above all, sorcery affords a concret,e 
;explanation of disease, and one which permits sufferers 
to hit back. 
all~ged 
Sorcery is not the only ~ringer of diseas,e. 
, A sick man may equally well be possessed of a devil• 
DevilEJ, which £all into three distinct eat~gories~ may 
cause all kinds or bodily comple.ints ;; but more especially 
' . . 
those in which the patient suffers from fits. or ~ental · · 
'· ' aberration. Death seldom arises out. of the action ·of a \ \. 
devil, unless h.is wishes be disrega.rded ~la~ran;tit•, : ionce · ~ \\ j 
di'viners have d.iagnosed a 'devil and spec1.r1:ea. its' :t.yp~ ;' ' 
· . · · · .' · . The dances 
the app.ropriate dance Qf e.xorc:tsm must .be .~eld. L:£bC;t_ ,: \\ 
are ·~ maNDIRU or k:tKWETEKWETE (MCHIPIRA:; .. ~UNGS;t. or . \. 
MZUKA Devil),; l:f.PUG:A (rnaJIOKA devil; not the same as' ma.HO.KA \, 
ghosts). and kiNGINDO (MBEPO devil). The devils may also 
. -o--:------~- _,, ._...,:__ __ ~-....,...-- -.~--~ ------
x Jeetise'f;e: "'to give an instance,.· a o~cEL efficient e.nd popular headmBl'l.11. 
who bad now degenera.ted _into a. chronic drunkard• still kept 11.is dis:-, ' 
guntled f'<)1lowers in check through his reputation_ as ·a. sorcerer. 
aoo 
be known by ideophones, recalling the cries uttered by 
those possessed; thus "Kihoya", mentioned by the Ngindo-
devil:-dance 
land Council. in 19)~. EachJ!!!-s different son~s, step.a; 
drum~beats, and medftcines; but in princ.iple the dances 
coincide. 
Starting at at .f.irst static, 
clustering around the patient or patients, worked. 
into a frenzy by singing (kuJlMBA) j clapp.ing (ku.GOMBA 
iKUI), castanets (ANJE), ankle-bells (UJOGOJO), and 
medecine (NDABUKO, i.e. bait). By this means the 
devil, who can.flit in and out 0£ his fleshly abode, 
is summoned thither and further localised in the head-
region ••• whence the expression 'raising up a devil t. 
Then the patient, invested with a conspicuous turban, 
is set in motion whilst the onlookers and exorcists 
join in a non-stop dance which lasts till dawn or 
well into the next day; finally the devil is expelled • 
IJIJ In the kiNGlNjo, further identifiable by the 
inclusion of its peculiar rope-percussion drum 
(MCHONDO) alo.ng with the usual trio, and by the 
gyrating movement of: each dancer, actual' flagellation 
with millet-stalks marks the finale. Once chased off, 
the dev~l can return only in a mild form, if at all. 
The nexus between devils and ghosts does not appear con-
"' sistent. Invisible and jbiquitous, excepting for the 
anchor or a human host, the (!evil is less f'orest-bound 
than the ghost; and less per.sonified. 'Whilst it is 
felt that adev.il must in some way be a ghost, no terri-
torial offering would be made to him in h1s capacity 
or dev.il, nor wo~ld he warrant a personal ancestral name. 
Conversely the ghost, though he might inflict disease or 
misfortune, would not inbabit.the victim*s body or speak 
with the victim's voice ••• the crazed wanderings or 
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epileptics may be attributced to a deVi'l f likewise the 
~ ' . 
consUl?iption of sweetmeats and medpc1nes .aur:tng the r~t; .... ~' 
traumatic st,ate induced by the dance, ot which·~he songs 
frequently' allude to the devil as ·the .Pati~nt•s •wit·•' 
or •t.tu.sband t .;, The answer to the a.nomaly l1es in tbe 
. alien quality or th•e dev11-.c·cn<:ept, imported a.s late: as 
the pt-esent century. The devil ha.d there~ore to be 
grafted onto the ·existing .framework of .ghosts. A devil 
aamo't e.nter two people a.t the same time, though one human 
may harbour several dtf.terent devils. Each however will 
respond only to the requisite type ot da.nQe. Sorcerers , 
have no power agatnst devils, nor can they mole$t a person 
already possessed by one. »evils generally enter women; · · 
to hy,steria 
doubtl 1esa because 0£ their susceptibil.ity£. Though I saw ~ 
plentf ·Of .f'~male patients.p. I never saw a; male one. Some 
a.ppear frauds, prompted by exh1b1tlonlsm, espectally 
where thay gi"Ow ac,customed t·o demanding lww.ries tn the 
.name o·t ,devils. ,Nevertheless, spou.ses and kinst"olk take 
them SE)riously, despite the eicpense ot ·exorcism. Devll• 
"' dances· need the .P~id servlcea ot $pecial1sts in med,Gcine 1 
singing, dancing, and drumming. They bring ·together an 
attendance of a.s much es a hundt-ed people and, next to · 
the in1:t1at1ons, prov1d$ the enterta.inment highlights ot 
the dry-.se&.$O!l~ .h"Ven tn a. large settlement such dances 
s(!ldom .c·ome around more than 011ee ,a tllOl\'th. 
Sickness or mishap may be the aritotnatic result.. 
of th& contratrentfo.n ot fixed taboos. Should a per$Ol'l 
have cont'1.ct with the totem-object assoc1.a.ted with the 
descent.-na~& group to ~blch he ·o.r $he belongs, serious 
sk:S.n i~ritation, or ·even leprosy •. ma.y supervene. The same 
applies to a. host of more generalised prohibitions; for 
i b;r:oad . . . . . . . instance to certain tm:rci:et.ed categories ot peQple ••• a 
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practising Circumcisor or Initiatr&ee must remain chaste; 
a pregnant woman keep multiple avoidances; a suitor 
never carry a grinding-stone; a herbalist gather only 
from plants growing in pairs; and so forth. Still less 
specific are such taboos as those on multiple hive-placing, 
on travellers (who must turn back if they meet cackling 
guinea-fowl, a chameleon with its foot raised, a motion-
less bird-snake, etc.1),or on cooking in a new, untreated 
po~. Besides defining subordinate Ngindo groups, the 
totality of such beliets, being for the most part peculiar 
' ) to the tribe, contributes powerfully to the moulding or the 
broader abstraction Ngindo. 
Death. 
may be attributed to 
As the culmination ~f disease, death~teme fPom 
identical causes. Nowadays Islamic burial is somewhat 
more prevalent than pagan, but the latter remains optional. 
. legitimately 
I~ certain circumstances Islamic burial may not]be per-
formed, so that the pagan rite becomes essential; for 
instance when the casualty is through suicide, man-eater, 
lunacy, epilepsy, or other violence. Young children are . 
not generalaiy thought eligible for Islamic burial. I 
suspect that the professedly pagan rite of today owes 
somethi~g to Islam. 
The corpse must first be washed, If the deceased 
be female this will be done by women, who seldom parti-
cipate in the actual burial. Then, still a.t the home-
steads and hidden inside a hut, it will be placed 
ready in a matting or barkcloth shroud (or in real 
cloth if finance allows; which is seldom, for a 
ceremony of any pretensions would be Islamic). 
Meanwhile the grave will have been dug in the forest. 






stead, which is first dipped thrice to the ground, 
the shielded body will be borne thither by a male 
burial party, all the members of which assist in 
piling home the earth. The atmosphere is jocular 
rather than melancholy. Close relatives of the de-
ceased have to enter the grave when the body is laid 
to rest, slightly crouched in a recess dug in the 
side of the pit. The shroud must be split near the 
ear. After roofing-over the main cavity at that 
same level with poles, grass, and a roll of bark (the 
tree stripped for that purpose should not be le~ 
standing), the mourners shovel in the soil, the first 
clods of which have been carefully kneeded and laid 
around the corpse's head. There is no accompanying 
litany or ritual gesture whatsoever. The grave, of 
which the hump protrudes about a foot, will be swept 
even,and perhaps temporarily marked with a couple 
of corner stakes. Also a spray of kiULULU leaves 
may be placed on top as a charm to ward off hyenas. 
Should the grave be desecrated, it will then be 
the deed 
certain thatf!:' is a sorcerer's handiwork. 
A bereaved father does not go to the grave, and 
the mother must wear a bark-rope necklace (UNDWA) through-
out a month's period of mourning (under Islamic influence 
sometimes extended to forty days), during which she may not 
copulate. The only occasion on which a male wears this 
insignia is if his wife dies in childbirth, when both he 
and the funeral attendants must perform elaborate rites 
of purification. In the normal course, the day after 
burial, the mourners' heads areehaved. I have not wit-
nessed this event, but i.t would seem to be followed by 
the "Limbumbulu" feast mentioned by the District Book; 
·,··. 
which adds that obituary fowls should be sent to absent 
relatives, who respond in like manner. Release from 
mourning (kuTOPELA UMDWA, or kuTEMERA UNDWA, weighing down 
or cutting the necklace J 'is marked by the· f.ormal 'loosen-
ing of the UNDWA by the .mourner's husband, who thereupon 
hides it away. 
' 
A full. season or more ibater is held the commemorat-
ive f.east ot\flGHOPI. It may be staged by each of a 
' . 
number> of survivors, should they be living .far apart •. 
On the othe.r hand two or more deceased relatives may 
be telescoped into a single feast. Beer is brewed, 
ot which a sample gets offered sacrificially.. It 
is this offering thnt must be consumed privately, apart 
from the other guests~ by close kin of the deceased. 
Thenceforth the party resembles any other. A couple 
ot seasons later aga.in, an identical £east takes place. 
. .. . . . . c . 
It goes by the name NGURULA iBIGA !(swilling out the 
· , ~robably · . 
pots; . .(those used . to bathe the .corpse //) • 
. , 
When a person di·es • he or she becom~is a ghost 
the 
· · ( liHOKA, the same word as .for praying-mantis; ~ex of the 
· · is 
deceased. :or mode of burial ~· mmaterial) • Exactly how this 
. ) ~ 
' 
happens is not known to the Ngindo, though the p.ractice 
of splitting the shroud would .seem to .racilil:nte egress. 
·Nevertheless there is nothing to stop a man, whose body 
has been consumed entirely by a lion, from turning into a 
ghost. Ngindo recognise that even a properly .bur.ied 
·Corpse will rot, eventually· returning to earth. '.Ghosts; 
differentiated by the names they bore·in.th$ir lif~times, 
can act individually; but at the same timebelong,,tothe 
merged totality o.f ghosts (one rarely hears 'the word.;,, , 
M 
used except in the plural; tna~OKA} associated. wi tp a· ... ):, . ~ 
particular :stretch or forest. Further than. that they·. 
> 
cannot be localised. Nor can they be seen or apprehend~~ \. . 
\ \ \ . 
. , 
\ 
" by any physical sense. · Even_ medrcine .is powerless ·to 
' . 
do this •• , note t;hat the Majimaj1 doctors spur.iously 
,- - ' • • • r 
cl.aimed to be able to r~call the ancest~rs (see Chapter 
IX, War and the We.st). Even the sit.ing 0£ graves in the 
relevant area is not. imperative; graves~· as the Ngindo 
say$ quickly ·'die'. It would suffice that the ghost 
in quest.ion had lived there. Once the NCHOPI and 
NGURUtA .i.BIGA rituals are past, the grave ~rou$es no 
. . - . 
,further inte;rest ••• the Distrtct Book states that liba-• . i . . 
. tions of beer are poured over it twice, .Presumably at 
•••.................•........ •.• ....... . 
I these two junctures. : Ghosts have the power to both n P-.:..• .• • • -~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • . 
with~ld and inflict harm. In parti~u~ar they control 
the behavioul" and movements of wild .beasts, which are 
the agents utili_sed t.o show acceptance or otherwise of 
offerings. Ngindo attach no .special import to dreams, 
, .o.r to the appearance. of the dead in them; though their 
' ' 
constant recurrence would lead to fear pf impending 
trouble. Althou~h based. on th~ forests with which they 
, were familiar as mortals, ghosts are also ubiquitous. 
They can be placat,ed by distant emigrants, and injure 
' ' 
them if ·n~g1ecte(i.J How one can reconcile this with their 
impot~nce should a person under their tutelage be forest-
bound elsewhere in Ngindoland is by postulating their 
reluctance to encroa~h on the sphere~ of other .Ngindo 
g~osts. The practic.e ot. placing offerings at the foot ot 
trees need ztot imply, their occupation 'by one or more · 
ghosts. It is tt"ee-types. not individual trees; that 
serve this purpose. A selected tre~ symbolises the 
for~st, home of the ghosts who,, despite thei.r blessing, 
.hence indirect control~ of .the crops, are felt to be 
d~ voreed from the fields. An inf.ormant put it this way; 
"When 1.nsect-pests arriv:e, it ia nothing to do with the 
ghosts. What they can do is to send wild beasts to prey 
- ~- ~--- - -- ~ - -· 
x Even the. prayer of a man away work~ng at one of the labour-' · 
centres ma.y be heard by the home ghosts. 
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on our domestic animals".. Since it is the ghosts who, 
more than devils or sorcerers, belong to Ngindo tradi-
tion, the fact of their forest orientation is r.veJ?y to me 
suggestive of an overall aboriginal background. P epaape 
The ~nowp Ngindo aborigines(Hamba an Ikemba ••• see 
- . ' Chapter VIII under 'Internal Variations') seem to have 
of wham tl:le kaeWB :Ngilil:E!e aborigines ( Ha:mha ans IJceme~u 
been unaware of either sorcery or devils. 
see Cl'iapter JJIII, .. Internal JJariatioao,) seem te fia•;e been 
\,U;tQWQP9w 
The way in which the ghosts may be approached 
i.s through sacrifiCeJi combined with beer-drinking, or 
dances, or both. 
The method of sacrifice exactly duplicates that . . 
described in connection with beekeeping, only that 
the offering ~tself usually comprises powdery 
sorghum-flour piled up to form a cone resting in a 
small wicker container. Should the cone remain intact 
till morning; signifying ghostly approval, it may 
be converted into part of the ensu;ing brew. Flour 
is not the only edible substance offered; beer and 
fowls can be used~ the latter not slaughtered but 
simply dedicated over and against a future celebra-
tion• Even cloth may be set aside in this way. 
Parties directed towards the ghosts go by the 
collective name of mHO~~~ from the name or the sacrific-
ial tree-site. When outside Ngindoland, and in a place 
devoid of the tree, Ngindo will procure an mHORO branch 
which can be used. even ~f it has withered. Despite the 
taboo, I noticed that my guide did not hesitate to 
climb it and break .o~f twigs when I was collecting a. 
flowering specimen of mHORO~ Even the funereal NCHOPI 
counts as mHORO. Every season, .shortly after the 
harvest, member.a of each residential lineage-group or 
"Celln throw a combined beer-party called CHAGI, having 
the connotation of abundance both of beer and of the 
seasonal yield it celebrates. Cells such as these 
operate us units in a multitude of activities, but CHAGI 
is the sole publicly frequented event devoted to the 
expression of their interest and solidarity as cells. 
The concomitant dance to mHOHO is the NDENGERA which, 
by contrast with the remaining four in vogue, comes 
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down from the earliest Ngindo traditions. Of the three 
devil-dances already describad, both liPUGA and kiNGINDO 
appear to be of Ndwewe (outlier Ngindo) inspiration; 
whilst the maNDIRU probably derives from the "Mbunge" 
dance of the Ma.twnbi or Zaramo. This leaves the newest 
of all, the lively kiMBETEMBh'TE. KiMDETEMBETE, seemingly 
~ an original improvisation on the part of native-Ngindo 
~ dancers known to living informants,has no specific 
~ 
\:i function beyond entertainment. It is immensely popular 
among the young. The NDENGERA, on the other hand, must 
be either a ritual event in itself or coupled with such 
an event. It may be danced on any occasion of r·eneral 
rejoicing, or on one honouring the ghosts. It .1v~ 
seldom enhances the initiation-finale. Distinctive 
in detail, NDENGERA has one obvious peculiaarity as a 
•M-• ., __ . ____ -- ,..,,______ - ••-- - ... - .. - - --~·-' ._ .. _ .. __ .. ._ •••••·------- ---- --· -- - ---
dance, nam.ely an advance-retreat pattern in place of 
the circular one characteristic of tho rest. 
n/ p sif;~.ii:icant. ghosts. are. tl1ose0 wh00°s·e· "rn"emo"ries "napperi ·to ......... . 
remain green. Distant ancestors, unless famous or 
infamous in some respect, carry little weight. Amongst 
the drab, neutral Ngindo next to no one all achieves 
this distinction. Seldom do Ngindo remember names 
beyond the fourth or fl.fth ascending generation. 
Generally speaking, it is agnatically related ghosts 
who count; but this by no means holds universally. 
For, to be relevant, the ghost must be one of the 
original inhabitants of a given thicket or woodland. So,should 
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immigrants have settled there and intermarried with 
the older stock, their issue will be making offerings 
to uterine kin. This is an extremely common situation 
for Ngindoland. By and large the ghosts sustain and 
prosper the living, whose principal fund of confidence 
reposes in ghostly benevolence. Only when neglected, 
or angered by the infringement of taboos, do they in 
/ 
turn neglect their proteges; who in their turn give 
proof of their familiarity by the almost casual defer-
ence they pay. Sacrifices, informal and poorly attended, 
almost surreptitious, might be missed altogether by 
' the superficial observer. It is the very intimacy of 
the relationship between dead and living, mediating 
between immense environinent and puny man, that permits 
' 
forest and people to reach such harmony. 
Conclusion. 
With the partial exception of the initiations, 
Ngindo ritual is so decentralised that extensive local 
variation is only to be expected. Mostly that varia-
tion does not extend beyond minor details, but here and 
there a genuine anomaly arises. The most notable coming 
to my attention was that of the MBUNDA •prophet-cult' 
ot Barikiwa. Here, something over a hundred years a.go, 
a semi-legendary figure, childless and or uncertain 
origin (unless there is any truth in the theory that he 
was one of the Hamba savages; this would explain his 
ability to communicate with the inhabitants), established 
doctor t 
himself as a ·wi:saN:. To his med~cines, contaiped in an 
i.vory horn, was attributed.the immunity of Choboland 
(the sector of Ngindoland centred around Barikiwaj from 
both wild beasts and raiders. This Mbunda died at 
Barikiwa, where he Was buried along with a local associate, 
.. 
• 
Rupiyo. Thenceforth, a:round the two adjacent graves, 
.sprang Up a regular annual o£f ering1 towards Which most 
o.t the rooted descent-name groups thereabout.$ eont.ribute 
grain for sacrificial beet-, brewed. before planting., and 
; . ' .· '. 
aga.in before harvest~ng~ Some laxity has crept in, but 
the Barikiwa folk still collectively·turn to Mbn.nda when . ................. ·.• ................. '.• ......... . • ceremony . . · 
n/p- !n distress. : A ~lwhich,, though not anomalous in the ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . 
'. 
sense ot the MBUNDA cult, fits into none of the cate-
. \ . :.·. ,-
gor.ies I.have so, far employed is NGWACHO, a mechanism 
for the public recognitiono,,: a private obligation and 
x 
,ror the public expiation of .a private wrong:} It in 
emergency one person has aided anothet-, descending to 
tb~rt in order to do so, the recipient may at a later 
date broadcast his benefactor• s ge·nerosi ty in the 
presence of an assembly., especially the throng at an 
initiation•lodge. Donor sits silent whilst recipient 
dances . before him, chan~ing ~is gratitud.e .in an 
impromptu song. .NGWACHO ·exonerates the donor .from bla.me 
. . 
or legal act.ion for t be offence in question. 
Apart from the ·aplash of if?.itiation, the inci-
dence of pagan.ritual .among the Ngindo ean only be des-
cribed as sl.ight. .The great majority 0£ tribal acti-
vitles procee,d wi~hout cez:oemonial.0£ any descr$.ption. 
So that one is tempted to regard Islam as f~lling a 
ritual hiatus~ Attendance at all but the initiations 
~· . . 
';¢::· 
.is m9derate 1 or: downright scanty,1, and. or heterogeneous 
composition. This last may in part be assigned to the 
.f"act that most rites ~ntail the public dispensing of 
beer, which etiquette de~ands should be open. to all 
comers (.E:lee Chapter V:III, Special Ideology). In the 
way of .symbols, only flour and the nTOGO-leat .( Landolphia 
species. Identification bf Mr. Bally .or the Coryndon 
:Museum, :Nairobi.) achieve real prominence. Why the 
,.--- ·-~·~·-· ·-~-- ---- ---...,~----~ -··--- _. • ,J ..... 
I 
1 x It .accompanies one ·o.r other of the major ritual events. 
~~--~-·-- ----~-
lattet' should.~$.ve been $ihgled out remains obacure, 
' 
unless it be tha.t its plentiful, non~adhesi'1e, white 
sap po·rtends abundance ••.•. it m1.3.y serve as a stomach 
and eye .remedy.. Though very prevalent, the t•ree. is. 
neither as imposing nor as· useful as'~any others; nor 
is· :i.t under any taboo. ·.Only ce:t"tain ·of its manifQld 
ritual functions .·can be explained in terms of its 
attr!bl'.ltes as a plant. 
' .. ~ . A girl-init.iate w~ll be washed 
in water impregnated with milky nTOGO-sap in o;rder that 
' - ' I - . ' 
' . . 
she may become pale•skinnecl, hence· more allur.1ng to her 
groom. .A boy .. initiate will have· his penis propp,ed on a . . . ' 
.dry ~TOGO twig directlY'.·after circumeisio!l·ao as to 
staunch the .flow of blood· ·(the tree is supposed to have 
the characteristic of w.ithering at the extremities• only 
to put forth1 fresh leaf). .•. Flour and the nTOOOi app~rent~y 
· ... · .. standing for fteld· and forest respect.i'Velyj port:rav .. the 
.' ' 
essential polarity of Ngindo life • 
. . , 
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CHAPTER VII. ISLAM. 
Islam, professed by the overwhelming majority 
of home-Ngindo• might be termed the official religion 
of Ngi.ndoland ., Here and there an elder remains 
obstinately pagan; but he is the eccentric•,: individually 
powerless to swim against the Islamic tidet' let alone 
\ 
contain it within a collect.ively-built dam wall or 
paganism. Typical we.s a neighbour of mine who, when 
Islam had yet to secure mass adherence, had been 
struck by lightning; soured at being rendered d.eaf and 
a cripple in consequence, he personally stays outside 
the .fold; though his entire family circle conform .• . x 
male 
I never found a young or middle-aged Ng.indo e._ho was 
not a Muslim. In practice, it will be seen., the 
currents flow side by side. Together they form a 
single stream which is neither Muslim nor pagan. but 
a distinctively Ngindo blend o:f the two. How this 
blend came to be made is set out in detail elsewhere 
(see Chapter IX, War a.rd the West). In brief, fifty 
years ago, the slow.nineteenth century encroachment 
of the Faith incidental to contact with coastal 
slavers and merchants suddenly crystallised.. The 
catalyst was the Majim.aji.revolt which dragooned into 
existence a uniform, if unorthodox .• Ngindo following. 
Nowadays scarcely a settlement is without its resident 
Muslim Preacher (mwALIMU), often with his mosque, 
either established (mSIKITI) or temporary (kiBANDA). 
Ritual. 
'!Nb.:Dst the level of observance is. generally low, 
a sufficient body of Islamic ceremonial has grown up 
to impress upon the mass its religious orientation, if 
fo.1-.,.o~c... 
x The formal j_nduction of women occurs rather later than is the 
case with men, usually past adolescence, and is frequently 
neglected.However,wives conform with their husbands' practice. 
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not wholly embrace it in the ac·tuality of performance. 
So it is the spectacular events rather than the quoti-
dian routine that receive emphasis. Daily prayers 
x 
("Salah" or "Sala.t 11 ) are to my knowledge conducted 
only at certain major mosques. Outside these centres no 
one, not even a Preacher, keeps up a full and regular 
observance. Even at a permanently-manned mosque atten-
dance is negligible. At Liwale-boma for instance the 
everyday turnout does not exceed a dozen. Nevertheless 
.the worshippers' activities do not go unnoticeci. Local 
residents who attend only on feast-days, and even 
outsiders, a.re aware of the necessity for these services 
and derive comfort from the fact that they are held. 
Also, thanks to occasional visits, a good many· know 
their content. The latter, though I was unable to make 
any detailed comparison, seems to correspond tolerably 
well with coastal (i.e. regular} practice. Yet I have 
heard it said that the Arabic pronunciation and other 
details leave somethi.ng to be desired • • • one informant, 
an old ex-slave who did his religious apprenticeship 
at the coast before the Majimaji rebellion, dismissed 
it as "throwing stones at God"l Though private prayers 
may be offered by unusually· devout persons, it is un-
known for an individual Ngindo to pray consistently in 
his own home. The first service, ALFAJIRI {"Fajr") or 
ASUBUHI la KATENI, takes place before dawn; the 
second, DHUHURI ("Zuhr"), at midday; the third, 
ALASIRI {"Asr") or LAHASURI, at about 3 p.m. sun-time; 
Footnote x: 
' In this Chapter I use double inverted-commas ( " •• ") 
to indicate the 'Arabic equivalents of local Islamic 
terms. Note that alien kiSwahili has to be employed 
to describe imported, essentially alien, Islam. For 
instance, the Ngindo call the five prescribed 




the fourth, MA.GHARIBI ("Maghrib"), at sundown; and 
the fifth; INSHA ("Isha"); a couple of hours later. 
Here is an example of how the prayers are conducted. 
First, outside the mosque, the worshippers wash 
)C . 
the arms, legs, and head (kuTAWAZA) II# a.pparegt;l.y 
tl-l.'J lesser a:Qlution, "WY.dln;i."; ~Jgiseo do not 
perform the somplQt8 "GJ:msl" lYstratioB OHepting 
at l:>aptiem) • doing each motion thrice. · Next the 
MUADHANA ("Muezzintt) summons the others to enter. 
He bellows his lines in a sing-song,.standing to 
the left of the doorway/ and facing the KIBURA 
("Qiblan, i.e. the niche jutting in the direction 
of Mecca). To begin with, he holds his hands 
beside his ears; after that, he makes the approved 
gesture ·( "Munajat") of supplication, holding out 
the palms or his hands, then rubbing them down over 
his face and chest. Shoeless, but with proper 
clothing and headgear, he then steps off with the 
right .foot and enters the mosque, followed by the 
l'.'~st of the congregation complete with IMAMU ("Imam" 
prayer-leader or officiating Preacher). Whilst 
awaiting the.arrival of stragglers. the Muezzin may 
recite a few short Koranic SURA"S. He does so by 
memory~, as does the Preacher for the most part, 
unless he chooses special sermons or passage,s. 
Delivery is in a high chanting voice with ,occasional 
melodies, something like Christian psalms; and 
wholly in Arabic. Private entreaty or this sort 
goes by the name DUA. Taking over, the Preacher '\ 
\\~ 
recites whilst the others sit silent on their mats. ' 
Then they stand in line £or other prayers and at a 
signal from the Preacher, wlfo raises a hand beside 
x Footnote: 
KuTAWAZA is apparently the.lesser ablution, "Wudhult.Ngindo do not 
perform the complete "Ghusl" lustratien excepting at baptism. 
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his ear, all bow forward with the palms resting 
on the knees, a movement called RUKUI; whence to 
the double prostration (kuSUJUDI), touching the 
forehead twice on the ground. Between each obeis-
sanc e all intone: together the praise known as 
TAHAYA'rU; and after the second. one join in the 
FATIHA or FATEYI (shot-t blessing). Rising to their 
feet, with arms folded, they chorus the ALAUMAHIDINA ,, ... ,u. . . . . . 
ffi~ hold.1ng their hands out in front palm upwards. 
After a second full prostration ( "Rakat" or RAKA), 
they say the ,ASHAHADA creed, the Preacher continuing 
to recite) shaking his head from left to right the 
A 
while. He goes on to give a further reading, kuVUT~ 
URADI, during which the others sit at their ·ease. 
Terminating with a final blessing, he shakes ,each man 
present by the right hand (women do not attend, though 
it is known that they may do so at the coast) and the 
company disperses.. The time from start to finish is 
something under an hour. 
Such is the acc~unt given by a 'lay' worshipper, 
which I consider more representative than that of a 
Preacher who will immediately put on a display of erudi• 
tion if interrogated. Since the great majority of Pre~chers 
are coast-trained, it follows that coastal models should 
be used. The ceremonial appears complex to an observer 
unfamiliar with Arabic, hence difficult to record. In 
the observer 
.S..ddit1on, a good deal is missed throughU:!_eing denied 
access to the mosque itself• Doubtless permission would 
be granted, but I never judged it advisab.le to press for 
it. There is a certain atmosphere 0£ tension about an 
Islamic rite, perhaps only because those taking part are 
more sophisticated than at the pagan counterparts. The 
use of Arable throughout tallies with the situation 
.:" 
described by Tr:tminghain among the Sudanese, to moet or 
whom 0the Qurtan is a closed book; they are not taught 
the meaning of the language because the chanting .itself 
' ' ' 
is a meritorious work" (Ref. 94). 
that not a ·single Ngindo is fluent in ·eithe.r classical 
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or mode.rn At-able, and that very few h.ave more ·than a . 
general notion o.f the significance 0£ the worde they use. 
Essent:i.alJ.y,, preaching amounts to a phonetic 'tour de 
Verbal dexterity is. the Pre~eher-ts: cardinal 
By way of exception kiSwahili may serve·as the· 
~ . . 
vehicle for a short homily •• ! only a few of tl1e available 
Koranic texts and commentarj,es. have Swahili translations. 
;, . ' . . 
As for the. vernaculax-_, .Ngindo l~ugh at the· idea that lt 
might be a medium. for prayers. Clear~y they rega:rd the 
correct rendering of the .original Ara.b.ic as 'e.fficacious 
i~. securing the welfare. of the community as a Whole; .. 
whence their reluctance to let secular commitments interrupt 
, ,· . .. . ' c.' 
the relig~?us duties of Preachers, who warrant ex;Amption 
on that score .rather than by virtue of their. inherent 
statµs~ ·Yet, even Within the precincts of a mosque.during 
a service, worshippers do not hea.itate to exchange remarks 
' . . .. 
· .. infei ther Swahill or the vernacular; _often ·1n a £ac.etious 
·vein. I l1av~ hea_rd la.te•comers addressed· by those within 
in the broadest ·possible· t·erms. · Again, at a .festtval 
\· ' ' . . 
where the congregat.ion had overflowed. onto improvised 
banana-leaf, mats sp.read outside the !JlOsq"Q.e; I noti·eed small 
children.laughably mimic the prostrations; no :one thought . ~ . . . . 
to rebuke ·them. 
Standardisation of the various Muslim services 
.z 
is such that the specimen. just quoted {i:t referred to 
. 
the early~morning prayers) may be taken as typical o:t the 
·remaining daily, or even festive;, • ones. Variation may 
occur in the Koranic extracts chosen, and in the nurnbe.r 
. ' 
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of RAKAs made, but the outline and procedure remain much 
the same~ Str~ctly, Friday warrants a. more elaborate 
ritual than other days. In a special mid-morning service, 
the lengthier than usual HOTUBA ( ''Khutba", a type of 
sermon) should be pronounced. However, even the prin-
cipal mosques f'all short in this respect. At the somewhat 
co.smopolitan settlement of Liwale•boma, a Somali trader 
initiated Fr.1day prayers as an exper::inent some years ago, 
but with his departure the attempt ceased. Some few 
Ngindo, considering that Friday should be a day of rest, 
abstain from cultivation work whenever it comes around. 
It is thought especially inauspicious to harvest on a 
Friday. But I found more than one instance of 'Native 
Court' sessions being held on that day (AP 1/36, BAR 7/39)., 
Note that these Friday prayers officially rank as only 
"Naf'l11 , meaning voluntary, so that their omission is 
pardonable. The overall trend of Ngi.ndo Muslims over the 
past two generations has been towards greater orthodoxy. 
If gradual, the swing has been definite. Thus, at the 
inception of British rule, Ngindoland contained no established 
mosques, nor were any public religious observances made 
excepting at the close of Ramadan. 
The latter still. provides the biggest eved; in 
the local Islamic calendar. Preceded by the usual lunar 
month of daylight .fasting, it is heralded by a tumult of 
cheering when, on the thirtieth evening, the sickle moon 
rises. The fast (kuFUNGA RAMADHANI) .includes abstinence 
from copulation or quenching the thirst until darkness 
falls. Thereafter meals may be taken; known as FUTARI 
("Iftar"), they entail considerable fraternisation between 
neighboU_!S• Observance is very mixed. Relatively few 
Ngindo fast year by year. Many conform perhaps one year 
in three. So that in any giyen year the number of £asters 
is probably about half the total adult pop· ulati . . on ••• a 
w.i£e will generally follow suit if her husband fasts. 
S.ince Ramadan creeps from one season to the other, the 
degree of temptat.ion "varies oyer a decade··or so. At one 
time Ramadan may conveniently cover the lean period 
towards the end of .the rains •when neither heavy work . 
nor abundant food offer. At another, the harvest and 
beer-drinking should be in full swing ,., • ·• it is taboo · 
to.drink beer at _any time during Ramadan. Fasting (SAUMU 
or "Saum".) is one of the five bounden duties of Muslims; 
the other.a being prayer ( "Salat"); profession of taith ·, 
( ttTashahhud" • "Shahadat", or "Kalimatt); a.lms-g1.ving 
("Zakat"); pilgrimage ("Hajj"); and an implied ·sixth, 
the Way of God or Holy War ("Jihad") • only a. small . 
nucleus of Ngindo enthusiasts take fasting seriously,·. 
performing real feats of endurance • •• I. had one or two 
porters who persisted despite the Koranic relaxations 
, 
extended to travellers~· Especial credit attaches to a 
' . 
person who, aftet'..fasting throughout Ramadan and i:a.rtaking 
of the f'east on the fit-st day.of the.f'ollowingimonth,· re-
sumes his fast for· a further six days thereafter (SITA 
SWALA) • ,, .At other times in· the year pious individuals 
commonly fast for· odd days orw~eks of their own choosing 
(kuFUNGA SUNNA, i.e. fast by custom, as opposed to 
obligatory· kt1FUNGA FARADHI or "Farz"). · · As for pilgrimage 
(HI.JI), no Ngindo has ev,er·to my knowledge visited Mecca, 
though some of the rare wartime conscripts did attend the 
big religious:festivals at Cairo and other centres. The 
.concept of Jihad likewis~ has no real applicati,on here.' 
movef;nt 
Even the vaguely Islamicised Maj,imaj12:_acked any eleair 
philosophy ot divine conflict (see Chapter IX• War and· 
the West)-
Elsewhere in Ea,st Africa, Muslims are supposed· 
' 
to perform arlduous prayers dut-ing Ramadan. • • • the .nightly 
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j ; • 
n•rarawih" .requires twenty Ra.kats ••• but few .if' any Ngindo 
do this. Th.ey leave their devoti·ons till the day· .of 
release, known as·IDI ya FITRI (0 Idu-l•f1tr" or "Idu's-
r. 'I ; ' 
S!lghir"_) ,, on the eve of w~i·ch copulation ~hould be avoided. 
1• . ' 
. I~stead:t a wife sh'ou.ld formally. cleanse her husband (kuKANDA). 
Shortly after da.wn parties of £asters, dressed in 
. ' ' ' ' ·,·' ' ' 
their gs.udiest finery .and chanting ALAHU AKBARtJ {~he 
'TAKBIRA or '"~akbir"_: also semi-ribald songs such as 
tho.se beginning FATUMA binti RASUL:t, .an? FATUBA 
LIMANIKANA TAHAZ;r:BU) .; converge on. ~he mosque whence 
' ' ··1.· ' • , ' , ' I 
tpe Preache;r issues fq.r~h t.o greet them •. Both sexes 
fig\U"e .in these processions though the. women.folk, who 
' ' : . ' • l 
bring u,p the rear, take no further ,part ~ave by chant-
.in,g #If I (I heard the retrain "Fa~w,na daughter of the 
Prophet n) I /II .in the nearby huts wh~r.e. they take 
shelter; and by helping to prepare the victuals of 
. . . . . ; ' ~ . .' ,, . . . ; ; : ) 
wh,ich, still segregated indoors, t~ey ge,t. a share~ 
) • ' . J 
Next, whilst the .leading personalities discuss 
I 1 f, l !. I ' ' ,. • . - 1 • i 
exp~tl~es,. pa.rtic.ipants wash • ~ ~ many bring containers 
along with them, especially kettles. Once the congre-
' 
gatiqn is settled, the officiating ,Preache.r advances 
in slow time, preceded by a D.eputyJ bea.ring staf . f 
(~ONGOJO); rosa~y (TASUBIRI,or "Tasb:thn), and volume 
of Koranic ,commentary. ( HOTUBA) • This Deputy plays a 
. . ' .. 
. considerable part . in _the service, making the opening 
a,.ddress, and interpolating at various junctures. At 
'!;he end of his monologue inside the mosque, and in 
. . ' • ' 't 
answer to his sal~t.e-like signal, the congregation 
. ., 
rises with folded arms (kuFUNGA SWALI), repeating 
phrases after him. There follow two. or mo.re RAKAs; 
Then, mounting a small pulpit ("Mimbar'*), comprising 
a cloth ... covered stool placed in the "Mihrab" niche, 
the turbanned Preacher reads three longish passages 
from his book, deseend.ing to the ground between 
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each.· On conclusion he pronounces blessing (FATIHA) 
and thanksgiving (SHUKRUNI), in which a.11 ·join.. He 
may add a short discourse (ELIMU), ~ither in,Ar~bic' 
) ' .. 
i 
or Swahili. So, with handshaking all round, the 
se~vice· ends, giving place to a slow bouncing dance 
..• 
with grunting chant (DHIKIRI or t•Dikhrn, also known 
as .DuWARA); spilling out of the mosqu~ into the open 
air~ The Preachers Join in, ·though one of them may 
leave to.visit the womenfolk and give a short sermon • 
. The topics likely t·o arise in it are stated to be 
fasting, alms, beer,' adultery, bribery (MALI ya RIBA), 
I 
falsehood, slander (MISENGE NYANO), and orphans (TIMA), 
' Finally the menfolk squat down to a feast spread out 
on mats, .fir.st drinking water and thin gruel. Even 
:;. ~ . 
onlookers who failed to fast are made welcome. 
' ' 
This is an over-simplified a.ccount of· the . pl"ocedure, baaed 1 
on my own obset~ation,, .filled out with odd comments and 
f I 
• ' .i 
explanations. .Actually the monologues, responses, and - . 
i . ' . . 
m()tions involve greater complexity. ,The whole takes up 
. . . 
the be st part of two ·hours~ 
Though ·1n pr~ctice the main .festival, Ngindo 
acknowledge this IDI ya FITRI to be secondary in importance 
: 'r I • • ', ' 
to the IDI ya MFUNGUO TATU ("Id al•Adha", "Id al-Qu.rba.n", 
·utdu'l Kabir», "Bairam", ''Baqr*-id·n·, etc., also known as 
the tFeast of Sacrifice' h . . . As its name implies, this 
feast occurs in the third month (0 Dhu*l Hijja••). Its 
connotation of sacrifice ~·· a goat· should be slaughtered 
••• seems lost on the Ngindo, who simply hold a service 
. ' 
and reast very closely modelledon that of FIT~. They 
hold that it commemorates the birth or the Prophet 
individuai worshippers· shout SALAAM.MTUME .MURAMADl 
••• •· 
and 
other such interjections .•• _ .. but there seems some doubt as 
to whether it is not the later" MAULIDI festival which marks 
" 
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that event (Jones,, Ref. )9, records that in l:ndia the 
«Bara Wafat'' or· ''~b'i t tit l-Awwal '', held in the third · 
·month, does fulfil this function; but it falls on the 
twelfth day, .no't the tenth as with. IDI ye. MFUNGUO 'TATU)• 
, · ·The form of litany followed in the ·Feast of Sacrifice 
,. ' 
· appro:scimates very closely to that of' :Ramadari~ Each see-
), ~ 
tion terminates with the word AMIIN, and.'! hear-d the 
names IBRAHIM {Abraham), MUSA (Moses)~ and ISSA (Jesus). 
·It is only the hard core ·of Muslims who .attend the Feast 
' ~ l. } 
of Sacrifice. ;Consequently .its scale is '.smaller than 
that ot FITRI, where well over a hundred people .may be 
seen. The only other .festival regularly held in Ngind.o-
land is MAULlDI,· which falls at any time during the sixth 
month and comprises a lengthy outburst .of rejoicing inter• 
i 
sperseci with prayer. l have not observed MAULIDI. It 
only at 
··takes placel!!owhore oQteicie Liwale-boma1 where an open-air 
platform is erected; and the surroundi.ng area decked 
with cloth and ornaments. Possibly it corres~onds with 
· the "Ma.wlid arr.Na.bin mentioned· ·by 'l'r1mm.ingham .(Ref. 94) as · 
hailing the birth of the Prophet,,. A.cco:rding to certain 
local Preachers MAU.Lil1I ls sli.mp.ly a type of service adapt• 
able to several needs. In addition to·featuring in this 
they ~ fj-Y, · · · ; . . 
occ;:a.sion,L!t may serve as a rite £or moving house or 
, ' I ~ '. '-
shaving the hair of a· new-born infant ; ·but such · al t·er-
. natives as these a:re evid,ently :non•Ngindo. Another 
J:slamic .. landmark ,;kno~ to, ·but rarely seen among, the 
' home-Ngindo {certain._ outliers, such a,s coast- and . 
. sotithern-Ndonde do celebrate the event) is ·DHIHARA. Falling 
.in· the f'oU:rth month it "is said to consist· of' a. series of 
services, including.ITIMA (normally for use ~n·hallowing 
the dead), MAULIDI, TAWASIRl, and finally l\DtWAIZA ,; 
1:· 
. . 
supposedly it reveres the name of Sheikh Abdul Ka.dirt, 
putative grandson of the .Prophetce Writers on Islam~ 
. ' 
)22. 
refer to what is evidently the same phenomenon as being 
a visit to a shrine: thus .Trimingham ••• "the occasional 
Ziyara to a saint's tomb" (Ref.94). Ngindo have no 
knowledge of the other festivals stated to come in the· 
; 
first, second, and eighth Ilbonths; though the fonner, 
under the name "Ashura", would seem to take place else-
where in East Africa. Nor do they recognise the 
first, seventh, or eleventh months as specifically holy. 
Apart from marriage, which has already been dis-
cussed, the remaining Islamic services commonly held by 
the Ngindo pertain to death and burial. They are five 
in number ••• 
Mourners and Preacher assemble at the hut of the 
deceased whose corpse is washed and placed in a 
shroud. Towards mid-morning the burial party, 
consisting exclusively of males, proceed to the 
in such a way that the corpse's feet will be orientated 
grave ready dug in the £ore st• t_t!tb the feet towards 
Mecca-. Over it the Preacher intones a long Arabic 
litany, during part or which he grimaces in a 
comic manner. No RAKAs are performed. ~llien the 
time comes to inter the body, carefully hidden 
from view in a curtained bier and thence trans-
ferred to the ~Lahad" recess let into the side , 
of the pit, all the mourners set to work shovell-
ing in the earth with a rollicking song on the 
theme LA ILA LA (there is no God but God). On 
return to the homesteads a modest repast is 
served. A broken pot resting on a pile of ash 
should be left somewhere on the way to· the grave-
yard. Burial as a whole goes by the name 
maZlSHI. After a short interval those of the 
w;$i_ to ~ ... i-, .. 
deceased's relatives whoJ.!!:ave eetaree mourning 
have their heads shaved to the accompaniment of 
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an Islamic service at which incense is burnt. The · 
. ~ . . . 
t'ite is called simply kuNYOA NYWELE:. (shav.ing the 
hair), and is ,followed a d~y c;>r two later by SADAKA,. 
:~ ' 
.a memorial service and £~ast conducte(.i by a. Preacher 
summoned tto the mourner's hut for that purpose~~ 1 
Like the ensuing :ri~est it maY be. duplicated by·. 
relatives livin.g ,, apart; though usually. arrangements 
wili be made for a. combined c.eremony~ Additional· ' . 
-
SADAKA services, which are not necessarily confined 
[,) .. 
to the dead,, may· be hetd .at any ti.me~ · Later still, 
af~er the first SADAltA, CQtnes an()the;r commemorative 
The two di.ff er only in d et ail •. 
, . 'I • . .. . . I ' 
Fina,ily,~he cycle closes with KARAMU; a funerary 
feas~·on a lavish: scale •. ~carcelyany Ngindo are 
in a pos~tion to pay t}}is · ~rk or, respect •. Onllf' 
once during the two year~ that I knew N~ndoland 
'" '{. f - ,,,,1 • • ' ' 
was.: s~ch ~ · feast. st.~ged • • • by. the: if SUltan,t himself. ·· 
/ 
'.' ,, . 
I~lamic bur.ia:ls prohEibly outnuµtbe:r pa~an 
nowadays~· .. Yet
1
the eonunonest practice is to .mi~~le the 
two sets .of attendant rites~ The first tour of those 
• ' . . ¥· • ' , 4; ~ I 
\ 
set out Ftbove may:. be held in fairly qu,ick su.cc.ession. 
. - '· ' ' . .- . . 
Then, af'ter a year· or morej come the pagan NCHOPI and . 
· . ., . 111 .. sr: .. s 1.-0 ... , 1-i.... /. . · 
NGURULA iB:J:GA·f~asts~ Ce!".tain of' the~utlier:.Ngindo, 
whilst they fl,¢cep~_many other pagan.customs, }'.lave com~ 
,l. .' • • • • 
/ 
to regard. this partic~ar parallelism as wrong;/ but ,,, .. 
no inkling of .this appears to have penetrated to; ~he 
home•Ngindo themselves, who cheerfully equate .kuNYOA 
NYWELE w.ith pagan liPlJMBULU, SADA~A with NCHOPI, and .· 
lTIMA with N.GURULA iBXGA. SAOAKA can ·mean,. t,Jlea.sing 
of a non-spe.ciric order!t Many Ngindo 1.in~age-cell 
groups ad.opt it, as an annual sacrifice .on . the analogy 
ot pagan mHORO. or C.liAGI beer-paJ<ties, likewise 
I 




to these harvest-time festivals that ,the Ngindo refer 
when they speak of the contributions known as kuTIA 
TIMAMU. 
There are a: ,number o.f other occasions when 
0 
Islamic r.itual comes into focus. One is in the YAMINI 
; ;, 
oath-taking procedure described in connection with 
adultery. YAMINI <;an be used together with the luKUTA 
sorcery o,rdeal,. ,suspects being obliged to swear the 
oath as well. Should a sorcerer,; in defiance of the 
' 
oath,, return to his ev,il ways,, he wi~i fall down dead 
,on hi,s, way home from the funeral of his victim. A case 
involving the sum of Sha. 500/':!, a fortune by Ngindo 
standards, clearly shows the pref'.t.ige of YAMINl. "Let 
the accused take YAMlNI ••• t'he court will summon a . . . . ' 
Sheikh (a superior title sometimes loosely accorded to 
' , 
irnportant Preachers) to appear,, before it • . • we shall go 
' i < ., .. • ' • • 
to the mosque ••• it he (the accused) takes YAMINI, then 
' . 
he may simply keep these five hundred shillings" (AP 3/44). 
Islamic, rites, or extracts from them, are credited with 
I • ' •' • . ' ,' ' '. ' '· ' 
.attributes both socially acceptable and otherwise. To 
ind~ce illness one reads .FALAKI,, ALBADILI, or IMAMU ALGAZALI 
to cure it, KAR/\MU (in this context called. KOMBE)• MAULIDI, 
. 
or YASINI. The .latter t:wo react for goe>d in time of 
' 
drought• whilst the passage known as .SUARI (Swali ?) 
FURKAW will cause a storm ,to a.bate. For motives ot 
sorceryJ Korani9 text_s ma,y be dug 1n pathways or thrust 
into the thatch of huts. Instead of M13ANDIRO ·fert,i.lity-
, ' 
" med~cine, a farmer may _get a :Preacher to mutter texts 
over his seed. 
ll'lterpenetration of this sort, is such that even 
Ngindo Muslims of ,repute seem unaware of the most obvious . 
lapses and inconsistencies. Most of the examples just 
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quoted show (iuplicated or interchanged functio~s, the 
religio;s. rite. adapted to meet a known·· pagan prec.edent. 
,. . . ' 
or the pagan rite forced into a religi~us category. 
t I • ' ' ' ' 
Another sucb is the baptism of infants (kuSILIMISH:A or 
ku.ZINGUA). 
. . 
Here the washing and induction of .a. boy-. . . . ' . 
ncivice into the Islamic ·commtinity may ·intenni:ng1e with., 
the same boy ... in1tiate's originai pagan lustration. For 
girls>on the other hand,some Ngindo allege the existence 
of a specifically Islamic rite called MCHONDA, in which 
; 
the novice must strip naked and talce an .emetic. Others 
express doubts to the effect that the custom comes from 
· the Yao.,x who happen to be Muslims for the most part; 
; a typical ; ins.tance' of "the p.revailing .fusion and. confusion. 
Incidentally, should a· P.erson in emergency break the Is-
.; .. c 
lamic food taboos, rebaptism is thought neces$ai:-y. Else• 
where one finds the juxtaposition within. the s~me rite 
reterred to by Trimingham:. "An Islamic colouring may be 
" ' 'given to assimilated beliefs and practices· simply by 
.introducing the name of god" (Ref.94). ·Just so., in male 
circilincislon, after a blatantly pagan buil~-up .of . 
vernacular .songs, dahces, and charades, someone has to ratt-
le ·off the· FA:'l'IHA blessing as the first ·Cut is ma.de, 
Climax of in.congruity, it is sometimes th~ Cir~ume:S.sor . 
. ' . ' . ' : ' 
himself, .naked except tor his weird rega.11a. :of. charm;s 
. . conce~s1on · 
and ornaments, who utters t~is the sole~nde:r t~.l;13l~~ 
... 
In the eyes ·of t.he Ngindo >taboos. 1<?~m. i~c:>.r,41n- · 
. atel'y large in· the . Islamic ·cult f, · partly; ·,.b.ec~µ.s:e,. ,t~e, 
simplicity· of auch taboos gives to th!;lr h?ld.e;r~ s.o;~e., 
tangible ·means of identifieationJ, partly. ):)e~(;i:t:ta~'..~P~ .... 
. ; . ~ . '-
taboos .fall .in ac,tmirably with pre .. exi$tent. pe.g~n custom 
' ,: ' : •. , !.- . ·• ·• 
whilst bushpig., nowadays the prohibite~ fPO,d; far,:~~9.~~9 .... \ 
enc~_,. could freely be consumed in. the olq. (iay:?.,, each,;~ \ . 
kinship group had its here~itary totemic. avoi~an:9·e, .tn.1·1'. ~ ----- . .• . - - -- . - ---·- -- -·- - .~· ·-- ---- -· ~ - t_ _ _. - • ..• 'Jc'•''- '--··'- ~-~ 
xFootnote: _ 
Ref'-.79a seems to confirm t_his when it says of the Nya.saland Yao: 
"'fhe Jando,for boys, and th-e Msondo, .for girls, are ·Of modern 
introduction i'rom the coast". The material dates from about 1925. 








addi,tion to· the others applicable to bt-oader. catE;!gories_ 
of people •. _ Despite the decay -of totemism, and wide-
spread scepticism as to the danger.s of e.ating pork-1 the 
ban on bushpig remains entrenched; for, to Muslims whose 
religious .awareness and_dut1es extend .only. a few .st~ps· 
- - beyond this baa.ic requirement, it·-·remai·ns the final 
criterion of their:' contorm:lt.yi. -Along with bushpig, the -- x 
Ngindo shun any number of edible creatures , apparently 
through .;che application, perhaps unwitting, ot Isl$m1c 
"Q1yas" I( analogical deductioti '•' the SWahili word ''Kiasi"; 
' amount, does not seem to have this ·meaning)• C·ertain of 
the rulings rest on the most obscure groU;nd$; - £or instance 
·one may eat rhino but not hippo! A tragic consequence 
has · been the elimination or the one pQtent.ially adequate 
· source .0£ me~t, nwnely elephant shot by Game Scouts in 
the course of crop-p.roteetion dut;es,. _·Whilst the Qur' an 
is silent about e+ephant, it is argued that the animal 
cannot .f'eas:i.bly be slaughtet>ed (kuCHINJA) in the prescribed 
~anrter; that is, by having it£? throat cut .• Yet in the 
case of other game the Faithful. have no hes_itation in 
'slaughtering' a.a much a.s a full day after death. one 
, .......... 
Pt-eacherLI __ met> ser1oµ$ly based h1$ objection on the 
elephant having been a domestic animal, .. and therefore . ' . . ................... . 
repugnant in the same way as a dog-or cat! :As in the 
n/ P • • • • • • • • • •. • • .• • • • • • ~ • ~ • • • • • • ~ • • • ~ • • • ~ • • • • • • • • - - - . 
Sudan where 11In respeet-.of Sharia ·(legal) prohibitions, 
that aga~nst the tttse of into:rlcants has always been 
disregard.eel" (Rer.94), Ngindo insist o.n the retention C?f 
·the beer·p~rtie~ aro:µnd whteh all the important utilitarian 
Footnote:: x 
' , 
Amongst others •••. racoonst ,genets; squirrels; 
jackals ; ·bush-babies; honey ... _badgera; hyenas; 
skunks; frogs; snakes; shre~s; rats; wart-hogs; 
·monkeys; baboo.ns; __ .leopards; ·11ons; crocodiles; 
lizards; caterpillars; chameleons; and. bats. 
Also vultures, hawks, crows, hornb.ills and 
nurnerous other birds. Also .insects galore. 
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and paga.1rttuaj. ·.activiti·e$ revolve. Only a minol'ity~ 
including the P~ea.cher.s ,f . desist; and by .no means all 
on religious grounds.· 1rhe extent to which the. rank and 
; I ~ 
file ignore Islamic temperance wa.s ~ll\lstI'~ted by'the 
.remark of one of my·porters; finding himself at.the end 
of a gruelling march .Pr~v:Ld~ntially in the midst of a . . . . . 
beer-party:· "Alhamciulilahii· .(the "Tab.mid", or stock lauda• 
' ·. 
tory phrase). We have run into some beer~" A Preacher, 
howev.er, can ill afford to be seen drinking fermented 
' I 
beer .• 1. One, of my acquaintance, who habitually did so,; 
! • . ' 
even during Ramadan, though a Preacher of grea.t experience 
I 
and popularity,,: the:reby fo?'feited his following., hence 
' 
his P.rea~herhood• The use of snutfjor w~ed-toba.cco is on 
the other hand universal~ 
f. 
Belief • . ,. 
If the ritual of Ngin~o !vtusltms .is heterogeneous, 
. their :religious concepts are equally so., This arises 
•·' '1' ' • 
tbl-ough the ntnherent. syncretism" of I.slam diagnosed by 
. . ', ·. . . ' ' . , ' 
, . . I 
1!'ri~ngham (Ref 94}, who makes the poi(l.t that the Prophetts 
· .. ' . . ' 
·own initial.formula contained extensive animistic ele<li> 
'·' 
ments. That Mohamed envisaged elastic:tty.is -evident 
: : ! '•. 
from the passage in s\ira No .2:, reading.: HW:hatever verse 
t ' • ' ; 
,we cancel or ·cauae thee to.forget.we bring a better' or its 
' ~ > 'e ' ~ 
like. Knowest thou not that God hath power over all tbingsttt 
l 
(Ref. 74).. Ot'thodox Islam, ramified by nHadith" Criticism 
and '.'Q1yasr" interpretation., . re$tS on a much broader· pedestal 
than the· plain Qur•an. The divergence of Ngindc, in prac ... 
' 
tice as well as in theory,. is therefore .nothing unusual• 
. ' . . . ' . '; 
Whilst t~ey know nothing of its doctrinal or legal evolU:tion 
Ngindo have g~asped the principle o£.SUNNA 1 namely_ custom 
legitimised by C0ncensus, or 'by the Qur''.an itself. 
\ 
In. sorfie ways the Ngindo acknowledge·. to the , 
fullest ,extent the fundamerttal· tenet of Islani, the · 
omnipot.ence of God.. Thinking tha.t .I would nonplus$ . 
them, .I asked how it was tha.t the ·s~ric:t, .Muslims of the 
coast could nevertheless· be such depraved ehal:'"acters 
Oigindo beli·eVe them to be so, whatever the truth or the . . 
mat·ter).. . Back came the :.answer without .hesitation: 
ttQod makes th·em sol" ·in part it is· :their heritage·. 
' . 
or ghost.o.bel1e.fs that renders the Ngt n.do amenable to 
t!te idea of· an apparently ''w~ckedt deity;· for the . 
. ghosts bring loss as well as, prosperity to humans. 
Only iri extreme cases will Allah ts.· ha.r.$hness lead to 
"' . . 
. apostasy ,.'.., •. a .one-time Distri~t Commissioner· of. Liwale 
. recounts how he took the Naruleo · lepe.rs (a Government ... 
' . 
run colony.,. now def\mct) to task for eating elephant-
~ ; 
' ,, . 
hasntt he ?11 • Again,. the· sky-god ChaPANGANYA provides'. 
a c·onte~ into which Allah can· readily fit.. Few Ngindo 
see the need for reconciling the two J · their assigrunent 
of ChaPANGANYA to.the role .of deputy ·.or .agent of creation 
• • • • • • • • • • 
seems no more than a perfunctory rationalisation •. : The 
n/_p • •· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• • • • • • • • • -••••• • • .•• • • • • • • • • • • : 
vaguene.ss of Allah ts attributes leads ~o some· over-
lapp.ing with those of t.he.,.Prophet. Whilst the ·bulk of 
Ngindo appear to recognise Mohamed·' s limitation$ . .as 
a mortal, they still tend· to aec·ord to. him supernatural 
power$; some believe him to· have had a .daz:zling · counten-
. ance; others that his utterances were polygloti .. · l eve11 
heard him d,es-cribed,as simply MtJNGU <(GodJ. Ev~n, the 
Preachers hav1e no c1ear. idea of Mohamed excepting tha1i 
he was an Arab resident ,at MAKA ;(Mecca), recipient. ~f. :the .......... · ...... -.. ~.~· ... · .. . ' ' 
Qur"an, and long ago in his grave. : They. SJ:7e littl.e. ,. /_ . ' - ' . 
n -P • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • : , 
clearer on the. orig1n 9f .~he KURUWANii :(Qur~anl•~ :beyen~ 




. ·\~ ' . 
~ . \ 
I 
; ' 
Most Preachers of any ,pretensions.are f:arnilia:r- wit,h a 
. , few of the commentaries as well; but to ordinary Ngind.o 
Muslims any of the·sacred Ara.bic.w:ri'tings passe~·for 
. . . 
s,omething infallible j , something mystically potent, ·of 
which the recitation is pleasing to God.rather than 
1 
didactic to man. They . b.elieve that p~~yers chanted by 
· .. a small boy will find gr-eater £av.our: than. in the .mouth 
. ''• 
of some adult, inevitably corrupted by· desire+ < 
• t 
The doctrine of. angels (maLAIKA) and devils {JINI 
. ; 
o.r SH~ANI) automatically validat#es. the pagan Ngind.o 
I{ 
view of the supernatural• The malOKA ghosts become 
iangels'; ·the MBUNGE.; maHOKA, and MBEPO spirits., 'devils'• 
The Ngindo see nothing wrong in sacrifice, or exorcism, as 
such.; nor doe•s it seem odd to them that pagan ghosts and 
devils may operate and be. placa~ed_withou.t any reference 
to Goel and the f3roph:et, ~he ~nly reprehensible .features, to . •'{ . . 
their. mind,; ~re th~ danc~ng associa_ted with exorcism; and 
· to a lesser extent the insob:riety assoc~ated with sacri- · 
f'ice. . . I nevE}r heard a Preacher .or ., layman t menti.o:n;roly-
theism ("Shirktt), let alone dwell on ft·s gravity. -The . ~..... ' . - . 
~nly uneasin.'3ss I. could detect .lay in: ~ .. 'Vague fe~ling 
. that images or. ~pres~ntatli.ons of 'man s,hould:''·not ,be 
.allo~~d· When l upbraided a Preacher/. himself a ~eetotal­
ler, for hol~ing beer'."'parties, he pleaded the necessity 
£or pagan saeritice : ··~ .as an· exeuse1 , .A:s .for devil· 
.. dancing~· it·. is not th~ detraction. from, God's unity that 
prompts scruple.a, but rather the threat to competing 
Islamic Service$.. A Preacher told me of the enormity 
,of' the tempt~tion. iNnilst at his oraisons he hears the 
drum-beat., disturbing his reflect~ons;,. drowning his 
voice. Bit by bit in response to the rhythm his .limbs 
begin to twitch~ . Till ~ventually he ·come.a bounding out 
.JJO~ 
0£ the mosque straight into the vortex ~£ the dancel 
Orl~inaliy .• say the Ngindo, it was the .Proph$i himself 
whose meditations were s·o disturb.ed. ·A Preacher., . ' 
regarding the dan.ce ... arena as polluted ground,,.will ~void 
' ,· . . . .· . ,; . :> . . ·. . . ' ·.· . /'',f f . 
setting foot on it fo-r f'o~ days. DHA~I (sin) .• ; ]l·e 
• '\' '!· . ' ' e. .. :C,.J'\' ~ .. ·. ~ ·.·I • • 
says,. bas been committed. there. l\ievertheles~•kif ')~b:~y 
•, ' 
personally abstain, Prea·chers do hold danpes.:, 
1
\Vben t 
. expressed astonishment .at this;. a southern..-Nd~nde (i.e. 
• . ' f . 
more' sophisticated} Preacher explained: 
of sheer necessity ••• We.must get rid.of o~ devils!". 
; . ' 1 
Once again* it was the l·ess heinous means. not. the poly-
theisti9 end, ~hat evoked Ng:tndo. misgi~i~g~.· /Neither 
11.,p. saeri£iee nor 'exorcism has been adapted one S..ota in 
' ' . 
the direction of Islam, a contrast. noted in the Sudan 
by T~imingham. "Zar" .appeasement of the sp.ir:f.ts 
through dancing and drumming is "too far from Islam fo.r 
. I • . . 
. . . . . ) . 
there to have been any attempt to lslamise it'* (Re.f .(94) .• 
I 
Ngindo allege the existence of an approve(l.fonn. o,f 
; , .~ I 
dancing known, as BENI .- . Whether this . is son1ething.· apart . 
i . . 
l 
from the DHI.Kl:RI performed on f'east_•days I -could n9t 
establish (J~nes, referring to. '"-Raq" danc.ing, ·St;ates · 
that; .strictly ;Sp~al~ing, this, and tall musi~• are forbidden,·. , 
· fRet. 39~). Incideritally DHIKIRI may take a priva.te and 
vocal form. Hearing a hideous braying.sound·just . .a.fter 
dawn at a camp I made on the mido..Mbwemkuru river,, I 
innocently asked how.it could be that donkeys $Urviyed 
the tsetse-flies thereabouts ; only t·o learn that the 
local Preacher was responsible l "Dikh.r", ,a (<.>rm of 
myf3tic1sm.,. implies the repetition of sacred sounds or 
.-· '. , 
exerci;ses . - ·According to Trirningham it derives :from 
the.Koranic· injunct:ion: ~Remember God with .frequent 
r~membra.nce", contained iri Sura. No~:2.3, (Re:r.94}.. lt 
does not here lead to the emergence -0£ "Fakir",,. "Feki n, 
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Ngindo pay 'iip.;...service to the lslainic teaching 
of punishment and reward, with its concomitants 0£ 
HALAL! (right) '.and HARAMU (wrong), on which Preachers 
place considerable emphasis. The only . sermon .. I. ever 
heard deli'V'ered .in kiSW'ahili devoted much care.to.explain-
ing how it was that sinners in hell could suffer'eternal 
torment• Amid :roars of laughter the Preacher.· was at pains 
to show that the · skin, instead ot blistering ·~lnd shrivelling, 
w:ould constantly be replaced. Normally, however., · it is 
'.the sanction or-earthly retribution, more especially the 
det,errEmt of death .itself, that·· upholds good beh~vtour~ 
Should a taboo, either Islamic or pagan, be .broken the 
\_,) ~. • . I ' • 
offender1's whole body will erupt in· a -rash. ffe_ may even 
contract leprosy. . . As a seri:ous hypo~he~i:s . of the 
, hGre~fter the destinat:ihn$ of .PEPONI (.hea.ven, · literally 
,·t,. . ' 
'in the. sky') ~nd MOTONI (hell, lit,erally 'in the fire•J 
scal;'cely occur to the .Ngindo, whose.scepticism must be 
· patent to ·anyone. What they do expect. to ·happen .is their 
t-rans1ation to a ghostly sphere outside the categories or 
heaven and hell. The recognised Islamtc angels, such as. 
Gabriel, appear· to be divine beings in thelr own :right 
.rather than resurrected mortals; hence omt~tted by ·the 
Ngindo scheme of c.osmology. The la.tt:er ,emits barely an 
echo of the doomsday dogma. Whereas te.xt, ... book Islam 
insists on the .decline of faith, :i,nter-r,egmun of' .the 
ant.i•Christ, triumph of Jeslls~ ~inal ju.dgmer,.t, .and so 
forth, the Ngi'.ndo know ,only of the fiasco of iMajima.,Ji, 
which among ,other things promie.ed the annihilation ot 
foreign rule by :means of a d.:eluge .(see Chapter IX, War 
.and the West) • Likewt&,e they have no counterpart of 
the Islamic devil-ringleader, Iblis. Sot without con-
scious discord, the traditional pagan system,of beliefs 
persists intact •. Sometimes it stands.apart from that . 
of Islam'proper, or even the version of Islam disseminat-~d 
332. 
by local Preachers; more often. it dove.-tails •. Thus . 
one finds an Islamic Preacher resort.ing to pa.gan di vim:i.-
. . ~: . {) . . 
tion in order .to .discover _the identity .. of a mal.evolent 
' • ' f I "" . • •. '. 
paganised·ghost to whom.Islamic SADAKA .might be offered! 
- ' . ' , • , . I 
This is an actual case.. .Another., invol v.ing. some ·of. the 
" . -~ 
leading Isl~ic figures in the country,.led to the 
breakdown, 0£ a. p.ropos:ed KARAMU feast.. During the prepa.ra-
1 " • 
tions a cockerel., which had been acquired as pa.rt of the 
• I • ' • •• '1 f? 
stock of provisions., suddenly ailed, staggered about, and 
fell down dead.. In a great .state of trepidation, the 
Islamic mourners consulted pagan .di.viners,, who confirmed 
' - ' 
that the ghost in whose honour the £~ast was to have been 
' ' - .. 
. held disapproved. Consequently the Islamic feast had to 
,,. ;f ~. 
be postpon'd until such time as pagan methods had 
resto:r~d harmony~ 
Organization •. 
Islam .in East Africa .lacks a .regularly constituted 
.;: ~ 
priesthood. Th~ Preacher, invariably a male, ,is nothing 
but a ~layman' .posses:f$;i.tag certain .relig:i.oue. qualifications 
- . ' ' , . .;·:. ·, . . ' . ' . . . ~· . 
and. acti~g as pai:1# ... time leader ·Of services. .Though his 
duties earn, him .small . ·cash .fees, there is .no such thing 
among the Ngindo as a profess.ional Preacher. Inde_e~; 
by pointing to the lack of . ~~rchy; I }).ave provoked . . . v' .. · 
Ngindo declarations that are pure protestantism~: With 
startling Islamic orthodoxy they affirm the direct 
liaison from man to deity., between whom it would be 
presumptuous to intervene. Nevertheless· the Preacher•'s 
superiority over the unlettered ttribesfolk is such that 
he stands to them in the relationship of indispensable 
mouthpiece. As a general rule Preachers are so distribu-
ted as to represent ea.ch territorial 'settlement'*. Few 
settlements are without a Preacher .• usually a local man 





where, has come back to lead his flock. In a ·sense. there- · 
tore he can be regarded as a manifestation o.f settlement 
.! 
identity. · Not infrequently, thanks to transmissio~ from 
a single properly trained Preachert a devout ramt;y will 
·have several members with various degrees of sk11i·· in the 
liturgies.·- Again., in the bigger settlements two or three 
competing ·P.reachers ·may operate. reflecting the tendency 
towards fission in · such an outsi·ze unit" Certain Islamic 
observances such as ·the festivals demand a higher level 
of competence than that posse.s$ed by the general run of 
Preachers. · On, t.h9se occa.s1ons worshippers must desert 
'· their .settlement loyalties and assemble wherever the. full 
, . "-- I 
amenities. of.fer'; ' wh~ce the concourse of people at the 
\ 
close of Ramada.m,· · dr&wn\from perhaps ·half a dozen dis-
. . ! . ' . 
' . . 
ti net settlements.'· Seasonal considerations sometimes 
. . 
overrule·this communal trend. Thus at ··an ·outlying 
settlement whose members habitually left home to attend 
the festivals a makeshift mosque had been erected so as 
to allow the people to .stay on guard over the ripening 
crop, an outside Preacher being hired specially to come; 
prestige motives we.re C?-lso ·at work here. 
A fair. ·.indication ·of a Preacher ts pretensions 
is the 'mosqae' (for distribution see map at the beginn-
. ' 
ing of Chapter II}, a conventional rectangular SWahili-
; ~ -
type building, often in a ·s~·ate of disrepair. Of pole, 
thatch, a~d ,mud const·ruction, .it usually' incorporates 
a v.erandah or projecting eaves to shelter the wooden 
or' stone block on which the· ablutions are performed. 
Otherwise. the only ~eans whereby the mosque can be dis-
tinguished from surrounding dwellings is by the "Mihrabtt 
niche, vi.sible as a bulge on the outer wall. The mosque 
stands close to the Preacher's own hut as a rule•~ .As with 
Preachers, there are gradations in. mosque.s. Those" of the 
' I 
l 
more modest type, w:alled with gr'ass. go by the name 
, kiBANDA (little she.d), which· amounts to :a temporary 
mosque. . Only at Liwale-botna does the mosque., a twnble-
down edif'i·ee,. ~ to .a tin roof., whitewashed walls, and 
windows.. Extending downwards from the mosque-owning ·· 
class ••• ·a Preacher will be assisted by his congregation 
in buildin,g •• ·• comes a thin s~reen of .partly literate 
adherents.: These are to be seen poring over prayer• 
~ ; ~ ' . . . ' . 
boards outside their huts, some or which boast a washing.-' 
: • f ' ' . • • • s . 
platform and prayer-mats... They may be called in to 
, ' . 
officiate at. burials and other services Within their scope; 
that of SADAKA for instance demands only mod~rate teeh-
ni~al ability. Some Ngindo run only to a few .rote 
passages such as the FATIHA ••.• the general incidence 
of literacy in .Ai"abic script is not more than five percent. 
Just as there is no sharp dividing :line between mosques 
·Of the mSIKITI and kiBANDA types, so there is none between 
Muslims ot t1'e Preacher and 'layman·• types. 
Outside Islami-c authorities scarcely .aff·ect 
.Ngindoland at all. · Certainly they exe.:rcise no direct 
control.. Occasionally., pel"!laps once in three year.s; a.n 
.outside Sheikh ( Sl{EHE} pays a courtesy visit. The only 
one l saw (who by way 10£ an oddity happened to be a 
European) stayed a few days at Liwale-boma. He·eame 
from _Mikindani, on the coast and fkr to the south. · The 
coast se~s.fairly.rich in Sheiktis whose rank, like that 
.. 
of t.he Preacher, depends o.n popular acclaim• There is 
even some tendency to pay the compliment to the leading 
Prea,cher at Liwale-boma who~ unlike the bulk of his 
·Colleagues 1 i~ ap. immigrant of long re.sidenee belonging 
to the Mwera tribe. Visi.ting Sheikbs:t· though they give 
advice, exercise no jurisdiction. Certain of them 
(not all live at the coast -: •. the southerly Makonde,···. 
'\. \ . ., 
\ 
; . 
Yao, and ,Ndendeuli of the J.nterior .have their· own Sheikhs) 
achieve grea.t personal _emtnence; as instance the late 
Shetklj. Itir1.sha ot Oar es Salaam; but n.ot in an ·executive 
J,,,1,. .... ~ 
sense. As tn . the .&.utan, \'Jhere Lm1ssi·ohary activity .comes 
as nalways e. pu.relr secondary task" (Ret.94), the Ngtndo 
1devote no systematic attention ·to spreading the .Faith.; 
which in any case, within their _awn borders;• the.y could.. 
only do in depth. There seems no avenue ot disciplinary 
actJ:~n a.ga.i.nst Preachers. If doctrinal points should 
arise, c:trc'Qlar l·etters passed by hand may air them • 
. A Preacher told .me ·that 't.o digest and pass on such a letter 
wa.s a sure passport to he:fl.ven. The sole hard-and-fast 
. 
l"'"'"'"' 
Islamic ruling emanati~g troni Liwale•boma is the ~ating 
of a parti-cular ,festival '•'•·'• cloudy skie.s often lead to 
poor synehr.onisa,tion in outlying parts'.• Outside ccntrover ... 
si·es leave the Ngin.do untouched.. The whole c-oost is 
sai·d to h~ve be en. rent with dissension not long ago on 
the issue· 0£ using drums to accompany the eh.anting at 
mosques; · the problem never troubled tfgindoland. \'ihat 
Ng1ndo do b~~;f.eve is that they 1 EU.! Africans, are dit.feren~ 
·tiated from Ara.b Muslims by yirtue of a slight ti. tual 
variation during the AtAUMAHIDINA prayer ••• as a eon• 
cession the Arabs may stand with the arms dangling, 
whereas "We black. men must told ,our arms't. So .among 
the Ngindo, whilst one cannot say with 'rrf.mingltam that 
'•Islam fosters .1n its aclherents a t'O rld-outlook tor-eign 
to tbe.animi•t" (Ret .. 94) 1 tbe.existence, if not the 
power,,. of outside fmsllm dignitaries receives aeknowledge-
mentt.. Such. .a one is the NJitII of, Mecca, reputedly the 
present repre.sentative of .the Prophet on earth. 
Mgindoltind. af'f tfrd..s meagre facilities for the 
traini.ng of Preachers noi<ladays. A few P.reachers take 






Formerly the local output of Preachers would appear to 
ha~e been higher; , perhaps becaus,e the standards were 
not ,so exacting then. At any rate it has now become 
customary to s.eek training with coastal !C>r other outside 
Sheikhs and .Preachers, taking two or three years over 
it~ The Qur'an itself .Provides the basic instruction, · 
in. the volumes known as. maSAFU and .. JUSU,. Next the pupil 
graquates onto what appear to be eommentaries (Et;!MUJ, 
the easiest 0£ which are BA.BU;. SAF!NATI; and RO.SO~- There-
after the adtraneed _works.; am~ngst ~hem the commonly used 
. . . x 
HOi'tJBA and MAULIDI, are legion ,. Intelligent reading· 
' . . 
. of Qur'•.an and ~omnientariea seems wholly absent; · both 
figure as largely incom.prehensible oracl.es .• · Certain of 
. ·the Preachers know a few ~odd. words of Arabic· and. grasp 
the general drift or a .passage;. but none could ,carry 
on a conversation in that language; Fees for tuition 
at or:. near home, as the. ,.following case shows, ate , 
- . 
l 
nominal: !'The agreement (was) Shs ~ 10/- £or his child 
~o q.earn ; to} read. ~cepting that he {~he child) has 
been dereated (because .of) th~ .Preacher . (b~ing) £ieree 
, ev~ry day'! (MCH 50/44). The average Preacher can manage 
·the normal servicea .like .burl.al. and f'<~stivals, but stops 
.short at anything u.n:f'amili:a:r like . NDOA {marriage) or 
DHIHARA (special.feast-dafJ.. Preaching can.not be eon-
stdered lucrative; The f:ee •(IJARA for comraoner SWahili 
JJJIRA) . .for minor services is Shs. 2/•; or e~·en less for 
S~DAKA. Only in the. festiv-als 1 depending on the·contri;-
- :: . -
Footnote x: . , 
· . Other 'books I heard mentioned were (phonetically \\ . 
spelt}.: TARATIBU .swALr~. TWALI~Bu ASIMAU, ALBADILI, ' 
YAS)ttNI,. YASIN! BAHA1U, DARAILU INAKRAD, ILISI · ~, ', 
.JOSEN,; IMAMtJ ALGAZALI, RISALA (including '\· 
TAWAHIDI, FAKIHI, and TASWAUFI), .. DURATI BAHIIYAT, 
MOJIMAU ALBAUSALATI1 KASHIFATl .IS.AJA, ALHAMDAT! 
SADIKI. . . The 11 tera:ture as a whole goes by the 
name UDHUNA kuSWALI •• 
I ___ _ 
butions (CHANGO, about Shs. 1/- per domestic family, 
. . 
giving perhap'5 Shs. 20/-, out of which the bulk of 
expenses must be met), or ip big events like KARA.MU, 
does the remuneration become appreciable; still remem-
bering that the Preacher must purchase his own books/ 
{Most of these are cheap paper-covered editions; but an 
ornately bound Qur'an may cost Shs. 10/-. Few Preachers 
have more than a dozen books to their name) • He must 
also see to it that he is reasonably attired·. Inscribed 
skull-cap, full-length gown, and usually sandals, 
comprJ.se the essential uniform. If the Preacher dabbles 
j, 
in med~cine, he must lay in a supply of the expensive 
edible ink (CHAPARA.NI). 
\tJhat is demanded of a Preacher is that he should 
b.e reasonably competent as a speaker • • • cursed with a 
.stumbling articulation, not even a theologian or saint 
could become an Ngindo Preacherl ••• and reasonably blame-
less in.his life• In all other respects he behaves as 
anyone else. He farms and builds a hut~ He marries one 
or more wives. He takes part in all tribal activities, 
except actual dancing and beer-drinking. Re will stand 
and watch the former ••• I even saw one playing the drum ••• 
and join in a work-party, confining himself to unfermented 
beer (NDONDORO). Very little in the way of a white-collar 
attitude attaches to the Preacher. One, who officiated 
with distinction at a festival attended by the 'Sultan' 
and. others, assured me that we had met. before. I was at 
a loss until he reminded me that he had been one of a gang 
of half-naked road labourers I had encountered on the 
march some weeks before and at a point SO miles away. 
This is not to say that some Preachers do not put on 
airs. As Trimingham says, "Muslims place extreme 
·emphasis on the . e.xte.rnals ·Of religion. and. maket no 
important ethical demands" (Ref .. 94l• It .i's therefore 
the more cosmopolitan type of Pireacher,. less susceptible 
to the diffident, •tree-born• code ot.the.Ng~nde (see 
Chapter V.III}., who is a snob. Amongst the ,, laity' as 
well• Islam may bring prestige; C·omplains a polygynous 
wife.: "I am s~ill a concubine :(MCHUMBA, i.e. pagan wif',e} 
and he (the husband) .went and married (NDOA, i.e. · 
fl . . . ' ••••••••••••.•••••• 
I Islamic) her (a juni~r w1~e)"lKIP 43/47) • =~~e Preiacher ~ ~ p_... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . • . . . ·' 
. ~ 
.is ,a man of standing .in bis ow community; ·one, a. youngish ~. 
. . . . . . . ~ .. ·, .·' . ·. : . . . ' ' . { 
.man~ I noticed iny~~tr:ig the so~ .or the local headman to * 
attend'.a festival. The ·young m~n d~c.lined .. on .the ground 
" l . • ' ' • '; .• 
that he had been •unabie• to .fast .. beforehand• This .earned 
' ' 
him a rebuke, not for failing t«J fa.st, , but fer prevari-
.. '• 
.eating. And yet politically the Preacher. i$ i~ a back-
: ~. 
' I ' ' 
water;. .His over-specialisation inhi~i~s him from acquir-
ing headmanship o.r like «o.ffice. It. i:s rather the correet 
' ' • c• 
'l~~an•., unhampere<f: by religious ob;t.iga~ions:; unimpressed 
by religious virtuosity, who stands to get appointments~ 
None the less .a number of qualified Pre.~chers have become 
headmen; par~ieula.rll' a generatton or so ago,. wh~n the 
gap b~tween congregation and.Preacher was narrower. Few 
. ' 
of the younger Preachers I met impre.ssed me as leaders~ 
~n . . . . ' .t'"-• •••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Of course to.speak of a Preacher a:s 'qualified' .is a 
misnomer. His qualification. arising out of pure supply 
and demand, subject to public approval., .can vary from 
sketchy to excelle?lt. . His ''ery laxity assures the 
, ·~ ~ 
Preacher of a ~¥ce in the affe,etions of the peopl~ • 
. ···;,_ 
Far from regiment.ing them, he may watch over theirr 
physical welfare too ••• his kt1owledge o.f the saer~ 
h~ ·~ 
writings, whi~h guide/in his choice of roots and ot!ler 
ingredients, ean enhance his value as a herbalist. .By 
the same token he ma,y prove a. more than usually deadly 
sorcerer.. But just as he appreciates the public irregu-
larity of many pagan customs ••• it is the conservative 
339. 
i - ' 
home-circle .of womenfolk that deter him from ·taking 
a.c;tion ••• the Preacher will seldom descend to the more 
serious private irregulapity of sorcery. There is 
nothing sacrosanct ~bout a Preacher.. To give a typical 
instanee1 of th~ bantering way ln which he .may be treated, 
my porters ribbed our young Preacher-guide on.~he one 
l1eg of a safari• "How will you pray Whilst you are on 
this journey ?tt. "This long robe o.f mine will serve as 
a prayer-mat". ttWhy on earth put a shroud on before you 
are dead ?" • .Bu't when the youngster showed signs of 
·becoming nettled, they good•naturedly desisted; 
"Islam is not so much a creed as a social system" 
(Ref .94.}. Its specifically legal branch,, the Shari 1 a 
( SHERIA or SALIA., used by the Ngindo to mean j11stice in 
general)• which Gibb de.fines as "a discussion of the 
du.ties of Musiimstt (Ref~ 20)• .:follows four main schools~ 
That of Shaf'i governs East African Sunni, or 'conserva. ... 
t:i.ve, Muslims; amongst whom must be included the Mgindo~ 
Of th.is the latter have the vaguest of notions, ·assert-
ing the charac·teristics or all f.our .schools to be set 
out in the books known as HADITHI LIKUDUTHll (I also 
hea.rd AR.ISI LIKULUSIIO}and MINHAJ.I TWALIBANAj') a.11 the 
other commentaries allegedly dealing with ritual matters. 
But it is obvious that the.word SHAFII means nothing ex-
t ~ cepting to the Preacher-elite; themselves plainly ingo-
Vi 
rant. ot its full implication. Tbere£Qre any clash o:r 
l.egal systems .entirely fails to impress Ngindo Muslims 
who in addition look askance at the practice of their . 
more o~;hodox coastal fellows. Trimingham find.s precisely 
the same to be true of certain Sudanic Malikis: ttNo 
critical study o:f·Ibn Malik. or other founders of Fiqh 
is macle. 'Abridgements:' had been produced by obscure 
individuals and .these th$ students learnt by heart" · 
(Ref\; 94J ~ He concludes that "the religion of Mohrunedan 
peoples :eve1"ywhere ·is full of . non•Islamic eustoms and 
su.perstit1·o.ns 1Which. it .has absorbed, but these. in. no ' 
wa.y weaken. its ~eligiouswsocial solidarity"··· :More 
. . . ' ., . . ' . ~ . . . ., 
especially would.this see~ to be tru.e Qf.tllose following 
the Shaf"'i persuasion.: Vesey-Fitzgerald {quoted in 
fter.~ 70} observes that· ttwhe.rever· ShaflJ.. doctrines· predoin-
i~ate a i,arge and. +1ourishing body of custom e:x::tsts along.;.. 
side the law?'. 
To what extent does Islamic law control Ngindoland ?· 
:tn the s.phere 0£ marriage. its impa.,et, ha,f> been ·evaluated 
as sligh,t (see Chapter V 11 end of secti·on on Matsriage· 
Proc~dure) .• . The modif.ied. form of Islamic matt-1age adopted 
by a small Ngind.o minori.ty causes , the balance of spouses ·. 
. . 
t;.o, suffer- no disability ~n consequence; .. Note that on the 
. coast, by contrast.,,: w~ere pagan marriage gets only partial 
recognltion,. customary unions .receive· ,scant protection; 
home ... Ngind<> evacuees were pa.rticula.rly .d_:tsgust~d by this~ 
A single striking example will suffice to show the· 
essential dise.reJ>ancy be~ween current Ngindo custom and 
out.side Islamic rulings; ·''Musl~ law permits marriage 
between all classes o,£ cou~ins, and it seems that 
marriage between a man and his father's brother's daughter 
.is o~ten specially favouredtt (Ref. 70) • Nothing co\.lld 
be more abhorrent to the Ngtndo than this 'match·. The 
.same · __ · : ' type of clash,, only partly compensated ·by 
common features such .as . e,gnatie deseent,, etc~., occurs 
at all points .in the field of custom.. Inheritance in ·no 
w~y adheres to the complicated Koranic allocations; nQr 
land tenure t,,o the ttArabic 'Am&ra' or permanent right;s 
obtained by squatting on and developing someone else's 
land" {Re£. 94) ; nor the settlement of disputes to :t'the 
'eye for an eye' method of the Arab,,(Ref.94). Only in 
limited ways does Ngindo custom appear to owe anything 
to Islam. or this,,male circumcision ia a possible· 
example; but circumcision itself, as one of the 1'still 
lesser duti .. es (i .. e. below the categories o:f ttFarz 111 
obligatory, a.nd tf\1ajibtt, necessary) • •• permitted: by 
Mohamed" (Ref .• )9), holds secondary importance in the 
eyes of Muslims ; whilst the Ngindo, if they did borro1'1 
it, have dressed the rite in fantastic pagan g(i;-b. Oil 
the whole the same state of affairs obtains here asamong 
the Beja of the Sudan • .. • ttNati v.e courts therefore follow 
their own customary laws and the Shari'a does not touch 
them even in the field 0£ family relationships" (Rer.9.;.}. 
The incompatibility .of things Ngindo and Islamic cannot 
be reduced to a single factor such as the form.er 's less 
stringent agnation; though this is undoubtedly present. 
Rather it is a multiple conflict of two independent 
systems,. each having certain chance correspondences with 
t·he other. 
The law of Ngindoland, in so far as the ie.stern-
ised Tangayika Territorial Code allows it freedom,· is 
that of 'native law and cu~tom'. Now, by this could 
o! course be meant Islam.le law, a closer approximation 
to which, in the coastal Districts, operates under this 
same pro vision. But in. fact .Islamic law, though poten• 
t1ally present, here exerts a negligible influence~ Only 
once to my knowledge has the issue come to a head~ This 
was in 1932 when an heir under widow-.inheritance demanded 
the normal refund of br.idewealth from a, recalcitrant 
widow; who thereupon inv·oked Islamic law. Obviously 
342. 
at sixes and sevens, the Ngindoland Council contented 
itself with st.ating the position in these \i'Ords: "Accord-
ing to our Islamic law there is no obl5.g~tion to refund 
bridewealth ("Mahari", i.e. Islamic) if the husband has 
died. The plaintiff says that if she {the wi.dow) does 
not want. to be inherited by me (the record here $Witches 
to direct speech) she must give back the money which my 
broth~r paid. So .I shall get our traditional justice 
("Sheriau is the word the scribe uses, but he obviously 
means pagan law). I cannot f ollo·w this religious law". 
Undecided, the Council went on to propos·e t.he unprece-
dented step or a re-hearing j,n the presence of the 
Provincial Commissioner; beyond which point no docu-
mentary trace can now be found. The matter mtist ha.ve 
been shel:ved, for the Council wisely made no further ............................................ 
. . . 
I reference to it. :Otherwise scarcely a ripple !las n p __ • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • 
disturbed the tr~rnquil surface of 'our Islamic law', 
with its steady undercurrent of Ngindo custom. Once, 
a strict ~fu.slim f ather•in-law of the Makonde tribe was 
dau~ter's 
quietly relieved of his~indo suitor to whom he objected 
simply because the young man drank beer, ordinarily no 
ground for complaint. Commented the court: "It is the 
law of the Islamic religion" (AP 144/51). In another 
case a husband getting divorced after a six-year absence 
; 
on his part, wa.s allowed t~ claim the Sha. 10/~ residue 
of br.idewealth due to him; but only as an indigenous 
concession: "It is merely native help ••• strictly 
the law (here based on a precedent set in the 19)0s by 
the Ngindoland Council itself'., but representing its ver-
sion or Islamic law) is to forfeit it completely " 
(Ap 98/51). Again 1. where the known attributes of the 
two legal systems happen to coincide, the eourt will 
endorse the fact with satisfaction. A husband deserting 
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his wife for five years is told: "You have behaved very 
badly indeed, both in the eyes of religion ("Dini") 
and of the tribe ("Kabila"),,(AP 201/51). · In yet another 
marital connection, one finds a witness debating the alter-
natives open in one of the few aspects of tribal usage 
into which the penetration of Islam has driven a wedge, 
namely marriage-procedure: "Then my father asked her 
(the witness's prospective mother-in-law) whether she 
wanted (to marry in) ,.iHthe Magingo or the Swahili (i.e. 
Islamic) way. She replied that she wanted Magingo. So . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
n/p i.t. ~a.s •• t.~~~ •• ~ .~~~~~~ .~ .~~:~:·~. ~~~ :~::1. ~(~~!:.~More often, 
as happens in the Sudan, "Nobody is wholly conscious of 
what elements are distinctly religious and Muslim, and 
what are merely social and pagan" (Ref.94). Such is the 
confusion that Ngindo may erroneously attribute to 
Islam customs that are definitely non- Islamic; for 
instance, I heard the MKANGE cash-payment to the mother 
of a newly-wed bride so described. Islamic law is not 
only meaningless to the Ngindo as an abstraction, but 
also repugnant to them in most or those particulars or 
which they arefaware. Yet, as Muslims, they are bound 
to welcome it. The contradiction, allowed to stand 
thanks to ignorance, tolerance, or apathy, is by no means 
unique. To quote Trimingham again, he fi#ds the Sudanic 
masses to be "living according to an entirely different 
standard of personal religion, law, and morality from 
that of the Shari'a, yet revering it, and therefore 
easily stirred by the cry."Islam in danger""(Rer.94). 
Conclusion. 
Islam, as a serious force, has been with the 
• 
Ngindo only two generations. Moreover, after a highly 
unconven~ional start, it has developed within the Ngindo 
culture virtually untouched by outside influences, 
whether or not Islamic. Small wonder that the result 
should be more Ngindo than Muslim. This does not; 
however, invalidate its Muslim quality; more especially 
in view of the known diversity of Muslim communities in 
East Africa. Actually there are grounds for regarding 
Ngindoland as more firmly Muslim than cosmopolitan 
elements au.ch as the coast people• It is rare to find 
a territorial unit of this size, homogeneous in both 
speech and custom, which is also solidly Muslim. 
How did Islam gain.the upper hand throughout 
Ngindoland ? Whilst .it is true that a boisterous half-
century of gradual acclimatisation, followed by the 
apocalyptic tempest of Majimaji, followed by a sheltered 
half-century of slow erosion account for its deep imprint 
today, this is only half the story. Islam found here 
L- . 
an environment peculiarly receptive. In principle,egali-
tarian I~lam met the primary requirement of the egalitarian 
Ngindo, namely diffusion. Coupled with its other facet 
of ready adaptation, this meant automatic affinity 
towards the ruling Ngindo ideal of status, as defined in 
the neJCt chapter. Islam breeds a type of character 
eminently suited for the r~e of 'freeman'. He has 
dignity and meticulous courtesy. His religion speci-
fically enjoins him to welcome "God's stra.nger" and 
tolerates the pagan code of hospitality ••• even the 
Islamic paradise is a long convivial entertainment 
calculated to appeal to the gentlemanly epicure. His 
festivals ••• even Ra~dan, with its nightly FUTARI. 
repasts ••• af'~ord opportunities for polite intercourse. 
He brings with him no objectionable heirarchy to 
humiliate the mass of freemen; nor does he condemn 
slavery. He is a polygynist. As opposed to the slavish 
.. , 
... 
type C?f person.; . he is an ·accomplished public speaker, 
washes himself at frequent intervals·, and shUl'ls theft 
like the plague. He believes in the s~rict surveill-
. , i • I 
ance of wome·n.· 'l'horoughgoing Islam would of course 
undermine the· freeman ts styie of life.; but no bigot 
. ' , ,,, ,I 
· has yet trie? to force· the issue., Unt.r~" 'he does so• 
Triminghamt s conclusion) th~t "Isiarrf plays havoc with 
'. ·~agan institutioni> /by virtue of the fact that it "takes 
over the essential features of paganism through syni-. 
cretism • Thepagan customs are.retained whilst the . .. 
1
sp.irit .c)t the custom is lost" (Ref 94) 'will remain .un-




'.rhr'3ugh its 'univers~~_;ty Islam might be expected 
... 
· to break down· t}le parochiali'sm of the Ngindo., who do 
indeed classify all comers on the basis of religion. The 
.. 
more conscious Muslims .among them tend.to dismiss pagans 
' . 
as untouchable •• :e.. ttThey come straight from copulating 
to a meal. yt~thout so much as ·washing; .if at a beer•party 
·they gofaside to' ·urinate., they come back and handle the 
drinking-vessels . without. further ado; · they are just 
animalst:" ~ . Btit .. it is clear that these strictures are 
aimed primarily at non.;.Mgindo heathens. As for non~ 
Ngindo Muslims, they are scarcely any better, to the Ngin.do 
way or thinking. · 'The. Pogoro contingent, worsted in a dis-
- . ' 
pute over an elementary point ·of daily prayer, are to~ 
amateurish to come within their notie·e .• At the other 
extreme.; the assid\IOUs Muslims . of the t:oast are nothing ~ 
but mannerless mer,eeriaries, their elx:pertness in devotion 
not only immaterial but, hint the .Ngindo, at the root .of 
the.ir present corrtiption. Opinions like this may lack 
factual foundation .... But not conviction in the minds 
·Of their holders! Perfectly legitimate attempts by 
outsiders to remedy Ngindo religious defec'"7.s encounter 
frantic resentment. Some while ago, a long-e.stablished 
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. Viwera Preacher who ventured to suggest some improvements 
' 
in th:e dict$.on of his Ngindo Muezzin had to recant on pain 
,of banishment!. t ·Apart from one or two Preachers who 
admit to having .felt. ~mbarrassed at their own shortcomings 
when. in the presence of coastal Muslims,. Ngindo feel 
absolute satisfaction in both their conception and · 
performance of' Islam. Where I.slam does· help to foster 
unity is within the Ngindo complex itself; simply because 
its uniformity extends that far .and no furthe:r. l :could 
.not help rema1·king this at a fe.stival I attended on the 
western periphery or Ngindoland. The 'ethnic compo~ition 
·Gf the three-man process.ion formed by the ofticiating 
.Preachers was Magingo, Ndonde, Ndendeuli; a trio making up 
the local .Islamic fonnula: ., Three in one equals Ngindot • 
Tri·mingham's cimclusion that "Islam can only advance 
. . .· . (Re1'.9Zt);- . . 
through tribal disintegrationtt/must therefore be reckoned 
inapplicable so far. On the contrary it is ·tislam' that 





CHAPTER VIII.. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HO?ftE•NGINDO. 
,Internal Varia'tio.ns of Ngindoland,. 
Thus f.ar I. have spoken 0£ the home-.Ngindo as if 
they were whoa.ly uniform ..• Actually this is far from 
being the case. Ngi.ndoland can be divided into at least 
five spheres of influ.ence, .each overlapping onto one or 
more of the others .• Of these the most important .is 
Magingo, largely permeating the rest• So that the 
minorities who reject the appellation nevertheless approxi-
mate ve_ry closely to professed Magingo in speech and 
custom • • • hence the Government tag,. 'Ma.gingo-Ndonde' , 
in which all but the largest and most obvious of the 
minorities get lumped in with Magingo• Incidentally pre-
war census returns show the ratio between 'Magingo' and 
Ndonde to have been about five to one• Like any other 
. ' . 
large-.seale Ngindo grouping.,. Magingo is primarily lin-
guistic. So, even though I did not find it worthwhile 
to enumerate the sub-dialects i.nside Ngindoland (except 
the kiNdonde spoken there), such is their similarity to 
' . . 
one another in vocabulary, contrasts in id.iom and pronun-
c"iltion· suffi:ce to set each one apart' perhaps in the 
manner of some of the English cou!il;tY dialects• Even minor 
variations in construction, in the ears of .one or other 
of the dialect-speakers, may turn the most innocent phrase 
into the vilest abuse,. Thus the v.erb 'to have' may in one 
locality have a sexual connotation,. but not in another. 
Magingo is also territorial. A broad east-west band of 
country.straddling Liwale-boma, though in :fa.ct of mixed 
population, passes for.solid Magingo, the hearth from 
which the sub-tribe fanned out south and north. In former 
days no doubt the ethnic charact.er of the area was more 
consistently Magingo. Though politically it has none, 
culturally also Magingo has a shade of' rreaning; for 
instance, by relation with my inevitably Chobo-centric 
account. Take marriage • •• Magingo favour cross-cousin 
matches far less than do the Chobo. The latter reckon 
seniority of siblings by chronological primogeniture 
irrespective of their mothers• status, whereas Magingo 
allegedly give precedence to the issue of a senior wife. 
' . 
One must draw such distinctions with great caution. 
Personally I doubt ~hether Magingo do e heirs in 
this fashion; yet it is significant that the Chobo shou.ld 
think they do. Such differences, so subtl·e as not to 
amount to more than touches like this, are analogous to 
occ~sional irregular cells in two outwardly identica.l 
honey-~ombs, .fu.sed one with the other. But to the 
natives they l~om disproportionately large. In the past, 
before the levelling tendency induced by the growth and 
spread of Magingo, they must have bee::n. greater. The 
name Magingo,, though it recurs elsewhere in. the region,, 
appears to have no intrinsic meaning. 
The Chobo a.re even less readily de.fined. ·Terri-
torially the.ir hub lies a.t Barikiwa, but how far thence 
they radiate is a matter of subjective feel.in,g.; In the 
' I . 
widest sense they embrace a square about 50 miles across, 
but interpenetration or Magingo and other elements 
renders demarcation impossible. Remember that no quarter 
o.f' Ngindoland is without its quota of Ndonde tribal-war . 
refugees in various stages o.f assimilation .• · The 'shrink-
age' theory advanced by t~e District ... Bookl,. l/f In support 
ll:- ' ..•..•.. - •••.... 
of \•shieh the natives themselves attribute the relatively·. . ' . 
iarge number o.f tEJhobo' descent-names to the csub-tribe's, ·: 
f'ormer. extent, embracing the thickets as £ar as Nangora, .' 
a good .march west of Barikiwa •I/. helps to explain the 
Chobo position.; This source does of course make capital 
out or the sub•tribes, investing them with a greater 
aura of separatism than they warrant. It gives an 
outline of each (except the Hamba} which, though not 
necessarily inaccurate, distorts through omitting to 
establish or state that most of the supposed distin-
guishing teatures in fact occur to a greater or less 
extent throughout ••• even within the same sub-tribe 
a synoptic description given by two different in.form.-
348 ... 
ants or gatherings might well show the same sort of 
variation. In addition. the District Book's adherence to 
the assumptions and approach of the time reduces its 
value. Most of the ma::erial dates from 1930 or earlier. 
Here is a specimen." ••• though the victims of considerable 
superstition, they did not indulge in the degrading 
practise of human or even animal sacrifice". Excepting 
as a preliminary guide therefore, and with.rout any im-
putation on the authorship which under the circumstances 
was excellent, I f('.)und much of it to be suspect, if not 
downright useless. My own general observations on any 
Ngindo element other than the Chobo would naturally be 
: ....................................... . 
n/p_~~~~~~~!:~~~~~~~:~::: To return to the Chobo, they are 
by repute the stablest, purest, and most conservative 
of the Ngi.ndo. Outsiders believe them to have a code-
/) 
language of their own. To give an imaginary example, 
when one Chobo remarks to another in the presence of a 
stranger tha.t he feels ill, he in fact indicates that 
the stranger is not to be trusted. In keeping with their 
rustic mien, the Chobo have an exaggerated habit of 
drawling their words. Chobo, though itself meaningless, 
ha.s a strong thicket association; which is again 
territorial, seeing that the Barikiwa thickets are so 
extensive. However the country itself is not called 
Chobo; nor are its component thickets, which have 
: '. 
.individual names. Its resemblanct1 towards the nuclear 
descent-name;. 'Njowu-q •• ,,, the District. Book wrongly 
• • ..... # •• 
makes the sub•tribe consist'; ·Of no.ne clan only • • • called 
Wanjoo" •Ir'! is dismissed as fortuitous by the natives 
Ncionde, I have said• .occur throughout, But no-
where except in . the south do. they retain their Ndonde. 
character, or .even name~ In the extreme south however 
they actually predominate numerically and both speak and 
behave in tho .Ndonde manner• There:• .in a sense; they 
can be regarded as a north-.we.sterly prolongation of the 
coa.·st-Ndonde., or a.s a bt'idge between .the latter and the 
Ndonde formerly inhabiting the country further to thetest 
(Njenje -Juu,), but shifted out under the Closer Settlement 
SCheme.. When speaking in this paragraph of. the Ndonde, 
it is .. to these Mbwemkuru Ndonde that I refer~ Their 
dialect ha.s more in common with that of the coast-Ndonde 
than wi.th ki~gingo. And· the village"."survey I did in 
their. ,area seems to indica,te that the~r residential ,system, 
marriage arrangeme·nts, etc.,. have a like orientat.ion.; 
.Even where rapproch~ment wi. tti other Home-Ngtndo would 
appear to exis't o.n the surface, the content of commonly 
observed rites and customs may vary. Thus, though the 
initiations correspond point for point, Ndonde predilec-
tion for gir.l-tnitiat·es well past puberty gives the event 
a unique context. .Again the 'kiNgindo' dance in its 
Ndonde guise has a CoIJlpletely dif.f erent repertoire of 
songs.. I was in hopes that this dichotomy might be 
reflected in court-records; but unfo.rtunately those ot 
Mbemba, the only typically Ndonde ccurt-area, (Njenje 
~uu. which was substantially Ndonde, shows no appreciable 
deviation) had disappeared Without tira.ee. Therefore the 
only material available was the odd case. going thence 
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be.fore the Ngindoland appea]..-court. I noticed that in 
. . 
one of these, an. adultery suit~ both parties referred 
to maternal ~ncles as their guardians (AP 5/3?h Although 
' 
contact with the adjacent Mwe·ra -app·ears to be, of low 
intensity,· their proximity cannot be without its effect. 
The intervening Mbwemkuru river cons!;;~tutes a serious 
~. ·r . 
barrier only during the rainy months~ : · ~~gains~ these . 
indices of separate identit.y must be set 'others \lni.ting 
' 
the people· of Ngindoland. . The · Mwera, · b,y their mere 
presence have had this eftecti. Againt despite the 
' , . } . 
. featu~es. they· share., the Ndond.e of .Ngindoland. do not 
t 
regard the coast-Ndonde as . kith and kin. . PIO posals made 
in 1926 that they should unite met with opposition~ . 
From the very beginning of European rule these Ndonde 
'' have looked towards the administrative ·centre of Liwale. 
They participate in the same brand of Muslim observance 
' . 
··as do the Magingo and sateliit.es, with whose .cultural 
stamp they have become partially endovu~d·. 
The other element predominant in the south are 
the Haraba (proto-Hamba) who, unlike the Ndo.nde) claim 
indigenous st:atus; but have .suffered such.obliteration 
.. 
at the ha·nds ,of both Magingo and Ndonde that the District 
Boc;>k entirely ,overlooked themio Only a re~ant on the mid 
Hangai remain 1consciously Hamba. Nevertheless, outsiders 
. river · · 
.in the north speak or anything south of the [Hwale as 
•Mamba•.. Likewise the Nd.endeull of the far :west who,, 
lie . 
since the,Hamba~y closest. tend t.o class ~11 home-
. . 
Ngindo as •·Hamba• • .&Ven where, amongst. the. existing . 
inhabitants ,the notion of mamba is dead; sac.ri£.ice-s may 
be addr.,essed to the rightful 'owners' ·ot the country, namely 
. . 
Mamba .spirits. I found this happening a~ far east, as the 
· upper Kiperere. . Nowadays even the known Hamba nucletrs 
·· " .. ··•.·co.mes of 
is indistinguishabl·e from Magingo, but . this a'l'ieesf._from 
.1 
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- "' t&..c. -#\,.,;"~ 
absorpti9i _Before the present -c~ritury the two could 
have had little in common, for the Hamba of those days 
x 
were fiboriginaJ. bunte.rs, · Since they tend to be _ridi-
, -- _ -_ Hamba · -- -
culed: on :that account 0 descendants of the l:ettte.f' show 
- . 
~hemselvea evasive:; so one can-reconstruct no more than 
a fr~gmentary P.icture of thei;r _pristine state~, Apparently 
they llved in small nomadic groups, seldom c:a.mpi'ng in one 
Footno·te JR:': , . 
. , In view of this-,_ the 'Matekwe overhang' becomes 
an object -of possible significe.n.ce for the Hatnba.. This 
spaci,ous rock-shelter l.ies towards the swmnit of the 
northernmost koppfe of the Mat.ekwe outcrop, ·some ten 
miles south-east -of Kilim.arondo Bara.za :Le~ about 50 miles 
.south· -of -the proto-Hamba. focus~ With its southerly- aspect 
it wolild af'.£ord some protection from weather, especially 
in the low interior, recess; .and surface water.is plenti-
fu.l at Matekwe'*s £oot; 'present site of a Groundnut Scheme 
plantation.. To t.his day gs.me: abounds in the :area. -A -lion 
had evidently ,occupied the shelter- on the morni.ng of my 
visit:; December lst 19.53· The vertical wa.11· heneath -
the_ overhang bears traces of designs o.r· pa.int.ings, some 
dull .red in colour, others a dirty.white•- F.X-cepting·at 
one point at' the extreme le£t_, facing. inwards:. all the -
.marking-s are within. arm's .reach and extend throughout ita 
length do·wn to. within a .foot or two ot the floor. They 
_ f'onn three groups. To the left ls- a c.on.fused ma.s's. of 
~ed _about six· .:feet square., ori the edges of whi·ch certain 
- isolated ob,jects can be 'discerned. _ I 'dj.d no·t thi'nk to _ 
use water to r.eveal the detail,, and.·the. time of year was 
as dey .as could be~_ - So_ I expect I "missed ,some of'-.the 
'points noticed by Whiteley (Ref .. 99h- To the_ right, also 
in red, a similar ,ar-ea displays nume_rollS erect strokes 
and dots with ,one or-two eliptical shapes. ln between 
come se:veral -crudely emphasised symbols in ·White~ : The _ 
re-cl substanc-e_, appears chalky· in texture., as -if applied 
with a dry friable rock, the sma11- indenta.tions .in the 
sur.f:aee remaining bare1o . The whit;e on the 0th.er hand; 
chippe~ in places shoWing a depth of nearly l inch, - · 
resembles a plaster.. The red element _includes four , 
stick-like human .figares, one -of them very clear 1ndeed; 
two emima.ls of some description, . suggest~ng war't-ho_g or 
rhino; a recumbent: animal with prominent ·ears, like a -female 
kudu; and what looks to be th-e hea.d o:f .an_ el-ephant. . 
The regular lines and .blobs may depict ranks·or people. 
The white cornpJ'.'.ises a couple of elub~_form pillars and 
roughly circular rings 1 possibly me~le and female; a 
multi-1-egged chair or platform shape; a curv,ing bone 
·or boomerang shape; and an inve;rted _ scraper or comb 
shape. .Both. red and white have ~lusters or lozenges,,. 
whi,ch may be .finger-marks. Although neither neo~ nor 
proto~Hrunba know anything .of their origin, and merely 
declare them to be very;, very old, it .seems that these 
markings cannet b~ of_ gre:it antiquity. I. am not a,lone 
in this opini,on. Whiteley makes the same observation 
'(Ref ,.99):. The.ir situation,. for a start, is such that 












spot f'or more than a month at a time •. But; since the)' 
depended on trapping, their movement.does not seem.to 
have been extensive.· Whenever a .substantial kill had 
been made all members ineludl.ng women consumed it on the 
spot,. Their method -of cooking was to dig a pit into 
which the.cleaned .and salted carcass was deposited. Then 
i~ey:would light a·bonfir~ over the top1 _ thus rendering 
._.··;·'~ . \ . 
even the hide edible!i They we.re also. ·renowned bee<o-rn.en 
. . . . . . 
and knew theart,of storing horiey in primitive· ant-bur.row 
vats,, which co~ld be camouflaged so-~exp~t"tly as to 
deceive the honey~oadgeJ' himsel_f. The_()nly cultivation 
' . ' 
tlley did· was to plant wild pUn1pkins -out in_the. forest 
., _,· 
.Footnote (cont,;., J .x 
.drive in, sluicing them down. ; And the ~wli!te element would 
not appear capal?le -·of_ long re111aining intact; _ in :fact has 
begun to crumble in P.laces.. ·As f'or the ·:red.; which might 
·he D10i"e durable, it has at two places been superimposed 
on t·he white.. Therefore it must have been simultaneous 
or .of a later d.ate. · In addit.i-on it 'has been pointed out 
·to_ tne that a comparatively _recent: dlapo~i~_ visible ·-eise-
where on_ the rock ... £ace has ye'l;r to c~v:e:r 't.he paintingsi _ 
To the theory that. Hamba wei-e the· artists responsible .for 
;heir execution 'the.re is -the :objection that the clearest 
o.f the Matekwe .figures brandisfie~. ~ spear or stlek; 1.f 
the .torm'el.'",,·· a weapop. _alien to /th~' :area.. _But possibly the 
$pearman .':repres~·nte _·Ngo~i. of?· Q;ther ~nvade_rs., _and the_ 
beasts their herds o,r bo.oty~ ;\'fuit,eley considers .that the 
weapon might.even have been a bow and the animals sacrifi-
cial. victims {Ref. 99). He als-c1 draws att.ention to the . 
'c~udenesS Of the animal·po.rt;rayals as eompared W11'h.the 
human; £rom which ,one is led ,·to conclude· that the artis'ts 
were indU'_ferent hunt·smen. ":It should_ nqt be :forgotte·n 
· that very si"milar .paintings vccur:.· at _Masasi-bo.ma and else-
where' in. that District.· HenceMatekwemight be construed 
. af; the __ northernmost example of a decorated-.cave 'bel't 
. str~tching south~ rather than.notth. to the prote..::Hamba; 
tLpless the latter moved nort}l a little over a century ago .• 
A.ccording to Whiteley, the "little people seen by Mwet-a" 
on thei'.t" arrival at. about tha.t--. t.ime. may have been the 
· art1$ts ·in question (Re£~ 99) •.. Who these peopl.e '.could. 
· hav,e b_een must. :st._. az problematical,. ~~emingly. the ___ .Y_ fled. 
south• not north. ihose proto-Hamba I have seen do not- . 
Q.ppear. below the average ~n _stature.. If there i_s anything 
distinctive about them; it .is an unuen~ally pale :skin., and 
accentuation or ·the Mongoloid, c-ountenap.ce often found 
.among the .Ngindo; traits also to. be .seen among the Ikeni??a .. 
Possibly the Mang;•anja f'j_t the J4wera- legend, but Bocarro ''$ . 
data does not point t,o their having, be~n aborigines. · 
. . . . ! 
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·• ... wherever a bur.nt-out tree had left a .. eircle of ash 
·elephant were rare in those days., so that the crop 
could be iJleft unattended:. Sometimes they slept in 
crude brushwood shelters; but mo~e often on the hard 
ground, in the open, with none of the tree-climbing 
or other precautions employed nowadays; though they did 
.fasten valuables in rolls ·Of bark suspended aloft~· Bride-
weal th consisted of meat and honey; £emal.e init!ation 
·of informal instruction given by ·old women. The Hamba 
had a dance ca+led URUMBA or maKUMBO, per.formed in i~i­
tation or animals.' It incorporated songs and hand.-
clapping, but no drums. Whether or not as a $ecurlty-
measure against Ngoni r?ids,t they established themselves 
in the thicket. of Bwagi,; · between the Hangai and Ruhuu 
rivers, where they set up a mo.re effective system of 
defence than that d~vised by any otherNgindo (see Chapter . . 
IX, end of section on Sultans and Slaves). It was at 
about this time that, at the instance of Magingo and. 
other immigrants, they began to take to the hoe. 
Ikemba 
The IKa~BA of the ,ext.reme north present a similar 
phenomeno.n, though less submerged. Whilst their abori-
ginal backgrou~d does not seem to have been suspected; 
. the District Book does discuss them as a sub-tribe·; 
As With the Hamba, and for tha11 matter Cho~o, the nucleus 
appears ·e?Ctremely small ••• w.itness the 1928 estimate 
already quoted of only 7<? Ikemba tax-pay.ers in ·the 
' 
Muhinje-Matandu triangle,, which enfolds all the original 
!kembaland. Yet. the name lkemba has .flourished rather 
than withered. Why did immigrants to .Ikemb1;1.land adopt 
the designati·on whereas those in Hambaland dropped. it ? 
The answer appears to hinge aroW'ld personalities. The 
Hamba had no leader of any note. On the contrary not 
long after the transition from a hunting mode of life 
they came beneath the sway·o:r one of the most striking 
men Ngindoland has ever produced• This was the late 
tMwenye Mkuu• Nganora Mkwera, whose ,career has come in 
for comment (see Olapter .IV, Agnatic Kinship). 0:£ 
Magingo extraction• Ngan.ora•s people settled. at Hangai 
in the capacity of 'suitors':·; that is, intermarrying 
· with the Hamba ~ves. The Ikemba on the other hand 
had their own dyria.mic fi.g:µre, Likongowere by name• 
Likongowere, great-grandfather of the present sacrifice-
. holder, had his 'seat in the almost waterless Kinamatire 
thickets, a sure refuge 'rrom raiders, not far north of 
the. upper Matandu. · Incident.ally this dessication 
prevents one from .correlating Ikemba with luKEMBA; meaning 
riv-er or valley. Likongowere amassed wealth through 
elephant hunting; dependants through the purchase 0£ 
slaves anct his patronage of refugees.; · It was he who, 
t·raditionally, brought about the innovation of farming. 
He had to go far to the .north-west in quest of ivory, 
'using coast· ... bought muskets .~ •• · wild-rubber had provided 
him with the initial wherewithal. Since the rubber trade 
never got into its stride till after +610, and since 
-living persons have set eyes on Likongowere, who met a 
premature death in the jaws 0£ a lion early in the 1690s, 
it can be seen that the Ikemba have but recentl7 quitted 
a hunting .... and-collecting life~ 'There .is no knowing whethe.r 
or not .. the aboriginal Mamba or Ikemba spoke kiNgindo .. 
No suggestion has reached me that they did .not; and it · 
would be surprising in the light of the tenacity shown 
by the N gindo dialects :if hypothetical anterior languages 
· had in fact disappeared without trace. Present Hamba and 
Ikemba speech is scarcely distinguishable .from kiMagingo. 
Nevertheless separatist feeling, and even friction, per-
sist. That animosity can arise between members of these 
Ngindoland ,communities is. illustrated by a case in which 
l 
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the accused, a resident of the area>so probably of 
immigrant-fl.lla.gingo descent, had said: "These Ikemba 
have no sense, and their women have no sense e'itherl" 
(ev.r-!CH 51/43). The District Book refers to "bicker-
ing" between Ikemba and Ndonde. Genuine Ikemba 
survivors, very rare now that evacuation has emptied 
their homeland, and very reticent about their past 
since the recognition by Government of their sub-
tribal status led to the appointment of Ikemba headmen 
and consequently to sophistication, give ·so unusual a 
colouring to their story of the old days in Ikembaland 
that it deserves some study. 
Like the Hamba, the Ikemba went in for trapping; 
but they, it seems, could do nothing else, being 
entirely without metal. From this, coupled with the 
fact that the neighbourhood is virtually devoid of 
tock or of such hard woods as ebony, flowed a number of 
consequences. For lack of the means to cut or process 
bark, no garments could be made from this material. 
Instead both sexes wore hide aprons (NABO). No hives 
could be split, and no bee-nests laid open. Even 
ground-honey lay out of.reach or these aborigines until 
supplied with ebony hoes (NYAYA) by the earliest Ndonde 
immigrants, settled further down the Matandu at Kitecho, 
who also furnished arrows, axes, and pots. Huts could 
not be built, and the Ikemba shelter-camps seem to have 
been an old improvisation rather than a new counter to 
Ngoni raiders. The people subsisted on the smaller 
game, snared in the thicket. I regret I forgot to ask 
exactly how the snares could be laid ••• nowadays the 
fibres of bark are ptaited into cord for the purpose. 
No doubt the Ikemba could have used hide-thongs or the 
tendrils of certain creepers; I have seen the latter 
3;6. 
used to bind the structure of old-fashioned huts. 
Bushpig la.y under po taboo. Instead the Ikemba 
I 
.. shunned zebra and the eel, of which the latter must 
have been virtually non-existent, and neither common. 
A kill was the property of the trapper, who would give 
. wa.J 
a leg to his family-head; the brainl!l delicacy fed to 
a.. .... J.. 
yo~g children; Lthe livez:, along with woodash, a suit-
able offering for the spirits. Another point I overlooked: 
was the processing of meat. Informants state that it 
was simply roasted, but without knives how was it pre-
pared and apportioned ? The people may have had bone 
implements adequate for cutting meat, but not for 
chopping wood and the like. The womenfolk collected 
bush-fruits. Salt could be extracted from ash of the 
dwarf-palm. Distant water had to be collected by the 
men in wild-gourd containers. For the lack of drums 
. no dances could be held; nor, for the lack of grain, 
could beer be brewed. On ritual occasions the partici-
pants merely clapped their hands and sang no loeger 
- - 1-La\. "'~y~ s; ... ,e,. 4~~1..ffC.IM.C.J. . 
rememeered songs!:._ Likongowere, as patron pf.the 
thickets thereabouts, acted as high-priest_for a number 
of otherwise autonomous hunting groups, each 0.£ them 
agnat1c and exogamous; and each nomadic, without fixed 
hunting preserves. Marriage was 'virisequent', and 
bridewealth payable#, at least in the interim phase of 
transition. It then comprised a handful of salt and a 
few beads. Strict widow-inheritance applied; but no 
polygyny. The.re was no machinery for the settlement 
of disputes. These early Ikemba practised neither male 
circumcision, nor sorcery, nor divination~ The dead 
were buried curled up in grass sheaths. 
If the Ikemba really lived like this, theirs must 
I 
I 
have b~en ·an unusually pr~ti ve eltistene·e measured 
in terms or that.followed by known. hunters-and· 
::Y.1 _,. ·, 
gatherers elsewhere in ·'Tanganyikait' And· it automati• 
cally :rules. out the possibilitr.1 ,more . tenable in the ,, 
ca:se of the less remote, less ·empt.y~handed Harnba..1 of-. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
I retrogression from a cultivation-economy. :Even among n P--••••.••••••••••••o••••················~ ... ·•••••• 
th~ cult1vator,s metal was .hard to come by, and .,the 
-·> 
··' ebony hoe much prized·. Elders state that the sole' 
sources ot the substance were eit,her-the·Mahenge·tribes> 
.. .. . . 
far t.li) the west ·or 1disca.rded muskets. -· · So it ·is not · 
' . '•" ) ' ' 
altogether improbable that the sP,yest contemporary· 
Ngirlcio ~roup_ sf!ould -have lacked metal. ·ln the old days; 
when a considerable ,n9.;.nian·ts-land separated each 
' . . 
entity.j there seems to have b:een no connection between 
the : .Haniba and Ik:emba, whose homeland·s are the be.st . part 
ot lOO_miles apart, With perhaps Magingo and certainly 
Chobo interv.ening. Unless the latter followed a. like 
mode .. of subsistence, ,of which there is ·no direct prtiof';· 
on·e cannot discern even relayed .linkage from one to the ........................ •· .............................. . 
other.-: The problem 0£ the Hamba, ·whose-eountry.:was 
n/ P- • • • • • • • . . . 
traversed by a· European explorer in ··1860 and found to be 
peopled by .flourishing cultivators in parts (t!Hae Chapter 
IX, 'beginning ot section on 'sultans and -Slaves,, -Ref.40} 
does'not arise with the Ikernba;·wno·lay furthei:- off the 
trade routes •. ·The first .European: to skirt them was 
P.feil,; who •passed well to: the . north in 'l.8·84 {Ret. 69) .. · 
He made no mention of Ikemba; ·nor did Beardall, who gave 
. ' ' 
' ' 
an- itinerary :0£ this route• or one near it., some years 
. ; 
earlier (Ret'.4). He merely heard of 'Girido* and tnondet 
along it; -.also or 1Mand~~u1_ (The present ·Matl1mbi hi1ls. 
are .in his map· mark,ed '*Mandandu") • :. The latter is a 
label that has since perished, to denote a group living 
on the lowerMatandu (Swahili for klNgindo ~Mandandu'). 
'Whether these ~iandandu were Ngindo-apeaking or wheth~r 
they had any nexus with the Ikeniba, can only be guessed .• 
Burton found them active in the gum-copal trade before 
1860 (Ret.-9), which .seems to indieat·e their sophistica-
tion at a time when Likongowere could not yet have 
reached his prime.. On the other handi when speaking 
of :an immigrant pocket no.rth of the Rufiji, he bracketed 
them with 'Gindo'. The most likely explanation is that 
~ ' 
the Mandan~ were conventional Ngindo immigrants .or early 
date who became known by the territorial designation 
v . ' 
of the rivel"-j(alley they occupied. 
·That these internal variations., despite their 
cumulative signi.fieance., pale before the oven1helming 
volume of uniformities .appears palpably from tabulate'd 
information on marital affairs I collected from the six 
~gindoland surveys (overleaf) and from the field-plans 
thenis·elves (on the following pages) • 
External Identity of_ .Ngindoland. 
The basic common-denominator of Ngi'ndoland is 
,continuous territory peopled exclusively by· Mgind<>i. 
The population., though thin, is .fairly uniform.; and ! 
its limits have a clear ·defini~ion,. in the ,south owing 
to the alien,Mwera, elsewhere owing to Game Reserves 
or empty country,~ .Ngindoland virtually forms an
1 
island.. Notwithstanding inte.rnal contrasts in the 
physical environment,,. the area as a whole ean be differ-
entiated from settled ones round about. For instance, 
even Njinjo towards the coast, super.ficially similar 
as country and larg·ely peopled by . .Ngindo •. seems to the 
home ... Ngindo quite beyond the pale .• For* low-lying and 
<tlay:lsh, it becGrnes a slippery q11agmire in wet weather,.· 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Int rnal V riation of Ngindoland : (above) proto-H b trib an 
pos with elep t-carc sin the xposed bed of Bw gi 1 e :(b 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Demographic Composition of the Ngindoland Surveys. 
Coil~- lel-1-c.,, 
4 s ... ,,,,.c"?l .. . A. (a) B. c. D. E • F. 
~,)...,~ ot 
SurveI ••• Bariki wa. Mihun~o. Kichonda. Ntira- Han~ai. ·Namba.n~o. Total. 
marowe. 
Husbands 121 35 12 13 6 8 195 
Wives 197 61 18 19 11 1) 319 
Spinsters ll(c) .)(e) l(g) 4(j) - 19 
Bachelors 9(b) 2(£) l(h) 3(k) 15 
Betrothed 
Girls 21 5 l 1 2 2 32 
Outside 
Suitors 17 5 1 l 2 .2 2S 
Internal 
Suitors 4 "!." .... - 4 









16 1.3 - .. - 29 











21 9 9 9 7 134 
21 g 1 4 7 115 
·- - - - -
173 .53 53 38 39 910 
~ === === === === == 
Field-plans on page(ll4f. 
I leprous, I destitute, 3 blind, I crippled, 3 mad. 
2 " , 7 senile, 1 
n , I able-bodied widow. 
Not assessed. The survey extending over a .2-year 
period,returning migrants were entered under the 
appropriate home categories. 
2 senile, l pending widow-inheritance. 




(j) 2 n , l crippled, 1 invalid. 
(k) 2 recent divorcees. l senile widower. 
greater inc.idence of thorny vegetation.:. · Though rela-
tively free. of ,elephant it abounds in buah .... pig~ And 
so forth. In·the_old days, before Ngindoland acquired 
.its present .. essentially artificial insulation, and 
befo.re the influx occasioned by the rubber boom, its 
component groups seem to ·have been more .compact, 
se.parated one from the other by extensiv·e tracts 10.f 
forest. fhe emergence of the abstra,ction t Ngindoland." 
.is therefore the p.rQduct of a comparatively recent 
process. 
To say that this interior island .contains 
t.nothing btit .Ngindo' still begs the. question .. 
.. 
For 
whilst the characteristics of these Ngindo have been 
.. stated.; the extent to which they di.ff er £.rom surr.ound-
ing peoples has not; It is in language that their· 
uniqueness can best be seen~ .None of the non-Ngindo 
'tribes, in the region is readily intelligible to' the 
' . 
home.;Ngindo; whose-predominant kiMaglngo d.ialect in 
tu.rn sets them apart from kindred outliers speaking 
different Ngind·o dialects.· Only the Ndonde ot the 
extreme south of Ngindoland fail to reflect this 
linguistic particula.r.i.ty. .As for physical attributes 
or bodily marks., such is the uncertainty or their dis--
tribution and or.igin that 1 e-on..~ider it pointless··· 
discussing them. The only widespread fae13:1·marking 
for males today is a pai.r of short -vertical .str.Ol(es· ..... 
ou.tsid~ eat:h eye~ called KONDE~ t3 u.t this :is neithet-
~ v .. 
the mo~opoly of Ngindo, nor ev~n a proper·means'of 
lt.dentification at all. ~ ... .in parts it~ .. purPose 'ls t 
thought simply med.ieinal. The Distri¢t.·Book ·d~eils. 
on tribal marks without. stressing the·rutl complexit1 
of borrowings and Cl,"oss-borrowings ~ A hundred years·· 
ago Ngindo·were heavily tattooed both facially and on 
the torso in .imitation; so it .is said1 of the Mwera,. 
who$e ·temale elders .can .still be distinguished by 
. . 
their retention of the lip•plug; ·OOhereas.tbe Ngindo 
have.discarded every vestige of these one-time f'ashionsi. 
Ji'or the past fifty years t"Jestern rule has· given 
political cpherence to Ngindoland,- where before none 
existed~ The old fragmentary system11 with its shadowy 
' : 
· "Mwenye'~, ·(see ·Chapter· IV, Agnati·c Kinship).,, manifestly 
fell short of unifying so l~ge an entity as Ngindoland, 
which in any case did not exist as a clear-cut demogra-
. . 
phic unit .in those days !i ·Initially the German admini-
.strative ·area of Liwale eo.ntain~d present Ngindoland, 
. ' . ' 
with considerable extensions -north and . we.st. Its 
•Jumbe' appointees were ·1ocal men., hence identified with 
the' people; .· and though .all ·held. equal rank, they lootted 
to the .European ;Hauptmann• at .Liwale...;homa; o,r for the 
first: fe'w ye,ars, at Barikiwa.• The opening decade of 
the Mandat·e perpetu.ate.d the :Germ.an .Jwnbeates., which· were 
grouped at first under a superio,r .native agent, the 
•Aldda' of Liwale, late.r into .the twin Akidats .of 
Liwale' {south) a.nd Mihlingo(north). :tn 1928 came 
In.direct Rule and the acquisition 0£ a .further slice 
in the extreme north,, taken from a.dismembered ex• 
sister-unit, Kibata"' whilst a short-lived attempt was 
made to restore the centre of political gravity to . 
Barikiwa. The jumbeates; with much the same.bounda-
ries as befo,re, no:w fell beneath h'Mwenye"s, who 
together elected annually; o.ne -o,f their number to · 
pr~:side .·over their joint· council.• Despite the ab:s:... 
-. 
ence of .any .fundamental change, Indirect Rule, based 
on the ~thnic principle, did alter the situation: 
thr.ough its poli-cy o:r fostering Ngindo nationalism, 
~·. ; ' 
the success of which was to embarrass .the Closer 
Settlement. Scheme and mould the ins~~r .Ngindo or 
-today. 'rhus:, .instances .of antipa;thy towards outsiders ._ 
are not hard to · finch A court ~udgment re£ers in dis-
' , paraging terms to "Swahili (i.e.· .coastal) deceit" (LIW 
1/45). Another has to chide !L truculent woman ••• 
. . ' 
"You have no right t«) strike the complainant because you 
. heard kiMwera being s?oken1' · ,.(AP 4S/51}.. Uproar broke 
out in a subo.rdinate court when. a headman described ~he 
local scJ:lool-teacher as."a Mwera idiot"(ev.AP j/49). 
lc. .... s.:..,.. &n>S~ ' . 
· . Likewise :Lat a beer-party, when the Ngindo present wanted 
to know of a vi.siting (N,goni) Game-s·ccut: "A.re there no 
. ' ,. ( 
dignitaries where you come from? _Why do. you treat our 
elders with .contempt ?" (ev~AP 2)/4'.°U-• I heard a man say: 
"We do not like int-ermarrying with the Pogoro. Their 
skin is all goose-pimply and repulsiv~"· Feeling came . " 
to.~ head when evacuation dumped home-Ngindo amongst 
alien", mostl,y Matumbi and coast-Swahili,. hosts• some 0£ 
. ' 
whGm~ ac~ord.ing to the incomer.s, cons1~ered. adultery with 
the evacuee women no .offence. ".She is only an Ngindoi n, 
they would .say. 
Behind. the eircle of neighbours and Ngi.nd.o 
. . 
outl1e.rs, dominating them all, loom the- Europeans. 
. . ~-~::: . ~ ~ ~ 
About them,, manifestly the ultimate authority, the 
Ngindo are under no illusio.ns •. 'Europeant and 'Govern-
ment• must ~-synonymous •... This is unshakeable Ngindo 
logic. Unpopular regulations invariably pa.s.s for the 
impo.sitions 0£ Europeans.,. in passiv.e opposition to whom 
the Ngindo feel themselves at one.. This is not to .say 
rebe~~i2n, as shown in 
they are subversive. f.l~(the Majima.1!.JI~ Chapter IX. 
'war and the 'Westf, taught. them the-.folly of revolt) fl! 
the bulk of 
but,, being irreconcila;ble with~ modern, development .. 
Ngindo necessarily .find themselves at odds with t.he 
bringers 0£ development, namely the Eu.ropearu;, who 
conveniently personify all that is irksome in the 
·.· . , ~Govern~ent-spon1'fored Ngindo · .. ·. . .~ .. · 
proe~ss. · Even t~courte /.~how tl:lemsel ves sympath• 
eti~ Hence by a curious twist of argument,· a jud:g-
toward·s the anti-.Government popular feeling of' the Ngindo 
:ment eo.ndones violence on the part of. tax-collectors. 
Why ? Becaus~ tta man could never pay poll•tax qt his 
own. ·.free willn (MCR 22/44 l? Grossly unfair, heedless 
Government . Government · 
of eoncrete~chievements and abstract~tentions,as: or 
the inevitability .of some form or control, this attitude 
. . 
nevertheless throws the tribe into rel1·ef as a ·cor,porate 
body of su.fferers beneath a comm~n yoke.. · The fact that 
neighbouring tr.ibes are in the s~e predicament does not 
come home to the Ngindo, who can .see no further ~}tan ...................................... 
. - ·- . . -- -
I 
th·eir own tribulations.: Evacuation,. it.self, well•meant,. , 
n P-· • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • ·- • •.· • e • • • . . ~ . 
. has undoubtedly lent credence to the cynics,. vindicating 
their soured interpre~ati1on :of' events• 0 We are just 
. . 
fowls,, to be'caugbt and tru.ssed up w~enever it ~u~ts yo\l 
li.Uropeansti is a remark typify-ing the. burden or .res.igned 
. ' .. . -. - : . . ~ ' . t . 
£rustrat.ion .• - Muslng on Islam, a man said philosoph~c­
ally': "You· Europeans are the god of' .. this., worl:d. • wllali 
is there we can do . about it ?'*. Only once or twice did 
., 
I hear Ngindo,growing shrill on the subject of evacua.-
tion.; come out i·nto the open. One burst out : ·'~.We went - - ._. - .. ··. , - ':-_- ··} . 
. only because we were afraid 0£ your bul,.iet~t" .,, .~npther, 
whose aged wife .foolishly got 1.ost whe~ ,s.~a~c~.ing, ~for h \ 
. ' . ,' - . ' ' ,~ ~.,. 
bush..-£ruits' duri.ng the recent famine and so di.ed~ of.,. ·~ ,: ' . . . . . .•. " . . . . . . . ' . ·. ~ ., 
starvation:, exclaimed: 0 Y:ou Europeans kill'e:~. h,er.I ":~ , : , . :~~ . 
" '"· Even in a bantering way fraternisatioll With.~he: ~rop~. 
eans may be dee'rie4. · A song associated with th~. ki-
· NGINDO dance goes: 11The daughter of Saidi .K.itioho . - ' ' . 
wanted to marry a .European. .009000 t He was pleasing" 
.. .. . · (i.e. not really; . but simply because he was rich) •. 
Actual contact with Europeans has of coUJ.'."se been 
negligible •. More than anything else ·they are a syaibol. 
al Identit 
dit"onal 
)t ! lllt 
idol d : 
d"stinctive 
e.tch s ki 
Home-Nginde custom, despite some overlapping 
here and there, shows an abrupt break with that of 
neighbouring't:rihes: several of which are matrilineal; 
and a sufficiently marked one with outlier Ngindo to 
make the latter entirely distinct... llbre thorough 
comparisons will be drawn in the next chapter. This 
applies to all phases or their life, from marriage-
types right through to pagan-ritual and dispute-
settlement. Even Islam, present to a greater or less 
degree throughout, by no means induces uniformity 
either of concept or· observance. This is particularly 
true of Ngindoland where Islam received its first sub-
.stantial impetus .in such an extraordinary and dramatic 
. U,«- st-.... ~'&le. 
fashion • • • the imprint of ~ajimaj1 lstill rests strongly 
upon it. There can be nowhere as untouched by .Christian-
ity a:;; ligindoland, where Christian proselytism has met 
-·energetic resistance right up to the present day. No 
Mission has yet succeeded in establishing itself inside 
Ngindoland, So,. by virtue of missionary penetration 
alone, surrounding areas such,as Mwerala~d stand apart. 
Again the .fact that to them the Government seems plainly 
orientated towards Christianity gives Ngindo an added 
sense of t.heir own divorce from the source of power. 
Though in fact impartiality may be observed, Ngindo 
cannot but , suspect that the Missions,, antithetical 
towards their own blend of rival relig.ion and paganism, 
may in some way ~njoy the connivance of the authorities. 
Far from being academic, the issue is both real and 
explosive .... the very first target for attack would he . I 
such de.eply-entrenched institutions as infant-girl 
betrothal. Ngindo pride in their Muslim status is not 
a matter of orthodoJG:y • • • strict coastal adherents, 
thought to be corrupt characters, do .not impress them in 
the least. Only when a home-Ngindo emigrant .achieved 
36S. 
renot..rn in that sphere did his compatriots begin to cul-
tivate him; more because of his origin and fame than 
be~ause o:f his piety. This was the late "Sheikh« . 
Idirlsha of Dar es Salaam, acclaimed by the Ngindoas 
the leading Islamic figure ~·~ the whole coast, and 
credited with s~pernatural powers. The Sheikh was 
reputed to be infalliple, capable of' conducting ser-, 
vices at several different. mosques simultaneously. He 
kept open house and aided many an Ngindo travelle.r. 
He died only a year or two ago. Ngindo pride, of which 
this is but an 1solated manii'estation, goes much .further, 
as I shall presently explain. Idirisha is tantamount . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
to a myth.: If Ngindo preserve myths of origin, I am 
n/ i;>-•••••••••• : . 
unaware of them. Certainly if such myths exist .at 
allt they are very recondite. One hears inconsequen-
tial stories commenting the habit.a 0£ animals and the 
like; nothing more. Ionides gives some examples. (Ref • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I 
33). : Among the home-Ngindo the traditional pagan and 
n p- ••••• 
imported ?.fuslim virtues strike a synthesis. A man 
deserting his wife for five years is told: "You have 
behaved very badly indeed both in the eyes of the tribe 
and of relig.ion" (AP .210/51). 
·S12eeial ideology of. the home-Ngindo._ 
The peculiar conception the people of_Ngindoland 
have of themselves is of course a mark .of distinction 
.. ·' .. d v1s a vis outsi ers; perhaps the clearest mark of all. 
Why .I discuss it separately from other indices is because 
its implications cover so much ground. ln. my view, it 
hinges around the obsolete institution-o.f domestic 
slavery., which must therefore be examined. 
\ 
\ 
Ngindoland 1 s domest.ic slavery:, though an adjunct 
of it, bore little rela~tionship towards the v.ast vortex 
of the Slave Trade,, which will ilj. turn receive tr~atment 
(see .Chapter IX, Sultans and Slaves).. There are ind!• 
ca'tions that the Ngindo possessed no slaves (.MANDA) at 
.• 
all before the advent of the intensive traffic a century 
ago. Von der Deeken formed this opinion .in 1860 (Ref .40). 
In fact it could not have been until towards the cl,ose of 
the ra.iding-period that slaves could be acquired in any 
numbers ••.• for it was the Ngindo themselves that were 
enslaved .. Around 1887; thanks to a raiding 'truce', 
it became possible to ransom lost relatives and even buy 
stranger-slaves from the Ngoni and. their satellites. 
However the favou;rite hunting-ground would appear to have 
been Ma.henge, where greater ·Confusion reigned • • • the 
Mbunga threw that region .into turmoil right up to ia90. 
Even thereafter, under the German occupation;. slaves were 
still to be had. fhe authorities aimed at· the gradual 
atrophy of .the institution. not immediate abolition. 
Offspring of slave pare~ts were to be .free, whilst 
masters could voluntarily liberate their slaves through 
official channels. Remember that by ·the taSos wild-
rubber had already begun to prosper the home-Ngindo. 
Years before that, of course, the rare possessors of 
wealth, ivory-hunters and the like, could ,get slaves 
.at the coast. Thus, j,nform.a.nts relate how sla.ves could 
be used as sc,outs to spy out the land when their 
masters had been chased from their homes by raiders. 
But on the whole regular slave-markets such as Kilwa 
served not so much as a source .of slav.es as a means 
for their disposal if troublesome. Among the Ngind.o., 
slaves amounted to a minority. I reckon the ratio 
between them and.freemen to have been less than a quarter. 
J70. 
Slave""'owners must have been an even smaller minority. 
Few had more than a couple of slaves apiece. A cert4,\~n 
Ngabia of' Nandumbili1 near Bariki~ra, ran to a dozen. 
But he was an immigrant. Twenty, the highest total 
known, were credited to Tumbj.tumbi, an Ndonde notable in 
the west. Straight purchase seems to have been less · 
commo_n than the rescue or kidnapping of strays; pawning· 
of children in time of famine; or ostracism of sorcerers 
and bad lots. Not a few of the slaves were themselves 
Ngindo, a potential source of dispute. 
The price of slaves in the ordinary way seems 
to have been 'a1most prohibitively high. A standard amount 
was :fifteen rolls of clotp, a bag of salt, and some gun-
powder. Technically the slave was a chattel. He ·or she 
was heritable; could be mated to other slaves of the 
master's choice without payment of bridewealth, in which 
case the off spring remained servile; · could even be 
killed without redress, seeing that fetid would be 
inoperative, though I never heard of a case of this. 
Disputes ·concerning the slave had to be negotiated by the 
master. who stood to take at least some of the fruit .. a of 
the slave's labour., but also became liable for the pay-
ment of debts or compensation incurred by him. On the 
other hand he could pocket adultery-compensation paid 
in respect of .a seduced female slave .of his. By and 
large, slaves did the dirty work. such as Government 
porterage under the Germans. If master and slave spotted 
a bee-nest, it would be the latter who did the harvesting. 
As for the recruitment of school-children, it produced 
. 
the laughable elevation of educated slaves to posit1on.s 
of ultimate responsibility over freemenl It 11ould seem 
however that slave compliance arose out of natu'ral and 
371. 
conditioned docility rather than out of the fear of any 
direct sanctions; which were in fact non-existent or 
impraetlcable. To punish a .slave was to make him dis-
gruntled, whereupon he eoul~ simply abscond.;;; •• the wooden 
•·. 
ma.nacl~-dtyiee (KONGWA) ror holding prisoners could not 
+~-: 
be employed in farming work; still less so in rubber-
tapping. The.re was no satisfactory machinery for locating 
·Or repatriating truantS)• Even the final sanct.ion of sale 
at the coast held little power. Should .a slave be warned 
that this .might befall him he could run away in .ant.icipa• 
tion. Again, coastal .servitude held no te~rors for some, 
.who stood t·o be better housed, clothed, and fed, if. not 
better treated, in an easy environment-, 
.In practice slaves lived with and like their 
masters·. A bachelor slave ,, s position would eo.rrespond 
very closely with that of present-day suitors in marriage~ 
He would probably be quartered slightly apartj though not 
nec,essarily so; would eat out of the same d.ish and share 
the. same delicacies; conve.rse on equal terms; do very 
much the same work as his master in the latter'' s fields; 
attend dances; work-parties, and other functions; wear 
much the same clothe.a. Slaves · .of both sexes would be 
initiated at the same lodge along with .freeborn youngsters, 
a. Sla_..,._'s 
though the fee ro~~ale ~ircumeision came to only half .••• 
not because of inferiority but for t he reason that slave-
initiates would b.e tar easier to control during the opera-
tion. ,In .fa.ct,,. in all but the· cases ot persons who had 
been enslaved by the Songea Ngoni, who pi~eed their own 
· ear .... lo'bes and those of their captives, slaves were virtually 
indistingliishable. In:~identallf the Ngoni, who were 
inclined to be less lenient, nevertheless used ,slaves 
extensively in war; indeed used them as tront•line troops. 
Those who showed prowess could be rewarded , ... with slaves! 
,312._ 
Of. course, captives who h_ad been red_eemed by their own 
kin bore the same mark, yet suffered no stiv;na. / As for 
"'[ f · married and 'established slaves, their lot was even 
better. For a start, unhampered by: home taboos, they 
were regarded as prolific.. A f'ew, through their con-
yiviality and £,or.ce of character, eclipsed their .masters .• 
. . . ' ,I 
Tru.st_ed slaves might be sent alone to the coast on trad-
, ing errands, inclu:ding the purchase of other slave.al. 
Some had their own .slaves to do the modicum of toil 
demanded by their masters•'.. That the confidence reposed 
in slaves could be abus_ed is shown by the plight of .a man 
whose slave abduc_ted his wife,_ leaving him destitute. 
As it happene~, the termination of slavery intervened, 
but the master wo1ll.d have been equally powerless under . 
the old dispensation to appr~hend. the -culpr.it, who was the 
son of a female slave bought by the injured husband1 s 
father." Married slaves had thei,r own huts, fields, grana-
ries, and other property. Some were polygynists~ Their 
wives could not b_e abuse~ with impunity. A master who 
seduced his slave's wife had to pay Shs. JO/• in eonrpen-
sation (ev.AP_8/35)J,not_the sole instance coming to .my 
atteJ?.tion._ S~aves could hold their own work-parties. to 
which freemen would not hesitate. to come •,## It,when in 
_their cups, slaves caused -offence to freemen, they would 
take a fowl along and ask tor pardon, just as any .freemen 
would• Slaves were accorded .normal burial-ri·tes~ They 
would defer to their masters and make contributions·largely 
. ' - ' , t \ 
as a matter or etiquette;. Treasure-trove would be sh~red, :,~ 
equally between a sl~ve .t.inder and his mS:ster; excepting 
1
\,_. L~, .·-.I 
' - ' \•! 
for ivory.•. But this would be used, to_ .purchase. other- \ .. 
~- -
slaves who would be underlings of the finder. Slaves \ 
' 
bore arms, and could qualify as diviners ·or other expert,s ~ 




victimized, and to specified masters. / Essentially 
1\-Jp. slaves behaved like any other dependants. And it was 
by a kinship fiction that they were generally regarded. 
Once identified in the kinship s:ale, the slave took his 
appropriate place. If described as the 'son' of his 
master, the latter's grandchildren would call him •rather' 
and treat him as such. Ngindo ~ere shocked at the way 
in which the children or Arab settlers abused elderly 
retainers. As a rule, in order to hold them, Ngindo round 
it necessary to intermarry with their slaves, whose issue 
thereupon assumed full freeman status. This was certainly 
the case before slavery came to acquire the derogatory 
meaning it has today. I have alluded to the privileged 
position sometimes held by the son or a freeman-father 
and slave-mother (SULIA, Swahili 'Suria'). Even when 
the parents were the other way around, the child was 
regarded as free "because its maternal uncles were freemen". 
The Mandatory Government summarily decreed 4-.f..ot:.sa.~J.. 
slavery away, a change which Ngindo assert to have been 
as disruptive as it was sweeping. Since then, to the 
accompaniment of a whispering campaign which ridicules 
not only ex-slaves and their kin but all persons with 
a slave connection no matter how distant, the institu-
tion has gone underground. To be called a slave nowadays 
is a grave insult. Out of deference to the ban, claims 
based on slavery can no longer be upheld. Howbeit a 
case of 1935 vintage actually went in favour of a former 
o~mer who declared: "I had a slave ••• I married him 
off (bridewealth standing at Sha. 68/-) to a wife ··• 
and I must get this my inheritance (i.e. bridewealth-
refUnd in respect of the slave's widow, who refuses to 




complicated by the .fact that the mas~er was the widow's 
lover, indeed had·at one time paid compe;qsation to his 
. slave on that account. It is .significant that> on first 
hearing,the master and the widow's ·people got equal shares 
wiae.w' s peo,ple · . . · 
i.e • ., theJ!:..atter paid halt the refund) .:whereas t.he 
· · . · . master 
higher· court went further 'by awarding thel!orme:r mo~eJ. 
, •• . . · than half 
A les.s naive litigant .would of course have avoided the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• 
I term. slave, using instead some kinship label. : The case,, n p •·•·-·······················~·····-··············· 
though a fair reflect.ion of Ngin,do opinlon, and arousing 
' . ' ,.,.,,·~ ... : ... 3 .... ~, ;.i-V' ... ~C.. 
no ~dverse comment from theL~' must be re~arded as 
exceptional. Usually verdicts rejec~ slave arguments. 
For instance "He (the plaintiff) has no way of getting 
these slave children'* (AP 5/J6) • Or again:: ttSlavery ha.s 
been forbidden· and witchcraft has been forbidden too. Now 
it is taboo" (.MCH 7/45). Evidence from t~is last(compara-
tively recent) ,case shows the persistence.,· or more strictly 
exacerbation, of caste feeling. "Today lTOU flaunt your-
~ 
self simply. because of the regime. In the ,old days of 
slavery you would not have been able to .open your mouth 
in rriy'preserieen. Actually, though indicative of the 
dtstorted picture of.the past induced by the present 
. 
car.i1eature of the institut.i,on, this is pat,ent exaggera-
tion .• Just a,s the Europeans, negligible as a factor of 
quotidian contact, get parodied in the mi:nds or the Ngindo 
• 
until they assume the stature 0£ a bogey, so slavery pro-
jects a false shadow into the future,. Whereas ~owadays 
everyone strives to hush up or impute seI>'ile origins, 
to avoid falling into what are deemed. slav.ish habits, and 
to act the part of hypothetical £reeft!~~ • •·· . an urge at 
the root or the already chronic, and ~t.i11·growin,g, 
fragmentation of the 'tribe, ••.•. ' the real .slaves made no 
bones about it• Some even caused embarrassment by 




The prof'ound attitude that has like a creeping 
infection $pr.ead t'rom the super.fi·cial sore ot domestic 
.slavery . accounts for a number of the' most characteristic' 
and otherwise disparate, drives in' the Ngindo·culture. 
~nci, yet the people,. with rare except.ions,· hold it sub• 
consciously, quite unaware of .its unity ·or import. Ask 
a~ .a. ~isl-aw\n. ~~ ..... ""'~· ,.. .. S't-
a tribesman why he insists on building his .·hut L..apaPt, 
whilst· anxious to receive guests; ·on abhorring theft 
. . I . 
whilst condoning other forms of dishonesty; and he v1ill 
/ 
volunteer stock answers of a .non-specific nature ,,11 swt... as 
sbifting-c·ultivation,· prevention of disputes, jealousy" 
ov:er women, £ear of sorcery ···•"• or even downright irrele'vant 
ones·~ It. is ·only the Ngindo of" insight who can· grasp the 
' 
isolated facets of his. own behaviour and give them meaning. 
•, 
I~ the absenc~ ot a set ·.term to describe it,, 1· call this 
behaviour~pattern·the k1LUNGWAMA (pert~ining to a treeman}. 
Complex~' ·. When fumb~ing · for· a means ·of· expressing the 
Gomplexi it is some variant of ~thi's wo.rd that the N'gindo 
will .use.•· 
.. '• 
What to.rm does the · kiLUNGWANA Gomplex 'take 1 
Its most obvious manifestaticm. is a 's)e·Cialised ·C~ncept'·' 
of" li\}etality consisten:t With that expected of former. 
freemen.• who would. be bound. t:o share consumable weafth{ · 
'notably· food and beer. with all comers., whether kinsfolk 
or n0,t.:. The height.of.shame to an.Ngindo would be.dis ... 
' . . 
cov:erzr in the. act of covertly enjoying.some.comestibie; or 
openly withoidJp.g it £rom guests or companions~ il:f' .a 
:food~ea,rrier passes by sonie homesteads wi tltaut stopping' 
'to of.fer ~ite., .he 1,ays ·.himself open to the· ji'be ·~ "F'AMBANO 
.\,n cl~ . 
ldffJ! .ku MA.MDI ?" (.Is this· .a graveyard here:.? i.e. are there 
no 'living.· peoplh~, ?J . . Again should he 'be taking beer (lu-





a party, lie is bound to let a passer-by sample it~ 
The ,name ,of a certain Ptttungu, who Witheld beer on 
some , ,occasion or anothe,r. is perpetuated in ·a dance-
song! Naturally to maintain such a standard .in a 
¢rowded community would be intolerable~ To sa.ve his 
face., therefore, the Ngindo has to ,seek elbow-room. 
316. 
ln particular he likes to have a private access to the 
forest, where he can hide any treasure until it becomes 
I 
I 
feasible to prodtice it,, or whence he can furtively 
convey delicacies such as honey to the interior .of his 
hut. Not to mention the other advantages ot hav.ing 
· secret entry- and ,egress. Ost.ensibly Ngindo :never 1eat, 
and seldom cook, indoors.. If they do, it is with the 
utmost guile~. and at the r.isk of a lo.st r~putation .• ~ A 
court judgment censures a seeret drinker on this scor~: 
"It ls not right to brew clandestine beer" (BAR 9/37). 
The Complex can therefore immediately be related to 
. . ............................................. . 
I fragmentation:. : Callers, though confident .of £inding n P-.:... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 
hospital'ity and on the watch for any lapses', are bound 
to observe a like courtesy.~ Thus the decline in the 
efficacy of .tood-taboos stems .in part from the dis.inclinai.. 
tlon or guests to enquire about the origin of dishes.set 
before them•~'On the .other hand, to make capital out of 
. . . c . 
this code is not thought .in keeping with tt"Ue .freeman 
> 
conduct. For inatane'..e an Ngindo of .repute living near the 
coast· ·played a trick on his guests, serving them with the 
insipid kiPl:NDlMBI hush-fruits.. Several took their leave 
without touching the fare offered.; whereupon a· layish 
feast took its plB .. ce. Whilst relish.ing .the· moral,,. Ngindo 
feel that the .host nevertheless ,erred in: c.otu~e~l~ng £094;: 
the presence of which mt1st ·thereafter have, bec~ine c'oiMion 
kno~1ledge to those who we.re denied i.t • . '"The · f'reema:n:' ~~e,i,3 
• • ;. . ' \ ,;,<. . 
not choose '~. show favouritisml" is a stock Ngindo ·ex:..:' f~ 
. \ 
' ' 
pression. If a freeman gives away a fowl,, he gives which-\ 
KiL . G lex I 
aterial ( ot t1 t 
i •• it is· dis p earin 
d t t th hut 




ever happens to be caught first., even his finest cock·erel, 
So the possession of adequate food . .;.stocks 
hecom.es of prime .importance if guests are to be both 
.attracted and entertained' A slave, in the stereotyped 
,sense in vogue today, would lack both the prestige to 
attract callers and the means to entertain them~· Such 
a type of display goes .with dignified. intercou;r.se, but 
no other frills whatever. It .is emphatically not rivalry 
·of the •potlatch' order, To be respec.ted ? ho.st needs. 
nothl:.ng pretentious in the way .of' housing,, clothing, or 
other possessions. Even to wear barkcloth would not 
necessarily demean him.· On the .contraryi osteµtation 
on his part would put him · in an unfavourable· light t, a 
.. suspected selt;;.seeker at the expense of both dependant·s 
and guests•· Poli.tical .~ffice, in the mode,im sense of 
h ea.dm.anship• holds few inducenierµts apart . from the us'eful 
salacy; . £or., to be .e.ffici·ent,; a headman mu~t constantly 
. . 
violate the gentlemanly abstention of the freeman. The 
oid~styl_e Mlii~Yli!, by contrast, was simply ·?-. freeman writ 
large. Avenues of advancement with less commitments o.r 
' an.executive nature, such as lslatnic preaching, appear 
more popula%'; especially with e1'-slave social climbers. 
No matter what rank an individual ga.inst his rise is thought 
inseparable f'rom liberality.. . When .! asked whether the 
noted..Sheikli ldiri~ha were.a generous host as well,.I was 
told: "0£ course. How else could a man be great; ?ff .• 
Again,. When I myself, finding a surplus of pumpkins on 
my hands prior to a sa.far.i, complained that there was 
.nothing· for it. but to cook them up and invite· people 
along, s-everal listeners chimed in: "Isn't that what a 
.freeman would do ?". 
"To indulge in this limited fo.rm of conspicuous 
\ 
expenditure a man must have a separate and .established 
home. Otherwise the credit for any entertainments to 
which he may contribute will accrue to the senior member of 
the ·hut .... cluster in which he resides., P,eople will say "We 
were at so~and""so•s"• gi.v~ng the name of the senior . 
member.. The matter of a name serves parti:cularly to 
differentiate .slave and, free. . The former might be known 
by no more than a single faoatio:us nickname. The latter, 
ov~r.and above his personal name, ~ght appropriate patronyms. 
·of standing; Whence the .. commonplace compliment; ".A free• 
man With a name .of his tllwn". · Pre:fe~ably the name should 
·•belong' ffomewhere·.; .that is,· be i·dentitied with a speci-
-
fie area .. , over which its bearers ·claim ritual functions • 
. It ls also an advantage ·for a ·man to be polygynous. Wives 
· are undoubtedly·· an asset when it comes t·o raising a food-
.surplus; for each will have ·her mm surplus. Wives also 
· fonn a nucleus around which a body of dependants may be 
gathered. Despite opportll.ni:tiesrendered meagre by the 
very Gomplex {ihi-ch impel~ them to.seek independence; 
Ngindo strive, manfully. to .acquire a following. · The 
.. f/,-e. . Co-pt ... J( 
internal c1a.sh ·a.r val~Js inLkitUNGWANAi.reaches a peak .in 
the sphere of regular kinship-relationships •. For 
.,, 
k1LUNGWANA impl1·es politeness .as its cardinal virtue and ;_ · 
' . 
idiom.- Now politeness consists very largely of the 
proper obseeyance of kinship. at.titudes. nierefore a 
·.juni_o.r kinsman .should· resid·e ."4th and obey senior .agnates. 
Yet the . ceritripe~~ pull .cif ·his obligations towardfS them 
cannot hold ·the stronger fo·rc es dragging him out of theit 
orbit.·· 
Supe;"t.icial' maru:ier.s, modelled on ld:LUNGWANA, 
rule .Ngindoland to such an extent that abuse and viol-
.. . 
enee scarcely ever reveal the tension.beneath the sur-
face. The greater the acrimony the more cordial the 
;ao .• 
exterior.. Not .. the l·east a.stounding featur·e 0£ Ngindoland 
between the Great Wars has been the absence of any 
regulat- police garrison within its borders~ Those con• 
stables experimentally imported at one time p,roved so 
unsa:t.isfacto:ry,, and- so superfluous, that they were soon 
withdrawn. Casual observers remark on the urbanity of: 
the Ngindo, who· are artful enough to ~ppear naiv.ely jovial 
as well as courteous.-- Such traits as these are the hall-
mark of humanity the world over, but no one can miss the 
peculiar intensity they here achieve.. Ngindo behave 
with a generally delicate, sometimes impeccable, finesse. 
One·day.when I was busy hoeing some distance .from my 
hut art elder came tC) greet me. So I sj.mply responded and 
went on hoeing. ".A guest has ,c.ome to see you", he -said. 
"Who i.s it '?"• ttM:yself". 'ffThank you",. l. teased him, 
"but 1£ I stop :for every guest that calls, I shall neve.r 
pi- i h ' f1~ .,.d'" .J. .· n s .my . · e.a.' . • Admittedly the old man had a gift £or 
me, but his shocked: ,expression was quite ludicrous. On 
'another occasion; be.fore holdi.ng an interview .I served tea,· 
, but overlooked an ~ccentric t'ellow who happened to be 
present... On eonclus.ion we brewed some more. ~his time .I 
·included him:, :remarking that I . had forgotten him be.fore. 
~ithout hesitation, but with exqu:tsite taet, he rejoined: 
ttThere- wasn't enough to. go ·roundt". / Th~ upright conduct 
"'!f· of the Ngindo by no means .reflects their true charact~r1 
.smothered by £ear of public shame. Something of this 
repre.ssion will have been seen from the discussion o.f mari-
tal .ftdelity. To ·regal"d Ngind-oland as the home· of smiling 
:rusticity v/ould he as. wide ·.of tbe mark as the ehe.rry-
blossom picture of.Japan. , There ls nothing idyllic in 
the way 'the .Ngirtdo regards his n~ighbour. I have constantly 
marvelled a.t the venomously mallcious things Ngindo will 
.say about each other, even the £rankest·a.nd most likeable 
of them. Few, .for instance, can r~si,st casting the slur 0£ 
· slave origin. 'Shame t dictates theit lives • .• • women are 
there to be seduced1 provided no one is any the wiser; 
even a wif.e conceals her.body from her.husband; person.all 
rancour finds its outlet in intrigue·; all manner of infringe ... 
~ . . ( ~ 
ments, including th:ose of specifically_ snob qualtty such as 
glu.tton.y, may be committed, provi:ded they b~ kept "decently.; 
in se¢ret"; and where an infringem~nt.com.es to light; the 
guilty party covers up by emigrating at. least a t-oken 
distance,. At all costs the disinterested benevolence and 
effacement of' the f:reeman should govern ·overt behaviour. 
Without a doubt the single most dist~netive. 
J.diosyncrasy of the ho~e:.Ngln.do .is fanatical honesty in 
' matters of prope·rty. The.ft arouses f'rantie indignation. 
·Even a petty thief will.never .altogether live dowl) the 
offence~ As like .a.s not, the p.illory of a dance son,g will 
be its reward £or instance,, a certain ''daughter of 
.Liwenje n, who .stole pumpkin-seed, .suffers this fate in 
i 
the liPtlGA dance. Court.s pronounce sentence of banishment 
on thieves. ''You have no means of .staying here. Be off 
., 
with yott, for we do not want a man who is a thief in our 
country• That is all" .(AP 10:/37)• One o.r the European 
officers who did a spell at .Liwale~boma ventur·ed to point 
out tha.t such· proceedings i'1ere ultra vi':l:·es~ Undeterred, 
the court~ c·ontinued to ostraci.se. ''When you have been 
released (this CQllViCt Wae jailed for three months, 
whereas the previous ·one received a flogging). do not .show 
.your fac·e here in Liwale. ·Clear out .onc'e and for all• 
Go to your homet'" (AP .5/47').. Another thief was told: 
11It is a disgra.,ce for our M.agingo-Ndonde tribe.n (AP 2/48). 
Whilst: Ngindo generally vie"? wrongdoers '~ith the utmpst 
H ..... ~ :s 
complacency. a thief can ex~ect no qu~ter; L_ no loophole 
of lineage-a.rbitration for him; he will be taken straight 
before a Government-spona~i-ed court. Even his kinsmen may 
382. 
disown him. A man, whose half-brother had gone to the 
dogs at Dar es Salaam., publicly and with great vehemence 
declared.: "He is no brother of mine. He breaks into 
Europeans' houses. He is no longer an Ngindo, and we 
do not want him back. He is just a swin~l" Swine is 
about the .strongest term in the Ngindo vocabulary, and it 
. was used in the presenc~ of the delinquent's full sister. 
To give another illustration, I was working on the dialect 
with a paid informant, when all of a sudden his wife ca.me 
running and abruptly broke into our conversation, a serious 
breach of normal protocol. I learned that the husband 
had in her absence entertained friends to a meal, giving 
rise to the woman's surmise that she had been robbed. A 
word of explanation, and calm was restored. 
Whereas in surrounding tribes sophistication 
appears to have promoted thieving, the reverse is probably 
true of Ngindoland, where kiLUNGWANA has been operative. 
Nevertheless, even in rubber-trading days, the standard o.f 
honesty wa.s already phenomenal ••• the coastal merchants 
would ply their trade without solid shelter or containers 
right out in the thickets themselves. Cloth and other 
goods, not to mention the easily appropriated rubber-balls, 
were strewn about with impunity in the open. Note that 
the same could not be said by von der Deeken a generation 
earlier, when he specifically remarked on the absence of 
slaves among the ttWagindo" (Ret.40). It was the European 
administrators who introduced the novelty of the padlock. 
And even they until comparatively recently bad no qualms 
about letting tax-collectors carry large sums around in 
unsealed cloth bags. Not long ago, unheard-of loss, a 
furore occurred at Liwale-boma over a cash-box which 
disappeared. Opinion had it that the robbery had been· 
framed deliberately so as to compromise the clerk in 




merely enquired whether the missing box were not in his 
charge. Ngindo do not even allow joking-relatives to make 
light of personal possessions • • '• by way of exception,. if 
at a funereal hair-shaving ceremony such a relative opts 
for an item of property he may take it,. but the owner 
Ngindo 
must first give his consent to parting with it •i'#t1f!!__na 
look askance at the Makua and others who permit liberties 
they 
of the looting order ... rievertheless, [!giftde show no 
innate respect for property. They are smugly at pains_, 
when valuable.s have safely been left unguarded, to parade 
their innocence. Some have confessed to me that they 
£eel every inclination to steal, excepting that detection 
would be so unthinkable. Ngindo kleptophobia obey.s social 
sanctions of a primarily •moral' nature, underlined by the 
penal ones of Government and the ritual ones of Ngindo 
tradition. A man told me: "My son was betrothed tQ a girl. 
But I had her packed off because she was a slave •*• she 
was., so I discovered, a thief. That is why I got rid of 
her. We do not intermarry with that sort of personi". 
The identification of slave and thief provides the key to 
the riddle 0£ Ngindo mania for honesty. For, to their 
way ,of thinking, thieving has come to have a decidedly 
servile flavour. Larc·eny, they believe, is the .slave's 
misdemeanour par excellence. And in fact somewhat 
under-privileged slaves, who had no .status to lose, did 
undoubtedly exercise .fewer scruples than their masters 
in the matter. 
s 
Besidef the physical environment, shown to 
permit but not explain scatt·er, both natives and outside 
observers frequently advance two supplementary factors of 
fragmentation, namely sexual.jealousy and apprehensions 
of sorcery. Whilst each of these contributes towards the 
phenomenon, the ,former manifestly falls short of a ruling 
....... , .., 
obsession (see Chapter V tL'Adulteey). Rather,- preva.iling 
attitu?.es towards private infidelity appear very tolerant .• 
It is public humiliation arisipg, out of adultery that, 
o·ccasions a storm;. which can in turn be equated with the 
kiLUNGWANA Complex ••• in the maintenan~e of a sound food-
producing unit the freeman must hold his wives ~9.their 
obligations•· Should irregularities become known_, they· 
would not only threa1ien the nucleus: around wh_ich he hopes 
to build up a client}ale, al9ng with his_ ente_rtaining 
capacity, but also damage. his personal dignityr For, as 
a freeman who n~gotiates, works, and_makes payments ;tor a 
wife,, he considers her a sta.ble. acquisition/, by contrast 
with the supposed makes~ift promiscuity of inter-.slave 
marriage• Thus the abductor comes second only- to the 
thief in the detestation and obloquy he earns. Ngindo even . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
·construe remarriage after -divorce as an affront. : As for -
n/ p_ • • • • ~ • • • .~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • •• • •• • • • • • • • • •• •. • : 
sorcery, its prime association with women produce$.~n 
aut9matic nexus with.the chap,ronage of wives, wbo must be 
kep'\'.i apart. from each other and from those ,of neighb9urs 
.for fear of the tensions ~hey would generate/, with con-
~equent sorcery wars. Whilst.I have n9t hea~d of slaves 
ex~elling·as so~cerers, they were less hampered than·~ree 
folk·by taboos ~nd inhibitl,.ons._ It is n~t impossible that 
the hostility of Gov-ernment, towards· slavery has led to 
its perpetuation as an ~ct of unconscious defiance! If so, 
the same might be said· or sorcery, and the two therefore be. 
linked. BroaQ. historical fa.ctors have of course militated 
.in favour of fragmentation (see next Chapter}, but they 
nLpleave unanswered the que~t.ion -0£ its accel).tuation today. 
. --- .......................................................... . 
With typical sycophancy the Ng~ndoland Council has>through-
out. the generation leading up to the Second World War 
) 
paid lip-service to the policy of close_r settlement• 
19)0 found.it chorus.ing\ 0 0n the su.bjec.t o.f living 






upwards"; and 1933/ .1 "Let them be shifted and brought 
inside the compact villages. So we rejoice greatly to 
hear this decision", and in the following year: "I do 
not want an individual living in a place all on his own"• 
Ten years ago, on tb.e'eve of the Closer Settlement Scheme, 
they were still ironically hailing the dead-letter of 
concentration measures, this time advocating legislation 
against settlements of under ten huts •·• note the down-
ward progression! Commented the District Commissioner: 
"the first pre-requisite is the settlement of ~atives in 
villages"• The ensu¢ing attempt to solve the deadlock 
by drastic surgery has been described (see Chapter II,~ 
'" ) ) Labour .• 
Ngindo like to postulate an inherent 'penchant 
for the hermit's life, in support of which they adduce 
the analogy of the forest creatures .••• "We Ngindo are 
like the wild animals, each sleeping in a di£f.erent spot. 
As with them, if we congregate in any numbers, there is 
.. 
bound to be strife. Likewise, if confined, we simply die 
off". But the holloW?less of the argument appears not only 
from their obvious enjoyment of gregarious activities 
such as dances and work-parties, but also from their reac-
tion towards genuine hermits. One such, a harmless lunatic 
. 
who has set up home by himself in the t.hickets a good five 
miles from any of the Barikiwa people, piainly earns a 
reputation .for madness on that count a.lone. A dance-song 
refrain derides another such ••• "Mwichande, building a 
hut up on the plateau",f, With the emphatic eh~rusf "Folly!". 
So deduction alone shows the valid reasons for £ragmenta-
tion to be ones of status, hence sociological. Structurally, 
' there appears no satisfactory correlation that can be made, 
except the obvious one ••• applicable to the spontaneous 
386. 
also 
combustion of' Majimaji e:like " •• that the abs·erice of 
heirarchy renders the mass doubly susceptible whether to 
violent hysteria ·or to anarchistic fission. Crystalliza-
t-te;; Uomplex 
tion orLkiLUNGWANAf!:an have{been scarcely less .rapid th~n-. 
the sudden stimulus of Majimaji. Coming late to Ngindo- . 
untr~elled -:x ••••••• ·~ •• 
land, itse_ife could not have spanned a generatio~: It 
n/-p, • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • ••• ,. • • 
is the paucity of the slave element tha.t allows its 
indirect persec,;r;ution .- •.• to be amenable, a scape-goat 
must needs be too: small to hit back.. Slave st:ock, in any 
ease a h~dful, can generally conceal.its. ignominy or. com-
pensate by-some supplementary form of prestige ••• not a few 
•siavest shine as Muslims·. Meanwhile the vast bulk of 
Ngindo can aspire to the quiet glory of being genuine 
freemen. Everyone stands to boost himself. No one need 
r~ally suffer. Islam, apart from a like absence of heirarchy • .· 
cannot be held responsible, excepting in so f'ar as isolated 
Islamic teachings accord with kiLUNGWANA.; Thus Ngindo 
preaehers insist on hospitality as a religious duty. A 
guest, they say, is "God's stranger. He has no hut., no 
granary. So he must be' helped"~ Only in µiinor ways do·es 
kiLUNGWANA seem to have deviated from its essentially. 
pagan gufse • • • for instance in the te.ndency to attach 
importance to dignified ·cloth:es for men and modest ones 
Mark well that the indigenous term .f.or 
Swahili is'1k1Lungwana", which might be translated "the 
language of the freemen". Doubtless t.he origin of the 
term lies in the importation of the notion,of slavery by 
the·swahili..;speakers, or ·Coast.al slave-owners; who,would 
.incidentally have been Musl:i.ms • But it would. be- mis'1ead~ : 
ing to imagine that the kiLUNGWANA C.ornpl.ex of'.: ·today 'has 'r 
. . ' '.\ 
any real C10nnection With either kiSwahili ·or .. the coast•;•·'\ - . 
f'"..at.her the reverse. As for outside Muslims who· fail to\ ,,_ 
' ~~ ' ·~;' 
conform to the Ngj. ndo code of generosity and deportment,, i 
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nqfuatter if more orthodox they get dismissed as indi.ffer-\ -. 
-- ~ - ·-· - - - -- - ~· - - - ·---- --- - - --·- - --- - ------ -- - - - '. 
x )that is to say the period immediately before the German ~ \ 
occupation, whl:ch soon began to interfere with slavery. ' \ 
.... 
~nt followers of the Faith •. ~ven at home, wherever 
the claims of I,"el.igion and kiLUNGWANA claeh, which 
""nColl\.Scio..s 
.seldom happens thanks to the~~tematie. cel)sorship 
.undergone by the form.er before ~t ever reaches the 
Ngindo public, it is .clear whi<:h is the loser. Those 
Ngi~do .who. dis1>ense with the elaborate pagan init~ation 
·ceremonies on religious grounds meet criticism for their 
'slavish' parsimony. . .. ,. 
The ~oncept of shame implic.it inkiLUNGWANA 
serves to set the home•Ngindo apart not only f'~()Il]. neigh-
· bouring ~ribes but also ~rom most of the Nglndo outli .. ers 
as well, .none .0£ whom regard theft with the same aversion• 
.One he~rs home-Ngi.ndo talk-slightingly of.outlier Ndonde 
. as private b~er-dri~ers • ,. .. ttthey have no sh~me. They 
' · rt· C.s 
. do not even bother to hid~ it''• I._likewise among peripheral-
Mgindo ••• Mbn. a wo. men.;. be.•cause they rev~al. their bodies, 
seem ab~~4 creatures. to home-Ngindo,. ·who obaei;,-ve 
.rig:i.4 decorum; . And so for~h., As ~or non-Ngindo, ~heir 
~omplet?e lack.of' comprehension.of' the rudiments of it<i• 
LUNGWANA gives the home-Ngindo as clear. an .·indication· 
of alien stsrt;i;s · as do.es their unintel.ligible ,spe~ch ••• · 
Swah'i11 .. usually circumvents the language. barr.ier,. .. Th\ls 
·evacuees under the Closer Settlement Scheme compla.ined . . . . . ' · .. 
th~ the .northerly Matumbi,. though gener:ous. in some ·ways, 
.-!!,. ... . . • . . ~ . • . 
lacked delicacy of the ~ype. applauded by :freemen.; Without 
r~gar~ .for kinship-repercussions they wou,ld.. br.ing di~ect, , 
' ' ' 
abusive. charges be . fqre. the Governme~t. :eourts~· Aga.in1 
migrant-labourers deplore the .mercenary :coast..;dwellers 
who turn stranger.s ·away from their door. Even when lions 
are abput, theyrefuse to grant travellers permission -~o 
sleep in the enel~sµres behind their hutsn ~ .simply lest 
the ash of their £ires ,should mar the surface uni er£oo~ i, 
388. 
Evidently the westerly peoples along the route to Kilosa 
offer little better in the way of welcome, and show 
discrimination at beer-parties into the bargain. Whereas, 
Ngindo are fond of declaring, one may go empty-handed 
right across Ngindoland and never f'ail to get both food 
and shelter. Even the formidable Ngoni can be relegated 
to a position of inferiority, seeing that the bulk of 
their number comprise former subject-peoples, and that 
any autocratic system must entail slavish obedience. 
Again, the southerly Mwera pass for chronic thieves; 
the authoritarian Yao huddle together in dense cantonments; 
the prolific Ma.konde, having turned their entire plateau 
into fallows, enjoy no privacy• In short the home-Ngindo 
figure as 'freemen', outsiders as 'slaves•. Its absurdity 
••• in point of fact,. most of the outsiders hold the meek, 
backward, improverished lgindo in contempt ••• does nothing 
to invalidate such a view. Not only alien groups, but 
alien traits like matriliny may be construed as servile. 
Thus an Ngindo whose female agnatic relative persists in 
staying with her maternal uncle ends by calling her a 
slave, whereupon she takes him to court (AP 6/35). Ki-
LUNGWANA is of course nothing but a theory, scarcely hinted 
at by the natives, diagnosed and charted largely by the 
outside investigator. But its presence and efficacy 
cannot be doubted. KiLUNGWANA gives to the home-Ngi.ndo 
,.. 
both identity and a raison d'etre. 
PART III. SYNOPSIS. 
CHAPTER IX. DETAILED HISTORY. 
Persians and Portuguese. 
Certain o.f the Ngindo claim to have peopled for long ages 
the mid-west of the region lying between Nyasa's northern tip 
and the coast. Kilwa being the gateway to this region, and 
the subject of repeated comment by early chroniclers, the 
history of its dealings with the mainland serves to test the 
antiquity of' their claim. What is known of the earliest 
mainlanders ? "On the whole ••• the evidence seems to indi-
cate that at a very early time the bushmen occupied the hunt-
ing grounds of tropical .Ea.st African (Ref. 81) ; that is to say, 
at least a thousand years ago. The Bantu made their entry much 
later, and are thought to have started north of the equitorial 
lakes, whence they moved south. "It is fairly certain from the 
writings of Arab travellers, and from skeletons found in mines, 
that Bantu of a type similar to that of the present M.ashona 
inhabited the country between the Zambesi and the Limpopo ••• 
x 
about 1,000 years ago" (ref.49). It is safe to assume there-
fore that by the eighth century A.D. the Kilwa hinterland har-
boured Bantu folk, or at least bushmen (undated rock~paintings 
in the bushman style are to be found in and around Masasi, 
immediately south of Ngindoland); and perhaps both. 
When Persians under Hassan bin Ali colonized the coast 
in 697 they found that Kilwa Kisiwani (old Kilwa island) 
"belonged to the chief of the neighbouring district, called 
Almuli, who was absent on a hunting expedition. After a few 
days he returned to Kilwa, and the stranger (Hassan), being 
pleased with the island, offered through the 
medium of the friendly Muslim (the Persians 
Footnote x: General reconstructions such as these are backed by 
the authority of Dart, who states that the nsoskop race" 
inhabited Southern Africa between ten and twenty thousand years 
ago, at a later date becoming mingled with the "Bush race", an 
intruder element from the north. "From the end of the sixth 
century (A.D.) onwards ••• We shall probably be not .far from the 
truth if we p.lace the first great southern migration of Bantu I' 
at about this period". ('The Bantu•speaking Tribes of South 
Africa', Ed.I. Schapera, Chapter on 'Racial Origins' by R.A.Dart) 
,, J90. 
···-:-
.found :Arab and Moorish~ i.e. ·half-breed;, settlers 
'aiready established thereabouts) to buy it. The chief named 
his terms which were that the stranger should surround the 
.. ~ , . ·~ ~ 
whole island with cloth .•. This was done~. and the chi,et 
took the cloth and surrendered the islandti .(.Grey, quoting 
the •Binet el 'Kilwa' s Rer.25),. Over a thousand years ago, 
. . - -
the., a pagan A£~ican tribe p~opled the Kilwa littoral and 
~·' . 
did business with the .Asiatic maritime communities. The 
story eonti~ues. Feari~g treachery, Hassan deepened.the 
~ . . ' 
landward -channel, thus outwitting the natives who indeed 
contemplated an attack. A variation related to Burton in 
_. • • 1 
1859 (Re~.10,) has it that the alliance was ·cemented by 
~ !J 
marri.a.ge with the daughter of the chief~. Burton'' s informant 
calls the latter "Nepo.ndu., the heathen headman" ("Nependu0 , 
according to Robinson, Ref .771 who styles the newcomer not 
Hassan; bu.t "Sheikli Yusef from Shangaya."), and tells of' his 
I . . . 
assassination at the hands.of' his son-in-law~ Yet another 
account ref e.rs to a b~stard P·ersi.an nobleman,. Ali bin 
' ~ . ' . . ' . "' . 
Husein by name• who settled on Kilwa Kisiwani "after he had 
procured.by treaty the ·evacuation of all the native inhabi-
l-' • t • • 
tants ·~·· he fortified himself not only against ~h~tn (the 
".Kafirs ''), but also against Moors who inhabited the islands 
called Songo and Zanga and had conquered the country a.s 
far .as Mompana about .20 leagues front Kilwa" (Ret .• l!), follow-
ing De Barros,) ,j< The date is not specified"• •Mompana', . which 
I cannot place., seems to show some penetrat.ion inland• 
'. 
Grey alludes to the same or a similar occurrence 
in 975·lthe date given by Robinson, Ret.77, to mark the 
., 
arrival of "Ali ben Sultan al Husayn. ben Ali ••• the first 
sultan of Kilwatt. The-J?ortuguese authority., De Barrost 
whom· he tilso quotes,. makes a "Solta Hocen" founder of the 
dynasty) when a certain ttAli bin Suleiman ,el Shirazi" 
purchased. the island from trMzee Mr:i.mba, the chief of 
Gat 
t 
y to gindol d r ( bov )outlook fro 
t kwe a (b lo )ruin of historic fort 
3q r. 
t rock-sh l t r 
t Kilw Kisiw • 
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Mschinga"; "'nose daughter he married. Von Rode, to whom 
the information was given in 1897, further states (Ref.25) 
that the "island was occupied by the Yassi branch of the 
Kinamarango tribe"; whilst this time,, according to De 
Barros, the newcomer "covered the road into the interior 
with cloth" (Ref 25). In an earlier article Grey confirms 
975 as being the effective starting point of Shirazi 
occupation(Ref.23), and Coupland -specifies the incursion 
of ttffassan bin Ali" in the tenth century (Ref .lJ). An 
I . 
' additional source, the Pate Chronicle, states that a second 
foundation took place at the very beginning of the 
thirteenth century under trsuliman ben Muthafar" (Ref .77), 
whilst a Pemba manuscript cited by the same author insists 
that "Darshash ben Shaha" was the true founder. Yet 
another theory is to the effect that "the f'irst Moslem 
colonies date from circa A.D~ 740 when Omayad fugitives from 
Mesopotamia ••• built settlements at Mogadiscio• Kilwa ....................... 
(Quiloa), and Melinde Brava" (Ref.76).:These variants 
n/ ~- • • ......... • • • • • • • .. • • ... • .. • • . • .• • . • • • : 
conflict in some points, and Grey notes the .island-girt-
with-cloth motif recurring elswwhere; but African peoples, 
one of them astride what was presumably an inland trade 
route, figure in most of them. "Mschinga" may be 
Machinga, a bay south, promontory north, or the country near 
the mouth, of the Mbwemkuru river, some distance south 
of Kilwa. As for the names "Mrimban (unless connected 
with 'Mrima•, a name for the coastal belt ••• some Ngindo 
dialects use 'Mlima ,, to mean merely land or country), 
"Yassi", "Almuli", "Nepondu", "Kinamarango", none has 
any apparent significance. "Mzee", meaning Elder in 
Swahili, may be a title. Apart from confused traditions, 
misleading geography may be to blame for Kilwa's multiple 
foundation. Thus Burton.(Ref'.10) observes.: "Captain Owen 
(who patrolled the coast some decades before Burton saw 
Kilwa) learned, considerably to his mortification, that 
t ' . ' 
' . 
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there were two Kilwas • •• he might have .said. half a dozen-. 
The name. ·by the people called Kilwa ! • ~ !las originally . 
... 
applied to th·e island; now i.t is ~h~t 1of a d~st~iet, not 
- ... ,, . 
of a place. Hence we £ind.in Abu ~aid ·(ljth Century~ the 
island of Kilwa containing three cities •. ·all bu~lt upon 
the.banks .of river$nj. Kilwa Kisiwani is· only a mile or 
.island •. 
4 ., .. 
i . 
. ln about 1030 0the Sult.Et,? of' ,Kilwa fled to Mafia 
His pursuers were_ a local .faction "assisted by 
a tribe calle_d the Matama.nda.lin, ·who clearly belonged to 
. ~ . . .. 
. .an 'indigenous Africa~ ·race" ·(Ref !25). But Sheikh Moheddin 1s 
accou-nt ·(set 'out by Robinson, Rer.,77) turns them into 
· Muslims; unless.- that .is, _the tribesmen were content to 
be ruled by rival foreigners .! • -~ "The Ma~amandalin invaded 
Kilwa. The• invaders appointed ~he-amtr,Muhamad ibn 
Hus~;n el Mundi_r1 as ~lel" of Kilwat' ~ the 'previous rule.r, 
_Khalid -ibn Bakr (the usurper) i ha_ving likewise been 
"appointed k~ng 'by ttre. Matamandal.in of Shagau. Again 
. _ trMa:tE.llllandalintt gives no clue, exc~pting that it -differ.a 
trom the names reeorded a generation earlier. Pe-rhaps 
it belonged to :a chie.f'. ·During the twelfth century 
· ·"Kilwa acquire~ the monopoly 0£, the trade of. Sofala, 
in_clu,ding the. gold t.rade .from what _is now Rhodes.ia" 
(Ref .25l!.- Sofai~., lying many hundreds of mile.s to the 
, · .sout~'.~. ·emphasises the lateral spread of commerce in those 
,v· 
days •. • In th1s. same peribd1 -another. s.ource speaks of 
''continual--interna1. and e_xternal wars; mostly. with the 
·tribe Amuti'' (Ref~l). , · Clearly trade with. the interior 
. . . ,. ' . ' 
would suffer under such conditions. "Amu:ti" niay be a · 
rendering of Almuli •. 
Ibn Batu.ta.· the famed traveller, visited Kilwa 
in 1))2.. Amongst his observations is the following.. The 
Sultan fffrequently invaded the land of the Zenjs {(Africans), 
attacking them and carrying off plunder of which he took 
the fifth part and expended it entirely in the manner laid 
down by the Qurantt (Ref'.25). In order to yield plunder 
these Africans must have been moderately prospe.rous. Later 
. 
in that century the Sultan Hussein bin Suleiman died a 
so-called martyr's death in "the holy war against Almuli" 
(Ref .25, quoting de Barros•) The target f'or such depreda-
tions as these may have been other poi.nts along the coast, 
but it seems probable that Kilwa itself formed the prin-
cipal bridgehead. As before, the adjacent country was peopl-
1 
ed by Africans with whom the cit1-dwellers had permanent 
relations, mainly of a hostile character. Nevertheless, 
speaking of the Renaissance period, Dorman states:..- "she 
(Kilwa) had to import for her own local consumption millets, 
rice, cattle and honey from the mainland" (apparently 
following de Barros., Ref .15). Although their source may 
have been elsewhere it seems likely that these supplies, 
especially perishables like ill-processed honey, came from 
close by. Ibn Batuta in the course of his narrative gave 
a hint of the local commodities. Describing the piety 
of the reigning Sultan he wrote, "he gave orders that 
ten more slaves should be given to the fakir, as well as 
two tusks of ivory, for most presents in this country 
consist of ivory and gold is rarely given" (Ref .25). 
Despite the contribution of Sofala, then, only slaves and 
ivory were to be had in abundance. No doubt these com .... 
prised the plunder so equitably distributed by.the Sultan, 
and why should he have gone further afield than the'. 
immediate mainland to find them ? 
Nothing more of interest emanates from Kilwa .. 
before the appearance of Ca.bra.l's Portuguese expeditif>n 







meet the f'leet temp,.rised ?n the sco.i'e that "'the principal 
men of his .council were gone away to wage wa.r against 
• • l '• 
the Cafres" (Ref.25). Cabral' had to leave empty-handed, 
though da Gama more than compensated when two years 
later he put the place to ransom. In 1505 Almeida occupied 
·the city itself,, whereupon the Sultan »f.led inlandn, whilst 
"most 0£ his subjects :followed his ·example" (Ref .13). 
Kilwa never fully recovered. On withdrawing only a decade 
after da 'Gama's descent upon it, the·Portu.guese "destroyed 
their fort. Subsidies were paid to the native chief's to 
keep the trade route to·ihe interior open" (Ref'.77). Here 
' is evidence that, between campaigns, regular commerce 
linked coast and interior, and that the Sultan could regard 
the mainland as a re:fuge. A Jesuit priest in 1570 gives 
details o;f this trade, .including "ivory which til;ey (the 
Moors} buy .from the Caff'res to sell-to the Portuguese•·· 
whence also come. muchmney ;and wax • ~. (and) ••. r. plenty 0£ 
pitch which they olitain :.from trees" (Rer,.23)., 
Next portent in the Kilwa firmament are turbulent 
African tribes~ "The Muzimbe (cannibals) from the Congo 
d.ispersed before Tete and a horde 'marched nort.h" {Ref .•. 77). 
These Zimba, thought by some to be of Zulu stock; and .re-
ported to be 15,000 s'.trong ·(.Ref.1 .• ), fell on Kilwa in 1567, 
slaughtering anddevouring some 3,000 of its citizens (Ref. 
23) ,., After sacking pirate-held Mombasa amid scenes of 
hideous carnage, a victory accomplished with Portuguese 
aid, they finally.spent thar .force at Malindi whose garrison 
enlisted Segeju tribesmen. Only a handf'ul escaped the rout• 
N,evertheless these same Zimba overwhelmed 200 Portuguese 
at Tete in 1592 (Ref .·1,1 l, whilst, only a .few years be£o~ 
the Makua had annihilated a body of 40 Portugues~ :nwithin 
a day• s march (,f Mocambique, without any .attempt at 
retaliation being made" {Ref'.l). So the Zimba, wreaking 
havoc, had tra~ersed the Ki,;Lw:a litt~ral from end to end. 
. ,; ' . . 
' ' 
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And other such tribes were on the ma.rch elsewhere. 
Throughout) Ori~ rece;i ves. an impre,ssion of co.nsiderable 
unrest among the inland tribes, .quite apart from 
isolated ealamit.ies. such as. the Zimba, invasi9n, If 
Ngindo.were in fact present, they could only have 
survived by hiding .in their thicke.t and. forest retreats .. · 
Seeing that part were certainly,. and all probably• pure 
hunters at that date, .hence; elusive, . there is no reason . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
to reject a theOl"Y· of. eont.inuous occupation,. : trfuat is 
n/ P·-• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •· • • • ·• • • ~ • • .• • • • • • • • • ~ • • • : 
astonishing, in view. of later developments; is the men-
tion of. aggressive Makua; the northernmost wedge or whom 
now touches on the home-Ng1ndo country. For the Tanganyika 
Makua. o~ today.,. judging by account.s £rom. \r-fuiteley and others,i 
were until very recently aborigines .and have no e~ntralized 
OI".ganization (·Ret.98).. How~ver. the parent-bodies of the 
tribe· showed quite a dif'.ferent aspect less than a ,century 
. ago when Maples (Refi46) and others .visited them. More 
·detail.on. the Makua is to follow (towards the end of the 
next section, Sultans and Slav.es),. Suffice it that t~y 
b o.a:.s ted · ;: · 
then,raa tea.political structure including pampered 
monarchs. Consequently., from th·e ·£act that Ngindo now 
lack the insti'tution of'. indigenous ehief't;ainship, it does 
.not necessarily follow.that the ·c}lronic~ers refer to non-
. . .. . . . . 
Ng~ndo groups, •. Mof>t. alien vi.aitors. assume chiefs even 
where .none exist,; and conversely there is • no guarantee 
that an entity such as the .Ngindo, which is la~gely 
linguistic, .should have exhibited a consta·nt social 
stiructu.:re .over a space ,of many generations; 
1 
especially 
when one considers the dislocation ea.used.·. by· int.en,si~e _ 
slaving and ·raids in the.nineteenth century •.• A.s ins~~ce> 
the extraordinary di.screpancy :between t}le aceou_n~.s.;,bY;,, t.' 
. ·• . . 
Burton '(Ref .9,185?.) .and Thomson (Ref,•91~ ,1878);.o~; ~h~ . , 
\ 
Dar ·es Salaam hinterland. (Zara.mo t.ribe).• . :.The t:wo,,men r:, \ ,, ., ,. . . -, ',' ''j ' 
' :-, 
made their observations only twenty years, apart .• : . ._, \. \ 






Alleged tribal movements, roughly contemporaneous 
with the Zimba, are described in the Rufiji District Book 
(Ref.60), one contributor stating that 400 years ago the 
lower Rufiji was virgi.n. Into this vacuum came the Hehe 
leaders M.bonde and Rwambo to form the nucleus of the 
Matumbi tribe. No specific grounds are given however, and 
subsequent officials have seriously questioned such 
origins. A further objection, if Thomson is correct in 
classing the Hebe as a group of comparatively recent emerg-
ence, is the explorer's commentary (Ref .91,1878) on Elton's 
account of' 'Machinga' (Hehe) terrorism (Ref .17,1873), i.e. 
the Hehe did not exist 400 years ago. From the same 
District Book comes an explanation of the presence of 
•Persian' elements towards the Rufiji delta• I quote, 
"••• the Shirazi, one of the dominant clans in this area, 
claims a Persian origin ••• Mwomboka, the father of Mubia., 
was a Persian who had landed at Lindi, and Mubia had 
collected his army there• It is presumed that this army 
consisted mostly of Wangindo and it will account for those 
now residing on the north bank of the river (Rufiji) 
calling themselves Wangindo". The inclusion of Ngindo in 
this undated tradition is interesting, but seemingly no more 
than a deduction. 
Next in chronology, though next to none in illuminat-
ing Southern Province history, is the unique journey of 
Bocarro from Tete on the Zambezi to Kilwa in 1616. Bocarro 
. 
must have crossed the Ruvuma above Ngomano, north of which 
he found "a less prosperous condition of affairs" and "wide 
tracts of uninhabited country" (all quotations from Gray's 
commentary, Ref .24). The most prominent man in this region, 
Manhanga by name, dwelt on the periphery of such a waste 
area. Grey concludes, "This abomination of desolation had 
been caused by the ravages of a tribe called the Zimbas ••• 
398 .• 
whi(!h raided Manhanga's country on their way northwards 
in 1)89 (this does not accord with .the l.587.dating -or 
t.he Kilwa. siege) • • • the s"cars ·Of th~ir ravages still 
existed a quarter of a . century la.~er". Evidently.the 
Zimba had stru~k almost directly for the.coast at Kilwa, 
a route which would take them somewhat to the south of 
"present Ngindoland... If the depopulation diagnosed by Grey 
rests on the relative emptiness of the tr~ns-Ruvuma leg 
• ti 
.of Bocarro's journey,, then .it may .not be well foupded. 
The area may never b,ave been thi.ckly populated. I did not 
gather from Bocarro's laconic entries that he found ruins 
or other signs of devastation. Grey obs-erv,es; nnespite the 
fact that his capital was apparently situat~d at least a 
f,ortnight 1 s journey from the coast,. it is worthy of note. . . 
·. that Manhanga' s people were evidently .in the .habit of mak ... 
ing their way to the coast at, or in. the vicinity of 
Kilwa Kisiwani, and, that"Manhanga himself had obtained 
cloth .from those .regions". .Manhanga must have lived 
somewhere around ,the modern 'Tunduru; that is, as far west 
as the Ngindo heafi;•areas on the upper M~arang'andu-Lu.wegu 
.river sy~tems and .somewhat to the south·. . That he should 
have had dealings with the coastal merchants is striking 
proof of the inter-action.between littoral and .interior 
""''" at this early date. :The continuity of such liaison is 
illu,atrated by a report. from an English sea captain 
·later that cen1:;.u.ey. Kilwa WEtS rich in "gould, amber, 
elevant$ teeth and slavestt (Ref •. 23) .• , 
Bocarro's diary enables one to gauge the extent 
. of current slavery. "Domes.tic· slavery., which was a cen-
turies old in;stitution in Afr.tea,. existed in Bororo south · 
of the Ruvuma and the countries to ,the north there.of '• •• 
between take Nyasa and the coast adjoining Kilwa there 
was apparently .none of the organized .slave trade on the 
.' .. ' 
j • 
l" { 
vast and far-reaching scale which Livingstone artd others 
were to encounter just ov,er two centurje .s later" ,(Ref .• 24} .• 
Grey's identification of Ma.nhanga with.Ma.ng'anja, name 
of a tribe. ihoughtt.o be au:tochthonous _to the area befo~e 
' . . . . . ' - . 
the mult.iple waves of migration from the .south .during the 
' " 
nineteenth century .. ·• •• Makond~.; Matambwe, Mwera., Makua, 
Yao • •• seems :admissible~ There i,s the . further problem 
' ' 
posed. by the Masasi cav·e-arli. Could .not the Mang'~nja 
. i ' ' . l . . 
have been responsible for these primi~ive·paintings ? 
' ' ' . 
'· The .southe~ly of th~ . ~wo aboriginal Ngind~ groups .had no 
.hand in their e.xecution. Both Masasi (Ref .57) and 
Tundux-u (Ref .62) District Books descri~e the MN'ng'anja as 
the original inhabita~ts~ but ~either co~t~~butor ~ives his 
.sources! More will be said about.the Mangtanja(towards the 
I . , . 
. end ·of next sec~ion,, SU.ltans and Slaves) .• 
To close Bocarro•s 700 mile trek~ he emerged 
!· 
' x ' 
. among "Moori~h" (<iefiaeEi hor;e ae uwa:agwe.fia" .. • waYngw&na 
' 
aermally means free-born pef"oona iB SW-ahili ·,, , or ooaot 
' .. ~ . - . t i . . . •. ~ 
people, ae · oppeaed to ,·full-ble~;d.ea Al"8bs) settlements only 
. . ·. . ' . ;t . ' ' ... , 
.. ' 
.a .few hours.1• march from ~ilwa Kisiwani itself. "Thei-r 
village~ Bucuey, appeqrs to have been the extreme racial 
' - . ' 
outpost ·o:f the tribe to .Whfch the rulers of Kilwa belonged" 
t . 
(Ref~ 24) '• The Asiatics and halt::.bre~\is~ one infers, 
. ' . 
remained strictly ma.rit.ime ~ That the journey should have 
been posstble without ~he us'e' 6~ fo~ce shows that warfare 
by no means persist,ed year-in year""'out. On the contrary, 
' ' . e,a..:>'?5 
Bocarro' s progress seeme to have been at least as eef'E:U::al 
as th~t of a nineteenth-century explorer. Wholesale traffic 
in slaves was still to ·commence. And if the Mang• anja 
people, .in a far more exposed situation, ,could retain 
th,eir identity until a 7~ntury ago, then the shy N~1ndo ·. / 
in their vast sanctuary to the n<?rth.rnight well do·soto 
_t~is day .. 
x Footnote::tne ·term 'i's· herEf ·a:-e:rined ·as -Wa.ngwana•,, or coast-people,. as 
·~opposed· to "fu11"..;:bloeded .A;ta'bs · •• o normally 'wa.Ngw.ana• or 'waUngwana' 
has the meaning of 'tree~born persona'·in present~dB7 ktSwahili • 
. . -- --- - ~ ~---- --· i,· 1;.· 
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From the middle of the seventeenth century the star of 
Oman began to rise over the coast, that or Portugal to 
wane. In 1810 the Portuguese viceroy at Goa learned 
that "there was an Arab garrison of 50 men at Kilwa and 
that Manabacare ((Mwa~a Bakari)), the ru&er of the native 
Mohammedans, had gone to reside on the mainland"(Ref.23), 
not the first evasion of its kind, and one whi·ch shows . . 
the Shirazi ruling line to have had more in common with 
t.he mainlanders, amongst whom they could dwell secure, 
than with the Arab newcomers. Ten years later the 50 
men "had evidently disappeared" {Ref.23), and there 
followed a brief Portuguese resurgence. But by the end 
o.£ the century Omani dominance was complete. In 1776 
a French adventurer named Morice struck a bargain with 
the Sultan of Kilwa for the annual· export of no less 
than 1,,000 slaves (Ref.13). Whether or not through 
~ncapacity to recruit. the tally,. the project never came 
to fulfilment. But the choice of such a total suggests 
that the trade was expanding. 'Commenting on the d·eal, 
an officer of a British man of. war touching at Kilwa 
in 1798 reported tha.t "the slaves which Morice had wanted 
could still be procured from far inland; or, at need, by 
raiding a neighbouring village" (Ref .23), which points to 
a deteri:oratio.n .of relations between Omani•governed 
Kilwa and the continental tribes• 
Before closing this phase of the coast's history, 
I turn to that curious document., the Arabic 'History: •of,. \ 
' ' '\ 
East Africa' presented by Baker (Ref .• 3,) •. Whilst::mucb,.~r,,\ 
\,, I\, 
the relevant passages cannot be regarded as anything but"\ 
legend, it is chiefly remarkable for the prominence \ .. 
acc.orded to so obscure a tribe as the Ngindo. Briefly, 
,of nine fabulous cities from which issued the people of 
East Africa, the fourth, c~llled Madinat·-Dhukani or 'the 
city of smoke', and perched on the s~t of a volcano, 
. . 
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·was in the hands of a certain Raili b.in Shadade. «Extreme 
'. . 
cold killed 9ff the inhabitants, with the exception o.f a 
few who became the forefathers of t.he Wanyamwezi {an 
' ' 
important Tanganyika tribe) and the Wa~gindo and the city 
was closed by a.giant serpent which prevented anyone from 
approaching it" (Baker's translation,' Rer .• ;31. Whereupon., 
the t History1 relates·,. the whole of eastern Africa fell 
beneath the sway' of four successive. dynasties, of which 
the second' was Ngindo. Twenty seven. of their pa~amounts, 
none of whose' names means anything to present Ngin.do,. ruled 
one after the other until overthrown by: Mbugu or Mbungu 
rivals; the other two dynasties to follow being Makua and ....................................... 
I 
Ghagga, in .that order. : Seeing that the tenth century 
n ... p • • • • • •• • ••. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Shirazi colonies, whose founder is described as "Mwishamisi 
Shani1' (Ref • .3), are stated :to have begun during the reign 
of the tenthMbugu ruler, the alleged -Ngindo dominance falls 
at an i.ncon-ceivably early period by African tribal stand~ 
ards. Yet, as' 'the foregoing -discuss$.on ,of the .Makua shows, 
tribes not seldom have erra'ti,c careers. I offer the 
suggest.ion tha .. t the as·signment of Ngindo to the paramountcy 
may have been an attempt on the_ part of a courtly author, 
to, flatter one, of the Sultans of Zanzibar; rumoured to have 
taken an Nginqo slave-girl to wife, ·on whose account he had · 
to issue a decree making .it i~legal to ridicule tatit.Ooing or 
the lip-plug. ..But this is guessing. Whiist the 'History' 
cannot be dismissed ·out of hand as pure invention, .it . 
certainly has no bearing on the Ngindo of today. Its 
allusion to a for~runner of the tribe is interesting. "The 
Wangindo were formerly ~nown as the Wajombo, but la~er 
became Wangindo" (Ref'.)). To my knowledge a defunct 
entity of the Ndonde sub-segment of the Ngindo went by 
the name Mijomho. Possibly the ,author has struck 
402. 
a genuine antecedent, 'Ngindo' being a label of doubtful 
pedigree •. 
Sultans and Sla,ves. 
Not till the nineteenth century did eastern 
continental Africa feel the impact of an outside culture. 
The cu!!ture was that of the Omani Arabs., and its medium 
the slave trade.. Manifestly the trade had been in exis-
tence ever since the first maritime contacts, though in a 
desultory way. What induced its massive growth was the 
tfansfer of the Omani Sultan's capital from Muscat to 
Zanzibar. This came about in 1840, but the forces behind 
it had long been generating, and the Omani realm's centre 
of gravity had shifted accordingly. Thus the export of . 
slaves was by that .date already approaching its peak. It 
f~llowed several channels~ but none could compare with 
the Kilwa torrent, disgorging as much as 10,000 and mo~e 
a year. 
' . ( l 
I have shown that African tribes, possibly the 
Ngindo or their forerunners, in times past lay across 
Kilwa 's routes to tl;le deep interior. What was the effect 
of the intensified trade on such tribes, and where did 
the slaves come from ? 
Not long before the expansion of Zanzibar the 
slave business seemed to have entered on a slump period. 
Prior, a ship's surgeon who saw Kilwa in 1812, observed, 
"the number of slaves formerly exported amounted to many 
thousands, but a.t present the deman4 is confined to the 
Arabs, who do not take many" (Ref .2)). Evidently Prior 
had in mind the contracts formerly made by the Frenchman 
Morice. He added that "only ivory and tortoise shell" \ 
were being bartered to any extent (Ref .23). From the same 
source comes a vague indication of the range and methods 
of the early slavers ••• the Kilwa settlers "domineer 
over the Negro natives within their reach, and are in 
turn compelled to submit to the soldiers of Muscat; 
403. 
on the former they sometimes make war to procure slaves, 
but more generally get them in traffic with people that 
come .from a considerable distance in the interiorff(Ref.23) • 
• 
How far inland these rare forays reached, or these slave-
owning tribes lived, can only be guessed. My own impres-
sion is that expeditions to the mainland were petty affairs 
whilst the purchased slaves• homes lay in the heart of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
the continent.: The only pre-Ngoni·documentary source, 
n/ p- • • • •• • • • • • • • • : 
von der Deeken, who penetrated as far as the Lumesule 
' river in 1860, reported a fair sprinkling of population 
. \ · ~.s w~J .. "« er.Sc. 
to a depth of over 100 miles inland. For instance}at 
\ i.: 
Lukose,something under 100 miles.from the coast ••• "From 
the quantity of huts crowded together which we encountered 
throughout, the region must be densely populated" (Ret. 
"" 1-.... ~ t L. .. \-
40) j. r/(!.' Again at Kiperere ,50 miles further on, J "Forest 
alternates with densely populated cult.ivations" (Same Ref). 
Elsewhere the settlement was patchy. Of course Von der 
Deeken followed a caravan route• which might have given 
a deceptive notion of the population on either side·. Also, 
by that time, the flow of slaves from the Nyasa region 
had become regular. Hence there was no need to molest 
the peoples of the hinterland, whose co-operation would 
·be a boon to caravans and whose economic potential as 
producers of rubber and other commodities was beginning 
to be realised·· The st.ability and prosperity of these 
folk emerges clearly f'rom von der Decken•s tantalisingly 
brief journal. 0£ 'Nangungulu' (Hangangulu), which he 
reached after a three-week march slowed by early falls 
of rain, the explorer wrote, "With the exc.eption of a 
few places, the country was very thickly populated and 
exe$llently tended. Almost everywhere the people keep 
\ 
"-hon 
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provisions for sal~ on the road in abundance and va.t-iety, 
wh.ich we remembered .in the blessed e·oast-land, We 'Were. 
offered for sale goats.,. t'owls; · peas,· beans., native 
'l 
millet, swee~":"potatoes,. flour, sugar-cane .. , mangoe~ and· 
pistachj,o ... nuts, though again not _fairly f.or reasonabl_:e 
. . . 
\ 
.· prices" (Ret.40). It wa$ only jjst beyond this point that 
. ~ L 
von de.r Deeken had ·to turn back• Despite their ste~dy. 
~usbandrr it was plain. that these peaceable .folk had been 
much prey t:o slaverst "The gr.egarious nature of the Wagindo 
and. Wagao,. wb.o largely inhabit this regi·on, deserves to 
be pfe'°'!·eminent in a :spec+.al class. Whey bp,y· no-· slaves, 
not eve:n for ~he highest price~ OU.r traveller lea.med 
(? ")w.tto u, vemo•oatt) at the coa.s.t that the.se· East 
.·African tribes provided .. the bulk ·or the slavesn, By 
this :ts .. -cleaz:ly meant tha.t the ''''Wagindo-1' and oth~rs were 
themselves enslaved. tor the text continues, ttThe-greatest 
number of elaves·that Kilwa exports come.from the southerly 
.. 
domiciled Wabisa and Wahiao (Yao).; it goes without. .saying 
that amongst them the cultivation of •the soil may be 
extremely de.fective" JRef.40l,. i.e. they depend on income 
from sale or slaves. 
The reason given f'or von der.Decken•s abandonment 
.. or the ,quest for his lost c:ountryma.n, Rosener, was. "because 
on lake Nyasa war.reigned" {Ref.40). Rpscher, who travelled 
as an Arab, actually reached Nyas·a but was murdered soon 
. after. Doubtless this ~as the beginning of ·the Ngoni 
troubles,. The Ngoni,, people <!f Ngun~ ·Or •zu1u·1 stock from 
the present . Natal., had :thru.$t north. early in th.e C·~ntury. 
They cr.ossed the Zambezi in 1.8_35 (Ref. 73) :: Groups ·Of them~ 
irrupting upon the eastern Si.de of Nyasa_,. not only claahed 
with one another but brought chaos .in ever~widening circles~· 
'faking slaves galore; they were not as adept as the Yao 
L. 
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in exploiting them.· Instead they soon infested the 
approaches to Kilwa• sweeping a congeries of 'tribes, 
before them and making it unsafe for Arab and other 
coast-dwellers to engage in legitimate trade with the 
hinterland. ttThe Wangwangwara (the name by which the 
Ngoni were known to the Yao) who occupy the area to the 
north and west of Lukwnbi (a hill towards .the source of 
the Mbwemkuru.) are a great obstacle to the development 
of the trad.e of Kilwa with the interior. They have the 
. will and their position gives them the power to rob and 
scatter any caravan passing by the Ltd~,tunbi road {the one 
von der Deeken took,)" (Ref.85,1884). Fx-om being a useful 
slaving instrument, the Ngoni became a distinct threat 
to Kilwa! On one.occasion they even laid siege to the 
city itself• In 1868 ttA war party 0£ another marauding 
tribe akin to the Zulu:. the Fiti (Ngoni)• appeared in 
the. nei~hbourhood of Kilwa, and blocked .its trade with 
the :i.nterior" (Ref .12). Presumably referring to the same 
event; Thomson described how the raiders swept down the 
Rufiji a.nd almost captured Kilwa,. (~er.91,1a78). In 1866 
Livingstone had to by•pass Ngoniland. '"The country 
west of this (Ngomano on the mid-Ruvuma) is described by 
all to be so mountainous and beset by Mazitu (Ngoni.) that 
there .is no possibility of passing that wayn (Ref' .4; ). 
It the 'Wagindo' had .su.f'.fered at Yao hands~ they did so 
ten.fold at those of the Ngoni. There is no doubt that the 
people of 'Nangungulu'' were living under the shadow of 
This is born out by Rigby, Brit.ish Consul at 
·ZQnzibar, who reported as follows in about. 1860. "Na:ti ves 
of India who hEl ve resided many years in .Kilwa ~ ~ • state 
t.hat districts near Kilwa. extending to ten or twelve 
.. 
/ 
d.ays' journey, wh.ich a· few years ago were thickly popu-
lated; are now entirely uninhabited" (Ret.12}• The 
C"o ... p(a...,.J. , 
historian 1adds, nAt all points on the.ir way inland and 
J.... I , 
back again the traders were anxious to pick up' slaves if 
only in twos and three·s. Kidnapping of natives by natives 
' 
was r.ife along the main routes 0 • ·One of Rigby'.s successors 
who actually saw ltilwa was of like opinion. "The country 
behind is a desert for a week''s journey" (:Ref.1'7;18,7)),. 
The cumulative de~asta.t1on of repeated Ngoni raids is 
strikingly illustrated by yet another British .re.presen-
tati·ve who served at Kilwa. . 11In the belt of country 
extending from the immedi~te neigh~ourhood'ot Kilwa to 
Kungwangwa •.s (at the Ruvuma. crossing, probably near ....,, . . 
I . I" • 
Ngomano}.• a distance of' 250 miles, and for some days' 
march along the Ndonde road, the.re are now absolut,ely no 
inhabitants. But the frequently recurring heaps of 
. ' 
potsherds by the side or the path mark where medecine 
was ·made· to keep ~v11· spirits from the turning to a 
village, .a niud wall now nearly level. with the ground, 
a stone slightly hoiloweci tor the grinding :ot millet, the 
. . ... .. -· . 
. . - . . ' 
f'urrows in the ground where sweet. potatoes had been 
,cultivated ••• all in~icate the former positions of 
> • 
houses; and th.e frequency 'Of these remains show that the 
· :countey through which I passed was till recently fairly 
·populated•' The abandonment of this large distric't was 
' 
caus,ed by 'the, dread or the W~ngwangwara ( Ngoni); who, 
under a chief ·knoWn to the Swahili as Chuma, came almost ··~~. ,, 
·~t; 
to the ·~oast. i:n a great raid made about 18 years ago 
{f,.-.e,. 1866) •. It is not possibl,e that they should per-
sonally have wasted this great st.retch of country' but 
the feaJ'. ·Of them would have suff.iced to cause a ge.neral, 
and probably a hurr.ied, migration to ,safer parts" (Ref •. 
. . 
- . ' . . . . . . . . .~· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . ~ .. 
el,1884).: There is ev.idence from native sources that 
n/ P • .• · ••• • • ·• • :_ .f 
considerable groups were in fact·pres~nt in this belt 
40s. 
at the time~' but 'the Ngoni:, ·who moved '.in sizeable bodies, 
' • 1 
would have tavoure¢i :a~y c,on:venient l'ine .of communication • 
. So the roadside· communities must have been· the most 
vulnerable 0£ ~.11 •. A.s· ~egat'ds .numbers, not·e .the account 
of a raid., in, the ,eat'ly :i880s on Masasi 'UMCA mission; in 
" .;. 
the words o'£ Bishop Mapl,es' biographer .,;tfl ttthere can 
ha'rdly have bee.rt less than tour to· five hundred of the 
" 
enemy'' ·(R'ef ./+~l).. Of the upper Ru.Yuma. a missionary 
; . ' ' 
colleague wrot·e., ,uwe learnt that the Gwangwara (Ngoni) 
' ' 
. ' 
had.settled ,all the countlt"Y round with .Donde.and Nindi 
. ' ' ~ 
1>eople to cultivate £0,r th.em,; these dared ,not settle 
· Ort the main path or their, masters would raid them as they 
. . 
' ' ' 
·went byn (Ref,'3?,,l884)ci Many such victims took re.fuge in 
remote thi~cket .areas like :northern Liwale,. Chuma''s 
' ' 
invasion persi.sts in native traditions as the first and · 
most frightful' of many waves. Probably it was the one 
discussed in the pre'V'ious paragraph. · 'The name Chuma, 
· which i's .not' recogni.sed ·by Ngoni i'nf!onnants in Songea, 
may ev~n be a pseudonym of Mputa himself'~. 'le ade.r of the 
' . 
original forc·e to reach. what is now Tang~y.ika.. Accord• 
ing t·o 'Hatchell t Mputa ·was nknown to ,have reached the 
coast at Kilwa" (Ref. 30} • An article on the fl.'lachinga 
. (Re~ .S-o) . . 
.eaveslnot far south of Ktlwa ·speaks ·or the.ir putat.i.ve 
• 
· use as a hideout when the Ngoni threatened.. It adds, .. 
. ' 
!seemingly. in ;error, that· these were .f'ol:iowed by thE: 
superior Wangangwana (waNgwangwara·?). (Reta 50);,t .Right 
up·to the ·German occupati-on in 1898 the Ngoni remained 
a constant peril. "In that very year· Masasi _mission 
·suffered a visitation (Ref' •. 2) • 
. 
The slave trade on the east coast ts so .relevant 
to the Ngindo that i.ts main milestones should· pe_ ,char:ted • 
.. 




interests were at work striving to reverse the trend·. 
British squadrons patrolled the coast from the 1820s 
onwards, and the f.irst c;oncession from the · SUltan of 
Muscat,, namely that the external trade beyond his 
. dominio.ns be .stopped, was obtained in 1822. · 'The measure 
was difficult to enforce· however, and. a.t·tempts were made 
. . 
to circumvent it:- 'The so-called .Fr-ee Labour &iigration 
Scheme of 1641; fo.r instance, designed to prom0te the · 
export of virtual slaves to Reunion~ operat·ed ·"mainly at 
·409. 
Kilwan (Ref.12). At about this time; a further important 
' 
limitqtion was eff'ected.• No slave was to be sent to 
Arabia (Ref,12). Yet the trade, of wb':tch Kilwa was the 
,. . . ., •· ... • ................... . 
focus, had still to reach its zenitn• : Coupland describes 
n/-p- • • • •••.•••• • ••••••• • ••• • • ••• • •• • .••• • • . 
the Kilwa-Nyasa artery as ~'t~e principal $lave route 
'throughout" (Ref .12); and his verdic·t rests on the con-
census of reports from a whole series or European obser• 
vers.• One 0£ the first was the pioneer missionary Krap-:• 
Iri 1850 he found that "the caravans .started ·every March 
and reached La.ke Nyasa, "the chief aeat of the slave traden, 
' . . . ' . 
in a fortnight .or three weeks.· They came back .in November 
t~ Kilwa; through which "ten to twelve· thousand slav:es 
are said to pass 13a~ly""(Re:t.'i3, quoting Krapf%). The 
· .· in the ·sections I urici'erline 
f'.igur~ was put at 20, 000 by a British .naval c.ommander, Sul.iv an 
fRe£.8S,i867l. · Compare this· with an estimated ·annual· 
. ,ooo , ' ' . ' 
. peak export· ot 8oL- ioo,iCloo from the whole eoast ·caer.13). 
Two yeaz•~:S aft~r sul,tivan 'publi~~ed, his·. men1oi~~- ;~lwa . 
• ' • < • ~ ,1 : ,- \ - • , ~ > ' l . f'-.. { 
··fell in.· the. grip .or cholera• As :many as 400 slaves dled 
daily.and.the survlvors were sold for £ifty shillings· a 
,. • ,. . "'*t,.•'!!'\·· -, 1 .... ,,., 
doz,en?~ (Re·t.l3h': In the l87Gs the Sultan 0£ Zanaibar 
round himself. under such pressure.that· he was compelled to 




Nevertheless it was far :from de~d. The Frere . 
political mission of 1472 - 3 found Kilwa (presumably 
.x 
Kivinje • •·· see footnote ) to be "the real hotbed of 
the slave T.rad.e ·On the coast ~ • • a very .large town even 
more thriving than Zanzibar" (quoted by Ref,..12). As a 
result <:>f the representations rmde, the Sultan of Zanz.ibar 
was .induced to blockade Kilwa. · The end wa.s in sight uut 
the slavers still enjoyed some scope. 0 At Kilwa the 
Swahili (coast-African and hybrid) chiefs and slave-
hun:ters did what they chose'' (Ref .12). In fact the aftermath 
Footnote .x: 
Kilwa Kivinje stands on the mainland 1$ miles north 
of Kilwa Kisiwani and appear.s to have been a mushroom 
response to mass slaving ••. "though but a small village in 
1624, within less than twenty· years it was to grow consider-
ably both in size and notoriety as one of the largest slave 
depots on the east coast of Africa" (Ref.2.3)•_ By 1842 
Hamerton, the Zanzibar Consul,.was reporting," ••• all the 
trade is now carried on at Kiv.inje ••• it is the port to 
which the ivory, gum copal, etc., are brought. from the 
interio.rn (Ref• 2 .3) • Allusions previous to t.he nineteenth. 
century refer exclusively to the island .. and i ta environs; 
that is, Kilwa Kisiwani. Indeed there is evidence of 
Kivinje being in those days a purely native sett1,ement. 
"Towards the end of the eighteenth century, it is saids 
three Nyasa natives with their Wives and families eventually 
arrived at the coast 18 miles north of Kilwa Kisiwani. 
Their .names were Mkwinda.; Mpa.ngapanga and Muloka. .At that 
time the Persians were still living in Kilwa Kisiwan1 and 
the c.ountey between Njengera and TikWira, near Mpara hill 
(about 10 miles south or Kilwa Kivinj,e.} was occupied by 
the Matumbi of the Mkwera clan~ These Nyasa cleaned (si.e) 
the bush and settl·ed down, Mkwinda at .lfnago, Mpangapanga 
at Magongeni, and Muloka at Matandu, according to the 
p.resent .names of these localities• The head ot the Mkwera 
clan, fearing that these strangers might prove aggressiv,e, 
went to ask the advice 0£ Sultan Yussuf of Kilwa Kisiwani, 
who called the three Nyasa to his court~ Mkwinda went 
as their representative and took an oath before the Sultan 
that they would .live in peace with the r.!Iatwnbi • • ~ .u (Ref'. 90) • · 
Since it shows the S1!1tan adjudicatin~. on the domestic ·I 
matters of the .imne d1ate mainland, thJ.s extract is of 
twofold interest.. By 18.50 the locality presented a very ! 
different ap;r:earance. Kr:apf found Kilwa Kisiwani derelict 
whilst Kilwa Kivinje boomed (Ref .13). Burton attributes to 
the ex-0dus of tlie Persians the founding of the latter town 
"built by.the islanders.when .flying from the fleet ot the 
late Seyyid (Sultan) Sa.id" (Re£.9). Speculating on the 
curious ~hoice of Kilwa Kivinje as the s.ite of a $lave 
centre ··• it has .no harbour to speak of, nor any natural 
.feature affording a place of confinement for captives ••• 
Grey surmises that 'the proximity o.r the Matandu ·estuary 
(he a:j.so calis it 'Gingwera', a name unknown to the present 
inhabitants. Possibly it comes from Kingwea, a minor 
tributary about 100 miles inland) might lave be en respons-
411~ 
was to last for many years,, The sagacious -~rk; best-
knpwn of the Zanzibar Consuls, .in~ting ·the place in 
1876, 11.knew that Kilwa was the chief focus: ~ot the .trade" 
(Ref 412). With the Ngoni on the wa.rpath, the interior 
was peI'petu.ally convulsed•· Inland missionaries continued 
to report wholesale traffic in slaves • • ,. "a large 
caraitan ·•• 500 slaves is a good.number .tor one caravan" 
, lf'flo 
(Ref~~) ,. Another declared that he witnessed the passage 
of numerou~ caravans through Masasi in the f>ollowfng year 
(Ref ~3S) •. Later istill, Sinith drew attention to th~ plight 
of refugees ·Ind to general distress. though at onecpoint 
near the Mbwemkuru crossing he t'ound the main shre artery· 
"very bad • , i much overgrown •·· .•. ,apparently little used 
(grass regeneration thereabouts·, .it -should be noted, · 
;seems extraord.inarily$1ift. and completel~ (Ref <!aS,l8S4). 
K:tlwa·habitually harboured masses or slaves await.-
ing shipment• How were t.hese wretches kept alive ? · Their 
consumption ot tood, even on starvation rations, must have 
been formidabl~.. The problem would appear to have· been 
mei& by ajsurplus f~om the regions bordering the Ruf'iji 
mouth• In 1813 Elton travelled "through thousands .or 
acres 0£ Mohogo {cassava), this, the Kwale district (on 
Footnote ·(continued.) : 
. .ible j , on the assumption that Nyasa caravans des-
cended the river valley;_ Judging .from native informants 
f'r.om the interior, this does not however appear to have 
bee.n the case,.. whilst t:he Matandu valley tends to be water-
less in time of drought i•e.- during the dry season when 
the·caratrans would be on the move. Seeing.that the area 
now appears to be experiencing a dry cycle,. thi:s may not 
.o.f' ·Course have been so in those days. Where this route 
did go was to Ma.henge. Beardall gives at second hand a 
complete itinerary leading from ''Kilwa Kivinga' (Kiv·. in_je} t 
aft.er l) marches. to the lower Luwegu crossing (Ref.041 18801. 
A simple and apparently so~nd answer to the puzzle _is that 
Kilwa Kivinje''s open roadst~ad and gently shelving beach .. 
are ideal .for dhows whereas Kilwa Kisiwani can be_ approached 





. '.. "'. ' 
the coas~ .som& way north ot the RutljtJ, being 'the 
. . 
· gar.den ,from whi.ch Kilwa .is• :suppl:ted yr'it}?; food for it.s 
slaves .... "(Re.£.17). Further '.south "":broad :fields o.f 
.maize and s,esamwn at. last .show ·t.he. vi~inity of Mohor& 
(south '.or the· Ruriit1J •··-~ ·.· maiz~,. ·rice,,.· millet, groundnuts 
... ·, ~ .. · 
and peas ~are largely:. cultivated •••. ~ she~p1 goat.s and 
·• '!; ~~ • • 
cattle are ;in sufficient: numbers to be brought for ·export". 
one .result of bl-ocka:ding Xilwa was a temporary but marked 
inere(:!Se in the ,overland slave trade•£rom .Kilwa .. Walking . . 
··down· the :coast from Dar· es· Salaam ;Elton .. met- hordes of 
slaves going th~ Qpposite:way (Rer.17). _Ae~ording to the 
UMCA History {Ref. 2), the statutory en,d., of Zanzibar slave -
. . '. -: 
dealing did 'not :come until 18,97,_ -~P;parently remaining a. 
. d~ad-letter .for a. decade or ,eo .after. that.. . 
The :exit of slave. trad:ing.was both a cause and 
. re.sul't ot other. forms of trade •... Thus Coupland is led . . . 
to excl~im ••• ttAt I\ilwa the trade was now (1881) quite 
dead and yet the place was actu~ly more prosperous" (Ref. 
Ii . '1 • ' • ~ 
12) .. '.f'h.e same. wQrk alludes to. a resul."ge_nce of slaving 
activity in .these t.erms. ttAt E;iJwa an ~ttempt was made 
. .ln 1877 to re•open the ;trade. from lake N'yasa • • • the India-
. rubber ~rad,e,, moreover... had now· begun to attract the Kilwa 
_merchants"• . Wi1c;l.-ruQber. _.b1 which Ngin.do country is l:'ich, 
presently boomed. ".But both cloves and ivory had now· 
been headed by a newcomer., India-ru,bber, the rapid devel-
opment of whi¢h in ~he. Kilwa district had been one o.r the 
con~.e,quences 0£ the measures. taken. to suppress the Slave 
Trade l>etween 187.3 and ,lg76" ,(Ref •. 12) • Holmwood, a British 
Con$ul dur~~g .the 1880s, ra.ted ·rubber .first .among the 
·local commodities. 11.India-rubber is no:w t"he principal 
export, though cereals and sesamum bidtair to rival it in 
importance, and the trade in copal is rapidly reviving" 
(quoted by Coupland,, Re£ .12) j cWhieh introduces another 
ris1:ng indust:ey, gttm copal. In 18rJ7· .Burton had witnessed 
it.s l;>eginnings., indeed attributed to Indian :¢opal-inter-
• • . • ·,t. . • ' 
' 
ests. the :frustration of his plans to bead inland from 
Kilwa1 .. ttin the vi,cintty. ,ot K~lwa:, for. four ma~ches inland, 
eopal is dug up 'by the Mandandu f<?~cupants of: the N'ratandu, 
as the river is known. in Swahili,i•e·• probably Ngindo) and 
other tribes " :(Ret.·9). That :this business led to infil-
l' .... t • 
t:ration by coast-dwellers i,,s shown by another e;tract from 
the same source. ·~In the interio,r .~t is exploited by the 
. Washen~:i or heathens;, who. work ind~pen~en.tly .of ·one ai1other. 
; . WJien there 1$ no Ho~<i-feud" th,ey car1"' it down to · tbe coast, 
otberwise they_must;awalt the aJ:>rival or petty retail 
. . . 
deale.r'.s from the ports who enter the eo~~1?r"Y with ventures 
.. of ten to twelve. dolla.rs and barter for .it cl()th" ,(Ref ~9). 
Hamerton, British Consul at Zanzibar in th.e lSSOs; esti .... 
• t- /!... ' - . ' ' 
mated the i.sland•s annual intake of gum to 'be between .s and 
•· Q ' ' l • • . : ; : 
12 hun.d,red ~~~usand pounds we.ight (quoted by Burton, Ref. ·9) • , 
Ivoey;in demand since the Middle Ages, flowed 
o:u.t .to the ~lourishing emporium-of Zanzibar .in fresh spate. 
' . ' 
lt was to be had from ~il'!a.. ~ongst other pl~<?~s/ ••.• 
u~he ~~qo~d q~ality (oi'_ivory)·is that import~d.from the 
reglons a~ound the Nyasa· lake and carri1ed to l\ilwa , by 
' ' . 
the Wabisa; the Wah~ao, the Wang;indo1 the Wamakua and 
' ; • ·' • 4 - I' • • 
o,ther clans'' {Ref .9,} .• Rushby maintains th~t ·the· ·tt,early 
. . 
·elephant hunters or Walumba •• ,. (were) •;•.• drawn chief~y 
from a sub ttr:tbe ot the Makua and the Wangindo1' (Re_f.;79 ,) • 
' : ! . • ~ .' • . . . ··. r ' ; . J ,· • ' . 
. . \ 
ln Hamerton'.s calcu.laticrfl:, "the annua:L 'aVel;"ag~ 1 9t large 
t~sks . 1(at ·Z~nzibar) -~s not less t~an .~· O.;ODP": ;:(~rt·o~,·. . 
. . . ~- . : •, . tt,J ' ' .. : . . ~ J . ! t. ~ \' ·, . :·~ ~ :-" 
tollowing Ramerton, Ref .9). Beeswax, though ·yet .. to'."'opCupy· 
• • ,_ ' • ' ;· • '":< ' • ••• : ' J :. • · •• '. • •· :· ;. ;'" 'i ~. -
the ,att·entlon or the Ngindo to any ~.\qctent,'.~'wak.'··ifn,a.'emaild. 
' • • • • • . • .1 ~-. ~ ,:-· ..... ; : ~::. :~· ~' 'f· ... \ .... 







fixe.d, on cross branches about six feet. from the ground, 
bees being _very numerous; and the .·wa.x 'brought to ;Samanga 
(on th~ coast .. some distance south of, the estuary) .for 
barter of good quality" (Ref ,17"1873) •. 'I'o the south, 
however,its value had still.to be realized• HA great 
quantity of excellent honey.is collected all alj(ong the 
river (RU.vu.ma) by bark hi~es being placed for the bees 
,, 
.. on the high trees .on ,both banks.1 Large pots .of it, very 
' •' 
good and clear., were offered in exchange £or a very 
.. : 
little cloth. No·wax was brought·:ror.sale; there being 
.. i . ; 
no market· for this ,commodityj it is probably thrown away 
,, . 
as useless" (Ref •4.511866). On balancej "not before 1903 
was a general interest taken in the article" {Ref .7). 
Long be.fore the di.sruptive slave trade. had entered on its 
decline, therefore, .Kilwa 1 s . .appet.ite for produce anq 
raw materials was infusing the mutilert~d ctribes' with 
alien wealth and alien ideas. Meanwhile the Mgonf. 
juggernaut, careered' :leek and forth amid the labyrinth. 
trfu~t is as~onishing.~ under the circumstance,::s, is the . 
rnere survival of the weaker tribal entities;, ·or which 
th~ Ngindo _were one. Seemingly., almost complet.e _loss 
of interna,~ social ~onsistency was t.l):e p]'."iee paid for that i 
sur:vival• 
To .return to.the slave trade and its inf'luence 
on the Ngind·o, ".on der Deeken, who evidently followed the 
main caravan route• places.his 1 Wagindot fair and sq.are 
·f~~ 
across its·path.. Here for instance is his description 
ot<Merui (or Mi:r.ui,. a tributary flowing from the· north 
to join th~·Mbwemkuru somethiri,g overiOO miles from t.he 
.seal .• ·• :! . '"a large villag~, if' one may so descr:tbe the 
s9litary ~uts among scatter~d field.~-·, The bulk of the 
inhabitants belong to the Wagindo, who characterise 




and breasts right down.to the belly ·the most singular 
.figures,, such as rnen, fish, btrdt~f'\ .•• and they sharpen 
to point.s the front incisor teeth' ·so· as to beautify 
. . 
their countenances.- An addit{ional pe;culiat'ity ~(is that} 
a skilled class of people carries on this.lucrative 
professional decorative trade" (Ret .40,1860) •. Evidently 
strangers wer~ much struck by thi·s £ash.ion £or cicatri-
:~tion~ · Bur'.ton,, finding it amo·zig: the Wajiji of the 
;~{'· ' ' . . .. 
: ~hores o.f 'take' Tanga,nyfka~ remarked "Some ot the 
chiefs have· :ghastly scars raised by fire., in addition 
to ·1arge patterns ma.rked, on their pe.rsons • • • lines, 
circles, and .rays of little cupping :cuts drawn down 
. the back, the. stomac_h, and the arms, like the tattoo ...................... 
· .of the Wangindo trib.e" (Ref.9,1857),~· ;This very trait, 
n/ P- ••••••••• ~ •••.••••••.• ti ••.• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • ,. . 
though not· an Ngindo prerogative; makes ·it certain·· 
that'Ngindo were am~ng the unfortunates shipped from 
KJi:lwa as slaves~ suitivan :inte~·cepted sueh a cargo, 
· and was so 'impressed with the grote.sque· appearance of 
. . - . . . . 
one of his charges that he bot'h sketched ,and described 
her-. · :"We must not forget to mention the Monginda (a 
far closer variant o£'Ngind.o'than are s~me of the 
vernacular conversationes, recorded elsewhere in the 
boott, of SWahilt words) . i • .' anything more repulsive 
thari some of the £emales ·of this tribe it is impossible 
to conceive; for, unlike the men belonging to it, they 
are tatooed all over and have large holes in the upper. 
lips, nose, and ears .•.•• .in the holes bored in the 
lob~s of tl:teir ears the:v wear, ccircu.lar p.ieces of wood like 
draught.smen. inserted.; and rings'., ete,.,,. worn in the•· 
·hole of the upper·lip, •• ; in addition to this, these 
peopi~ ~re· clumsy in:flgure, and have very .small he~ds 
and large cheeks without one look of .intelligence t9 
brighten them" '.(Ref.8$,1867).. This is preci;;ely how 
l 
an .Ngind:o woman would behave, if not look, in. the 
416. 
circumstances. Doubtless Suljivan was ·wrong in thinking 
the males to be unadorned. In the accompanying illustra-
tion is to be seen the distinctive Gorombwa marking (so-
called from the pale nasal strip on the Ngorombwe duikerl, 
a feathered design on the forehead which was in British · 
days to become the symbol of the Ngindoland Native 
Authority. Such markings, Gorombwa included, do not of 
course amount to proof of Ngindo origin.. The Ngindo, 
who have been quick to abandon .them, declare that they 
copied the markiugs from the Mwera, ·closest of their 
present southerly·neighbours, who.still retain lip-
plug and scars among elderly women. No ~vera being 
mentioned by v~n der Deeken, who noti<:ed the unma.rked 
skin of other tribesfolk such as the Yao; one wonders 
whether his 1Wagao'.m1ght not have been Mwera (Ref;.40,1860) • 
.I have not verified their reaction to the name. Never-
theless, scarified slaves were likely to have been 
Ngindo, to which one must add the coincidence or the 
name Monginda ('o' for 'a' is a common enough transcrip-
tion,i.e. 'Monfia' for Mafia}• Burton specifically 
includes Nglndo among the afflicted tribes ; •• "At 
Zanzibar •·• the Wahiao, Wangindo, and other serviles .. ' 
imported from Kilwa,, pay o.ne dollar per head (tax?) " 
(Ref .9,1857 ;) • 
The presence of considerable groups known as 
Ngindo or Gindo so close to the coast in 1860 upsets 
... o-lJ. Sec.-
theories based on native sources, whereby it.L_oeemeEl 
probable that the bulk of the Ngindo were far to the 
west at that time, as yet undisturbed by the Ngoni 
onset• On the other hand the exodus might already have 
started, though not yet precipitate. This seems implicit 
from the reported itinerary of-the Ndonde groups at 
present living on the mid Ruvuma. "About J.865 (the 
author was probably computing from native informants 
417. 
alone, hence the slight discrepancy) .... the eastward 
movement reached Hangangulu (von der Decken's turning-
point) , a block of hills on the northern bounda.ry of 
Tunduru where it joins south west Liwale"• There, "the 
Mchichi~a (on the Ruwma: they recur later in this 
section) Ndonde split of£ and came southwards to the ........ "' ......... . 
Ruvuma and thence eastwards" (Ref.59). :The name 
n/ p_ • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••• • • • • • ••• • ••••• • •••• • • • 
Ngindo is also 0£ greater antiquity than I at first 
thought_ ••• as a rule it is dismissed as a vague label 
applied by coast-dwellers to the various tribes of the 
hinterland, IVIagingo, Ndonde; Hamba• and so forth. None 
the leas t.his was probably the manner of its birth, though 
*ell in advance of the peak slav.ing era~ The most likely 
rational explanation I have heard is that the people 
from the intermediate interior speaking allied tongues 
ca:rne to be known as Ngindo because they had to travel 
... 
so far ~o reach the coast that their sleeping-mats wore 
out on the way.; obliging them to sleep on the hard 
ground (kuKINDA, of which a commoner meaning is 'to 
get fa~'), So on arrival they were to be heard exclaim• 
ing "We are Ngindo 1 ". Remember that it ~s nec,essary 
to make inumerable detpurs across-country to lessen 
risk of capture by ~ellow travellers or by the local .................... 
n/ p_ ~~b.~ ~~~t.~ ' .. ~~~~: .~~~~::~~. ~~~. :7~~: .. ~ Like the slave 
trade before the rise of Zanzibar, inter-tribal conflict 
:was probably endemic before its apotheosis by the Ngoni. 
The obscure history of the mainland in preceding cen-
turies seems t·o have been turbulent. -And the Ngindo 
,,. 
themselves preserve legends o:f intrasigence on the 
~ 
part of the most westerly Ngindo-speaking elements, 
who in turn met their nemesis with the Ngoni. Finally, 
von der Deeken hints at upheavals, perhaps Arab-inspired, 
among th~ peoples of the hinterland too. On his way 
. ' 
418. 
back, not far from Merui, his men had .difficulty in 
buying provisions owing to the flight of the populace 
0 because soon a war between the Wagindo and Waga.o 
(would break out). By_ attentive listening we could 
in fact distinguish distant :f'iringf" (Ref.}+0,1860). 
Evidently the combattants had muskets. 
There was no one 'slave route' to Nyasa. However, 
certain highways bore the brunt of the caravans. One 
was the'Mpanda Ngindo' followed by von der Deeken and 
Smith• A fairly common native story associated with 
the signif.icance of the word Ngindo is to the effect 
that it means thighway' or 'caravan' in Ngindo speech, 
hence found its way into the parlance ~f those who lived 
at the destination of most safaris in those days, the 
coast. But it appears obvious that the sequence was the 
other way round ,. • • Mpanda Ngindo deri v-ed its name from 
the Ngindo, through whose country it ran. 'l.'his route 
t.raversed the southerly reaches of present Ngindoland 1 and 
would have by-passed altogether the thicket areas north 
of Liwale-boma, where the old-established Ngindo stock 
was to be found. Its prolongation westwa.rds, north 
of the Ruvuma, went by the name t t~donde road t, judging by 
Smith's account (Re.t.85). It led through old Ndondeland; 
but the word Ndonde has the generalized connotation of 
•west 1 , at least among the central Ngindo.. Another 
less .frequented route with a problem-name was the '·'Mwera 
road1 • "Zungomero (near K:tsaki, about 100 miles inland 
from Dar es Salaam) is the great Bandar1 or centre of 
traffic in the eastern ••• regions •.•• during the 
travelling season ••• large bodies or some thousand men 
pass through it ever-ff week. Kilwa formerly sent caravans 
to it, ·and the Wanyamwezi porters frequently made that 
,:; .; 
port by the •'Mwe;r.a road" " (Ref. 91, 187$). ZV.twera .• 
' . 
besides being the name of the tribe; denotes savannah• 
:r.twera folk are .however known to have settled noirth of 
the M.bwemkuru., per:haps near the embouchure of such a · 
road, be.fore the pr-esent century,r (Pfeil' s, ma_p indi,cates 
Mwera inhabitants immediately east of .the Luwegu·Ulanga 
confluence .,fRef.69,lSSSfr.). So either m:Lght have given 
rise to the other. ?igindoland lies to the sout~. of such 
a :road. Yet another route was the one described by 
. . 
Beardall:, which le.y somewhat south or this, connecting 
Kilwa with the Luwegu ... Ulanga (Kilombero) confluence 
' ' . 
(Ref .t..,1880), From the same observer comes mention of 
· (sic) 
a "route from Kilwa whi¢h c ros ses the Luweg~ higher up. • •• 
at ~ts juncture with a la.rge stream called the Mbalan-
andu (Nbarang''andu)tt (Ref .4). Since both routes probably 
.f'e>llo~ed the Matandu valley, they like thepthe'X'a would 
have given c 1entral, .,Hgindoland a wide berth. Beardall 
also n.oted the ferry-point for the coasta_l trail at a 
pla~e called Nya•N'-tumbo about 20 miles from the 
Rufij1 mouth. 
The t Ndopde roa.d t was only one of seve.ral bifur-
cat.ions fa:nnil'l;g out from the neighbourhood of, the Ruvuma...: 
.Lujenda confluence. Ano~:i-ier led to a more southerl,y 
slaving springboard on Nyasa. n·fhe grea.t slave route to 
).. I 
Kilwa runs up .the bank of. this river (the LuiJenda,, 1called 
· · and "~< .. o"'"~~ ~...cl...eJ.. 
'Liende• in the text.)" (Ref .45,1866)-..~ikewise in the 
coa.stw~rds direqtion. An. alternative to the 'Mpanda 
Ngindo• ttcrosses the river (Ruvuma) lower_, thus avoiding 
the .Mhoess.i (Mu.wesi) • a __ difficult river in time ot 
flood, and passes by way of Masasi. to Kilwa or to Linditt 
(Ref .8$,,1884,). This is Pl"obably the road x-eferred to 
by Johnson which "lay by M.a.jeje ·(Y"ajeja) and the Yao 
and Donde, then by the Donde villages near Ilulu Hill 
420 •. 
(probably those at Mandawa near Mnero)" (Rer.;7.1884). 
As £or the now· defunct Songea. road, l>fhich *4 in E:uropean 
,J..;,,J. 
times~averse central Ngindola:nd, it ha.d yet to come 
into use .i'n those days .,. • the natives state that lack 
or water along the old route via Mpumbe wa Kibigija (i.e • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
the 1Ng,1.ndo road') led to its atrophy.: Some light is 
n/ p·- • • • • • • • •· • • • • • • • • • • • • .•• • • •• • •• • • • ••• • •• : 
thrown on the workings of the Nyasa slavers by Roland 
Oliver• s book, (Ref .-67} .• "South o!' Ulungu, on Lake 
Nyasa, and the plateau separating it from Lake Tanganyika, 
the key points were held by a. different set of Arabs, who 
used originally to buy their slave.a from the Angoni and 
Magwangwara chieftains. Their collecting centres had been 
at Mponda's, where the Shire flows out of Lake Nyasa 
(southern tip), and at Kotakota•s, where the Swahili 
Jumbe (headman) operated a ferry across the middle of the 
lake to Makanjira's on the Eastern shore. From there the 
slaves had been marched by a North-easterly route to 
Lindi and Kilwa. With the arrival in the mi.ddle seventies 
of the Scottish missions and the Livingstonia Company, 
these Arabs shifted their hunting-grounds further to the 
)) 
west, to the area between lakes Mweru and Bangweolo/E>~ 
had starte\i to \l&e a morQ RGrt:b.erly .liru~ of eomnn,u~,iea:tiM 
with ta& eoe.eti 1 flesoiag .or: er the Nyasa TMgas.yl:ke plateau.• 
The pi.oae&F of tl:lis F9~.t9 WQ8 a S· ... ~h1l1 ealled MJ.osi". 
The same author shows that the slavers, from being indif-
ferent to European penetration, or merely suspicious, 
grew actively hos;tile betw_een 1$84 and 1886, the year of 
the Bushiri rising. 
The principal slave thoroughfares, then, only 
skirted true Ng~ndo country., Moreover even along their 
course Ngindo populations could, before the raiding got 
out of hand; live at their ease• Von der Deeken, though 
he shook his head over their acquisitiveness, found these 
"e ffl.if&.$ 
folk both open and do~ile; for instance,~ dign;ttary of 
Lumesule whose house he had commandeered •••• "Far from 
being angry with me, the.friendly man presented. me on his 
return home with eggs, pumpk.ins, •••. etc ••• produced 
·, 
.for me his pretty little son" {Ref .40,1860}. Perhaps von 
der Deeken struck a brief' idyllic moment in a long hideous 
drama. Conditions along other slave.routes were appall-
:i.ng; t:\1otably along the one immediately north of the 
Rufij1, which the earliest explorer of all• Maizan, had 
followed only a few miles before being butchered in 1845 
(Ref .S4a) ·• 
How far did the slavers and their associates 
govern the territory they traversed, and l-ila t were their 
relations with its people ? The answer to the .first 
question is, scarcely at all• Prior had in ia12 drawn 
attention to the minuteness of the Kilwa ·SUitan's domain 
which "seems confined to the coast, being girt in the 
rear by thick forests a few miles from the shore which 
inte!"rupt communication with the interior" (Ref.23.). In 
1846 the sum total of the Zanzibar Sultan's troops the 
length and breadth or the. coast was 400, whilst the inland 
A.re.b posts "could scarcely be called colonies" {Ref .lJ). 
Krapf at Kilwa in iaso "noted the limitations of Said's 
(the first resident Sultan at Zanzibar) 'overlordship" 
·(quoted by Ref.13). Likewise, much of the· cultural con-
tact proved.impermanent. Speaking of the Lujenda v.alley, 
Last wrote "The coast Mohammedans have been for many 
years passing up and dotm' this valley, but their inf'lu ... 
ence seems to have llttle power to .induce the natives 
either to embrace Mohammedanism or to give up some ot 
their most heathenish pra.ctiees" (Ref .4),1886). Only at 
the pr.incipal maritime towns did any administrative machinery 
.tt . 
exist. Kitchener's Delim~tion Com.mission of 1S8; found 
422. 
Governors, or •Walis', "all Oma.ni Arabs" {quoted by Ref .12), 
with ".an African chief" in attendance on each. "At Lindi 
and Kilwa there was also a Kadi to administer justice" 
(Re.f .12, quoting Kitchener}. Coupland concludes, "Clearly 
the African mainland behind the coastal-belt was in no 
sense governed from Zanzibar~" (Ref.12) • 
. on the other hand he concedes that "Arab traders 
exercised a certain power at any rate in the main field 
of their ope:rati,ons between the coast and lakes Tanganyika 
and Nyasa", whilst travellers attested "the practical value 
of a Firm.an or passport .from Said or his successors" (Ref. 
13). Elsewhere he says of the,zanzibar Sultan, "His rela-
tions with the inland tribes were at once distant and 
.friendly"; and again, ttTribes bordering on the main trade-
routes for a. hundred miles or so from the coast seem to 
have vaguely regarded him (Sultan Majid; who succeeded 
Said in 1856) as their overlord" (Ref.13). This cer~ainly 
seems to be true of the home-Ngindo, who still refer to 
'Enzi buSaidi'• t·he Sultan's empire which levied no tax. 
Weule alludes to the itinerant jurisdiction exercised in 
Newala by 'Bakiri', an emissary of the Zanzibar Sultan 
(Ref.97), doubtless the agent of Thomson'·s peace ... making 
••• "Six years ago (i.e. in 1875) the Sultan of Zanzibar 
interfered and stopped the fur\her ravages of these 
marauders (Ndonde p,osing as Ngoni, called by Thomson 
'Mav1t1') and caused them to "make brothers" with the ................................... ., " ...... . 
Ma.konde" (Ref. 93) .. : tfot all the Arabs were errant. 
n/... p' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • : • ... Cl • ~ - • ·, ' * ~ 41 " • ~ • it " ... e ~ .. .. "' J. " "' • • r "' ... 0 .. 1" • ~ ... ..., "' • 
ttAdventurous Arabs, .finally, sometimes bu1lt themselves 
houses and settled down by themselves With their retainers 
in some isolated spot (Ref .l)). 'this was the case with 
a certain Bah~~eni, apparently a full-blooded Arab, who 
. .:~H'· 
took up his abode at Barikiwa. · He had peaceable dealings 
with his primitive Cho~o neighbours, and died there, the 
42.3, 
whereabouts of his grave still being common knowledge. 
His son left only because the Ngoni made commerce 
impossible and was later probably instrumental in getting 
' {military fort or administrat\r._e post} 
the Germans to build at Barikiwa their firstcboma~here-
abouts •.. t·he first arrivals seem to have had Barikiwa 
in mind before setting foot there. En route, the Ngindo 
dignitary who had gone to seek their aid/at Kilwa, t.ried 
fruitlessly to attract them to his home-area ·Of Kin-gwichiro. 
Such settlers as the Bahalenis had to cope not only with 
i~digenous marauders but also the intrigues of their own 
countrymen. «The burghers o.£ that proud. old. settlement 
(Kilwa) had only a year before my arrival (i.e. 1856) 
murdered, by means of the Wangindo savages, an Arab mer-
chant who ventured to lay open the interiortr (~et.9). 
Note the reference to Ngindo assassins. Omani-Shi·razi 
•••••••• ti • 
. . 
animosity may have been at the root of this crime. : That 
n/ :f>~- •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o ••••••••••••••• f. •• 
Arab or coast influence was present even in the far 
interio.r is attested by Last. Of the south Nyasa Yao he 
says, "Many or the nativ,es are in the ·habit of going down 
to Quillimane, or to the more northem coast towns o.f 
Kilwa and Lindi, so that several can speak Swahili, and 
understand coast customs ·•• • All the chief young men are 
well acquainted with the coast towards Zanzibar and have 
become Mohammedans. They are surrounded by a numbe.r of 
Warinla, or coast men; who exert gref:Jt influence over them." 
· (Ref.4),1886,). Earlier, among Mataka's Yao of that same 
region, Livingstone had remarked on the same tendency. 
"He (Mataka) gave me a square house to live in, il)deed the 
most 0£ the houses here are square, for the Arabs are 
imitated in everything" (Ref.45,1866). 
If the slave trade was instigator of Ngindo 
pulverization, the Ngoni were its executioners. \'Jho were 
the Ngoni, and what did they do ? To answer the.se ques-
tions adequately would require a separate treatise, 
for'Ngoni' is an even more treacherous word than 'Ngindo', 
whilst the catalogue of Ngoni wars, raids, and skirmishes 
would, if known, be merely bewildering. By a paradox, 
most of the 'Ngoni' who. turned eastwards in their roving 
were in fact 'Ngindo' ••• that is, Ngindo-speakers of 
the Ndendeuli type, whose inexpert spearm.anship led to 
their being called by true Ngindo 'maJembeleya' (ku-
J;EMBELE¥11• means to throw w:ildly, missing one's aim), .as 
opposed to the commoner •ma.Chonda', seemingly from ki-
GHONDA: meaning a thorn. Beardall's rendering (Rer.4,1ggo) 
is "wamachota". Some were downright Ndonde. From this 
it will be obvious that the Ngoni armies were heterogeneous 
to a degree. The original invaders ••• having crossed the 
Zambezi in 1835, their entry into Tanganyika must have 
been anything up to a decade later ••• could not have 
amounted to more than a handful, and these lost no time 
in diluting their stock with that of their subjects •!I 
ror instance, it was an Ndendeuli mother, Nakikonde, who 
. ""if.c Sv'1;,,k , f>Cor ks• 
bore the dreaded •Mhomak1ro• (Ref.61).,~~ besides Nden-
deuli, included Pangwa, Manda, Mawindi, Nyasa, Nindi, 
Njalila, Matengo, and others. These "formerly independent 
tribes" (i.e. subject-tribes in general) comprised a sub-
ordinate class known as "Sutu" (a regular Ngoni word for 
slave) under the alien conquering "Swazi" (Rer.86)• : Mp~t~· · · 
n/ ~& • • • ••••• • •••••• • • • •••••• • • • ••••• • •••••••••••••••••••• 
was the first Ngoni leader to §ppear, thrusting from the 
south to establish a kingdom around modern Songea. Presently 
he came into collisfon with rival Ngoni under Kipeta, who 
had swept all the way round Nyasa and now ruled in his 
stead. Clashes followed with the stout Hehe and Bena 
people to the north. Finding their way barred in that 
direction, as it was in the south thanks to well-armed 
Yao, the Ngoni and satellites spilled out over the defence-
less east in periodic avalanches of destruction. Their 
impetus frequently carr1ed them far beyond the immediate 
ob_jective. Various Ngoni units, some direct from present 
Nyasa.land, emerged a.s tar afield. as Smith Sound on lake· 
Victoria and the coast .north of Tanga ( Ret. 30). Early. in 
the lS?Os the arch-slaver;. Tlppoo Tib, gave chase to' one 
such party a few mil.es south of Tabora ( Re£ .• ll) • The 
sequence and itinerary of these sorties is confused. It 
.is not surprising therefore that the versions offered by 
attacker and victim should be disparate. 
The tgindo start ·with the onslaught of 'Chumtf'; 
whom the present Ngoni .rather surprisingly d-escrtbe as 
being an Mdonde., .Next,, to pur.sue the story, raiders des• 
. , 
cended in succession almost ev.ery dry season ••• only the 
dange.t•peaks survive in the metnor~es .or informants, the 
intervening year$ bringing NGWARO, or anonymous banditry. 
afte-r Chuma was . · 
FirstLM.bendera, whom Ngoni dismiss as a mere consul'tant 
witch-doctor to a leadet- ca:tled Muhe.nyangi, classed as a 
•Tonga'; then Mapere and Nshata 1 of whom the latter passes 
for an Ndonde among the Ngindo, and for an Ngindo among 
the Ngoni, Rough computations show tha.t these two st~¢k 
in the ·early 1S80s,. Then <:ame Ndam.bakata, alleged py 
Ngindo to be ta. disg~tled. Ndonde impelled by jealousy 
over his wife Who had been seduced by the son of his · 
maternal uncle, Ntimbo ot Barik1wa. He inflicted bf!avy 
casualties, 'Ndambakata.1 otherwise knli>Wh as Bwanalil :• • • 
presumably he became a Mu$lim ••• ts ·remembered by.the 
Ngoni, but they insist that he wa.s a one--,,a:med elephant· 
. The nexy,
1111
arri vals were · . · . · 
. hunter of Nyika origin. '!'h:e:e ~omakiro or Palang~ ,· _,· '. 
togethe;r with Kilenibwe,, both of whom are a.cknowied~ed · 
by the Ngon:t11 The former in particular sli.one as a tiaid-
,. 
His restless career ended only just .bef~re Wof'l~,. 
. ·. . \ \ 
War lI .(Ref\,61)~ Kilembwe was subordi.nats and .belon~ed · ~, 
'\ ' ~ 
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made their descent. 
to the Msengwa tribe. Finally Chabruma and MaholeralJ 
They . . .. · · 
. wfwiJ!!.ere. the last to strike before the negotiation of 
a ttruce•, which I date tentatively at 1St!7• 
Author of this truce was Kinjala, nick•name<i 
Humbuka ••• not to be confused with a ~ontemporary 
Ndendeuli personage of that name. Kinjala, who later 
assumed the Islamic tag '0mari1 , was to gain further 
notoriety .in the Majimaji rising. The truce is dis• 
cussed further in connection with kinship organizat.ion. 
It. impli.ed immunity from violence in return for irregular 
tribute and applied only to those Ngindo living in and 
around present 1'\'gindoland 4'•• the north ... ea.sterly Matumbi, 
,. . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I 
tor instance, cont1.nued to suffer pillage. : On the Ngoni 
n p_ • • • •, • • •••• 8- • • ••• • • • • • .•• • •• • • • •• • • ~ •••••••• • • 
side, as set out in the Songea District Book, the tally of 
raids is subst.antially different, comprising si:x: waves, on 
the last of which Chabruma round the Germans in p<1$ession 
of Kilwa. The same source refers to wholesale Ndend.eul1 
partic~pation in· the raids and to the .flight of the Ndonde, 
said to have shifted east of the Luwegu river in f oree 
after the firth wa:ve. or the numerous slaves taken by 
the first wave under Mhomakiro the Songea District Book 
specifically mentions that they were sold to Arabs for 
cloth. It also hints that.raid-leaders monopolised certain 
quarters. .Mhomakiro, for instance, had "raiding rights 
: ' . .. l ...................... . 
over the Kilwa-Lindi area" (Ref'~ 6lh : T,o conclude the 
n/-p- • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • -• • • • _. . • • • • • • •. • ~ 
story j the Ngindo found li tt,le relief .in the truce, which 
amounted to l~gitimized. robb,ery·. .Eventually, at the 
urgent request. of their. representative:, like Kinj.ala self' ... 
appointed, the Germans took over. Whereupon a certain 
' t!.t. 
Malekano, celebrated by the Ngind<> as a hero, sl:e:zed a 
· · · Mkira wa mbwa, 
small Ngoni party, including a minor 'Nduil.a' called~i~llJfm'Bwa 
and burned them at the stake.. This brought Mhomakiro hot-
foot in revenge·. Instead of timid bowmen he encountered 
rifle volleys art~ fell back in disorder. Almost without 
another shot being fired. the ·eastern Ngon:toffered. .their 
submission. 
' 
The. ~f'fects of t'his genera.tion•lo.ng ordeal were 
far-reaching and pe:rmanent. The .Ngin.do., though armed 
with poisoned .arrows; showed ;cpcarcely a .spark or resistance/· . 
I . 
' ' ' 
Instead they took to .inaccessible thickets • ·~ • suckling . ,, 
·mothers·were in· those d.a.jrs a cause for apprehension rather 
! 
than joy, lest a wailing child should lead. passing raiders 
·.. Or ~fjl~; · . ' 
to the spot 'f I '*L.!:.~rnained cons~antly on the move~ The 
extent of their wanderings can be gauged by this encounter 
of Burtont .s .some $0 miles west of Kisaki• .••1 founq two 
little .villages inhabited by Wangindo and ·Mandandu ::i.mm$.-
grants from the vicinity of Kil.wan (Ref ~9.~1657)., This was 
somewhat before the .major Ngoni incu..rsi.ons ••• Burton found 
" no .Mbunga .(an Ngoni offshoot· -which will be explained} at 
Kise.kt ;i.e. Songea ~~s not yet eo·nvulsed, ·.or the particles 
' · · · · · . the- episode . 
iof tha·t e)Cplosio·n had yet to tall •I# ~ut[~ is indi.ca.tive. 
· Clearly the Ngoni reliied on terror as ~n i'nstroment er£ 
domination. Their atrocftie.s at"e a by-word' ··. In addition, 
·they made a practice .of pbrloining or destroying rood-
. . i . . i . . . t·he · 
supplies:, fore ng their vict ms to adapt '&~cir mode of 
subsistence-. ".Ma'er((nlaWELlE or bullrush..;mflletl is the 
principal g~ain sown, Gwing to the Maviti (Ngontl ·raids . 
. ~the Ma.~re is so dim.inuti ve a gr'ain a.rid so dif"fieult to · 
gather, that 'the •. ~LM".angoni .... do not find it worth their 
' . 
while. to apprqpl"iate itl}n.(Ref-.17, speaking of the lower 
· Jr ""as 'v:.f:l.. · ' , . 
Rufiji .in 1El73). Ltikewise.t.!'._he people 9.t"ound Barikiwa• 
who owed their salvation to cassava, the uprooting of which 
wets too undignif.ied and labourious f'o:r- the/raiders. 
The only mitigating feature 0£ the .r 'gim.e, in .. 
Ngindo eyes, was the opportunity for the purchase of slaves~ 
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But all too often such transactions were the equivalent , ) 
of ransoms £or lost relatives. It was years after the 
inception of German rule that the Ngoni of the Nyasa 
region became quieecent. Across the lake• in 189~, there 
were "'tremendous and widespread :raids to avenge· the death 
of Mhlahlo" (Ref'.7$). In lS9.5, this time on the ~astern 
shore; a missionary called .Atlay lost his life i.n an a.rtray 
! ~ ~ ~ ~ L 
with alleged raiders (Ref .2). The aiar.ms of those cruel 
days have produced some astonishi·ng turns of the wheel. 
For instance• of'Ma.too,(Litowu) in south-eastern Ngindoland 
Smith was moved to remark :"the absence~ of all habitation .. 
was very depressing"(Refr.85,1884). Nowaday.s the place is 
quite popu+ous. Whereas; by a melancholy retrogression., 
NangangUlu• the scene of such smiling contentment in von 
der Decke.n•s day (Ref .40,1860) • must now be a.mo.ngst the 
wildest country in the T~rr1tory. Neither of these changes 
has been due to the more recent upheaval or Go:\rernment 
Evacuation Schemes. 
Such were the conditions holding for the Ngindo 
culture-area as a whole during the coastal hegemony ot the 
Sultanate of Zanzibar. Bero.re embarking on subsidiary 
Ng:indo histories, it might be as well to recapitulate the . ' ' 
major outlines. The most weste.rly of all the Ngindo-
, . 
speakers were the Ndendeuli who, becoming part of the 
Ngoni state, severed the Ng.indo connection. At first they 
remained in occupation of their east Songea home. Later, 
as a result of dynastic wars, large bodies of them broke 
away. One of these, coming to rest in north Ma.henge, 
constituted an independent tribe, the Mbunga. During their 
exodus the Mbunga overwhelmed the Ndwewe, a south Ma.henge 
group. Those Nd.wewe that were not assimilated into the 
Mbunga society took refuge with certain of the Ndonde, to 
whom·they now approximate. The Ndonde, an amorphous 
collection of Ngindo-speaking elements; or.iginally lived 
along the upper tuwegu but were sent helter-skelter by 
Ngoni•cum-Ndendeuli aggression. For the most part they 
' ' . . ' . 
became diffused throughout the inter RUf1j1-Ruvuma block; 
' 
but concentrations of a thousand or -more ea.me to rest in 
five distinct l.ocaliti.es ••• (1,) in south east Mahenge, 
(ii) in southern and western Liwalet (111) just behind 
t.he Lindi littoral, (iv) on the ~id Ruvuma Ju~t below 
Newala, and (v) around the headwaters of the Mbwemkuru. and 
. c . - - . ~s -
Lumesule. rivers.; the latter ,uouping~nown by the special 
desgination of 'Hamba' (neo-Hamba) •' Only one of the 
. I 
Ndonde sub-segments reta1na its identity; namely the . 
Njenje:, who form part of the Mahenge contingent; The 
'.Magingo, who predominate .in central Li wale; seem. to have 
had an intermediate westerly starting point. The Chobo, 
mostly_absorbed by Magingo, have no history of migration . 
to their northerly Liwale habitat. Likewise the Hamba 
(proto-Hamba) of south west Liwale, almost oblite.rated 
by Magingo, who .also enciroached largely on the northernmost 
' ' ' 
component of the home ... Ngindo; that is, the Ikemba. now . . . 
finally disper$ed by evacuation measures. During the 
-s~w .. 
raiding epoch, bot? Ikemba and proto-Hamba were~bor1ginal 
hunters. 
So much fo·r the salient Ngindo and Ngoni disposi-
tions. Meanwhile, what was happening to the tribes then 
o.r subsequently roundabout? The northerly neighbours appear 
to ht!ve been relatively stable.. A century ago the Pangwa 
(.referred to as "the squinting tribe" by Thomson, Ref. 91, 
1878) ; Bena (Re£ .14) ; Hehe (Ref. 8) ; Pogoro . (Beardall 
calls them 'W$gangit ,lff Ref .4,1880 ii# whilst Thomson 
applied the name tteountry of Ganga« to Pogoroland, Ref.91); 
Kutu and Luguru (Ref .91 .• 1878 and Ref .9,1857); Mdamba 
(native sources); Zaram9, Rufij:l, Matumbi, Ndengereko, and 
430. i 
Kichi (Ref •. 41ll!SO)j all occupied. much the. same country 
as they do today~ The'expiorers list many ,Qthers 
bes~des, whose .identity has si.nce sunk into obliv.ion ••• 
. i .• e. ·.wamahala,, 'f{~·angwiia; Wasu.op'hanga, Waziraha; Wakumbaku, 
',;· ·:' •••••••••.•••••-oo·••••••••••••••••••• 
: .... 
I Wawande, Wanyagatwa,. etc ·t= The same cannot be said .0£ the n . ...P- • • ~ • • • • • •• •' • • •••• • • • • • • • • • 
southerly· neighbours., all ·of whom crossed the Ruvuma to 
set.tl~ in wait ls now southern Tanganyika. Among the .first 
comers were the ··Makua, northernmost lobe ·of a far bigg.er 
• •• • d 
entity called Meto. "Probably the f.irst moves occurred in 
about ,l.830'" ,·. (Ref~ '57:lD l • The Makµa are said. to have come 
in search of better game country .(Refs. S7 and 9~H , the 
infer,ence being that they were pur'e hunters• Yiaples t 
reports· (tier .46,,.c.18SO) of a flourishing Makua agrieultural 
population south of the Ruvuma, with centralized ~hietdoms, 
make'this hard:to accept; unless the passag~ of fifty 
yea.rs plus slaver contacts had worked the transiti1on,; or 
unless· by 1garne.• is meant ivory. That change may have been 
. . 
rapid .is indicated by .Livingstone who in 1866 heard. the 
. . . . I .. . . ·. . 
Yao "speak of the time before they were inundated with 
·.Europe~n rilanuf actu~er;. in exchange for slaves as quite 
· within their memory" (Ref .45) • The depr~de.tion$ ot Nindi 
(pseudo-Ngoni) are also made responsible for the Makua 
intltix {Re£.57). . ' 
Evidently the Yao moved in lat.er. ''These Makua 
(0£ the upper tukuledi) preceded the Yao invasion" ,.(Ref. . . 
,57h ·.Besides ·Makua• Livingstone found Yao present· on 
t'ne ·upp'er· Ruvwna in the l86os:. "The confluence of the 
_ . . (author's own paren-thesis.h . 
Lien~e (Lujenda) at Ngomana ,(Ngomano),, or :ttmeeting ?lace~ 
the c~ief of which Pl3.rt is named .Ndona.'e (probably a pure 
·per.sona.l name, •Ndonde·t. occu;rring ail over the place) ••• 
the people Ajawa ... ~ Waiau they call themseives 0 .(Ref' .45) .. 
~ 
He also learned ot the f>resence of 1Machingat Yao north 
of th·e Ruvuma., well into ·modern Tunduru. A decade later 
the UMCA missionaries found both tribes at l\ilasasi (Ref'. 
46.,e.lSSO) .. The advancing tao ·"supplanted the original . .......................................... . 
1 
Mang•·anja" ( Ref .• 62). : The subject of these Mang' anja has 
n1.:...p • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . 
.. 
been broached earlier (see previou$ section·, Pe:rsians 
and P~rtuguese). Regard:i.rig Grey's ·theory of their Nyasa 
·' . . . 
derivation, that quarter y'ields some strilting co-incidences 
' 
or· tribal names... frw'hen the .fit"st missionaries or the 
U,M.c .• A,, arrived (1670s? • •• date u.ncertiiin) :in the neigh-
~ .. '. . 
bourhood·or Ml.anje (southern Nyasalan~) they .found ·the 
' ' . 
•; 
Wamangt.anja in pos.se.s.sion; · but· the next year the *Achawa' 
. ' 
(Yao) came and drove out the Wamang'aqQa and settled in 
their country, and.subsequently :intermarried with them'* 
Since the Mang• anj.a :figure as the o'riginal 
' ' ._, . 
upper-Ruvuma stock, if ·not that of the adjacent Ngindo 
cradle•ar~a to the northj any morsel of i:nformation becomes 
important. Thomson found· that .in 1aa1 "'The Mang t anja are 
only repres~nted by a few people scattered· here and there 
among :various other tribes. They are closely ailied to 
. ,• 
the Matam.bwe though properly they d.o n:ot belong to t.he 
region under considerati.on (mid.and lower Ruvuma), There 
' ' 
are a considerable number located at Kwainakanja near the 
i ·• 
. cataracts of the .Lujende (Lv.jenda/>/ii.e• a long way south_ 
of the Ruvuma)" (Ref,93,1stt2).· Yao must have penetrated 
' 
coastwards from an ea.rly date.. U-,n d er Deeken noticed 
< • 
Yao settlers amo.ng the .Ngindo 0£ the Kilwa hinterland 
(Rer.40.1860) ,. whilst '.tb-e Masasi Oistr1ct Book alludes to 
the entry of Yao .into the Lindi ~nistr.ict in "1660 or · 
earlier1•. 
The Makonde and Mwera apparently. crossed the· 
Ru.vuma lower down:• with the latter, probably :tn the lead, 
$eeing that they are now further north. .If 'Whiteieyt s 
chronology is right thei·r advent muf?t have been very e·arly 
. . . ' . 
in the nineteenth <::entuey, or even before,··••·· "it i.s .fairly 
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certain that the r.mkua had been preceded by both the Mwera 
and ,the Makonde" .(Ref .100). Missionaries bound £or Ma.sasi, 
after'traverslng .the ,Lindi coastal belt• marched·for nine 
days in Mweraland. This was in 1875 (Ref .,2) •. Mwera 
themselves confirm thEit they first. got. a footing south of 
the upper Mbwemkuru, around the Mbangara ,, \'lhence they . . 
fanned out coastwards, crossing the former river further 
downstreamii Maples has something to say about them• ttAs 
far as we can ascertain, the tribe is no longer a. large 
one, having been in past times much .harried. by raids made upon, 
it by.the more powerful races from t.he south• At present 
the main body. or the tribe lies in the coun~ry at the back 
.• 
ot: Kilwa..though it is probable that fifty or siltty years ago 
·there were many @.or~ MWera settlements, extetl,ding southwards 
to Masasi and even to the
1
Ruvuma. Native .reports tell of a 
great war in which the Mweras were defeated and forced into 
the confined space where now the remnant of the tribe is . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
settled" (Rer.46,c.l8SO). : .The Makonde were already estab· 
n/cp •••••••••......••••.••••• : ~ 
lished on the plateau bearing their name .(or vice-ver$a.) 
when. in the 1860~ Livingstone ascended the Ruvuma, (Ref .• 45). 
He noted their presence all the way inland from 'Mikindany' 
(on the coast north of the .. Ruvuma mouth) •. It is worth 
noting that the Lindi.Ndonde. who probably moved in at about 
that time, had been preceded by Makonde; but not• ao far 
as is known, by the Mwera. Makonde myths of origin insist 
that the.tribal founder first sojourned on the Mbwemkuru 
before t-etracing his steps to Me.huta in Newala District 
(Ref .59)... .Possibly this echoes an historic migration • 
. Finally the kindred Matambwe, who never left the Ruvuma 
valley .in any numbers, were decimated by the Ngoni (U.f.e-
Ref. 48 
of-·M&p~ .. -es). In 1886 Last drew attention to ttsevera.1 small 
islands in the Ruvuma inha.b.ited by Matrunbwi" (Ref'•43,l$S6). 
, .. 
Lingulstiea.lly., .all. thes<;i .southern tribe$* along 
with the Ngtndo;, go to £0,:rm the 'Yao group' (Re£•29) .• Th,at 
thay may ev~n ha"e ... been connected ~ .. n other ways is indicated 
by .. Bowie. List.ing all._but the Mata,mbwe .and. Ngindo, and 
addin~ the Mawia (at ill iargely south .. of the Ruvuma'), he 
states," ••. • f).11 a.re sections 0£ the Angaru, a generic 
term for. a va.st .tribe inhabitil_i8 the.conn.try (Portuguese 
_E. Atri.caJtt. (Ref-~6). ·). propos of. thi~ and of the Mangtanja, 
Hetherwick distinguished six Mang'tanja (alias •.Mara.vi t) 
•' 
groups to the south and west of Nyasa,. The third, known 
. ~s Shir'\'tfa (from the lake of that name) i:1ls9 had the cognomen 
•Ngu.ru·t (Ref.32,c.-1$$7) •. Elsewnere in the ,same article 
he associates the tAngu.ru* of the western ·shore ot lake 
.... Shirwa with the Lornwe, who· "appear to .b~ a sub tribe of the . 
. Makuatt, and with the _nTakhwani on the road to Quilimane". 
Within tpe framewo~k so s~t.~. ·1 ·ncrw tu.th to the 
su~sidiacy Ngindo histories in their,detaili' •• first>that 
of the. Mdendeu~i-Mbunga.. A nucleus of these people is 
·. . ' 
thought to have _been f'ixed around the Ma.togoro hi1la and down 
the Lutuld.r.a r.iver f,0r at least J.,;o years.. They fell an 
easy prey to Mputa' $. Ngoni .~ Soon they 1bega.n to ape the 
. ·manners of their conquerors, inde.ed "their truculence is 
said to have prompted Ndonde neighbours tQ seek aid !'rom 
••• othel:' Ngo~l (R~f\61}. Mput_at$ de£e~t led te> the 
discomfiture of the NdeildeuJ,.i. One consequence was the 
'Mbunga exodus, to which I shall r.e'turn•. Other- "Wand~nda• 
hu1_11 serfs, whom they (t.he Ngoni) had found in the Songea 
.dist~i~t. and enslave<i:, . .fled to Tunduru whe.re they pro• 
.. claimed themselve~ as Ngont" (Ref,.;30);,. A considerable prop-
ortion of the.Ndendeuli-mu.st have remained behind to serve 
the new masters, for . ••.e,ll the Ndend.ev,11 f':rom Ha.nga and 
Luwegu. wentl> ~.s ,so.ldiers of Nthomakiro in the first raidi.ng-
sweep referred. to earlier (Ref .61). The Songea Ndendeuli, 
remaining satellit~s of the true: Ngoni 1 thenceforth.came 
to be virtual Ngoni, the Tunduru refuge-es forming a long 
easterly proboscis. Mdendeuli passes for a pejorative 
nickname based on the phrase nDENDE BtJl,!? ••• 'What.shall 
I do ?•.. It may not neeessar:tly have been conferred by 
the Ngoni.. Certain Ndonde have similar names, apparently 
1ndigenoas. 
The Mbunga, however., who took their name .from a 
prominent hill 1-n old Ndendeuli country .... probably they 
were a t.erritortal segment thereabouts ••• beoame wholly 
separated. The:tr trek is dat·ed by a contributor to the 
Songea District Book at 1862. Coming to rest .200 .miles 
north .in the rich Kilombero valley beneath the Hehe escarp-
ment, they set up a cluster of chiefdoms on the Ngoni mod.el. 
And here in ig7g Thomson found them. His fit"st encounter, 
in the shape of an Mbunga raiding-party, took place a good 
100 miles east a.t Mwigonga (Re.f.91 1 1$78). Pla.intly the 
Mbu.nga, whom Thomson called t~fahenge', created havoc 
over a wide radius. The first documentary use or the name 
Mbunga. comes Crom von .Prince in the HS90s.. "Mafit!i. (the 
name he generally favours} is a group designation for many 
of the Ulanga-plains- inhabiting tribes, which call them• 
selves Wambungu (obviously a spelling mista.keJi.e. nothing 
to do with the Mbungu or Mbugwe)" (Ref'. 96). In apiearanee, 
accoutrements, and. behaviour they were caricatures of 
true Ngoni, but Thomson, not a bombastic man, formed a 
poor opinion of their worth as fighters. noriginally .they 
did not use any shields or spears, and doubtJ.ess were 
very much like the surround:i.ng tribes ~ •. " 1 and again, 
"In reality the Me.henge (Mbunga) are as cowardly as the 
"" ................ ~ ......... . 
tribes they trample on'' (Ref .91). : Yet, although he 
n/ P- • • • • •••• • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • ••• • •••• • • : 
traced their evolution in as many words, Thomson tailed 
43; •. 
to realise that these were in fact tNgoni'. I quote,n ••• 
though this interesting tribe is so near the coast, and 
though it is so notorious in slave dealing, absolutely 
nothing was known to any European about it till we 
arrived at. Zanzibar (i.e. on return to the c.oast). The 
existence of' some such tribe had indeed been heard of, 
but the people were suppo.sed to be a branch of the tribe 
x 
known a.s Ma.viti (Ngoni)" (Ref'.91). At 'Pangalala', the 
chief' of which was described as"the second chief in 
Matlenge", the explorer was detained, as he was at •Mkomo-
. xx . 
kero' , so that the people might flock to gaze and rejoice 
'IO"°' 
at the sight of him. Since the natives{!egard Lipangalala 
as the senior of half a 'dozen leaders of the exodus, 
Mkomokero, 11the chief town of Mahenge rt, remains unexplained. 
If it likewi.se denotes a person, the resemblance towa.rds 
the Ngoni chief, Mhomakiro is tempting. Possibly the 
latter did temporarily reside.and rule among the Mbunga. 
A German Governmental map (Ref .63) marks 'Mhomakiro' at 
several points along the Ulanga. It was German practice 
to follow chiefly names, as instance tsongeat. To 
Thomson the chief in question looked "half an Arab_H/l~ 
his s~jQGts a.pp9area Rl:Hli9!"el:ls ••• "I amecPtaialy Bot 
. . 
l:l:RdeP estime.tirag tao pe~latiea whea I pttt i'b e.t 1+,000" / 
. . . ............... 
(Ref .91).,. · · · ..... 
. . . . . . . .. ... .. ...... . ......... . 
Thomson continued his journey to Nyasa, but gave 
no inkling of .the second exodus to southern Mahenge 
from Songea under Mpepo.·This occurred after the defeat of 
Kipeta, founder of the second Ng'oni dynasty in Songea, at 
the hands .of the Hehe. Mpepo, referred.to as being 
Footnote x: . 
This is actually the name of a chief (present Mbunga 
call him Lipangalala,,adding that.he was among the 
original trans-Nyasa elite).It appears quite distinct 
from the 'Pa.ngarara' , mentioned by Hatchell, among 
the Ka.ha.ma Ngoni (Ref.JO). 
Footnote :xx: 
This ~· s obviously If'akara . from the context. Such a. " 
the~r inds confirmation .in Pfeil ts m~p (Ref. ?9·, 1886), 
which ites Pangalala around modern Kiberege.; 
~·-·___.,... 
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a 'Swasi t by present. Mbunga, had. probably yet; to leave . 
Songea in 'l?homson•·s da.y.-·. ·The Songea Dis~rict Book pU:ts 
~ 
his departure at 1880. ~eg:arding 'Gal'lga' (~gorol~nd#), 
i •. e. the quart.e.r .adja.cH~nt to the :east bank ·Of the up1}er 
Ulanga., later oCCJ:lpied b7 Mpepo, . &.nd emb.r-acing ·the ori«• 
ginal Ndwe-weland .as well, Thomson wrote•" ·•''i", in. that 
direction the people were said to be very . .few ..... ~ there 
were no reads to ·make 1:.he country accessiblei' (Pier~ 91 :) • 
Mt,n1nga themselves:, though -'\ragu.e as to. th·e pre.cis.e·. manner 
of their ~oming. are ~rfectly explicit -~bout thei.r origin. 
They know Mbunga bill• · scknowl•edgc the Ndendeuit lint, and 
. . 
answer to the names .Fiti or Mavit.i~ They boast of t.heit> 
superiorit.y in wa.r over the Ndwewe, Pogoro, and others; 
but' .a(.imit they hticd to use tri,ckery to get t.he lde.mba . 
to f':erry them across the Kilombero. /-At some. t.ime before 
the Ul90s, and probably in advance of the Bushiri. · rising 
of 1686. the ttbu~ga eat.abii.shed a conside1"able br.idgehead 
eround Kisa;ki half way to the Dar es Salaam eoest. Burton 
saw no sign of them at 'Zungomerot, as' Kisaki was then 
known (Ref.9!,1SS7l,. nor do· they. seem to ha:vo fixed. 
themselves the.re when Thomson arrived {Ref.91} 187tll'lt 
But von Prince r-0und them to be ·well and ti:ruly installed . 
in the early 1690s,. '"Our 'nsatd.-Me,fl~i {f•lbunga) had 
pressed fontaird from the Ulanga plains long ago ( ttvor 
zeiten") ., bu.t had still remained in a clo$e relationship 
" ~, with t.he tribes on ~he other side or the Ruaha (i.e. in 
Mahenge)n (Ref.96}~ {An early obs~rver, Pfeil,, noticed 
~ I p. the lack of Mbunga cohesion,. "Following the course or 
tbe river (Ulanga) thenfite, one reaches the Mahenge 
L - . 
{.Mbun.ga) ,, who are lik:ali¢se .reckoned warlike alt:hough 
among them. the di.sclpline. is not at. all so severe· 
( ttau$serordentliche'.') as it is among the: Wahehe. . Thus 
the fact that there QJ:"e more pet;ty chie.f's.under't.he 
Mahenge weakens the power of_ the ~uperior ones among 
4J6a. 
them, who must frequently yield lest they should see. 
themselves entangied in conflicts with their subordinate·s. 
There, the ( 0 gennante"?) tribes are involYed. in cont.inual 
small-~cale f'euds with their neighbours, and there they 
nominally enslave the vanquished, · to whom they leave 
the performance of their, field labour" (Rei";.69}. 
Their nucleus was, however, compact. ttThe 
.inhabited part of the country of.M'henge is comparatively 
' ' . 
small, .not occupying more than 40 miles north-east and. 
south-west along the base of the mountains which I have 
spoken of as the M'henge mountains (Hehe escarpment). 
In bread~h it will be nowhere more than 20 miles'' (Ref. 
92,1a7e)',. For what they lacked in home territory, the 
M.bunga fully compensated by the extent of their depreda-
tions. Before the Germans stopped inter-tribal warfare, 
they operated north, east, and south over a wide radius 
.... the west was of course blocked by the Hehe-Bena, and 
the far south by fellow ·tNgoni •. In the no.rth Thomson 
traced their trail of ruin as far as the vicinity of 
. v 
modern Morogoro ••• "the Walugulst (Luguru) are the 
Waruguru -of Burton, whose country: seems always to have 
been the hunting-ground of the slaver. They are nearly 
. -
exterminated, but we found afterwards, that the Wamahe.nge 
¥x. (:Mbunga) had .failed this time in their vile 
objec_t, the people having retired to place.s where they 
' could ng,X be followedn (Ref .92).. Aga.in, in the east, 
Beardall .found much the same situation on the mid Ru.fiji. 
The chief of Korogero, meeting-place of the Dar es 
Salaam and Kilwa slave-routes, "only lives here on 
sufferance from the Wamahe.ngi ((Mahenge)) (Mbunga), to 
Whom he pays a sort of yearly tribute" (Rer .4,18SO) ~ Like-
wise in the south, native informants averred, "near 
.Lohembero peak (n,ot the Luhombero of r..'lahenge~ Pfeil' s . . 
map, Ref ~69, shows thf;? hill well to the east of the Ruaha 
.f 
I 
.1unetion) , ... 
~ . ; 
It is .Idonde country, but most 
of t.he 1orlgtnti!l inbabi.ta:nts ht.we been driven ~oot 
or killed. by the Wamahe.ngi. (Mbun:ga) and .W$gwangwa~a 
J:neidentally, Pfeil's ·map has . . ' 
. . ' . . . - . " ; "' 
"Wandond.1" thereabouts (ftef.69) • · · In thei:r violence - . - . -{-. -_ .; . 
. . 
and mulcting,. i·ndividuai -Mbunga chief's. se~ingly · 
\ f ; . ~ \ ·~ . 
overlapped ·~". the people of .Mlongo·ra' s ·on the 
> ~ •• ~ 
we~~t. bank 0£ , the lower 'Ul.anga "are on good. terms 
with one or more of.the Mahang1 (Mbunga) chiefs' 
'Tb.is by no means gra.7lts them: immunity from .. an 
attack b}i -any other chief of tba:'t mara:ddtng ~ 
tribe, and. they li·ve· in constant dr~ad, though'' 
{note the chaln reaction) '1they ·th.emselves are in 
f • , • 
_ . _ ·· C1'r N~o"'~ 
the habit or putting on Ma:vitl - ·(Mbungal_ .cos~wne 
and harrying thetr. weak.er neighbours'" (Ref~14) ! ,, 
(1.,sea..-r,..,... <'tt"""-j l'~E' ~~" c.o""'.,' ...._.e) 
t. t smne ti~ after their ia·.:asion of tlte 
:preoe~1' :Mahe age 1'.JJ.s1;ri1;lt, .an Mbuaga ··. eN'Gh.oot .. eetab., 
l!oheet itoelf nbcn:lt 100 miles ·east at ilienlc1 • 
. - - a.,~ .... r..t<t> as .t ... ae1. .... :\.:s1-.. a.~•v.c oR.·c.c. ... 
Von Prince,. who_ was~te.tioned at Ktsaid.Jin the 1S90e, 
4-..... l:l.c.-r 
gives somel..._ineeaelesive data. about. th·e-m,_ finding super~ 
£1-cial resemblan~es toimrds the Zulu troops he led 
during the Bushiri rising tta,lthough not a drop o.f: 
i 
Zulu. blood !'lows 111 thm.r (.M.bunga) veinsn _ ~·Ref t'96} ,~ 
:- ; ,,. ' 
This Mbuitga group must. have been tolerabl7 large in 
t '' 
/. 
hie day,' ,for he refe·rs to tbe machinations of "the' - · 
peace-'breaker F~gn11la:; one of the three sernior ch.ie.f's 
of the Kisaki.,.Ma.f'it.1 :(Jllbunga:)" (R ef,~96)., Tha~ 
. • I._./ ' 
K1s:aki was already .in thei-r hands during t:be Bushiri 
f'lareup is shown by the same wri~et"' who:t durtng · . 
tbatc campatgnt decided: that ttt.here ~as no altemative 
but ·to advance {from the cos.st) and undertake. ·a · 
., . 
punitive exped.ttion to lU.saki., ·~he home of these 
, ~sa.--' .. l- B ... -. 
Ma.titin (Ref •. 96). Tile Morogoro~ names Kamamuka., 
son ·O~ Tilartika• as their £oundGr, wnich is borne 
out by vo11 Prince's. proclamation of 1~1~1tikatika" as 
dumb(9 of Kisaki \IRet .• ·96).. Pz«obably, .as. is c·omm.only 
done 11 he used the patronym.. .According to this 
Distr!Lct Book, •~hough his name doe.s not appear .in 
the genealogies I collected, Tiket.ika the: .father 
.s-a. .... c. 
4)6c • 
passed tor a ehte.f among the homo•!·Ibwiga. fb,e L.District 
Book has· it that these· Mbunga moved~ in as a l'"'eault 
of Rehe pressure, whereas von Pr1nce suggests their 
pressing i'-on1ard vol:unt.arily a.bead o.f the main body 
(Ref .96).. What may have led to th.a· au.pposition •. 
· ·conte.tned ln the Morogoro District Book,. of a later 
£oundati-0n was the temporary retreat] to. the Mahenge 
. ~ - ---- .. ," 
hom.elam@ a large aegme:i!Y. This happened in the 
1890s when, att<*r an abortive coup, the aforesaid 
· Magnu1• and hie follower$ "collectively migrated 
south 0£ the Ruaha into the true F.afitiland" (Ref .96) 6 
.Before the Mbunga catastrophe t,he 
Ndwewe 11 ved EU."'ourta Hu:ngo, a:n unident.lfied hill 
bet.ween the l'..uwegu · and Pitu ri viers ., J.ibu.nga 
:relat$-that the mnrmer ct !Ndwewe resistance ·was 
to rain down boiling v1atet' from tree.at.op pl.at£onns .• -
Once captured, however), they made ,good. 
' ' 
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warriors. Discus~ing slaves in Ndonde society the· 
District Book states that "the greater number was bought 
from the neighbouring Wandwewe". Probably the inform-
ants meant by this that the slaves were Ndwewe, perhaps 
those taken by the Mbunga. Mahenge was the place to 
which for, preference Ngindoland dwellers went to purchase 
slaves once the Germans had.checked inter-tribal wars. 
Those survivors among the Ndwewe who remained free ma.de 
their way east to another hilly region called Lilobora, 
overlooking the Luwegu valley. There they mingled with 
the Ndonde about whom I.shall now explain. 
The Ndonde originally lived to the immediate 
east of the Ndendeuli. That is, around the headwaters of 
the Luwegu river. The District Book actually pots the 
positions .of dominant clans • •.• "there were at the time 
of the Angoni invasion six superi~r c]ans"(exerpt dated 
1928), extending from the east bank of the upper .Luwegu 
past the Mbarang'andu as far as the Njenje. .Ndonde I 
have met do not however corroborate this reconstruction 
in detail, though the concensus of their stories still 
places thereabouts, or a trifle further west, the 
nebulous old-Ndondeland, Judging by the number of 
desqent-names allotted to them·, and by the fact of their 
subdivision into several entities, they must have teen 
relatively large in numbers. As I have ~lready warned, 
the name Ndonde should be treated with caution. As a 
tribal, personal, and place name it recurs ,elsewhere in 
the region. 
Most of' the Ndonde, probably because they had 
a.lready been harried by the Ndendeuli, hence knew what to 
expect, did not wait to be incorporated into the .N goni 
system. Instead they at first edged east, then went pell-
took the form of an 
mell for the coast. Their movementJ::'es an unorganized 
drif't, the leisurely start of which von der ;+eeken seems 
. ~ . -
'' 
to ha:ve witnes~ed in 1860~. ~ Ha.ngangulu (Ref .40.) lie.s 
a g~od 100 miles east of' th~ Luwet,"gU•. La~e~ it developed 
into a. rout,complicated by inumerableicroas-eddies. 
l . ' 
' 
Thererpre only the major ou.tlines can,_be. grasped. The 
march to the east has taken on a mythical character. 
' ' 
Thus, the Ndon.de are said to have harkened tc the honey-
bird( v1ho led: them to a_ hive in the f'or~st• Next they 
followed an owl, and eventually came upon the 'Chobo, to 
1 ~ • ' • 
' 
whom they gave the p.ovelty Qf the sweet-potato. 
A residue ot Ndonde seeming~y did.·remain behind. 
These were the Luhanyando·river ,groups, far down the .Luwe-
. ' ~ • '. • ' ' . I ~ 
gu, who c,o-pperated with the Ngoni armies to form a friend• 
·- '• . , .' . . "' 
ly jumping...;off point .for rai.ds .into ffJ.a.henge or the Rufi~i 
• • ~ ' • • 1 • • • 
basin. Schnee, afte.r indicating the e~reme diffusion of 
the Ndonde,, concludes that "In Dond.e (Ndondeland) itself 
they were able to halt themselves in greater- concentrations, 
. . . ·" ' . 
r .. irstly owing to ·the refuge of the thick forests of this 
t. '; < . . , •.•. "' 
reg$.on,,,or again owing to the consideration ·of the Ngon:l who 
had to utilize the country as a victualling depot" (Ref. . '' 
S3). As for the fugitives, the mass of them struck east 
through the present Ngindoland, where they.have left 
sedime,nts in ·every quarter~ In a vast,, thi.nly spread 
ereseent
1
stretching .f'rom beyond Hangangulu..'ljo the outskirts 
of Mi~indani., they straddled the Mbwem.kunh. This was the 
main stream of Ndonde migration; which also left a spr.inkl-
.. ing, with isolated pockets., right up to the Rufij.1 and 
beyond. Near the mouth ot that roiver in 1S80 Beardall 
learned that "the people., who a.re Wagindo (sic .) and 
Wamahoro (presumably. from the place-nam_e Mohoro), were 
.suspicious"•- and that "ne8:r the coast the people speak 
Kingindo, with a mixture of Kimlitna ( SWahil:l?) and Zaramo / 
words,,(Re.r.4,1889). Again at Kigumi, 20 miles downstream 
f'rom the Pangani .rapids were to be found "Gindo people who 
·439. 
have sought refuge there"( Ref ~.4) ., , Other group.s headed 
. south, ~wo or them larg¢ish and in t.a9ine. degree corporate. 
The first of.these, as indica.ted..eatlier under 
Ref• 59, . headed sout~ £...-om Hangangulu to the Ruvuma •· It 
then descended the river as far as MclJ.ichira near·Mahuta, 
on the rim of the.Makonde plateau. Acc9rding to the son 
of Mk:umba; moving spirit in ·the exodus 1 "?he Yao spearhead 
under Mataka was at that time a~ready north of the river, 
i 
whilst those of Ntalika(or Mtarika) ha~.ret to cross. . . . . 
At ri~st these Nd9nde were taken for Ngot11, a mistake . . . 
they were not. slow to. exploi~ but as a rule describe 
themselves as Nd~nd.eu11; · anly i£ presse<i do they admit 
to being Ndonde. A 1928 document ·confirm~ that ·they are 
"of ·Wandonde origin not Wangoni•t (Ref.~.59).. Whilst the 
assumption of Ngoni status by other tribes i-s not uncommon. 
hesitation between Ndendeuli and Ndonde is. ·Alt.hough the 
speech of: these two is almost identical today and appears 
to have been so in the pasiJ,,. cultu.rf) contact., especially 
through the medium of :Ngindo:·.ca.pt~ves, must have been . 
eJttensive, but could scareely:nave .led to:th.e abandonment 
' ......... 
by the Ndendeuli 0£ a hypothetical~language of their own ' ' . _..;...,· __ _....... _________ _ 
i.n .tavour of kiNgindo •I/fl neither will now .admit to be.ing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
very closely related to the other : One ·deduces that 1;'.his 
n/.p ._._. • • • •••••• • • • •. • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • : 
dichotomy may have .·come abeut within the past 100 years; 
t.he Mchiehira group· providing a sort ,of tt4ssing link between 
N<~:onde and. Ndende~li. There are place-names in central Son-
t;ea wh~ch could easily be c.onfused with ,Hangangtilu • •, the 
Mchichira group .. says simply • Hanga t , a c('Ajµon enough name 
. . ''''"' 
of which Hangangulu,must be the amplicatiV:~ •. A German 
map marks •Nangungulu' hill only a. f~w miles east of the 
hi-ll . . . . 
Map·ogoro~ and ltfuungall_Ref .63):• . Again• n()te the •·Hanga'- · 
Ndendeul1 mentioned by the Songea .District Book. ·The 
' · · ' " . · I-"&$~ • so"~"&•• - Ndo.-.le 1 
possibil.it-y of a mor~westerly derivationf'<>rl.::hio g;rel:J:P than 
44;0. ' . 
von der Decken•s,Hanga.ngulu (Ref'.40) is £ur~her indicated 
by t~e career .. of o.ne or its leaders, Makaeho •. He was b<?rn 
on the Lukimwa river (.a northerly tributary or the extreme 
upper Ruvuma), :reached the,'Mluh~~i' 'Muwes11l as a boy, 
and. Nam.agone .(not ~ar above Ngomano:, where a similar but 
t 
miniatttl1!f1 Ndonde enclave is alleged. to be ··.located) G.$ a, 
. it:co~.A,",,.t 1-o · · . , 
youth (f_eule;,. wh<:> interv.iewed Makacho al? an old man .in 
19069 Ref .. 97 l ~ Of course Makaeho • s · ro~te . may. not. have 
- ' 
~oincided with:tha~·or.th~ mass. T~e.Mchieh:tra Ndonde 
·showed. · some backbone and military prowess• · another. stgn or .... ' ' 
N~end.euli inspiration. . Refer.ring to this or an associated 
.body .of Ndonde,. the .Tunduru District Book· attributes to it 
the defea~ or oneot·tne ea7:'1Y Yao feelers- int.he area. 
Finally, .I. he.ard an·. I\(gon:t source state independently that 
these Ndendeuli fled downth$·Ruwma,."tiut now they.speak 
·kiNdonde". One explanation, that already advanced1 
postulates a sing;l,e undifferentiated lingu.istic community 
embracing. both 'tribes before the, Ngoni cleayed them 
assun.der. . Another is that the Mchiehira group~ s rank · 
and. £ile were N<ionde, 1.ts lea(ie:rs Nd.endeuli .•. 
. Whatever the t.ruth ()f .the· mattf.l?\ this group , , 
·established its.elf by ,.force· on the plateau. · How. thi.s • 
. happened 1~ uncertain.. .The Ndonde themselves: ·claim that 
they dr9ve pff Ma.tola 9 a Yao chi,ef .with his, seat {it ~· :>: 
· .Newala;who tried t.o dislodge :t;hem11 Later •.. they' $ay ,. , . :. 
~enu!ne Ngoni .raidex-s . followed up. . The: ~tatter at, 1£~rst ·t 
.failed. to penetrate the Ndonci.e positioz+S. ~d, suf'fe~~d. · c~ 
heavy, losses. One of their· Nduntas ·_.fell. ~nd,;the. ·~est".! r.:,:, 
began to waver; but~ tha.nks to. Makonde· tre~~"hevy~·su~~$~ded, 
in turning their £lank.· So the . Ndondej ::c'rea'tingr(~.:d;twer~. 
' . \' 
sion by getting their wome~£olk te dro.p the~r. goU~dj;h~in ..• 1 ,. ~: 
I . \ : ' 
,\ 
unison .. , .. · $imulat1ng musket-fire., fle<t.ac:ross. )the ,Ru.Vt:una 'i,nt.o · 
' '• .. ' \ 
/ 
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the marshes of lakes Nangadi and. Lidede, where many have 
~ 
remained as fisher-folk. Some of them.succeeded in 
regaining Mchichira at a later date. Weule, however, 
heard that these "Ngoni (were) ••• separated from the 
main body by a gallant counter-attack of the Yaos under 
Matola I, and driven into the Mchichira district" (Ref. 
97). The presumption of a 'main body' does not appear 
well ·founGed. Weule, expecting to find rugged Zulus, 
was bitterly disappointed. "The Wangoni of this district 
have nothing beyond the name in common with those in the 
hill country near Songea ••• ", and again, "I can find no 
trace of the heroic qualities alleged to be possessed by 
the Wangoni". " Nevertheless he could not altogether rid 
himself' of the notion of spectacular Ngoni origin. A 
sequence of arrivals in the Newala-bcma area appears in 
the Masasi District Book. I-.fa.kua were the first strangers 
with whom the resident Makonde had to deal. These Makua 
pushed the 1-Iakonde from the foothills. Next came the 
l4atambwe, tribal first-cousins to the ~Iakonde, and associa-
ted with a certain 'Makote', followed immediately after-
wards by several Yao waves of which Matola's was the last. 
Last of all came the "Wandendeuli 6mianamed Wangoni» of 
Mchichiratt. 
Had Weule (Ref .97) consult~d the writings of the 
earlier ~ritish missionaries and explorers, he would have 
found the Mchichira folk to be relatively well documented. 
Howbeit, his main inte·rest seems to have been material -
culture and physical characteristics, whilst '.Majimaji war 
security meant that his primary objective, the Songea Ngoni, 
could not be reached. Livingstone ~scended the Ruvuma 
twice in the 1860s. On the first occasion in 1861, 
travelling by boat, his party was attacked by hostile 
" 
. . ~ . 
\ 
I 
. .natives in the ~eighbourhood of Mchichira1 or a tew miles 
• I. > 
. west.. fbel;le, he in£ers • were _ Makonde, tor .furthElr up.;. 
' ' ' ' . , I 
Stl'eam nwe came again ~mong the YlS.konde, ?ut now of good 
Livingstone is here silent about the 
. ' ' . : • • ! ~ . • ' . I .• ' ' ' 
.Ngoni or satellit~s .... .Nevertheless thB;ti t,h~ inc:ident· 
should have .occurred. at that very spot, mai.nl;y peopled 
. ', . ' . ' : ~: ' 
_by timid Mak«:>nde, cre~t,es a strong pt"esµm:pt1o~ that the 
Ngind.o-.speaking group .a.t .i~chichira ( her~atter .referred to 
• ... . ' . I' ' ' ' • ' I • I • 
as the '/sou.th~rn·Bd.9nde t ) . might al:ready haye arrived.. 
' I ~ ' • ' ' ' 
Admittedly Thomson was later to write,n ••• owing to the 
' . ' ' ,. ', 
large amount of rubber and eopal .wh,ich th~y. (the. Makonde) 
l • • ' 
.are able tQ co'.1.leet .eaeb year, ' they .have become e~ceedingly 
~~~ey and ~if£1cul:t ~o deal .with" ( Re~.9?,1882), but 
these indust;-ie$ had .'probably yet to develop in Living~ · 
I ' . ; • ' , ".· ! ' ~ ' , • , , . } 'o 
stone's da:y.. Th~a W?.ter-born~ e~ped1tion had only super-
. ficiai contacts with the natives, and wGuld. ha.n·been 
• r ' • • 1 
unattar~ of 'all bu~ the i-iverine sett.lements~· Ags:in~ 
eomputip.g the age Qf ,Mak~cho, the le,adtl.f' jtt$t mentioned, 
if ·'1;;,ere ab~ut seventy ~e~ Weule (Ret',97119061 saw him 
• •/his photograpb shows h~m to be a venerable man~ ••• 
J.. .· . . I 
.-this would make him twentyo..f'ive in 1861, a not improbable 
,./J ' ~ . .f . 




· · ·::···rAt all events.,. raider.s were the.talk of the day 
when in .1S66. Liv~ngs~.one again pass~d that way, this time 
laboriously on foot
1
; Qut once ,again without making any 
specific mG;-,.tion ot the southern-N:donde~ , Of lak<i!l Nanga.di; 
i •" j I 
just opposite Mehi,chira, he remarked:_tlthe p~ople who live. 
there s.r.e Ma~ihS: .(Maw~a)" (Ref ~45.); A.nd again, speaking . : . ' . 
. or the sou~~ern bank. o_f the Ruvuma in general;: ttthither 
too the ~zitu .(Ngoni) tiad not penetratea1". Though 
unlikely.. it is coneei va.ble that Livingstone, keeping to 
the ,valley floor, should have .skirted the Mchichira heights 
without being .any the wiser as to their in,habftants ••• 
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elsewhere in the same narrative he states that "The 
Mazitu ( 'Ngoni ) had women, ·Children, oxen and goats 
with them. The whole tribe lives on plund.ering the 
other natives by means ot: the tel'.':•or their shields 
inspire" (Ref'il45}, which looks much more l.ike the 
southern-Ndonde migll'l'ation than a conventional Ngoni 
raid. Just above Ngomano hia men had a brush with th·e 
other ma.in Ngoni satellite the::-eabouts, the Nindi, 
nwho a:c-e either Ajawas ((Waiyau)) (Yao}.; or pretended 
Vazitu {Ngoni)n (Ref,,4SL. Some fifteen years later 
Thomson wrote of them, 11These Maviti (Ngoni) or Maninde 
(Nindi) do not tattoo themselves or wear the Pelele 
{lip•plug} •• • they do not aggregate together,. but 
pre.fer to live in sm~ll villages long distances apart • 
. As far as we were concerned they were quite friendly" 
(Rer.93,1882). The Nindi, now no longer corporate, 
have gone to form the bulk of the pre$ent Matengo or 
western Songea. Their affini ti.es with Ngindo, though 
not properly established, are probably considerable. 
The most conclusive ev.idence about the southern-
Ndonde comes from Bishop Maple.s. Something under 100 . 
mil,es inland on his way from the coast .at Lindi to the 
UMCA mission at lV!asa.si, he came upon a southern-Ndonde 
outlier at a place called Mwem'be. 11The people belong 
to the Gindo tribe, and unfortunately are r.uled over by 
a man who seems to be indebted for his position to 
the frequency and joviality of the beer-drinking enter-
tainments he g.ives his people. He is the only man on 
the·road who ever showed us.any incivility, but as he stands 
in great awe of a certain Mkumba, who is the acknowledged 
head -of the Gindos Qn the Ruvuma, with whom we have made 
fr.iends, we anticipate no. more annoyance t.rom him" (Ref; 
46, c 18$0)~ This was some time before 1877, in which 
Chier . 
year the Bishop visited~~tola I at Newalat who uadvised us 
strongly not to run the risk of encountering the Ma.viti; 
whom, he said,, we should be sure to fall in with (en 
route to the Mawia).. He expressed -his grBat terror ot 
them, and told me tha.t his people dared not go to the 
Ruvwna, except in ve't'y strong parties, for fear of .being 
attacked and killed by them. The Maviti, he told me, were 
not to be confused with the people going by the same 
name near the lake (Nyasa} .... the Ma.viti of the Ruvuma 
valley are really refuge~ Gindos who live by plunder, and 
who two years ago (i.e. from the time or writing) made 
it their business to harrass all who ventured n.ear the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
river" (Ref,.46). : Presiding over these southern-Ndonde 
n/-p • • • • ........... : ; 
was "the terr.ible and dreaded Machemba •• ,. (who) ••• has 
the reputation for miles around the spot, where he now 
lives at the hea.d. of his robber band, · O·f being o.ne of' the 
most bloodthil:'sty and. cruel tyrants ever known. Even at 
Lind.i, where ther~ is an Arab governor and a detachment. 
of' Arab soldiers, the people live in dread of his raids, 
£or as there are no limits to his cruelty, so also there 
are none to his boldness" (Ref;;46). Maples determined to 
intercede with Machemba, and went to meet him at or near 
Mchichira, "where he has been established about eight 
The ogre turned out to be quite genial, 
and promised to mend his ways in so i'ar as his capacity of 
me.jor slave-dealer allowed:- Evidently his followers 
numbered some.hundreds. "The crowd swelled around us, and 
by the time we reached themiddle of the town it was almost 
imposs.ible to estimate the numbers of the multitude that 
thronged us" (Ref .46.). 
This account definitely solves the Mcbichira 
riddle, but raises problems of its own; Firstly no credit 
is given to the prior mediation of 'Ba.kiri'• Possibly 
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this had fallen into abeyance or benefited the Ma.konde 
alone. Secondly~· if 'Machemba' were as black as painted 
and his depredations still in progress, it seems e.xtraordi-
nary that the missionary party should have been received so 
well and achieved such permanent results.- Thirdly, the 
name Machemba fits neither the native traditions I heard . 
. nor the beginning of this same article, where the head 
of the southern..:Ndonde has the expected name, Mkumba. 
There was undoubtedly at that time at least one prominent 
person by the name of Machemba in the Ruvuma a:rea. With 
one of them, namely the Machemba whom Livingstone saw in 
the Lujenda country a decade earlier (Ref.45), Maples 
identifies the man with whom he came.to terms. Another, 
or perhaps the same, Machemba· was to the fore in the 
movement of the neo-Hamba down the Ruvuma and up the 
Lumesule. Possiblt'M'achemba was a pseudonym or lieuten• 
a.s ("~')'A."i(S 
ant of Mkwnba, or the author confused the names: F~nally_J 
the dating, .t.f' Machemba only got to Mchichira in 1869, 
the date specified by Maples, and was 100 miles east when 
in 1866 Livingstone saw him, the latter's allusions to 
Mazitu activity around Newa.la become obscure; unless 
Machemba led a sort of rearguard. The Ma.sasi District 
Book touches on f~ba1 who belonged to the •1Misongo clan 
of Ndonde (Ndendeuli)) extraction" (Ref.57 .• ). 
The southern-Ndonde ·Of Mchichira were by no means 
the only bogus Ngoni in the Ruvuma area. Maples in 1eso 
found some at a distance of over 100 miles south of the 
mid Ruvuma; an unruly, semi-independent enclave under the 
uneasy governance of the local Yao, plainly apprehensive 
at the antics of their subjects. "Th~ history of 
these Maviti settle.rs at Nikoche is as follows ••• four 
years ago a roving band of Wandonde or Waninde «alias 
Mwangone, alias Wangindo, alias Maviti, alias Mazitu)) 
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(I have also seen the word "Wayoya' appl.ied to them by 
Johnson; Ref.J7,l8S4) ••• having harried the people 
about Kilwa and the north• passed south" {Re£~47,1SS2). 
The following year Thomson drew attention to a similar 
group, "the Ma.viti village of Itule"; three marches up 
the Lujenda from the Ruvuma confluence (Ref.93-1882). 
These may well be connected with the Ndonde pocket 
alleged to be located therea.bouts at the present time~ 
More authentic and formidable Ngoni waves seem to have 
followed up in the 1SSO's1 one of which destroyed the 
mission station at Masasi (1882). Probably it was 
another such that dislodged the bullying southern-Ndon.de 
••• the U.M .• C.A. History speaks highly of a chief 
Machemba who checked a big Ngoni raid "on the way to the 
coast (from Masasi)" in 1888-. Last 1 writing in 18$6, 
testifies to the trail of ruin they left behind. nAll 
the country along the Ruvurna, from near Newala to Ngomano, 
was . £0 rmerly well populated, as the sites .or old villages 
show, but now there is not a house to be seen, the district 
having been overrun by the Makwangwara (Ngoni) and other 
marauding tribes, and is now become the home of a great 
variety of game" (Ref'.43) •. On the Lujenda he reported 
a like situation. "Along its whole length it is fertile and 
thickly populated, but the industrious inhabitants are 
often harried by the robber tribes of .Ndondi (sic) and 
Gwangwara" (Re£.42) .. 
The second of the two Ndonde groups under dis· 
cussion (hereafter I call· it 'neo-Hamba') appears to have 
had a common .starting-point with the first, This is 
alleged by an outstanding African informant, Mnawa of 
Nnenje in Kilimarondo baraza f-?I (in his youth an Ngoni 
warrior)/Jf,to have been Mkumba hill to the west of the 
447. 
Muwesi river, whence the Mchichira Ndonde were the first 
to start out. The only other specific place-names I heard 
mentioned by neo-Hamba were ti1mbaliro• somewhere between 
. t 
the Mbarangandu and Luwegu rivers; and Lubira (or Luwira) 
in Tundu:ru District, apparently a stepping-stone. Doubt-
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
. . 
less the emigrants came from scattered points. : The neo-
n/ P-· • • • • • •• • • • ••• • ••••••• • • • • • • • •. • ••• • •.•••• • ••• • • 
Hamba began by sprawling eastwards. They are sited 1n 
about 18701 "a considerable tribe, occupying the terri-
tory stretching from the, river Bangala (or Bangara, north-
west Masas.i) ••• to Matambwe hill (midway between Tunduru 
boma and the Songea borde~)" (Ref.'37). Tunduru District 
' still contains a number or Ngindo, Ndonde, and Ngoni 
' islets which, as the following extract shows, merge with 
the Ndendeuli offshoot in that area. tt'l'he Ngindo and 
Ndonde appear to have settled on the upper Muhuwesi (Muwesi), 
ih isolated family groups, and are there to this day (about 
' ' 
1935), now intermingled by·marriage with Ndendeuli" (Ref~ 
62). Later the neo-Hamba w·~re chivvied to Majeja, a rocky 
fastness not far from the Ruvuma-Lumesule confluence. 
Finally they ascended the latter river to the borders of 
present Ngindoland, with one or two outliers encroaching 
on the big Ndonde crescent to the east. ' . Mwera admixture, 
whence the designation sometimes heard, 'Mwera-Hamba', 
complicates their history ••• it will be remembered that 
the Mwera came from·a like direction, though south of the 
Ruvuma, and assembled on the Bangara before spreading east. 
How the ned~Hamba came to a. cquire the name t Hamba' is a 
puzzle. On the one hand they may have done so through 
dwelling in 'Hamba' (proto-Hamba) country., On the other, 
they may have evolved it independently.; Hamba has a 
bucolic meaning.· Hence 'Ndonde-Hamba' ,Pl, the term 
generally use,d 51111 may be t rustic Ndonde t • In the Ngindo 
dialects 'liHamba' means leaf or blade 0£ grass. 
The .Ma.gingo, through predominant in Ngindoland, 
·have a very uncertain ancestry. This may be in part due to 
corif'usion arising out of the. superficial resemblance 
between 'Ma.gingot and 'Ngindo•. It is even possible that 
the one is a corruption of the other. Some Ngindo are of 
opinion that a formerly distinct tribal element,lying 
midway between the old Ndonde and Ham.ba-Chobo-Ikemba 
'complex"went by the name Ngindo, which was by extension 
applied to the rest;; Altho:ugh there does not seem to be 
ground for believing this, the area in question, namely 
that between the Mbarangandu and Njenje rivers, may well 
be the seat of the Magingo•· This would explain the 
insistence of some Ndonde informants that the entire 
population of Ngindoland is in reality Ndonde ••• iie. 
from the west. Most Magingo assert tha.t central Liwale 
.is their antique homeland, m.ore especially the twin 
I.I\~ 
localities of Mikongota. in the west/k.Kingwichiro in the 
east f, but are unable to prove any lengthy period of 
residence. V~gration, followed by rapid absorption or 
both the existing inhabitants and later immigrants, may 
account for this curtailed recollection. 
The Chobo, who have impressed most comers as the 
foundation stock of' Ngindoland, have a far more convincing 
claim. The District Book, at the time of the investiga-
tions attendant upon the introduction of Indirect Rule, 
viewed the Chobo as "always the centre of the (Ngindo) 
tribe", and again as being unchanged, "exc,ept th.at the 
(Chobo) tribe has shrunk" (1928). Later, they are hailed 
as "purest of the Ngindott (1942). It see.ms likely that they 
were indigenous to the thicket country north of Liwale-boma 
well before the Ngoni reached Songea.;· The nu.clear Chobo 
attribute their immunity from Ngoni devastation partly to 
449. 
' masician 
evasive tactics, partly to the medtcines of a w1saP& 
called Mbunda. The· core which can trace its descent 
that far back is very small, the outside infusion very 
large; · consequently 'Chobot has become a thing of 
primarily territorial significance. Cultu~ally, it has 
almost completely succumbed to the Magingo and other 
infiltration. 
The Hamba of south-west Liwale, whom I call 
proto-Hamba to avoid confusion with the neo-Hamba 1 have 
had an evolution similar to that of the Chobo, only their 
0 
submergence has been more tbJ!:ough. Their origin poses 
special problems. This is because von der ll~cken's journey . 
(Ref.40,1860), leading through a part of their homeland, 
reveals a very different picture from that which one would 
. ' 
expect on the basis of knqwn proto-Hamba antecedents. For 
these folk both claim and are acknowledged to have been 
\ 
aboriginal hunters centred on the thicket of Bwagi .••, 
they trace bacl<: their ancestors, all Bwagi men, four 
generations reckoning from>but not ineludingJpresent elders. 
Now Bwe.gi lies between the Hangai and Ruhuu valleys about 
a day's march up from the point where von d er Deeken must 
have crossed the latter stream. There is ot course 
nothing inherently impossible for aborigines to exist 
only a few miles from flourishing settled communities such 
as those depicted around Hangangulu. On~nust also bear in 
mind that th.~ Hangangulu culture was temporary, ·It might 
in addition have been r.ibbon-development along the caravan 
route, leaving untouched the primeval country traversed. 
Certainly Bwagi; which enfolds an imposing shallow lake 
amid its entanglement:s, .affords an unusually impenetrable 
lair. ••• it is said that Ngoni raiders nev.er succeeded in 
gaining entry• Alternatively, though there is no support-
ing evid.ence, the proto-Hamba might for reasons of security 
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have installed themselV(;S in Bwagi at that very time. 
Being hunters,· they would have been mobile. I heard a 
solitary suggestion that they came from the Ruvuma in search 
of game ~·· remember that the Makua too are said to have 
done so ••• but confusion with neo-Hamba may be pr~sent ................................................ 
• 
I 
in the report. : Against theories of migration must be set 
n P- • • • • • • • •• •. • • • • 
accounts of the bellicose proto-Hamba attitude towards 
intruders, implying that they were firmly anchored. Just 
· as they scorned the wild beasts by sleeping on the open 
~ f'e.S< ... t- cAa.3 t,...,,.u.,s •He .. J.o c.olo.c"' eoa . .,_,u- -"•._.-.c"' eA._,.;"'3 pfa.cu)j 
ground(instead of in trees~they had asystem of defence 
in th~ shape of bow-and-arr·ow caches suspended in trees 
at .frequent vantage points. So that a tribesman, catching 
sight of an e~emy, would be able to maintain a constant 
running fire from the dense undergrowth. There was also 
a thicket citadel within reach of the interior water -
supply,. Another reason why this group does not corres-
pond to a wa1 .. time influx is the early spread of its in-
fluence over a wide area ·••. as far away as the Kiperere 
river, a good SO miles east, the original i.nhabite.nts are 
o'Wned to be 'Hamba'• and accordingly revered in sacri ... 
ficial offerings made by immigrant stock-. These last have 
come to be called Hemba as well, whence the currency of 
that word among the Ngoni of Songea who consider that the 
majority or .Ngindo slaves they brought back with them were 
'Hamba r..,~ It is not out of the question that the proto-
Hamba, as insinuated by a few native informants, should 
be renegade cultivators. However, what details are avail• 
able of their primitive mode of life, are scarcely consist-
ent with a.n erstwhile farming commun·ity;. One must also 
consider the pr~ximity of the Masasi decorated-cave belt, 
the northernmost known example of which occurs at Matekwe 
about 20 miles ·the other side or the Mbwemkuru, and reckoned 
to fall within the former Hamba coursing•grounds. Present 
· proto-Hamba know nothing of these rock-paintings, which may 
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nevertheless have been executed by their somewhat distant 
forbears. Prima facie, the paintings do not to a layman 
appear. very old. 
A parallel phenomenon to the north of Ngindoland · 
. were the Ikemba1 otherwise knmm as 'maPunguti', or forest 
people. Their cradle was Kinamatire in the Mkwihi thickets 
just north of the upper Matandu, which, besides their 
remoteness from the lines of communication, are almost 
waterless. So the Ikemba likewise escaped the at.tentions 
of the Ngoni. Here there is the same story current about 
. retrogression on the part of certain westerly immigra.nts; 
but the reported manners of the early Ikemba make .it even 
less conceivable than with the proto-Hamba that they should 
ever have wielded the hoe. True, hordes of war-refugees did 
pour in; becoming va.guely 'lkemba' by virtue of entry into 
Ikembaland, . but they were interlopers emptyin.g t Ikemba 1 of 
its real content. The refugees were mainly Magingo and 
Ndonde. Many came from .the thicket of Mbweho; t,o the west 
and acros.s the Matandu, which w a.s particularly hard hit by 
the raiders. lkemba place their founder, 'Chuma' , the same 
distance back as that of the proto-Hamba. He had no connec-
tion with the Ngoni leader of that name, nol" is he thought 
to have been still living when the Ngoni struck. It was his 
grandson, Likongowere, who rose to prominence during those 
wars. He became rich in wealth through elephant hunting, 
and in dependants through purchase of slaves and the flow 
of immigrants. To him is attributed the transition from . ..................................... . 
nlf':1:~~1:~.~~.C:~~~~'!~~~~:1:.: To my knowledge the pre-1890 
sources so far quoted are exhaustive• Pteil, a.n associate 
of Karl Peters, actually trod the same Luwegu-Kilwa trail, 
passing via Kitope and 1ukuliro,about which Beardall had 
been told five years before (see footnote on Kivinje, near 
the beginning of this .section)• But the only relevant report: 
to which I have had access deals with the Ulanga basin, 
hence disappoints as an Ngindo reference. Pfeil,· along 
It with a Lt. Schluter, is in 1885 known to have concluded 
treaties on behalf of the 'East African Company' in "the 
countries of Ubena, Wamatschonde (Ngoni), Ma.henge (Mbunga), 
and Wangindo n ('Ref'. 6$) .• No doubt. the proceedings of the 
'Society for German Colonization' enlarge on the subject. 
n/p • • • • • • • ••••• • • • • • • • • ••. • • • • • •• • • • • • • • •.••• • • • • .• • • • • • •••• • • • • 
These isolated probes into the dark cavern of the interior. 
even with faint and intermittent lights, reveal something 
of the turmoil underlying the Zanzibar faqade. The full 
chapter o! confusion encompassed by its .rise and fall must 
be immense. Ever since the time of the great Said himself, 
thanks to what Coupland iro11ically terms Britain's 'insensate 
persecution of the slave trade', the Sultanate had been 
losing ground. With Imperial German intervention on the 
mainland in issg, the process wa.s nearly complete. By 
1891 nsaid's one-time realml:ad shrunk to the islands of 
Zanzibar and Pemba and a narrow strip of coast between 
Vanga and Kismayu, and even this remnant had become a 
British Protectorate"~ (Re.f.13) • 
War and the West•· 
In keeping with the campaign against the slave 
trade, Brita.in found it increasingly incumbent upon her 
to curb the power which was at once soul and embodiment 
ot the trade •••• Zanzibar. At first, unless it be 
argued that slaving stood to injure legitimate trade, 
- the maintenance of an East Coast squadron was a thankless 
' , 
duty. Later, with the infiltration of .European explorers 
and missionaries, and with developments such as the 
opening of the Suez canal (1869) and the laying of the 
Zanzibar cable (1879), other interests, and even advantages, 
emerged. Finally; the 'scramble for Africa• made it 
imperative fo.r European nations to compete for possessions 
• 
bringing prestige, raw materials. strategic bases, mr•npower 
) 
and markets. Germany was not behind in this race. A 
German fi:rm, 0 1 swald & Co, (Ref.13), was operating at 
Zanzibar in 18461/ .(1849 according to Coupland., whilst Messrs. 
IT U~&S 
Horn were the pion~ers off.....~ market, exporting cowries in. 
1844). Later (1$59), , the Hanseatic States entered the 
field, followed at an interval by Messrs. Hansing of Bremen 
(Rer.7). A German commercial representative eloped with 
the sister of Sultan Barghashi After the Berlin Confer-
ence the pace grew intense. In 1884, bent on.imperial 
design$, Karl Peters fubtively disembarked at Zanzibar. 
He was founder of the '.Society for German Colonization' 
. 4ou.w:~1 (April 1$84) and the 'Fast African Company' {Feb•l885.J :J 
~Ref .7$~ Almost simultaneously the Kitchener mission found 
an associate, one of the Dennhardts, inexplicably at 
Kilwa. Soon an Anglo-German agreement ~~¥(first of a 
series lead.ing up to 1$901 punctuated by German naval 
demonstrations)#>'' was negotiated (Ref·.18), and the East 
. (author's own-pare?}~rsi~ 
Africa Company, . now armed with "an Imperial "Sehutzbrie~ 
or letter of protectionn {Ref. 78), in control·. 
Almost immediately there erupted the Bushiri 
rising of 1$8£!, which would have annihilated the Company 
were it not for Imperial Government intervention·. Bushiri 
was a coastal African or half-caste, his movement essentially 
Arab/J culmination of the growing hostility traced by Roland · 
Oliver (Rer.67)~ In Sept~mber 18S8 a ·body 0£ Yao "appeared 
at Mikindani, whleh the Germans were forced to evacuate; 
then advanced to Lindi• where officials ·or the company 
were very nearly captured ••• Before K:.i.lwa the Yaos paraded 
in some thousands" (Ref.$0). Abandonned to their .fate by 
. ., 
the German gunboat Mowe, the two Germans in the town 
' (Kivinje} lost their l.ives. The following month Bushiri 
himself appeared at Bagamoyo (on· the coast north of Par es 
Salaam)"with five or six thousand Mafiti or Masitu ·•· an 
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offshoot of the Kaffir tribes to the west. of Lake Nya.sa 
which, in consequence of interna.1 troubles; had separated 
from the main tribe and wandered, plundering and marauding, 
northwards and eastwards ~ .•. n (Ref ,80). These WC?re the 
Mbunga, who still relate the ,exploit with pride. There 
followed a critical engagement with a small German force 
under von Gr~venreuth and.von-Beh:r. "Two hundred dead were 
counted• and though the German force was decimated the 
defeat of the . enemy was complete• Indeed ·so panic-.stricken 
were the Ma.situ that even the tirnid Wazaramo pursued and 
practically exterminated them" (Ref.so,). Von Prince, who 
took part in these operations, testifi.es to Mbunga brutal-
ity ••• "ville.ges were still smouldering and the horribly 
mutilated co:rpses of men and women were still fresh" (Ref. 
96), Eighteen months later he rounded up with ease a band 
said to number 1, 000 warriors., The latter occupied a 
strong defensive position; 'ttbut soon the combat was quite 
enough for the Mafi tin (Ref. 96) .• Dy then Bushiri had long 
s:i.nce been executed, but in that very year. ffehe neighbours 
of the folbunga annihilated the strong von Zelewsky expedi-
tion. It was not till 1894 that von Schele restored order 
.in the Southern Highlands. 
Meanwhile in the far south the r~gime was consoli-
dating ••• 11the Ruvuma district by the end of 1890 had 
settled down under the new government ri (Ref' •. 2) • Another 
missionary was of opinion that "the Germans are firmly 
administering the area to the. north ·of that river ( Ruvuma)" 
(Ref.31). On the coast, a string of five bomas ••• Kibata 
{Mohoro), Kilwa (Kiv.inje), Kiswere; Lindi and Mikindani , . • • • 
extended f.rom Rufij i to Ruvt.una. On Nyasa, the steamer 
'Hermann von Wissman' was afloat by 1893. Nevertheless the 
inland administrative network took some time to establish. 
Songea-boma had obviously not yet been founeled when in 1894 
von Prince marched from Nyasa to the coast. His impression 
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of the journey was one of interminable forest (Ref .96). 
It was probably in the mid 1890s that the boma at 
Barikiwa, hub of Choboland in the very heart of Ngindo 
country, W£;.s built. The Ngindo em:i.ssaryJ Mpinga., described 
by one informant as being a 'Yao' , who had gone .to Kilwa 
to complain of' Ngoni exactions, tried to attract the 
newcomers into his own orbit.. But .they jibbed on the 
score of inadequate water at his Kingwichi.ro home. Con-
tinuing to Nchenga, site to be o.f the eventual permanent 
boma, they 't looked through a teles<::ope t e.nd made for 
Barikiwa, on which fairly obviously they had \)een briefed 
Jo<f H-c. ... ~st 
before setting out. Th~ one Eur~~ean in the party,Lcom-
prising a handful of 1-fobian constabulary, was sceptical of 
the presence of Ngoni raiders thereabouts and administere~ 
floggings to guides who failed to reveal them. Yet he did 
presently make contact with the foe,. usin.g Ngindo as decoys. 
This was at Kipeta, a thi~ket 10 miles north-west of Bari-
kiwa .. The 'Ngonit took to their heels, with 'Kofia mbe.ya'; 
a$ this European was known, in pu:rs~it as far as Mbweho, 
20 miles beyond. He lost no time in following up right 
to the Luhanyando, Ndonde springboard of many former 
raids. Chabruma, the ea~tern Ngoni paramount, then 
proceeded to Barikiwa t .. o make his formal submission; 
Thereafter no further hostilities occurred and the machinery 
of civil government was set up. Barikiwa-boma proved 
ephemeral. German graves dated 1900, the ~esting place of 
fever victims, are still to be seen there; but immediately 
after the turn of the century came the decision to shift 
25.miles south to Nchenga, the spot on the Liw~l~ river 
originally surveyed .. So.'Liwale-boma' was born, and the 
stage set for the cardinal dramatic episode of Ngindo 
history. 
'l'he German administration, still Jcrgely m:tli tary 
in cha.ra.cter, went little further than the maintenance of 
,, 
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law and order• Tax was altogether a novelty • • • distur- · 
bances are recorded in Newala on its introduction in 1897 
(Ref •57), expansion of serv·ices in which quarter had been 
facilitated by the presence of missions founded a generation 
before. This was a· far cry from remote Liwale, where a 
soldier-constables,or , 
Gennan sergeant at the hC?a.d of half a dozen Africa_;:J aska:ris>, 
commandad a tiny post. Liwa.le for.med an appanage of 
Kilwa 'Bezirk • or Distri.ct, of which the headquarters stood 
at the port of Kivinje, 150 miles east. 
( , 
Liwale boma was a 
temporary structure as were the rudimentary prison, school, 
and a·ther essential buildings.. The trading store alone 
was solidly roofed. Beyond, for more than 100 miles on 
' ev.ery hand, stretched a vast tsetse belt 1 mostly forest, 
across which succour could com~ only by slow marches. 
It is germane to examine the nature and methods 
of the administra·tive system. The basic unit, it; will have 
been seen, was tha Jurabeate, headed by an indigenous 
appointee• Each Jurnbe held a direct responsibility towards 
the European in charge, known in his civilian capacity as 
the 'Hauptmann' • There was no native paramount• The 
Hauptmann of Liwale controlled twenty such Jumbeates, 
totalling perhaps .50, 000 people ••• the country was then less 
sparsely populated in parts than under the Mandate·. The 
Jwnbes, thr;ugh subject to r.igorous discipline end limited 
in their legal jurisdiction, in other respects had a free 
hand. Their stipend is said to have been an annual lump-
sum payable on results. Their duties included collection 
a.. ~-«!;a." 
of tax, which stood at J rupees[!_ equivalent of about a week's 
strenuous rubber-tapping.. As early as 1887 plantation la.b-
ourers were getting this amount amd more as. their monthly 
cash wage·. "The wages paid vary between ; and 5 rupees a 
month with six pesos posho (flour) per diem ln lieu of 
boardtt {Ref-.78). 'I'he harsh penalties dispensed by the law 
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do not ordinarily appear to hav·e visited persons other 
than summarily proven offenders, includi.ng askaris .found 
exceed.ing their instructions. This is what the Ngindo 
say, though they add that people seldom dared 'report an 
askari. 
Economically Ngindoland flourished as never 
before. As evidenced by the influx of the same coastal 
middlemen who were to suffer so grievously in the ensuing 
outbreak; wild-rubber brought prosperity to the very 
thickets where trJea.lth might have been expected to be , 
' ~ ...... -.l-
hardest to find• In these thickets, relatively free o!J 
pests in those days when elephant had yet to multiply, 
the Ngindo were able to raise high-yielding grain crops 
-·which, melancholy cont.rast with today., were consumed 
'-
wholly at home. So food, beer, and cloth were to be had 
in abundance; and though porterage and other indented 
,. 
labou~ had to be raised, it fetched regular wages except-
ing on local road-clearance work. Suppli.es commandeered 
by visiting officials were paid for. Farmers could get 
compensation for damage done by the experimental govern-
ment herds. In the very year the Majimaji crisis arose, 
compulsory cotton-planting had begun, each Uumbe or 
subordinate supervising a communal plot• Those present 
asse.rt that askaris came to measure the plots at. the out-
; 
set but had no further hand ih them. The only cotton-
inspector I succeeded in interviewing, then a lad just 
out of the Liwale school~ was brother of an Ngindo Jumbe,• 
From this the implementation of the .cotton policy in 
Kibata, where aliens were put in charge, appears to have 
differed radically. 
'fhen as now the authorities demanded obedience to 
orders. And in Liwale at least, the tegime sounds not a 
great deal mnre severe than contemporary ones elsewhere. 
Sutherland the elephant hunter, who knew the area intim-
ately as no other observer did, and manifestly a just man, 
has not a word o'f criticism to make, whereas he fulminates 
against the l"'ortugues e next door (Ref. 87, 1911) .. A large 
body of Yao actually asked to cross the Ruvuma into 
German territory and got permission to do so (Ref.61}. 
, R<vol~ 
This would however appear.to have t>een after the Majirn.ajil:.. 
the H~ndbook of German East Africa says that some lir5 • 000 
came across in about 1912 (Ref.64}. Of the askaris Bell 
roundly declares, nthe terror ·these men inspired was hideous" 
· (Ref. 5). It may be true that they were encouraged to be 
brutal, hence detested, lest they s.hould sympathise wi.th 
locul grievances ••• to this day askaris seldom serve in 
theiz· home areas ;l/f but anyone familiar with the country 
would be bound to admit that the impositions of half a dozen 
' 
men or~ foot t howeve;r fiendish,. could scarcely amount to 
serious oppvession. Patrolling askaris seem to have made 
' a practice o.f s,educing the wives of all and su.ndry., which, 
because of the open way they did it, evoked humilation 
rather than genuine anger. liuring, but not after, the 
immediate occupation phase they are said to have committed 
atrocities in the manner of their Ngoni foes. 
£fovertheles·s; expecting to hear gruesome tales, 
I have constantly been astonished at reports of relatively 
mild treatment. People who were in domestic and other 
service conf'irtn that they never once l"eceived corporal 
punishment. 1£his may not be typical, but many are emphatic 
that the lhamsa-ishirini' (25 lashes) was the ceili11g, not 
the standard. That relations between ruler and ruled 
were not necessarily host.ile is illust'rated by an incident 
which had its sequel in World War I, when a young, and to 
• 
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appearances white; man with the ~erman forces asked 
after 'his grandfather', Nindira.· Told that the old man 
had died, he then wished to see 'his uncle', Abdulla son 
of Nindira. But the timid populace remaining evasive, 
the youth had to go away disappointed.· Now, one of the 
early German administrators allegedly lived with Mindira's 
daughter and took her away with him on being poste.d. Some 
Ngindo deliberately minimise the differences between 
then and now,. The principal hardship in their eyes, they 
aver, was .substitution of penal sanctions for compensa. 
tion .in event of a grave offence. Whereas the Mandate went 
further by abolishing another two cardinal institution~, 
slavery and 'witchcraft'. 
No government is popular with the peasantry; and 
that of Imperial Germany was probably less so than most; 
But, without wishing to be an apologist, my enquiries 
have not convinced me that in the Liwale area it was a 
reign of terror. Besides, without what the reigning 
Governor described as "vigorous educative influences" 
(Ref .95), it is doubtful whether a lenient policy could 
achieve any positive result under Liwale conditions. 
Why I have dwelt on this subject is because, if the people 
were groaning under intolerable tyranny, discontent 
alone would serve to explain the Majimaji outbreak, leav-
ing no room for discussion of its debt to tribal or other 
factors. There. is the objection that participants were 
well aware 0£ the consequence 0£ German defeat, namely 
Ngoni resu~gence. Why then did they choose the latter ? 
F'irstly, the rank and file had virtually no choice.· 
magician . 
Secondly, they explain, thetaaara Bokera promised that he 
would muster wild beasts to drive invaders back. German 
severity never approached Ngoni frightfulness. Here I 
limit myself to summarising the burden of native comment 
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coming to my ears. I do not suggest that the horror-stories 
are incorrect. Bell quotes some examples, concluding thus: 
"many such tales of brutality and ruthlessness could be 
told, and many are too gruesome for record" (Ref.5). Pos-
sibly the growing dearth of first-hand information gives 
rise to the discrepancy, though time generally exaggera.tes 
hardships rather than the reverse, and Ngindo can have no 
reason for whitewashing the Germans.· Perhaps the truth 
lies between· extreme views. It may also be that the 
Germans, depending for their profits on the private 
native rubber-tappers, who were in any case disposed to 
be co-op; rative and needed no prodding, purposely soft-
pedalled. 
It is instructive to read a German version or 
Majimaji 
the}!ffair which, even if partisan, helps to create a true 
1• 
perspective. Schnee, a successor of von Gotzen as Governor, 
' ' after admitting certain isolated lapses 'on the part of 
officials harassed by the climate, and pointing to parallels 
from British Kenya, held that the Dernberg Commission of 
1908 had fully probed and· a.ired these incidents. He wrote,~ 
« . 
••• the revolt was limited to the southern part of the 
colony, in which there were very few European plartations, 
whereas the northern part of the colony, in which lay the 
large plantation districts as well as the ehief' centres for 
recruiting labourers, was completely free from the rebellion. 
At no time was the hut tax in German East Africa higher 
than in neighbouring Kenya, and it was levied with due 
consideration for the districts which were economically weak 
'or backward, such as the region of the revolt. In reality, 
the revolt arose ••• through a movement which was spread 
'by a native wizard ••• It is true that the crushing of 
this revolt entailed a relatively large sacrifice .of' native 
life, since the rebels, depending on the efficacy of 
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their magic ta,lisman, revealed a most unusual degree of 
tenacity and contempt for death, just as the Soudanese 
dervishes against whom Kitchener fought did under frenzied 
' 
psychic influences, with_ the.same decimating :r-esults 
(italics). But the suggestion that these losses were 
occasioned by cruelties on the pa.rt of the Germans is an 
unworthy fabr1cation° (Ref .84). 
The genesis o:f' the revolt lay in that marginal 
area of old Kibata. administrative division, adjacent to 
that of Kilwa. a.nd south of the Rufiji mouth, where Ngindo 
of the Ikemba breed, Pogoro, and the Kichi folk who are tk~ 
core of the Matumbi tribe, mingled their stocks. There, 
towards 1905, three personalities emerged from obscurity, 
fashioning between them a weapon that was to convulse the 
land from far Nyasa to the coast. The weapon was an 
.. 
amalgam of substantial med,¢cine, mystical ta.boo, xenophobia 
and Islam. Its creators have been assigned to the Ikemba. 
But the latter vehemently deny the link, throwing it onto 
the Kichi who in turn suggest a coastal extraction. What-
ever his antecedents, the leader of the trinity· t Bokera' 
' ' 
mystical title of an individual named Kinj.iketire Ngwale, 
gained an immense reputati,on, attracting clients from all 
southern Tanganyika.. His message was multiple, acquiring 
such a host of attributes that it is difficult to describe 
it shortly. All accounts agree however that it centred.about 
' 
water, water possessing magic properties • ., 1n fact a sort 
of elixir. Maji, a word found in most of the surrounding 
Bantu tongues, means •water' in Swahili. 
By a curious chance, .Burton a full half-century 
before found a similar cult flourishing no great distance 
north of the Rufiji. Here is his account:>f U. •. hill 
tribes (apparently the Luguru, written 'Warugurut) ••• 
have a place visited even by distant Wazaramo pilgrims. 
It is described as a cave where a P1hepo or disembodied 
spirit of a. man, in fact a ghost, produces a terrible 
subterranean sound, called by the people Kurero or Bokero; 
it arises probably from the f'low of water underground" 
In a pool in the cave t women bathe .for the blessing of 
issue, and men sacrifice sheep and goats to obtain fruit-
ful seasons and success in wa.r" (Ref .9,1857) .• · One need 
look no further .for the origin of 'Bokera', which is the 
rendering favoured by all the informants I have met. 
Bell however seems to have been told the authentic 'Bokero' 
pronunciation/'( One o.f the regular Ngindo descent-names; 
' 
ani-Pokera, sometimes heard as Mbokera, resembles the 
Majima.ji leader's riame; probably by mere chance). Since 
warfare was endemic in those days, Burton's allusion to it 
may be taken as incidental; that is, not indicative of a 
militant cult. Majimaji witnesses speak of bogus seances 
held in a cave, presumably at Nandanga Hill; to which I 
shall refer, callers being tricked by answers boomed 
through a tunnel in the rock. Another po.ss.ible site is 
the Ndagalala pool, situated at the Ngarambi-.Lihenge con-
fluence and later to be disctS sed. A sketch-map · 1n the 
District Book marks an adjacent hill called Bwengi. 
Perhaps Bwengi contains a cave. The alleged scene of the 
earlier manifestation is only a few marches ··• something 
over 100 miles as the crow .flies ••• from the later Bokera•s 
home. Von Prince, who spent years in the area during the 
1890s, though he dwells on the "wonderful mountains" of 
Uluguru#' (Ref .96), mentions neither cave nor shrine; nor have 
I been able to elicit any information from the present 
I authorities. n P • • • • •••• • • • •• • ••••••••• • • • • • ••••• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • •••• • • • • 
An article on Rufiji geology (ref .87) has a 
significant discussion of caves in the Mtumbei valley. 
j • 
Mtumbei lies amid the Matumbi hills about :;o miles 
inland from Samanga.. A. contributor to the article, Father 
H.ilrnar of the Kipatimu Mission. gives a detailed account 
of Nangoma, largest of' the caves thereabouts. O.f' these 
he remarks that the Majima,ji "originated from this place", 
but unfortunately quotes no specific source of information 
nor does he enlarge on the statement. \<mat is tolerably 
certain is that numbers of tribesfolk, :whether or not 
Majimaji adherents, hid in the caves at the time of the 
troubles.. A predecessor at the Mission, Fa.the.r Ambrosius 
Mayer, visited Nangoma shortly after its discovery by 
the authorities in .1910. He estimated that 51000 people 
could have camped unseen in its "enormous vest:tbule", 
where he found traces of numerous hearth fires, This 
would explain reports of villages una,ccountably deserted 
•••••••• l ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••• 
during the. campaign. : The Father went on to describe a. 
n/ P • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·: 
feature which makes.the analogy with Burton's tableau 
startling. 0 we noticed an unruffled still pool of water 
which appeared. to be of considerable deptht' • Of thi.s 
pool Father Hilmar observes, ttthe natives· state that this 
stream never dries up even in the driest dry season". One 
must withold judgement on Nangoma, but it seems not. 
impossible that Burton's mention of the Luguru mountains 
may have been pure and simple surmise on his part.· 
The somei.~hat confusing context, with "hill tribes" placed 
ih apposition to "Warugurutt, points in this direction. '\ 
If he had heard that the cave lay amid mountains he would·\ 
have been more likely to postulate those of Uluguru.than 
•••••••••••• 4 
the mysterious trans-Rufiji reaches to the south.: This· 
n/ p~ • • • • • • • •• • • ••• • • •••••••••••••• • • • • • •• • •••••• • • • • • : 
theory would appear to be supported by a seeming dearth 
o.f noteworthy caves in Uluguru, emphasised by the. absence 
of any significant remark on caves in the comprehensive 
t' 
article of Scheeder and Tastevin (Ref•S2). The article\ 
L...... 
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includes a detailed discussion of Luguru religion. Again, 
the expression "distant Waza~amo pilgrims" would fit 
1.Jatumbi country better than that of the Luguru, which is 
·relatively close to Zaramoland. The Zaramo occupy the 
hinterland of Dar es Sala.am. On the other hand, although 
nearby Mtumbei would se~m a more probabl~ focus of Majimaji 
than distant Uluguru., there is no direct evidence showing 
recrudescence of a hypothetical water cult at Mtumbei. 
Caves, and even caves with springs, can be no great rarity-. . 
But the sheer:dimensions of Nangoma must, in that region, 
make it unique. Some of the earlier European visitors., 
before :emerging from its bowels, reputedly wandered for 
three whole days. 
ln the beginning, much the same phenomenon as the 
one narrated by Burton seems to have given notoriety to . 
Ngarambi (Ruhingo), where Bokera the second, complete with 
pool and supposed cavern (the £orrner has been visited by 
European observers, but not so far as I know the latter), 
presided over the oracle. Native opinion has it that, 
even when violence was imminent, the movement held no 
specifically warlike content. Although Bellfs essay to 
some extent, and the ·German official version flatly, con-
tradict the notion, I am inclined to believe this. Bell 
concedes the cataclysm to have been "the fortuitous result 
not the object of the magic water1t (Ref .5.h He also 
states,· "It should be noted that no particular enemy we.a 
mentioned and that the natives who first went to buy the 
water from Ngameya (another witch-doctor) were more concerned 
with its power to protect their crops from pig the.n its power 
to shield them in war". 'rhe water• s decisive ingredient, 
ability to dissolve actual bullets in flight.1 appears to 
have come as an af'terthought. 
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Exactly how the .initial incidents developed in 
Kibata is not known to me, though the war never seems to 
have assumed Liwale p:roportions along the Ruf'iji. A solit-
ary reference speaks of the boma at Utete being built to 
counter the "Wakitseni (apparently the Kichi) ••• who were 
noted as being a most warlike and truculent tribe" (Rer. 
60). But, bureaucracy ignoring the urgent warning and 
appeal from that quarter, the conflagration had engulfed 
Pr;o .. ro 
Li:wale before the authorities had stirred. 1_!efere r~view-
ing their significance, I shall trace the. course of' events 
in outline. The emergency call from a Kibata headman, 
shortly to be beleaguered, emanated ee.rly in July 1905 .• A 
.month later Liwale was lost. Bokera himself had gone to the 
gallows before then ••• the date of execution is given as 
August 4th, a day before the doomed missionaries under 
· of execution 
Bishop Cassian left Kilwa for the· interior; the plac;_J 
Mohoro; capital of Kibata (Re£.5) • '"' But the monster of 
his making wa.s already launched on its bloddy career •. 
Nowhere was the rt?sponse so immediate or devas-
tating as in Liwale. Mobilization of the Majimaji armies, 
crudely mustered under the renegade Jumbes, and comprising 
these same .Ngindo who had cut so pathetic a figure in past 
raiding dayi;s, came about in a trice. Mass levies and 
baptisms, accompanied by threat.a of phys5.cal violence and 
euper;natural sanctions, brought the people out in droves. 
Only a minority adopted traditional eva.sive tactics. 
Three distinct hordea, protected by doses of potent 
water, in mortal terror of being devoured by wild beasts 
should taboos be broken,. bearing millet-stalk and cloth 
insign~a, susta.ined by the 'Majimaji! 1 battle cry, and 
professing the Islamic faith, converged on the boma• Pivot 
of the rising was Abdalla Y.iapanda 1 most sinister and 
resolute of the insurgent leaders• Nephew of the same 
Mpinga who had first implored German aid, he was a 
disappointed ciaimant for the post of Jumbe, and 
instead. had entered trade·. The result was debt, appar-
ently towards the rubber interests, who had a European 
represen·tative a:t Liwale boma, one of the two European 
victims there. Extraordinary solution, Mapanda was 
given a rifle along with a commission to shoot elephant. 
He met with little sue cess in his quest for ivory •• • 
c:le.-
the yarn attributing his Mlformed thwrib to an accident 
of the chase is· denied by some, who make £.ire or. an 
infantile disease responsible ;;fl indeed his first quarry 
may well have been the two askaris sent to investigate 
reports of disturbances at Kingwichiro, near Mapandats 
home; where the trading community suffered pilla~e a 
day or two before the boma assault, There can be no 
doubt that, along with a junta. of "Tumbes, this ferocious 
creature • • • he went personally to seek the \iater at 
Ngarambi·, and was to cut the throat of his own daughter 
.in full view of his followers • • • roused the timid Ngindo 
to a moment of £ren~:r. The worm turning. t.he Germans 
called it. 
The campaign at Liwale-boma lasted a morning. 
Made aware of the ta nkruptcy of the water by the ghastly 
fact of their casualties, the Ma.jimaji warriors melted 
a.way almost as soon. Were it not for i.ts vulnerable 
thatch, the post would in all probability have held firm. 
As it was, .fire either.consumed the defenders, of whom a 
solitary Africe.n NCO is reputed t.o have got eleari away, or 
forced them out into a hail of poisoned arrows• Only a 
few gangs of desperate elements persisted; notably those 
of Abdalla Mchimaye to the east, whose people fell on the 
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missionaries some days later• killing a Catholic Bishop 
and his half dozen companions, ·and made repeated attacks 
on the subsequently established police-unit at Mpengere 
along the Kilwa road; and of Mapanda. himself who, after 
vainly contesting·the passage of the columns from the 
coa.st • • • he :i.s said to have gone to the length of 
digging trenches ••• tried to repeat his initial suecess 
against the relief garrison of Liwale. There could be only 
one issue.· A party of Government troops reached the 
latter place within a month of the catastrophe, and a 
considerable expedition had followed up before the end 
ot the year. The hunt· for fugitives began. 
Such was the war in the area of its most spec-
t&"Cular triumph.- In the distant northern reaches of 
the Divisi,on the energies of the rebels had been directed 
against alien traders and .officials the1"eabouts, never 
synchro.nised with the boma coup• Kapolo, outlawed ex-
Jumbe of Madaba who had everything to gain, nothing to 
lose, from disorder, headed the insurrection in this 
quarter. As for the home Pogoro, their effort came 
later.· The captured rifles from Liwale gave them the 
heart to attempt the far more formidable bulwark of 
V..ahenge which, for lack of ammunition, is said to have 
entered late 
come within an ace of falling too.· Likewise, the Ngo~ •. 
Here Kinjala, who years before had figured in the raiding 
truce, wss instrumental. The first clashes found h:i.m 
away in his.second Songea home, whence he returned to 
meet a fait a.ccompli. He showed little enthusiasm for 
the cause until brought before Mapanda and sentenced to 
death as a traitor. The condition of his reprieve was 
that he should give chase to a European planter; .Pf'uller, 
and proselytise the Ngoni. The latter tasl<: he did very 
effectively through the agency -0£ his mistress, the 
.influential 'Jumbess' Mkomanire. · Bell's claim that her 
complicity has "rwt one shred of evidence from native 
reports" (Ref .5) ·seems open to doubt. Africans have 
.confirmed th·e liaison on h9th the Ngoni and Ngindo sides .i 
Chab~a, paramount of the eastern Ngoni• Vaccillated, but. 
his hand was f creed by subordinate hotheads• rrhere ensued 
a spate of murders and several encounters with Government 
forces, though the boma itself never became closely'. 
invested (Ref ,61}. That the struggle reached a grim tempo 
is evidenced by Sir Philip Mitchell. "I he.ve walked over 
some of the scenes 0£ great fights in the Livingstone 
Mountains and around Songea ••• with headmen who had been 
there as my· guides. Wherever they dug, their hoes turned 
up human bones in masses. The slaughter was terrible •·•". 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • 0 • • • • • • • • • ~ 
(Ref', 51) • : Elsewhere in the present Southern P1"'ovince no : 
n/p. • • • • • • • •: 
major fighting occurred. The Yao showed little interest. 
"The Wayao .as a tribe did not join the Majima.ji • • • (this } 
••• may be attributed partly to the great influence of 
Sutherland, the great elephant hunter" {Ref.;62). The same 
.source tells of' Tunduru boma being 1 stormed' by ·twangoni' • 
Noir did the Makua or Makonde enter to any extent. However 
the people 1.iving in '*the northern half of' the (Makonde) 
plateau joined in ••• (there was) sporadic fighting and 
a number were mot or hangedtr(Ref •59)•- The Mwera seem 
to have done more damage. At least one Christian mission 
in the Lukuledi area was despoiled and Weule witnessed 
f;d.ghtful suffering among the starving populace in mid 
1906 (Ref'.97).. The Swahili of the coast fought sporadi ... 
cally.- The very fir.st brush of all was reported from 
maritime Samanga and·engagements took place at other 
points.- But Kilwa was never threatened• As for the 
riverine Bena of Ma.henge, they would lB ve mtbing · t9 do with 
Majimaji.; Their paramount, who had made contact with 
the Germans from an early date when visiting the coast, 
actually fought as a :t:ualist and fell in action {'.Ret.14L 
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Evidently the Mbunga were less docile. According to the 
Mfthenge District Book, the paramount and two other 
leaders, one of them a woman, along with per son, were 
hanged for corapl:i.city. Though the formidable Hehe ab-
stained, the conflict spread north of the Rufiji as well, 
but this lies beyond the scope of.my enquiries. Suffice 
it that Dar es Salaam itself., the seat of Goverznment, 
became jeepardised; whilst Kisiju, 40 miles south of 
the town, was "burnt· down" .in October 1905 (Ref·.21). 
Only in warlike Songea are the mass of the people 
said to have been subjected to deliberate reprisals. Here 
the Gennans could afford to take no· chances,. Whereas in 
Liwale none but the ringleaders were apprehended and 
'civilian' deaths occurred only in mopping tip around the 
x 
Kingwichiro trouble-focus, the Ngoni seem to have suffered 
· dire p~nishment. Operations were still proceeding when 
Weule landed· in mid 1906 (Ref,.97), by which time Liwale 
ha~ been quiet for months. The Songea District Book has 
this to say. "Half' the district; led by the Angoni; 
became directly implicated ••• disastrous results ••• 
German punitive measures stampeded the Wangoni in all 
directions ••• reduced to waste a fairly prosperous 
country". Suppression in Liwale did not go to these 
lengths. Only two categories of offenders were tracked 
down and publicly hanged. These were the rebel Jumbes 
themselves, together with notorious· figures like Mapanda; 
and the so-called 'Jumbe Hongos' , .seemingly not so much 
emissaries· of Bokera as hysterical persons who, reacting 
spontaneously to the general unrest, circulated far 
and wide crazily stirring the cauldron of fear. 
Some were female. Muslim 
Footnote x: 
Against this must be set such assertions as that or 
Joelson. Ref .)5: "Crops and habitations had on every 
possible occasion to be destroye~ by fire".. The writer 
here apparently refers to Matumbi country. 
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'r,reachers.came to no harm; nor did the rank and file of 
the f.iajimaji armies;, .excepting, that is, for self· 
confessed war-criminal~· Sutherland relates how a man 
came to Liwale-boma some years later seeking legal aid 
to secure a share of Majimaji loot. Both he and the 
dei·endant forfeited their livest (Ref'.89) • · The •peak 
ferment hav.ing coincided with the planting season, 
•carcely a field was cleared or sown' Owing to panic• 
dislocation, and phy.sical weakness, Cliltivation fared 
little better the following year. 1'he resultant ravages 
of famine were atrocious. The 'Handbook of German East 
Africa' puts the casualties at 120,000 (Ref.64), whilst 
Evans writes that the Majimaji soldiers were "itated to have 
lost at· least 70,000 killed'' (Ref';l7}. Some informants 
insinuate that villages were burnt down. On the other 
hand, according to the native'B, a certain African sergeant-
major9 Almasi by name, whose· servant Kayanda was found · 
guilty of looting, was arrested by 1 Hofman Sembera•, as the 
local German comm.andant was known, and sent for trial to 
1\1lwa. His dismissal from the service followed; 
From this·synopsis it is obvious that the Ngindo 
wer~ prime movers in the rising and tm t they acted largely 
on their own initiative• 8okera, soul of the movement, 
was in his grave ten days before Liwale foundered• And 
there see¢'ms some doubt .as to whether he.ever preached 
a militant crusade. In any ease the army he or his 
lieutenants allegedly despa.tched thither was forestalled. 
Nowhere excepting in the Liwale and Ma.henge sieges 1 and 
possibly in Songea, did the conflict amount to more than 
skirmishing• It was famine, not bullets, that caused 
the enormous loss ot life. And it was the geographical 
extent o.f the rising, its demonstration of the ~ssential 
f'ragi.lity of administrative control, combined with the 
partial disaffection of a martial tribe, that so gravely 
al:armed the Government. Bell·has effectively disposed of 
the absurdity of a pla;med conspiracyf (Ref'.5). The 
motivation in each area evidently differed according to 
the way in whi.cb the message of Bokera was transmitted• 
to the manner of i'ts interpretation, and to purely local ..................................................... 
fa.ctors. : · In the case of· the home ... Ngindo, Islam pla.yed 
n/ P- • • • • • • • •: ' ( , 
a. conspicuous· part, Conversion of the tribe as a whole 
mag-ician-
dates from this epoch. '11he. wi55ard.Lapos~les 0£ t,he cuit 
were anyth).ng but orthodox Muslims, but they had a Koranic 
t"ee.der in attendance an4 contrived to give a.n lslam.ie 
colouring to their canipaign. Also,. though,one;doubts 
whether more than a fraction found its way into their 
hand~, considerable sums were collec~ed on their behalf 
in the £orm of baptismal fees. Present Ngindo cynics 
generally ascribe the entire scheme to greed for money~ 
110 p~stulate a Mahdi~t belie£ or direct instigation from 
Mecca or any other Islamic centre would not in my view 
~ . I 
be admissible. I she.11 return to this point• No religi-
ous h~irarchy capable of issuing orders existed in East 
J1frica.. It is undeniable too that the rebels, in their 
first excess, robbed and killed the very traders who were 
the pillars of the nascent Muslim community• and that 
Muslim troops were used, to suppi:ess them• The Muslim 
coast respon.d.ed but feebly to the summons• Renee the 
Muslim content of the revolt appears unor.ge.nized, a 
clever adaptat.icn ,or isolated Koranic tenets to support 
something primarily African and traditional rather than a 
hoJ.y war of the Prophet• 
The pr.incipE1l st11T!uli are therefore twofold; the 
power of p~gan ritual .and: supernatural command·~ and. that 
of actual.and would. .... be native governmental agents. To 
' . 
which I would add the extremely susceptible nature of 
Ngindo society. How far was the Ma.jimaji specifically 
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Ngindo·? Mystical aspects will be the first for 
scrutiny.. Next I shall turn to mat~ers political. 
But first, lest the reasons for such a 
detailed digression should not be clear, let me 
emphasise the paramount importance of the Rebellion 
for present.;.day Ngindo life;. Not only does. the 
Majimaji, witnessed by the bulk of surviving_ 
senior elder.s., .remain a shattering memory; .:fm.t. 
also its impact has induc·ed permanent,~ integral 
changes in the ·nature of Ngirido society. Without 
a thorough appraisal of Majima.ji.· teachings, such 
£.eat11res as the pseudo-Islamic cult of_ today 
cannot properly be understood. Psychologically 
also, the effects must be of equal magnitude. 
And though I am not qualified to assess them,, no 
anthropologist can afford to ignore p.sychology, 
whether. individual or. group., as the general 
·climate and setting ·of his study. 
· Majimaji taboos· seem to have coincided with 
regular t~gindo ones only in principle.· Sexual 
abstinence, observed~ring many Ngindo cere-
monials, was prescribed by Bokera. Its violation 
· served to explain, disaster or. failure. · But the 
practice is too common for it to be t:ra.ced to 
any one tribe. · . The cardinal ban on bushpig 
imposed by the rebels tallies with those. on 
· Ngindo clan tot·ems, yet obviously derives from 
Islam. The great accreseence of associated 
·· avoidances, though attributed to Islam, may not 
be wholly so.· A wide range of .inse<:ts and 
small mammals, over and above hippo, warthog 
and elephant, enters the prohibited category. 
Another alleged component of the revolutionary 
message was the injunction to advance against 
the enemy with never a backward glance ••• 
decidedly a novelty to the inoffensive, indi-
vidualist Ngindo. One cannot help remarking CM, 
the emphasis placed on linguistic formulae 
during this war. Lions, for instance, were 
called •sheep', askaris 'moths'. Now the Ikemba, 
by contrast with other Ngindo, favour synonyms 
of this kind. If they go out after beds they 
can only hope for success if they refer to them 
as 'flies'. If the Ikemba are unique in this res-
pect, plainly the revolt borrowed a specific ele-
ment from them. But I suspect Kichi influence to 
be present. Why else do the southerly Ngindo , 
attach no importance to names ? Again Bokera is 
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said to have forbidden all but pure-black stock. 
This ruling does not appear Ngindo by inspiration, 
for the Ngindo had few goats and no beasts, except-
ing for the Ngoni collaborator Kinjala's herd and 
an experimental one imported by the Germans. In 
this as in other moves, Bokera seems to reveal 
himself Ylf. eclectic, opportunist. 
He utilized the ancestor-cults common to 
all the surrounding Bantu, but only as a diversion. 
Pilgrims were attracted to his shrine by the story 
that spirits would appear reflected in the sacred 
waters. The theme never recurred prominently 
once recourse to arms had been made;; Disappointed 
callers were told they were too late or had 
infringed taboos. The Ngindo hold by contrast 
that the dead, although they remain active, cannot 
.~~~~--------------------------·-
be seen. The action of Me.panda in murdering 
the two askaris on the grave of Mpinga strikes 
me as untypical for an Ngindo, who will pay 
scant attentioh to graves as a rule. No per-
manent mark is left to show the spot, nor is any 
observance made there after burial. Some 
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elders remember the sites and might protest if a 
stranger started farming them. The only excep-
tion I have noted is in the case of a specialised 
prophet cult! Could not Mapanda have got the 
idea ¢"from Boker.a ? 
The latter's claims as a supernaturally 
endowed human far surpassed those of ordinary 
Ngindo sorcerers. Not that his activities 
were thought anti-social, or dangerous to the 
people at large (other than loyalists to the 
German state) • He or his agents could threaten 
people hundreds of miles a.way, wherea.s the con,;. 
ventional sorcerer, more often than not a woman, 
has no power to molest a person living beyond 
a night's return walking distance. Sorcerers 
L 
place or administer med¢cines by stealth, but 
seldom in liquid form. The luKUTA ordeal in 
vogue at the present day entails the consump-
tion by suspects of a liquid potion, not plain 
water but a mixture. It had probably yet to 
reach Liwale in those days, being an importa-
tion from elsewhere. Besides, Majimaji water 
could take effect from simple bathing or sprinkl-
ing and was multi-purpose. The old Ngindo tech-
nique, called luGUMBA, of identifying a sorcerer 
consisted of piercing the ear-lobes and observing 
the flow of blood. Fear of were-animals 
controlled by wizards was e feature of 
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adjacent tribes such as Mwera and Makonde1 So the Maji-
maji device of alliance with wild beasts cannot be laid 
at the door of the Ngindo. On the other hand Ngindo do 
. believe that a corpee remaining limp may become reincar-
nated as a wild beast. Such a monster will claim its 
first victim from among the bereaved kinsmen, the remedy 
being to place Nyombo-leaves or Ng'hungutwa-ba:rk on the 
grave. As for the assertion that the water's "power was 
finally extended so as to make women invisible and s.ecure 
from capture"(Ref .so), this has the flavour of war propa-
ganda, and therefore no relevance to chance similarities 
in sorcery• Ngindo sorcerers, who are nocturnal, go abroad. 
stark naked leaving no footprint·' They cast a drowsy spell 
over any passer-by, hence make themselv,es virtually invisible 
Only if a victim awakes at the critical moment can he clutch 
hold of his tormentor, 'revealing who it is• Bokera can 
better be compared with a white magician, conferring 
I. 
bles.sing through med¢cine, though .I never heard him des-
cribed as an exorcist or champion against sorcerers. 
It is however on record that he was thought capable of 
making recip.ients of sacralised water "immune from witch-
craft" (Ref. 5). 
'J.'odayt s devil-dance~, like the new ordeal, had 
yet to catch on thoroughly, and the attributes of such 
devile as tJ:iey commemorate do not correspond with Bokera's 
instruments, which were wild beasts .rather than disease. 
The behaviour of the Jumbe Hongos was that of persons 
harbouring devils in their bodies, but this seems coinci-
dental; Songs associated with the dances have only 
passing allusions to the Majimaji. The sky-god or creator, 
ChaPANGANYA, whom the .Ngindo acknowledge, ·received no 
recognition from Bokera. The customary sacrifidal offer-
ings to the spirits and equally popular divination he 
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seems altogether to have neglected. Bell includes among 
the rebels' code-names the phrase «kuchecha yihinga", 
translated as a female dance and signifying the call to 
arms ( Re.t. 5) • Nowadays the seclusion dance tor ,girl 
' . 
initiates is called kuCHIPIRA, the sub.sequent episodes 
having various names. The whole process may h~wever be 
known as kuCHEZA iH!JJA, or 't.o ip.itiate the ~ittle 
girls', One is struck by the fact that this arid other 
i 
code-names were ~endered in kiNgindo, with the !inference 
' 
that the authors of Majimaji spoke that langua.~e; unless 
I 
the kiNgindo element is local translation or enj.broidery. 
The sacred water came from Ngarambi t~ough con-
1 
I 
·tainers filled there might be replenished at w$ll else-
! 
where. As f9r baptismal water, any pool or stream would 
do. E'Kcepting symbolically, the two are not t~oughtto be 
connected. There is some doubt whether baptism;by ha.thing 
or immersion belongs :to Islam at all• Certainly it 
receives greater emphasis in Liwale than in o~tier Islamic 
I 
areas. Even there I have heard a Muslim preac~er depre-
cate the practice as if it were something whol~y pagan. 
'· The pagan Ngi;ndo initiation and other eeremoni~s incorporate 
ri'tual lustration for both sexes. Hence the Majimaji rite 
may be a synthesis• Now~days baptism occasionally enters 
I 
the initiation cycle, but lustration persists ~s a separ-
ate item • ·•. a good instance of the paralle~li~m commonly 
adopted by Ngindo. I have not visited the Nga~ambi pool 
I I 
(Nd~galala), but Kichi living a short ~reh ea$t at Kibao-
ni sta.ted that it had. dri·ed up.. I could not e&tablish 
whether this was permanent or merely seasonal. However, 
i 
I 
one imagines the supply to have been perennial. Bell 
relates how a lost youth, Salimu 'I'agawaka, was ,miraculously 
I 
located in the waters of a pool (Ref.;). But ~t was 
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Bokera'.s associate,Ngameya, who performed the feat; to 
wh,ich Ngindo history yields no precedent. He operated 
in the Kitope area. Could this then have been the same 
pool ? Beardall's map (Ret.4) marks "Kitope Hill" no 
great distance inland from Samanga, perhaps a duplication 
of names. Nandanga, to which the headquarters w~re shifted, 
apparently before Bokera's. demise, is described as a. 
prominent hill. Lying some distance from Ngarambi, one 
wonders whether sacred water were available there too. 
Possibly considerations .of defence dictated the move. In 
that case i~ may have marked the swing to a belligerent 
policy. Bell speaks of a Madaba lad being sent for the 
water to another source, Mpa.ngat at a point sta.ted to 
be only five hours' walk from the Pan~ani rapids on the 
Rufiji. Mpanga is marked on Bell's map (Ref.$) as being 
on the ~iver itself downstream from the rapids. Beardall, 
reconnoitring the Rufiji for the Sultan of Zanzibar in 
18So, ascended "Mpanga hill" below the rapids (Ref\;4). 
Majimaji terminology is consistently aquatic. 
' Take the report that "a great med¢cine man lived in the 
Ruf.ij1 river in the form ot a water monster, and that . 
" this supernatural creature could dispense mec)J!cine" (Ref. 
tlO). Possibly this account confuses medicinal water and 
. x 
the le~end of 'Nyangumi', a title adopted by Njugumaina 
Ngwale, Bokera's younger brother. Nyangumi, which is the 
regular Swahili word for whale, wns thought to be a spirit . . 
haunting the same Pangani rapids just mentioned., Another 
source, referring to the journey to Nandanga ot Kapungu 1 
the Ngoni emissary, believed that ttthe God of the sea 
((water)) could be consulted" (Ref .61). In the doomsday 
story current in Muslim Majimaji circles it is signifi-
cant that inundation should be the mode of destruction ·---- ·- - -· -- -·- -· - --;.;...--· . ..;.;:.;...;... ··----
x-Footnote: 
Prima facie,both the name and the attributes of this monster resemble 
tl;lose of 11 Namungumi tt or "water-mother" of the Nyasaland Yao (Ref'. 79b) • 
According to this oour;ce, Namungumi is a mythical creature, drawn on 
the ground with flour and designed to instruct boy initiates. 
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·or alien rule. There would be darkness :for seven days, 
the prophecy ran, and then the people would fin.d every 
boma submerged beneath the sea. This motif. of punition 
by floods occurs. among two neighbouring tribes .• Yao and 
Makua (Ref.27). In central Liwale I came across a small 
thicket which lay under a taboo to cultivators; The 
explanation was this. Not only had a man who attempted 
to .farm it perished mysteriously, but also its interior 
was dank and gloomy 'like an underwater place'. The 
taboo dates from before the revolt~ Up country, the 
Europeans were at first taken for water-creatures 
'Fish from the sea', the Ngoni called them• 
••• 
The ominous water, almost to the exclusion of 
all else, dominates Majime.ji symbolism• No appeal was 
made to the £amiliar millet-flour and Ntogo-sprig of 
Ngindo ceremonial. One wr.itten account (Ref .;SO) des-
cribes the sacred liquid as a thin paste made .from maiz.e -
and millet-flour mixed with water. Maize has no ritual 
significance for the Ngindo, nor do they doctor flour 
in this manner.; Only as a pure expedient did the stalks 
of millet make a warrior emblem.• Over and above the 
wide variety of herbal remedies known to Ngindo, there 
" is a med¢cine thought to bring death to thieves; If a 
man finds his beehive rifled and cannot discover the 
culprit he may mix the sub.stance with the sme.ared 
.vestiges with fatal resUl.ts to consumers of the stolen 
·:honey. 
(, 
As a deterrent such med¢cine might also be 
placed in advance. In the same way a jealou.s husband 
could sprinkle Majimaji water on his bed, upon which 
any adulterer would he paralyzed and remain helpless 
until apprehended• The resemblance however is probably 
a ch.a.nee one.- I have heard the water creditedwi.th 
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their magic ta,lisman, revealed a most unusual degree of 
tenacity and contempt for death, just as the Soudanese 
dervishes against whom Kitchener fought did under frenzied 
' 
psychic influences, with_ the.same decimating :r-esults 
(italics). But the suggestion that these losses were 
occasioned by cruelties on the pa.rt of the Germans is an 
unworthy fabr1cation° (Ref .84). 
The genesis o:f' the revolt lay in that marginal 
area of old Kibata. administrative division, adjacent to 
that of Kilwa. a.nd south of the Rufiji mouth, where Ngindo 
of the Ikemba breed, Pogoro, and the Kichi folk who are tk~ 
core of the Matumbi tribe, mingled their stocks. There, 
towards 1905, three personalities emerged from obscurity, 
fashioning between them a weapon that was to convulse the 
land from far Nyasa to the coast. The weapon was an 
.. 
amalgam of substantial med,¢cine, mystical ta.boo, xenophobia 
and Islam. Its creators have been assigned to the Ikemba. 
But the latter vehemently deny the link, throwing it onto 
the Kichi who in turn suggest a coastal extraction. What-
ever his antecedents, the leader of the trinity· t Bokera' 
' ' 
mystical title of an individual named Kinj.iketire Ngwale, 
gained an immense reputati,on, attracting clients from all 
southern Tanganyika.. His message was multiple, acquiring 
such a host of attributes that it is difficult to describe 
it shortly. All accounts agree however that it centred.about 
' 
water, water possessing magic properties • ., 1n fact a sort 
of elixir. Maji, a word found in most of the surrounding 
Bantu tongues, means •water' in Swahili. 
By a curious chance, .Burton a full half-century 
before found a similar cult flourishing no great distance 
north of the Rufiji. Here is his account:>f U. •. hill 
tribes (apparently the Luguru, written 'Warugurut) ••• 
have a place visited even by distant Wazaramo pilgrims. 
It is described as a cave where a P1hepo or disembodied 
spirit of a. man, in fact a ghost, produces a terrible 
subterranean sound, called by the people Kurero or Bokero; 
it arises probably from the f'low of water underground" 
In a pool in the cave t women bathe .for the blessing of 
issue, and men sacrifice sheep and goats to obtain fruit-
ful seasons and success in wa.r" (Ref .9,1857) .• · One need 
look no further .for the origin of 'Bokera', which is the 
rendering favoured by all the informants I have met. 
Bell however seems to have been told the authentic 'Bokero' 
pronunciation/'( One o.f the regular Ngindo descent-names; 
' 
ani-Pokera, sometimes heard as Mbokera, resembles the 
Majima.ji leader's riame; probably by mere chance). Since 
warfare was endemic in those days, Burton's allusion to it 
may be taken as incidental; that is, not indicative of a 
militant cult. Majimaji witnesses speak of bogus seances 
held in a cave, presumably at Nandanga Hill; to which I 
shall refer, callers being tricked by answers boomed 
through a tunnel in the rock. Another po.ss.ible site is 
the Ndagalala pool, situated at the Ngarambi-.Lihenge con-
fluence and later to be disctS sed. A sketch-map · 1n the 
District Book marks an adjacent hill called Bwengi. 
Perhaps Bwengi contains a cave. The alleged scene of the 
earlier manifestation is only a few marches ··• something 
over 100 miles as the crow .flies ••• from the later Bokera•s 
home. Von Prince, who spent years in the area during the 
1890s, though he dwells on the "wonderful mountains" of 
Uluguru#' (Ref .96), mentions neither cave nor shrine; nor have 
I been able to elicit any information from the present 
I authorities. n P • • • • •••• • • • •• • ••••••••• • • • • • ••••• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • •••• • • • • 
An article on Rufiji geology (ref .87) has a 
significant discussion of caves in the Mtumbei valley. 
j • 
Mtumbei lies amid the Matumbi hills about :;o miles 
inland from Samanga.. A. contributor to the article, Father 
H.ilrnar of the Kipatimu Mission. gives a detailed account 
of Nangoma, largest of' the caves thereabouts. O.f' these 
he remarks that the Majima,ji "originated from this place", 
but unfortunately quotes no specific source of information 
nor does he enlarge on the statement. \<mat is tolerably 
certain is that numbers of tribesfolk, :whether or not 
Majimaji adherents, hid in the caves at the time of the 
troubles.. A predecessor at the Mission, Fa.the.r Ambrosius 
Mayer, visited Nangoma shortly after its discovery by 
the authorities in .1910. He estimated that 51000 people 
could have camped unseen in its "enormous vest:tbule", 
where he found traces of numerous hearth fires, This 
would explain reports of villages una,ccountably deserted 
•••••••• l ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••• 
during the. campaign. : The Father went on to describe a. 
n/ P • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·: 
feature which makes.the analogy with Burton's tableau 
startling. 0 we noticed an unruffled still pool of water 
which appeared. to be of considerable deptht' • Of thi.s 
pool Father Hilmar observes, ttthe natives· state that this 
stream never dries up even in the driest dry season". One 
must withold judgement on Nangoma, but it seems not. 
impossible that Burton's mention of the Luguru mountains 
may have been pure and simple surmise on his part.· 
The somei.~hat confusing context, with "hill tribes" placed 
ih apposition to "Warugurutt, points in this direction. '\ 
If he had heard that the cave lay amid mountains he would·\ 
have been more likely to postulate those of Uluguru.than 
•••••••••••• 4 
the mysterious trans-Rufiji reaches to the south.: This· 
n/ p~ • • • • • • • •• • • ••• • • •••••••••••••• • • • • • •• • •••••• • • • • • : 
theory would appear to be supported by a seeming dearth 
o.f noteworthy caves in Uluguru, emphasised by the. absence 
of any significant remark on caves in the comprehensive 
t' 
article of Scheeder and Tastevin (Ref•S2). The article\ 
L...... 
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includes a detailed discussion of Luguru religion. Again, 
the expression "distant Waza~amo pilgrims" would fit 
1.Jatumbi country better than that of the Luguru, which is 
·relatively close to Zaramoland. The Zaramo occupy the 
hinterland of Dar es Sala.am. On the other hand, although 
nearby Mtumbei would se~m a more probabl~ focus of Majimaji 
than distant Uluguru., there is no direct evidence showing 
recrudescence of a hypothetical water cult at Mtumbei. 
Caves, and even caves with springs, can be no great rarity-. . 
But the sheer:dimensions of Nangoma must, in that region, 
make it unique. Some of the earlier European visitors., 
before :emerging from its bowels, reputedly wandered for 
three whole days. 
ln the beginning, much the same phenomenon as the 
one narrated by Burton seems to have given notoriety to . 
Ngarambi (Ruhingo), where Bokera the second, complete with 
pool and supposed cavern (the £orrner has been visited by 
European observers, but not so far as I know the latter), 
presided over the oracle. Native opinion has it that, 
even when violence was imminent, the movement held no 
specifically warlike content. Although Bellfs essay to 
some extent, and the ·German official version flatly, con-
tradict the notion, I am inclined to believe this. Bell 
concedes the cataclysm to have been "the fortuitous result 
not the object of the magic water1t (Ref .5.h He also 
states,· "It should be noted that no particular enemy we.a 
mentioned and that the natives who first went to buy the 
water from Ngameya (another witch-doctor) were more concerned 
with its power to protect their crops from pig the.n its power 
to shield them in war". 'rhe water• s decisive ingredient, 
ability to dissolve actual bullets in flight.1 appears to 
have come as an af'terthought. 
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Exactly how the .initial incidents developed in 
Kibata is not known to me, though the war never seems to 
have assumed Liwale p:roportions along the Ruf'iji. A solit-
ary reference speaks of the boma at Utete being built to 
counter the "Wakitseni (apparently the Kichi) ••• who were 
noted as being a most warlike and truculent tribe" (Rer. 
60). But, bureaucracy ignoring the urgent warning and 
appeal from that quarter, the conflagration had engulfed 
Pr;o .. ro 
Li:wale before the authorities had stirred. 1_!efere r~view-
ing their significance, I shall trace the. course of' events 
in outline. The emergency call from a Kibata headman, 
shortly to be beleaguered, emanated ee.rly in July 1905 .• A 
.month later Liwale was lost. Bokera himself had gone to the 
gallows before then ••• the date of execution is given as 
August 4th, a day before the doomed missionaries under 
· of execution 
Bishop Cassian left Kilwa for the· interior; the plac;_J 
Mohoro; capital of Kibata (Re£.5) • '"' But the monster of 
his making wa.s already launched on its bloddy career •. 
Nowhere was the rt?sponse so immediate or devas-
tating as in Liwale. Mobilization of the Majimaji armies, 
crudely mustered under the renegade Jumbes, and comprising 
these same .Ngindo who had cut so pathetic a figure in past 
raiding dayi;s, came about in a trice. Mass levies and 
baptisms, accompanied by threat.a of phys5.cal violence and 
euper;natural sanctions, brought the people out in droves. 
Only a minority adopted traditional eva.sive tactics. 
Three distinct hordea, protected by doses of potent 
water, in mortal terror of being devoured by wild beasts 
should taboos be broken,. bearing millet-stalk and cloth 
insign~a, susta.ined by the 'Majimaji! 1 battle cry, and 
professing the Islamic faith, converged on the boma• Pivot 
of the rising was Abdalla Y.iapanda 1 most sinister and 
resolute of the insurgent leaders• Nephew of the same 
Mpinga who had first implored German aid, he was a 
disappointed ciaimant for the post of Jumbe, and 
instead. had entered trade·. The result was debt, appar-
ently towards the rubber interests, who had a European 
represen·tative a:t Liwale boma, one of the two European 
victims there. Extraordinary solution, Mapanda was 
given a rifle along with a commission to shoot elephant. 
He met with little sue cess in his quest for ivory •• • 
c:le.-
the yarn attributing his Mlformed thwrib to an accident 
of the chase is· denied by some, who make £.ire or. an 
infantile disease responsible ;;fl indeed his first quarry 
may well have been the two askaris sent to investigate 
reports of disturbances at Kingwichiro, near Mapandats 
home; where the trading community suffered pilla~e a 
day or two before the boma assault, There can be no 
doubt that, along with a junta. of "Tumbes, this ferocious 
creature • • • he went personally to seek the \iater at 
Ngarambi·, and was to cut the throat of his own daughter 
.in full view of his followers • • • roused the timid Ngindo 
to a moment of £ren~:r. The worm turning. t.he Germans 
called it. 
The campaign at Liwale-boma lasted a morning. 
Made aware of the ta nkruptcy of the water by the ghastly 
fact of their casualties, the Ma.jimaji warriors melted 
a.way almost as soon. Were it not for i.ts vulnerable 
thatch, the post would in all probability have held firm. 
As it was, .fire either.consumed the defenders, of whom a 
solitary Africe.n NCO is reputed t.o have got eleari away, or 
forced them out into a hail of poisoned arrows• Only a 
few gangs of desperate elements persisted; notably those 
of Abdalla Mchimaye to the east, whose people fell on the 
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missionaries some days later• killing a Catholic Bishop 
and his half dozen companions, ·and made repeated attacks 
on the subsequently established police-unit at Mpengere 
along the Kilwa road; and of Mapanda. himself who, after 
vainly contesting·the passage of the columns from the 
coa.st • • • he :i.s said to have gone to the length of 
digging trenches ••• tried to repeat his initial suecess 
against the relief garrison of Liwale. There could be only 
one issue.· A party of Government troops reached the 
latter place within a month of the catastrophe, and a 
considerable expedition had followed up before the end 
ot the year. The hunt· for fugitives began. 
Such was the war in the area of its most spec-
t&"Cular triumph.- In the distant northern reaches of 
the Divisi,on the energies of the rebels had been directed 
against alien traders and .officials the1"eabouts, never 
synchro.nised with the boma coup• Kapolo, outlawed ex-
Jumbe of Madaba who had everything to gain, nothing to 
lose, from disorder, headed the insurrection in this 
quarter. As for the home Pogoro, their effort came 
later.· The captured rifles from Liwale gave them the 
heart to attempt the far more formidable bulwark of 
V..ahenge which, for lack of ammunition, is said to have 
entered late 
come within an ace of falling too.· Likewise, the Ngo~ •. 
Here Kinjala, who years before had figured in the raiding 
truce, wss instrumental. The first clashes found h:i.m 
away in his.second Songea home, whence he returned to 
meet a fait a.ccompli. He showed little enthusiasm for 
the cause until brought before Mapanda and sentenced to 
death as a traitor. The condition of his reprieve was 
that he should give chase to a European planter; .Pf'uller, 
and proselytise the Ngoni. The latter tasl<: he did very 
effectively through the agency -0£ his mistress, the 
.influential 'Jumbess' Mkomanire. · Bell's claim that her 
complicity has "rwt one shred of evidence from native 
reports" (Ref .5) ·seems open to doubt. Africans have 
.confirmed th·e liaison on h9th the Ngoni and Ngindo sides .i 
Chab~a, paramount of the eastern Ngoni• Vaccillated, but. 
his hand was f creed by subordinate hotheads• rrhere ensued 
a spate of murders and several encounters with Government 
forces, though the boma itself never became closely'. 
invested (Ref ,61}. That the struggle reached a grim tempo 
is evidenced by Sir Philip Mitchell. "I he.ve walked over 
some of the scenes 0£ great fights in the Livingstone 
Mountains and around Songea ••• with headmen who had been 
there as my· guides. Wherever they dug, their hoes turned 
up human bones in masses. The slaughter was terrible •·•". 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • 0 • • • • • • • • • ~ 
(Ref', 51) • : Elsewhere in the present Southern P1"'ovince no : 
n/p. • • • • • • • •: 
major fighting occurred. The Yao showed little interest. 
"The Wayao .as a tribe did not join the Majima.ji • • • (this } 
••• may be attributed partly to the great influence of 
Sutherland, the great elephant hunter" {Ref.;62). The same 
.source tells of' Tunduru boma being 1 stormed' by ·twangoni' • 
Noir did the Makua or Makonde enter to any extent. However 
the people 1.iving in '*the northern half of' the (Makonde) 
plateau joined in ••• (there was) sporadic fighting and 
a number were mot or hangedtr(Ref •59)•- The Mwera seem 
to have done more damage. At least one Christian mission 
in the Lukuledi area was despoiled and Weule witnessed 
f;d.ghtful suffering among the starving populace in mid 
1906 (Ref'.97).. The Swahili of the coast fought sporadi ... 
cally.- The very fir.st brush of all was reported from 
maritime Samanga and·engagements took place at other 
points.- But Kilwa was never threatened• As for the 
riverine Bena of Ma.henge, they would lB ve mtbing · t9 do with 
Majimaji.; Their paramount, who had made contact with 
the Germans from an early date when visiting the coast, 
actually fought as a :t:ualist and fell in action {'.Ret.14L 
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Evidently the Mbunga were less docile. According to the 
Mfthenge District Book, the paramount and two other 
leaders, one of them a woman, along with per son, were 
hanged for corapl:i.city. Though the formidable Hehe ab-
stained, the conflict spread north of the Rufiji as well, 
but this lies beyond the scope of.my enquiries. Suffice 
it that Dar es Salaam itself., the seat of Goverznment, 
became jeepardised; whilst Kisiju, 40 miles south of 
the town, was "burnt· down" .in October 1905 (Ref·.21). 
Only in warlike Songea are the mass of the people 
said to have been subjected to deliberate reprisals. Here 
the Gennans could afford to take no· chances,. Whereas in 
Liwale none but the ringleaders were apprehended and 
'civilian' deaths occurred only in mopping tip around the 
x 
Kingwichiro trouble-focus, the Ngoni seem to have suffered 
· dire p~nishment. Operations were still proceeding when 
Weule landed· in mid 1906 (Ref,.97), by which time Liwale 
ha~ been quiet for months. The Songea District Book has 
this to say. "Half' the district; led by the Angoni; 
became directly implicated ••• disastrous results ••• 
German punitive measures stampeded the Wangoni in all 
directions ••• reduced to waste a fairly prosperous 
country". Suppression in Liwale did not go to these 
lengths. Only two categories of offenders were tracked 
down and publicly hanged. These were the rebel Jumbes 
themselves, together with notorious· figures like Mapanda; 
and the so-called 'Jumbe Hongos' , .seemingly not so much 
emissaries· of Bokera as hysterical persons who, reacting 
spontaneously to the general unrest, circulated far 
and wide crazily stirring the cauldron of fear. 
Some were female. Muslim 
Footnote x: 
Against this must be set such assertions as that or 
Joelson. Ref .)5: "Crops and habitations had on every 
possible occasion to be destroye~ by fire".. The writer 
here apparently refers to Matumbi country. 
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'r,reachers.came to no harm; nor did the rank and file of 
the f.iajimaji armies;, .excepting, that is, for self· 
confessed war-criminal~· Sutherland relates how a man 
came to Liwale-boma some years later seeking legal aid 
to secure a share of Majimaji loot. Both he and the 
dei·endant forfeited their livest (Ref'.89) • · The •peak 
ferment hav.ing coincided with the planting season, 
•carcely a field was cleared or sown' Owing to panic• 
dislocation, and phy.sical weakness, Cliltivation fared 
little better the following year. 1'he resultant ravages 
of famine were atrocious. The 'Handbook of German East 
Africa' puts the casualties at 120,000 (Ref.64), whilst 
Evans writes that the Majimaji soldiers were "itated to have 
lost at· least 70,000 killed'' (Ref';l7}. Some informants 
insinuate that villages were burnt down. On the other 
hand, according to the native'B, a certain African sergeant-
major9 Almasi by name, whose· servant Kayanda was found · 
guilty of looting, was arrested by 1 Hofman Sembera•, as the 
local German comm.andant was known, and sent for trial to 
1\1lwa. His dismissal from the service followed; 
From this·synopsis it is obvious that the Ngindo 
wer~ prime movers in the rising and tm t they acted largely 
on their own initiative• 8okera, soul of the movement, 
was in his grave ten days before Liwale foundered• And 
there see¢'ms some doubt .as to whether he.ever preached 
a militant crusade. In any ease the army he or his 
lieutenants allegedly despa.tched thither was forestalled. 
Nowhere excepting in the Liwale and Ma.henge sieges 1 and 
possibly in Songea, did the conflict amount to more than 
skirmishing• It was famine, not bullets, that caused 
the enormous loss ot life. And it was the geographical 
extent o.f the rising, its demonstration of the ~ssential 
f'ragi.lity of administrative control, combined with the 
partial disaffection of a martial tribe, that so gravely 
al:armed the Government. Bell·has effectively disposed of 
the absurdity of a pla;med conspiracyf (Ref'.5). The 
motivation in each area evidently differed according to 
the way in whi.cb the message of Bokera was transmitted• 
to the manner of i'ts interpretation, and to purely local ..................................................... 
fa.ctors. : · In the case of· the home ... Ngindo, Islam pla.yed 
n/ P- • • • • • • • •: ' ( , 
a. conspicuous· part, Conversion of the tribe as a whole 
mag-ician-
dates from this epoch. '11he. wi55ard.Lapos~les 0£ t,he cuit 
were anyth).ng but orthodox Muslims, but they had a Koranic 
t"ee.der in attendance an4 contrived to give a.n lslam.ie 
colouring to their canipaign. Also,. though,one;doubts 
whether more than a fraction found its way into their 
hand~, considerable sums were collec~ed on their behalf 
in the £orm of baptismal fees. Present Ngindo cynics 
generally ascribe the entire scheme to greed for money~ 
110 p~stulate a Mahdi~t belie£ or direct instigation from 
Mecca or any other Islamic centre would not in my view 
~ . I 
be admissible. I she.11 return to this point• No religi-
ous h~irarchy capable of issuing orders existed in East 
J1frica.. It is undeniable too that the rebels, in their 
first excess, robbed and killed the very traders who were 
the pillars of the nascent Muslim community• and that 
Muslim troops were used, to suppi:ess them• The Muslim 
coast respon.d.ed but feebly to the summons• Renee the 
Muslim content of the revolt appears unor.ge.nized, a 
clever adaptat.icn ,or isolated Koranic tenets to support 
something primarily African and traditional rather than a 
hoJ.y war of the Prophet• 
The pr.incipE1l st11T!uli are therefore twofold; the 
power of p~gan ritual .and: supernatural command·~ and. that 
of actual.and would. .... be native governmental agents. To 
' . 
which I would add the extremely susceptible nature of 
Ngindo society. How far was the Ma.jimaji specifically 
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Ngindo·? Mystical aspects will be the first for 
scrutiny.. Next I shall turn to mat~ers political. 
But first, lest the reasons for such a 
detailed digression should not be clear, let me 
emphasise the paramount importance of the Rebellion 
for present.;.day Ngindo life;. Not only does. the 
Majimaji, witnessed by the bulk of surviving_ 
senior elder.s., .remain a shattering memory; .:fm.t. 
also its impact has induc·ed permanent,~ integral 
changes in the ·nature of Ngirido society. Without 
a thorough appraisal of Majima.ji.· teachings, such 
£.eat11res as the pseudo-Islamic cult of_ today 
cannot properly be understood. Psychologically 
also, the effects must be of equal magnitude. 
And though I am not qualified to assess them,, no 
anthropologist can afford to ignore p.sychology, 
whether. individual or. group., as the general 
·climate and setting ·of his study. 
· Majimaji taboos· seem to have coincided with 
regular t~gindo ones only in principle.· Sexual 
abstinence, observed~ring many Ngindo cere-
monials, was prescribed by Bokera. Its violation 
· served to explain, disaster or. failure. · But the 
practice is too common for it to be t:ra.ced to 
any one tribe. · . The cardinal ban on bushpig 
imposed by the rebels tallies with those. on 
· Ngindo clan tot·ems, yet obviously derives from 
Islam. The great accreseence of associated 
·· avoidances, though attributed to Islam, may not 
be wholly so.· A wide range of .inse<:ts and 
small mammals, over and above hippo, warthog 
and elephant, enters the prohibited category. 
Another alleged component of the revolutionary 
message was the injunction to advance against 
the enemy with never a backward glance ••• 
decidedly a novelty to the inoffensive, indi-
vidualist Ngindo. One cannot help remarking CM, 
the emphasis placed on linguistic formulae 
during this war. Lions, for instance, were 
called •sheep', askaris 'moths'. Now the Ikemba, 
by contrast with other Ngindo, favour synonyms 
of this kind. If they go out after beds they 
can only hope for success if they refer to them 
as 'flies'. If the Ikemba are unique in this res-
pect, plainly the revolt borrowed a specific ele-
ment from them. But I suspect Kichi influence to 
be present. Why else do the southerly Ngindo , 
attach no importance to names ? Again Bokera is 
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said to have forbidden all but pure-black stock. 
This ruling does not appear Ngindo by inspiration, 
for the Ngindo had few goats and no beasts, except-
ing for the Ngoni collaborator Kinjala's herd and 
an experimental one imported by the Germans. In 
this as in other moves, Bokera seems to reveal 
himself Ylf. eclectic, opportunist. 
He utilized the ancestor-cults common to 
all the surrounding Bantu, but only as a diversion. 
Pilgrims were attracted to his shrine by the story 
that spirits would appear reflected in the sacred 
waters. The theme never recurred prominently 
once recourse to arms had been made;; Disappointed 
callers were told they were too late or had 
infringed taboos. The Ngindo hold by contrast 
that the dead, although they remain active, cannot 
.~~~~--------------------------·-
be seen. The action of Me.panda in murdering 
the two askaris on the grave of Mpinga strikes 
me as untypical for an Ngindo, who will pay 
scant attentioh to graves as a rule. No per-
manent mark is left to show the spot, nor is any 
observance made there after burial. Some 
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elders remember the sites and might protest if a 
stranger started farming them. The only excep-
tion I have noted is in the case of a specialised 
prophet cult! Could not Mapanda have got the 
idea ¢"from Boker.a ? 
The latter's claims as a supernaturally 
endowed human far surpassed those of ordinary 
Ngindo sorcerers. Not that his activities 
were thought anti-social, or dangerous to the 
people at large (other than loyalists to the 
German state) • He or his agents could threaten 
people hundreds of miles a.way, wherea.s the con,;. 
ventional sorcerer, more often than not a woman, 
has no power to molest a person living beyond 
a night's return walking distance. Sorcerers 
L 
place or administer med¢cines by stealth, but 
seldom in liquid form. The luKUTA ordeal in 
vogue at the present day entails the consump-
tion by suspects of a liquid potion, not plain 
water but a mixture. It had probably yet to 
reach Liwale in those days, being an importa-
tion from elsewhere. Besides, Majimaji water 
could take effect from simple bathing or sprinkl-
ing and was multi-purpose. The old Ngindo tech-
nique, called luGUMBA, of identifying a sorcerer 
consisted of piercing the ear-lobes and observing 
the flow of blood. Fear of were-animals 
controlled by wizards was e feature of 
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adjacent tribes such as Mwera and Makonde1 So the Maji-
maji device of alliance with wild beasts cannot be laid 
at the door of the Ngindo. On the other hand Ngindo do 
. believe that a corpee remaining limp may become reincar-
nated as a wild beast. Such a monster will claim its 
first victim from among the bereaved kinsmen, the remedy 
being to place Nyombo-leaves or Ng'hungutwa-ba:rk on the 
grave. As for the assertion that the water's "power was 
finally extended so as to make women invisible and s.ecure 
from capture"(Ref .so), this has the flavour of war propa-
ganda, and therefore no relevance to chance similarities 
in sorcery• Ngindo sorcerers, who are nocturnal, go abroad. 
stark naked leaving no footprint·' They cast a drowsy spell 
over any passer-by, hence make themselv,es virtually invisible 
Only if a victim awakes at the critical moment can he clutch 
hold of his tormentor, 'revealing who it is• Bokera can 
better be compared with a white magician, conferring 
I. 
bles.sing through med¢cine, though .I never heard him des-
cribed as an exorcist or champion against sorcerers. 
It is however on record that he was thought capable of 
making recip.ients of sacralised water "immune from witch-
craft" (Ref. 5). 
'J.'odayt s devil-dance~, like the new ordeal, had 
yet to catch on thoroughly, and the attributes of such 
devile as tJ:iey commemorate do not correspond with Bokera's 
instruments, which were wild beasts .rather than disease. 
The behaviour of the Jumbe Hongos was that of persons 
harbouring devils in their bodies, but this seems coinci-
dental; Songs associated with the dances have only 
passing allusions to the Majimaji. The sky-god or creator, 
ChaPANGANYA, whom the .Ngindo acknowledge, ·received no 
recognition from Bokera. The customary sacrifidal offer-
ings to the spirits and equally popular divination he 
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seems altogether to have neglected. Bell includes among 
the rebels' code-names the phrase «kuchecha yihinga", 
translated as a female dance and signifying the call to 
arms ( Re.t. 5) • Nowadays the seclusion dance tor ,girl 
' . 
initiates is called kuCHIPIRA, the sub.sequent episodes 
having various names. The whole process may h~wever be 
known as kuCHEZA iH!JJA, or 't.o ip.itiate the ~ittle 
girls', One is struck by the fact that this arid other 
i 
code-names were ~endered in kiNgindo, with the !inference 
' 
that the authors of Majimaji spoke that langua.~e; unless 
I 
the kiNgindo element is local translation or enj.broidery. 
The sacred water came from Ngarambi t~ough con-
1 
I 
·tainers filled there might be replenished at w$ll else-
! 
where. As f9r baptismal water, any pool or stream would 
do. E'Kcepting symbolically, the two are not t~oughtto be 
connected. There is some doubt whether baptism;by ha.thing 
or immersion belongs :to Islam at all• Certainly it 
receives greater emphasis in Liwale than in o~tier Islamic 
I 
areas. Even there I have heard a Muslim preac~er depre-
cate the practice as if it were something whol~y pagan. 
'· The pagan Ngi;ndo initiation and other eeremoni~s incorporate 
ri'tual lustration for both sexes. Hence the Majimaji rite 
may be a synthesis• Now~days baptism occasionally enters 
I 
the initiation cycle, but lustration persists ~s a separ-
ate item • ·•. a good instance of the paralle~li~m commonly 
adopted by Ngindo. I have not visited the Nga~ambi pool 
I I 
(Nd~galala), but Kichi living a short ~reh ea$t at Kibao-
ni sta.ted that it had. dri·ed up.. I could not e&tablish 
whether this was permanent or merely seasonal. However, 
i 
I 
one imagines the supply to have been perennial. Bell 
relates how a lost youth, Salimu 'I'agawaka, was ,miraculously 
I 
located in the waters of a pool (Ref.;). But ~t was 
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Bokera'.s associate,Ngameya, who performed the feat; to 
wh,ich Ngindo history yields no precedent. He operated 
in the Kitope area. Could this then have been the same 
pool ? Beardall's map (Ret.4) marks "Kitope Hill" no 
great distance inland from Samanga, perhaps a duplication 
of names. Nandanga, to which the headquarters w~re shifted, 
apparently before Bokera's. demise, is described as a. 
prominent hill. Lying some distance from Ngarambi, one 
wonders whether sacred water were available there too. 
Possibly considerations .of defence dictated the move. In 
that case i~ may have marked the swing to a belligerent 
policy. Bell speaks of a Madaba lad being sent for the 
water to another source, Mpa.ngat at a point sta.ted to 
be only five hours' walk from the Pan~ani rapids on the 
Rufiji. Mpanga is marked on Bell's map (Ref.$) as being 
on the ~iver itself downstream from the rapids. Beardall, 
reconnoitring the Rufiji for the Sultan of Zanzibar in 
18So, ascended "Mpanga hill" below the rapids (Ref\;4). 
Majimaji terminology is consistently aquatic. 
' Take the report that "a great med¢cine man lived in the 
Ruf.ij1 river in the form ot a water monster, and that . 
" this supernatural creature could dispense mec)J!cine" (Ref. 
tlO). Possibly this account confuses medicinal water and 
. x 
the le~end of 'Nyangumi', a title adopted by Njugumaina 
Ngwale, Bokera's younger brother. Nyangumi, which is the 
regular Swahili word for whale, wns thought to be a spirit . . 
haunting the same Pangani rapids just mentioned., Another 
source, referring to the journey to Nandanga ot Kapungu 1 
the Ngoni emissary, believed that ttthe God of the sea 
((water)) could be consulted" (Ref .61). In the doomsday 
story current in Muslim Majimaji circles it is signifi-
cant that inundation should be the mode of destruction ·---- ·- - -· -- -·- -· - --;.;...--· . ..;.;:.;...;... ··----
x-Footnote: 
Prima facie,both the name and the attributes of this monster resemble 
tl;lose of 11 Namungumi tt or "water-mother" of the Nyasaland Yao (Ref'. 79b) • 
According to this oour;ce, Namungumi is a mythical creature, drawn on 
the ground with flour and designed to instruct boy initiates. 
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·or alien rule. There would be darkness :for seven days, 
the prophecy ran, and then the people would fin.d every 
boma submerged beneath the sea. This motif. of punition 
by floods occurs. among two neighbouring tribes .• Yao and 
Makua (Ref.27). In central Liwale I came across a small 
thicket which lay under a taboo to cultivators; The 
explanation was this. Not only had a man who attempted 
to .farm it perished mysteriously, but also its interior 
was dank and gloomy 'like an underwater place'. The 
taboo dates from before the revolt~ Up country, the 
Europeans were at first taken for water-creatures 
'Fish from the sea', the Ngoni called them• 
••• 
The ominous water, almost to the exclusion of 
all else, dominates Majime.ji symbolism• No appeal was 
made to the £amiliar millet-flour and Ntogo-sprig of 
Ngindo ceremonial. One wr.itten account (Ref .;SO) des-
cribes the sacred liquid as a thin paste made .from maiz.e -
and millet-flour mixed with water. Maize has no ritual 
significance for the Ngindo, nor do they doctor flour 
in this manner.; Only as a pure expedient did the stalks 
of millet make a warrior emblem.• Over and above the 
wide variety of herbal remedies known to Ngindo, there 
" is a med¢cine thought to bring death to thieves; If a 
man finds his beehive rifled and cannot discover the 
culprit he may mix the sub.stance with the sme.ared 
.vestiges with fatal resUl.ts to consumers of the stolen 
·:honey. 
(, 
As a deterrent such med¢cine might also be 
placed in advance. In the same way a jealou.s husband 
could sprinkle Majimaji water on his bed, upon which 
any adulterer would he paralyzed and remain helpless 
until apprehended• The resemblance however is probably 
a ch.a.nee one.- I have heard the water creditedwi.th 
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being a stimulus to crops but not to childbirth or as a. 
salve for ailments. Rain•making does not appear to have 
been among Eokerats accomplishm~nts. 
One CQIJCludes the revolutionary cosmology to have 
had little in common with that of the Ngindo. .Its authors, 
if they drew on NgindQ sources, did so sparingly. This 
seems to support the theory·of the phenomenon's northerly 
derivation. The Kichi, who evidently entered i't1s inner 
counsels, live to the north of Ngindoland. The Pangani 
rapids, home of the fabulous Nyangumi, in turn lie to. 
their north. And th~ heralding tBokero' of ~Burton's day 
had supposedly arisen further north again. 
How far were the Ngindo politically geared for 
warfare ? One must recapitulate the outline.a of their 
social order for r~view in the light of the rebellion. 
The Ngindo had never achieved distinct.ion in war. Far 
from being aggressive they £ailed ~amentably to check the 
inroads of Ngoni raiders, anq motley Ngoni satellites at 
that:. The cause la.y in chronic separatism. Even members 
o.f adtjacent hamlets could lend 1'a.,eh other no support, ea.ch 
family-head preferring to stand his ground or hiqe in his 
home woodland or thicket• Mostly, despite thei:r; deadly 
arrows, they hid. The compact Ngoni fol'tnations would 
have been highly vulnerable to hit-and-run tactics in that 
close country, but seldom met resistance. In those days 
the effective limit of social cohesion would appear to 
have been the circ:J,e of' kinsmen, mostly agnatic, occupying 
perhaps a dozen loosely·clustered huts •. Certain indivi-
duals held a wider. though at best tenuous~ influence. 
These are the dubiou.s forerunners of Indirect · Rule ts local 
instrumentt the MWENYE. The period of' Ngoni ef.fervescence 
sufficed to atomise any pre-existent form of Ngindo organi-
zation. There are signs that it smashed a clan system 
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among the Ndonde~ Therefore; whatever had gone before, 
what came after l'Y<a.s automatically fragmented. On tbe 
other hand, even as f'ar east as this, the Ngoni set up 
local turncoats or notables as collectors of tribute. 
6alled NDUNA s, they may have created the germ of' head-
manship .. 
Anonymity pervaded the Ngindo culture ••• not a 
single place-name in all Liwale., with the possible except-
ion of Mangi:rik1ti 1 from the minor Ngoni raid-leader ot 
that name, honours an historic figure, It contained but 
one line of stratification, that-between slave and free. 
Slaves, a minority, got very.benevolent treatment. 
Usually, by a kinship fiction, they entered the fam.ilies 
or their owners. There was no way of holding them unless 
one anticipated a truant by selling the fellow at the 
coast. Those that remained were docile, hence prepared 
to do dirty wol:'k such as reconnoitring in war, porterage• 
. and attending school;, the latter duty ileading to the 
ironic sequel of a servile aristocracyl Their status, 
of which the aftermath persists to this day, remained 
le-a.de rs 
distinct. Yet the Majimajif!:ppear# to have paid no 
attention to the ·institution, still in existence under 
x 
the Germans. Pim shows that slavery was already on 
th~ way out before the revolt came. nnomestic slavery 
·Footnote x: Germans 
Whilst it is undeniable that the latter acqui-
in slavery . 
escedf;.... I nave even heard a man sa.y that the way to 
dispose of a slave was to 'sell him to Usaga.ra', evidently 
the German firm of·that name ••• it is not !'air to assume 
that the abuses of slavery were condoned. At the coast 
where, by contrast with the interior, abuses abounded, 
they were checked. Here is an example from Mafia island. 
nWhen the Germans came they forbade these practices (invari-
able daily task of cultivating a strip over 100 yards long 
etc) and reduced the daily task to 50 yards. Similarly ' 
they reduced the work to four days a week for the master •. 
From Friday to Sunday the slave could work in his own 
fields. The Germans promised. to f'ree the slaves in 1920" 
.(Ref. 71). 
was not .forbidden, but provision was rrade for its gradual 
extinction by stopping the trade and declaring all 
children born after 1904 to be free" (Ref.72}. The 
superior position of tJie fr.eeman could in no wise be 
regarded as an index of leadership in such enterprises 
as war,. The ma.ster, if more digni.fiedt wa.s no less 
cowardly than the slave.. Bell makes the interesting 
inf'er.ence that work on the Government cotton-plots 
offended Ngindo ideas of caste (Ref. 5) ,~ Alien super-
vision in central Liwale does not seem to have been 
close enough for such tension to arise. 
The conclusion is inescapable that the chief 
;Liwale insurgents., exeepting in so far as they were aided 
by so uniform a mass of indi\ridue.ls, had their inspira-
tion other than in the native culture• Who then were 
these leaders ? The answer is German agents.. The official 
version, seeking to shift responsibility, blamed African 
i~eriors not for prosecuting rebellion, but provoking it. 
,, 
Governor von Gotzen. wrote, "the harsh self-seeking 
conduct of' the coloured, alien, subordinate agents of the 
government contributed st.ill further .to the unpopularity 
of government regulationstt (Ref,.95) ..• ' No doubt this was 
true of other areas, bu't the reverse obtained in Liwale; 
According to the natives ,nineteen out of twenty headmen~ 
exercising the brusque authority delegated and taught 
to them by the Imperial Government, both provoked, delib-
erately provoked,. and prosecuted the rebellion. The 
sole abstainer, Jumbe Mpwanga of Mtumbati~ personally won 
acquittal, but his fire-eating brother Nassoro filled his 
place among the revolutionaries. As for Mapa.nda., he was 
son and cousin of successive headmen, and himself a 
candidate. Seemingly the sinews of discord gained strength 
through German exercise. How else but from their masters 
could the Liwale Jurnbes have learned to become aggressive 
war leaders. ? Prior to their appointment; not so much as 
a tendency in this direc:tion hed shown itself. And after 
the d~b~cle the Germans displayed their disregard f'or the 
specifically political contribution of the Ngindo by re-
taining in positions of t.rust several of the. traitors t 
heirs. For instance• the condemned Mpule's son became 
Jumbe of Barikiwa. io this extent therefore would I 
endorse Bell ts general indictment of the Germans (Ref'. 
5), that in particular they schooled African leaders in 
despotism without bothering to cultivate their loyalty. 
The folly of unleashing an 'elite, rather than oppression 
of the mass, brought them to the brink or doom. 
During their brief hegemony the rebels carried 
'on only a semblance of government• On mobilization, 
f-iapanda despatched letters. written by ,scribes in Arabic 
' 
script, both south and west. And a meeting convened by 
him several weeks later actually sat at mtandandongora., 
his home village~ From it a policy of st#aring Muslim. 
lives but not property is said to have emerged. But 
the only eye-witness I could find remembers nothing but 
threats and bluster on the part of f.iapanda, who sought 
to rally the wavering Jumbes. Kinjala came up for ttrialt, 
and Ru.pembe (.a. prominent Ngindo personality still alive 
todayf Eie fta-nte :eeeuPo), who was lucky to escape with his 
life' on a second attempted 'arrest', likewise. The latter 
power 
episode shows the sort of'Cl:l:therity wielded to have been 
on.e of disorderly raids and lynching, unrestrained by any 
deliberate machinery. 
There remtiin the Jumbe Hongos.. These were un-
balanced fana.tj_cs who. rose to prominence by virtue of 
the.ir extravagant conduct. The Majimaji doctors, credited 
Hongos 
with placing six)!t the head of the belated force assigned 
~ff0 :....\'.e.J. 
·to Liwale, l_:!attttehed certain of them. Some were to the 
fore in battle., for instance the Likui who directed 
the furious Nautupi (or Nakatupi) engagement in th.e 
we.st• Before ·the outbreak the Jumbe Hongos were nobodies. 
They appear to have arisen as a pure psychological res-
ponse, excepting for those f'orme.lly appointed by Bokera, 
mushroom growths without political past ••• &.nd without 
political future •#11 lhe Germans saw to that! They were 
not howeve~ altogether without precedent. Ngindo leg~nd 
relates that when the Ngoni satellites .first impinged 
on the Ndonde1 a traitor from their ~idst went hither 
and thither simulating madness• He would approach the 
homesteads, mount an antheap, and sing incomprehensible 
ditties, behaviour closely resembling the overt activity 
of a Jumbe Hongo. Meanwhile he was busy kidnapping 
children wherever he circulated: By this means, in a 
forest hideout, he collected about him a bandit army •. 
F.inally, in obedience to his Ngoni friends, he struck, and 
the Ndonde fled east. The bracketing of Jumbe with Hongo 
seems devoid of signi:f icance beyond implying that the 
Hongos took a certain initiative. Here and there the 
word Hongo seems to have been used for Bokera himself. 
This was the case among the riverine Bena of western 
Mahenge, judging from the Culwicks' account (Ref .14). 
I.f Ngindo social organization gave little to 
the Majimaji, the Majimaji. gave much to Ngindo social 
organization. This tremendous event forms the watershed 
between past and present• In its crucible were born. a 
new consciousness e.nd a new ethic. The statements 'We 
Muslims• and 'We llgindo' cannot be dissociated; No 
matter if the Muslims stray from orthodoxy,, if the Ngindo 
st.ray from upity, the two together are a force to be 
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their magic ta,lisman, revealed a most unusual degree of 
tenacity and contempt for death, just as the Soudanese 
dervishes against whom Kitchener fought did under frenzied 
' 
psychic influences, with_ the.same decimating :r-esults 
(italics). But the suggestion that these losses were 
occasioned by cruelties on the pa.rt of the Germans is an 
unworthy fabr1cation° (Ref .84). 
The genesis o:f' the revolt lay in that marginal 
area of old Kibata. administrative division, adjacent to 
that of Kilwa. a.nd south of the Rufiji mouth, where Ngindo 
of the Ikemba breed, Pogoro, and the Kichi folk who are tk~ 
core of the Matumbi tribe, mingled their stocks. There, 
towards 1905, three personalities emerged from obscurity, 
fashioning between them a weapon that was to convulse the 
land from far Nyasa to the coast. The weapon was an 
.. 
amalgam of substantial med,¢cine, mystical ta.boo, xenophobia 
and Islam. Its creators have been assigned to the Ikemba. 
But the latter vehemently deny the link, throwing it onto 
the Kichi who in turn suggest a coastal extraction. What-
ever his antecedents, the leader of the trinity· t Bokera' 
' ' 
mystical title of an individual named Kinj.iketire Ngwale, 
gained an immense reputati,on, attracting clients from all 
southern Tanganyika.. His message was multiple, acquiring 
such a host of attributes that it is difficult to describe 
it shortly. All accounts agree however that it centred.about 
' 
water, water possessing magic properties • ., 1n fact a sort 
of elixir. Maji, a word found in most of the surrounding 
Bantu tongues, means •water' in Swahili. 
By a curious chance, .Burton a full half-century 
before found a similar cult flourishing no great distance 
north of the Rufiji. Here is his account:>f U. •. hill 
tribes (apparently the Luguru, written 'Warugurut) ••• 
have a place visited even by distant Wazaramo pilgrims. 
It is described as a cave where a P1hepo or disembodied 
spirit of a. man, in fact a ghost, produces a terrible 
subterranean sound, called by the people Kurero or Bokero; 
it arises probably from the f'low of water underground" 
In a pool in the cave t women bathe .for the blessing of 
issue, and men sacrifice sheep and goats to obtain fruit-
ful seasons and success in wa.r" (Ref .9,1857) .• · One need 
look no further .for the origin of 'Bokera', which is the 
rendering favoured by all the informants I have met. 
Bell however seems to have been told the authentic 'Bokero' 
pronunciation/'( One o.f the regular Ngindo descent-names; 
' 
ani-Pokera, sometimes heard as Mbokera, resembles the 
Majima.ji leader's riame; probably by mere chance). Since 
warfare was endemic in those days, Burton's allusion to it 
may be taken as incidental; that is, not indicative of a 
militant cult. Majimaji witnesses speak of bogus seances 
held in a cave, presumably at Nandanga Hill; to which I 
shall refer, callers being tricked by answers boomed 
through a tunnel in the rock. Another po.ss.ible site is 
the Ndagalala pool, situated at the Ngarambi-.Lihenge con-
fluence and later to be disctS sed. A sketch-map · 1n the 
District Book marks an adjacent hill called Bwengi. 
Perhaps Bwengi contains a cave. The alleged scene of the 
earlier manifestation is only a few marches ··• something 
over 100 miles as the crow .flies ••• from the later Bokera•s 
home. Von Prince, who spent years in the area during the 
1890s, though he dwells on the "wonderful mountains" of 
Uluguru#' (Ref .96), mentions neither cave nor shrine; nor have 
I been able to elicit any information from the present 
I authorities. n P • • • • •••• • • • •• • ••••••••• • • • • • ••••• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • •••• • • • • 
An article on Rufiji geology (ref .87) has a 
significant discussion of caves in the Mtumbei valley. 
j • 
Mtumbei lies amid the Matumbi hills about :;o miles 
inland from Samanga.. A. contributor to the article, Father 
H.ilrnar of the Kipatimu Mission. gives a detailed account 
of Nangoma, largest of' the caves thereabouts. O.f' these 
he remarks that the Majima,ji "originated from this place", 
but unfortunately quotes no specific source of information 
nor does he enlarge on the statement. \<mat is tolerably 
certain is that numbers of tribesfolk, :whether or not 
Majimaji adherents, hid in the caves at the time of the 
troubles.. A predecessor at the Mission, Fa.the.r Ambrosius 
Mayer, visited Nangoma shortly after its discovery by 
the authorities in .1910. He estimated that 51000 people 
could have camped unseen in its "enormous vest:tbule", 
where he found traces of numerous hearth fires, This 
would explain reports of villages una,ccountably deserted 
•••••••• l ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••• 
during the. campaign. : The Father went on to describe a. 
n/ P • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·: 
feature which makes.the analogy with Burton's tableau 
startling. 0 we noticed an unruffled still pool of water 
which appeared. to be of considerable deptht' • Of thi.s 
pool Father Hilmar observes, ttthe natives· state that this 
stream never dries up even in the driest dry season". One 
must withold judgement on Nangoma, but it seems not. 
impossible that Burton's mention of the Luguru mountains 
may have been pure and simple surmise on his part.· 
The somei.~hat confusing context, with "hill tribes" placed 
ih apposition to "Warugurutt, points in this direction. '\ 
If he had heard that the cave lay amid mountains he would·\ 
have been more likely to postulate those of Uluguru.than 
•••••••••••• 4 
the mysterious trans-Rufiji reaches to the south.: This· 
n/ p~ • • • • • • • •• • • ••• • • •••••••••••••• • • • • • •• • •••••• • • • • • : 
theory would appear to be supported by a seeming dearth 
o.f noteworthy caves in Uluguru, emphasised by the. absence 
of any significant remark on caves in the comprehensive 
t' 
article of Scheeder and Tastevin (Ref•S2). The article\ 
L...... 
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includes a detailed discussion of Luguru religion. Again, 
the expression "distant Waza~amo pilgrims" would fit 
1.Jatumbi country better than that of the Luguru, which is 
·relatively close to Zaramoland. The Zaramo occupy the 
hinterland of Dar es Sala.am. On the other hand, although 
nearby Mtumbei would se~m a more probabl~ focus of Majimaji 
than distant Uluguru., there is no direct evidence showing 
recrudescence of a hypothetical water cult at Mtumbei. 
Caves, and even caves with springs, can be no great rarity-. . 
But the sheer:dimensions of Nangoma must, in that region, 
make it unique. Some of the earlier European visitors., 
before :emerging from its bowels, reputedly wandered for 
three whole days. 
ln the beginning, much the same phenomenon as the 
one narrated by Burton seems to have given notoriety to . 
Ngarambi (Ruhingo), where Bokera the second, complete with 
pool and supposed cavern (the £orrner has been visited by 
European observers, but not so far as I know the latter), 
presided over the oracle. Native opinion has it that, 
even when violence was imminent, the movement held no 
specifically warlike content. Although Bellfs essay to 
some extent, and the ·German official version flatly, con-
tradict the notion, I am inclined to believe this. Bell 
concedes the cataclysm to have been "the fortuitous result 
not the object of the magic water1t (Ref .5.h He also 
states,· "It should be noted that no particular enemy we.a 
mentioned and that the natives who first went to buy the 
water from Ngameya (another witch-doctor) were more concerned 
with its power to protect their crops from pig the.n its power 
to shield them in war". 'rhe water• s decisive ingredient, 
ability to dissolve actual bullets in flight.1 appears to 
have come as an af'terthought. 
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Exactly how the .initial incidents developed in 
Kibata is not known to me, though the war never seems to 
have assumed Liwale p:roportions along the Ruf'iji. A solit-
ary reference speaks of the boma at Utete being built to 
counter the "Wakitseni (apparently the Kichi) ••• who were 
noted as being a most warlike and truculent tribe" (Rer. 
60). But, bureaucracy ignoring the urgent warning and 
appeal from that quarter, the conflagration had engulfed 
Pr;o .. ro 
Li:wale before the authorities had stirred. 1_!efere r~view-
ing their significance, I shall trace the. course of' events 
in outline. The emergency call from a Kibata headman, 
shortly to be beleaguered, emanated ee.rly in July 1905 .• A 
.month later Liwale was lost. Bokera himself had gone to the 
gallows before then ••• the date of execution is given as 
August 4th, a day before the doomed missionaries under 
· of execution 
Bishop Cassian left Kilwa for the· interior; the plac;_J 
Mohoro; capital of Kibata (Re£.5) • '"' But the monster of 
his making wa.s already launched on its bloddy career •. 
Nowhere was the rt?sponse so immediate or devas-
tating as in Liwale. Mobilization of the Majimaji armies, 
crudely mustered under the renegade Jumbes, and comprising 
these same .Ngindo who had cut so pathetic a figure in past 
raiding dayi;s, came about in a trice. Mass levies and 
baptisms, accompanied by threat.a of phys5.cal violence and 
euper;natural sanctions, brought the people out in droves. 
Only a minority adopted traditional eva.sive tactics. 
Three distinct hordea, protected by doses of potent 
water, in mortal terror of being devoured by wild beasts 
should taboos be broken,. bearing millet-stalk and cloth 
insign~a, susta.ined by the 'Majimaji! 1 battle cry, and 
professing the Islamic faith, converged on the boma• Pivot 
of the rising was Abdalla Y.iapanda 1 most sinister and 
resolute of the insurgent leaders• Nephew of the same 
Mpinga who had first implored German aid, he was a 
disappointed ciaimant for the post of Jumbe, and 
instead. had entered trade·. The result was debt, appar-
ently towards the rubber interests, who had a European 
represen·tative a:t Liwale boma, one of the two European 
victims there. Extraordinary solution, Mapanda was 
given a rifle along with a commission to shoot elephant. 
He met with little sue cess in his quest for ivory •• • 
c:le.-
the yarn attributing his Mlformed thwrib to an accident 
of the chase is· denied by some, who make £.ire or. an 
infantile disease responsible ;;fl indeed his first quarry 
may well have been the two askaris sent to investigate 
reports of disturbances at Kingwichiro, near Mapandats 
home; where the trading community suffered pilla~e a 
day or two before the boma assault, There can be no 
doubt that, along with a junta. of "Tumbes, this ferocious 
creature • • • he went personally to seek the \iater at 
Ngarambi·, and was to cut the throat of his own daughter 
.in full view of his followers • • • roused the timid Ngindo 
to a moment of £ren~:r. The worm turning. t.he Germans 
called it. 
The campaign at Liwale-boma lasted a morning. 
Made aware of the ta nkruptcy of the water by the ghastly 
fact of their casualties, the Ma.jimaji warriors melted 
a.way almost as soon. Were it not for i.ts vulnerable 
thatch, the post would in all probability have held firm. 
As it was, .fire either.consumed the defenders, of whom a 
solitary Africe.n NCO is reputed t.o have got eleari away, or 
forced them out into a hail of poisoned arrows• Only a 
few gangs of desperate elements persisted; notably those 
of Abdalla Mchimaye to the east, whose people fell on the 
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missionaries some days later• killing a Catholic Bishop 
and his half dozen companions, ·and made repeated attacks 
on the subsequently established police-unit at Mpengere 
along the Kilwa road; and of Mapanda. himself who, after 
vainly contesting·the passage of the columns from the 
coa.st • • • he :i.s said to have gone to the length of 
digging trenches ••• tried to repeat his initial suecess 
against the relief garrison of Liwale. There could be only 
one issue.· A party of Government troops reached the 
latter place within a month of the catastrophe, and a 
considerable expedition had followed up before the end 
ot the year. The hunt· for fugitives began. 
Such was the war in the area of its most spec-
t&"Cular triumph.- In the distant northern reaches of 
the Divisi,on the energies of the rebels had been directed 
against alien traders and .officials the1"eabouts, never 
synchro.nised with the boma coup• Kapolo, outlawed ex-
Jumbe of Madaba who had everything to gain, nothing to 
lose, from disorder, headed the insurrection in this 
quarter. As for the home Pogoro, their effort came 
later.· The captured rifles from Liwale gave them the 
heart to attempt the far more formidable bulwark of 
V..ahenge which, for lack of ammunition, is said to have 
entered late 
come within an ace of falling too.· Likewise, the Ngo~ •. 
Here Kinjala, who years before had figured in the raiding 
truce, wss instrumental. The first clashes found h:i.m 
away in his.second Songea home, whence he returned to 
meet a fait a.ccompli. He showed little enthusiasm for 
the cause until brought before Mapanda and sentenced to 
death as a traitor. The condition of his reprieve was 
that he should give chase to a European planter; .Pf'uller, 
and proselytise the Ngoni. The latter tasl<: he did very 
effectively through the agency -0£ his mistress, the 
.influential 'Jumbess' Mkomanire. · Bell's claim that her 
complicity has "rwt one shred of evidence from native 
reports" (Ref .5) ·seems open to doubt. Africans have 
.confirmed th·e liaison on h9th the Ngoni and Ngindo sides .i 
Chab~a, paramount of the eastern Ngoni• Vaccillated, but. 
his hand was f creed by subordinate hotheads• rrhere ensued 
a spate of murders and several encounters with Government 
forces, though the boma itself never became closely'. 
invested (Ref ,61}. That the struggle reached a grim tempo 
is evidenced by Sir Philip Mitchell. "I he.ve walked over 
some of the scenes 0£ great fights in the Livingstone 
Mountains and around Songea ••• with headmen who had been 
there as my· guides. Wherever they dug, their hoes turned 
up human bones in masses. The slaughter was terrible •·•". 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • 0 • • • • • • • • • ~ 
(Ref', 51) • : Elsewhere in the present Southern P1"'ovince no : 
n/p. • • • • • • • •: 
major fighting occurred. The Yao showed little interest. 
"The Wayao .as a tribe did not join the Majima.ji • • • (this } 
••• may be attributed partly to the great influence of 
Sutherland, the great elephant hunter" {Ref.;62). The same 
.source tells of' Tunduru boma being 1 stormed' by ·twangoni' • 
Noir did the Makua or Makonde enter to any extent. However 
the people 1.iving in '*the northern half of' the (Makonde) 
plateau joined in ••• (there was) sporadic fighting and 
a number were mot or hangedtr(Ref •59)•- The Mwera seem 
to have done more damage. At least one Christian mission 
in the Lukuledi area was despoiled and Weule witnessed 
f;d.ghtful suffering among the starving populace in mid 
1906 (Ref'.97).. The Swahili of the coast fought sporadi ... 
cally.- The very fir.st brush of all was reported from 
maritime Samanga and·engagements took place at other 
points.- But Kilwa was never threatened• As for the 
riverine Bena of Ma.henge, they would lB ve mtbing · t9 do with 
Majimaji.; Their paramount, who had made contact with 
the Germans from an early date when visiting the coast, 
actually fought as a :t:ualist and fell in action {'.Ret.14L 
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Evidently the Mbunga were less docile. According to the 
Mfthenge District Book, the paramount and two other 
leaders, one of them a woman, along with per son, were 
hanged for corapl:i.city. Though the formidable Hehe ab-
stained, the conflict spread north of the Rufiji as well, 
but this lies beyond the scope of.my enquiries. Suffice 
it that Dar es Salaam itself., the seat of Goverznment, 
became jeepardised; whilst Kisiju, 40 miles south of 
the town, was "burnt· down" .in October 1905 (Ref·.21). 
Only in warlike Songea are the mass of the people 
said to have been subjected to deliberate reprisals. Here 
the Gennans could afford to take no· chances,. Whereas in 
Liwale none but the ringleaders were apprehended and 
'civilian' deaths occurred only in mopping tip around the 
x 
Kingwichiro trouble-focus, the Ngoni seem to have suffered 
· dire p~nishment. Operations were still proceeding when 
Weule landed· in mid 1906 (Ref,.97), by which time Liwale 
ha~ been quiet for months. The Songea District Book has 
this to say. "Half' the district; led by the Angoni; 
became directly implicated ••• disastrous results ••• 
German punitive measures stampeded the Wangoni in all 
directions ••• reduced to waste a fairly prosperous 
country". Suppression in Liwale did not go to these 
lengths. Only two categories of offenders were tracked 
down and publicly hanged. These were the rebel Jumbes 
themselves, together with notorious· figures like Mapanda; 
and the so-called 'Jumbe Hongos' , .seemingly not so much 
emissaries· of Bokera as hysterical persons who, reacting 
spontaneously to the general unrest, circulated far 
and wide crazily stirring the cauldron of fear. 
Some were female. Muslim 
Footnote x: 
Against this must be set such assertions as that or 
Joelson. Ref .)5: "Crops and habitations had on every 
possible occasion to be destroye~ by fire".. The writer 
here apparently refers to Matumbi country. 
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'r,reachers.came to no harm; nor did the rank and file of 
the f.iajimaji armies;, .excepting, that is, for self· 
confessed war-criminal~· Sutherland relates how a man 
came to Liwale-boma some years later seeking legal aid 
to secure a share of Majimaji loot. Both he and the 
dei·endant forfeited their livest (Ref'.89) • · The •peak 
ferment hav.ing coincided with the planting season, 
•carcely a field was cleared or sown' Owing to panic• 
dislocation, and phy.sical weakness, Cliltivation fared 
little better the following year. 1'he resultant ravages 
of famine were atrocious. The 'Handbook of German East 
Africa' puts the casualties at 120,000 (Ref.64), whilst 
Evans writes that the Majimaji soldiers were "itated to have 
lost at· least 70,000 killed'' (Ref';l7}. Some informants 
insinuate that villages were burnt down. On the other 
hand, according to the native'B, a certain African sergeant-
major9 Almasi by name, whose· servant Kayanda was found · 
guilty of looting, was arrested by 1 Hofman Sembera•, as the 
local German comm.andant was known, and sent for trial to 
1\1lwa. His dismissal from the service followed; 
From this·synopsis it is obvious that the Ngindo 
wer~ prime movers in the rising and tm t they acted largely 
on their own initiative• 8okera, soul of the movement, 
was in his grave ten days before Liwale foundered• And 
there see¢'ms some doubt .as to whether he.ever preached 
a militant crusade. In any ease the army he or his 
lieutenants allegedly despa.tched thither was forestalled. 
Nowhere excepting in the Liwale and Ma.henge sieges 1 and 
possibly in Songea, did the conflict amount to more than 
skirmishing• It was famine, not bullets, that caused 
the enormous loss ot life. And it was the geographical 
extent o.f the rising, its demonstration of the ~ssential 
f'ragi.lity of administrative control, combined with the 
partial disaffection of a martial tribe, that so gravely 
al:armed the Government. Bell·has effectively disposed of 
the absurdity of a pla;med conspiracyf (Ref'.5). The 
motivation in each area evidently differed according to 
the way in whi.cb the message of Bokera was transmitted• 
to the manner of i'ts interpretation, and to purely local ..................................................... 
fa.ctors. : · In the case of· the home ... Ngindo, Islam pla.yed 
n/ P- • • • • • • • •: ' ( , 
a. conspicuous· part, Conversion of the tribe as a whole 
mag-ician-
dates from this epoch. '11he. wi55ard.Lapos~les 0£ t,he cuit 
were anyth).ng but orthodox Muslims, but they had a Koranic 
t"ee.der in attendance an4 contrived to give a.n lslam.ie 
colouring to their canipaign. Also,. though,one;doubts 
whether more than a fraction found its way into their 
hand~, considerable sums were collec~ed on their behalf 
in the £orm of baptismal fees. Present Ngindo cynics 
generally ascribe the entire scheme to greed for money~ 
110 p~stulate a Mahdi~t belie£ or direct instigation from 
Mecca or any other Islamic centre would not in my view 
~ . I 
be admissible. I she.11 return to this point• No religi-
ous h~irarchy capable of issuing orders existed in East 
J1frica.. It is undeniable too that the rebels, in their 
first excess, robbed and killed the very traders who were 
the pillars of the nascent Muslim community• and that 
Muslim troops were used, to suppi:ess them• The Muslim 
coast respon.d.ed but feebly to the summons• Renee the 
Muslim content of the revolt appears unor.ge.nized, a 
clever adaptat.icn ,or isolated Koranic tenets to support 
something primarily African and traditional rather than a 
hoJ.y war of the Prophet• 
The pr.incipE1l st11T!uli are therefore twofold; the 
power of p~gan ritual .and: supernatural command·~ and. that 
of actual.and would. .... be native governmental agents. To 
' . 
which I would add the extremely susceptible nature of 
Ngindo society. How far was the Ma.jimaji specifically 
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Ngindo·? Mystical aspects will be the first for 
scrutiny.. Next I shall turn to mat~ers political. 
But first, lest the reasons for such a 
detailed digression should not be clear, let me 
emphasise the paramount importance of the Rebellion 
for present.;.day Ngindo life;. Not only does. the 
Majimaji, witnessed by the bulk of surviving_ 
senior elder.s., .remain a shattering memory; .:fm.t. 
also its impact has induc·ed permanent,~ integral 
changes in the ·nature of Ngirido society. Without 
a thorough appraisal of Majima.ji.· teachings, such 
£.eat11res as the pseudo-Islamic cult of_ today 
cannot properly be understood. Psychologically 
also, the effects must be of equal magnitude. 
And though I am not qualified to assess them,, no 
anthropologist can afford to ignore p.sychology, 
whether. individual or. group., as the general 
·climate and setting ·of his study. 
· Majimaji taboos· seem to have coincided with 
regular t~gindo ones only in principle.· Sexual 
abstinence, observed~ring many Ngindo cere-
monials, was prescribed by Bokera. Its violation 
· served to explain, disaster or. failure. · But the 
practice is too common for it to be t:ra.ced to 
any one tribe. · . The cardinal ban on bushpig 
imposed by the rebels tallies with those. on 
· Ngindo clan tot·ems, yet obviously derives from 
Islam. The great accreseence of associated 
·· avoidances, though attributed to Islam, may not 
be wholly so.· A wide range of .inse<:ts and 
small mammals, over and above hippo, warthog 
and elephant, enters the prohibited category. 
Another alleged component of the revolutionary 
message was the injunction to advance against 
the enemy with never a backward glance ••• 
decidedly a novelty to the inoffensive, indi-
vidualist Ngindo. One cannot help remarking CM, 
the emphasis placed on linguistic formulae 
during this war. Lions, for instance, were 
called •sheep', askaris 'moths'. Now the Ikemba, 
by contrast with other Ngindo, favour synonyms 
of this kind. If they go out after beds they 
can only hope for success if they refer to them 
as 'flies'. If the Ikemba are unique in this res-
pect, plainly the revolt borrowed a specific ele-
ment from them. But I suspect Kichi influence to 
be present. Why else do the southerly Ngindo , 
attach no importance to names ? Again Bokera is 
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said to have forbidden all but pure-black stock. 
This ruling does not appear Ngindo by inspiration, 
for the Ngindo had few goats and no beasts, except-
ing for the Ngoni collaborator Kinjala's herd and 
an experimental one imported by the Germans. In 
this as in other moves, Bokera seems to reveal 
himself Ylf. eclectic, opportunist. 
He utilized the ancestor-cults common to 
all the surrounding Bantu, but only as a diversion. 
Pilgrims were attracted to his shrine by the story 
that spirits would appear reflected in the sacred 
waters. The theme never recurred prominently 
once recourse to arms had been made;; Disappointed 
callers were told they were too late or had 
infringed taboos. The Ngindo hold by contrast 
that the dead, although they remain active, cannot 
.~~~~--------------------------·-
be seen. The action of Me.panda in murdering 
the two askaris on the grave of Mpinga strikes 
me as untypical for an Ngindo, who will pay 
scant attentioh to graves as a rule. No per-
manent mark is left to show the spot, nor is any 
observance made there after burial. Some 
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elders remember the sites and might protest if a 
stranger started farming them. The only excep-
tion I have noted is in the case of a specialised 
prophet cult! Could not Mapanda have got the 
idea ¢"from Boker.a ? 
The latter's claims as a supernaturally 
endowed human far surpassed those of ordinary 
Ngindo sorcerers. Not that his activities 
were thought anti-social, or dangerous to the 
people at large (other than loyalists to the 
German state) • He or his agents could threaten 
people hundreds of miles a.way, wherea.s the con,;. 
ventional sorcerer, more often than not a woman, 
has no power to molest a person living beyond 
a night's return walking distance. Sorcerers 
L 
place or administer med¢cines by stealth, but 
seldom in liquid form. The luKUTA ordeal in 
vogue at the present day entails the consump-
tion by suspects of a liquid potion, not plain 
water but a mixture. It had probably yet to 
reach Liwale in those days, being an importa-
tion from elsewhere. Besides, Majimaji water 
could take effect from simple bathing or sprinkl-
ing and was multi-purpose. The old Ngindo tech-
nique, called luGUMBA, of identifying a sorcerer 
consisted of piercing the ear-lobes and observing 
the flow of blood. Fear of were-animals 
controlled by wizards was e feature of 
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adjacent tribes such as Mwera and Makonde1 So the Maji-
maji device of alliance with wild beasts cannot be laid 
at the door of the Ngindo. On the other hand Ngindo do 
. believe that a corpee remaining limp may become reincar-
nated as a wild beast. Such a monster will claim its 
first victim from among the bereaved kinsmen, the remedy 
being to place Nyombo-leaves or Ng'hungutwa-ba:rk on the 
grave. As for the assertion that the water's "power was 
finally extended so as to make women invisible and s.ecure 
from capture"(Ref .so), this has the flavour of war propa-
ganda, and therefore no relevance to chance similarities 
in sorcery• Ngindo sorcerers, who are nocturnal, go abroad. 
stark naked leaving no footprint·' They cast a drowsy spell 
over any passer-by, hence make themselv,es virtually invisible 
Only if a victim awakes at the critical moment can he clutch 
hold of his tormentor, 'revealing who it is• Bokera can 
better be compared with a white magician, conferring 
I. 
bles.sing through med¢cine, though .I never heard him des-
cribed as an exorcist or champion against sorcerers. 
It is however on record that he was thought capable of 
making recip.ients of sacralised water "immune from witch-
craft" (Ref. 5). 
'J.'odayt s devil-dance~, like the new ordeal, had 
yet to catch on thoroughly, and the attributes of such 
devile as tJ:iey commemorate do not correspond with Bokera's 
instruments, which were wild beasts .rather than disease. 
The behaviour of the Jumbe Hongos was that of persons 
harbouring devils in their bodies, but this seems coinci-
dental; Songs associated with the dances have only 
passing allusions to the Majimaji. The sky-god or creator, 
ChaPANGANYA, whom the .Ngindo acknowledge, ·received no 
recognition from Bokera. The customary sacrifidal offer-
ings to the spirits and equally popular divination he 
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seems altogether to have neglected. Bell includes among 
the rebels' code-names the phrase «kuchecha yihinga", 
translated as a female dance and signifying the call to 
arms ( Re.t. 5) • Nowadays the seclusion dance tor ,girl 
' . 
initiates is called kuCHIPIRA, the sub.sequent episodes 
having various names. The whole process may h~wever be 
known as kuCHEZA iH!JJA, or 't.o ip.itiate the ~ittle 
girls', One is struck by the fact that this arid other 
i 
code-names were ~endered in kiNgindo, with the !inference 
' 
that the authors of Majimaji spoke that langua.~e; unless 
I 
the kiNgindo element is local translation or enj.broidery. 
The sacred water came from Ngarambi t~ough con-
1 
I 
·tainers filled there might be replenished at w$ll else-
! 
where. As f9r baptismal water, any pool or stream would 
do. E'Kcepting symbolically, the two are not t~oughtto be 
connected. There is some doubt whether baptism;by ha.thing 
or immersion belongs :to Islam at all• Certainly it 
receives greater emphasis in Liwale than in o~tier Islamic 
I 
areas. Even there I have heard a Muslim preac~er depre-
cate the practice as if it were something whol~y pagan. 
'· The pagan Ngi;ndo initiation and other eeremoni~s incorporate 
ri'tual lustration for both sexes. Hence the Majimaji rite 
may be a synthesis• Now~days baptism occasionally enters 
I 
the initiation cycle, but lustration persists ~s a separ-
ate item • ·•. a good instance of the paralle~li~m commonly 
adopted by Ngindo. I have not visited the Nga~ambi pool 
I I 
(Nd~galala), but Kichi living a short ~reh ea$t at Kibao-
ni sta.ted that it had. dri·ed up.. I could not e&tablish 
whether this was permanent or merely seasonal. However, 
i 
I 
one imagines the supply to have been perennial. Bell 
relates how a lost youth, Salimu 'I'agawaka, was ,miraculously 
I 
located in the waters of a pool (Ref.;). But ~t was 
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Bokera'.s associate,Ngameya, who performed the feat; to 
wh,ich Ngindo history yields no precedent. He operated 
in the Kitope area. Could this then have been the same 
pool ? Beardall's map (Ret.4) marks "Kitope Hill" no 
great distance inland from Samanga, perhaps a duplication 
of names. Nandanga, to which the headquarters w~re shifted, 
apparently before Bokera's. demise, is described as a. 
prominent hill. Lying some distance from Ngarambi, one 
wonders whether sacred water were available there too. 
Possibly considerations .of defence dictated the move. In 
that case i~ may have marked the swing to a belligerent 
policy. Bell speaks of a Madaba lad being sent for the 
water to another source, Mpa.ngat at a point sta.ted to 
be only five hours' walk from the Pan~ani rapids on the 
Rufiji. Mpanga is marked on Bell's map (Ref.$) as being 
on the ~iver itself downstream from the rapids. Beardall, 
reconnoitring the Rufiji for the Sultan of Zanzibar in 
18So, ascended "Mpanga hill" below the rapids (Ref\;4). 
Majimaji terminology is consistently aquatic. 
' Take the report that "a great med¢cine man lived in the 
Ruf.ij1 river in the form ot a water monster, and that . 
" this supernatural creature could dispense mec)J!cine" (Ref. 
tlO). Possibly this account confuses medicinal water and 
. x 
the le~end of 'Nyangumi', a title adopted by Njugumaina 
Ngwale, Bokera's younger brother. Nyangumi, which is the 
regular Swahili word for whale, wns thought to be a spirit . . 
haunting the same Pangani rapids just mentioned., Another 
source, referring to the journey to Nandanga ot Kapungu 1 
the Ngoni emissary, believed that ttthe God of the sea 
((water)) could be consulted" (Ref .61). In the doomsday 
story current in Muslim Majimaji circles it is signifi-
cant that inundation should be the mode of destruction ·---- ·- - -· -- -·- -· - --;.;...--· . ..;.;:.;...;... ··----
x-Footnote: 
Prima facie,both the name and the attributes of this monster resemble 
tl;lose of 11 Namungumi tt or "water-mother" of the Nyasaland Yao (Ref'. 79b) • 
According to this oour;ce, Namungumi is a mythical creature, drawn on 
the ground with flour and designed to instruct boy initiates. 
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·or alien rule. There would be darkness :for seven days, 
the prophecy ran, and then the people would fin.d every 
boma submerged beneath the sea. This motif. of punition 
by floods occurs. among two neighbouring tribes .• Yao and 
Makua (Ref.27). In central Liwale I came across a small 
thicket which lay under a taboo to cultivators; The 
explanation was this. Not only had a man who attempted 
to .farm it perished mysteriously, but also its interior 
was dank and gloomy 'like an underwater place'. The 
taboo dates from before the revolt~ Up country, the 
Europeans were at first taken for water-creatures 
'Fish from the sea', the Ngoni called them• 
••• 
The ominous water, almost to the exclusion of 
all else, dominates Majime.ji symbolism• No appeal was 
made to the £amiliar millet-flour and Ntogo-sprig of 
Ngindo ceremonial. One wr.itten account (Ref .;SO) des-
cribes the sacred liquid as a thin paste made .from maiz.e -
and millet-flour mixed with water. Maize has no ritual 
significance for the Ngindo, nor do they doctor flour 
in this manner.; Only as a pure expedient did the stalks 
of millet make a warrior emblem.• Over and above the 
wide variety of herbal remedies known to Ngindo, there 
" is a med¢cine thought to bring death to thieves; If a 
man finds his beehive rifled and cannot discover the 
culprit he may mix the sub.stance with the sme.ared 
.vestiges with fatal resUl.ts to consumers of the stolen 
·:honey. 
(, 
As a deterrent such med¢cine might also be 
placed in advance. In the same way a jealou.s husband 
could sprinkle Majimaji water on his bed, upon which 
any adulterer would he paralyzed and remain helpless 
until apprehended• The resemblance however is probably 
a ch.a.nee one.- I have heard the water creditedwi.th 
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being a stimulus to crops but not to childbirth or as a. 
salve for ailments. Rain•making does not appear to have 
been among Eokerats accomplishm~nts. 
One CQIJCludes the revolutionary cosmology to have 
had little in common with that of the Ngindo. .Its authors, 
if they drew on NgindQ sources, did so sparingly. This 
seems to support the theory·of the phenomenon's northerly 
derivation. The Kichi, who evidently entered i't1s inner 
counsels, live to the north of Ngindoland. The Pangani 
rapids, home of the fabulous Nyangumi, in turn lie to. 
their north. And th~ heralding tBokero' of ~Burton's day 
had supposedly arisen further north again. 
How far were the Ngindo politically geared for 
warfare ? One must recapitulate the outline.a of their 
social order for r~view in the light of the rebellion. 
The Ngindo had never achieved distinct.ion in war. Far 
from being aggressive they £ailed ~amentably to check the 
inroads of Ngoni raiders, anq motley Ngoni satellites at 
that:. The cause la.y in chronic separatism. Even members 
o.f adtjacent hamlets could lend 1'a.,eh other no support, ea.ch 
family-head preferring to stand his ground or hiqe in his 
home woodland or thicket• Mostly, despite thei:r; deadly 
arrows, they hid. The compact Ngoni fol'tnations would 
have been highly vulnerable to hit-and-run tactics in that 
close country, but seldom met resistance. In those days 
the effective limit of social cohesion would appear to 
have been the circ:J,e of' kinsmen, mostly agnatic, occupying 
perhaps a dozen loosely·clustered huts •. Certain indivi-
duals held a wider. though at best tenuous~ influence. 
These are the dubiou.s forerunners of Indirect · Rule ts local 
instrumentt the MWENYE. The period of' Ngoni ef.fervescence 
sufficed to atomise any pre-existent form of Ngindo organi-
zation. There are signs that it smashed a clan system 
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among the Ndonde~ Therefore; whatever had gone before, 
what came after l'Y<a.s automatically fragmented. On tbe 
other hand, even as f'ar east as this, the Ngoni set up 
local turncoats or notables as collectors of tribute. 
6alled NDUNA s, they may have created the germ of' head-
manship .. 
Anonymity pervaded the Ngindo culture ••• not a 
single place-name in all Liwale., with the possible except-
ion of Mangi:rik1ti 1 from the minor Ngoni raid-leader ot 
that name, honours an historic figure, It contained but 
one line of stratification, that-between slave and free. 
Slaves, a minority, got very.benevolent treatment. 
Usually, by a kinship fiction, they entered the fam.ilies 
or their owners. There was no way of holding them unless 
one anticipated a truant by selling the fellow at the 
coast. Those that remained were docile, hence prepared 
to do dirty wol:'k such as reconnoitring in war, porterage• 
. and attending school;, the latter duty ileading to the 
ironic sequel of a servile aristocracyl Their status, 
of which the aftermath persists to this day, remained 
le-a.de rs 
distinct. Yet the Majimajif!:ppear# to have paid no 
attention to the ·institution, still in existence under 
x 
the Germans. Pim shows that slavery was already on 
th~ way out before the revolt came. nnomestic slavery 
·Footnote x: Germans 
Whilst it is undeniable that the latter acqui-
in slavery . 
escedf;.... I nave even heard a man sa.y that the way to 
dispose of a slave was to 'sell him to Usaga.ra', evidently 
the German firm of·that name ••• it is not !'air to assume 
that the abuses of slavery were condoned. At the coast 
where, by contrast with the interior, abuses abounded, 
they were checked. Here is an example from Mafia island. 
nWhen the Germans came they forbade these practices (invari-
able daily task of cultivating a strip over 100 yards long 
etc) and reduced the daily task to 50 yards. Similarly ' 
they reduced the work to four days a week for the master •. 
From Friday to Sunday the slave could work in his own 
fields. The Germans promised. to f'ree the slaves in 1920" 
.(Ref. 71). 
was not .forbidden, but provision was rrade for its gradual 
extinction by stopping the trade and declaring all 
children born after 1904 to be free" (Ref.72}. The 
superior position of tJie fr.eeman could in no wise be 
regarded as an index of leadership in such enterprises 
as war,. The ma.ster, if more digni.fiedt wa.s no less 
cowardly than the slave.. Bell makes the interesting 
inf'er.ence that work on the Government cotton-plots 
offended Ngindo ideas of caste (Ref. 5) ,~ Alien super-
vision in central Liwale does not seem to have been 
close enough for such tension to arise. 
The conclusion is inescapable that the chief 
;Liwale insurgents., exeepting in so far as they were aided 
by so uniform a mass of indi\ridue.ls, had their inspira-
tion other than in the native culture• Who then were 
these leaders ? The answer is German agents.. The official 
version, seeking to shift responsibility, blamed African 
i~eriors not for prosecuting rebellion, but provoking it. 
,, 
Governor von Gotzen. wrote, "the harsh self-seeking 
conduct of' the coloured, alien, subordinate agents of the 
government contributed st.ill further .to the unpopularity 
of government regulationstt (Ref,.95) ..• ' No doubt this was 
true of other areas, bu't the reverse obtained in Liwale; 
According to the natives ,nineteen out of twenty headmen~ 
exercising the brusque authority delegated and taught 
to them by the Imperial Government, both provoked, delib-
erately provoked,. and prosecuted the rebellion. The 
sole abstainer, Jumbe Mpwanga of Mtumbati~ personally won 
acquittal, but his fire-eating brother Nassoro filled his 
place among the revolutionaries. As for Mapa.nda., he was 
son and cousin of successive headmen, and himself a 
candidate. Seemingly the sinews of discord gained strength 
through German exercise. How else but from their masters 
could the Liwale Jurnbes have learned to become aggressive 
war leaders. ? Prior to their appointment; not so much as 
a tendency in this direc:tion hed shown itself. And after 
the d~b~cle the Germans displayed their disregard f'or the 
specifically political contribution of the Ngindo by re-
taining in positions of t.rust several of the. traitors t 
heirs. For instance• the condemned Mpule's son became 
Jumbe of Barikiwa. io this extent therefore would I 
endorse Bell ts general indictment of the Germans (Ref'. 
5), that in particular they schooled African leaders in 
despotism without bothering to cultivate their loyalty. 
The folly of unleashing an 'elite, rather than oppression 
of the mass, brought them to the brink or doom. 
During their brief hegemony the rebels carried 
'on only a semblance of government• On mobilization, 
f-iapanda despatched letters. written by ,scribes in Arabic 
' 
script, both south and west. And a meeting convened by 
him several weeks later actually sat at mtandandongora., 
his home village~ From it a policy of st#aring Muslim. 
lives but not property is said to have emerged. But 
the only eye-witness I could find remembers nothing but 
threats and bluster on the part of f.iapanda, who sought 
to rally the wavering Jumbes. Kinjala came up for ttrialt, 
and Ru.pembe (.a. prominent Ngindo personality still alive 
todayf Eie fta-nte :eeeuPo), who was lucky to escape with his 
life' on a second attempted 'arrest', likewise. The latter 
power 
episode shows the sort of'Cl:l:therity wielded to have been 
on.e of disorderly raids and lynching, unrestrained by any 
deliberate machinery. 
There remtiin the Jumbe Hongos.. These were un-
balanced fana.tj_cs who. rose to prominence by virtue of 
the.ir extravagant conduct. The Majimaji doctors, credited 
Hongos 
with placing six)!t the head of the belated force assigned 
~ff0 :....\'.e.J. 
·to Liwale, l_:!attttehed certain of them. Some were to the 
fore in battle., for instance the Likui who directed 
the furious Nautupi (or Nakatupi) engagement in th.e 
we.st• Before ·the outbreak the Jumbe Hongos were nobodies. 
They appear to have arisen as a pure psychological res-
ponse, excepting for those f'orme.lly appointed by Bokera, 
mushroom growths without political past ••• &.nd without 
political future •#11 lhe Germans saw to that! They were 
not howeve~ altogether without precedent. Ngindo leg~nd 
relates that when the Ngoni satellites .first impinged 
on the Ndonde1 a traitor from their ~idst went hither 
and thither simulating madness• He would approach the 
homesteads, mount an antheap, and sing incomprehensible 
ditties, behaviour closely resembling the overt activity 
of a Jumbe Hongo. Meanwhile he was busy kidnapping 
children wherever he circulated: By this means, in a 
forest hideout, he collected about him a bandit army •. 
F.inally, in obedience to his Ngoni friends, he struck, and 
the Ndonde fled east. The bracketing of Jumbe with Hongo 
seems devoid of signi:f icance beyond implying that the 
Hongos took a certain initiative. Here and there the 
word Hongo seems to have been used for Bokera himself. 
This was the case among the riverine Bena of western 
Mahenge, judging from the Culwicks' account (Ref .14). 
I.f Ngindo social organization gave little to 
the Majimaji, the Majimaji. gave much to Ngindo social 
organization. This tremendous event forms the watershed 
between past and present• In its crucible were born. a 
new consciousness e.nd a new ethic. The statements 'We 
Muslims• and 'We llgindo' cannot be dissociated; No 
matter if the Muslims stray from orthodoxy,, if the Ngindo 
st.ray from upity, the two together are a force to be 
· . reckoned with. 
After many frustrations inquest of data on the 
A role of Islam !·was rewarded with a find. This was a 
man who not only had the privilege of helping give .Islam 
.its· decisive impetus in Liwale but also proved frank and 
intelligent as· an.informant. 
set out .in· full ••• 
His evidence~deserves to be 
nI was an apprentice Mwalimu (Muslim 'Pireacher) at the 
ti.me o.f' the outbreak, and had done about a year's study with 
an experienced "Frea~her, Abdalla Msham Kinduli of Mlembwe 
' .. ' . ·. . . ' 
K1njacha (.20 miles north-west of Mochera). The latter·was 
" 
a comparative newcomer, having emigrated from the Machinga 
country near the· coast, though he had relatives in Ngindo• 
land ·where he settled. When first I hea.rd about the Maji- · 
maji water it was announced that only .those ~hose parents 
.i". 
had died were permitted to go and collect it; This was 
why I did not go. I was a suitor in marriage at.that time. 
Anyway my maternal uncle, MshamNgajuwa, made the journey. 
On his return he.announced that everyone had both to·receive 
the water and adopt the Muslim fa.1th. This was under; pain 
of being devoured by lions, which were called sheep. I 
2 • 
. therefore had no. alternative but to·. complyn. 
l• .. ootnote 1. . .. 
Bell's material, (Ref .;l) relating to Madaba seems to 
refute this. · A certain Sefu was sent by his ·father to get 
water at Mpanga. Possibly the lad's physical parents had 
in fact died. · 
Footnote 2. . ... 
There we:ee other less direct sanctio11s at work. Refusal 
to join became something almost unpatriotic, a mark of 
stigma. Thus a certainKapilima is the butt of a.song 
still preserved in the repertoire·of the •kiNgindo' devil-
dance ••• •Come.along, devil; and.get drunk with watert 
Kapilima refused· the water. · . Kapilima!' •Ill If this ,was 
the Jumbe of that name who betrayed more than one·rebel 
leader, he ~eserves to be pilloried. Rupe~be, on. ·t.he . 
oth~r hand; who had cause to abstain and did so openly, 
. escapes criticism. He recurs later in th:ls text • 
. .. ;· 
' r·.., .. 
! 
"I acted in concert with my mentor end carried out 
mass conversions at a pool situated near the Mlemhwe-Chumu 
confluence (near ~J.embwe Kinjacha). We were inundated 
·with work and had to escape to get our meals. The peop&e 
were panic-stricken and raised an outcry whenever a "Preacher 
stopped w~rk. The manner of baptism was to make the novice 
face Mecca, when once he had been smeared with clay and 
1. 
washed down by his attendants Then he had to raise 
his forefinger beside his ear and repeat an Arabic creed 
three times. Then water was ladled over him thrice. I 
do not consider that baptismal wa~er was associated with 
medicinal water. Both sexes followed the same procedure. 
Women were not naked but still wrapped in their garments. 
Nightfall did not interrupt the work. This was during 
the dry-season, but before the war at the boma. 
,, 2. 
There 
were no flying-ants then. 
Footnote 1: 
( al<i./itOM60 i ... k~>N~~ ... lo) 
The informant uses the same word, WaRombo}:_as that 
designating the relatives who steer an initiate through 
the circumcision and allied ceremonies. 
Footnote 2: 
A sound source states that the insects swarmed at 
another such session held at Barikiwa, when the waiting 
crowds received a special dispensation to eat them ••• 
alleged Islamic law bans consumption of ants. This 
must have been some while after the bomats fall with 
the first showers of the ensuing rains; whereas the 
present informant's activity could not have come long 
before the flare-up. The dry weather seldom settles 
down before June. Why there should have been such 
a lag between points only thirty miles apart is obscure. 
Possibly Barikiwa had no resident Ngindo'Preacher •. 
At all events the one who presided over the ant-ridden 
assembly was a stranger. 
'~Petty ~reachers from the Mpotora coastal area came to 
1. 
Liwale for easy money, but I do not know their names. 
2. 
Nor do I know of Abdalla Magera. Kingandawala and 
J. 
Mmeleke were acquaintances of mine. If there had been 
4~ 
a senior ~reacher thereabouts, he would have questioned 
486. 
the Majimaji authority as being that of laymen. But we 
were small-fry without the intelligence to see this. It 
was conversion through intoxication, not real conversion. 
We charged eight pice a head, or a thurnuni for a couple. 
For a party of eight we would get a rupee. We amassed a 
lot of money. Behold, a -P.reacher living further down 
the Mlembwe sent word to 'us that we should transfer our 
takings to himself, since we were operating without 
proper credentials. His name was M~harn Ngapawa. This 
we refused to do." 
"Instead we ourselves .set out for Nandanga hill in 
5. 
the Rutete area. That was Ngameya's place. We had with 6. 
us the money collected. I myself had 60 rupees. But 
Ngameya took only one rupee in exchange for verbal permis-
sion for a document to be drawn up authorising further 
conversions, Ngameya's appearance was as follows. He was 
dark-complexioned and clean-shaven, his height moderate, 
his build robust. He appeared a youngish man and did 
not impress particularly as a speaker. His dress con-
sisted of a black Kaniki loin-cloth and a white Merekani 
toga, He wore neither hat nor shoes. 
He spoke Swahili 






The interior, unlike the coast, was largely 
pagan. · 
A -:Preacher active on the Ndapata and around 
Barikiwa. 
Two associate "Preachers in the movement, both 
still living. - .· 
Mzito, meaning literally 'heavy' or 'fat'. 
The informant favours the name Ngameya, whose 
honorific title he took to be Bokera. As do 
most Liwale folk, h~_confuses the two. Very 
probably the person he interviewed was in 
fact Ngameya. 
Footnote 6: Equivalent of about 500 converts at the stated 
rates. 
saw him briefly. He was lodged with a Fogoro called 
Likomba Nkwachu. In private conversation he spoke Kichi. 
I took him fo~ a Kichi." 
1. 
"He had a man in attendance called'Mwalimu.- Sufiani, 
who acted merely as a scribe, although a competent 'J>.reacher. 
Sufiani handled correspondence. I only saw him momentarily. 
He was an African, but of what tribe I do not know. Ngameya 
on the other hand could not write, nor could he recite the 
scriptures. He had many callers, but no fixed retinue. He 
was without a bodyguard and unarmed excepting for a German 
,, 3 
breech-loader. 
"Neither Ngameya nor his followers said anything 
about war. They prophesied that if people obeyed and took 
the water, darkness would descend on the earth for seven 
days, whereupon it would lift revealing a stretch of ocean 
4. 
where each boma had stood. Now, in Liwale it was 
Mapanda who induced the Jumbes xo fight. He told them 
this intelligence was too dangerous to be kept secret. Soon 
it would get to the ears of the Germans and arrests would 
1 5. 






The Swahili word Subiani means 'a spirit or 
large Jinnee', f~fm the verb kuSibu, to 
foretellf(Ref. 36fa 
}; ... cl 
There is nq.Jyardstick of a 'Preacher's profi-
ciency. He is merely a person,slightly more 
accomplished than the rest, who is able to 
read or recite the Qur'an and commentaries. 
The one issued to Mapanda, one is tempted 
to think. 
This notion does not seem to rave been gen-
erally held. Even fairly knowledgeable 
survivors confess themselves unaware of it., 
It may have been confined to -Preacher circles, 
or to those who did the pilgrimage. -
The chain-gang system inspired great fear. 
It is said that the metal collars, becoming 
heated in the sun, left permanent weals.on 
the throat. 
,, 48$. 
Worse, they might be inside the Liwale prison when the 
floods Bose. They should therefore seize the boma first. 
I took no part in the campaign, nor did other"J>,reachers. 
1, 2. 
We people of Mbweho shielded the Swahilis and helped them 
3. 
to escape disguised as Majimaji warriors. But an Arab was 
4. ,, 5. 
killed at Mochera and a Swahili at Nambinda. 
"I knew some of the Jumbe Hongos. They were not 
lieutenants of Ngameya, but local people who 'became drunk' 
and roamed about. They would sing like this ••• 'Stand 
erect, Jumbe Hongo! Laugh all of youl Downl'. Their 
c. 
words had no meaning and they would dan.Jte like persons 
possessed. They pulled people into the war. One of them 
6i 
was Ngurugamiga of Mlembwe and I"1kwihi, and ano.ther Abdalla 
IVIkina of Madaba •. , a.lso Juma, a. Matumbi. All three were 
hung. Women became Jumbe Hohgos as well. Binti Ileka of 
Mochera did so; but she went unierground and escaped 
detection. She has since died. Ngameya never came to 
1. 
Liwale, or to Mkwihi. He had no court. If Rupembe came 
before anyone, that person must have been an itinerant 
Jumbe Hongo. The Jumbe Hongos had a certain power, but only 
Footnote:l.A thicket area bordering the lower Mlembwe. 
Footnote 2: Coast-dwellers, come to trade or settle. 
Rem.ember that coast-Muslims and Ngindo-Muslims, 
coast-Islam and Ngindo-Islam, were, and are, 
two different things • . 
Footnote 3: From other sources I ))earned of such fugitives 
being hidden ln granaries till the hunt had 
passed on. 
Footnote 4; Where the informant now lives. 
Footnote 5: A few miles up the Mlembwe. 
Footnote 6: A thicket area north of the Matandu. 
Footnote 7: Jumbe Saidi Rupembe of Makata, who remained 
loyal to the Germans, becoming prominent as a 
result, ass~~s that his father, represented by 
himself, was fined five slaves by Ngameya 
sitting at Mkwihi. Rupembe, probably the oldest 
and most distinguished survivor, cannot be con-
sidered wholly reliable as an informant. His 
claim to have acted as guide in the operations 
leading up to the first clash between ~ermans 
and Ngoni in those parts appears likewise 
suspect. He was not ma.de Jumbe till after 
the Majimaji. 
489. 
by the threat of NTINDI; 
,, 1. 
that is, drinking blood. 
"Those Jumbes who rebelled, and all Jumbe Hongos, 
received the death penalty if caught, but no action was 
taken against'Breachers. I served as headman in a patrol 
during the course of which J'.umbe Mbembetu of Mlowoka fell 
into our hands. He was hung. After that I worked for 
2. 
Kinoo. He was congenial and made me a sub-trader. I 
was never beaten whilst ih his employment, but his wife 
was a bit of-a trial. She was fussy, and in reality ran 
. » 3. 
the business. 
Who were these men, prominent among the faithful yet 
willing instruments of an infidel power ? Some, as the 
foregoing account reveals, were mercenaries from afar; 
but Liwale ite-el:f evidently produced the bulk of them. 
I have the names of ten, said to have been active in the 
centre, west, north and east. And there were others. 
Only two besides my informant a.re still living. One, 
today an important native authority in the Kilwa District, 
has little of substance to add. He was juvenile at the 
time but, having started his Koranic studies, was inducted 
as an emergency'"Preacher, and indeed performed a number 
of paptisms. But his age naturally limited his grasp 
of outside events. 'I'hat he should have been called upon 




Although Ngindo sorcerers have a reputation 
for cannibalism, I suspect NTINDI to be 
foreign. Bell alludes to it in these terms. 
Any defaulter was to be killed nand his blood 
would be food for the great doctor at 
Ngarambi" (Ref.5). 
A German trader who came to Liwale directly 
the rebellion was over. 
Statement ma.de by Mwalimu. Abdalla Liyere, 
Wakili of Mochera Juu (Turira) on 15th Septem-
ber 1953. It was made in Swahili. My text is 
not verbatim but a close paraphrase. 
490. 
'Pireachers • More, seeing that his people were living well 
down the Matandu, the .influx of 'Preachers from Mpotora 
somewhat further downstream would seem to have come later; 
unless converts preferred to have a home ~reacher o.r 
wished to dodge paying fees. The remaining survivor 
resides in the same area. Unfortunately my arrangements 
to meet him there narrowly miscarried, From no one else. 
to my knowledge, is verification to be had. One thing is 
remarkable about these men. None was penalised by the 
. c,..tt:...,lt,J~<-a 
Germans~ On the contrary a large proportion~cquired 
responsible ~bvernment positions. Three of the ten were 
to become senior Jumbes or Mwenyes, and at.least two 
others have held lesser office~· My informant's zeal in 
tracking down outlaws and service with a German.master 
makes it seem as if the ~reachers in question tried to 
engratiat.e themselves.- If this is. so. it both incrimin-
. " ' 
ates them , ••• plainly, unless they knew themselves to have 
acted in a subversive manner, they would not have bothered 
' I > 
to make amends ••• and explains their success in getting 
appointments. On the other hand, being well known and 
literate, they were no doubt equipped for lead_ership. 
Here are the.ir names. Nasoro Limbwilindi of Tandamanga 
Kati, Saidi Ngapenya of Liwale Chini, Msham Mmeleke of 
Muhinje, Hemedi Lipupu of Liwale-boma, Abdalla Magera 
of the Ndapata, Abdalla Kinduli of Mlembe Kinjacha, 
Abdalla Kigogo of Kingwichiro, Abdalla Kingandawara of 
the Matandu, Msham Ngapawa o:f Mlembwe Chini, and finally 
x 
Abdalla Liyere, whose statement I record. 
Footnote x: 
Another three, all African rubber traders now 
deceased~ are alleged to have operated in-south-west 
Ngindoland. Since they were ev.idently strangers, knmwn · · 
only by abbreviated nicknames, I do not include them with 
the rest. They were 'Ndoka' ·, a Kilwa man; 'Pongolani t, 
· from the Mihumo area of south-central Ngindoland, who 
later lived· in Tunduru District; and 'Wajiri t (Waziri ?) • 
from somewhat further south on the Ruhuu river. He later 
moved to Kilwa. 
The latter's valuable testimony both stresses 
anq limits the Islamic content of the revolt. It shows 
' . 
the stampede for conversion, the sy.nchronization of 
4.91. 
· nature of the 
proselytism and war. But it also shows the garbled~essage, 
its tenuous hold over the i~ner Ma.jimaji enclave. Without 
knowing the career of the mysterious 'Mwalimu.Sufiani' 
one must withold final judgment. But his influence 
appears meagre~ If it had been great, and,if he had been 
a strict Muslim, would not the conduct of affa,irs at 
Nandanga hill have been different I and the persecution , 
of Muslims averted ? Admittedly the spoliation of Muslim 
prope.rty; in Li wale at any rate, was attributed to the med 
for funds to purchase more medicinal water, hence further 
sq tthat were they were 
the cause;~he murders seiRg at first incidental; later_J 
prohibited,• But the argwnent does not convince one that 
any real accord linke4 true coastal M~slims and the 
bogus Ngin~o .ones the Majimaji conjured into being. 
Certainly their behaviour showed, and still shows, marked 
divergence. 
In this connection the theory of Driberg, to whose 
article on the Yakan movement of northern Uganda (Ref .16) 
; . ' 
my attention has been drawn, calls for appraisal. Briefly, 
~ ~ 
disturb~nces broke out amohg the ~ugbara tribe immedi-
" 
ately after th~ first World War. These seem to have been 
·el 
on .Majimaji lines, centr~ around 1 Yakan•, which was 
"known to Europeans as the Allah water cult'~ (Ref.16). 
Driberg's description of its precursors ~eveals striking 
"': ~h. 
similarities ~euaFtis Majimaji. The Atwot Dinka "believed 
tha.t Nyelik, the deity, resided in their pool, and that 
its appearance was followed by miracles, including the 
resurrection of the dead, whic,h is one of the beriefi ts ..................................... 
also conferred by Yakan"'. :nriberg traces a series 0£ 
n/'"p •••• ;it ••••••••••••••••• : •, ••• : • • • ,. • I ' " • ~ 
Sudan1c water cults which had the dt:racterl.stic pf uniting 
normally hostile tribes. In other respects however the 
492. 
reportei attributes of' Yakan contrast with those of 
?«..ajimaji. Apart from water, its symbols were quite 
di£ferent111 Than.ks to Nubian disseminators, formerly 
under the banner of Emin Pasha,. it also incorpot\ated 
specific parade-ground features. The Yakan idea!:s 
earliest known manifestation was "during the Mahdi 
rising, though it is uncertain on whose behalf" (Ref.16). 
Le.ter it turned age.inst Emin, and still later infected 
his troops who were to prove responsible for the "Uganda 
mutiny" of the lf!90s. It is to the residue of these 
troops that Driberg tentatively attributes the Majimaji. 
"The next serious ebullition of this cult takes us to 
what is now 1ranganyika Tert-itory. We find .it giving the 
final impulse to the movem~nt which culminated in the 
J • 
rebellion of 1905 against German rule, and was probably 
carried down to that territory by 'Nubis' who enlisted 
in the German forces" (Rei\16). Now it is true that 
Nubians are said to have served with the Germans during 
the occupation phase in southern Tanganyika, where they 
won evil fame as bloodthirsty ruffians. In view of this 
last, and or the alternative local derivation furnished 
by Burton, it seems unlikely that tte"'se Nubians should 
liave precipitated the Majimaji, though they may have con-......................... 
n/:::~~::~. :~.'~~~~-~~~~~:~. ~~~~:~~. !.t:.i Driberg makes the 
interesting.observation that certain of the Yakan-twe 
\; 
water med¢cines possibly contained a substance, extracted 
from plants, which acted as 'a heart stimulant. This would 
account for the ephemeral but reckless bravery shown by 
ordinarily '&imid rebels, but I can recall no .evidence that 
the sacred water was or could be so adulterated.. Besides, 
the stimulant in question, being a poison in overdose, 
would not lend itself to mass consumption. The common-
pla.ce Swahili and Ngindo phrase applied to the ~ebellion 
·. ~ • • "intoxicated. with water" • • • can be taken to be 
figurative. Likewise, its alleged effect on the Jumbe 
Hongos was probably through suggestion alone. Next to 
the water theme, perhaps the most remarkable parallel 
between these.various cults wa.s the evident but obscure 
Muslim £a.ctor. .Presuma.bly the Dinka were pagan, but 
the concept of divine water appears to have both adopted 
and spread by Islam. · 
the Mohammedan rel.igion, though it undoubtedly 
entered the superficial Ma.jimaji propaganda, did not 
afford much gain to the faith, excepting to pave the. 
way for a Muslim stronghold in Li wale. Etren there, ma.rk 
you, most converts relapsed into ,Paganism directly the 
famine grew so ~eyere that bushpig came to be at a premium. 
General progress of orthodoxy has bee~ slow. Sutherland 
describes an amusing episode in late German days when 
some Ngindo passers-by, 1nclu~~ng an elder with prayer-
board, succumbed to .the temptation of elephant_meat 
(Ref.89)•' No netwoI"k of mosques was establ~shed until 
after th.e first World War, and it is ortiy around the 
"vo..:M w;,i..., . 
time ,of the secondL._that observances other than Ramadan 
have been adopted by a quorum of the people.. Even now, 
though it is unfair to probe the theology o,f the illiter-
. . . 
ate rank and file of any religion, i;.t must be owned that 
the Liwale folk carry on the most rudimentary cult.:They 
have been well describe<:! as ttbush Moslemstt (~e~.55)~ 
Sceptics ap+enty are to be found, though the ~eight of 
!opinion inhibits them from open apostasy. . If for instance 
a man· holds bushpig to Qe both palatable and harmless, 
there is the problem of getting someone to cook,it and 
of making the necessary e~ting ar.rangements without cqn-
taminating vessels used by others; not tq mention the 
contempt and ridicule of the devout. Yet, if' it were 
Ngindol.and has 
not for the isolationLtaey l:ia';·o .enjoyed, one wonders 
.whether Islam would be in the Ngindo saddle at all. 
li-94. 
Elsewhere 
Otherr:han in Liwale, it scarcely made any 
headway during the revolt. Mahenge recruits underwent 
no baptism, nor in that District, where missionaries 
are active, have the Viuslims ever got the upper hand. 
The same applies partially to Songea. Here the strong 
development of Islam .in the eastern section may be due 
as much to ea.rly missionary neglect in favour of the 
Nyasa quarter as to participation in the Majimaji by the 
eastern chiefdom, the western Ngoni remaining quiescent. 
Remember too that the east is Ngindo (Ndendeuli) speaking. 
Among the Yao of Tundurut where Islam has swept the 
board, scant attention was paid to the call to arms. 
On the other nand, of the Mwera, who responded to it 
with some a.rduur, comparatively few were followers of 
the Prophet. The Ngoni rebels are reported to have sent 
to the Yao 'sultan',Mata.ka ,a ttflask of the Prophet Mohamed" 
(Ref. 9.5 ).. But this; adds the Tunduru District Book, was 
a move inspired by the Ngin.do leader, Kinjala. Alsp, the 
written medium of the revolt would naturally be Arabic 
in both script and style. · Mention of the Prophet may 
therefore be a literary convention, nothing more. 
Kilwa's hi~tory shows Persian and Arab ·influence to have 
u 
been present for cen1;1ries in this hinterland. If you 
doubt the !'act of Arab penetration, look at this observa-
tion made by Elton on the east shore of Nyasa in 1873 
( .ar..i....-1..o,..'r ow.., pA-H. .. u, ... ,;i) 
11there is a 'Mwalimu~ est.ablished here who teaches 
••• 
reading and the Koran. We passed the sehool•house and 
saw the row of slates on the verandah0 (Ref.17). 
No matter how misleading the Islamic idiom in 
do..ctors 
which the paganL'"iraarias spoke, it lent ti.niversality to 
their accepts. Memories of Bushiri's d~sp~rate stand 
in 1S88, a distinctly Arab and Muslim reaction aimed 
directly at the nascent Imperial authority, must have 
( 
lingered ••• it had cost the lives of both Germans: sta-
tioned at Kilwa. Thirty years again before that event 
knowledge of I-slam was 
Burton, whose q~lifieationo in this direetioa were 
unique, had this to saytf:"The Mrima (coastal belt) is 
populated by two distinctly connected families, the half-
caste Arabs and the coast clans. The £ormer are generally 
... l . 
of Bayazi or Khariji P.ersuasion, the latter follow the 
school of El Shafei; both, though the most imperfect 
of Moslems, are fanatical enough to be dangeroustt (Ref. 
9). Despite Coupland's view to the contrary ••• "Islam 
has never been so fanatical or militant in East Africa as 
·· ·• Burton's 
elsewhere" (Ref'.l.3)1!}! incline to the earlier 'opinion. 
Again, the murder of Roscher, if not co.nnived at by the 
Muslim slavers, arose out of the conditions of bloodshed 
they created, The slavers had opposed his entry, and 
later thwarted von d'er "Deeken (Ref' •40). Besides 1;hose J~a.r 
already listed there aii. itt~~nieo1:1~e~u%g:'s~ow that even 
if 'Sufiani' carried li:ttle weight and was under ·orders 
froin no outside religious authority, the Majimaji detonated 
an atmosphere tinged with the Arabian• For instance it 
gave an Arab title, 'Saidi_t>to its leaders i.; an.obvious 
retention of Zanzibari 'Seyyid', designation of the Sultan, 
in Liwale 
whose realm is still referred to/as 'buSaidi'. Ngindo . 
allege it to have been in use as a password· before the 
Germans came. A traveller would exclaim 'SaidiP, to whi.ch 
the correct response was 'Hasat' . Even the commoner 
x 
'Hongo', though there are alternative derivations, seems 
a relic of caravan days, when every petty chieftain demanded 
his hongo or tribute. Finally, Bell comments as follows : ... 
Footnote x: 
kiHONGWE is the 'scarlet chested sunbird' and the 
name 'Of some important mysteries in the initiation cycle. 
Again,· HONGWE denotes an apparently mythical serpent, the 
''crowing crested snake'.- Word-endings in 'o' are frequently 
pronounced 'we' in this manner. (Animal identif'ic'ations by 
Mr. C.J.P,.· Ionidesf, Senior Game Ranger). '"( 
"There is evidence that Islam was behind the initial 
rising in the Matumbi country north of Kilwart (Rer.5). 
In balance, the latter's conclusion that. the 
Majimaji 0 must not •1"• be thought ••• a religious war" 
(Ref.5), that is in the Jihad sense, holds good. At 
• 
the same time the contribution of Islam was far .from 
negligible. To resolve this ambiguity, one must postu-
late the ambiguity of Islam itself', differentiate its 
Ngindo modi.fication and that f'ollowed by competent 
Shaf'i adherents. The latter seemingly had no part in 
the revolt. The revolt gave birth to the former. 
The subsequent history of Liwa.le has for the most 
part been- sketched in with the evolution ·Of migrant labour 
(see Capter II). Up to the time of the first World War 
/he. ,;,..J ... s )',,.~ 
little of note occurred. cRubberL:ontinued to expand, 
reaching a peak just before war broke out. German East 
Africa•s output of cultivated .rubber wa.s over 1,000 tons in 
1913 and still rising (Ref.7)• Then, catastrophically and 
-finally, it slumped. The reason for this eclipse lay 
( a. ... •1.0 .. 's •"'""' pa..,.c ... Jl,.cs•s} 
overseas ••• "competition of the "Herea':(plantations 
in Malaya aad Sumatra brought ruin to the industry •·• 
by the middle or 1914 this ruin was apparent, and there 
was no revival after the war" (Ref .72). Some.while 
before this, however, thanks to the superiority of 
plantation methods, the wild-rubber markets had been 
contracting. '11tlild rubber had practically disappeared 
by 1912" (Ref •7?)• Yet even as late as 1911, Br~de 
could declare, "Mqst of' our rubber is still the produce 
of wild-growing vines" · (Ref, 7) • Gum copal, mined on the 
northern fringes of Ngindoland, showed a less spectacular 
decline:" ••• of this ••• !t has been found that the 
natural _resources are dimini.shing" (Ref. 7) , by which 
497 
was meant that production had fallen off, gum and 
beeswax b~ing bracketed in the full quotation. There-
fore the Ngindo had begun to experience with a vengeance 
the general downhill economic trend which coincided with 
the establishment of Mandatory government in Tanganyika. 
~lthough fierce engagements took place in their 
country, the East African campaign by-passed ·the Ngindo 
:for the most part. Yet they suffered-many impositions 
and hardships including severe famine~ This seems to 
have arisen from the use of the Kilwa hinterland as a 
commissariat zone by the Germans.· However German 
wages and debts were honoured by an arrangement ••• 
'Karemu' (claim?) • •. made some years late;r. The war 
naturally ad~ed to the cynicism and bewilderment of the 
native population, The Jumbe system, which had remained 
· ' Re ..... 11-, 
in force after the Majimaj~persisted into the opening 
years of the Mandate; during which attempts were made to 
induce the Ngindo to 11ve in compact riverine villages, 
the so-called ''Laini' (lines?). In 192e, however, 
Indirect Rule took its place. Owing to the virtual 
' . 
absence of' indigenous authorities, though personnel wer.e 
reshuffled, the change was negligible. Some •Jumbes' 
remained in office as 'Mwenyes'• Proposals to 
coalesce the home-Ngindo with the Ndonde outliers of 
Lindi and Mahenge came to nothing, 
tive boundaries shifted somewhat. 
but administra-
Old Kibata 
District (or 'Division') was dismembered, a share ·of 
·it going to Liwale which, although strictly a Division 
of Kilwa District, received, recognition by the 
Provincial authorities as a District in its own right. 
It remained a 'one-man-station' (i.e. run by one European 
Footnote x: For instance, in "the positions inland from Kilwa and Lindi and in the Luwegu and 
Mbarangandu valleys in the second half of 
1917 ••• Here he {Von Lettow Vorbeck) fought 
desperately"(Ref.51). \ 
.... 
administrative officer) throughout the 1930s and war 
years. '!'hereafter i:t went the same way as Kiba·ta, 
becoming incorporated in a new District,, ·Ruponda, with 
headquarters ~00 miles south of Liwale-boma near the 
Groundnut Scheme centre of Nachingwea. The latter has 
since been gazetted the District's name.· 
498. 
·Spontaneous trib?l movements,. apart from dis-
orderly fluctuations during the Majimaji1 have been rare 
since the European occ1ipation. The Germans tried to 
repopulate their lines of communication, notably between 
.Liwale and Songea and between Mahenge and Kisaki. The 
first drive led to a drift back of Ndonde to their former 
home-areas and to their eo~mingling with Ndendeuli~ The 
second aff'ect.ed ·the Mbunga, who had however seemingly 
founded their Kisaki bridgehead before.Bushiri's revolt. 
The only other significant m~ve was that of.the neo-
" Hamba, ascending the Lumesule. ln 1906 .Fu¢lleborn found 
a nucleus still at Majeja on the river's lower reaches. 
In the ".Massassi-Madjedge (.V.tajeja) area were just a few · 
( "aur gan.s li=Cftig") Wangindo villages with several Wandonde 
amongst them"(Ref.19} • 
. •\ 
The second·World War made little impression on 
the home-Ngindo• of whom over 1,000 were ·examined with a. 
view to conscripti.on· for military service ('Keya·• i.e. 
KAR) and compulsory sisal labour ( 'maNamba' i.e. number); 
had-to be . 
but 80%/rejected as medically unfit. It was peace which 
-
brought war to the Ngindo, in.the shape of the Closer 
Settlement Scheme of 1946-$ ••• a popular tribal song 
has the re.frain 'Evacuation is warl ,, The Scheme, which 
had been preceded by curtain-raisers emptying the Luwegu 
region in 1941,, only partially achieved .its object of 
-- -- - -· --- ------- ·- -·-- -- - ~ ---~ -
el imi na ting Liwale. Ngindoland to-day represents the . 




















































































































































































































CHAPTER X OUTLIERS. 
The home-Ngindo have been described. and the 
overall Ngindo histories traced... It remains to assess 
I • 
the relationships between the Ngindo•proper and peripheral...; 
Ngindo outlier groups (as defined in Chapter I, page 9) 
·on the one hand and the.home-Ngindo.on the other. 
\fua~ I am :now seeking to do is to define in 
some detail the extent of the Ngindo culture-area.. 
Linguistically, this has already been·.d?ne (see Chapter 
I, .Ngindo Outliers); but language is not the sole 
.criterion on which rests the case for pos.tulating a 
far'"'flung, broadly-concei'ired Ngindo culture. This is 
where I elaborate the associated cbaraeteristi·cs o.f 
culture or ·custom, including territorial arrangement,, 
marriage .• r.itual, and so forth. As in the linguistic 
analysie, I have bee.n scrupulous to contrast rather 
than to identify the various outliers.. l:d the forth-
coming\iiscussion, for example,, I devote considerable 
attention to examining the differing degree of 
matrilineal emphasis present in each. 
~ ! ~ 
In an attempt 
to test the hypothesis of cultural unity, .I have been 
on the lookout for differences rather than fo.r 
similarities. Therefore, if the case I put forward 
still s,eems to indicate unity, then it can ,confidently 
' be assumed that unity exists~-
·Ngindo-proper outlier~. 
Coast-Ndonde .• 
·The • coast-Ndonde' _,. the crescent-shaped body 
of immigrants referred to in. the historical outline~ 




Ndonde sector of southern Ngindoland, the cf:ialect 
being almost constant throughout, and descent-names 
corresponding to a·large extent ••• 38 of those 
commonly attributed to the Ndonde (i .• e.· about two-
thirds) are alleged to be present amongst the coast-
Ndonde, along with 10 Ma.gingo or other names~ It is 
somewhat surprising therefore that the proposed 
Ngindoland's Nctonde and t!Le coast-Ndond~ 
merger of these 'bue grettps~hould nave met with a 
500 a. 
cool reception. More especially since in those days 
(about 1930) the nearest market to southern Ngindoland 
was Lindi; which meant a constant stream of travellers 
traversing almost the whole length of the crescent. 
Nowadays, thanks to the presence of markets nearer 
home, that· fraternization has been discontinued. Hence 
it is understandable that the Ndonde of Ngindoland 
should now have come to regard the coast-Ndonde 
somewhat askance ••• "They are just like Swahilis, and 
their womenfolk become spoilt by being used to eating 
coconuts" .. No doubt this criticism was also present 
a generation ago. But what probably counted for more 
were the twin factors of Magingo expansion in Ngindo-
x n 
land and Mwera expansion south of the Mbwemjuru~ 
With this last can be coupled the factor of Islam, 
relatively few Mwera adhering to it. Except in the 
case of the radically altered neo-Hamba there seems 
to be a pronounced tendency towards friction between 
Ngindo and Mwera. In speech they are mutually unintellig-
Footnote x • 
i.e the home of the Ndonde element among the home-
Ngindo, increasingly.subject to Magingo influence 
and therefore losing their Ndonde identity. 
xx 
• 
i.e. the area inhabi tea by the coast-Ndonde, who, as 
a minority amongst the numerically preponderant Mwera, 
cannot help surrendering something of their identity. 
. ' 
501 •. 
ible, despite extensive ·.correspondence of words. Again 
there is the difficulty .that the :one is matrilineal, 
the other agnatic .• Even in the heart of the coast-
Ndond.e crescent• where the two are bilingual and have 
rubbed shoulders and intermarried £or ·close on a. cen-
tury, relatfons between them :are far. from·cordial. The 
current situation is that the coast•Ndortde 1 even where 
they are densest • • • that is'9 around Milola · and Nahino 
•''••·none the less figure as 'a ·minority ethnic group, •. 
According to them they found .the ·country •empty; 
subsettuent 
. excepting for a: few Makonde~ only. to ~e swamped byLMwera 
infiltration and natural·increase• Most of them have 
a clear though unspecific notion 0£ their origin··: "We 
came from the interior, beyond the Mbarang•andutr i.s the 
commonest explanation offered." The manner of their com ... 
numerous 
ing was evidently .Piecemeal, judging by the hordes of 
'leaders' ··ment.ioned. The village-survey (Survey H) shows 
something 0£ this ethnic admixture ,;; •• the Makemba 
valley is exceptional, or ·~ven unique,. in having. uniform 
. Ndonde settlement along about 2 .miles of its length 
(Note: scale omitted on the plan •. The dtstance from 
end to' E!!nd can be taken as .3 miles) • 'Ndonde' in this 
meims 'people co.nsciously belony;in,g to the Ndonde culture' 
eonteJXt i.s of eottrs.e a eitt'bjee'bi .. ;e feeling rather 'tih:e:n a . 
ra thez: tqan 'people of pure Ndonde d·escent'. . . .· . . . 
true .indiee..~ien· of pttre Ndonde ele.se.en:t. A peculiarity 
of the .coast-Ndonde is a vague but pronounced ~'.Mbomoke' 
(Ngirid~ .. sub-group).. e~emen~ not found elsewhere·. To a 
lesser extent there is also eonee:ieua. retention or· 
- ~-te. 
- other defin1t¢ .Ndonde labels such as Hin.jantulo, Mandumba, · 
. . 
·etc. f .I have even hea.'rd the coast-Ndonde dismissed by 
other·Ndonde as 'just a lot of M.bomoke!• 
The territorial system as shovm by this .survey 
retains o.nly a semblance or the agnat.ic principle, each 
.. 
p~~~ ..... --
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Block-Map III (top right-centre, reading the maps 
upright), with sub-divisional map (upper-right), 
and Village-Survey G. This is another Ndonde outlier. 
For the Genealogy, turzl\overleaf. 










Survey "G" ...... ··~ " 
Ocqupa.nts. 
Male· head~pivot. J wi.ves. 3 Ch {plus 2 9 
Ch of ex-wives) • An influential headman 
and ~reacher~ he can afford dependan~s., 
His numerous ex-wives must have child-
ren with them. One 0£ his sons by a 
CUl"rent wife is adult :~tnd living a couple 
of miles away w.ith matrilinenl kin. 
Step-fath {deed moth';s new husb). His dtr 4 
(not certain whether by the sa.me woirtan as 
Headts mother. He calls her 'sister• and 
thereby draws hamlet (IJ into his orbit). 
H.er 2 Ch. 
Brother {same father). Wife (gettin.g l 
divorced) (he has another wife at VIII). 
Son .• Wife •. Child '(Another of' Head''s sons J 
has a field but no hut, works as a clerk 
15 miles a\<t-ay, and has his wi.re with him). 
{Woman in I.e htis a hut and 4 Ch here, but 
(I) not treated fully, being described as 
'P..atambwe t ) .. . 
1 b Female pivot (widow) • . . 
c /""~ Son (head). 2 Wives (one lives mostly at · 
{same father)X>.• 2 Cb. (issue of this Wife by 2 pre-





a : Dtr (wldow) .. Her dtr.. Her deed ·.sist ts 
2 Ch. 
d · Mat. grand-dtr (dtr''s male mat coz's dtr). 








Female· pivot,. · New husb (another wife 2 
nearby){NB ... Head is her brother at XII). 
Ma.t. niec·e {deed sist·•.s dtr). Hush. 2 Ch .3 
(One from a previous divorced husband.). 
Sen.- Wife.. 2 children Vtead of lX). 4 
· .householder is 
Male head-pi~vot. Wif·et • · 2 
Mat. niece (moth''s sist·'s .dtr:rs dtr) .. Husb. 2 
V c Female pivot .• New Husb (semi-head ••• ·com• 2 
peting)Grand-son (son's son}. Husb's/neph 2 
· (his deed male pat coz1 s .son). pat 
, .· b ~= Son· (semi-head)~ Wife. Child (from deed. 
(different ·. wife). , · J 
fatbers)a '-: Dtr .• Husb. Gra:nd-dtr (pivot's sist '.s son's 
dtr}. .. . . . , J 
VI 
VII 





ex husb}. ; 
·Nale hea4-.Rivot .. t.if'e. 2 grand-eh (dtr's 
ch ,. • .• their mot.bar divorced .and remarried 4 
out ••• unee:rtain whether she was born .of 
this moth). · 
Dtr. Husband. 2 
Son. Wi£e. · 2 
.Mat;:. neph (nnspeeif'.ied mat coz' s son). 4 
Wife.. 2 Ch • Dt.r. Husb. 2 Ch • 4 
Male head.•pivot.~ Wife {plus adult dtr. .• • :; 
her husb is a polygyniet. with hut els·e-
whereL · . 
Son. Wife,. 2Ch.. , ;. 
Total ·Occupants ·c/f • • • 80 
. . _______ , .. ~-
"\ 
Survey "G" _(Cont ) • 
;03. 
Ha.ml et Hut· 
'~,' 
,Occupants. . b/f 80 
VlII a ." Male head .... _pivot (unattached). 1 
b Pat grand.,..niece _(broth's sori•s dtr.) •, l 
Husb ·(he is head's mat g-neph ~ 10 • 
(same ~ ... ~- ... ·brotb•s dt-r•s son) •.. · . 
· parents) c · Pat neph (broth'.s son). Wife ·(she .is . 8 
pivot's mat niece •• ~ stst''s dtr) •· 6 -Ch. 
d : Mat neph (sist•s son)(at present un- 1 
at~ached). · · · 
e · . ·: Sist ·{she ·could equally well be regarded 3 






sonj (Note: Husb :tn c has a hut at hamlet 
I). . 
Female pivot (widow) • 
Son (head). Wife. 5 Ch (another wife at 
lV). .. . . ·, . 
2 g'!"dtrs (deed dtr' s dt.r t other uncertain). 
Female piv-ot~ New husband (he is either 
head or a senior member of a. hamlet just 
(. -- ... off ·surve.rl· . Same :' "' - '\ C! ( h d . JaTif 
· father)[. :[. · : · ~:. n~!b. ~ fY · · e · 
(same ~-:~ -• f • · Grand-dtr · .(dtr's dtr)J ·:. Hush. 
·. !'atherf • e .. : n;r. H~sb19 .,Chi-~d • . . ..•· ..(Different_ pa~ents) ./ .• d ~ 
l c Grand~dtr · (dtr• s dtr) • · Husb (her mother, 
' . ·with 2 Ch, . .from II usually sleep here>;. 
·\ . , 
' ~ ,._ .... ~ ... ~ ~ ... .. ._. .._, .......... ~ .. -~ ...... ~ ... "'!"" ........... ~ ·~ 
a Male head-pivot. ·2 wives-~ $ ·Ch Om. He is .II 
. ( Diff ert)nt 
virtually uxorilocal, his wi'fe' s .moth and 
broth · he.ing at IX a. few yards awa.y ).. . 
· mothers )I: 'b 
~"!- ~-·: c 
·Son •. Wife. · · 














XII b. Female .pivot, New husband (he·is head of I!I).6 
2 Mat grandsons (both deed sist's dtr•s 
.. so.ns) and their wives .. ( o.ne each) (Note: but 
neither husb has the same father or mother.). 
a ;: r1J:at neph (deed sist's son) .(he .is H.ead here) • .3 
(same ' Wi.fe• Grand•son (pivot's deed si.st's dtr's 
father) son L · . - · 
·. · · · .e · Mat grand-dtr (deed sist • s dt;;r' s dtri ·' Husb. 2 
\ d l+ .Mat grand .. d~rs (ditto but all" from differ- 7 
~ 1"'.·~, . ,ent fathe.rs)~. . , 
.. ; Mat niece (sist•.s dtr). Husb. 
Mat grand-son .. (deed sist•s. dtr's son). 
c .. ; Mat niec·e (deed sist·~.s dtr}. Husb .• 2. Ch 
(f'rom a divorced husband). · · 
x(d.ifferent .. ....t· r Her son. Wife,. Child. 
9 
'
( fathers)'" ~,: " " " 11 
) ToTA)'.. OCCUPANTS i'~ 161 
.x One ·of these has the .same parents as one of the two 
Mat g/sons in XII b ~-· 
NOTE~ 'Pivot' 
; $ ... c.J.. (-«-rSo"S 
By this is meant the ·.senior genealogical 
member of the hamlet,·. by. m~ans. of whom the 
rest can be stated~ tJhey are held in great 
respect ,i~e. in no way· .comparable with a . 
ha.nger.~on widow, and the like, in an agnatic 
unit such as those .found. in Ngindoland·. · 
By this is meant the recogq:ized executive 
head., who must be male in order to negotiate,; 
etc.· · 
L;__,;, _______ .:__ ____ _::_ _______________ """'--, ,-----· 
So3.a. 
Notee on the GenealoBies tor the Village-SU.rveys. 





Man(left) and woman(rignt) living in the 
Village surveyed. . 
Polygynist(centre) and four co-wivee. The same 
convention is used for a woman wh~ has had 
more than two husbands. 
Divorced man(lett) and woman(right). 
One juvenile child living in the Village 
surveyed. Two such children are indicated 
"CHx2", and so forth. 
••• 
One juvenile child living in the Village surveyed, 
but whose parents do not live there. 
Parents with four children, one 'Jf whom is an adult 
dauehter already married-out, and the rest Juvenile 
(assuming that they all still.live in the Village) • 
• • • • fAtt.fNT. o< Pit«i~•s. or l'vTl\"'•"E s.e~·N~S. . 
m .... ·· Each of the code-letters a,b,o,etc., refers to a part-
icular hut, and specifically to its senior male occup-
ant. If there is no adult male, tnen the senior female 
is assumed to be the house-holder and theretore oaz-
ries the code-letter. Jn t11e case of a polygyn1et with 
co-wives quartered in different huts, each code-letter 
goes with the respective wife. · 
Note I. The series of Cell·-symbols employed for the Forest-Charts 
does not correspond with that that employed for the Villagea 
2. In the Village-survey genealogies, I include only such kina-
tolk as are directly relevant to the tracing ot intez-
connections between persons living in the Village surveyed • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Exceptions occurring in Diagrams illustrating Chapter IV,'Kinship'. 
Symbol. Meaning. 
-+-
if 9 9 
No111 E"><O CfAMOU.S 
The line of descent with the 'kink' in it orossee over 
and by-passes the straight line of descent. 
Polygynist(left) and two co-wives. 
The persons in question belong to the same descent-name 
group and prohibit mutual inter-marriage between memb-
ers of t.i:leir respective sub-groups. 
The persons in question belong to the same descent-name 
grou11, but permit mutual inter-marriaee between memb-
ers of their respective sub-groups. 
Note r. Deceased persons are not marked as such in the Diagram 
on page 143.a. . 
2. The blacked-in symbols in the Diagram on page 176 are not 
deceased persons, but persons belonging to a particular 
sub-section of a particular desceni-name group. 
3. Likewise in the Classificatory Kinship 1'ables(pagea I34 and 
135), the blacked-in S1JDbols refer not to deceased persone, 
but to Ego's matrilineall,y-na'lled kin. 
.. -
. I·3~ 







. 14 .... 420 
I5-!6. 







This is NJkum'ba.1 foremost of' th:e Ndonde 
leaders at the time of their exodus 





~ n .He has children of his own 
l.i v:i.ng .else-vvhere.. Being an ex• 111Chie:f", 
he had nu.m.erous wives e.nd progeny, but 
is now· a sol.i tary invalid. 
Same person. 
w . ·f?· 
Wife and .husband. The couple live at 
XII. bo. They have no children$ though 
two of the wife's married matrilineal 
grand-nephews now lodge with them. 
Unspecified classif.icatory siblings. 
















35 .... 36. 
r -- ·- ~ 
She has .a. sixth eJll.ld living at!.a. 
Same pe.rsonj'dividiilg his time between 
wive·s in Qell's III and lXo 




He divides his time between· wives 
in 'Gells ! and VIII •. 
Same person. 
'ft n _,' Her busba.nd,who is of the 
... \ 
Matam.bwe tribe With a Cell 6.f his own 
nearby,divides his time between lier and 
another wife at his home Cell which, al-
though virtu.all.y a sat~lli1;e o.t ·Gell I 
and therefore depie~d as ~allied.t with 
it;,~s mainly Matambwe in composition; . 
hence exc1ud.ed f.rom the detailed survey. 
He divides· his time between -wives in 
















Se.me person. ,., . . . 
Unspe.cified matrilineal. ·· sibl.ings. 
Se.me persou(besides being onee . 










This man, a polygyJ:1ist., bas another . 
1 
househo.l.d outside the area surveyed. , ~ 
Absentee, wo.rking as a Govt. elerk else- 1 
where in this same ad.minis'trat~ve Distr.icto l ·· 
He is awa~, .l:iving.more Ol? less pe.nn~~ntiy, 
with ma trlll.neal kl.n. . . · · ' 
Same per.son. · · 
These hal.:f.-brothers and.-sisters divide 
their time betweela Cells II.a and Xo e. 
same person.. . . . 
fl' ., 
. 
Gne of her tw.o children 1 s living 
.at "a" in this same Cell.. 
.She lives with her mother at I~e. 




·-. ~ .occupants. 
I a 
b 
Femaie pivot,. Husband.· (no issue 'from union). 2 
Son. Wife. Child (2nd wif'e and .5 children at 3 





Son (wife and 3 children living at I 
Chimbenden~~, JO miles .away}. ·. 
Grand•dtr (dtr's dtr) •·.Hush. Child. J 
rtiat niece (female uterine ·coz 's dtr). 5 
Husband. .3 children • 
His sis_te~ Hush. 3 children. / 4 
II a 
( 1.-.e.. e's l..vsb4-.,;i.'1 sisf"e..,,) 







Son {at present unattached}. : . ' J, 
Daughter.· Husband. · · 2 
" " 5 children f2 .in hut along- 7 
side, with pivot's. dtr's dtrL 1 
,., • 1• '•· ·• ••••. 
Allied ·female pivot {widow). 
Daughter. Husband.· 











head of all 3 hamlets which are territorial 
quarters or genealogical segment.s .of a > 
• single hnit .. ·He runs the mission !'School). 
Sist (same mother only) • Husband. '-" ... st.- 2 
.. Mat neph ( sist' s .sq.n) • Wife. Child • .3 · 
n niece (sist's itr.J. Hush .• -. 6 children. 7 
ft neph. ( " son). " 1 
" grand-dtr ·{sist's .dtr''s dt.r .• ) Husb. 2 Ch. I+ 
" Niec.e {sist's dtr). Husband . · 2 
(c to g offspring of si~ter in b). -
Total occupants •• 64 
-
' I . a Head. Wife • . 2 





'· d .x No apparent kinsman (same descent-name and 3 
builds. close by) • :2· wives . . . . 
a Head. Wife • 2 
6 b GUterine grand-neph (fath'·s £a.th's sist's 
. x. Z wives. J .Ch. . .son's son's son). 
c '· " · rt · " ( n tt " n dtr' s "). Wife • 2 











Head. 2 wives~ Step-s.on (i.e • .from previous 
\inion .of one of his present wives). . 
Mat neph. :(moth's class. sist'·s dtr•s son). · 6 
~ 2 wives •. 2 Ch (plus l illeg Ch of wife•s 
sist) .. · 
Neph in-law {moth's class sist''s uterine 2 
neph). Wife. 
Head. Wife •. Child (herstep•sist ~. Fath's . 




3 Ut .• coz (.fath's .f.emale ut. coz•s dtrl.Husb. 
(has 2 fJfwera wives elsewhere)c.Her dtr's dtr. 
Head •. 2 wives: . of the hamlet · .3 
Son. Wife. Ch1ld. N 3 
Mat un .. ·. cle (fa.th• s fath' s sist ts son)•. His dtr 
(he is the senior member but gone blind). 2 
Pat coz · (fa th' s broth ts son). 2 wives ~4Ch. .-1._ 
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Srune person(aa .I3, she is 
an inb.e:ri ted w.idow) • 
Pll tati. ve matrilinea.l siblings. 
Same p eraon., 
'" n 
Unspec1.:f'ied matrilineal siblings. 
Sa.me per.so11. 
ot ift 
This cco-w.ife and her children are 
living at Chiwangautama(5 miles). 
'This wife and her children 11 ve 
30 miles a.way at Ch.imbendengao 
Sron e p erson.o 
She occupies the hut marked 
''juveniles only''~' along with 
three o:f the .f£ ve ·children 
recorded. under Cell .II.do 
Same p ea."so11.. 
Cells .l and II being 'allied', the 
serial-letters of their members 




unit being on a miniature scale, and only one of the five 
wholly agnatic in composition- 'However the general layout 
. . 
is.similar to that found.in Ngindoland ••• a straggling 
at i.,rytervals 
.community, with periodic knots of hut:t_ Actually there is 
some pressure on the riverine soil resources; whence the 
presence of numerous fields belonging to somewhat far-flun~ 
owners. This is more esp~cially true of the Nahino,which 
contains a perennial flow of water and intermittent coconut 
plant~tions. A certain number of these palms belong¢~ to 
.. 
persons included in the survey, but I was unable to estab-
Al thougti the area enjoys relative freedom 1rom 
lish the detail of. ownership. L:!:aethor fae.tep is the rele: 
·elephant and other pests 1.' 
tive ft eedo.n f1 om pestsi.\ food is stored inside the huts, 
e e e • • • • • • e e e • • • • e • • e • • e • e e e e e e e • e e e e e e e e • • •I• e e e 
• • I 
/
.not in granaries.: This last feat_ure provides the Ndonde ! 
·n P • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I 
with ammunition for their customary grouse about the ~1wera i 
whose thieving propensities allegedly made the granary ob-' 
solete·. They also complain that Mwera have grabbed the beslt 
jobs, the best land, and breed like flies. About matrilin1 
these Ndonde are non-committal. They show some respect fo~ 
'it, conceding that uterine descent is the surer vehicle ,of 
kinspip, but at the same time adhere to their a.gnatic des~ 
cent-names and proclaim themselves patrilineal. Another 
facet of friction with the Mwera already mentioned is the 
disproportionate following of Islam among the Ndonde. Iron;- ' 
ically, the Ndonde even claim to be superior in the degree I 
I 
of social cohesion they achieve, as expressed in their big I 
collective initiation-ceremonies. The Mwera on the contra1y 
are classed as hermits, accustomed to living in plateauland 
far from water. Ndonde say "W:e must be riverine". 
The gist of statements made by informants was 
that points of difference between coasti:-Ndonde and home-
Ngindo custom are numerous, though with underlying unifo 
ities. Statistics ·collected in the coui'se of the village"\ 




statements of opinion (see combined table at the end 
of this Chapter,+'). Marriage-for betrothal-age o.f girls is 
higher,. with consequent rarity of suitor-contracts. Thi 
seems to be offset by a tendency on the part of grooms 
towards semi-permanent uxorilocal residence. Bridewealt 
(HETO) is payable,. but at approximately half the home-
Ngindo rate for pagan marriage, or which the ratifica-
here . 
tion isLmarked by the consumption of maHABA beer. The 
level of kiBANI is not commensurately low. ViTUNGA 
restitution for a deceased wife, here called JAMANDA 
(note archaic home-Ngindo NAMANYANDA) , is both customary 
and roughly equivalent. MKANGE payments, given to a 
woman on her daughter·'s initiation, must be made. Isle ic 
marriage (NDOA but not HARUSI) comes about in a slightly 
different way, as is the case with most other Islamic 
activities. For instance, the MAHARI is said to be 
entirely at the bride's disposal, except for Shs. 4/- to 
buy sandals for her father. NDOA i.s fairly preval:ent. 
There are the same objections to it, the parties being 
aware of the difficulties experienced by wives in getting 
their freedom. 1Y woman's remedy is sorcery, about which 
identical beliefs are held~ Div.orce-suits; if heard by 
a Government-recognized court should rest on proper 
grounds. Adultery compensation or punishment is graded 
on the basis of Islamic and P?gan marriage, the latter l 
warranting far less. The seducer or an Islamic wife mus 
pay a fine of Shs. 40/-, the woman paying another Shs. 
20/-. The pagan equivalents are half the value, the 
money paid by the seducer going to injured husband. 
Offenders are at liberty to marry one another after 
divorce. Widow-inheritance is pract~sed, but without 
any compulsion.. Paternity of and compensation fibr 
children follows the same lines,, but residence with 
agnatic guardians cannot be compelled by law. Inherit-
.• 
to s~'b 
ance of property appears diffuse; that isk_ not necess-
arily the monopoly of any one line of descent~ 
Culturally, though some customs are identical (i. . 
on childbirtI-Y, .thecoast-Ndonde are quite distinct in 
detail, similar only in outline~ Retention of genuine 
Ndonde features no longer found in Ngindoland, along wit 
tfiwera contact, appears responsible. For instance the l 
initiations, though. corresponding almost point for point 
. have local names for many episodes• Also they are on a j 
.scale fai- exceeding anything seen in Ngindoland. nowadays 
Eligible· children are allowed to accumilate over several 
years until a hundred or more can be initiated at once. 
There are certain ways in which coast- and southern-Ndon e, 
as distinct from ot.her Ngindo, come together. Thus 
; 
.female seclusion is called by both groups maNAWA, a term 
not used by the home-Ngindo. Other features,such as t e 
NGWANGWANGWA. preamb:J.e t'P. male circumcision ,seem unique. 
Again1 whilst the mSOLO (mHORO) sacrifices persist, the 
sequel to already obsolesc,ent NCHOPI . funeral feasts go 
by a special name .maJITA (Ngindoland'5 NGURULA iBIGA). . ' 
Popular dances overlap considerably. Sorghum is not so 
prominent, nor beekeeping carried on to any extent. Goat 
are not uncommon, but neither are they used as bridewealJh. 
It should be emphasised that these paragraphs amount to 
a series of impressions rather than a considered judgmen • 
There was time neither to seek documentary support not 
to interview a wide cross-section of informants. The 
same applies to the other outli,er-surveys. About a week 
was spent in each. Wherever comparison is implied, the 
yardstick can be taken to be the home-Ngindo. 
Average bridewealtb 1,evels were as follows ••• . . 
All-Ndonde. Mwera ~ etc •. brides~ 
Pagan HETO. Shs.18/- (8 to 40)x xx. Shs 25/~(lO to 35) 
· .(20% of these curtailed) 
. Islamic HETO. Shs.27/- (10 to 70) Shs 31/-(20 to 40) 
(i.~ .• c~AHARI} ~-
'MARARI] Shs.57/- (30 _to 100) Shs 55/ ... (20 to 100) 
(Cum BETO) (Almost all Islamic marri@ges combine the two) 
n alone. Shs. 77 /- ( 60 to 90} -
Kl.BANI. Just under 3/8(2 to 6) Just over 4/ .. (2 to 6) 
(i/- less for infant betrothal) 
(from 3g marriages of per.sons with huts shown in the survey) 
>c .. ~«Se P...ac:ke\-<J. J.:Y"'.-cs ~ .... e H< "f'-ra ... J ~IA. d."""'"'1vJ l~ ... ;.h.:,. H ... .T.a.-...-~ (i ... st.a\,-=,s~. · 
XX i.e. by divorce. etc. j,,. Svc.t-. c.as .. s H,< -4-.~Je ... <...a.C.H. 
\. ... s\..1..\.. .... -c.-h ••·•~1 "'o .. l..av-<. ~<«-.... t.lt15 pa.~c{ O\l•U. 
Inter-tribal marriages amounted to a little under 
a quarter of the total, all of which, with one exception., 
united Ndonde husband with Mwera, etc-,, wife; the excep-
tion being an u~orilocal half-Mwera husband who had 
irregularly adopted his father's (matrilineal) clan. The 
relatively high amounts in respect of Mwera, etc • .) brides 
indicate the matrilineal parties to have more than 
acquiesced in the system of payments, 24% of the hus-
bands were polygynists, each with two wives. Two thirds 
·of the marriages were Islamic {See combined table at· the 
end of this Chapter).. 
Types of marriage, on the basis of wife-categories, 
were •·· 
Betrothal ·• ..... ·• ....... . 27% 
(remember that the ·1..geof girls at.initiation is rela-
tively high among the Ndondef,frequently postepuberty) 
(Note.: suitor-labour per.formed in all but one case.) 
Post-initiation ••••••••••• 
(Suitor-labour performed in one case) 
Widow-ir.heritance ........... .. 
(heJrs: (i) Deceased's senior paternal cousin. 
(iiJ tt .blood-brother (no kinsman)) 
Widow ••••••••••• 
Divorce .......... ·•• 
(One of these divorced at the time of her 
initiation., Another warranted suitor• 




(Note: {i) owing ~o the paucity of properJ.y recorded· 




. {ii) £J'igu~esd>a~~d on the same .38-marr~~ge sample. 
. ,, 
of ·which 20% ended in divorce) • 
. . 
By rel~tion to: the .other·· Ngind·o · groups surveyed ' 
these figUres.show the coast•Ndonde to occupy an inter• 
.mediate position between the southern-Ndonde • • • w.ith 
i'' ;. ' t 
low payment l·eveis, few betrothals; frequent divorce •.• • 
and the opposite extreme 0£ · Ngindolandt. Although the 
are too small to 
samples: de. net demonstrate this fully,.the same would 
seem to be true of adherence to : orthodox .Islam and othel"' 
chara,cteristies• 
Southern-Ndonde,. 
The •Mchichira' or ·• sout.hern1 Ndonde have some 
contact with the coast-.Ndonde,' whose periphery <:an only 
H.e.~ 1.z. .. e. 
. :he some ;o rniJ~,es. dl.stant; but Lnone at all with Ngindo• 
land. Weule in 1906 devoted considerable attention to 
them,, even showing.pictures of personalit.ies arid huts 
(Ref·-e97h Unfortunately he gave scarcely any inkling 
or their social ,organizat.ion or local affinities"• T,o · 
repeat· his conclusion,, the, ·Ndonde were comparative· new• 
comers to the Makonde plateau .. an<;! faile·d t:o measure up 
physi·cally or in reputation to what was known ·at the 
. . ' . -.ti,('. f 
· 'Ngeni' ., · by whose name they went,• Xbe Newala District 
Book .recorded in 192,g that their weapon had not always 
been :the Ngoni · spea~ but. "or,Jtg!nally bows and arrowsn. 
Southe~~Nd.onde descent...;.na.mes indicat'e that they .are of' 
speci:fically Ndonde rather. tha.n, Ndandeuli stock, judg'ing 
by the lists of 'clans' gi.ven. in. the_ Songea Dis·tri:ct Book. 
'The southern~1~donde answer· to 21 o.f the known Ndonde des-




only' two names of unknown origin .(out of the · fou.r clan-
names c.ited by the Newala District Book, two are included 
in my lists; the other two should be added). On the 
other hand the 'Hanga1 country of origin is said by 
these people to lie close to the 1'1atengo escarpment 
{central Songea District). There is a tributary of 
the upper Lutukira called Hanga flowing.through Ndendeuli 
country. Also the concentration of leadership in few 
hands points to Ngoni influence. Of five leaders men ... 
tioned· .~ •• Nnola, Mkula• Liosi, Makacho, and Mkumba ••• 
last-named 
theQatter was head and shoulders above the r~st. As 
previously shown,. a remarkably pure dialect of Ndonde is 
spoken, approximating more closely to Ndendeuli speech 
those of . . 
than do J!:.fre other Ndonde outlier.s .• 
. 
The southern-Ndonde form a smallmn-continuous 
enclave amid an overwhelming Makonde-.Matambwe population. 
They hold political control ot three Jumbeates on the 
Tanganyika side ••• Mchichira, .Nhyaba, Mkundi ••• in which 
it is open ·to doubt whether .they p.redominate ethnically. 
Since there seems very little friction between the 
tribe.s this is of no account. Thus., although theft is 
acknowledged to have become rife owing to Makonde 
proximity., tolerance not rancour appears to be the pre-
. theft . 
· v.ailing Ndonde attitude );,+(in ·1928~ was "regarde~ as 
a very serious offence'\ feet .59} J~tt which may be 
correlated with adequate political representation and. 
ready absorption of Makonde culture. The head of Mahuta 
a.t~a. 
bar.:<?.a, th:e rie.h and populous superior native auth.orit~ 
also happens to be Ndonde. The enclav·e's neighbours 
are mostly Makonde on the plateau side, mostly Matambwe 
&r-e. 
.on the river side; Makonde and Matambwe bei&g close 
to one another in both speech and culture~. At the Mkundi · 




as well •. 'Ihe bulk-of the Ndonde appear to live ac;ross 
t_he Ruvuma, but widely dispersed among the Mawi.a and 
other people unde.r PortugU:ese l"ul-e_. Ju(f:gi1:1,g by. the ,, 
.number .of pockets reported, the trans-:'Ruvuma elemenji x . 
mu.st number well over_l;OOO , whereas the 1948 qensus, 
' ' 
_Footnote: trans-Ruvuma _ Ndonde 
- (from information supplied by the southern-Ndonde) 
r-
Place_. Head .• Boma .• Estimated 
· NO::.ila.miets 
Chingwale (upper Luneke.) Lg_.Halamba: Nangadi ·11 
.(.including 3 hamlets at Nangadi B<?ndeni) _ 
. . 
Kibaoni and Namalamba - tt 
Chikungu. (above the .Lg.Ngoliro " 
upper .Huluwe, a t.r.ibutary of the Mangadi) 
Chingwale (pool} 
Nangadi (lake) · · 
Cm_. Hamisi Jumukira 
· ff!B.njabila 
Ifdwanga (above the " ·_Matumura 
Mwiha_, a tributary of the Na.ngadi) 
Nnenje 
1









Note: Lg • ~!• Legu (headman),. Cm ·•'• • .Capitamoro (subheadman) 
1 Lung'embe Lg,.Ntutuma Nangadi 7 
' (flows into the Ruvuma) 
Chikundi , '( n .n - , n · n ·) Cm. Wolera " 
I Lake Nguli Lg• Negehuti Mwidmnbe 
, Chipingu {pool) Gm. Nambelema 
1 .Ne halo na jwnu (island " Halamba -- :<II) 
, .in the Nchalo, whi-ch £lows to the sea}' 
1 Chahi (pool) 
Libemba hill (north 
1 ba~k of the .Nchalo) 









Nambungadi (nr the Mweda, Lg."Ling~wata tt 10 
1 ;tributary of the Chinyonga, -Somba._; and Nchalo) 
1 Nalruna -(tri_bu.tary of 
the Nchalo l . 
n Gam.ba,g~~ba Kweo/ 
NlrukUtuku 
_1 Ngoronji. (north 'bank Cm .• · Ghik·o 
, of the Nchalo upstream f'rom Libemba) 





cited earlier, puts those living in Tanganyika at only 
619. 
The southern-Ndonde have an agnatic tradition, 
retain their agnatic descent-names, and still count 
themselves agnatic. However their groupings appear to 
have become largely modelled on those of their matri-
lineal neighbours, even down to the c.ircular hamlets 
513.a 
people surveyed 
mostly comprising uterine kinsfolk. The e~rvey itself 
have . . . . . they 
(Survey G) ~an agnat1c backbone., :i.n which ~may be 
the ~roup · 
exceptional; for 4:ir hinge.s around the son 0£ the great 
Kkumba, till lately a Native Authority with the title 
'Mkulungwa', but superseded' on the abandonment of In-
direct Rule. Internal.ly, the bulk of hamlets surveyed 
have a typically matrilineal st~cture. And this was 
' f •• 
amply borne out by another 20 hamlets inspe·cted at random 
throughout the Ndonde enclave. Weule discerned two 
politic al segments.• of one of which the head was Makacho, 
nchief of one of the two clans into which the Wangoni .. ~ . .. -
living here are div.ided'" (Re£.97,1906J. Apex of the 
other was Majaliwa, whose name I never heard mentioned 
. . 
by the natives, though I was not able to check it with 
them. The southern-Ndonde are of course divided into 
many descent-name groups. Two of these may at that. 
time have been predomin~nt. If this dichotomy persistsP' 
it is in the form ·Of the two Jumbeates of Mehichira. 
(under Makacho·•s son) and Nhyaba (under Mkumba•s maternal 
grand-nephew). ·To this day the Ngoni term 'Bambo', mean• 
ing ov·et'lord, .. has currency among the southern-Ndonde. 
The 'village ' .surveyed lies close to the escarp-
ment which, in time of drought, has to be negotiated by · 
the water-drawers. It C·onforms with the '.remainder of the 
plateau in its dependence on cassava/, and on cashew, 
vast orchards of which are to be found nearby. Both 
these are important cash-earners, making the area more 
prosperous than that of any other Ndonde. Some few 
members of the hamlets surveyed have fishing interests 
down on the Ruvuma, where one or two have plots in the 
. new (1951) Government rice-scheme.. The density of 
population makes that part of the plateau a uniform 
belt of fallows ••• the typical 'I-18.konde' - or cultivation-
thicket• Settlement is continuous in all directions, 
with the various tribal elements overlapping. It is not 
surprising therefore that tribal inter-marriage should 
be common. irore than a quarter of the rr.arriages examined . 
came under this category. Marriage types were found to be 
.. ' 
All-Ndonde. \life Makonde, etc. 
Betrothal 2o% ••• • •• 13% 
{One case without suitor-labour) 
Post-initiation • • • • •• 22% 
Widow-inheritance 2% ••• • •• 
{Heir: deceased's maternal grandson) 
Widow 2% • • • ·•.·· . 13% 
Divorce ~ ••• • • • ~ 
100% 10o% 
= = 
(from 41 unions of wh5.ch 35% (from 15 unions of which 
ended in divorce) 7o% ended in divorce) 
Note: insufficient details were to hand about the 3 unions 
involving Makonde and other such husbands. There were only 
5 unattached mature women, 2 of whom were senile, one a 
youngish widow, and 2 divorcees in-between husbands. Of 
the 4 unattached adult males one was senile. The rest 
had recently got divorced~ (see combined table at the end 
of this Chapter). 
515. 
The southern-Ndonde and immediate neighbours are 
strongly Muslim, but subject to direct Christian mission 
influence in the shape of elementary schools. However, 
not all ma.rriages are validated through Islam • • • only 
just over 5o% of: all-Ndonde matches wei:e found to be 
Islamic, the percentage for extra.-tribal ones being 
higher, over 6rfl,, None at all were Christian. The MAHARI 
payable on Islamic marriage appeared in most cases to be 
ex.clusiv~ of HETO; though sometimes the latter was-paid 
as well, as is done elset-ihere among. the Ngindo • Detail ••• 
All-Hdonde. Ma.konde, etc.brides. 
Pagan HETO. . Just over 13/• Just over 10/- (Nil to 25 
(2 to 27) 
. ,(2 out of every 3 curtail·ed) (75% curt.ailed) 
Islamic n Shs.10/- (4 to 20)~ Shs. 10/- (4 to 15) 
(i .• e cum MAHAR!). (with a goat thrown in in one case) 
MAHARI Shs 45/• (30 to 100) Shs. 43/• .(JO to 70) 
(cum HET0).(25% curtailed) (In one case HETO 
allegedly paid in cloth, . 
f.ollowed by cash 
MAHAR!) · 
" alone. " 46/- (JO to ·100} 
(15% curtailed.) 
Shs. 35/· (JO to 40) 
(all ,curtailed) 
KiBAN.I. Nearly , 3/ ... (Nil te> 12) Just over 3/- (nil to 6) 
(Plus 2 instances of cloth as medium) 
Newala District Book material of 1928 vintage holds that 
Ki.BA.NI (1.'earnest") warranted only a fowl, and that.HETO 
( "dowry'r) was low • • • "Nowadays 10/- the highest dowry" 
whereas formerly it had corn.prised a musket, a couple of 
slaves, cloth, or a bull (see combined table a:t the end 
of thi~ Chapter .. ) 
Spouses very commonly live uxorilocally, either 
. . .. 
for the f'irst few years or permanently. The southern-Ndonde, . 
\'whether juvenile or adult, have no obligation to live with 
their agnatic kin. Ghoic~ 0£ residence being left to the 
individual, kinsmen compete in attracting dependants. I 
516. 
heard a man jokingly chide his neighbour.for trobbing'. 
him or his own son. Statistically this is amply proven • • • 




huts built in each. 
.36% 
Uxarilocal up to 
5 years. 
. . 34~ . 46% 
(50%-plus curtailed) 
n more than 





Note(t).detail incomplete in the J cases of Makonde, etc., 
husbands. 
(•i'. ol.S \..., ~l..c f"<..,;o.,S t"a.41<ir 'ci.,~a~l&cl' ... u .... s ~\.a~ H,. MJl.W~i.~e. J..a.r ..c, ..... 
') t · ' • ' i..t- J...av-e f'C-7..t ... ~cJ'J' _.,,olcc..., -'-6 ,l;..,o...., ,c~c:, •. t.C. s ... d, ~ "-LY..-\"e. _._, 
<4! ... a~""' .. xo<~l.c.;t.I. i • ., A. lo~otf' fU•ol. . 
Under fifteen percent of husbands could be shown 
to be polygynists. However the true figure may be 
somewhat higher owing to omissions on my part ••• the 
Co-
praetice of building huts for pelygynous wives in widely 
separated hamlets makes it difficult to verify the extent 
of polygyny outside a given sample area. The maximum 
number of wives married to one polygynous husband was 3, 
the minimum 2, giving a 2 •. 5 average. These are figures 
relating to a moment in time. The high incidence of 
divorce must lead to constant fluctuations in the poly-
gyny rate of a particular cluster of hamlets. One man 
had at various tim.es acquired 8 wives, of whom be· retained 
3 at the time of survey. 
Marriage among the southern-Ndonde, it has been 
said, represents an accentuation of the trends shown by 
the coast-Ndonde. In e ach , the extent of inter-tribal 
517. 
marriage is about the same, but the former give evidence 
of greater uxorilocal residence ••• inf'ormants state that 
suitordom was formerly even more extensive, seldom coming 
·,to an end before the birth of children • • • less in the· 
way of payments, and rampant divorcef, which, despite 
the commanding position o.f Is+am, is evidently not hard 
for a woman to get. Custody of children is fluid, depend-
ing on the wishes of.the children themselves ••• if they 
choose to live with the father on his divorce, bridewealth-
refund is evidently cut thereby;; So says the Newala 
District Book _,which adds that two children ·(.sex unspeci-
the southern-Ndonde us!q to pay 
fied} would altogether cancel it out,i.~not more than 
Shs. 5/- apiece a generation ag-;;/. Likeuise frt.d.dow-inheri-
as comnensation for the loss of cust6dy over children(see p.515). 
tance wfl:ieh is acknowledged, but seldom practised. 
Apparently, adultery committed with an Islamic wife is 
punishable by fines alone; Shs. 60/- for the male and 
Shs. 20/- for the female party, whereas for pagans there 
is no fixed level and compensation takes the place of 
fines. Whatever compensation is awarded::>the pagan wife 
must pay half that amount in fines. The typical marriage-
procedure follows a distinctive course. Sometimes, in 
lieu of kiBANI, a like payment called NDA~UHO may be 
. ·. The zr~.ts of made direct by the groom's people. :;uitor-labour #-t.lf 
(which 
eentpee\s usually come after, not before, the bride's 
initiation) I~ I accrue~ to the newly-weds I who have fields 
separate from those of parents or guardians. About 
inheritance, one school of thought states that it goes 
primarily to the deceased's brothers and thence to his 
sons, whilst uterine kin stand to get lesser port~ons. 
According to the Newala District Book (1928) ~he favoured 
heir was the son or the "deceased's relations traced 
through his father". Islam is h~ld to support this type 
• 
of inheritance. However in the past, it was uterine kin 






thought endol".se1's by opting first for the deceased' s 
brothers, then for his maternal nephews. The mother's 
has 9onsiderable prestige anq authori t7 
brother st:tll hflg B: gr.ip.ef the rea:Be. He may get half' 
his maternal niece's bridewealth. The inconsistency of 
e.ppos~\"e, 
statements like this can be attributed to the~etlele pull 
of Makonde-Matambwe-Makua-Yao matriliny and of Islam;a .. ol H,<#c. ;s 
.. ~ the additional variant of a swing away from matriliny 
taking place within these same neighbouring tribes, impelled 
by Islam and other.agencies. Clearly the dete.rmination 
of native law thereabouts entails a complicated reckoning 
or the tribal and religious leanings of litigants and of 
their respective st.a.tus. 
Altnough surprisin~ly intact after the passag~ 
Whilst imprcooi-;e l:B the light l.!£ a .turbulent 
history-;} the Ngif'.ldo culture-elements persisting among the 
largely insulated from that of _the other Ngindo, 
sout.hern-:"Ndonde have been much eroded by tribal culture-
c ontact and by Islam. On the one' hand southern-Ndonde per-
form the chiKOCHA '(Makonde) and liNGAKA (Matambwe) dances·. 
On the other, Islam has imposed an apparently effective 
ban on fe.rmented beer; ~which automatically sweeps aside 
the bulk.of pagan ritual. So that only a shadow of such 
customs as mSOLO (mHORO) sacri.fices lingers. An exception 
· · is made of devil-dances "because we absolutely must fight 
·devils!"; but these a.re something of a novelty>besides 
being common property to a number of' tribes·. Pagan funeral-
rites appear to be inspired by non-Ngindo sources. The 
burial itself is marked by a feast called SHA.MBA MOTO, 
followed at an .interval of a week by maNDAPATAPA beer. The 
subse(i~~nt rite of commemoration, counterpart of Ngindo 
NCHOPI, goes by the name (UGIMBI ya' ••• beer of) maTANDA 
or ku.TEMELERA ku liHINGA. Beliefs about sorcery very 
largely correspond, bt1t the old MAHA poison-ordeal cedes 




to know the secret of controlling were-animals .• J_ Another 
index of local t~gindo variation, these Ndonde had in 
slaving days a marked preference for the SULIA (child 
by a slave mistress) system of succession, allegedly 
introduced by the Arabs, Thereby the heir's loyalty 
to his home-group was assured. The coast-Ndonde ha¥e the 
same concept., whereas the home-Ngindo only grudgingly 
concede its advantages, such is the stigma of slave 
descent~ Again the initiations, cla.imed to be true 
Ndonde,, though Yao circumc:lsors have ·to be employed for 
. the boys, differ substantially from those held by the 
coast-Ndonde. The southern-Ndonde explain this by the 
instrusion of home-Ngindo j.J1fluence among the lattep. 
coast-Ndonde. 
The initiations in their southern-Ndonde guise, 
though extra-tribal rites (i.e. the liKUMBI cycle of the 
Makond·el are clearly d.ifferentj.a.ted, probably have a com-
posite, hence uneasily defined, form. But their main 
contours ••• separate male and female rite-streams meetlng 
to form a joint bi .. sexua.l confluence shortly before the 
finale ••• have a like shape. Female seclusion is called 
ci..Us <t-
luKINGULO (Ref .59~~Kuhina Nyato1'., seemingly a version 
.of regular kiMgindo-4.~HINA uMYAGOf, 'to dance the initia-
tiorf), actually a .fo.rmal meal of porridge followed by 
shaving of the hair. It also has the name 1 piaNAWA. The· 
Newala District Book describes its opening phase as 
"Magumbiri Ndiwito"; but this source makes male circum-
cieion a purely Yao affair. Present informants denying 
this, the material may be inaccurate in other respects 
L;kc. 1-1..ose oi N~: ... .lol&. ... J.. , ~:.,l-
QS well. i:Ini.tiates are likewise shielded from view by 
bark-cloth, termed liWONDO. Other subsidiary female 
rites are liGULUBE, of which the name at least finds an 
i 6'1111~11 111\f'U~" c.i..-1--: ... ~. a. ... .L . 
echo in ho~e-Ngindo practicej'~aNDUNDU, name of a type 
of drwn everywhere associated wlth the Ndonde • ,; • the 
maNDUNDU dance figures as the climax in the account, 
given by the Newala District Book, which may well be 
correct sincethe coast-Ndonde accord it like pre• 
cedeneej. a.nd unnmu PWUGA ehafl:ting. Thei:i;- instruc-
tion, or part of it, is called NGOLA MBYOMBYO. They 
also enact maBUNDI (r~ed•games), liNAMUMI .~ (digging 
ridges) • . and J .. OMBOI (building a miniature lodge) • Of 
these the first almost certainly duplicates home-Ngindo . 
ma BUNDE. 
Meanwhile the circumcised boys, having been 
shaved (NGFJANJO or NGINGUHI), perform dances called 
luPUNGA and · liKUMBI (not known if the Makonde one). 
LuPUNGA uses beeswax as a symbol~· Circumcision is 
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said to be preceded by a maHEBE o:r r.1KtJTURU dance and by 
erection of the·luPANDA pole, seemingly a Yao borrowing. 
Next., instruction (distinct f.rom that of the bush-camp. 
k ... v..,.._ .k'tJ. H,.. ~a.o a. ... J ~o ... ~. 1113: .. Jo t-c..,_ . 
which is~ikewisa ~nown as NDAGALALA) is given and• with 
their own LOMBOI rites, boys and girls come together .• 
subsequent male elements are chiNG'UNDANG'UNDA luBALA1 
the initiates being daubed with flour and regaled by 
mystery charades; chiMBWANDA, where clothing is 
ritually discarded; the f~iliar NIRA gwa naNG' OMBE· 
and NULA ordeals; and the kiLIBWINDI hand-dance. After 
~ second liKUMaI dance the boys are washed (kuJOHA bALI) 
and arrayed (kuHWIKA l1GUBO bALI) i Synchronised with 
these are female maHULU :(probably the home-Ngindo tortoise-
dance) kuHANGUA bALI (girls pare.ded at shoulder height) , 
and kaPECHA ventral dance.'.' 
Both ·sexes take part in the ritual meal (NDELEHI), 
flour sacrifices (naNDULIRO and kiLIGALIGA), identifica-
tion ·of initiates by their k\n (kuHIHA bAtI, equated with 
·~ 
home-Ngindo NTANGENTANGE), lustration (NA.MBANGO,YlAMBANGO), 
;21. 
and skipping-dance (kuHANGA bALI). Note that the coast-
Ndonde expression kuHANGULA .Has a like meaning .... the 
' ' 
home - Ngindo say liHEGERE. Last of all, the initiates 
'pierce the lodge' (kuHOTOLA liWIGII for home-Ngindo 
kuPOJOLA liWIGII). Mi.ZIMU masked and stilt dances. 
probably of Makonde inspiration, punctuate the closing 
festivities. Even without knowing the content or exact 
.function of these episodes, one sees enough surface simi-
la~ity towards the home-Ngindo sequence to make it certain 
that the two stand in a cl,ose relationship. The overall 
designation of the Finale,, for instance. is identical 
the southern ... Ndonde call it ruPIHO (for the ruP.IYO of 
Ngindoland). ,. Certain names or features are reve:tsed. 
Home-Ngindo say iHONGWE (plural) to mean the same mysteries 
as those staged by the southern-Ndonde• who know kiHONGW""E 
{singular) as a mock-snake in the LOMBOI rite. Negative 
evidence of rapprochement with home•Ngindo is to be had 
from the accounts of Makonde (Ref .27), and Yao (Ref .41) 
inltiations, both of which show marked divergence from 
Ngindoland procedure~ 
Of all the Ngindo outliers the southern-Ndonde 
present the most arresting evolutionary product. Com-,.. 
pletely outside the orbit of Ngindoland, they nevertheless 
preserve their Ngindo charact,er. At the same time, 
receptive to alien ideas; they have.taken to Islam with 
an orthodoxy quite unlike the lax home~Ngindo cult; and 
to Makonde-Matambwe borrowings with an eagerness quite 
foreign to the coast-Ndonde, who resent the comparable 
·Mwera influence. In their case therefore the matri• 
patrilineal antithesis reaches its acm.e~· The coast-
·Ndonde, despit.e the powerful matrilineal attraction of 
the Mwera, remain primarily a.gnatic; whereas the neo-Hamba, 
as will be shown,, welcome matrilineal organization with 
scarcely a hint o.f ambiguity; but the southern-ldonde 
stand squarely between the two extremes. 
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self=eXJlreesieft, tfie Bliffetiftg leavee.lhelfl Vif'tl::tally 
Neo-Hamba. 
The 'neo-Hamba' are an enigma. As their alter-
native name '~iwera-Hamba' implies, tribal admixture has 
been pronounced. On strict linguistic grounds they are 
definitely Ndonde, hence 1 Ngindo 1 ; but by a paradox 
refuse to answer to the name Ngindo, which they apply 
instead to their patrilineal neighbours of Ngindol~nd, 
some of whom live ;right on their doorstep south of the 
Mbwemkuru.· Therefore there is some ground for regarding 
(for definition see Chapter -I, ... "ftff-ge --9) 
the neo-Hamba as 'periphera1-Ngina~. They are included 
here owing to their present spatial proximity to Ngindo-
land and their historic proximity to the remaining 
Ndonde outliers.- Again how the name 'Harn.ha', properly 
applicable to the erstwhile aborigines north of the 
Mbwemkuru, has come to designate this primarily Ndonde 
group is obscure. Yet 1 Ndonde- Hunba', or simply 'Hamba' , 
holds tenaciously • ·• • there are splinter groups clearly 
distinguished as 'Hamba' 100 miles and more east of the \ 
nucleus, mere hamlets amid true Ndonde and other popula-
~ Svc.I... AS 
tions, {tor.- inste:nee> 'bha'b of Mihati in the Matepwe 
Jwnbeate of Milola Baraza/. It is of interest to note 
that the one situated near Mnero (Mandawa ) dates from the 
co ... 'e.""~~ 
1880s or earlier • • • vide the quotation already made ~the 
Donde villages near Ilulu hill" ( Ref .• 37), which carries 
· no hint of 'Hamba' about it. 
Kilimarondo, where lies the main body of the neo-
Hamba, forms the meeting-point of agnatic Ngindo and ma.t-
rilineal Yao, Makua, Mwera, with all of whom miscegenation 
has taken place/, least with the former,; owing to friction 
lu\- .. "'a,c.cl. 
over agnatic descent/ > most with the~atteF. An appreciable 
Matambwe element is also present, giving rise to scat.hing~ 
c.omments by true Ngindo that the neo-Hamba are "nothing 
but Matambwe .slaves from the Ruvumat tt • Most neo-Hamba 
are conversant with Mwera.speech and have drawn largely 
on Mwera custom. Thus the Mwera initiations ••• 
chiKWEMBO for girls, liKOMANGA for boys •.•• have been 
adopted wholesale; and indeed .their mode of organization 
)( 
a·s a whole. The village-survey groupings (Survey J) prove 
this beyond doubt. Agnat'ion amounts to no more than a 
vestige;, notably the agnatic desc 1ent-names (kiRAGWA ••• 
kiRABWA in Ngindoland), of which I recorded nearly twenty.-
However, less than half' of these tallied with recognized 
Ngindo ones, and were paralleled by matrilineal names (chi-
PINGA or AINJA) of unknown derivation, making a dual system. 
In other respects, despite the combined opposition of Islam 
and the Church, each of which has a. large following, the 
neo-Hamba are wholly matrilineal. A man's inheritance 
goes to hi.s brother, or fail-ing that to his maternal 
. nephew. Marriage is l.argely uxorilocal,r, with the 
interesting consequence that the v.iTUNGA payments made 
on the death of a man's wife to her kin only become 
..... t.,, 
obligatory L.if the marriage be virilocal. Certain 
culture-items, such as the mSOLO(mHORO) sacrifice happen 
to be observed by the Makua and others, hence imply no 
direct Ngindo connection• The same can be said of the 
broad outline of beliefs about the occult. A dance 
.called NGUMBULI is here described as 1 Ndonde' j, but . 
among Ndonde groups elsewhere as specifically 'Hamba'. 
The definition of 'Hamba', in the case of indi-
vidual neo-Hamba, holds even greater difficulties than 
one meets in the other Ndonde outliers. Probably very 
few indeed are more than three-quarters'pure Hambatz.e. 
;x: Footnote: I omitted to includ.e a scale with this plan. The dis-
tance from end to end of the section of moto:r:-road shown can be 
taken to be about three miles. 
(the 
Ndonde). Yet, for the purposes of my survey., ,even a. 
per.son known to be only half Hamba who is regarded and 
behaves as Hamba will pass as such. On this basis, 
with that found among the coast- and s-o1ithern-Ndonde 
inte1:tribal marriage is roughly commensurate, being 
somewhat over a quarter of total marriages~ Of.a 21-
marriage sample relating to occupants of.' the village 
surveyed just under a third were sanctioned by the Church, 
the majority of survey-subjects being nominal Christians. 
Although there was a sprinkling of Mu.slims as well, none 
appeared.to have effected an Islamic marriage. Despite 
the prevalence of ma.tril:,iny, marriages generally fetch 
bridewealth payments (see combined table at the end of 
this Chapter).- Detail ••• 
All-Hamba. Mwera, etc •. husba.nd. 
HETO Shs;29/-(Nil to 90) Shs. 25/· (Nil to 60) 
.(apparently paid for X:tian marriages too) 
Just over 2/- (2 to 3) 
(in one case paid in cloth) 
Ki BANI ditto 
Note: An isolated case of a Mwera bride occurred, but can 
support no conclusion• 
Lack of information on payments made for nearly half 
the total marriages leads one to suspect tha.t little 
or no bridewealth passed hands in the queried sector" 
Marriage-types for both all-Hamba and other unions were 
evenly divided between the three categ'Orie.s of 'betrothal', 
'post-initiation', and 'divorce'. Ten percent of them 
ended in divorce.- None at all was through widow-inherit-
ance. Polygynists appeared to be only .5% of husbands, but 
tax records, which I was able to study in this outlier 
alone, showed the overall incidence to be about 12% 
( t'o.,,1- - .a...-e.a.) 
throughout Kilimarondor.baraz~ . .Rememberi:ng that in it 
presence of home-Ngindo would tend to step up the polygyny-rate} 
Mweraand Ngindo-proper constitute a considerable minoritlf_ 
Unattached adults were rare., comprising two elderly widows, 
two recently divorced women, and a young bachelor not yet 
married .. 
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The neo-Hamba give rise to the curious spectacle 
of adjacent villages in uniform country. populated by 
the same Bantu stock,, speaking the same language, or close 
dialects of it, with a common history and similar culturep> 
in fact. superficially identical communities ••• except 
that the one will be agnat:i.c, the other matrilinealg with 
> 
a consequent rift between them. Such situations occur 
anywhere along the Ngindoland t fronti,er' h, for instance, 
between Nanjii, the village surveyed, and Nambwa a few 
miles down the motor-road towards the Mbwemkuru crossing; 
If they were. not Ngindo-speakers, admitting, to the same 
origin, and sharing a modicum of customs,, the neo-Hamba 
might well be thought totally dissociated, such is their 
incoqi.patibility With the home-Ngindo• This divorce can 
be understood as the outcome of the process seen in its 
incipient phase among the coast-Ndonde, in its advanced 
phase among the southern-Ndonde;- and here carried to 
its extreme. 
Western-Ndonde and Ndwewe,. 
In Ma.henge District is to be found perhaps the 
largest single Ndonde concentration in.existence today, 
but one ill-suited for study since it is the artificial 
product of Government sleeping-sickness policy• Within 
a radius of 5 miles of Ilonga hill on the Luhombero river 
some 5,000 Ndonde.and associates live in .enforced 
proximity• Formerly., in communities even more dispersed 
than those of the home-Ngindo, they occupied the region 
between the Luwegu and M.barang'andu rivers, especially 
around a tributary of the former, the Luhanyando. In 
· 1941 however a scheme similar to the Closer Settlement 
Scheme described earlier .was launched. The area then 
became Game Reserve, an accretion to the Selous Sanctuary 
further down the Luwegu-Rufij.i, whilst the inhabitants 
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had to move t.o the Ilonga reception-area where specific 
sites were allotted. The eva.cuees were of course free 
to migrate north into the settled Pogoro and other country, 
but .relatively few,..,chose to do so. Those that did,went 
I 
to swell the .scattered Ngindo elements already present 
.in the inte~ior of Mahenge District. Around l946·both 
these and Ilonga itself received a further augmentation in 
the shape of people evading the Closer Settlement Schemei. · -:i,.,.,,. N,,=.°lefa .. 4 (i 
Would-be migran}:~abourers11J.ad an added inducement in 
eea11iag is t'liindt:hat Ma.henge lies on the well-beaten 
route to the sisal-estates at Kilosa~ but many of these 
truants ha.ve since made their homes in the shrunken 
Ngindoland. 
Although till recently in their country o:f origin, 
the western-Ndonde are perhaps less typical of the Ndonde 
than are some of the far-flµng outliers in the east. 
i:.sf, J,,,._ 
This stems from two things; Lthe imprint left by the 
Ngoni, resulting in a tendency towards political centra.li• 
S<co""', {,._ 
zation; Letttit fusion with Ndwe-we, a process accentuated 
by the Ilonga concourse. Yet the index of descent-names 
shows them to be unequivocally Ndonde ••• they answer to 
well over half the stock Ndonde names, and embody only 
one or two strange ones. They show a lively awareness 
of the old Ndonde subdi v:i.sions • • • when asked their tribe 
(KABILA), several people replied 'Mandumba' or 'Kipengere', 
only ad.ding Ndonde as a qualification. But of all these 
si;bdivisions the 'Njenje' alone seem to have preserved a 
" semblance of corporate identity. The Njenje pose their 
own problem. Linguistically they ally themselves with 
N'gindo, yet admixture with Pogoro makes it likely that 
their culture differs appreciably • · •• on the assumption 
that the Njenje river gave them their name, Pogoro, who 
from an early date encroached eastwards from Mahenge to 
Madaba and beyond, would long have been their northerly 
neighbours. I was able neither to carry out any detailed 
L_ 
survey in greater Ilonga, in which I spent less than a 
week, nor to visit its alleged Mjenje quarter. Odd 
'Njenje' members are to be found JOO miles away a.mongst 
the sout.hern-Ndonde. As for the 'Mbomoke' type of 
Mdonde prevalent among the coast-Ndonde; they are not 
even recognized as such by the "t.•estern-Ndonde who class 
them as . trans-Ruvuma immigrants t;o old Ndonde country 
of about the time of the first Ngon~i• 
The western-Ndonde cannot be considered without . . 
reference· to the Ndwewe, with whom they are now largely 
integrated. It will be remembered that the two were 
conti'guous in the first place and later thrown together 
· as· a result of Mbunga aggression• Some half dozen 
1 Ndwewe' headmen, presumably with Ndwewe rank and file, 
were living in Ndonde country prior to the Evacuation, 
which has almo$t completed the merger• Even so~ Ndwewe 
s.eparatism, seemingly as much prompted by personal 
political ambitions as by genuine tribal feeling,. is not 
. dead• Attempts ha.ve been made since the time of Evacua-
tion to establish Ndwewe units elsewhere·in :Ma.henge 
District, notably around Kiswagu, near the upper reaches 
of the Ulanga, where about 1,000 have assembled •• ~ as a 
rule, .any suitable man with a following of 75 tax-payers 
stands to be made a Government headman• But the mass, 
like the.ir fell·ow Ndonde evacuees, prefer to bide their 
time in Ilonga, trusting that the wheel of fortune will 
turn• Many Ndwewe are said to conceal ·their identity 
for f'ear of.being shifted yet again into a new 'Ndwewe-
~ •l.o~s.,. .... ~ 
land t' of Government choosing~ There are· probably ltwe or 
.a.,..<( ........ c. ,, 
three thousand Ndwewe amongst the-Ilonga f'olk. As early 
as the first World War they were being bracketed with 
Ndonde~ The 'Handbook '0£ German East Africa' put them 
at between ten and fifteen thousand together (Ref .64) •· 
L 
The indications are that the original 
Ndwewe differed sharply _from the Ndonde ••• certainly 
the specimen of archaic speech I recorded bears this 
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out in the linguistic sphere. Possibly the differences 
in culture, including language, persist among the Ulanga 
groups, who must. lie the best part of 100 miles we-st .of 
from v1hat used to be predominantly Ndonde areas 
Ilonga ~- tlae~~ bearing in mind that evacuees[!:ake up 
· However···· · 
the greater part of their membership, pi tiett'Bt it. I never 
one doubts whether these groups are substantially different. 
had the chance of visiting them. The 1948 Census lists 
the Ndwewe as a sub-tribe of Pcgoro, on what grounds r-
am unaware~· To classify them thus may be not altogether 
an error • ~ • before being ravished by the I.Jfuunga, thrown 
into the arms of, the Ndonde, the .Ndwewe may well have had 
affinit.ies now no longer evident with the Pogoro to whom, 
likewise shy and hill-dwelling, they were the nearest 
southerly neighbours. Thanks to Ev.iacuation, Pogoro and 
Ndwe\·1e- Ndonde live cheek by .jowl. 
· 4,o-. f-6-c l\o1a.4'1.ls-a. r.:wc.a,. 
,. 
Indeed one Pogogo 
group, composed of evacueesl!_ comes under t4e 
of the N'donde leader, 'M.wenye' Dl"iSham Mponda, 
jurisdiction 
of whom the 
District Book remarks in 19.28, 0 (he) appears to be a 
person of some influence., styles himself Sultan of the 
Luhahyando Wangindo0 • The viability of this arrangement 
seems, doubtful. Tribal antipathies threaten.a to be too 
,.,,_: .. Jo A .... .( f:.ao,...., 
strong to allow ~'ll:em to live in harmony under joint 
political control.· In the eyes of Pogoro and other out• . 
siders, Ngindo, and especially the home-Ngindo, are 
barbarians with an exaggerated reputation as sorcerers 
and denizens of the forest. 
The Ndwewe enjoy great renown in the realms 
of the supernatural. The western+Ndonde say, ''The Ndwewe 
have no temporal power, but without them we would never 
recover from our ailmentsn. Their prophets or rainmakers, 
called MBUI {the same word as goat in most Ngindo d;La-
. ponular amon,g 
lee ts!), have become ;a fcatl:l:Pe er the west~rn-Ndonde as 
well, and attract a large outside clientel.e.. From 
in<}.i vi duals +ivi. ng in their res"Q_ecti ve neighbourhoods 
tluur r@s,pectave cai:itoruaents !!!:_ Ilonga they receive 
annual con~ributions of grain with which to brew beer 
. for parties, when the course of the season may iBe: 
ke.. 
publicly~red_ic~ed. I heard an MBUI declaiming within 
easy earshot of the local mission. '.fo the Ndwewe is 
attributed the kiNJINDO dance, alleged by some to be at 
. . . l'l.c.'3 ~,..~ ~Ssoer:J.1'&/. ..,;t-6' 
the root of the tribal name Ngindo; also[the very wide-
spread and popular liPUGA, a devil-dance among the hom.e-
Ngindo, and performed at thei.r initiations by the Mbunga, 
who also retcdn an Ndwewe f:'unereal dance, the liNDENDE, 
Another specifically Ndwewe trait is an interesting 
system of descent-names, which I had not the time to 
tf..c:o .. o"'Jl..1'21" 
explore!:.__ Those I eoald not therefez e "J'Orify, btrt. "fhe 
principle appeared to be that a man's offspring received 
different descent-names according to their sex. Sons 
would simply take their father's descent-name in the ag-
natic line,. whilst daughters took that of the mother or 
father's mother. It further appeared that these name.s 
were peculiar to each sex. For instance, male names 
were kiHOMA, kiTENGA,. MllAYU,, NGWITWA, MGENDWA, NKWERA; 
and female naMTULI, luWANDA, CHANWA, MWINGAt na.HENE, 
naBWITE. These correspond scarcely at all with Ndonde 
or other Ngindo descent-names. A custom peculiar to t~e 
Ndwewe was, the::i.r NUNE eoming•of-age ceremony for boys, 
in which stones were suspended below the initiates' 
testicles, but no circumcisions performed. NYif..tE has 
now disappeared. The descent-names just discussed ma.y be 
called NDUNGA (divination) names as opp(?sed to the NYINE 
(ini,tiation) personal names. 
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The combined Ndonde-Ndwewe communities 0£ Ilonga in 
many respects contrast substanti~lly with those of Ngindoland. 
Quit~ apart from the Jurnbeates being an hour instead of a 
x 
day apart, cotton he.s given Ilonga a superficial prosperity• 
· Bicycles for instance abound. Nevertheless ·migrant-labourers 
are said to multiply, a high proportion returning home empty-
handed. The penetration of Islam has been relatively slight ••· 
as proof of the imperfect notions held, a man told me proudly 
about his five wives, each one of whom he had married accord-
ing to the Islamic rite {four is the orthodox limit).; whilst 
0 
even my home-Ngindo porters turned up their noses., expressing 
" surprise that a ma.n seen to be disfigured by 't- leprosy could 
practise as a 'l?reacherf Christianity has gained next to no 
converts; however. the presence of a missior.. with its network 
9f schools cannot be without its effect·~ Certain home-Ngindo 
customs,, such as their initiation ritual, have only just 
caugh1;; on ~·· in recent years, it is said, many a father and 
.son have been circumcised on the same day, i .'e. the father has 
tar%dily decided to conform .• ~. The Mponda family claim to be 
pr.iest.s for an unusual sacrifice back in their Luhanyando 
homelend centred around elephant-tusks planted in the ground, 
over which libations of beer are poured. In fun.damental ways, 
such as the attitude to theft, divergence occurs. The 
off enc~ is fairly prevalent at Ilonga, especially when it 
comes to cotton. It should be recalled that proposals ma.de 
in 1934 for amalgamation between the Ndonde of greater Ngindo-
land and the western.j.Ndonde, though in principle.acceptable 
to the people, crune to nothing.-- A fair reflection of the 
cross-currents 51t wor15_ a.mong the western-Ndonde are the 
/ 
dances they favour.· Besides the maKINGDANGA:1 a.n old Ndonde 
dance which the remaining outliers have largely f'orgotten, 
they, know the Ndwewe, kiNJINDO and liPUGA. They also dance 
the liGWAMBA, normally associated with the Ngoni, but 
Footnote x. (R~w.-. .. l{c..c) '£his is the settlement-area into which the formerly 
scattered western-Ndonde a.nd associates were concentrated 
by Government order some t,en years .ago•" 
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here modified to denote a westerly variant of the 
- cil'1.nc~ . 
kiN9IND~ popular in Ngindoland. 
The western-Ndonde and Ndwewe, now cut off from 
Ngindola.nd by a broad corridor of Game Reserve Ji,ri(a 
mere trickle of travellers, under sufferance from 
Government l'ihich fears trypanosorniasis infection., gets 
across in the dry season)ll'# and subject to intensive 
alien contacts, might seem to be destined to lose their 
Ngindo character. But this is not necessarily so. 
cultural influence 
Home-Ngindo eultttre ad¥ano e, Islam included., appears to 
growing 
be oa :i;ae l:l:P grndo:, whilst evacuation has .served to harden 
a tribal consciousness. It is noteworthy that, despite 
the erstwhile matrilineal ·Pogoro nearby, matrilineal 
leanings are here conspicuously absent; which, unless 
Ngonl .intrusion be made responsible, supports the theory 
of pristine Ndonde agnation. Whether the physical fact 
of separation froin Ngindoland, or the ideational pull 
towards it, will prevail remains to be seen. 
Remaining Ngi11do-proper outliers. 
Njinjo, principal reception-area for the Closer 
Settlement Scheme, contains the bulk of outlying Ngindo 
over and above the four nmjor groups so far described. 
Even before the Scheme,. that area had a thin Ngind·o 
population., for the most part a minority among Matumbi 
and other inhabitants. So there remains a substratum 
of old-established settlers who, together with the.residue 
of evacuees, .form a fairly solid Ngind.o belt from Zins,a 
to Njinjo towns~1ip .. and some distance across the Matandu.· 
Having visited the area. twice,each time in hurz:ied tran ... 
sit, I can give no detail whatever. 'rhe position appears to 
be somewhat similar to that at .. Il.ongs,. only the settlement 
is far more diffuse. The composition of these Ngindo is 
likewise mixed. The original settlers were Ngoni-war 
refugees of mainly Mdonde extraction, as are .many of . 
those since evacuated from the Njenje-.Mbarang'andu 
area. The other big contingent is 'lkemba.', placing 
a broad interpretation on. that word, from the country 
north of the upper Matandu. The land around Njinjo 
seems le's promising than Ilonga.. Therefore. the 
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evacuees cast even more longing eyes on their .. immense 
former domain. Scarcely any seem content to move into 
Ngindoland as at present constituted, although conditions 
there must approximate tar ~ore closely than does Njinjo 
to the ones with which they are familiar. There must be 
well over 5,000 Ngindo·.of various descriptions, controll-
x. 
ing several Ju.111beates, still resiaent at Njinjo. 
This by no means exha.usts the Ngindo outliers. 
Tunduru t..nd Rufiji Districts in particular abound \'Ji.th 
miniature Ngindo pockets. Even Songea., seat of the 
Ngo'niiterror, has or had its quot~. W.P. Johnson's map 
(Ref. J7) marks nNindi and Gindo villages" in the Matengo 
hills, .no great distance from Nyasa. Bracketed with 
"Ndendauritt, they also appear in a later German map 
, pockets can boQ.st its own • 
(Ref•6J). So,far as I am aware, none 01" thesetarra.Ats 
';1. Government headman of Jumbe calibre; but they frequently 
run to village scale and even larger. Some, as allusions 
by Burton, Maples,, Beardall, and others show, date from 
pre- German days. A great many more .followed in the 
wake of the l~jimaji and of the recent upheavals of 
Evacu~tion. ----------·---·-
Footnote x • 
This figure refers to the imrnediate Njinjo area eJ.one. 
The number of Ngindo resident '1'i1 KilrJa~Distr1ct probably exceeds 
20,000, d~pending on. the ·number re-a.bso:cbecl into Ngindoland since 
1948 or. attracted elaewhere during the same period: The 1948 
Census total of Ngindo .in Li wale and. Kilr1a .Districts together 
was over 60 ,'000 (s~e Footnote on page 9}. If, as I have assumed, 
the pr~sent population of Ngindoland is something over 30,000, 
then a good 20, 000 Ngindo are likely to have remained in Kil wa 
District • .r:sut this is mere deduction. For thes~e:x:ile-Ngindo on 
page I5, and in th~ map on page 499, I give t.he conservative 
figure of IO, 000 ,.. • 
Peripher~-Ngindo. 
!~rw,~u11. 5JJ. 
The Ndendeuli of to-day comprise three elements; 
first, a poli tiCEll. hub t Se.co""L, 
fthe recently created chiefdom of 1 Undendeuli*·~ L!!:_ con!* 
tiguou.s and inclusive block of Ndendeuli (i.e. Ngindo)-
speakers, namely the whole of the eastern ('Mshope') 
Ngoni chiefdom, excepting for some Bena in the north; 
H,~ .. J. > . 
and~ome outliers, principally .in Tunduru District• The 
extreme confusion of the linguisti,c position in Songea 
· One must therefore be very cautious in using the 
has been indicated. The tlSo of Hraeaaeuli' to d.Gsate a 
'Ndendeuli' to denote a linguistic community. 
lingtJ:ietie emr.munity HtU:St t-fteref'ere be very eautioae. 
Easterly Ndendeuli speak of westerly ones as ~Ngoni' or 
word 
even 'Pangwa' and get called 'Ngindo' in return. Ethni-
cally, even in the hub, the population is by no means wholly 
Ndendeuli, whose incidence there has been put at only a' 
third on the average. To pick' up the threads, the original 
• 
Ndendeuli stock is thought to havJ been present around the 
• I > 
Matogoro hills and also we.stwards on the lower Lutukira 
river well before the Ngoni invasion of a century ago. 
In those days their eastern neighbours were the Ndonde, 
who lived mainly to the ~ast of the L~egu. Some of the 
latter evide~tly occupied the west .ba.m: too, for the Songea 
Distt:"ict Book tells of their flight across the river after 
x 
the· fif'th wave of Ngoni raiders under Huwahuwa (Ref .• 61) ,. 
FOO'l'NOTE .x; 
Elsewhere it ascribes to the slaughter of the 
Nd'~~=~;f. l~'Wahuhu or elders" by incoming Hgoni the start 
of c.,., ~peregrinations. The word 'huhu' in various 
guises frequently punctuates ·the early history of Songea. 
Since the.stem '-huu', '-huhu', or '-hoho' meatv white 
i;_~ _th~ -~g~I!~O- ~-i~(l~p~~7 ••• thus Machi Mahuu~ o 1hite 
_,-'waters, on t.he old Songea-Liwale road, reputed y at one 
· time the border between Ndonde and Ndendeu1i.R#~ ~ 
~1-s repet tion lea s to co us on It also figures as a 
persona name, as instance uhu, foundation ancestor 
of the dominant southern-Ndonde line of Mlrumba. When used 
in this or a tribal context, it must be interpreted as 
'hero' ,or •warrior'~ Pfeil bears this out. "In the 
mountains at the north-east end of Nyasa the genuine 
Mafiti (Ngoni) who because of their yells in battle with 
the neighbouring tribes, have received the distinctive 
name ''Walihuhu' s"" (Ref. 69, 18S 5) • Raiders went by 
this name as far afield as the lower Rufiji. R de Z 
Hall calls an Ngoni aggressor thereabouts 'Luhtibu' (Ref. 
26}. 
Therefol'e the two cannot have been far distant. The 
puzzling thing is that nowadays Ndendeuli belittle the 
Ngindo ·connection, and have no feeling of affinity 
towards the people ~f Ngindoland. One can only presume 
that this arose out of Ndendeuli acceptance of Ngoni 
suzerainty ••• that is to say, political severance from 
other Ngindo•speakers ••• and out of spatial separation 
brought about by the Ndonde decamping east. In German 
days there was a drift back, aided by official re,aettle-
ment policy, but the buffer population was always of the 
thinnest. With the 1941 J#1r(people were in'that year 
brought in to a reception-area at Likuyu, the Songea 
counterpart of Ilonga).rf" and 1946 Schemes, the physical 
rift became absolute. The direct route from Undendeuli 
to Ngindoland now lies across more than 100 miles of 
uninhabited Game Reserve. 
Another agency of separation may have been the 
stigma of being thought .Ngindo. The eastern Ngoni, the 
bulk of whose armies we+e Nden4euli, subjected the Ngindo 
to intolerable persecution• Many they brought back with 
them as captives, hence slaves, giving rise to a standing 
joke among the home-Ngindo, who ridicule the Ndendeuli on 
that ac~ount i.e. Ndendeuli used to regard all .Ngindo as 
potential slaves, who in turn came to regard all Ndendeuli 
as servile. To recapitulate, the name is thought to be a 
corruption of 'nDENDE BULI ?',a scatterbrained phrase 
meaning 'What am I to do ?'. The Newala District Book 
invokes Lyndon Harries'cauthority to back its diagnosis 
of a "deprecatory nickname". The etymology is however 
neither prove.n, except by concensus, nor were all the 
Ndendeuli, though at the beck and call of the Ngoni, 
technically slaves. None the less, the Ngindo element 
has been r a.ted as high as a quarter of the present Songea 
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Ndendeuli·. It is significant that this sector should 
keep its origin dark, tending to be aggressively Ndendeuli; 
whilst the trace of Ndendeuli in western Ngibdoland only 
reluctantly concedes its true stock, using the name 'Ngoni' 
instead. If I had not put Ndendeuli speech to the test, 
it would have been impossible to establish any satisfac-
tory nexus; although Ngindo-proper are usually quite 
ready to admit that they understand what Ndendeuli say 
and that they have other things in common. More than one 
observer has plainly failed to distinguish Ndendeuli 
from their closest Ngindo-proper cousins, the Ndonde~ 
" with-his •• 
Fuplleborn ,~"Wandendeuli or Wandendauri ••• apparently 
another name for Wandonde "(Ref .19~, 19061) fPom tfie 
German) /#; followed by Schnee (Ref .83), did so; the 1948 
df~_. . 
Census~kewise. The District Book describes the 
Ndendeuli as "rustic Ndonde". Again, the Songea District 
states that -L 
Book ~&Ices both Ndonde and Ndendeuli groups participat_!l in 
the exodus towards the east. 
In speaking further of the Songea Ndendeuli, I do 
not distinguish between those living within the political 
unit of Undendeuli and the remainder who form a minority 
of the Ndendeuli-speakers of Mshope chiefdom~ Admittedly 
the former seems strongly Islamic by comparison with the 
rest. But 'Undendeuli', by virtue of its geographical 
the recognition of Ndendr.uli autQ~~1P.l..,_ 
consistency, must be largely arbitrary. Ag1tation ro~~v 
first came to a head in 1932, but counted so lilttle support 
that it collapsed feebly. Since then the Ngoni legend 
and hegemony have evidently waned. The Ndendeuli,so 
defined have many cultural links with the home-Ngindo. 
> 
They live in the same sort of wooded country and in the 
same sort of atomised communities, ill-knit by borrowed 
Ngoni centralization. They favour a similar type of 
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virilocal marriage preceded by uxoriloeal service, though 
increasingly subject to distortion by strict Muslim 
fathers and migrant-labourer grooms; and likewise are 
fairly strongly agnatic.. Certain of their rituals are 
alike. For instance the almost universal 'mSOLO' (mHORO) 
sacrifices. In descent•names, however, called by them 
kiBONGO (plural iBONGO), scarcely any corresponding words 
occur., judging from the somewhat scanty lists in the 
Songea District Book. The only one of note ~ QS_ PONERA, 
here allegedly a totem animal, but commonly found as a 
des<:ent~name among the Ndonde, who say naPONERA~ Indeed 
in every sphere the differences generally have the upper 
hand. Bridewealth and bridal age are appare~tly a good 
deal higher, and marriages-clinched with a nuptial feast. 
Formerly marriage-by-service was more strictly observed, 
resulting sometimes in permanent uxorilocality. It was 
set in motion by the groom presenting his prospectiye 
father-in-law with a fowl with which to provide the 
ritual meal. Ngoni-type initiations, including an MTANGA 
regi,s'mental system (Ref.61), and Ngoni dances such as the 
liGWAMBA are in vogue. There is a pronounced mother-in-
law avoidance, but little concern over petty theft. 
Not having had the opportunity to do village-
surveys or other systematic work among the Ndendeuli; 
excepting on their speech, I am unable to give a 
thorough comparison. About the Tunduru Ndendeuli again 
I could obtain no satisfactory data, having done no more 
than motor through that District a few times.; By relation 
; they are also territoriallY: distin~t, occupying 
with the Yao they are extremely dirfusel~Ba oeeapy the 
north-western corner of the administrative area, where 
they are politically represented. By tfie seme Yao yaxd• 
etiek they were thoaght by a boma of'.fieial to be 'by ae 
means wholly ma.tr-iliA&al' which iAdica.tee that they may 
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eave u:adergofie meaifieatieftB ifi 1;ft:e direetion ef the 
¥at>-. Iri a non-continuous sense they ~ connect up 
with their ~ongea compatriots. Also they overlap 
with Ngindo elements. In fact the terms Ngoni, 
Ndendeuli, Ndonde.. Ngindo appear to apply haphazard 
to pockets distributed throughout the Distriet. 
Mbunga. 
The Mbunga are, and admit themselves·, 
Ndendeuli!' However thanks to the lapse of nearly a 
century since their parting and to the influence of 
neighbouring tribfes, heightened by absorption of 
captives, Mbunga and Ndendeuli are now far from 
identical. Of this process., historical references 
~i ve .some glimpses. Evidently the I·fuunga took 
with them from Songea the Ngoni idea. of rank, 
Thomson took 'Mkomokero' tLo be the paramount 
(Ref .91,1878.); and the Germans .must have tnstalled_, 
one when in the 1890s they started adminis~eTing 
the Ulanga valleyf( , for the Ma.henge District 
.Book speaks of the kingdom being split into four 
as a 1r ecautionary measure after· the Majimaji 
outbreak. To this day, though discipline is 
said to be much impaired; the deterence accorded 
to a chief' or his deputy is impressive. Tpe 
designations used ••• NKOSI (chief} and NDUNA 
(deputy) ,.. are Ngoni. 
The culture-contact resulting .from 
the restless Mbunga history must have been 
considerable. Again the area which the Mbunga 
... ,. 
mad.e their home originally belonged to Ndamba 
fishermen, by whom they admit to having been 
powerfully moulded. With them the ~·lbunga 
had to make ~ blood-brotherho~d in order 
to get ferried %Cross the Kilombero. How 
on their way there they mopped up the Ndwewe 
has already been :related.; Extensive 
watering-down of this kind probably accounts 
for the fact that whilst the 1948 Census records 
xx 
only 10, 034 l·'ibunga, their three chiefdoms 
must conttdn three times that popula.tionJ 
Mo£u has a complete Hehe Ndunaship.; Hehe,, 
Bena,, Luguru, Kutut (The 1 Handbook of German 
E.~ Africa•, Ref .64, was under the impression 
that the Mbunga spoke + kiKut.u), Zaramo' 
Rufiji~ Ngindo~ and other elements must be 
present,- Indeed one neighbouring group, 
the Vidunda who J.ie to the north-east of 
Mbungaland, have by one source been classed 
with the Mbunga.., not singly, as having a 
.~ 
significant ratio of individuals in common, 
but in toto~ Discussing 
Footnote x. 
Page 539 has been omitted from the 
sequence of page-numbers; 
Footnote xx. 
Ifakara :(including trans-i,ilombero 
Lupiro), Kiberege, a.nd Mbingu (or Mofu), giving 
a total of 7,200 taxpayers. 
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the people round about the Luguru, Scheerder and Tastevin 
·write, "to the south west (are) the Wa Mbu-n-ga, better 
known under the name of \ia Vi Dunda (those of the hills)" 
( Ref.82). These authors postulate the meaning of ttmagical 
forcett for 'Mbunga•. Possibly Mbunga hill in the first 
instance got its name.,- t1hieh has a wide ·distribution; on 
this account. An alternative I can offer is the edible 
gras.s known as luMBUNGA, though there are the objections . 
that the plant grows best on low-lying ground and that 
the name may be a derivative of Swahili. 'Mpunga' (rice). 
An 'Mbunga' on the western verg~.of the Makonde plateau 
is attributed to "the fruit of the bamboon (Ref .97)• 
My·material on the Mbunga is litt1e better than on 
the Ndendeuli. No village-survey was possible, and my, 
enquiries, mainly linguistic, had to be conducted at 
Ifakara, a large cosmopolitan township much subject to 
Ndamba influences, being only a couple of miles north of 
the Kilombero-Ulanga. However my informants were good; 
and a paper written by a native Mbunga (Ref ,52) brought 
to light some useful details. It is worth noting that 
the political centre of gravity ha.s in the last genera-
tion swung in favour of the Pogoro £or whom some .Mbunga, 
x 
doubtless recalling their former relationship , profess 
great contempt. This follows from the closure of the 
old supplementary boma at Kiberegef, leaving Mahenge, in 
the heart of Pogoro country, undisputed political hub 
of the region.- Mbunga, alleging probably without proper 
Footnote x: 
"On the right bank, descending the Ulanga, we 
next find altogether peaceable tribes, who live without 
headmen and only pay tribute to their tormentors (Mbunga) 
on the left bank.· So we find the Wagangi (Pogoro) on the 
right bank of the river who recognize Mtangwira (Ndwangira, 
paternal grandfather of. the :present holder of the Mbunga 
chieftainship of Mbingu/MofuJ living on the .left side, as 
their overlord" (Ref .-69 1 H~85) .. 
'· 
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grounds th.at they suffer discrimination, grumble about 
the change. Another thing worth noting is the per.sis-
tence of a martial tradition, however ill-founded in 
fact. Numbers of Mbunga enlist as soldiers and police-
men, passing themselves off as tNgoni' for the purpose. 
The Ngoni legend still lingers here. Thus, despite 
x 
their dissociation from the Ngoni country of origin Mbunga 
take joint e'redit for old Ngoni exploits. I heard an 
Mbunga say, "We found Mataka1 .s Yao a tough nut to crack, 
so we made peace instead". On the other hand, such 
· unfamiliar features of Ngoni culture as their liGWAMBA 
dance ar~ now dismissed by the Mbl.1;nga as "just. an Ngoni 
affair". 
• 
The Kilombero plain, home of the Mbunga, is 
promising and likely to be inten~ively developed. Its 
• 
prime crop is rice, which the Mbunga consume as their 
staple. Knowledge of this potential is nothing new. 
Thomson reckoned the area none of the most fertile tracts 
in Ea9tern Africa ••• All the cereals, and most of the 
' vegetables of the coast are grown. Toba.cco is produced 
very extensively0 (Ref .92,1s7g) ~ i•'luch of it however is 
still·tsetse country, ·so devoi4 of stock .••• along the. 
Footnote x. 
The later community founded in .southern ¥.i.ahenge 
by Mpepo, though much of' its rank and file must be 
Ndendeuli, goes by the name 'Ngoni', never 'Mbunga', its 
dialect also reportedly differing sharply. Mpepo's entry, 
say the Mbunga, was by treaty with the Bena. . Pfeil may 
have been referl"ing to this group when.in 1885 he found 
Mtengere installed as the paramount of t.he 'Lipingo' 
(central Mahenge) hill region "where he with those remain-
ing loyal to him was subjugating the great race of the 
'Wamatschonde' (Ngoni) a.nd gave to the newly conquered 
lands the name of his old homeland of Ubena" (Ref.69). 
Beardall (Ref ~4,1S80) had already conf'irmed the ascendancy 
of Mtengere av.er. the Pogoro. 
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eastern frontier Mbungaland borders on the original 
Selous Game Sanctuary,. The plain is relatively openy, a"J,. 
,certainly not forested on the Ngindoland scale. It is 
not surprising therefore that the pattern of life of 
its inhabitants should be distinctive. Mbunga; though 
their speech might be described as a,marginal Ngindo 
dialect, have next to no conscious Ngindo affinities. 
Yet they have the characteristic found among other peri-
pheral or distant-outlier Ngindo of frequently ref erring 
' 
to the home-Ngindo as either 'Hambat or 'Matumbi'• 
x 
Chiefly genealogies show the Mbunga to be agnatic 
so far as succession goes, with precedence accorded to 
brothers rather than sons. There is no obvious sign of 
their having adopted the matrilineal traits of tribes 
roundabout. The Luguru. are defiO.itely matrilineal, the 
Zaramo apparently so, and the Pogoro until recently 
likewise, About the Kutu .I have no information, but the 
Mdamba are rwnoured to have matrilineal leanings. Mbunga 
descent-names (called · k1LAWA,' plural iLAWA. ~ • • cf Ngindo 
kiRABWA) coincide with Ngindo ones bnly here and there. 
What resemblances exist might well be due to Ngindo 
Footnote x: 
The tardy emer,gence 0£ 'Mbunga' is curious. Von 
Prince's 'Mbungu' allusion of the 1890s h~s been discussed 
(Ref •. 96). As late as 18S5 Pfeil ,(Ref.69) omits all 
reference to it, using instead Thomson's (Ref ;91,18.78} 
'Mahenge' label.· If modern Mbunga are to be believed, 
'Mahenge' was a person; but· of what tribe I could not 
discover. None of the Mbunga exodus leaderstl11-s so 
calle<i• E£1l.~ss it was a nick-name. The same~uld seem 
toee ini~ or"'Pogoro'. Both the authors cited, along 
with Beardall (Rer.4 1 1880), called them lfWagangi' or 
'Ganga'.. Not until around the turn or the century did 
observers begin to speak of them confidently as Pogoro 
(Arning, Adams,. Fabry, Hendle, etc)., Beardall (Ref' .4) 
did however bracket the terms: "the country between the 
Uranga and .Luwego rivers is called Ugangi or Upogoro, the 
two words being used indifferently for both the country 
and the ·people, the only explanatim.a. I could get for this 
being that the old Wagangi had died out and the present 
inhabitants were Wapogoro". 
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ex-captives or immigrants, who are known to be present 
in force.· Ndendeuli acknowledge extraordinarily few 
of these names• Their origin must therefore lie with 
A1 o"a- .;:.;ft, f"e. .Ccsce.,.,..- l'\&-<S ;t.<e. 
the Ndamba, Bena, and others.. 'Wit;h tltcm aPe assesiat'ia 
totems, of which I recorded only a limited number, and 
certain of which seem to be used as descent-names as 
wellj) a tendency I suspect to be present among tpe · 
Ndendeuli too• Mbunga marriage follows the same lines 
as that of the home-Ngindo. Though abolished by Govern-
ment, i.nfant-girl betrothal seems to be the ideal. Many 
suitors evidently work for their prospective in-laws up 
to the time of their affianceds' initiation, which occurs 
at puberty and involves a full season's seclusion. 
Thereafter the pair become virilocal• Payments are 
similar, bridewealth having the slightly modified name 
maHETU. In former days produce, ho;{es, beasts, or ivory 
might serve.in place of cash currency, which has now be-
come the universal medium. The bride's mother stands to 
get Shs~20/- 'Mkaja' ., Swahili equivalent of Ngindo MKANGE, 
1,.,... •. H,.:..io 
of which the current2evel is Shs. 12/-. A· nuptial 
feast takes place at the groom's, responsibility f.or 
providing the beer resting with the bride's people ••• 
a few shillings should ·be sent alo.ng with the emptied 
IS 
pots ••· at whose home fH"'e held the initiation,# of both 
spouses. 
·i7itiation 
The latteP, f~r boys, is curtailed and did not 
formerly involve circumcision. .It ends with a KUMBI 
danc,e. For girls it is on the contrary prolonged, 
;J.?sting a season or more• The beginning of female 
seclusion goes by the name kiLULU. .About a week later 
the initiate is ritually washed and shaven at a dance called 
luNAFI. Removal of the next growth of hair (luKETU )is 
I 
also celebrated. Instruction(.MwALI kuLIWANGULA) is in 
the hands of an aNYAGO'. Mbunga believe in keeping the 
girl wrapped up and hot so that she may grow pale. A 
few days before•her coming-out a rite known as liHU 
( ~~~ ......... J. ca.."\ ""U·'\ ' a.sh, , ' cit ...... ,• o"' 1 ~ oac. ') 
(pFe9asly I asa', taoaga I aiEi flet. eheelf thie) must be 
performed:. Finally she emerges to the accompaniment 
o:f kiMONDO or liPUGA dances·. The Ngindo word ruPIYO, 
pronounced luPIHU by Mbunga, denotes the climax. On 
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the :first pregnancy MwONGOYO (Ngindo #maUNGOYO") instruc-
tion becomes necessa.ry .• 
Polygyny does not, excepting in the ca.ee of pro-
. minent personalities, appear extensive;· though where 
Olt:CUf" · 
. it doe~ the status of offspring depends on the seniority 
01'-
of the mother, notL.?verall primogeniture.· Remember that 
Christian missions have·a considerable following, estim-
ated to vary between about 40'fo in Ifakara to 10% in 
• 
Kiberege. Islam i.f anything has somewhat more adherents, 
with greater relative strength in Kiberege and rough 
parity elsewhere,· Though the African essay (Ref .52) 
holds that.compensation used to be stringent, the Mahenge 
District Book (Ref .56) states that the Mbunga formerly 
regarded adultery-compensation as degrading to the 
recipient, and in~teadsubjected offenders to exposure 
in public stocks. . Nowadays this is no longer so; Shs •· · 
~~~ ~~~ 
20/- allegedly eeiBg pa.id for a. seduced pagan wifef. Lup 
to Shs •. ·50/- for an Islamic one. Amounts payable by 
the seducer are stepped· up on second offencefl, whilst 
the female party always pays a fine of between .Shs.· 10/-
and 20/-. Procedure on divorce, including disposal of 
· children who warrant Shs. 10/• for a boy and double for 
. . i.,, H,u~'t 
a girl, correspondsr-though~omen may not get their 
.... ai.. '"" ;aJ 01- ,.,,; ... 1.01-. ... c1. 
freedom without grounds. Whether this is so in practice 
I could not discover. Widow-divorce, called kuMHWALA 
as &"'1.'=""t ""e 1.-..e· ~, • ..,1) 
follows the same lines!!_ but MALI MAUTI reductions hold 
good only for Islamic marriages. There are some curious 
inversions of names. MaLEKWE, which to the home-Ngindo 
means wido,rv-inheritance, here connotes the death ·Of. a suck-
· ling child brought.about by the infidelity, of its mother. 
The 1uKUTA'9. a poison-ordeal for sorcery-suspects among the 
home-Ngindo, is here the taboo on ·swearing by one's father•s 
name at a grave~shrine. Here the NDENGERA dance is equated 
with the Za'ramo ''Mbunge'; whereas this last is bracketed 
by the home-Ngindo with their own maNDIRU dance, an exor-
.•. eist rite as opposed to their version of NDENGERA, which 
·· is purely dedicatoey. ·Alternatively the Mbunga call their 
'Ndengera':MTEMA, in which case the Ndamba. are made its 
authors. They al.so dance 'the SlLANGA, unknown to the 
home-Ngindo and said to be coastal>; Their funereal . rites 
they call HID.WE .(probably to do with the· old Ngindo UHEMBE. 
3 
£lour offerings) or NGOSA luSAPO, followed at an interval 
of a few days by miTAPATAPA; that is,. formal discarding 
' . 
of ·the mourning clothes (mi'.KUNGI).. _MBUl priests also 
l.o.-.e.· ~i:.J.o - "4\(r ... :-1J'J., 
flourish among the Mbungfh One· concludes . that e,nif ormi-
ties occur only in the broad outline of custom_, scarcely 
at all .in the detail of such matters a.s .rituali 
There remain the MbungA of Kisaki. This pocket 
has been separated from the main body at a distance of 
over·lOO .miles·for the best part of three generations. 
So it is to be expected that they in their turn will 
show a different pattern of variation from Ngindo-prope;-,. 
a tra,ce of whom l:i.ve' in this same area. • • • a contributor:. 
to the Morogoro District.Book (date 1926) alludes to them 
as "stray Wandonde from the Rufiji .a.re~n. The s.ame source 
.· . 700 ' 
estimated the strength of. the whole pocket to be !J""' 800, 
nowadays. placed somewhat lowe.r... 'Perhaps it .is steadily 
losing ground, for the fi'rst·World.War figure was just 
over a thousand {Ref.64). There is'a1so a tiny off• 
shoot at'Mvuha to the east.. Both communities lie in Kut.u ., 
country; and what is known 0£ their history is tortuous, 
being buffeted by local Kutu i·ntrigu.es, l?Y the German 
· o.ccupation.,. by the Majimajl.,. and by subsequent set'tlement 
policie$•· 
l .never·'v;i.sited K~saki, ha:Sitat of t~e Meaaga off· 
seeet lyiag semo 190 miles eaeti ef' ~~w:-,.galaB&, '.but some 
topi.cal inf'orma.tion has been supplied by: .Morogoro ooma •. 
Evidently marriage-by-se:Mri;ce to infant-girls is the preferred 
type, default fro.m ·the labonr-contra~t being pun1$hed by 
what would locally be considered astron~mical fines.. The 
.figure quoted was up to Shs •,. 200/·· tash bridewealth-pay-
ments range up, to Shs.150/-.,: halt of which should be paid 
before consummation,.,.. Full marr'iage ap}Jears to be v.irilocal. 
The mother•.in•law is trea"ted with respect but not avoided. 
Divorce is not re~idily granted. Adultery must be adjusted 
by cash compensation.up to the Shs. 100/· ·mark. These 
' ,, ·' ' ' ;, 
Mbu.nga mu.st be agnatic • ·~· the primary heir is the deceased' s 
e· 
father,. whilst political succession goes to the eldest son,. 
~ . - . ~ 
.The seniority or children follows that ot their .mothers. 
Female init~ation.fa:lls due at puberty, Boys are not 
circumcised e.s a rule. Both liPUGA a~d NDENGE'RA {each 
·presumably of the .Mb:imga. type) are danced~ 
Before their flight from the Songea region,. 
Mbunga Eind southern-N'donde could not have. been dissimilar1 . 
Pax-ting in almost opposite directions, each ·carved out 
a minor raiding-empire hundreds.of miles ~rom. home before 
sett.ling amid numerically superior .subject people.s~ 
Accordingiy they have evolved along almost opposite paths_,. 
Whilst the.less militarized southern-NdondQ now yield to 
their neighbours in respect o~ social organizat.ion., but 
not language, the Ngoni•led Mbunga hav·e done the reverse. 
. - . : 
It is their langu~ge rather than their institutions that 
has suffered change. Difference of sca,le •.• ,l \the M.bunga must 
have been by :far the biggar ·Of' the two ••• ,along with a 
firmer structure o.f rank, · 
x : Footnote., Page 546 -has -been omitted from the sequence 
of page numbers. 
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explain.the resistance to change shown by the latter in 
the political sphere. Why they should have lost inore 
ground linguistically is not so clear.. It cannot be 
argued that kiMbung¢'a ~epresents a. purer form of old 
kiNdendeuli ••• the African ess~yist frankly admits:that 
"to tell the truth, k:iMbunga .has become mixed with k1Ngoni, 
kiNdendeuli• kiNdamba, along with B, dash of kiPogoro and 
kiHehe" (Ref'.25)~ He adds that Mbunga find none of these 
languages difficult to mast·er, Perhaps what requires 
explaining is~· rather, ·the extraordinary resilience. of 
southern-Ndonde speeeh.~ 
Coneluaion.. · 
The Ngindo material is of great theoretical 
. 
interest as it gives evidence of a change from patrilineal 
to matrilinea:l descent~ Prof es .. sor !-lurdock has argued 
that there is a "complete lack of historically attested 
cases of a· transition from patrilineal to matrilineal· 
institutions" (G~P. Murdock, 'Social Structure•, 19491 at 
page ig5), and testifies that "No such case has been en-
countered·in our sample. nor has the author ever encountered 
one in his ·ethnographic reading" (op.cit. at page 190.). 
From this he is led to formulate a categorical law. ttAs 
will shortly be demonstrated, the explanation turns out 
to be quite simpl,e. There can be no recorded cases of such 
a transition because it cannot occur" (.ibid)• Whilst 
other mutations are conveivable, "Only the direct transi• 
ticn from patrilineal to matrilineal desc·ent is imposs.ible" 
(ibid).~ 
Now, o.f the Ngindo outliers treated in 1this 
Chapter~ two can be regarded as having made a distinct; 
move in the direction-of matriliny, if not wholly adopting 
that type of system~ They are the southern-Ndonde and 
neo-Hamba. The southern-Ndonde. it is true . , still accord 
partial recognition to patril!neal descent, as evidenced 
by their persistent a.gnatic descent-names; but in other 
ways they are very far removed from the practice 0£ their 
more truly agn.atic compatriots, such as the home-Ngindo. 
As f.or the neo-Hamba, their matrilineal status is so obvious 
that it leads to no little friction with agnatic home• 
Ngindo neighbours immediately to the north. Even the 
coast-Ndonde show signs .of being influenced by the matrilineal 
Mwera around them, though not to the extent that it would be 
worthwhile examining them .arr,sh here. Lere it not for the 
two other clearer and more pronounced instances• however, 
a case for the admissibility of change from patrilineal to 
matrilineal institutions might well have been r/f. based on 
the coa.st-Ndonde alon.e. 
To substantiate my claim that these two group.s 
have changed from patrilineal to matrilineal descent,, it 
is necessary to show two things:- that they were once agnatic, 
and that they are now matrilineal. The first of these proposi-
t.ion.s, in the case of the southern-Ndonde, is tolerabljly 
certain. Besides their retention of certain agnatie charac-
teristics, such as agnatic descent-names and agnatic local-
groupings in a minority of the ~ hamlet.s surveyed, the his-
tory of their migration £.rom the wes'terly Ngindo cradle-areas 
is well attested (see pages 439-446). Maples, writing in 
1880, even called them "the Gindos on the Rovuman. Despite 
t.heir penchant for claiming Ngoni .status (see pages 339-Jl+O), 
they are still fully Ngindo-speaking and still .fully conscious 
of Ngindo (or Ndonde or Ndend.euli) origin.. Incidentally, the 
Ngoni are and were strongly agnatie. Descent-names bring 
further proof of the specifically Ndonde.cbaracter of this 
group (see pages 511-512). Other evidence or their kinship 
with Ngindo groups elsewhere is to be .found in the field 
of pustom:. .Pagan marriage ~pages 514~,517) and pa.garf. 
~nitiati·o.n':.ritua:l ~pag.e~ 519::521)~ for instaf1;c.e1 show 
multi.ple parallels~ . 
. . , ·. . . " 
If one concedes the southern.:..Ndonde to be.of 
• ·" ~ ~. . •. 'It 
Ngindo stock~ does it follow that theywere originally 
<fi • J • . 
agnatic 'f The .answer .is af'firmative .• ! li;.inrt.lyj the va.st - ~· ~ 
'bulk of. present Ngin.do are mainly agnati<;; ap.d ·~_i..grrl.f'ii 
• I .. • . · . c ~. ; 
t;:ant matrilineal.features have.appeared amongst them only 
· I) , · • . 1, • .~ •., . • • 
when, as .in this case:t an ~gindo outlier ha$ been cut otf 
. , I: . .. '•. , . . . 
£or generations in a p:redomlnantly m~trilineal. area~ 
'. - ~. . •. i . : . . • ;. • , . ' . - • ··~ #,' 
Secondly, my own ef f.orts t·o prove a theory 0:f :ante.rio,r 
~i ' . . . . . . .. , :· . 
ma~:ril_iny amo1'lg the home.~Ngindo had :to be a:b~_nd.oneci; 
·.>-'<+ 
wh~,lst Dr~ GU:lliverfs researche_s in eastel,"1'.1 Songt:la poin~ ~o 
fairly marked agnation among the past inhabitants ot that 
;, • : ' ' ' :'. < ~ -. :. .. : : • : '· • ' :: • "' 
~eg~o.nt ev.en before the Ngonf invasion£. 
T~rning to the presen~ 'evidence ot ma~I'ilinea:J. 
. . x. . . .· 
.organiz.ation ,among the southern:,-Ndonde,.. the most obviou$ 
• ' . . .. . : : ! . . . . .. ; ' -':· . ~ . ;. . . ' ... 
$ign of such organiza:tion, · and the one l could demonst~a:te •· ' . , , .. , ;.· ' . , .. ,. : . ' ·:. ' ' 
most fully,, is the f'onn of local•groupings {~ee plans O!l 
page ;oibJ •'· Hal£ the hamlets ~urveyed. are entirely matri_-
lin~al in thl.s re spec~ f, and thE!l res~ of eit.~er. '~gna~i.,C. 
o.r nµ.xed composition.· · Marriage.,.ty~e::i (see tab:te o~f page 
r , 
214~ show marked di,vergence .from tho$e of Ngindol,a~d.,· 
and the high.incidence of divorce ~ppe*3,rs conf;;istent WS.~n 
Footnote ~· .· 
•iJ ..• 
' . 
The tact that the unit surveyed ine1udesa.very 
prominent scion of the old (i.e.· ,agnatic) regimei namely 
the grandson of Ml.rumba (see pages 439•445 and Sl)al, .. may .· 
mean that the agnatic inertia of this sector is greate:rthan 
that of other southern-Ndonde round about•· 
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the sort of instability of' marriage associated with matri-
lineal societies. Again, by Ngindoland standards,. bride-: 
wealth .... levels appear extremely low (see table on page 515). 
This is more especially true of pagan marriages ••• Islam, 
! ' ' . 
which has a strong local ·following, would have the effect 
of b9osting the payments, Of course, Islam tends to 
promote agnatic descentJ (though it by no means necessar-
ily achieves itf) vide the strongly matrilineal~ strongly 
Muslim,Yao of Tunduru), Hence the forces of Islam and 
matriliny exert EID oppos~te pull on the southern-Ndonde~ 
It is not surprising, therefore, that their bridewealth of 
a generation ago should have stood at a much lower figure 
x 
sti.11 (see page 515) ;I for at that time they had al.ready 
long been exposed to the pagan matriliny of' the Makanda 
and others, whereas the major growth of Islam came later, 
' , 
Note well that the source, then a contemporary one1 speaks 
of much higher bridewealth in the more distant past, i •. e .•. 
in the days when the group wa,s thoroughly agnatic ~. 
Another way in which southern-Ndonde marriage 
appears matrilineal is in its ,emphasis on uxorilocal 
' 
residence (see table on page 516) .• 
' . ! 
And yet another is 
the absence of widow~inheritance (see page 517), Polygyny . ' 
is less common among them than among the hom~-N~ndo1, and 
it takes an uxorilocal form,. That is to say, instee.d ot 
being concentrated in a single homestead_, as in Ngindoland, 
they co~wives generally live apart, each one at her own" 
natal or home hamlet. 
'. 
By co.ntrast with Ngindoland practice, 
the southern-f{donde permit adults to live with whom they 
Foothote : x. 
Admittedly prices have .risen steeply over the 
period in all local transactions, but not to this extent. 
' . 
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choose; hence junior kinsmen often opt to live with their 
matr:tl;ineal seniors, rather than with the e.gnatic ones •·· 
a case in point is the episode reported at the top of 
page 516. Succession and ~ inheritance may go to 
~ 
kinsmen in either line of descent, but the siste.r' s 
s·on is often the favoured heir (see page 518) • Finally, 
s~,..a... 
there is much the v!.ivision of opinion about t~e alloca-
tion of authority and privilege., with the mother's brother 
always getting a share, if not actually in control himself. 
The known history of the neo-Hamba does not run 
as continuously as that of the southern-Ndonde .; nor is 
·there the same conf'idence in the group's u:v.iformly Ndonde 
character~ However, it is certain that at least a nucleus 
of the neo-Hamba set out from about the same starting-
point as the southern-Ndonde (see pages 446-447), and the 
route of their migration can be tr.aced quite accurately• 
The entire group, which is a good deal·m.ore coherent 
than either the southern•or coast-Ndonde as a demographic 
unit, now speaks kiNgindo• Further., it .is unlikely that 
the neighbouring Ngindolanders should have brought this 
about; for their Magingo and Ndonde dialects differ 
appreciably from that of the neo-Hamba. Also, the period 
of their close proximity dates from well after the start 
of the present centur,ly. Though they readily acknow-
ledge the Ngindo (or, more specifically, lfdonde) connec-
tion, the neo-Hamba. differ sharply from the remain.ing 
Ngindo in a number of important respects. For instance, 
in their initiation ritual; they are said to follow the 
Mwera pattern throughout. Yet, such borrowings as these 
can.be bracketed with the mJt crucial borrowing of all, 
L....... 
namely that of matrilineal organization. On bale.nee,. 
though at present they manifest only the barest vestiges 
of agnation (as instance, the secondary kiRAGWA descent-
556. 
matrilineal: Newala). In marriage-types., going from 
north to south, one observes like contrasts. Infant-
girl betrothal easily heads the Ngindoland list; 
among the southern-Ndonde, marriage to divorcees does 
so. Much the same sort of variation is to be found 
in the number of matches ending in divorce ••• the 
Ngindoland rate comes to less than a quarter that of 
the southern-Ndonde, with the coast-Ndonde occupying 
an intermediate position.· Polygyny shows the reverse 
trend; very c_ommon in patrilineal Ngindoland, and 
moderately so among the indeterminate coa.st-Ndonde, 
it occurs comparatively rarely among the matrilinea1ly-
minded southern-Ndonde. As for Islamic marriage (no 
figures available f'or the neo-Hamba}, it does not 
accurately reflect the incidence of Islam in the groups 
~ 
compared, but rather the degree of orthodo,ey prevail-
ing in each ••• Ngindoland, probbly the most solidly 
Muslim, has the lowest f. .Islamic marriage-rate. 
So much for the variations. On the other hand, 
such cqmpa.risons reveal certain broad uniformities. 
Both kiBANI and HETO are payable in all four groups, 
and the infant-girl-betrothal type of marriage is 
present in varying degrees throughout. The same is 
true of polygyny. Evidently divorce is quite easy 
to obtain in each group, although .its incidence in 
agnatic Ngindoland remains low, thanks to the 
stability of v.irilocal marriage. Within this one 
sphere, marriage, can be seen the interplay of variables 
that divide the Ngindo into culturally as well as 
geographically distinct communities, and yet so combine 
as to bring them all within the definition 'Ngindo'. 
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To swnmarise the position, the primary £actors 
makirig for Ngindo solidarity are linguistic·consistency; 
consciousness of real or imagined past unity and present 
similarity;· a common agnatic heritage; territorial 
fragmentation throughout, and an atomised political 
structure; like marital institutions (some aspects of 
which have already been compared in detail); actual 
and reputed peculiarities in the mode of subsistence; 
certain behaviour-norms and specialised status-attitudes; 
corresponding features in pagan cosmology and ritual; 
broad coincidence of customary legal rulings and their 
observance, along with the methods of settling disputes; 
and a distinctive interpretation of Islam. Not all 
these characteristics apply to every member-group within 
the Ngindo complex. Some ap~ly equally well to ~ 
non-Ngindo groups. But cumtlatively, they amount to a 
definition of the Ngindo, clearly distinguishable from 
the rest. 
Language provides easily the best index. Essen-
tially, the Ngindo belong to one and the same 'linguistic 
community'. The dialects they speak to-day, with the 
exception of kiMbunga, resemble one another so closely 
(see Appendix B) that there is no room for argu.ment 
against the proposition of their unity. .Even kiMbunga, 
viewed historically as an Ndendeuli off•shoot, amply 
warrants inclusion. 
Awareness of their derivation .from a single 
localised Ngindo stock is fairly widespread among the 
scattered Ngindo communities of to-day. It remains 
latent for the most part; for spatial separation 
between most of the outliers is now so .formidable that 
mutual visits scarcely ever prove feasible, and a 
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mutual appraisal scarcely ever becomes relevant. Within 
the same limitations, fellow-feeling exists on the score 
of current similarities in speech and custom. But here 
again, the feeling is seldom explicit/.1 seldom so com-
prehensive as to embrace more than two or three outliers 
at a time. For instance, though the southern-Ndonde 
.appreciate their kinship with the coast-Ndonde, and even 
inter-marry with them, they know ne-'Ct to nothing of the 
home-Mgindo, who lie beyond their social horiz;{on. This 
is an extreme case., the southern-Ndonde forming the 
southern periphery of the Ngindo culture-area; but it 
is generally left to the investige.tor to piece together 
the puzzle before the whole Ngindo picture can emerge. 
The question ·of agnation has already com.e under 
scrutiny. I repeat that, apart from ~he two anomalous 
eases discussed (and perhaps a third case, the coast-
Ndonde, ab'out whom insufficiently conclusive material is 
available), all the Ngindo groups display a fairly· 
marked degree of agnat1c bias• Their adherence to this 
principle of descent is not greatly lessened by the very. 
considerable· recognition they accord to cognatic kin. 
The tendency to live apart characterises most of 
the Ngindo groups. And there are grounds for thinking 
that the main reasons for such dispersion have an identi-
cal basis, namely a ruling concept of prestige demanding 
separate residence for its full expression. The generali-
zation does not, of course, apply to the southern-Ndonde, 
who live in one of' the most densely populated belts in 
the Territory. Yet, even they can be .seen to .favour 
small independent hamlets, as opposed to the village 
proper.- Universal competition for prestige at the 
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same time inhibits the growth of political authority. 
The topic of marriage needs little further 
commentary, for those outliers that have already been 
;" U, ;, 1'<spul- . 
compared I!'epresent a degree of variation f'rom the home-
Ngindo datum which is at least as pronounced as that of 
any other outlier, remembering that the other .outliers 
have been relatively free of matrilineal influence. 
Marriage, among both Ndendeuli and Mbunga, reflects the 
local tribal milieu, more especially in the fonnal pro-
cedure, but in neither case does it seem to have deserted 
the ideal of infant-girl-betrothal, associated with 
temporary ux.orilocal residence and labour on the part of 
the groom, and with payment of bridewealth in cash 
instalments. 
It fo1lows from the Ngindo habit of forming 
widely dispersed residential units that the mode·of 
subsistence will have something in common from one outlier 
to the next. More often than not, it is forest that 
surrounds and separates the huts; theref'ore the owners 
grow accustomed to the forest. Neighbouring peoples 
regard the Ngindo, and especially the home-Ngindo, as 
virtual forest-denizens, and are regarded. in their turn 
as timidly field-bound. Of course, the southern-Ndonde 
could not be described as forest-people; and the coast-. . 
Ndonde and many of the .Mbunga retain little of their 
bush-craft; but the forest-label is still highly 
relevant to the remaining groups• 
I have said that the kiLUNGWANA ~omplex (see 
Chapter VIII, 'Special Ideology') holds sway primarily 
' . 
inside Ngindoland itself. Whilst this is true, the 




Complex, which helps to account for the fragmentary trend 
amongst them, One finds the coast- and southern-Ndonde 
complaining that the Mwera and .Makonde are thieves; the 
western-Ndonde complaining of Ngoni subservience to rank; 
the exile-Ngindo complaining of the promiscuity of Matumbi 
adulterers; the neo-Hamba complaining of Yao failure to 
entertain; and so forth. Even the Mbunga partake of' the 
anti-slave feeling, dismissing the Pogoro as a lot of 
cowards fit only for· servitude; whilst the inte.nse 
aversion of the O:~II Ndendeuli to the Ngindo connec-
tion can be attributed to fear ·Of incurring the stigma 
of servile origin. Again, non-Ngindo neighbours remark on 
h 
• ~ 
sue stereotypes as the dumb,. disinge.nuous Ngindo wom¢n. 
·Individual rites, or even whole ritual sequences, 
form a pattern of .superimposed mosaics throughout the 
Ngindo culture-area, many of the fragments of which are 
found to be identical .in two or more groups. Thus, no 
two outliers have exactly the same initiation-ritual, but 
each set of rites will contain common elements. For 
instance, some of the episodes stated to take place in 
the coast-Ndonde initiations occur also in the home-Ngindo 
ones; others, which the home~Ngindo do not know, occur 
among the southern-Ndonde; and others again, probably 
local borrowings,. have no other N"gindo counterpart. Much 
the same sort.of situation can be discerned .in other 
branches of ritual.~ To take dances as a t•st-case, the 
NDENGERA , or a version of it, is danced by the Ng.indo 
nearly everywhere; the liPUGA and maNDIRU, though of 
northerly genesis, appear almost as widespread; the 
kiNGINDO occurs mainly in the centre and north-west, 
though not among the Ndendeuli \vho prefer the Ngoni 
liGWAMBA, also performed occasionally by the home-.Ngindo; 
other dances, such as the Magingo kiMBE.'TEMBETE and Hamba 
L 
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NGUMBULI, appear peculiar to individual Ngindo groups; 
others again have been copied from tribal neighbours' 
.as instance the liNGAKA and chiKOCHA of the southern-
Ndonde. The subject of pan-Ngindo ritual uniformities 
is immensely complicated~· However, .analogous linkages 
can be traced in birth, harvest,. burial, and other rites, 
all of which rest on a foundation of similar beliefs 
about the sui;:e rnatvra1 ~ Even though each contributory 
chain o.f corresponding features may be .incomplete, their 
totality amounts to an appreciable corpus of Ngindo 
cuatom, its tangled, often foreshortened strands binding 
togethe.r the Ngindo communit,ies in a loose, yet tenacious 
.fabric. 
From the foregoing paragraphs, it will be evident 
that the Ngindo as a whole possess a body of customary 
laws that are present to a greater or less degree in 
each group. Further, the indigenous methods of upholding 
such laws appear fairly consistent throughout. That is to 
say, the kiLONGELO system of the home-Ngindo (see pages 
157-160) applies universally. Such resemblances are only 
to be expected, seeing that the social groups between 
whom disputes arise are mostly of a. like scale and compo-
sition 
Islam provides the final important £'actor entering 
into the definition 'Ngindo'. My study of the Majimaji 
movement (see Chapter IX, 1 War and the West') and of the 
subsequent Islamic evolution of Ngindoland (see Chapter 
VII} shows home•Ngindo Muslims to be very tar from 
orthodox. Their blend of paganism and Islam, though 
peculiar to th ems elves as opposed· to non-Ngindo Muslims, 
is shared to a large extent by·the Ngindo outliers, all 
of whom contain a substantial proportion of Muslims 
only among the Mbunga and neo-Hamba have Christian 
missionaries made· any real headway, and their converts 
in both groups :are balanced. by an equally large Muslim 
element• Not all the outliers took an active part in 
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the Majimaj.i Rising, and none received the Islamic 
message with the same impact that the home-.Ngindo did; 
but thei.r similar pagan cultures have resulted in broadly 
similar Islamic adaptations; and the .superficial 
Islamic stamp they all possess gives them a certain uni-
formity of atmosphere, a .familiar setting for the other 
uniformities l have described• 
So ·the Ngindo, though rent by internal for.ces, 
·mutilated by outside forces, both now and in the past, 
surv.ive as a coherent lingual-cultural e11tity.• Their 
far-flung, atomised communities diverge along a laby-
rinth of paths, one of them so·U.nexp~cted a~ to be 
declared impossible. Yet, through obst.inacy• or inertia, 
or both; they stay Ngindo• 
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Note. Two or three additional works were 
used for purposes of special disc-
ussion; but the titles and a.u.thors 
of these are cited in full at the 
points where the quotations appearo 
• ..1.V.a 
Notes on the Linguistic Evidence •. 
,Ci·:.Jo(..a. .. , .: .. ~ 
My. P.UrP.?se ~!!.: co~lecting data on the dialects spoken 
by the main Ngindo:outliers, alleged or suspected was to 
establish whether . .:in fact these groups were Ngind~-speaking 
hence 'Ngindo'. :·To this end, in each of the seven that ' 
were acceeaible_J I completed a uniform questionnaire which 
comprised a comprehensive basia vocabulary together ~ith a. 
narrative text. _ 'l1he vocabulary, numbering 530 words, in-
cl~ded. 215 verbs, 255 nouns of 6 different classes, 20 
adJectives, and 40 other parts of speech. My choice of words 
depended primarily on their presumed utility as words in 
common usage in a known similar culture , that of the home-
Ngindo; subject to the proviso that any word in the datum 
dia~ect,_k~Magingo, identical with or strongly resembling 
a kiSwahili term, should be excluded. Unfortunately, when 
~lanning the enquiry, I had not the benefit of expert advice 
J.n the linguistic field; theref'ore the choice of vocabulary 
has been common-sense rather than scientific. The same can 
be said of the text, which was composed more-with an eye to 
intelligibility and interest for informants than to demmn-
stratmng grammatical features; though., of course, I tried 
to fit in all the better-known constructions. Again my 
orthography,x though an attempt at straight phonetic render-
ing of the sounds, did not employ the full range of accepted 
phonetic symbols; for instance I was unable to register the 
finer gradations in between the vowels 'e' and 'i'. In place 
of more technical 'c' (as in English 'chief/t5t:ft) I favoured 
conventiopal 'ch1 • As for the difficult breathy snort 
associated with certain •m .... ' prefixes (as inkiMagingo 
'Mhw-ILU', totem), I used the arbitrary spelling 'Mhw-'~ 
The &Mium of the enquiry was kiSwahili.JOC This wa_s 
because of my familiarity with it, and because'of its wide 
currency as a lingua franca throughout the area ••• thanks 
to these two factors I never used a kiNgindo dialect at all 
as a means of direct interrogation. The level of kiSwahili-
speaking competency among the home-Ngindo who, if nearer to 
the coast than some, are more backward and remote than any 
of the outliers, is quite high. Scarcely any a.dult males 
are to be found who cannot carry on a fluent conversation in 
kiSwahili; and many use that language with ease; delicacy, 
and force. Even the womenfolk, though they favour the 
vernacular, frequently understand, and sometiriies speak, 
kiSwahili. I have no doubt that kiSwahili provided a-n ade-
quate vehicle, and that my knowledge of it, along with that 
of my informants, was sufficient to prevent any serious 
distortion of meaning in either vocabulary or texts. 
Footnote x: 
In principle I use capital-letters for the stems of verbs~ 
nouns, pronouns, and a.djecti ves; small-letters for prefixes, 
suffixes, concords, other inflexions, conjunctions, particles 
and so forth. My use of such lettering should not be taken 
to be authoritative, but rather a guide to the probable . 
structure of words and sentences. Many cases arose where I 
was in doubt as to the lettering to use. For instance was I 
toFonstrue as inflexions those past-tense endings in ~ile' 
where the infinitive of the verb in question already ended 
in the almost identical form '-ila'? Of course, '-ila' it-
self, in such a case, cannot be regarded as part of the stem, 
but I wrote it down as if it were, so as to avoid over-
complexity. A~ain I hesitated in cases where pronouns had 
no fixed stem (i.e. cases analogous with kiSwahili 'JAMBO 
.hill', this matter, and 'MAMBO ha ya', these matters}. 
Footnote xx: 
Occasionally., in the text of this thesis, where no 
amb.iguity could arise, I have deliberately dropped the 'ki-' 
prefix. 
iv.b 
The method adopted had to conform with rny meagre 
linguistic attainments and qualifications, and with the 
meagre margin 9f time at my disposal in any one outlier. 
The problems of covering this enormous area, mostly on 
i~oot, severely limited my enquiries in both depth and 
lateral extent. In each outlier, on the average, I 
spent a week, of which only three intensive days could 
be devoted to the dialect. No second visits were possiblet 
therefore cross-reference from one dialect to another wa.s 
out of the quest ion, excepting cursorily among the dialects 
that received attention mast. Where a. full cross-check 
proved feasible was among the home-NginQo alone. Had I 
been able to refer back thoroughly from one dialect to the 
other, the case for Ngindo linguistic unity would certainly 
have been strengthened out of all recognition. However 
it was my concern not so much to find similarities as to 
determine the speech-norm applicable to each group. If a 
prima f~cie case f.or inter-dialectal unity was to be proven, 
it seemed to me only fair that the yardstick for comparison 
should be the norm, as opposed to the secondary choice of 
terms or constructions that might be held in common by two 
dialects. Time and again I rejected tentative translations 
when, although volunteered and satisfactorily in accord 
with the versions atbributed to other Ngindo dialects, it 
became clear that they yielded precedence to some local 
alternative form" If, bearing in mind the approach followed, 
the reader considers that the case f'or Ngindo linguistic 
unity holds good, then he can be confident that unity does 
in fa.ct exist. 
My sources for each dialect generally comprised two 
or three individuals considered. to be especially conversant 
with the dialect of the locality, These men almost invari-
ably worked with me collectively, not one by one. Sometimes 
I had ground for believing that they were inclined to be 
purists, insisting on archaic usages where simpler 'kiNgindo' 
ones might have been in more .frequent use; but I always let 
their verdicts stand, lest I should allow a pan-Ngindo bias 
to influence the enquiry. Here is the detail of my inf~rm­




Initia1y I .recorded this dialect in full with the 
aid of Amiri Msham Mkira of Barikiwa, a task which 
took several weeks of intermittent work. Amiri was 
literate in both Roman and Arabic characters, having 
attended the Government school at Liwale-boma for a 
few years in his youth. He was perfectly at home 
i.n kiSwahili, having worked as a seasonal road-
forema.n outside Ngindoland for a number of years. 
Later, Mohamedi Ali Kiganja, also of' Barikiwa and 
with a similar background, though somewhat more 
intelligent and polished, took over for harder assign-
ments such as the transcription of texts, of which he 
completed a considerable volume. Ih addition,. many 
casual informants gave their co-operation; for in-
stance when on safari I made a practice of examining 
my Ngindo porters in rotation; by which means I_prog-
ressi\Jely enlarged my general knowledge of the d:i..alect, 
besides doing specific tasks such as the inter-
dialect cross check. The men were all personally 
known to me as bona·· fide tnhabttant,s of Barikiwa 
and adjacent settlements, but since I do not recall 
the exact contribution of each, it would be idle to 
give the list of names. 
KiNdonde (Hamba or neo-Hamba). 
En route to Kilimarondo, centre of Harnba country, I 
camped a da.y' s march away at the most westerly out-
post of the Hamba, Nakanandi, the Headman of which 
answered the first part of my questionnaire. His name 
was Amuri Mangochi.. .At Kilimarondo itself I obtained 
the seryices of the headman, Machemba Mparaka, and of 
the Native Court Clerk, t'atience Issa Hassani. Together 
they completed the bigger pa.rt of the vocabulary and 
the whole of the text. All these informants spoke 
kiS'wahili wull. 
iv.c 
(iii) KiNdonde (coast-Ndonde). 
Two men, M"1ichande Nassoro Mhuja and Abdalla Mohamed.i 
Mwicha.nde Lijoka., both of I"lilola, furnished the entire 
linguistic material. Working together, I found them a 
well-balanced team. l'>iwichande was elderly and steady, 
Abdalla. young and bright. They seemed to enjoy the work. 
Milola is virtually at the coast, so the standard of 
kiSwahili is high there .• 
(iv) KiNdonde (southern-Ndonde). 
~y ~nformants were a group of three; Halfani Liwanda, 
·Headman of Nhyaba; his brother, Hassani; and Iddi 
Bushiri Lindo, Sub-headman of Nhyaba. At t.imes, one or 
the other could not attend, but.there were always at 
least t-wo present to corroborate each others' statements. 
As a. distinguished Muslim Preacher, Halfani spoke excell-
ent kiSwahili; as did his companions, living in this · 
relatively sophisticated area. 
(v) KiNdendeuli. 
rround. this dialect more difficult to determine than 
any other. At first, thinking that I might never get a 
chance to visit dista.nt Songea, I ran through everything 
but the text with a young safari Guide, Rashidi Bagaya 
of Likuyu (eastern Songea District}. Subsequently, 
however, though vouched for by my home-Ngindo porters who 
had accompanied him to his home, doubt was cast upon 
this informant's worth as an Ndendeuli-speaker. It there-
fore became all the more necessary to verify his renderings. 
Ultimately I was Hble to do this, and found Rashidi's 
answers to be substantially correct. My subsequent in-
form.ants were Faraji Makuti, Headman ( 'Nduna.') of 
Likuyu-Mtonya, and Iddi Rashidi Lijoka (no connection, 
of course, .with the coast-Ndonde informant of like patronym) 
of the same area. Temporarily, in the course of the 
enquiry, I transferred my attention to the Headman ('Jumbe') 
of Gumbiro (new-Gumbiro). I recorded neither his name, 
nor those of his retinue~ bu.,~ he was presented to me as 
a reputable kiNdendeuli authority., A..-11 these men appeared 
thoroughly familiar with kiSwahili. 
( v.i) KiMbunga. . . 
"[["pair of conscientious residents of Ifa.kara, Marselini 
Mhwumbira and Matonga Matonga, steered me through this 
dialect. Marselini, a Roman Catholic convert, was a 
retired school-teacher. Though very slow-thinking, he 
produced careful answers, and later filled in some minor 
omissions in reply to a letter I .sent him from the coast • 
. Matonga provided a good counterpom, being less meticulous 
and more active mentally. KiSwahili is much spoken in the· 
cosmopolitan township of' Ifakara. · 
(vii)KiNdwewe. 
. Personal!y, I doubt whether such a dialect as 'kiNdwewe' 
is still in currency at all. However, since the version 
supplled to me might be ta.ken to represent the furthest 
extreme of divergence on the part of the western-Ndonde 
from my kiMagingo yardstick, I thought it more profitable 
to record 'kiNdwewe' than the commoner type of kiNdonde 
spoken by this Ndonde-.Nd'wewe group. Preliminary enquiries 
showed the relatlonship between the western-Ndonde and 
coast-Ndonde dialects to be at least as close as that 
between the coast-Nctonde and southern•Ndonde ones. 
Moreover, the bulk of the so-called Ndwewe among the 
iv.d 
westem-Ndonde spoke nothing else but the standard ki-
Ndonde preve.lent among the a·1rowed IJdonde elements of 
that group. This was the c~rne with several elders who 
we,re introduced to me as venerable guardians of Ndwewe 
culture.. Only when my single chosen informant, Hassani 
M2;igo of Mal:i.nyi, appeared was I eble to discern any 
t~ppreclable degree of divergence between 1k1Ndwewe:r and -
kiNdonde as spoken by· t.he other . Ndonde outlier~. Malinyi 
li,es in the fa.r west of Mahenge Dj.stric.t; where are to 
ue found the residue of allegedly pure Nd11iewe. Being 
unable to visit the area, I could f'ind no one to corro-
borate Hassani's avid.nee. He was an elderly, conservative 
man of apparent integrity,.. Possibly his version of 
kiNdwewe is authentic; though I think it Just as likely 
that. the N'dwewe pockets in the west~; a minority of the 
survivors of the .original Ndwewet· may have become in-
fluenced by the Bena or other neighbour.s. Even if' this 
r kiNdwewe' I record were to be judged a distinct language., 
standing apart from t.he recQgni.sed Ngindo dialects, 
this would by :no :u1eans exclude the western-Ndonde from the 
community of Ngindo-speakers. On t.he contrary I £ound . 
·western-Ndonde speech so strongly NglnQ.o in character that 
1 preferred to experliaent. with 'obscure 'kiNdwewe' .• 
The prima facie qo.ncJ.u~ion . l relach is that all the 
dialects listed, with the except:i.on of kil-itbunga 8nd 'kifJdwewe' 
obviously belong to the same language, and that their users 
mu$t in my definition be Nglndo~ Now, despite the oddity 0£ 
a lingering, archaic· 'k1Ndwawe', no one can seriously doubt 
the essentially Ngindo speech-characteristics of the western• 
Ndonde. The Mb:unge the.refore, among the outl:ters, pose the 
only re<:tl ambiguity.. The h-ome-Ngindo porters I took to 
Mbu.ngaland cle.imed'. to find kiMbunga scarcely intelligible; 
though I myself, li.steni.ng to. Mbunga passers-by, was struck 
b_y the,numerous superf'lcial similarities to kiMagingo. ~ 
Nat.5.ve statements of opinion on l.inguistic matters i:tre notor-
iously tret{cherous-. Again, I :noticed that my J!;.'lbunga inform-
ants frequently picked c;n att Ngindo term at .first, but on 
second thoughts su.bstitu.ted for i.t an alien one,. Histori-
cally> the Mbunga t:tre simply an Ndendeuli off-shoot; and 
modern · Ndendeuli are certa.inly Ngindo·-speakers. Bearing in 
mind Thomson's revealing comment, made three-qua:t'ters of a 
century ago, on 1~he 15..ng.uist.ic prowess of his . Ngindo porter 
among the strange 1-foung¢i, (s.ee Chapter I .. Ngindo Outliers), 
it -~-seems that kiNibu:nga must· have started out as an 
Ngindo dia.lect ••.• the argument t.hat the home-t~dendeuli might 
~J1'?£.£t~_nt,;tzJ1av.e been swaiiiped by· t~gindo eaptives •. so a.d~Pt­
ing i;heir" language,, does :not a.ppear well-;foun.ded. Killlfbunga . 
has .since acquired many alien fe~tures. Vlhether these 
accre·tions ·now outweigh the .Ngindo content 1$ a matter which 
only further research can confirm. My- own imp·ression, base~ 
on the present materia1, is that the Ng:i.ndo elements are still 
sufficie11tly marked .for kiMbunga to be treated as an Ngindo 
dialect. And this is why I include th~1 Mbunga among the 
Ngindo outliers .• 
APPENDIX B. 
l. DETAILED COMPOSITION OF T.HE "SIMILAR" CATEGORY 
IN \;ORDLIST ANALYSIS. 
v. 
Dialect. _______ 
Malingo. c-Ndonde. Ndendeuli. Ndwewe. 
Wo•tl. C~l::c.110" . .:.c.s .. 
Hamba. I s.Ndonde. I Mb~ Exactly or nearly I I similar in only 
one or two of the 21 12 4 5 10 14 
other dialects. 
Recognisably the 
same in some of 
the other dialects 2 5 2 5 21 but considerably 
changed. 
Similar in form 
to some of the 
other dialects, 2 10 5 15 11 18 but different in 
meaning. 
Identical term 
found in other 2 l l 2 dialects, but not 
in popular use. 
Found only among the 
Ndonde group. 12 10 12 
Found among two or 
more of the Ndonde 
and peripheral-
3 2 17 33 
Ngindo grouPi • 
Common only to the 
7 iiliunga-Ndwewe dia-lects, i.e. the 
Mahenge groups. 
Expression belongs to 
kiNgindo, but a cir- - 4 1 6 cumlocution. 
Total Words ••• 27 55 26 46 49 129 











{al English translation. (f) kiNDONDE (southern-Ndonde). 
(b) kiSWAHILI actually (g) kiNDENDEULI. 




formants. (h) kiMBUNGA. 
kit.\\GINGD. (i) kiNDWEWE (archaic}. 
kiHAMBA (neo-Hamba). underlinecf= found in 
kiNDONDE (coast~Ndonde) 
kiMAGINGO. 
x Words are underlined only when the similarity to kiMagingo 
is not obvious. 

















called . MSHAM. and his wu·e. 
mMOJA, mwENY.lll JINA laKE MSHAM, na. .BIBI yaKE. 
JuMWE. JwA'NA liRINA1 lyslCWE • anaNO~, na elJANA. mulIDU2 
II ak!llA3 It tl MSHAM, II aHAW " 
jutd(). NKOLA.
4 
1l lye.BE " " :!! ba'BE. t 
u ft II fl n . ti " II 
n fl tt l~ !WHAM, II a.HA.N'A miJlIDU. 
yuMONGA5, mwAliA 1! " J.iSllAl,1 • ft m~\l;:'A It 
juMO'. " ft l;valU fl ii ciKOifGWE·7 ti - .t 
The word also means 1root 1 or 'stem' of a tree or plant. 
The imme idioma.tic use a.a is found. in kiSwahili. •.• 'for instance th~ Swahili •:BAB.Amro•, 'genitl'>-r1 (as Opposed to pater or 
cl~.!':l!':l.ifioa.tory father). Undoubtedly a close v:a.r:tant of ba:BE exists a.s a parfallel f.orm in each of 'chese dialects. 
Apparently a. past tense of the i.rerb 1to be'. 
Though I myself ::nisse·d it ,the term is proba.bly a ki.Ma.gingo one as well. The District Book refers to a. .ritual expert. known 
a.s nMk:ora .Kirambou, pres\lmably 1 the ownex- of the laud' • 
Probably from· !d.'.Bena. The word. occurred in. a parallel text obtained. from the hill-Bena. 
I u-se this sign through.out the text to indicate that the informant or informants could not be induced to include an equivalent .• 
A elose ld.Magingo variant is the common word. mXONGO. tree. 
r-· -· . ~ ... . - - ~-
(a) Said1 1s daughter. used to quarrel every 
(b) BINT.I SAJDI, waliku.WA no. uGOMV! kila 
(c) 
l 
a.Tl SAILI,, bald.BA fl :BtJLWA kula. 
(d) 2 a. :BINTI CHAHXDI. " II mPWM.'0 maCmmt .. 
(e) " SAHIDI, ti fl " " ( t') II II 11 II 11 Q t 
(g) B!NTI SAIDI, ald.BA fl :BULWA If 
(h) 
4 
SA.!DI, miP."AL05 ~ ma.NJlJAA 
mw.AlTA wa aV.I fl 
(i0 6 
ma.<.h1uiA 
llINTI SAIDI, baltil3A n mi!DMO .. 
FOOTNOTES: ,I i - - ;,·p )t J " 
1. aTI. &imply a colloquial contraction of regular a:B~NTI. 
2. m.1'\tAT!). ~~~;;· f~ killagill€0~-Tu; ~l!l~~d. ~ p.-;:r;.,ti;v- i.;;.Ui..,.- ;;_th- t~e~e- :,,;c~;i;e.; !{~~.- ;.;.,~;j 
3. 1:1aom:m4 pJYfJA. As in k1Magil'l..go, literally 1all days'/, for which the precise ki$Swahi1f equivalent would be SIKU~Oillil .• 
4. I!tt1ANA. Used by J>-J.Ma.gingo to mean 1 ch:tld' •. 
5. miHAU). 
6. ·miLOMO. 
Literally 1words 1 , as in ki.Ma.gingo. 














(a.) at L home And the1' were living s~ewhat isolated~ 
(b) lil'YtJl.mAni mwAO,. nAO walilruV.A wakilC.AA peke yAO kiDOGO , 
(c) ulffiJMBA. jai31ll biNLUbENE ... ba.kil3A baTAMA jiKA .JaBE kaOHOltO 
(d) NYUMBA fl 2 n "ba.TAMApga3 n u pa.OIIOKO ka:BI -
(e) 4 ti ll If " bikiTAMA II ff p&N'.DILA. 
(£) n ll 1t It 11 n ll !I 
(g) i::; u..'!\ITUMBA fl - II ba'U.MA ii " .NDUU"' 
(h) NYTJMB.A ~ 6 
.. 7 
siKA 8 weNI a WI a.TA.Mi.ti. shaWI pa. nia.N?Alll 
mtATI9 
yaWI. 
to (:i) jaBE. aba. baki.'.BA baTAMit.:l jiKA JaBO 10acmnrocm:nm 
•· 
. ' ' . . . -; . FOOTNOTES: , bil;1JUb.J.1'.!.'il.t!l • Apparently 1 these very people'. The personal :r;refix ~d ""' C.on.coV'~ 1·00,..r .:frequently becomes 'bil. 
.... 
2. kaBI. A contructed form of ka»II.I. 1Bnd a second time'. 
3. baTAMAnee. The suffix or fine.l-in.fleotion is ari optional plural-form in kiMagingo. 
4. .,m,,1ID£IA. Literally 'on the pa.th', i.e. t outlying'. 
a,1:. 
5• NDUU. In kiMa.gingo this figures as an exclamation of \irondermentL.a multitude, especially one of animals or hum~s. 
6. pelifL Apparentl~;t the same as Id.Ma.gin.go t,bENE 1 , and k:iSwa.h1li 'l!'lWENYE'. 
7. ,a~iti. This a.lterna.tiye past-tense form also occurs in kiMa.gi:ngo .• withs, @Hght variation.· of the final vowel: thus. 'a.T.AMite•. 
8. maNYAlU. Literally 'grass' (plu.re.l of lUfYAHI, blcde ot grass). Le. 1fa.r out in ~ forest•. 
9. ~ ~· meaning 1 inside1 , ns in klMf:t.gingo,i.e. 'indoors' ·or •at home•. 
10. !!!?.! • Apparently the demonstrative pronorm/ 1 these people'. 
(a.) in 
{b) ka.tika 






( 1) pa 
1I'OOTNOTES: 
1 jiKA. 
a countey \Tith great><forests and. 
NOR! yeNYE ma.PO RI malaIBWA na 
" .. ·wi kiLAMBO chA.NA maPUNGUTl 7 >.I n1 
2 maKUl~JA3 m..qJWI;{)N()WA chiRAMBO ~ na 
ltiRAHBO. chiNA maPENJA3 . malrtfl.U nv¥UTLU II 
ll 1f ti II ft 
4 
lm,2 maNY.AHI5 NIMA ma:KULUNGWA ti 
. 4 
na7 muJJUMA nWI " n II 
NIMA II maKUliOPE n 
1Jitera.lly 'only'> ·i,?. 'nothing but (forest)'. 
2. _J!€:.,lr~. Locative particle·s. 1 
I 
3. maKUNJA. ma.Pl!lNJ.A, liDOWI. Derivation not known. • 
4~ NIMAa Etc. 
5. ma:NYAHI. · 
6. rnaTOGORO. 
7 •. uWI ne. • 
• 
Obviously a· westerly dialectal feature, being confined. to kiNdendeuH; kiMbu.nga, and. 1kiNt'iwewe•. 
Literally 1 grass'. and by- e:x:ten.sion 'f.orest'. 
See maTOGOLO on the nerl ·page, meaning 1a dense clump of thicket ' in ldMagingo. 











:; . ..... . 
-- -~ '" - . - - --- ... .... -- - ~~. . . - . - ~- .. ·-- - - .. ,, . 
(a) which closed overhead like the clouds themselves 
(b) iliyoFUNGA juu kama ma.WINGU yeNYEWE 
(c) ja.NA ma.TOGO LO ku. nani an di maHUNDE geNE 
(d) ijiTABiti
1 
II II ll It n 
(e) iHWIKI2 tt n ~ " ff 
(f} II II II II " It 
(g) gaT.A."Bite 
l 
ti n andi ka " It 
(h) 
l 
liTAWiti · ii ft and.a. maIIUNDI geNI 
(i) HWIKALIRA
2 
H ti u maFUN:oE geNE 
FOOTNOTES: 
1. ·1 i,1iTA'.Biti. etc. Further uses of the alternative.past-tense form. It usually implies definite pa.st time. 
2. iHWIKI. etc. Used transitively in kiMa.gingo ... kuHWIKIRA, meaning •to cover•. 
(a.) in the middle of the rains. And the woman spoke thu.s: 
(b) ka.tika.ti ya MVUA. yUJ.Jn BIBI a.ka.SEMA hi vi 
(c) an.di ga :pa na KATI ja. HULA. baba.la aXIGI nga.baLONGE iyeNE . 
(d) paKATipaXATI •' ; ... ULA. baba It 11 iyeNI 
(e) 11 pa. HUIA. aKIGI ba. biLONGE ~ahi 
(f) tt' If D n n biLONGELS If 
(g) pa na KATE If rl yu.la. mwiKIGI a.LONGE naha 
(h) :paXA.TI u HUR.A. ml!'ASI2 x nab.a. yura. a, .. RO.NGI 
li..) 
,, 
~ Hui.A ,._!....,~ 1(1~ I ia ... l'a" ..... k..._Lo~iG&..A h. .... .cro 
FOOTNOTES: 
l. a.ndi a ;ea ne. KATI • A circumlocution meaning 'like those (clouds) at and the middle'. 
2. mFASI. Probably of Ngoni derivation. 
;1 .... . 
o' 
(a) My husband; whJ'·· 
»w1s.11X wANGU., (b) mbona 
(c) MangwA.NA bAN'OU, 
l 
nji 
(d) ft II mbon.a .. 
(e) II ff • mbone 
Cr> fl ff It t 
(g) AngA11A n ,, muna. 
g 
(h) J3AMBU wANGU • mona 
(i) NgwANA gwANGU, mbone 
FOOTNOTES: 















any _.-- offence ? 
KOSA>< to loTE 1 
·3 4 
LEMWA kiLlBE 1 
5 
ne . koLEMWA ~e 
jm~liGA L.ttJM\-l'A 
a.ta ka.Ca'.OKOCIIOKO 1 
ko k.OHA ? ·-
joI:IA ? 
ne ~witif Je ~ 
. 9 
ku.IIOKA 
l. nJi. In addit;i.on I have heard •mane' used in kUiagingo as the equ1V"alent of' the kiSwahil1 interrogative ·•mbona' A 
2. yfil)ENDA. KiMagingo frequently uses the·verb kuTENDA, 1 to do' or. 1 to make'~ as an auxiliary. 
,3 •• Jw.U'GA LEMWA. Note tlw,·t a.11 ·the dialects favour a verbal construction here. 
4. kiLil3E. Literally 'thing', i.e. '(not) anything• in this context. KiMa.gingo may employ both the alternative methods used below; 






.ie. 'Ne 1 is the subject eoneordal form of the .nersonal pronoun 1E'enga.'. •Je' i.s a negative tiuffix., here used in the 
a.bssnce of an equivalent for the nwi thout ( emng) •r id.ea.. 
Hea.uing 1 the. person (without et"l"ing a.t all)', namely the injured woman. The informants insisted on inserting this 
apparently ?'e8.Mdant word.. . 
kuMENYA means •to cut in strips' in kiMagingo. 
Apparently an Ngoni feature. The Ngoni and their erstwhile Ndendeuli subjects Address chiefs, etc., as BAMBO .. 
kulIOKA. Or!.g1nf not known. · · · ·· . · 
One would expect 'ycFoHA', but the informants stuck to '!!ljf« :!)la.5.n 1,0RA.1 ... 
(a.) If l had been lazy in m;r .....____, work, . I would. not have c~mplained.. 
ni singa.liLIA. (b) Ninga.lilo1WA mVIVU katika. KAZI >< r..ANGU, 
MKATA mn maBENOO e;ANGU •. 
l 
ne nga.GtJTi ti je. (c) KuTENDA na. 
NKATA kwa liHENOO itrANGU. (d) 
2 
TENDA ne na. 
(e) Ka b.\NA aTOTORU3 mu rnaHlilt~GO gANGU, ka bali'GU'Pi ta je. 
( :f} K"IXJ!ENDA. ne na. NKATA ku fl ~ ne ke GUTITI ii 
4 
(g) Na ka.'BA " t1 nTOTOOJ ... II n t . u t1 'bc...'IOtt.i tt It 
m'i~Oi'tm:o3 na. rum. W'I 5 liBENGU lyANGU, ..... 0 (h) :Nga.WI 
. . 6 
ngaLILiti ng1 oo. 
( i) Ne nga'.BE n.a. uTO!ro03 m13} .. na m~ G!NGU. ngellGUTiti je. 
FOOTN'OirES: 
l. nga.(!Q"Tit1. Thh past.;.definite tense anding is exceptional for kiMagingo. Usua.lly it· takes the form_!ite•. 
2. .!!!· Abbreviated form of the personal-pronoun 'Nenga'. meaning 'I' or •myself'. 
3. ka ·bl'HA aTOTORU. I assumed this to mean 'then ka. ? . b- bein in a state of an dler TOTOHU '· But on the othe:r hand it 
4. baNEM. ti. 
;. ~ nseWl. 
6. M 1 oo. 
ma.y be •m#H construed t1'.u$ • ~·· kallA naaTOTORU. meaning •then ka. I was wi th(na idleneas a.TOTOntr) •-: The u;e 
o~ the ]'.lersonal-pre:f'ix 1 s.-' in MTOTOBU would however, seem inconsistent here. The. same dif.fieulty arises over the 
version given by dialect (g), wht::h seems to ei:rploy e. verbal construction. Yet the log..i.ca.1 sequence would a.-ppear to be 
followed in dialects (h) and (i). (h) goes •ana.(:nga) I was (WI) an idler (mTOTOHO)•; and (i), 1I(Ne) and {nga} I was 
(BE) with{ na.) idleness ( u:TOTOO)' • 
From k:QLILA, • to cry out 1 • 
Locative construction ·reinforced ~ the. verb 1 to be_'!. (a less likely possibility was pa:NGA WI).. Use of' the verb :ts 
also ma.de in the version of dialect ( i). · · 
This appears to be a common kiMbtmga de'Vice to express negation. 
. . -- -- -~ 
(a) No indeed. :But I·ha.ve not yet ·done things 
(b) La ha:pana. Lakini ba.d.o sijaFANYA viTENDO 
(o) Ije.a.pa je. N'anjinu tangu.. ::±: iTENDO 
( d) ChilH2 je. 
/\ 
iltUB03 Nambllle3 nana.TENDA 
(e) Ka.BI2 II . 11 tangu. ne nan.TENDA je iTENDO 
(f) ti *· It ft " nana.TENDA 11 II ne 
(g) Ne lfiBAI; je 
6 7 g NEKE uti namira naka.TENDA je iL.D3I 
(h) Ng1oo aaa. /- Nakali7 kuTENDEKERA 9 hiTENDO 
(i) Jii. Kenya. kiLI 
ll 
ne nDENDiti je kwa. ja.NGWA 
12 
FOOTNOTES: 
l. ti!,. The negative particle is here sepa,rated. from its verb (nan.a.TENDA,); probably for em}"'hasis. 
2. chtBI, ka:BI. Variants of the stem BILI, meaning 1 twice1 or 1again1 • 








• :ttn.'"'1 • 1 







4 • .!l!• Se.me as 1nenga1 • meaning 1 .I 1 or 'myself', i.e. the expressio?fi~ not 
ceding sentence 11 (the woman) would not ha.tre complained.• etc.•. 
specifically negative. but instead reinforces the pre-
5. niBAI. 
6. NEKE ti.ti. 
7. namira, .nakali. 
8. iLIBI. 
9. ku.TENDEXEHA. 
10. maha. -11. kep.ya kiLI. 
From kuFALA, tneaning 1 to want•, i.e. 11 did not want it 1 • 
From ku.LEitA. j meaning 1 to let go 1 , i.e. 'let me go (NEICE) first (ut1) 1 or 'wait a minute•. 
·Origin not known. 
Li tera.lly 1 .thing a' • 
Found in kiMa,gingo (kuTEl'IDEKEYA), but with a different meaning, 1 to clean 1 or 1 to arrange 1 • 
Elsewhere this same d.ialect uses the term to mean 1good1 or 1 well~. 
.. 
12. kwa .JaNGWA. etc~ 
Literally 1 the thing (kiLI) itself (kewa.0 1 , i.e. 1 in this connection•. 
Literally 1 to someone else', i.e. 1(1 have not done) to a.nyone(these things)•. 
the whole phrase 'things like this 1 (cf.ke_nya earlier in the same line). Note 
.1e~va appears to be a pronomie:l word enfolding 
the duplicated negative particle, .J.!, a.t the 



























for a single day 
~ 
SIKU MOJA hata. 
kal:3I ni liCRUBA liMWE 
) a.ta II 11 
I natu ff tt 
I a.ta l.iNJUBA It 
I ll It I) 
hata. liNJUA liMONGA 




















In view of its absence in the other dialects. this stem appears to be a. kiSwahili borrowing. Apparently 1 nga(n)~• ·in ·itself 
expresses negation. The b.re.cketed 1n 1 is the subject-prefix. 
Literally 1 to talk to 1 • 
The word is found in kiMagingo, bu.t with a different meaning 1 to expedite• • 





1 siku.-1- is ap:pa.rent.ly a kiSwahili borrowing (ct'. the usual kiSwa.hili past-negative £orm, 1 siku.TOROKA 1 , meaning 11 did. not run 
awa;rl,etc.; ) 
Origin not kn·own. 
7. Nlru.ILI. The pa.st-tense ending 1-ili 1 ('-ile1 in kiMagingo) here occur.a with a. verb ending in •~.era.• (kuN'l'EGERA). 
8. ~ kuPITA. An idiomatio use found also in ki.Sliahili (~IT.A in both kiSwahili end the Ngindo· dialects means •to pass by•). 
9. knSYOMA.. Origin not known. Evidently it is tra.nsi tive, since 1t is folloired by no :p~rticle. 
..,. 
H • 
(a.) to my senior rela.t~ves. Have my f a.ther or maternal u.ncle 
\.... 
~ >< (b) mbele ya wa.KUBWA wANGU. Eti, :BABA yANGU au mJOMBA 
l 1. 3 (c) ka. ku anaROTA · bANGU. Lill a.IA.WA bANGU and.a. je aNJOMBA 
·(a) .k:wa. aka.naHOTA fl El! a.TAT! au n 
(e) lea · kanaROTA It II a.WAWA II an It 
(f) II It IJ 11 
4 
a.TATI fl tt aKWE-LUMS 
(g) II ti n ~!ill ma.TAT! If na. ma.YA1A 
(h) Pa. wa.LAWE
5
waKULUNGWA wANGU. Uli TA~I t-:ANGU ~au })& YAYA 
(i) aKULU gr;A.N'GU. Bult II jANGU lt JAJA 
FOOTNOTES.: 
" Lili. Literally 'now•. 1:Bu 1 or 1:Bri.li 1 usu.ally means · 'how?' in kiMagingo. .L. -
2. J:aW.AWA. ~Tow used by kiMagingo in place of archaic a.TA.TI. probably due to the influence of kiSwahili :BA13A .• 
3• anda. .le. Li tera.lly 1 l1ke not' ·(kt.Magin.go uses . , au 1 as well). 
4. a:KWE-LUME.Archaic in ld.Magingo. 


















7. miRAL01 etc. 
8. miLAl\IDU, kaJa. 
to hear this news ? 
kuSIKIA HAMB.I hizo ? 
k.UJUWA 
2 
ABALI3 jinji ? 
t1 -ma.LOBE5 genaga. ? 
6 
kuJtmWA maLONJI genyaga ? 
fl tf .. 1 
naJUilW .~t\.I. miHAL07 jeni ? 
kuYUHAlULA 
g 
miLANDU a.y~ ? 
7 
ko.JIIDTA millAW ajwi ? 

















Obviously a kl.Swahili borrowing. This word gave considerable trauble to translators. Some made it ':preceded' (baLONGW!, 
bikiRONGORA). Others made it 1 succeeded 1 ( waLOPOHi.J..i.) • 
Meaning 1 to hear': not •to know' as is the case with 1k:uJUA 1 ·in kiSwahili. :But note the hesitation in d.ie.lect (g) where it 
is used in both senses (naJUHWlJ\t.., hear; bal'UWt.n:-l, know). Why the informants should have pronounced the endings of these 
two verbs differently is obscure. , form . - . 
This is a very common kiSwahili borrowing. It settes as a standard iDm of greeting in kiMa.ginga • • • 'ABALI? • means 'Row 
a.re you?•. 
From kiSwahili 1 basi t , meaning 1well1 or ' enough 1 " 
This in ki.Ma.gingo would. mean 1voices 1 • 
Origin not known. 
Meaning 1words 1 in kiMa.gingo. 

















I have kept 
nimeKAA 
nDE2 kuTAMA3 
..:n.a•:r• :t· 10 






















An<?a kliBOKA. genyaga. 
ti penya.pa. 
. "' Hand?- iyi 
Jinji MIKA je 
a big field 
. ku.TOSHA. '' · 
l~i* 
nlIDLUNGWA . 




kuLIMA ltG1 UND.A 
ngaNIMite .. u II 
NIMiti n 
" It " 
n 11 
ll NGWG-1UNDA wa. maha. 
N'IMA. NGUNDA 
,,_ 
2. ~ Auxiliary use of ltU.TENDA, meaning· 'to do 1 • 
3. kuTAMA.. The word by itself means 1 to live, stay, or sit'. 
4. k.UBUXA nenmpg 1 etc. Literally •going aWa.y (}ttiBUKA,) from here whel'e we are ( penyapo )' • The uhra.se gave considerable trouble to in-
formants, who adopted various methods of' exoressing it. Dialects (e) and (g) follow this same constrnction: -whereas (d) 




nl)ENDE .j ii. 
and. ( h) sa.;r 1 like .this (or 'these things~ ) .-: Di alee~ ( f) e?mbines both met~ods with 'like. going: av;ay fro!Jl these things I • 
Dialect (i), on the other hand, says 1Tlus Ciin.1i) do not put (MIKA .1e) 1 , 1.e. 1do not stop at this point1 • 
Origin not known{unless it be a verbal construction incorporating the verb kuWE,or \kUBE, •to be'• in which case the phrase 
should be written 1nga.mWE na'). ·· · · · · · · · · · ·· · 
Literally 1\.rord1 • The same idioma..tie usage occurs in kiSwahili(i.e. 1neno , meaning 1beca.u.se •.. 1). 
Probably from kiSwahili 1mbona•, meaning 'why ? 1 • 
Origin not known·. 
Li teraily 1 I went {or did) JiiU. 1 KiMa.gingo use.s the same exclamation to describe dead sileneej,especially after an 
...,.._ 1111~ .. , .. f! . 
11:\c. .:.J.:..~h"'c. . 
x 
(a.) This "-... season. In fa.ct this hoe of mine is worn out 




{d) ti ohinjino. Ata liGERA II lindino ti ?lOLE! 
(e) ff It Na tu II " lino liJOMWIKE 
3 
••• NOLA! 
(f) II n n ff It ff n n 
(g) l1 ohinji 4 fl If II liLALltL Na.nji ... 
(h) Mi4AKA wa liLINU. Ata liELA 11 ali liYOMWIKl . .. uLOLIKEB:E 1. 
(i) ky.AXA. k;ra lelo. Rate.. liGERA n II liLALA ... NOLI!' 
FOOTNOTE: 
1. ch.AXA. chino. Literally I this rear•. Only ~al~cts (h) and (i) follow the exact kiSwahili construction, ' H<- 'je"'"" 01 t-a-..t'4 '· 
2. liJ.EMBE. Apparently a kiSwahili borrowing. 
Literally 1it has finished {intransitive)•, from k:u.JOMOKA. Note the past-tense ending in '•IK.E 1 , parallel with those in 
•-ILE', '1-i te 1 •. etc., 
Origin not known. 
(a.) All four of 
(b) NGOK\!Tlil zETU 
6c) iKOKWE yITU 
(d) n . ITU' 
h 
(e) II jt~u 
(f) " n 
(g) II II 
(h) RANJA3 wETU 
(i) It • lcyEW 
FOOTNOTES: 
1. iMATIRO. 




6. ~. iWTOi'O. 











Origin not known. 
Meaning 1 things 1 in kiMa.gingo. 
Origin not known. 
M , -· - -· 











-··· - .. - -. --· ,._ ·-·- -· 
f'ood. We have a reserve. 
'-- -.... 
cha:KULA.. . AKI:BA. tuNAyo • 
chaIDJLYA~ " tu-KWETI. 
l 
II iMA.TIRO II ! 
~YA AKIBA II ~ 
ya. .. r#k fl ti " 
2 .. 





ili tuWi nacho. 
hyaKULYA. iTOTOT07 tuBI nahyo. 
The subject-concord, together with tense-particle, 1 ina.-• may be of kiSwahili origin, a thing already noted in.this 
4.ialect {see page ix). 11-1 would in that case be tb.9 subject-concord for the invariable 'n-1 cla.ss of nouns; 
and •-na.1 woUld be the particle for the present tense. The -KWILA stem ap~a.rs to correspond with TWIL-IRA, etc., 
in the other dialects. A~Q.~ ... , I ....... ,1.. .. I ... 1- t4 e .... J. .. \ H:.s 1: .... e.. ·""' "'- ~ s ........... ~(~ :f.L ... vo ...... 
Origin not. known.. Apparently it means 1ol)ject• or 1 thing'. 
Origin not known. kllMEMEHA. means 1 to chew' in kiMagingo. 
' ' - ~e . 
(a) Again, 
(b) Kisha. 
at the time 
WAKA.TI 
when the river dried. up 
mro~ MA.Jt, . 
- ,. -- - - - - - . - - -· 
r u.sed to draw water 
:n~lilroWA 11il:iCHO!U 









( h) nYOMWILI • 







6. :e! nda.hi. 




















Generally used by kiMagingo in the sense of ·1.water-hola 1 • 
WOHI, l YE' t. ·
2 





MAc141 , ""a_.ki. 8 A 
A pa.st tense. of the verb kt1.WE. meaning 1 to be• . · 
A )?ast tense of kuT.lliKA, meaning 1 to dra.w water' • The final 1 -a.1 is uncommon. 1-e• is more ucual. 
Origin not known. 
A pa.st tense of kuJOMOLA, .meaning 1 to ~ finish' (transitive). 






~ .... ·E'~j\ 
Apparently a. pa.st tense of the verb kuWI, meaning 'to be'. It corresponds with kiMa.gingo na:Bite., from ku'BE. 
(a) .at a well which was very far off. Likewise 
(b) kwENYE kiSIMA. kilichoiM{V.WA MBAL! kabisa. Vilevile 
v .. 
(o) pa liLI:BA lili ki:BA kana ka.LlPA l san.a. Kal3'.ILI 
2. 
uyaila 
(d) ltu. kwa.3 
4 
fl ku.TA!~ changa.ni. n II 
(e) pa kiLIBA chiki:BI kuTALl mtL'l'!.O. 5 Hilahila 
(f) " " It " fl II 




kiLIW.A. kiWI tt nak$. Wuwwia}la ., 
6 ll)ma~iadm6 iLrnA. ... kuTALIKA. ha.ha • 
Ubwabuwa.btl 
FOOTNOTES: 
1. Jana kaLIPA. Literally t a.s(kana) a.nd (ka.. with continuous pa.st connotation) it was lying far off (LIPA) 1 • 
2. ka"SIL!. The word is su:pe rfluous here. . 1 t means •a.gain 1 • 
3. kwa.r.. etc. Literally •of (kwa.) being distant (ka.TAI,IKA.) 1 • ie. this :phrase circumvents the relative construction. 
4. ch.an.gani. 
5. ~- Apparently fr.om kiSwahili 1 mno 1 , meaning 1 too much'. . .. . ~ . . - -· .. 
6. naltaka., ~. Wuwuna.ha,_ Ubwa.'buwabu. Origin not known. 
)( -
- -- - ' .. - . ,... -- - ... -- , .... 
(a) I have worked very hard so that we should get firewood anct relish. 
• 




2 2 .3 4 sa.na sababu , tuPATI INGU m. liKO:LQ. 
(d) nDE kuCHALILA
5 6 
cha.ngani pa ku.TENDA tu.PATE RANJU AA. chjHA.M.BULA. • 
(e) 1t kuLA:BA 
2 7 
muno maGAMBO fl n fl liliJWAMBO. 





sa.na mba.ha. tul?ATI u r1 II 
(h) 10 nYONJIKIRI 
{i) nYE maXAKABA.
12 
neho .~11 tuPATE n n F'..iNJAMBO. nami 
. 13 b~a 
ga HEKU je ~ n BANJO na liN'J'WAM.BO. 
FOOTNOTES: nm 
l. nDELA. kuJ.iABA. Au.rl.lfary use of ku.TENDAWE~X me:i!ns 'to mak:ei ·or 1 to do 1 • nDELA. a.ppe~rs to be a contrccted form of ktl.TENDEIA -- the 
stem TEND is very commonlt reduced to· TE. as can be seen in dialect (d) below.· 






g~ ni YU1·ffiATIKA. 
9. mbaba 1 etc. 
10. nYONJIX!HI. 
11. neho ~wmihi. 
12. maKAKA.RA.. 
13. {!,,a FlEltU. Je • 
etc. Appa.r.ent lapses into kiSW3.hili. However they aeemed to be the forms in vogue. 
Usu.ally 1na1 , meantng 1and1 • As here, however. the vowel is very often attracted by the following one. 
Meaning 1meat-relitlh1 only in 'Jiil. kiM~ingo. 
Origin not kn°"1n. · 
Possibly d~rived from the sa.me stem as k1SA.Ml30, ete.t 
Origin not known. 
kuJUMBATDrA means 'to hU.rry' ·in kiMagingo. • 
Probably fro11l! kuPAHA, meaning 1 to please 1 (the corr~sponding kiMagingo word is ku.PAYA). 
k:uJONJF..JraYA means 'to increase' ( tra.nsi tive} in kiMa.gingo,. 
Origin not known. 
This word. means 1 strength' in k1Magiligo. Presumably the aecompanyiilg verb means 1use or put forth~trengt~1 • 
Apparently this means 'of (ga.) little (HEKU) not (j~, Le. •no mean (work)'. 
(a) In fact my clothes h.."tVe been spoilt by thorns out there 
(b) Ra.ta NGUO vANGU zimeHARIB IWA na mi IBA ln1ko 
(c) Na tu nmmo yANGtJ :t.kaOmJJ.UK.E na. miil3A ukl.tokwo 
(d) Hata. n fl iPAPUKine 
l n fl '\lltt-re 
iJWlUPUKine 
(e) Na.tu ti eyANG11 :bf~H fl It ukwu 
(£) II 11 II {PAPUNIIE n " uk\.ro 
(g) Ne. N&u.BU ti iJWFUKine ti n ikwuktt 
(h) NGUU n ~g(iin2 
~ 
Ha ta 11 miHOMI uku. 
~m~ 
(i) ti NGUHO yaNGU iHAXALALA~ n ukwu 
FOOTUO'f.ES: 
1. iJWEl?UKine. Here is another variant 0£ the_ IJast tense-e_ndings in '-ite', 1-ile 1 , etc. 
2~ wa.HAKAKIIU. In kiMagingo .the commonest form of this Vffrb is kuRAKALA.. · 
3. . , • • 
-. -. 




nilikoT'EMBEA. Ku11ko wANAw.AD wENZANGU uPIKl's.JI w}.llGU 
(e) uku.nDYANGi te. !Ce.:Bt akiKIGI a.jANGU kuTELEXA kw.A.NGU 
(d) ku na.1l:YANGILE. Mat INGA ji na akiKIGI ajANGU 11 tt 
2 
(e) ktt nDYANGl'f.:'~'i. KUBABIUl 11 ft ft rt 
(f) If 11 IJ tt .. fl 11 
(g) kaJA:BU3 1ro.TYANGA. Kulikwa. a.ka:KIGI bajAN'GWA " lf 
ku.MILI3 
4 r:: 
(h) i1 Kwa.weri waDARA way AN GU uTELEKAJ'I,j 
6 
{!) nnmm:r.~~. Kwalikwo ahiKIGl ajAltGU k:uT.ET..J:!:K.A k\qa nenga 
FOOTNOTES: 
l. Xuliko, etc. T"n.e tra.nslaUon of this :phrase gaye mu.ch diff1c.'Ulty •. In dialect (c). _the word for 'a.gs..in1 (KaBI) is wrprossed into service. 
In dialects (d) D.n.d. (e). wordc me2..ning •to me~sure 1 (ktl.t.u:rGA) or 1to cheek for re~em'blanee' (k:u:B.Al3ULA) are used. Dialects 
(g} and (i) ad.opt variants of the kiSwa.hili .\1ord itself" (ku.iiko). The <>rie;in of •k:Waweri', used by dialect (h)i is 
obscure: ·..mless it repre.sents a past tense ~ of ~'Verb •to be 1 ••• 'kwa. lfJiliCX w:m-t•. · 
2. nDYANGITAJE. The $Uf:f'h: or part:i.ele 1 .jei" does not. necessarily imply negation.f, especially when not accented in speech. KiMagingo uses 
it as a. ftlture tense•ending as well. 
3. kaJAlro. lru.MIL!. Origin not known~ 
4. waDAB.A. Possibly of :Bana.-Hehe derl.v<;,.tion. 
5. ttTF.!3.KA.1i. ~'his dislect shows a. tendency to ado::pt kiSwa...lrl.li modes of forming words. 




















4. klli'A'.tiA.Jl'A • 
5. w.al).J3lrJ~ .• 
very tasty, 
ku:PENDEZA. .zaidi. 
kul!ALAJ'A kaC!IOKU je. 






kal?AU. ka hek-.i jo. 
l light the 
MOTO rulKOKA 
mW OTO uKOYA 
MOTO nGijltG.Al1A 
MOTO nenga i\.DENDA 
n ni 
















tangu nu ku.CHEJI 
na. maLI.LI 
peee~ 
This gave rise to a number of alte:rnati Ve renderings. In dialect ( cL kuCilEJI means I to break (of dawn) t • • • 1-i t 
endings like this frequently occur as a.lte:t"l'JAt,:i.ves to 1-a.'. In dia.leet· (dJ, the underlying idea seems to be that 
the fresm1oss of c1.a1'm is tiitill -proaont -- matILl mea.ns 1 eold.' in ld.Magill.,g\'. Dialects (g), (h), a.nd (i) fa.vou.r 
Gm:phatio 16.eophon.es ••• s!bnilar ones· a:re to be found· in kiMa.gingo. 
CoJ?Ula~ use. This seems to be a 1dSwahili borrowing. The same might be said of 1kwa1 in dialects (d). (e). and 
( £). Dialect (i} fa.vou.rs a \~holly verbal constru.ct1on. 
KILO means 1 darkness' or •.night' in kiMe.gingo.. . Thus KILUXllU would mean the half-light of dawn. 
. Meaning ~i to please. (one a.notherl t in ltiMagingo. kuBAIALA., on the other· hand, means 1 to be :pleasing~ 
tiaLABU in kiMagingo means .~ •tomorrow (moming) 1 • 
)( - . -. 
(a) Before 
(b) kabla. ya. . 
( c) kal.lI NIMI 






(e) ta,nm nga.'B!KI je NGUJm. 
(f) fl y~GUKU nga.JIMBA Je. 
( g) na ma.JOGORO ktiBIKA. Je •. 
(h) ta.ngu. ktiWI:KA maNJORORO. . . 
( i) nJOGOLO akayi aBIKA je. 
FOOTNOTES: 











( Me«&:illiLnt:QO I • 
as 
\ ~ 
























and.a. kaE>In muNOO 
aPlTiti 
aJ?ITAju3 
n (e) '~N~o~t...£..::e~t_(~t::.=?..:~:........:::==-....=:~~~---1.!:~::..;.::=..t._:::.;;::...::......u.i.:~..;;.::::.....=~=....:::........l;::::.:;:..::::.:.::.L 
n (f) 'Not et (tan of ( a the fowl s (NGtriro and he the crowed ( · not (je) •. 
11 (g) 1and (na. the cockerels maJOGORO to crow ku.BIKA not ( ·e '. 
2. J!!=. 
J. a.PITA.tu., 
11 ( h) 1 not yet t to crow ku.WIKA the cockerels maN'JORORO ' • · 
u ( i) 1 the cockerel (nJ'OGOID) not yet presumed mee.nin.g of akayi) he crowed (aBIKA) not ( .je) 1 • 
Locative particle. Only dialects (d). (e~t and (i) adequately rend.er the kiSwahili locative suffix i-ni 1 • 
Probably the equivalent of kiMa.gingo aPITAga.. All these dia.leats commonly turn final ~-a.1 into 1""fl'I, especially in 
songs a.nd speeches. 
~ -· :: : 
. ·- -· - ' . - - . 
(a) about the time 
l 
the rises, he willi find it already a.t ver:r sun clean 
../ 
(b) '»fiwito sa.wa na JUA kn.ORA, atauKUTA SAFir tayari. 
(c) andi tera UCHU'.BA lika.PITAga., bu.luXOLILA CHWAl?I. 
'--- "' (d) chiKOBWE chi liP!TA liu.BA, al3A lruluXOLERA luRALlLE nYOMWILE 
'- .... 
( e) ld.KO:SO teratera. na l\. U61\ likiP"ITA, na13A luXOLERA tera.tera. luHA.LILI. 
(£) kwa NGOBO ktl kuLINGANIRA liu.BA kuCHELA.. bttlu KOLERA. luHALILE lwOHA 
. -
(g) Ji. " na ku.PITA je, a.luKORILE lwOHA NJWEE e.JOMWI 
(h) tera. na. liRA.'NGA 't ku011IIE, ataXOLILI ma.ha iPER~t .. 
(i) tiliga.tiliga liSU:BA kuliPITA, aluEONA3 tera.tera. luHALILI. 
FOOTNOTES: 
1. at about the verx time. Var.ia.nt.s given for this were •••• 
¢Dialect (c) 1like.rea.dy/equal1 • 
• 11 ( d) 1 the time of ' • 
11 ( e) 1 the time ready and', 
,, (f) •at.the time when it is equal with1 • 
11 {g) (circumvented.). . . 
1i (h) 'ready/equal with1 • 
•• (i) tilistilia ... origin not known. 
2. alrea,dy clean. This gave rise to a number of vari_a.n_ ts. In dialect ( c). OHWAP! is a clumsy pronxmciation,_2,f kiSwa.hili i&Af'iJ'. In dialect 
(d), kuRALALA. means 1 to be plea.sing•. and kuJO'.MOLA. •to finish (transitive)•. In dialect;;.« (e), teratera is the normal 
term for • 1"ead,y1 in kiMagingo.y (Magingo informant-s were, however, reluctant to add it to the ·adjective 1 olean1 , which 
3. a.lu.BONA. 
they regarded a.s sufficient in itself). Dialect ( f) says: 'it was plea.singt the whole 1~)dialect (g). 1 the whole ready! She 
has finished'; and dialect (h), 1good, it has finished' (ku.PELA or kuPIRA means •to come to fruition• in kiMa.gingo); +~~,ll~, 







(g) 5 Ngohe hili ' 
(h) Topi.5 
( i) Ba.hi, 
I cannot understand how you inflict 
siWEZI kuFAHAMU namna. gani unaniFANZtA 
- '\ nenga na:paMANYI Je p~ni bul.1 unDENDELA 
NOM'.Bl ne kugaMANYA je 
. je 
ne niKOMBO ~ ~YA 
la4a \tali~ punTmDA 
mENE mwe bu unDElmE 
t1 cbinGOMBO je " .mw II II ti ,fl 
ne MANYI je ndeka.5 metONGE bu tuniMIICl 7 
.nik:iMANYI'fi.: ng:·t oo buli naba.5 uNQ1ABA5 



















This means • tlm.s', as does 'hiyuJ.u• in dialect (h). Only dialects (d), ( e), and (f) render the kiSwahili s.ccu.rately• 
etc. From kuXOMBOLA, meaning 'to succeed.' or 1 to aJftn obtain 1 • It is found in ldMagingo too. 
3. Apparently a kiSwa.hili borrowing. 
4. mENE mw;~. Meaning •you yourself'. 1Mwe' is an abbreviated form of the personal pronoun 1mwenga1 • 
5. Ngohe hili. ndeka, Topi, ~. uNG'AIIA,luNG'A. Origin not known • 
. ' 
6. nel-YLNYI je _nd.eka meLONGE. bu. Meaning 'I do n.ot know a.t a.11 how you speak' (kuLONGELA means 1 to speak'), i.e. 'you speak to me harshly' • 
7~ Jl!!i.!'!IKI ne. Meaning •you pu.t me (in trouble)'. KulHKA means •to put'. 
S. umHWALO. Literally 'word'> i~. 1 scolding'. 
xiv. 
. APPENDIX C 
NGINDO DESCENT-NAMES AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION BY_SUB-TRIBES• 
\ 
l. Ndonde. 
























































































































































































































x . Ndonde • ••• 
@ . .. . Ndendeuli • 
xx ••• . Magingo. 
xxx ••• proto-Hamba. 





( kimBALAKOLO (namKENDA 
(kimBALAKOSO (emKWENDA 
:(kim.BALAKOTO x--ruKII'IGA(anKINGA) 
mBUHI(alleg •. Ngoni )naKUNDA 
























nYUNI Q9 .( alleg. 
Pangwa) 
I 
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